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SECTION IX

Personalistic World as Self-Consciousness Form

Chapter 1. Multitude of personalistic Worlds and sensibleness of Perception
It will be extremely difficult for me to uncover and for you, truth seekers, to
comprehend renitively (i.e. deeply, scrupulously) the true Essence of such important notion as
personalistic (i.e. individual) World of «personality,» because very limited by its abilities system
of subjective Perception of each of you operates only with decoherent (i.e. artificially, selectively
chosen by you from the general slloogrent state of Macrocosmos) Notions about «yourself» and
about surrounding reality, which are infinitely small part of versions of different-Qualitative
events, circumstances, and states out of a countless multitude of development scenarios, where
Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness of «your personality» focus simultaneously (i.e. in parallel)
and really. Not only quantum Reality itself is multifaceted and multivariate, where we and other
Self-Consciousnesses Forms are manifested aspectably (visibly), but we are multifaceted and
multivariate as well actively and continuously quantizing, energy-informationally organizing
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all the multitude of different-Qualitative types of this subjective
Reality by your different-Qualitative Thoughts, Desires, and Aspirations.
3.0001.   

Every moment these Elements composing our subterransive (i.e. «individual,»
«inner,» the deepest) Conceptions about anything — automatically and consistently — change
personalized picture of Reality subjectively perceived by us, which makes each of us believe in
one and only option of events happening to us, in us, and around us, and do not notice all the
consequences which — at the same moment! — we carry out by many other reasons, which form
in slloogrent Multipolarization of our Focus Dynamics completely different circumstances,
mental reactions, and types of behavior. In fact, all that multitude of subterransive possibilities
are what I mean by the term «scenario of personality development.»
3.0002.   

In the language of quantum mechanics, development scenarios, or personalistic Worlds
— there are classic options of different-Qualitative «projections» of our single multiworld quantum
existence: Depending on our subjective position or point of view on any matter, in our Focus
Dynamics in a corresponding way there is «changing» classic picture of subterransively seemingly
«formed» by us reality. Actually, we do not create anything new — either in our environment, or in
Universe, or in Macrocosmos Itself, but always only subjectively perceive, identify something new
for us with something, we already know and interpret in our own way, What structures already
«initially» Energy-Plasma by peculiar to «It» energy-informational interconnections and gets
manifested in every «point» of Space-Time together with «us,» being initiated from Rezomirals by
typical for us Focus Dynamics. Any of «personalities,» simultaneously exhiberated (manifested)
near us, will see and perceive «picture» observed by us completely in its own way. It will «project» Its
own Experience «adding» different sense and meaning to it. The same concerns all the rest beings
that structure together with us the given «point» of Space-Time, which observe the same «picture»:
In Perception systems of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms, like in different kaleidoscopes, it
will acquire the most diverse subjective characteristics.
3.0003.   

The main reason of such endless diversity of versions of same events, circumstances,
phenomena, choices, and relationships are subterransive differences in Focus Dynamics of each
Self-Consciousness Form. The Multipolarization Principle of Focus Dynamics implies its presence
in every moment in the state of superposition, i.e. such state of Self-Consciousness that includes
not one or two but a countless amount of parallel, simultaneous options of any choice made by us,
which serves the main reason of manifestation in energy-informational structure of Space-Time (in
the skrruullerrt system) of uncountable multitude of different-Qualitative personalistic Worlds or
subterransive development scenarios. Depending on your ability to perceive qualitatively, renitively,
and with interest any of the events happening in your life and your mental state, subjective aspect
of Focus Dynamics of «personal» Interpretation that you are self-realizing in «now,» is instantly
«reprojected» into the subjective scenario that most corresponds to that particular focal state
(NNAASSMM) and is structured particularly by these realizational possibilities (VLOOOMOOT).
3.0004.   

All that multitude of personalistic development scenarios always «take place» at any
moment of our eternal Existence, but the bright and very convincing static «picture» of extremely
limitedly perceived by us Reality, which is formed at every moment by our one single choice, does
not let us to be aware holistically and simultaneously of at least several versions from concurrently
already existing options of our scenarios. Otherwise, we would have lost the Notion about who we
are at every given moment, what exactly we are really doing «now» and in what «point» of linear
space we are exactly. For our Perception systems it becomes possible either in the altered state of SelfConsciousness (deep Meditation — disconnecting from the process of normal Self-Consciousness,
which allows us to perceive the surrounding reality with the help of visual, tactile, taste, auditory
sensations) or at achieving a certain ampliative degree of the lluuvvumic Qualitativeness of our
Focus Dynamics, when there begins a powerful activation of higher intuitive, psychic abilities.
3.0005.   

Before reviewing the principles of multi-level organization and different-Qualitative
realization of energy-informational interconnection between Form-Creators of all possible types
of Form-systems of Macrocosmos, let us try to figure out what we put into such a common
notion as «surrounding reality,» which is the visual and mentally perceived by us process of
3.0006.   

endless transformation of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of a countless multitude of differentQualitative Form-systems (of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and of subterransively structured by them
combinations of focal Configurations — personalistic Worlds) into more and more Qualitative for
them states.
Not so many people realize that only extremely tiny part of all that energy-informational
content, which through Focus Dynamics of endless variety of Self-Consciousnesses Forms creates
the general «picture» of our environment (i.e. really surrounds us being manifested together with us
in the same dimensional diapason), might be at least somehow subjectively perceived and estimated
by us, being carefully studied, logically analyzed, and compared with something already known.
The Notions put by each of us into the concept of «surrounding reality» are very subjective, and
they depend first of all on the specifics and peculiarities of organization in our Focus Dynamics of
energy-informational interconnections between Form-Creators of DNA and the brain, which provide
so called «higher» — for the given, mixtum, analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types — neural activity that
determines all our subterransive characteristics and abilities to conscious Existence.
3.0007.   

To deepen the understanding of the considered subject, I would like to point out the fact
that these are not Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of our genes (they belong to the
category of synthesizing Form-Creators, providing auto- and hetero-catalytic functions) that are the
main «writers» and «directors» in the process of initiation and Qualitative organization of those
energy-informational interconnections, which each of us uses to make their choices. Gene FormCreators represent amplificational interests of all the multitude of CCIs (and their Proto-Form),
which Focus Dynamics show quite high degree of covarllertness in relation to the current Goals and
Tasks common for the given birvulyarity type in the current conditions of exhiberation. In other
words, gene Form-Creators of our «current» NUU-VVU-Forms — in all their specific combination
peculiar to the given Synthesis Scheme — for now represent in general those Levels of FD which we
interpret as collective Unconsciousness, coded by the multitude of unrealized Interests, which are
typical for a wide variety of surrounding us Proto-Forms of animals to varying degree.
3.0008.   

They are not initiators, but only diligent and accurate executors of more universal
realizational Programs (SFUURMM-Forms) inherent in f-Configurations of Form-Creators of more
Qualitative Levels of Self-Consciousness of the given NUU-VVU-Form, and specifically of collective
Subconsciousness. In fact, Focus Dynamics of so called «personal» Self-Consciousness of every
particular person represents a narrow-specific result of endless and active interaction of Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of collective Subconsciousness, manifesting into informational space of
Self-Consciousness ampliative SFUURMM-Forms of CCI of LLUU-VVU-Form, with Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of collective Unconsciousness, representing basic interests of CCIs of other
birvulyarity types, Which Experience adapts in a certain way to the peculiarities of our Synthesis
Scheme (during kleksing, it acquires VVU-Factor), and eventually becomes a structural component
of the Experience of LLUU-VVU-Form Itself.
3.0009.   

Who and what provides the process of adaptation of different-protoformal Experience,
widely realizing through Focus Dynamics of people, to those Goals and Tasks that will distinguish
radically in the future intellectually-altruistic psychology of the «future» Human from egocentric and
3.0010.   

primitive psychology of present-day animals? the command (impulse-signal) to carry out in every
moment a synthetic interconnection of a certain type is generated in DNA — through intermediary
protein Forms — svilgson Creators-regulators which specific Self-Consciousnesses Forms structure
all the diversive or «noncoding» DNA (what scientists call «junk» DNA). They do not participate
in the process of protein coding directly (let me remind you that one gene often codes several
different proteins), but together with synthesizing gene Form-Creators they actively participate in
the formation (with the help of the same gene Form-Creators) of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
«their own» types of RNA, which do not carry information necessary for the process of cell protein
synthesis, but provide only coordination and regulation of synthesizing function of every gene FormCreator (strengthening or weakening of qualities peculiar to it).
In other words, we should understand that all the gene Form-Creators, as well as any
synthesizing Form-Creators, are Forms of expression of khvasslon ethereal Dynamics of Info-Creators.
These are khvasslons that in our dimensional diapason represent regulators and modifiers of any
Focus Dynamics, i.e. any synthesizing Form-Creators. Any coordinative activity of svilgson Creatorsregulators are always functionally provided only by Form-Creators in the conditions of Worlds’
Form-systems of the given exhiberation diapason, since Info-Creators do not have a possibility to
prove themselves in any other way except only through peculiar to them (to Form-Creators) focal
Configurations. Therefore, it would be extremely unwise and imprudent to separate their functions
(for example, of gene Form-Creators and svilgson Info-Creators), or even try to figure out «who
of them is more important» in this process — neither first nor second cannot manifest themselves
without each other. I use such functional «division» only in order to make clearer the principle of
organization and realization of gene synthesizing Form-Creators.
3.0011.   

Why do exactly svilgson Creators-regulators of diversive space generate in DNA commands
for carrying out by Form-Creators of genes? Because due to the special universal properties of
their ethereal Configurations in their functional dynamics there is already initially inherent all the
endless slloogrentness of casual interconnections, characteristic for holochrone Multipolarization
of Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms simultaneously manifested both in many
different-Qualitative versions of «now» and in any of time point of the «future.» Simply put, each
of the Creators-regulators knows results of realization of absolutely all variants of the given Focus
Dynamics already beforehand. For every NUU-VVU-Configuration (of «personal» Interpretation)
exactly that version is segreksally «chosen,» which most resonates with specific peculiarities of a
certain development scenario. Gene (synthesizing) Form-Creators do not have such Information
— their main function is to provide the Mechanism of exhiberation, and they do not care what will
happen as a result of realization of this or that choice. In other words, svilgson Creators-regulators
provide the execution of amplificational Principle of unconditional formation of Everything What
ALREADY Exists, and synthesizing Form-Creators of all categories provide This Existence with all the
countless multitude of corresponding Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
3.0012.   

Every gene Self-Consciousness Form is structured by the multitude of Form-Creators —
carriers of Aspects of different PCQs combined in their activity according to certain geyliturgent
signs (one gene can be invaderentally structured, for example, by carriers of PCQs ALL-Love–ALLWisdom and ALL-Integrity; other — by ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability and ALL-Abundance–
ALL-Fullness; the third — by ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness and ALL-Unity; the fourth — by
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality; the fifth — by ALL-Mobility–
ALL-Presence and ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness; the sixth — by ALL-Aspiration and ALL3.0013.   

Steadiness–ALL-Stability, and so on). Since people genes are structured by different-protoformal
Qualities Aspects, and noncoding DNA is structured by Qualities' Aspects of dominant Form-Creators,
it becomes clear why exactly Form-Creators of diversive (noncoding) DNA (and not Form-Creators
of genes themselves) are the main «writers» and «directors» of FD of every «personality,» — in our
lluuvvumic birvulyarity type exactly invaderental Form-Creators determine eglleroliftive FD, and
they are the Forms of khvasslon expression of Focus Dynamics of LLUU-VVU-Form Itself.
3.0014.    Therefore,

depending on what exactly impulse-command will come to the given gene
through RNA from its Creators-regulators, its functionality will change in a corresponding way
(hence — the possibility of Multipolarization of Focus Dynamics of the same gene Form-Creators
simultaneously through f-Configurations of all the multitude of «personal» Interpretations), which
will give a certain development Direction to Focus Dynamics of karmo-klofts activated in the given
act of «quantum shift.»
In its turn, Creators-regulators get the impulse to accomplishment of synthesis of a
certain type of every RNA in the matrix of DNA svilgson not as a result of direct interaction with
synthesizing Form-Creators, but through Self-Consciousnesses Forms of absolutely specific by
their functions multi-modus proteins, which f-Configurations are structured by Focus Dynamics
of svilgson interpretative Form-Creators. Specific «projections» of these Form-Creators do
not have to be located spatially near the gene. They can structure any part of DNA (even other
chromosome!) and initiate either in a wave-way or RNA-way the necessary impulse-command in
the corresponding part of our three-dimension matrix. I have called them «interpreters,» because
the degree of subjectivity depends particularly on them, shown at interpretation by synthesizing
Form-Creators of all the Information that is «unpacked» by them from TEC and VEC, — i.e. all the
specificity of instantaneous reactions of Form-Creators of every gene to one or another situation
emerging in Focus Dynamics. Suppose, in response to the same factor and the same event, attitude
of something or somebody (for example, perception of bright light or darkness, rain or snow,
loud cry or whisper, color, movement, somebody’s reaction, and so on) one and the same gene,
depending on life circumstances of «personality» and general states of the rest genes, reacts (codes
protein) in a different way, in each of the case making endocrine system fill the organism slightly
differently with the corresponding to it hormone.
3.0015.   

Each Creator-interpreter is simultaneously connected with many genes, which functions it
directly supervises. In cell DNA molecules of various tissues and organs these Form-Creators act in a
completely different way, and they are actively connected with different spectral fragments of its matrix.
For example, in DNA of pancreas, heart, liver, and kidney cells one and the same protein is functionally
connected with different parts. Every gene Self-Consciousness Form (there are about 25 thousand
of them) in the human DNA accounts for approximately 150–200 (!) types of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of Creators-regulators, which transmit to DNA information both from interpreters of the most
ampliative (for the given dimensional diapason!) Levels of Self-Consciousnesses (a-interpreters),
and from the middle (b-interpreters) and the lowest (v-interpreters, which form RNA generally on
the basis of SFUURMM-Forms of SVUULL-VVU-conglomerates). Moreover, subterransive sets of
svilgson Creators-regulators and Creators-interpreters in the specific composition of DNA of every
«personality» constantly change not only depending on the type of the cell but also over time — in
the process of and in strong correlation with the character of realization of consistent Synthesis in its
subterransive Focus Dynamics.
3.0016.   

I have decided to share this Information with you only because all these processes
influence most directly the ability of each «personality» to subjective awareness of characteristics of
«itself» and surrounding it reality. We can say that awareness is the degree of perception of something
(qualitative states — starting from elementary particles, atoms, molecules and ending with Life
forms of Planetary, Stellar, and Universal Entities; sensory perception of external and internal —
on physiological level — events, situations, psychical and physical reaction, mental attitudes, and
many others) or someone (people, animals, microorganisms), which is an integral part of Synthesis
and accumulation of personalistic Experience of every «personality.» Precisely on the basis of such
Experience Form-Creators of a given Self-Consciousness Form create (kleks) resonationally, through
their subterransive ODS, informational interconnections of absolutely all subjective Conceptions of
a given «personality» both about «itself» and about its surrounding reality.
3.0017.   

Awareness is a relative, subjective conception implying the potential and capability of
Perception system of this or that Self-Consciousness Form in a subterransive way (visual, tactile, aural
or by scent, analytical, associative, or intuitive) to cognize Reality and to interpret ongoing events
noticing peculiarities of objects of surrounding reality and following necessary sensual attitudes. The
consequence of sustainable development of awareness is strengthening of specificity (in contrast to
randomness) of f-Configuration of Self-Consciousness Form, appearance in its Focus Dynamics of
the multitude of subterransive signs of mental-sensual perception — various degree of its awareness
of characteristics and conditions of own «personal» Existence, manifestation of What we interpret as
Self-Consciousness. Moreover, higher degree of awareness in the subterransive system of Perception
can be developed only by active and close interaction between Focus Dynamics of the multitude of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms that belong to different types of birvulyarity.
3.0018.   

For example, at neurological level of Perception the phenomenon, when Form-Creators of
brain nerve cells are «intuitively» (as if «initially programmed,» predicted in advance) aware of their
functions, creates in its turn certain opportunities for bio-Creators of other nerve cells functionally
connected with them to manifestation of «own awareness» effect. And vice versa, increasing the Level
of Self-Consciousness of bio-Creators stimulates opening even more opportunities for manifestation
and creative activation of awareness in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of brain nerve cells. The
higher is that degree, the less it is suppressed by the activity of a-interpreters of the most Qualitative
Levels of Self-Consciousness.
3.0019.   

Thus, functions of Form-Creators of the central nervous system, which regulates the level
of concentration of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of highly developed animals (as well as humans),
include not only its growth and strengthening but also execution of tasks of its weakening in the
cases, when Form-Creators of the central and peripheral nervous systems start transmitting into
the part of the brain (corresponding to cognitive abilities) much more different information than its
Form-Creators are capable to process. In other words, the absence of such function of suppressing
the intensity of TEC-unpackings of Form-Creators of our «current» — yet very primitive — mixtum
analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types would inevitably lead to the overloading of Perception system,
and its consequence would be the increase in tensorness between FDs of Form-Creators and FDs
of bio-Creators. By contrast, in more ampliative Perception systems (in FDs of highly developed
«personalities» and dimidiomittense analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types) such system of awareness
suppression by svilgson Creators is very weakened or is absent, as a result of which brain bioCreators are capable to perceive and adopt to the given Synthesis Scheme much more Information
from its environment per unit time. Similar process can be observed in so called states of «altered»
3.0020.   

or «expanded» Self-Consciousness (i.e. during hypnosis or in deep meditation, when there occurs
a local-ampliative activation of covarllert interconnections between brain Form-Creators and bioCreators).
Functions of awareness of the processes happening both in our «inner» Self-Consciousness
and in the «outer» World, — as the creation of opportunity to interpret in various ways own and
someone else’s sensations and feelings in the correspondence to the closest goals and affectative
Aspirations (affectation — powerful tendency to reach a wish quickly) — are provided by of the brain
stem bio-Creators controlling our reactions, and also by bio-Creators of the nerve stems crossings
area located under the brain stem; this area controls the eyeball dynamics and also the process of our
«current» decision-making. Svilgson and a-interpretational Form-Creators of DNA and gene Creators
providing functions of cortex are responsible for higher forms of our awareness (more Qualitative
Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness). These are them who carry out in Focus Dynamics all
the activity of awareness of somebody's presence in our environment and initiate all our psychoemotional abilities. They also transmit in our Focus Dynamics the awareness of those feelings and
emotions which we are just not capable either to give name to, or to interpret (determine) in any way,
or to describe somehow.
3.0021.   

I relate such specific psychic states to «unrealized intuitive awareness» that is to actual
knowing something without certain understanding of its meaning and lack of the ability to explain
it coherently. For example, huge amount of the iissiidiological Knowledge, intuitively known by me,
cannot be realized now in texts through words due to the absence among people even of the most
elementary Conceptions, and in the humankind Collective Consciousness — due to the absence of
notions and terminology capable at least somehow to express the true meaning of that Knowledge. As
such informational basis appears and spread (particularly, through the process of writing, translation
into many languages, and edition of IISSIIDIOLOGY books in different countries) the correspondent
«portions» of this Information can be also offered for realization in the given conditions of
exhiberation, its other part can become public knowledge later — only after the development of
people telepathic abilities.
3.0022.   

Existence of such states (of «unrealized intuitive awareness») proves that we (as FormCreators of DNA and the brain) always possess potentially some coherent knowledge that is
simultaneously «projected» into our Focus Dynamics of our «personal» Self-Consciousness by FormCreators of collective Unconsciousness and collective Subconsciousness through interconnections,
alternative to those that form our conscious feelings and intentions (awareness). In the brain structures
peculiar to our ampliative «personal» Interpretations, these interconnections could already develop
neural networks between qualitatively corresponding to them parts of both cerebral hemispheres, while
the brain of the most modern people is literary «blinkered» by active neural networks between bioCreators and low nutation (i.e. low frequency, long wave) parts of the brain, which provide execution
of the most primitive functions. One of IISSIIDIOLOGY tasks is to form and to activate primariusively
(that is overwhelmingly, forcibly) networks of ampliative neural interconnections in the brain. It
is necessary for f-Configurations of bio-Creators of us «present» to be able to become one — as
soon as possible — with f-Configurations of Perception system of our more ampliative NUU-VVUForm-Types, which simultaneously structure more favorable versions of our development scenarios.
3.0023.   

A huge variety of sounds, smells, pictures, and inexpressible sensations is constantly
perceived — on the peculiar to them Levels — by bio-Creators of our brain without being «unpacked»
in Focus Dynamics through the specificity of subjectively perceived by us images and feelings. In
human brain, there is a very complex system of analyzers (optic, auditory, tactile-kinesthetic), which
bio-Creators functionally provide receipt from the surrounding reality to a «personal» Perception
system of that Information which is necessary to it for normal vital activity. For example, only for
one day the number of human visual conscious sensations exceeds one hundred thousand, while
unconscious informational fixations carried out by bio-Creators of the visual system are performed
much more often.
3.0024.   

In case of serious visual malfunctions, the formation of neural interconnections between
brain centers of visual and diverse analyzers gets highly complicated or becomes impossible at all, and
then bio-Creators form new neural networks, which partially replace missing or lost visual functions.
A huge number of such replacements is the result of close interconnections between Form-Creators
of the brain of our various «personal» Interpretations structuring duvuyllerrt development scenarios.
They are those who transmit to bio-Creators of other analyzers — for example, of a blind person
— missing Information about characteristics of the surrounding reality. Availability and activity
(through the shared for them ODS) of these replacing interconnections explains the fact that many
blind people can experience (not see, but — alternatively — experience in a particular way) not only
what may seem an «inner» light and even color range but also various Form-images and Conceptions,
which «their» sighted «personal» Interpretations can see in other scenarios.
3.0025.   

Awareness is the state that lets you understand clearly and imagine vividly what is going
on with you and around you in present, i.e. in the «current» subjective moment of your Existence. It is
the reflection of your Focus Dynamics — controlled by you — in the constantly changing moment of
«here and no.» It is neither in the recollections about the «past,» which became ephemeral, nor in our
dreams about «future» with typical obscurity and uncertainty. On one hand, the state of the highest
— for our current Perception system — degree of awareness can reveal itself in Focus Dynamics in
case of simultaneous purposeful interaction between Form-Creators of collective Subconsciousness
and bio-Creators of all the basic brain centers participating in the formation of intuitive sensations.
3.0026.   

On other hand, even deeper state of awareness starts to reveal itself in Focus Dynamics
during deep Meditations, when you, as a subjective Observer, go with your self-awareness beyond
all the conditionally existing boarders of your surrounding reality and temporarily «become» a
consciousness participant of Focus Dynamics of other (both more and less Qualitative) versions
of «personal» Interpretations or particular Form-Types1, which simultaneously structure synthetic
Levels of your Self-Consciousness. In that time the «current» dynamics of TEC-unpackings of the
surrounding subjective Reality is fully suppressed in Focus Dynamics and replaced by SFUURMMForms of much more informationally saturated dynamics of VEC-unpackings
3.0027.   

Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of any f-Configuration during consequent convergent
refocusings (eglleroliftive Synthesis by them of ampliative covarllert interconnections according
to Scheme peculiar to them) every moment undergoes through Qualitative transformations in
resonationally corresponding to it (FD) parts of the skrruullerrt system — the main Universal Formstructure of Macrocosmos for simultaneous-holochrone realization by all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of multipolarizational-slloogrent choices in each Worlds’ Form-system. Due to that in Focus
3.0028.   

1

About particular Form-Creators, please, read further on

Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms there occurs simultaneous realization of differentQualitative Creative Activity of Form-Creators of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma of all known to us
functional types: synthesizing Form-Creators, karmo-klofts, and svilgsons (the last represent specific
«mediators» between irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive «parts» of slloogrent FD of Macrocosmos,
between Form-Creators and Info-Creators).
When we talk about other — non-human, different-protoformal — biological Formsystems (of animals, microorganisms, plants), we can also imagine somehow that process of innerskrruullerrt refocusings of Self-Consciousness's Form-Creators, because inertial properties of
Space-Time, through which they are carried out, and also realizational SFUURMM-Forms specific
to our and their types of Existence, with all their huge difference, have similar characteristics in
many manifestations. If we start analyzing Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness's Form-Creators
of some abiotic (i.e. nonorganic and «inanimate» in the generally understood sense) Proto-Forms,
structuring together with our Self-Consciousnesses Forms all the multitude of Worlds’ Formsystems, human subjective Realities, and groups of STCs, we will not be able to realize and imagine
at least somehow figuratively with the help of our Perception systems the principles and sense of
their Existence: Interconnections between Form-Creators of our and their Synthesis Schemes are too
impersept to each other.
3.0029.   

«Projecting» the results of our prolonged observations of their behavior and properties
of physical Form-systems onto our own Experience, we tend to think that in their states (in
correspondence to our own subjective Notions) there are no and there cannot be any sequences
of choices, because, when we change the parameters of a Form-system, it changes correspondingly.
In other words, it seems to us that in their manner of Existence there is no skrruullerrt system of
every moment subterransive choices with all its potential possibilities of Qualitative transformation
(reorganization) of Focus Dynamics. We may have that misleading impression because the types of
covarllert energy-informational interconnections structuring Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
various abiotic Self-Consciousnesses Forms or promiskuusive (mixed, more abiotic but possessing
some biological characteristics as well) material Self-Consciousnesses Forms — from micro-objects
to macro-objects of cosmic scape — are fundamentally different from all those types of covarllert
interconnection that are typical of biological beings in general. By the way, all the biological ProtoForms (humans, animals, and plants) also belong to the mixed types, but only to mixtum SelfConsciousnesses Forms, because they are also structured to varying degree by abiotic Proto-Forms
(minerals).
3.0030.   

On top of that, they all, as well as all the multitude of mixtum Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, can be classified subjectively according to the presence of more or less possibilities for interQualitative compatibility of basic for them characteristics or to subterransive attachment to this
or that birvulyarity type. Do you agree that we, people — sometimes absolutely not understanding
subterransive prerequisites and motivations that serve the bases for other people's choices — can
much less perceive and understand underlying Causes of animals’, plants’, and microorganisms’
behavior. Let alone absolutely different Nature of physical objects and phenomena conditioning
reactions of Form-Creators of abiotic and promiskuusive Self-Consciousnesses Forms to this or that
from internal and external stimuli subterransively corresponding to their Nature.
3.0031.   

It would be appropriate here to remember that different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of
all different groups of subterransive Continuums (both of abiotic, and promiskuusive, and mixtum
3.0032.   

Self-Consciousnesses Forms) compose the single basis of slloogrentness of Focus Dynamics of
promiskuusive Planetary Entity GREIYSLIISS. It means that all the types of birvulyarity, represented
in FD of the given Planetary Entity through Form-Creators of these Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
are — according to some special characteristics — more covarllert (geyliturgent) between each other,
and they determine by their characteristics those general parameters and peculiarities that being
in the joint realization mode subterransively distinguish FD (and therefore, much more complex,
than ours, birvulyarity type) of specifically GREIYSLIISS from FD (and types of birvulyarity) of other
Planetary Entities. That suggests that imperseptness amidst all Proto-Forms is only apparent, and
that (under certain, more correct and renitive, approach to consideration of that question about
communicational possibilities between all abiotic, promiskuusive, and mixtum Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of our Planet, simultaneously manifested in one groups of STCs) it is always possible to find
covarllert signs of interconnections combining them and due to that to gain insight the processes
forming them.
Thus, the property and degree of awareness of each Self-Consciousness Form can be
considered only from the position of birvulyarity type typical only of it, because beyond SFUURMMForms peculiar to the given type of relationships and interconnections, subterransive ability of
Perception systems decreases radically to understand objective Reasons of transformation of
Focus Dynamics of any objects of the surrounding reality, diminishing relative to manifestations
of certain — incompatible, cruvursorrt — Synthesis Schemes (especially at considering those types
of energy-informational interconnections that are not peculiar to specific birvulyart set structuring
Focus Dynamics of GREIYSLIISS in the given dimensional diapason). The more number of signs are
involved in interaction of Form-Creators of different types of birvulyarity among each other, as if
partially «overlapping» (diffuzgently «projecting» into FDs of each other) through many skloongms
of birvulyart multitudes, the higher degree of awareness in relationships Self-Consciousnesses Forms
show that are realized through these Form-Creators.
3.0033.   

Chapter 2. The realization Principle of the Mechanism of NUU-VVU-FormTypes wave analogs’ exhiberation from f-Configurations of doolls and flaks SelfConsciousnesses Forms
Particular combinations of intra-protoformal and inter-protoformal Focus Dynamics
of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms are formed in the corresponding to them
resonational zones of Space-Time according to the degree of covarllertness of interconnection
among Form-Creators structuring these Forms. The highest degree of covarllertness is possible only
between duvuyllerrt «parts» of slloogrent focal Configurations of Form-Creators structuring by
their interconnection the same diffuzgent (protoformal) development Direction realized through
the same Synthesis Scheme.
3.0034.   

In the Multipolarization process of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Your LLUU-VVU-Form's
Form-Creators (Stereo-Form), simultaneously and subjectively fixed by personalistic FCA in the
endless multitude of f-Configurations, congenial (from Latin con — together and genius — spirit,
i.e. similarity in spirit, way of thinking, manners and like that) or duvuyllerrtly alike, similar by
3.0035.   

many parameters of Qualitativeness changing in them, groups of exhiberation in Space-Time of
subterransive Focus Dynamics of these NUU-VVU-Configurations are interpreted by us as differentQualitative «personal» Interpretations (the same «personality» manifested in different scenarios), and
non-duvuyllerrt particular ones, meaning, perceived through various multipolarized states of Focus
Dynamics as subterransively isolated are interpreted as separate Form-Types, which are subjectively
perceived by us as «other personalities» by external and internal signs.
In other words, those f-Configurations of one Stereo-Form that possess enough quantity
of qualitatively combining them signs (what from the point of view of medical and biological
science of the given s-Realities is genetically linked to «the identification of personality by its DNAcomposition,» and subjectively — to its appearance, voice, qualities and character traits, inclinations,
talents, tastes and so on) represent in various variants of development scenarios all the multitude
of Its congenial «personal» Interpretations with the range of covarllert energy-informational
interconnection (at more ampliative approach to studding DNA, it will be inevitable to conclude about
further concatenation and confluence, or qualitative «merging,» of f-Configurations of congenial
and particular Interpretations). If these interconnections do not possess enough quality of unifying
signs, then, they become more and more impersept to each other and «inside» slloogrentness of
Focus Dynamics of the given Stereo-Form (LLUU-VVU-Form) and get formed into all the endless
variety of f-Configurations of «personal» Interpretations that seem to be other people, i.e. into all the
multitude of particular Form-Types of the given LLUU-VVU-Form, which, depending on the degree
of covarllertness, imperseptness or even cruvursorrtness between each other, multipolarizationally
transgress/integrate their Focus Dynamics into all the multitude of different-Qualitative groups of
human (both invaderental and vecsative — recessive) Continuums.
3.0036.   

The more is Qualitative difference f-Configurations of interacting Form-Creators of one
LLUU-VVU-Form among each other (i.e. The less duvuyllerrtly they are perceived by Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of observing them «personality»), the less probable the presence is in their Focus
Dynamics, organized by them in the given «point» of exhiberation, of the high covarllertness degree
in various combinations of signs. That means that Form-Creators of these different-Qualitative
f-Configurations do not have possibilities for the joint formation in the given resonation point
of f-Configuration of the same «personality.» Therefore, different-Qualitative Form-Types of one
Stereo-Form (various «personalities,» which f-Configurations are structured by particular — i.e.
qualitatively separated — groups of duvuyllerrt Stereo-Types) can structure by their Focus Dynamics
the same development scenarios.
3.0037.   

3.0038.    Therefore, we

can conclude that one and the same LLUU-VVU-Entity can show differentQualitatively all the multitude of its realizational Interests, specifically connected with the
given diapason of exhiberation, through the unlimited number of different-Qualitative FormTypes, which collectively form via their FDs the same development scenarios and groups of
individual STCs. When studying IISSIIDIOLOGY more renitively, you will inevitably come to
Understanding that basically all the multitude of human Form-Types, which simultaneously
structure the Humankind's Collective Consciousness, are generated and exhiberated
(manifested) in the different conditions of the given dimensional diapason through slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of one and the same LLUU-VVU-TOO-UU-Entity.22
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Focal Configurations of all the Form-Types of Stereo-Forms, simultaneously exhiberated
in various conditions of the given dimensional diapason, represent in the general focal Configuration
of the LLUU-VVU-Entity only certain qualitative spectrum of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all
Its Form-Creators, which (spectrum) seems to be conditionally limited (captivusal) in its creative
realization by multipolarizational peculiarities and capabilities of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of all the multitude of NUU-VVU-Form-Types (from 2.5 till 6.0 dimension). In fact, not a single
Stereo-Form is captivusal in the process of simultaneous exhiberation of its FD into any Creativity
Sphere of the LLUU-VVU-Entity, because It is structured by Focus Dynamics not only of all possible
qualitative Interpretations of one «personality,» but also by the uncountable multitude of all the
other NUU-VVU-Interpretations, specifically kleksing by its Form-Creators in different Time Flows
of holochrone exhiberation of slloogrent FD of the Humankind's Collective Cosmic Intelligence
(trilliards ages «ago» and trilliards ages «after»).
3.0039.   

If we consider this question from the perspective of convergent refocusings of FormCreators of certain particular Form-Types specifically in the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type, so, we
can say that the presence in their joint Focus Dynamics of the countless multitude of common signs
combinations (SFUURMM-Forms, forming common creative Aspirations and final Goals) leads to
consistent concatenation and confluence of the multitude of particulas (areas, parts) of their focal
Configurations into one LLUU-VVU-Form. Thus, multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of Stereo-Form
— in the conditions up to 6.0 dimension — can be considered as FD of CCI of Humanity, and in 9.0
dimension — as Creativity of CCI of Uniform LLUU-VVU-Entity (here you should understand that in
objective Reality general Multipolarization of FD of Stereo-Form, as well as LLUU-VVU, is not limited
in any way by the conditions of any dimension, but it gets transformed duvuyllerrtly-slloogrently by
its ethereal-focal interconnection into f-Configuration of the Highest CCI of Macrocosmos.
3.0040.   

From Section 10 you will learn that on each dimension Level the structure of
multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of LLUU-VVU-TOO-UU-Entity (due to the influence of the
Diffuzgentness Principle) is formed by resonational «projections» of Focus Dynamics of the multitude
not only of human, but also other subhuman Form-Types, which provide on the Levels up to 6.0
dimension all the realization possibilities of biological (mixtum), «bioplasmic» (dimidiomittense),
«plasmic» (translucense), «plasmic-ray» (dimidioclarus) and «ray» (luminosal) analogs of NUU-VVUForm-Types.
3.0041.   

Due to the presence of such a huge variety of all possible different-Qualitative NUUVVU-Configurations, already now, in order even to try avoiding gross ambiguity in the considered
questions, we should agree that by the terms «NUU-VVU-Form,» «Stereo-Form,» and «LLUU-VVUForm» in our further subjective exploration we will imply only comparatively narrow spectrum
of those synthetic interconnections that correspond to the highest degree to precisely lluuvvumic
birvulyarity type (that is a gradual transition from 4-dimensional State of the CC Potentiality into
9-dimensional State of the CC Completeness through the following stages: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom
+ ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Essentiality–
ALL-Permeability + ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness).
3.0042.   

Following such qualitative prerequisites, we — of course, with a certain part of conditionality!
— can speak about the high degree of identity of notions such as «Stereo-Form» and «LLUU-VVUForm.» If we consider the given context only through development and improvement exclusively of
Human signs combinations, we will inevitably come to the conclusion that in slloogrent objectiveness
3.0043.   

of Macrocosmos in the given megadiapason (till 9th dimension) of exhiberation of the considered
by us signs (high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism) there is no multitude of StereoForms or LLUU-VVU-Forms. There is only one universal LLUU-VVU-Form of Existence of TOOUU-Entity — the Humankind's Collective Cosmic Intelligence, Which different-Qualitative FormCreators, for solution and realization of their strategic eglleroliftive Task, actively and specifically use
(in the form of Experience, already synthesized in other types of birvulyarity) signs combinations
that are also typical of other Synthesis Schemes. You should consider that fact already now in those
cases when I — due to many factors yet strongly limiting my capacity in delivering iissiidiological
Information — have to differentiate conditionally and to diversify one conditional notion into its
many elements, each of which without its integral exhiberation is not just able to reflect the whole
Essence of provided by it, in a fragmented way, Self-Consciousness Form or CCI.
Why there is no point for us to consider all the rest possible versions of realization of
Focus Dynamics of NUU-VVU and LLUU-VVU? Because diffuzgently-protoformal interconnections
existing between them (which — as background catalyst — are essential for carrying out interQualitative Synthesis of combinations of the lluuvvumic signs according to the Scheme: «CC
Potentiality»
«CC Completeness») will confuse you definitely and will not allow to form more
objective Notions about «yourself» and your surrounding reality. I mean the True Human development
Direction as the process of coherent refocusings from our «current,» in fact, protoformal and yet
NOT Human in their realizational Essence mixtum Form-Types (among them only UYKKUYYUKSTRVVU-, OSTROKKOLF-VVU-, and UPDUKHVASSL-VVU-Form-Types are capable to reflect less
subjectively the combination of high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism) into
«bioplasmic» (dimidiomittense) human NUU-LL-VVU-Form-Types and then — into «plasmic»
(translucense) Human NUU-LTTVULL-VVU-RS-Form-Types. Focus Dynamics of all the rest FormTypes in multipolarizational slloogrent FD of NUU-VVU-Form (just as through protoformal Direction
of our «current» bio-analogs) is inevitably «reprojected» into all possible different-protoformal (not
lluuvvumic) sub-kinds, kinds, and subtypes of various diffuzgent types of birvulyarity which integrally
structure focal Configuration of GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient.
3.0044.   

The structure of «unpacking-refocusing» Mechanism of ethereal constituent (TEC) and
component (VEC) of any from simultaneously focused by You Self-Consciousnesses Forms (not
only NUU-VVU, but also all the rest!) is arranged so that resonationally responding to this or that
specific — out of endless multitude of generated and modeled by You — SFUURMM-Form is capable
to reflect instantly (through all possible Form-shapes of ODS and FLUU-VVU-doubles of FLCs
structuring subjective Focus Dynamics of a «person») any objective changes, carried out in the focal
Configuration used by You. It «reprojects» Your given Interest (FCA) correspondingly exactly into
that «part» of Space-Time which resonates qualitatively with these changes most of all. In one and
the same moment Your general Interest (for example, Self-Cognition in a specific experience) is
different-Qualitatively diversified into the multitude of realizational versions engaging the whole
palette of those narrow-specific peculiarities that are typical of Perception systems of all diffuzgent
NUU-VVU Proto-Forms, which are also capable of having such experience.
3.0045.   

Out of all the variety of these peculiarities that fill TEC and VEC, in the structures of
Self-Consciousness of focused by You NUU-VVU-Form, there is synthesized the specific «averaging»
option of Conceptions about possible realization of that Interest reflecting in the given «point» of
Space-Time the specificity only of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme. All the abundance of such similar
realizations of various Interests resonationally uniting into energy-informational combinations,
3.0046.   

peculiar to a certain Synthesis Scheme, simultaneously forms — in the multitude of duvuyllerrt
groups of STCs — Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative subjective Realities and personalistic
Worlds.
It is necessary to note that between Focus Dynamics of «personal» Interpretations,
dissonational distances — based on all the multitude of signs combinations uniting them (qualitatively
reflected in the structure of interconnections between Form-Creators of DNA) — are considerably
lower than between them and Focus Dynamics of Form-Types. Partly, this is exactly why particular
parts of your LLUU-VVU-Forms are perceived by many of you as your «past incarnations.» However,
if they show congeniality by the multitude of one signs, and particularity by the multitude of others
signs, they can be manifested perfectly in the same with you Time Flow, in the same group of STCs,
and even in the same with you development scenario organizing thus «their own» personalistic
Worlds, which can considerably differ from your subjective Conceptions about «themselves» and the
surrounding reality.
3.0047.   

In the similar cases, a multitude of Form-Types of the same LLUU-VVU-Form, different
from each other not only visually but also by skills, inclinations, encouraged by similar in quality
affectative Aspirations, Goals, and Will to go in the same direction of creative self-realization (who
are taken with one Interest, for example, with natural science, literature, culture) can — in their
FCA — get together in one place for a while, meet, and start seeing each other, not suspecting or
expecting totally that they are more close to each other than their blood relatives (though, these are
exactly particular transforms of Form-Types structuring LLUU-VVU-Form which represent kindred
relationship).
3.0048.   

Not limited in quantity in any way, similar group transformations of the same LLUU-VVU
at the exhiberation of own joint Focus Dynamics in each STCs group can consist of people of different
age categories and do not have any consistent patterns referring to their formation by gender: there
can be as many of them as necessary, and it can be either only male, or only female, or mixed different
ages collectives. The law of attraction of similarities arranges circumstances of Life of each of your
particular Form-Types in such a way that all that different-Qualitative versions of «you» united by
the same Ideas and beliefs, circumstances and choices in their subterransive rotational Cycles once
inevitably meet together and form a certain «creative team» on realization of common for all of them
Interest.
3.0049.   

Let me notice that many creative teams and even entire formations of people united by
same creative goals, spiritual Ideas and actively solving the same realizational tasks are often various
physical transformations of the same LLUU-VVU-Form, manifested in the given specific place in the
given time for active realization of some important creative or religious Idea, spiritual or intellectual
Goal, implementation of progressive socio-political principles or just for carrying out a certain social
Initiative. If similar spiritual, sensual, and creative identity is realized actively and positively on the
level of mutual perception of two individualities, in these cases, it is quite possible that exactly such
«inner» interconnections are carried out within Focus Dynamics of the same LLUU-VVU-Form. In
the result of such resonational «convergence» there often establish very stable relationships, which
the most sustainable characteristics are unity, spiritual cohesion, and general commitment.
3.0050.   

In fact, in our surrounding reality there may not be some representatives of all possible ProtoForms, but there ARE TO be present NECESSARILY various interpretational versions of «personalities»
3.0051.   

generated for exhiberation by Your collective Stereo-Form, which («personalities») interact creatively
in each STC group to varying degree both with you «personally» and with representatives of many
other Synthesis Schemes. Specific SFUURMM-Forms of Focus Dynamics of these «congeners»
Form-Types can be impersept or even cruvursorrt according to the combinations of some signs in
relation to FD of Form-Creators of the «current» f-Configuration of your «personality,» and by the
combinations of other signs — covarllert. It is You, in all the endless multiplicity of versions of all
possible Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Your homologic «personal» Interpretations and particular
Form-Types, who compose all the qualitative energy-informational basis of the Existence of that
subjective Reality, where you «now» personally perceive yourself and which could not be manifested
in a way you perceive it without you and your joint (with all them!) Focus Dynamics. Each of these
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of You Yourself exist around you in order to help you actively and
effectively (even if unconsciously) to start perceiving yourself as a Human as soon as possible.
3.0052.    These

human Form-Types may be located geographically both in close proximity and at a
great distance from you, but each of them influences necessarily, to varying degree, — constructively
or distractively — the process of formation of FD of your Self-Consciousness in various ways
potentially providing «personally» you with all the necessary opportunities for gradual reformation
of depliative selfish SFUURMM-Forms into more ampliative ones. Remember: in «your» personalistic
World you are always the personality you create yourself in your subterransive relationships with «all
the rest» of your «personalities» (that is the true cause of the popular saying «treat other people the
way you want to be treated yourself»). All our «interpersonal» relationships with «others» — this is,
perhaps, the most important moment in all the creative process of endless revelation and activation
in the «current» Focus Dynamics of deeper and more qualitative SFUURMM-Forms structuring more
ampliative Levels of your Self-Consciousness.
Your so-called «interpersonal» relationships, in their Essence, reflect not your relationships
with other people, but «personally» of you with «yourself,» because you are «them,» and they are
«you» — only somewhat differently interpreted by your Perception system. The main and only
thing that makes sense for you in each of your external and psychic manifestations is who you are
«personally,» what exactly you are doing, and as who you have the possibility to prove yourself
in every defining moment in relation to each of these «interpersonal» interactions. You will find
Yourself again and again not in biased estimates of the behavior of «your other selves» in the circle
of «interpersonal» interactions, but in your own reactions in response to each of their impacts. The
problem of relationships of most of you is that you are not able to perceive their sincere Help as a
real Possibility to recognize yourself as that Uniform, slloogrently forming You, Harmonious Flow of
Self-Consciousness, and only therefore, in the state of forced formal fragmentation with your «other
parts,» you continuously suffer, argue, criticize, hate, blame, and kill, but always and everywhere this
is only you.
3.0053.   

Here «blame» lies in your yet necessary attachment to your own «personalities» which
very strongly hinders each of you to feel a real disassociation from common subterransive external
signs of «yourself» in order to realize how elusive, unstable, and temporal that ego-sympathetic
connection is, which does not let you even in thoughts admit the possibility that somebody else
can be also «you» simultaneously (especially, if you do not like him or her by some reason). To a
greater degree such «all-dividing» perception of the surrounding reality exists due to the peculiar to
your Focus Dynamics steady fixation on all possible ego-tendencies emerged from your unappeased
desires to get low-qualitative pleasures: If you want sex, you want it «for you lascivious,» if you are
3.0054.   

happy, you are happy for «you beloved,» if you are proud of something, you should be present surely
in that experience — so nice, kind, genius, lucky, special, and so on.
Your usual «ego-perception» is still too low to give you the possibility to be honestly
happy for things that do not concern you personally, to enjoy thoroughly knowing that someone else
who has nothing to do with you might feel very good and joyful — that someone else you do not
know is very happy. Your sophisticated «personal» ego tries someone’s positive states on your own
constantly and not finding inner identical response at once activates in your Self-Consciousness
those SFUURMM-Forms which are realized in such low-qualitative emotions as envy, condemnation,
irritation, and a desire at least somehow to lower, diminish in the other person that positive state that
you cannot experience in the given moment by some reason.
3.0055.   

Weak ability to conscious self-disassociation and attenuation of selfish attachments to
focused by You «personality» appear only with deep absorption of the iissiidiological Knowledge, when
your Focus of Close Attention starts stabilizing on the «low» Levels of Focus Dynamics of AAIIGLAMAA- and KLOORTM-Creators (that is, the same «you» realizing through 1st-3rd karmic Channels of
AIGLLILLIAA- and ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi), and already do not stop going up due to the activation of your
Self-Consciousness on more and more ampliative Levels of the second pair of IISSIIDI-Centers. That
Self-fixation on intellectual-altruistic tendencies of your life creativity weakens «ego-conflict» of all
psycho-mental processes and lets you perceive the surrounding World without distorting refraction of
«personal» vanity and obsessive self-regard. Activation of «interpersonal» interactions with mentioned
Levels already to much less degree fixates your FCA on all possible Form-factors. That lets you treat any
forms (including other people) without false prejudice and farfetched criticism renitively understanding
the causes of many inadequate behavior reactions.
3.0056.   

In the Conceptions peculiar to these Levels of Self-Consciousness, focused by You NUUVVU-Form («physical body») loses that exceptional importance you give it, and you associate your
choices to much less degree with «merely physical» existence, because you start to realize the true
Sense of maintaining the high quality of your «inner» states — as the most safe and effective way of
refocusings into even more universal Forms and Continuums. Then, as you get free of instigating
activity of SFUURMM-Forms of the two low Centers, you will be able to equal perception of any other
Forms (people, animals, plants, minerals, nature phenomena) projecting on them your own positive
experience and starting to treat all your environment as a natural part of Yourself.
3.0057.   

3.0058.    Then,

you will start to understand renitively that any negative reaction of each person
towards you is only the result of what you in the given realizational Form do not just want to
demonstrate in the similar primitive way and that creates a tensor in someone’s attitudes to you. At the
same time, you realize that General Harmony of your life Flow requires in your «physical» Existence
qualitatively dual interconnections providing continuous process of steady balancing in your Focus
Dynamics of all the multitude of karmic interconnections, including the most primitive ones, in
which you have no Interest any more. Realization of that, already not necessary for you, low-quality
experience «have taken» your other particular Form-Types, which now in the same way scrupulously
fulfill entrusted on them obligations in relation to you (and others!) just like you perform your own
positive and altruistic roles towards them (and others!).
Constantly trying to see in negative reactions of other people unrealized manifestations
of low-qualitative motivations peculiar to yourself, you constantly improve and stabilize your
3.0059.   

Focus Dynamics on intellectual-altruistic Levels of Self-Consciousness inevitably approaching that
harmonious state, where your «personal» Perception inseparably integrates with all the manifestations
of your surrounding World, no matter how «unfavorable,» «unpleasant,» or «indecent» they seem to
you now. As long as you are extremely divided in your Self-Consciousness with all the rest world
and can interpret each of your psycho-mental connection only in the categories of «mine» and «not
mine,» «personal» and «all the rest,» «advantageous» and «beneficial,» all your interactions with
«others» become so complicated that you become just not capable to make right choices.
Do not forget that by each of your choice you create mentally and strengthen sensually in
own Self-Perception the Image of who you are and who you represent in the given moment of your
«physical» Existence in the General Flow of Life. Being not able to perceive all the «rest» qualitative
Flows of your own Life as «yourself,» you concentrate at best not on what exactly You want in every
given moment of Existence (in the cognized by you multiplicity of all your realizational Forms),
but on what another person wants or other people do with compulsory analysis of the possibility to
benefit from the given situation selfishly.
3.0060.   

The less and fewer you will be able to see in something or somebody an unpleasant or
hostile things for you, the faster and deeper your Perception will organize into the side of positive
acceptance of any problem as a favorable possibility for your spiritual growth for increasing the activity
of SFUURMM-Forms of more qualitative Levels of your Self-Consciousness. In the state of renitive
Understanding of your karmic indivisibility and creative unity both with each person «individually»
and with «all the rest,» your every choice in the relationships with people and your surrounding
World will boil down only to determination of WHAT you need to realize inside yourselves that
ONE whom you want to be. Because each of your step in the direction of own spiritual growth just
cannot be bad for all the rest Flow of Life, no matter how critical or negative it is perceived by others,
by Your less self-conscious Form-Types. For many of you the most effective way of stable increasing
Qualitativeness of Creative Activity of Self-Consciousness is the Path of renitive Cognition and
Understanding of Yourselves through those of Your imperfect Forms, who you are no longer in own
self-perception (in your firm belief of «WHO YOU ARE»).
3.0061.   

Earlier I have already described (on the example of the principle of exhiberation of
quasicrystals in subjective Realities) the rotational mechanism of the formation in our Perception
systems out of many duvuyllerrt in their Qualitativeness Stereo-Types not only of separate
«personalities» (human Form-Types) but also of any other Self-Consciousnesses Forms. In specific
conditions of wave exhiberation on depliative Levels of 3–4-dimensional diapason of Space-Time,
focal Configurations of each of these Form are structured by the multitude of doolls SVUULL-VVUconglomerates, which represent all the energy-informational basis of wave Form-Creators, necessary
for the consequent inter-Qualitative and intra-Qualitative Synthesis of Focus Dynamics of quantum
«personalities» formed by them.
3.0062.   

For example, the process of visual, biological exhiberation of wave f-Configuration of every
NUU-VVU-Stereo-Type of current human «personalities» is provided by simultaneous covarllert focal
Activity — in the given resonational point of Space-Time — with 500–300 (in average for the given
type of subjective Reality — of 386) full-fledged doolls-quantum (irkkulligrenic and usstukkulyar)
SVUULL-VVU-«personalities,» whose combined Focus Dynamics form that Qualitative tendency,
which is characteristic for some realizational Levels of only one human Stereo-Type. Remember that
visual-biological stability of exhiberation of wave Perception systems of each NUU-VVU-Form in
3.0063.   

the conditions of 3–4 dimensional diapason is provided by consistent fixation in Space-Time for
one second from 250 to 400 NUU-VVU-Stereo-Types, which f-Configurations are simultaneously
structured not only by doolls but also quantum and — at the most ampliative FD — even by flaks
Form-Creators .
In other words, 386 duvuyllerrtly grouped Self-Consciousnesses Forms (in our Notions
— FDs of self-conscious «personalities» in long-wave diapason, who by their Synthesis Scheme
cannot be yet attributed to NUU-VVU-Form-Types because they participate only in intra-Qualitative
Synthesis among Aspects of one PCQ), from which combined Focus Dynamics every moment there
is completed low nutation, depliative part of general Focus Dynamics of human «personality,» —
that is a certain, compatible with each another in the given mode of exhiberation, combination of
Focus Dynamics of irkkulligrenic and usstukkulyar SVUULL-VVU-Entities, which f-Configurations
are the most covarllert in relation to the development Direction that is peculiar in the given moment
to realizational tendencies of Focus Dynamics of one of human «personalities» (simultaneously, in
accordance to resonational degree, they can structure multitude of NUU-VVU-Form-Types).
3.0064.   

3.0065.    These

doolls-quantum SVUULL-VVU-Entities are represented every moment in our Focus
Dynamics through Form-Creators of multiple different-protoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
which qualitative signs are able to reflect very well our every moment realizational Aspirations:
Thoughts, Desires, Notions, intentions. These are they — rotationally changing each other by the
principle of the highest covarllertness with each of our choice — who energy-informationally provide
in the general Multipolarization of our Focus Dynamics each of the following «quantum shift,» i.e.
instantaneous qualitative difference between our «previous» bio-psycho-mental state and some of
the possible versions of «following» steps of our bio-psycho-mental process.
The structure of energy-informational interconnections at the transition from the
conditions of Focus Dynamics peculiar to Form-Creators of the highest Levels of 2–3-dimensional
diapason into Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of depliative Levels of 3–4-dimensional diapason
changes due to the constant increasing in these interconnections of potentially possible for them
degree of covarllertness, and this means that energy-informational volume of each of the following
set of f-Configurations of doolls Entities structuring each NUU-VVU-Stereo-Type, in Focus
Dynamics of a «person» also constantly increases, universalizes. When f-Configurations of doolls
Self-Consciousnesses Forms are gathered in more covarllert combinations, then — at achieving via
their Focus Dynamics certain energy-informational parameters — they get real opportunity to be
materialized partially in irkkull-diapason as our psychically and visually perceived «personalities.»
3.0066.   

I have underlined here the word «partially» not because the biology of less developed people
differs somehow from the organization of biosystem of more developed representatives of humanity
(though, it also «exists»: Nervous and other systems of the latter possess by many functions more
qualitative — high-vibrational — characteristics). Additionally, the matter is that Focus Dynamics
of doolls SVUULL-VVU-Entities compose only the part of our Focus Dynamics that is structured by
low-nutation, depliative (irkkulligrenic — from 2.5 to 3.0 dimension) Levels of human activity. The
rest part of human Focus Dynamics of the contemporary humanity is composed by Form-Creators
of middle-nutation (usstukkulyar — from 3.0 to 3.5 dimension) and high-nutation (akhsuvvrollent
— from 3.5 to 4.0 dimension) Level of exhiberation. Who are they — Form-Creators of these Levels?
these are more qualitatively grouped (by the signs of the highest covarllertness or geyliturgentness)
duvuyllerrt combinations of f-Configurations of «previous» irkkulligrenic Self-Consciousnesses
3.0067.   

Forms, which — due to the increase in qualitativeness of interconnections structuring them — have
already transmuted from doolls modes of exhiberation into quantum, and now, they are considered
by us as the basis for realization of SFUURMM-Forms of middle- and high-nutation wave Levels of
Self-Consciousness.
Summing up we can say that Stereo-Types of human «personalities» of the irkkulligrenic
diapason — consequently synthesized by Form-Creators of the given Synthesis Scheme into
more covarllert f-Configurations – are transmuted some time into NUU-VVU-Stereo-Types of the
usstukkulyar diapason, which (NUU-VVU-Stereo-Types), in their turn, continue to be synthesized
into even more stable (compatible) NUU-VVU-Configurations — to provide possibilities for
manifestation of Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms in the akhsuvvrollent diapason
of exhiberation. The mode of exhiberation provides our NUU-VVU-Forms in presently focused by us
STCs group with wider spectrum of their spatial visualization (from 2.5 to 3.75 dimension). Therefore,
in the organization of our Focus Dynamics interchangeably participate both less covarllert with each
other focal combinations of irkkulligrenic Form-Creators and Stereo-Types of more synthesized
Levels (usstukkulyar and akhsuvvrollent).
3.0068.   

In other words, functions peculiar to doolls Entities in providing Focus Dynamics of
people (and also all the rest Proto-Forms of 3–4 dimensional diapason) with svilgs-spherational
processes of intra-Qualitative Synthesis are carried out by them only on the irkkulligrenic Levels,
which belong to the sphere of low-qualitative realizations (both psychic and physical) of people,
in the result of which in our Focus Dynamics there are manifested already more qualitative (more
covarllert) from f-Configurations of subjectively «previous» (towards our FD!) doollses, which have
consequently transmuted into our «present» wave — usstukkulyar and akhsuvvrollentnye — NUUVVU-Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Thus, through our Focus Dynamics as well as trough FDs of other
wave Proto-Forms, there is svilgs-spherational combination of all the multitude of doolls Entities
into more stable (covarllert-stable) combinations of f-Configurations of our quantum NUU-VVUForms, which correspond to each other more by certain intra-Qualitative signs initially structuring
our Scheme of inter-Qualitative Synthesis.
3.0069.   

Focal SVUULL-VVU-Configurations are much more «massive» than wave ones, just not
by the degree of their informational density, but by the degree of inertia of structuring them focalethereal interconnections (i.e. by the degree of their dissonationness/imperseptness to each other)
which, in fact, determines the fact of their exhiberation in the conditions of exactly doolls and not
wave mode of Existence. When via our inter-Qualitative 3–4 dimensional Focus Dynamics we start to
kleks and to organize more covarllert out of participating in TEC-unpacking doolls f-Configurations
into more ampliative LUUD-VVU-conglomerates, in our FD there get exactly those from them, which
in the given direction of our thinking and feeling express higher degree of adaptability and activity.
3.0070.   

Thus, every moment we carry out Synthesis of 300–500 doolls Self-Consciousnesses Forms
instantly «projecting» summarized f-Configuration of their most covarllert interconnections into
f-Configuration of our one Stereo-Type, i.e. in the act of one moment of exhiberation of our wave
NUU-VVU-Form, which reflects «our» subjective Conceptions about «our personalities.» They are
not just capable to be manifested in conglomerates for longer period in the given mode of physical
Space-Time. I repeat: In our Focus Dynamics conglomerates of SVUULL-VVU-Entities there are only
low-nutation tendencies of our Creative Activity (inertial physical activity, rough nearly physically
felt psychical reactions: anger, aggression, jealousy, revenge, envy, and so on), while on middle- and
3.0071.   

high- nutation (for the given dimension type) Levels — due to the increase of quantity of covarllert
interconnections — they are transmuted consequently into FDs of Form-Creators of quantum
(mixtum or dimidiomittense) Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
In other words, each moment we operatr in our FD with the quantity of 300–500 doolls
f-Configurations just as the main basis of our Experience, as different-protoformal potential
of diffuzgent interconnections actually available to our Perception system, which provides our
biological (mixtum) existence on the primitive Levels of personal Self-Consciousness (mainly of
collective Unconsciousness): physiological survival, physiological interactions, and instinctive
psychical reactions. Let me remind that with the increasing of covarllertness degree in used by
us interconnections, the quantity (informational potential of FD) of doolls f-Configurations
decreases, and they get transformed from the SVUULL-VVU-category into the category of LUUDVVU-Entities and thus — subjectively only for us! — seem to transfer from the structure of doolls
Entities into the structure of wave Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Moreover, in every quantum shift
these can be completely different Self-Consciousnesses Forms of doolls SVUULL-VVU-Entities,
which f-Configurations (with characteristic for them properties, signs, and creative needs) initiate,
organize, and consolidate resonationally Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our «personalities»
for a particular, peculiar to us in the given moment, type of realization.
3.0072.   

Out of all the endless multitude of doolls Self-Consciousnesses Forms together with FormCreators of our NUU-VVU-Forms, duvuyllerrtly structuring our skrruullerrt system, by our Focus
Dynamics (Desires, Feelings, and Notions experienced in every moment) we choose resonationally
only those parts of our slloogrent f-Configuration which — from all multipolarizational possibilities
— provide realization in the Direction necessary specifically to us. If there is an activation of some
ampliative, high-nutation SFUURMM-Forms in our Focus Dynamics, we should understand that
Focus Dynamics of doolls Self-Consciousnesses Forms are actually absent. What has happened to
them? Have they disappeared from f-Configuration of our NUU-VVU-Form? No, they have not,
their f-Configurations still continue structuring Self-Consciousness Form of our «personality,» but
they interact with each other already via more covarllert interconnections. Now, they have become
qualitatively different, i.e. have transmuted, after undergoing Synthesis based on multiple doolls
f-Configurations into the combinations of Form-Creators of the highest qualitative Levels of SelfConsciousness!
3.0073.   

Due to what did that transmutation happen? Due to the fact that from long wave component
of diapason of exhiberation of previous doolls Self-Consciousnesses Forms we attract resonationally
into our Focus Dynamics, firstly, more depliative groups of duvuyllerrt Stereo-Types (SVUULL-VVUconglomerates), and then, when they more or less adopt to the most qualitative from available to us
Conceptions, we start to synthesize sequentially the most covarllert with our Synthesis Scheme part
of peculiar to us interconnections — first in middle frequencies and then on high-frequency Levels
of our Focus Dynamics.
3.0074.   

We not only bring into our FD peculiar to them interconnections, Information, signs, —
we take their Experience of Existence, which is already intra-Qualitatively synthesized into their
f-Configurations by each characteristic for them type of protoformal manifestations. That Experience
is very multilateral — it belongs to «animal» as well as «plant» and «mineral» — in our subjective
Notion! — types of manifestation of doolls Self-Consciousnesses Forms. We project these, already to
some degree covarllert between each other, interconnections into specifics of our Synthesis Scheme
3.0075.   

and consequently bring them into more covarllert state, but (!) — only in relation to our human
birvulyarity type, which is diffuzgently structured by the multitude of interconnections of nearlluuvvumic development Directions.
Thus, doolls Self-Consciousnesses Forms, duvuyllerrtly and consequently, due to our
Focus Dynamics gain on higher Levels of exhiberation the property of liyllusceeveness among
each other, becoming already integral parts (Stereo-Types) of all the multiplicity of quantum SelfConsciousnesses Forms and organized by them wave types of subjective IRKKULL-Realities (2.5–3.0
dimension), in which energy-informational basis there embedded the tendency of different SelfConsciousnesses Forms to survive exactly in physical (psychical, biological, mineral) conditions of
exhiberation. That tendency is provided by Form-Creators of bordering — dlugllemm — resopasons
of doolls-wave Levels of 2.75–3.25 dimension.
3.0076.   

Chapter 3. The Principles of exhiberation of different-Qualitative SFUURMM-Forms
in 3–4-dimensional Worlds’ Form-systems
All the 3–4-dimensional Self-Consciousnesses Forms, including us, are simultaneously
manifested in all the endless multitude of quantum Worlds’ Form-systems, in the basis of which Focus
Dynamics there lie energy-informational synthetic interactions amidst different-Qualitative FormCreators (i.e. Form-Creators, which are the carriers of signs — of Info-Creators — of different OO-UUEntities). However, in these wave Form-systems, actually, there are not manifested (not materialized,
visualized in our Perception systems) both the lowest-nutation and highest-nutation SFUURMMForms. Because specific SFAAYYFF- and SSFU-UNGSS-factors, characteristic both for doolls and flaks
Existence modes, in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our quantum Self-Consciousnesses Forms
— in the first case are already, and in the second case yet — manifested very weakly.
3.0077.   

In more primitive (more depliative, low-nutation) types of human subjective Realities, the
quantity of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of doolls Level structuring every moment of Focus Dynamics
of undeveloped human «personalities,» turns out to be less than present-day conditional average
index (386 SVUULL-VVU-Entities in every NUU-VVU-Stereo-Type), because their f-Configurations
are formed by yet very unstable impersept (sub-Aspect) different-protoformal interconnections,
which does not let FDs of such quantity of different-Qualitative SVUULL-VVU-Forms to stabilize
more or less in a FD of one doolls conglomerate (f-Configurations of one NUU-VVU-Stereo-Type) by
the multitude of similar for them signs. In other words, FFLUARRS-Factor and skrruullerrtness index
have opposite tendencies. That question is much more complicated, than it may seem to you: On the
one hand, it was said that with the increase of ampliativeness of a FD of a «person» the number of
NUU-VVU-Stereo-Types, synthesized in one TEC-unpacking, decreases; on the other hand, it is said
that the more depliative FD is, the less quality of doolls «personalities» it is structured with. Let us try
to solve that question one more time.
3.0078.   

The principle of changing qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics of a «person» depending
on the quantity of rotational Shifts, carried out in its f-Configuration per unit time, says: the less
the number of Stereo-Types that structure FD is, the higher its qualitativeness is. In the same time
3.0079.   

the principle of qualitativeness formation of one Stereo-Type says: the higher the number of doolls
Self-Consciousnesses Forms that structure it is, the higher its qualitativeness is (possibilities appear
for «joining» multitude of geyliturgent interconnections, in the result of which the number of
f-Configurations seems to decrease while their qualitativeness increases). More depliative types of
Focus Dynamics of people are based on the Experience of higher number of NUU-VVU-Stereo-Types,
each of which is structured by the less quantity of more impersept (in relation to two-invaderental
lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme) doolls Self-Consciousnesses Forms. It is caused by the fact that Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of any SVUULL-VVU-Form of 2–3-dimensional — octahedral — types
of subjective Realities are based on intra-Qualitative Synthesis, while 3–4-dimensional — hexahedral
— types of subjective Realities are structured through the realization in Focus Dynamics of all
possible Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the processes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis.
It means that inside typical Aspects of one OO-UU-Entity among FDs of Form-Creators
representing It in our Worlds’ Form-systems, the high degree of covarllertness is already reached
(i.e. The realization of actual for the given moment Interest has been carried out), and therefore,
their Creative Activity towards each other weakens while increasing towards Aspects of other OOUU-Entities. Due to the fact that on depliative Levels of 3–4-dimensional exhiberation of SelfConsciousnesses Forms the quantity of inter-Qualitative covarllert interconnections is still very
limited, for Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators representing different OO-UU-Entities an increased
imperseptness is typical (which means inertionness). Even though our «current» NUU-VVU-Forms
are really (physically) exhiberated in the conditions of 3–4-dimensional diapason, Focus Dynamics
of overwhelming majority of living people (by qualitativeness of SFUURMM-Forms used by them in
psychical realizations) are still actively and steadily manifested in the conditions of IRKKULL-Levels
of the doolls diapason (2.5–3.0 dimension). Therefore, their life creativity is mainly concentrated
on the processes of structuring of doolls (depliative, different-protoformal) part of our «current»
human s-Reality.
3.0080.   

Therefore I subjectively indicated the type of subjective Reality which we jointly model by
our — yet very limited — Notions about ourselves and the surrounding us reality, as IRKKULL-Reality.
Of course, qualitative parameters of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our «current» NUU-VVUForms are not limited only by irkkulligrenic sub-overtone (2.5–3.0 dimension), but manifest through
the humankind Collective Consciousness in much wider range — from 2.5 to 4.5 dimension. What
does it tell us about? That together with real physical (corporal, dense material) exhiberation of our
mixtum Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which is carried out in different dimensional groups of STCs
of 3–4-dimensional diapason, the majority of people, meanwhile, continue quite actively and steady
to fixate by their depliative Notions and still peculiar to them destructive psychical reactions in
doolls-wave modes of exhiberation (from 2.5 to 3.25 dimension). While the most progressive part of
Collective Consciousness of humankind via its Focus Dynamics concurrently develops and activates
interconnections of more ampliative parts of slloogrent f-Configurations of our NUU-VVU-FormTypes (from 3.25 to 4.0 dimension). Since we all through some, common for us, Levels continue
to be closely interconnected with each other, jointly formed by us s-Reality possesses exactly such
(somewhat «bloated» by the degree of its qualitativeness) diapason of physical exhiberation — from
2.5 till 4.0 dimension.
3.0081.   

Our type of subjective IRKKULL-Reality is perceived as «physical reality» due to the
presence in it of that concentrated Experience and those synthesized VVU-Information, which
«project» every moment in Focus Dynamics of each person about 300–500 doolls «personalities»:
3.0082.   

less developed people in their life creativity use the Experience of 300–350 SVUULL-VVU-Entities,
and more developed — integrated Experience of 300–500 covarllert relative to each other doolls SelfConsciousnesses Forms. Quantized (VVU-kleksed) by certain Scheme of inter-Qualitative Synthesis,
doolls Self-Consciousnesses Forms provide only corporal (mixtum) manifestation, while higher
potential and spiritual inclinations of any wave «personality» depends on the availability in its Focus
Dynamics of stable interconnections with expiative causal UYKKUYYUKSTR- (till 3.0 dimension),
OSTROKKOLF- (till 3.5 dimension) and UPDUKHVASSL-Creators (till 4.0 dimension), which function
as observative Curators over FD of all lluuvvumic Form-Creators of the given diapason of exhiberation.
In other words, Form-Creators of our «current» mixtum NUU-VVU-Form-Types for
organization of their general Focus Dynamics use Energy-Information of not only stable wave
diapason, but also f-Configurations peculiar to Form-Creators of different doolls and flaks (relative
to our Synthesis Scheme!) modes of exhiberation. Here I would like to remind you that we subjectively
attribute to unusual for us types of «materialization» of Self-Consciousnesses Forms not only Focus
Dynamics where the dominance of Form-Creators of the PCQ pair that determines our Synthesis
Scheme (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), but also extreme (abnormal) for
possibilities of our usual Perception systems (and equipment developed by us) modes of exhiberation
structured by qualitatively different than our protoformal Focus Dynamics, which is interpreted by
us as radio- (long wave, doolls) or x-ray (short wave, flaks) diapasons. Therefore, we can mistakenly
suggest that if we are not capable to perceive such modes that Self-Consciousnesses Forms with such
characteristics in the surrounding us World do not exist at all. of course that is entirely not true: we
make our choices by means of SFUURMM-Forms, which integral Elements (Thoughts and Feelings,
emanations and psychonations) in different degree peculiar to either one or the other diapason of
exhiberation (depliative choices — in long wave, ampliative — in short wave).
3.0083.   

Here we can instantly answer the question whether used by us structure of duvuyllerrt
rotationness of Stereo-Types is peculiar to Focus Dynamics of other Proto-Forms: of course,
it is peculiar. Actually, it is we — subjectively for ourselves! — who determined the given type of
diffuzgent energy-informational interconnections between different-Qualitative Form-Creators as
a certain Stereo-Typeness (with the purpose to gain possibilities to more specifically imagine these
inertial processes and analyze, logically manipulate their integral Elements), in fact that process
is characteristic for Focus Dynamics of all Form-Creators . Each moment qualitative Content of
subjective Interest representing in the given specific moment energy-informational Essence of our
Focus Dynamics, is simultaneously modeled and «unpacked» by the corresponding Form-Creators
from that Experience (either empirical, or intuitive), which, on the one hand, already structures
subterransive ODS of the given «personality,» and, on the other hand — reflects qualitative state of
some resonational zone of those Creativity Spheres of ODS which SFUURMM-Forms are generally
accepted for the given Worlds’ Form-system (as a component of one of the existing development
scenario of our Stereo-Form). Subterransively projecting in Space-Time vibrations of our every
moment Interest, we simultaneously model in our Self-Consciousness certain subjective Form-image
of resonational manifestation of our Focus Dynamics which we immediately use for our «current»
realization that is for inertial formation of surrounding us s-Reality and all the specificity of «own»
personalistic World.
3.0084.   

Depending on the degree of qualitativeness of psychical reactions and thinking, our every
moment Focus Dynamics is not limited by energy-informational content of f-Configurations of 300
— 500 «personalities» of doolls mode of exhiberation — this is minimal, generally typical of the
3.0085.   

people of the given subjective IRKKULL-Reality, energy-informational basis, starting from which there
begins to realize Focus Dynamics of our wave NUU-VVU-Form-Types for the formation of subjective
Realities in the given groups of STCs. When an essential need in low nutation interconnections
become irrelevant and we are able to structure our choices by synthesized on their basis ampliative
SFUURMM-Forms (which we cannot already call doolls, because they structure wave diapason), it
will be already different subjective Realities with different properties and realizational possibilities,
manifesting in which, we will be able to focus in more perfect mixtum and dimidiomittense analogs
of NUU-VVU-Form-Types and gain new physiological peculiarities, and also creative abilities.
For example, in the near future the number of known for today amino acids will
increase up to 30, 40 or even 60 due to the consistent ampliatization — by Form-Creators and bioCreators of our NUU-VVU-Form-Types — of Scheme of two-invaderental Synthesis in the midst of
qualitative restructuration of SFUURMM-Forms of our Focus Dynamics. A major role in the process
of determination and activation of the goal of FD of the humankind Collective Consciousness
into lluuvvumic Direction should be played by IISSIIDIOLOGY. Due to renitive assimilation of that
Knowledge, people of the «future» will be able to more intensively and effectively operate with much
bigger, than «now,» volumes of more complex Information which amplificationally will affect not
only human appearance (the brain will become bigger, part of the systems and organs will modify and
change their «present» functions to more universal), but also its abilities (there will appear abilities
to teleportation, telepathy, telekinesis, clairvoyance, clairaudience, levitation and so on). All these
qualitative changes is the natural result of increasing of the «number» of covarllert interconnections
(relative to lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme) in Configurations of SFUURMM-Forms which «future» us
will begin to actively use in our life creativity.
3.0086.   

Most people have negative Form-images of all possible phobias, difficult psycho-mental
conditions and everything that might become the reason of depression, on the basis of available (in
subterransive ODS) Experience, which fully depends on the degree of intra-Qualitative Synthesis
carried out by doolls Form-Creators in each of two lluuvvumic Dominants. Let me remind you that
wave Self-Consciousnesses Forms differ from doolls in the following — in their Focus Dynamics
there start to appear SFUURMM-Forms with evident signs of already carried out inter-Qualitative
Synthesis of the most covarllert — for the given conditions of exhiberation! — interconnections
(on the background of yet uncompleted intra-Qualitative interconnections): the higher is the
degree of inter-Qualitative Synthesis of two Dominants the more qualitative Experience structures
subterransive ODS of the given «personality» and the more stable is the manifestation of the given
Self-Consciousness Form in the quantum Existence mode.
3.0087.   

Depressions is the result of active «projection» into wave Focus Dynamics of intraQualitative undersynthesized signs of doolls Existence modes. In depressive states «personality»
psycho-mentally seems to «fall out» with its FD for a long period of time into doolls svilgsspherational processes consistently synthesizing those from covarllert signs which are necessary for
Form-Creators to complete intra-Qualitative transformations into some low nutation resopasons
of exhiberation of FD and to get opportunity to start caring out inter-Qualitative Synthesis in more
ampliative resopasons. Focus Dynamics of most representatives of Collective Consciousness of
«present» humanity is still very active in 2.5–3.25-dimensional diapason, therefore strong, prolonged
states reflecting the process of consistent transition of FD of Form-Creators from intra-Qualitative
tendencies to inter-Qualitative are typical of those «people» who continuously focus on depliative
SFUURMM-Forms. The person in an altruistic and optimistic state actively realizing in intellectual
3.0088.   

and spiritual self-development just does not know such states, because his or her Focus Dynamics
is deprived of SFUURMM-Forms of low nutation Levels of Self-Consciousness (such as fear, hatred,
rejection, the trait of being closed-off, jealousy, envy and similar).
In slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the given type of the humankind
Collective Consciousness there still prevail SFUURMM-Forms of low-qualitative (i.e. undersynthesized
by many Aspects of each PCQ) Experience which is the main reason of that increased psychomental imperseptness and even cruvursorrtness (moral, cultural, political, religious, national and
so on), observed by us in the modern human society. Therefore f-Configurations of most people
still continue to be structured by f-Configurations of only 386 (in average!) doolls «personalities.»
However, those who are actively engaged in intellectual and spiritual self-development, continuously
increase this indicator, and all possible signs of low nutation doolls Existence mode gradually vanish in
the increased covarllertness of inter-Qualitative interconnections. Therefore in our more ampliative
Self-Consciousnesses Forms the number of f-Configurations structuring each of our single-moment
wave Stereo-Types, continuously increases. At refocusing into flaks modes of Existence, the number
of Stereo-Types structuring f-Configuration of manifestation of each flaks «personality» will
represent an integral of geyliturgent between each other f-Configurations of absolutely all mixtum
and dimidiomittense Form-Types of the given the LLUU-VVU-Entity.
3.0089.   

Chapter 4. Implementation of surrounding us subjective Reality is carried out
through generations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary particles
I have repeatedly mentioned that Focus Dynamics of each of us is simultaneously
structured by not only SFUURMM-Forms of Form-Creators, but also by SFUURMM-Forms of bioCreators of various mixtum systems programmed for harmonious performance of certain functions
in organization of biological existence of any Form of Self-Consciousnesses (in the consideration of
the properties of non-biological — abiotic — Existence Forms, analogs of bio-Creators are boson and
fermion Fields-Consciousnesses, which form by their FD molecular Forms including mixtum).
3.0090.   

Here the question is possible: «Harmonious relative to what states?.» Let me answer:
relative to specific two-invaderental Synthesis Scheme of the given mixtum Self-Consciousness Form.
Therefore, let me emphasize once more: there is no principle difference between Form-Creators and
bio-Creators — that very conditional and very subjective division is the result of discrete way of our
perception of processes carried out in our Focus Dynamics. Some of them we consider principal
and fundamental, and some — secondary, i.e. non-essential for eglleroliftive Process of our general
amplificational development. Therefore — exclusively for the conditions of given exhiberation mode!
— «projections» of Form-Creators on FD of Collective Consciousnesses of any cell structures we call
bio-Creators (including here bio-Creators of basic brain centers and DNA itself), and more ampliative
«projections» (dimidiomittense, including Creators-Curators of 2.5–4.0-dimensional diapason, and
«plasmic» different-protoformal, or transparentive), which provide in the given diapason Focus
Dynamics of any birvulyarity type — Form-Creators (in lluuvvumic type that role is performed by
translucense Form-Creators).
3.0091.   

Bio-Creators also have possibility to react in their own way to energy-informational
Meaning (SFUURMM-Forms) of continuously produced by us Focus Dynamics, therefore we can
say that this Meaning in the process of our life activity is simultaneously reflected both in psychomental and corporal (including biological) aspects of our continuous Existence. Thus, SFUURMMForms every moment modeled and realized by us (Thoughts and Feelings, Desired and affective
Aspirations, which seem to be «projected» «outside» Self-Consciousness) constantly provoke
corresponding reactions not only on the part of ourselves and mixtum Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of the surrounding us subjective Reality, but also on the part of any other quantum carriers of
Information — boson, fermion and molecular Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which we interpret as
«elementary particle,» «atoms,» «molecules,» «physical objects.»
3.0092.   

Such universal synthetic interconnection between all SFUURMM-Forms simultaneously
generated in different «points» of Space-Time by multiple different-Qualitative (in Synthesis
Schemes) Proto-Forms, is revealed not only on psycho-mental Level of our conscious and unconscious
Perception, but also through all possible in each particular case physical reactions (biochemical,
neurophysiological, chemical, thermal), specifically structuring thus by its Energy and Information
each objective aspect of surrounding us «materiality,» starting with the processes that determine the
content of our dreams, hallucinogenic states, and finishing with any scientific experiments, and also
observations of the behavior of cosmic scale objects.
3.0093.   

Telling examples of renitive interconnection between our psycho-mental activity and
functionality of different objects of surrounding us reality are well demonstrated both through the
internet in general and through the computer structure in particular. For example, every computer
chip is structured by covarllert SFUURMM-Forms of its direct creators (programmers, engineers),
which fully determine the mode of realization of electrical currents through the basic scheme of the
given computer. Same we can say about the functional part of any gadget, device, material object and
even (perhaps, — particularly!) about the realization and materialization of different SFUURMMForms in «interpersonal» relationships when our stable subjective Conceptions become, eventually,
the reason of presence in our Life of various people, animals, objects and even certain situations and
circumstances.
3.0094.   

For example,very often the surrounding us reality starts realizing either through circumstances
which we have been persistently waiting (joy from emerged peace, success, luck, good health state and
physical form, and also other different states), or through events that we were afraid of (disease, trauma,
quarrel, war, pouring rain, flood, frost, drought, hurricane, volcanic eruption, earthquake and so on),
which we detailed modeled, unconsciously «projecting» meanwhile in our Life possible consequences of
such circumstances. Same concerns the nature of purposeful «materialization» (exhiberation) through
our Focus Dynamics of such yet unique for people abilities as telepathy (transmission of SFUURMMForms at a distance from one person or group of people to the other person or group of people),
clairvoyance (foreseeing future states of material events without conclusions on the basis of known
facts), telekinesis (space manipulation with material objects with the help of purely mental effort).
3.0095.   

For example, the mechanisms of realization of such phenomena as psychokinesis is based
on the ability of one person or a certain group of people (united by one general goal or Idea) to
psychically stably and focused concentrate at a certain time on SFUURMM-Forms that similarly
reflect the Meaning of some specific states of the observed (or detailed imagined) by them material
3.0096.   

Form-system (from relative position of physical objects and to the characteristics of necessary for
them development scenario). Given ability has opportunity to realize due to the principle identity of
generated by us «nonmaterial» Thoughts and Feelings with «material» structures of the brain and
objects of surrounding World.
What does it mean? SFUURMM-Forms used by us as well as consistently formed
(synthesized) by us with their help physical objects of our subjective Reality have the same common
shared nature — wave. Conceptions about apparent duality of the surrounding World are formed only
due to powerful limitations of our Perception systems — on more «subtle» Plane of 3–4-dimensional
Existence of Macrocosmos, we in our Focus Dynamics deal only with wave type of resonational
interactions between carriers of Energy and careers of corresponding to It Information (FormCreators of Form-systems of Macrocosmos and Info-Creators of Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity).
3.0097.   

Hence the possibility of exhiberation in Space-Time of all possible distant effects peculiar
to wave interactions (including various ways of collective realizations of Form-Creators of different
Self-Consciousnesses Forms through photoreductive Ether — telepathy, telekinesis, clairvoyance
and similar). However, here exists certain communicational difficulty: the same Information can be
«unpacked» in absolutely different ways by Form-Creators of different Perception systems. It is very
important to understand that, in fact, this phenomena (like any other) reflects only the main Principle
of «materialization» in our subjective Perception system of any observed by us event — duvuyllerrt
refocusing of «personality» or group of people in that part of slloogrent focal Configuration of
Macrocosmos which in the most degree corresponds to the generated by them Aspirations and
resonates with their «current» Notions about themselves and surrounding them reality.
3.0098.   

Thus, we can say that continuously projected by us SFUURMM-Forms represent countless
energy-informational links of Macrocosmos which connect together catioleptic and anioleptic —
aspectable (i.e. visible to us) and invizusal (invisible to us) — sides of uniform subjective Reality
which we simultaneously form by our general Focus Dynamics, structured by endless multitude of
different-Qualitative subterransive Notions typical of not only people of the given group of human
STCs, but also of personalistic FD of all Proto-Forms of surrounding us (aspectably and invizusally!)
in the types of subjective Realities formed by us.
3.0099.   

Self-Consciousness and so called «Matter» — that is only two sides of manifestation of
single energy-informational basis of Macrocosmos. «Matter» with which we have to deal is the result of
prolonged and stable impact on the structuring it Elements (Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of photons, elementary particles and atoms) of all the endless multitude of peculiar to us
subjective Notions, both about «ourselves» and about other parts of surrounding us World. The more
universal become Notions used by us the more manageable and flexible — for the influence of our
Focus Dynamics! — becomes the material outline of formed by us subjective Reality.
3.0100.   

Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness of every «personality» — in subterransivelycollective order interfering (intensifying or weakening), similar to laser unit, in peculiar to it Levels
of exhiberation wave combinations of own SFUURMM-Forms with narrowly specific Notions
of surrounding it Self-Consciousnesses Forms — actively participates thus in specification,
modification and consistent materialization of the general picture of «own» subjective Reality. The
more ampliative, perfect and universal Focus Dynamics is, the more radical, active and intensive
3.0101.   

Self-Consciousness Form (that generates it) can consciously and purposely influence the dynamic of
changing the qualitativeness of both itself and Form-systems surrounding it, as it starts to intuitively
and purposely use in that subterransive refocusing process more universal Laws and Principles,
Which from higher Levels of Self-Consciousnesses organize all energy-informational «matrix»
(feeling Meaning, Content) of «materiality» of the given type.
The iissiidiological Knowledge lets its tireless followers radically and effectively get rid
of outdated dogma, primitive Conceptions, old habits and of other results of powerful influence
on Self-Consciousness of every «personality» of the processes of inertionness. It logically convince
us that physic laws are not eternal dogmas and finial criteria of the Truth; they represent Universal
Flow of energy-informational interconnection eternally changing under a stable influence of Focus
Dynamics of our Self-Consciousness. Actively and consciously changing old Notions for new, more
perfect and universal, we thereby automatically adjust to them not only our Focus Dynamics, but also
«fundamental basis» and laws which as it seems to us manage not only our Existence but everything
that surrounds us.
3.0102.   

In fact, we by our subjective and quite limited Notions about the Universe for many
thousand years have been persistently «creating» («materialized» by our logic conclusions and
subjective analyze) all these fundamental basis of our physical Existence, due to which they finally
turned out to be so interconnected and «faultless» (i.e. accurately corresponding to our own Notions
about them!). But, going through many generations, we have completely forgotten that all properties
and characteristics of all physical laws depend in the first turn not on us, but on the qualitativeness of
Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms: the more ampliative they are, the more universal
and perfect become the laws of the surrounding us World, the more flexible and favorable for our life
creativity become existing types of «materiality» under the influence of our Thoughts and Feelings.
In other words no matter how strange and shocking this statement may seem to anybody, all physical
laws completely and absolutely depend on the Level of Self-Consciousnesses of the most people:
where we chose to be, in such circumstances we manifest. All Self-Consciousnesses Forms in spite
of perceived differences — these are Entities without limitations objectively combined according to
resonational Principle into the uniform Form-system in every mode of exhiberation.
3.0103.   

With the help of IISSIIDIOLOGY you start to more renitively understand and clearly
see that all the Laws and Principles are not somewhere outside, but «inside» of us, in slloogrent
specificity of your synthesized through many Forms energy-informational content of SelfConsciousness, which consistently and inertially recreates all the details of surrounding you
reality strictly according to your own inclinations, believes and aspirations. You yourself, as well as
everything that surrounds you, continue to stay exactly as you are until in your Focus Dynamics
the present Notions about «yourself» completely change into new, deeper and more perfect, more
corresponding to SFUURMM-Forms of ampliative Levels of Self-Consciousnesses. Your specific
Thoughts and Feelings are true basis of that type of «materiality» in which you are subterransively
aware of yourself. Reality subjectively formed by you is not a single possible and stable, in every
moment of your subterransive Perception it represents only constructive «projection» of most
SFUURMM-Forms that model your Imagination.
3.0104.   

Fate — as a content of subterransive rotational Cycle of «personality» — is not «blind,»
predestined, determined or imposed on us by «someone» outside, it actively realizes in our Life
through peculiar to each of us subjective expectations, inclinations and preferences. Through
continuously «unpacked» by us Levels of collective Subconsciousness we have opportunities not only
to possess Notions about the potential moments of the awaiting events, but also to consciously chose
it, in other words to control its qualitative Dynamics in the desired by us direction. In the process of
subterransive TEC-unpackings many Notions about possible variants of our «future» resonationally
«project» from Subconsciousness into our Focus Dynamics so that we either intuitively avoid them
(in the absence of realizational Interest) or unconsciously refocused towards them in order to carry
out some of our unconscious realizations or subconscious projects no matter how meaningless of
occasional they may seem to us.
3.0105.   

It is we ourselves, and not someone else instead of us who chose those scenarios with
either desired by us or undesired events. Each of «favorable» or «unfavorable» life circumstances —
is always a possibility to radically — through FD-Multipolarization — increase the qualitativeness
of focused by us NUU-VVU-Configuration. However, in most cases we, completely busy with more
simple and primitive variants of creative realizations, are not aware of this potential in us (to carry
out which we need to overcome in yourself something less qualitative) and continue to miss effective
opportunities for own prompt self-improvement. Fate is not a synonym of inevitability, destiny or
some strict predetermination, but only a small component of our potential «future,» which meaning
is determined and constructively outlined only in a very general manner (due to our unstable Notions
about it!) and is the subject of structural modification, constant improvement and all possible
supplementary specification from the part of our Focus Dynamics.
3.0106.   

Our Thoughts and Feelings (emanations and psychonations) in Focus Dynamics —
generated by us on resonational Principle — are transmuted into corresponding to them Desires
(SFUURMM-Forms or karmonations — subjective Notions about things we want), which determine
localization of Vector of our current (in the given moment) Interest in the specific variant of general
Multipolarization of FD (subterransive scenario of development). Similar (geyliturgent) by certain
signs SFUURMM-Forms are resonationally formed by Form-Creators into f-Configurations of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of elementary particles, which by even greater spectrum of peculiar to them
characteristics combine into f-Configurations of atoms and molecules structuring f-Configurations
of other more «large-scale» Self-Consciousnesses Forms — microorganisms, people, animals, plants,
minerals and also all possible cosmic Entities.
3.0107.   

Any molecular or atom object in various ways manifests in Macrocosmos as a result of
Synthesis of certain Thoughts and Feelings, which give energy-informational basis to all the multiple
variants of certain Notions about how, when and by means of what all possible combinations of
these Thoughts and Feelings can really manifest in wave mode. When their resonational Synthesis
is carried out on the level of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary particles, then there happen
their exhiberation as wave structures, — on the level of atoms, molecules and all the multitude of
their different-Qualitative aggregate states (the whole combination of which we subjectively interpret
as «surrounding» reality).
3.0108.   

As a matter of fact, the Level of Creative Activity of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of elementary particles can be considered an initial (for the given diapason of dimension)
wave matrix for the realization of any mental-feeling manifestations. We should not forget that
f-Configuration of that matrix (in various modes of exhiberation — in different degree!) is structured
by not only middle speed photons, but also by higher doolls-Creators (2.75–3.25 dimension —
doollses synthesize into ernilgmanent photons) and low FLAKS-Creators (3.75–4.25 dimension —
frazulert photons synthesize into flakses).
3.0109.   

These are not f-Configurations themselves that combine between each other in the moment
of Synthesis in any of 3–4-dimensional resopasons, but structuring them geyliturgent (i.e. similar by
one or several diverse signs) wave interconnections. That one kleksing results in a huge multitude
of different-Qualitative focal «projections» of its exhiberations through various f-Configurations
–elementary, atomic and molecular structures similar by their energy-informational Nature, which
do not differ between each other by their Form in the general process of Multipolarization of Focus
Dynamics, but are subjectively referred by us to different «personal» Interpretations, to different SelfConsciousnesses Forms. It happens because in other Self-Consciousnesses Forms one and the same
kleksing (one quantum shift) serves the reason for the formation and exhiberations of somewhat
different (or absolutely different!) picture of just change interconnections.
3.0110.   

Diffuzgent groups of bio-Creators organizing the activity of organs and subsystem
of organism which subterransive Synthesis Schemes are in more degree covarllert relative to our
birvulyarity type, compose the main organs and main system of controlling our biological organism.
In other words, they are closer to Form-Creators of human genome and realize in it through more
universal functions of cerebral cortex and thalamus, hypothalamus and hypophysis, pineal gland
and hippocampus. Diffuzgent groups of bio-Creators structuring our biological organism which
Synthesis Schemes in more degree impersept towards lluuvvumic birvulyarity type, possess not so
universal — though very important for vital activity of the body — functions characteristic not only
for the human but also for the multiple types of animals.
3.0111.   

Functionality of our organism — as physical Form of realization of SFUURMM-Forms of our
Self-Consciousness — on the deep Levels of energy-informational interconnections is determined by
the activity of Form-Creators of different organs and systems, part of which is essentially important
for us, while dysfunction and damage of other organs and systems do not result in losing Form. That
circumstance very closely interconnected with characteristic processes of intra-Qualitative (by Each
of Dominant) and inter-Qualitative Synthesis: first (sub-Aspect and inter-Aspect of one Quality)
in less degree determine the dynamics of vitally important systems and organs, while the processes
of inter-Qualitative Synthesis affects brain functions and central nervous system, serious disorder
of which results in «post-mortem» refocusings. Any type of reaction of our biological organism (as
well as psychical activity) is the result of the act of kleksing of Focus Dynamics with certain energyinformational interconnections: either covarllert relative to our Synthesis Scheme or impersept.
3.0112.   

Any received injury, trauma, disease — is the result of stable and continuous process of
kleksing of Focus Dynamics of the given «personality» by the Notions impersept towards already
synthesized interconnections of lluuvvumic pair of Dominants that is the consequence of increase of
3.0113.   

tensorness towards SFUURMM-Forms of lluuvvumic development Direction. The part of the body that
received damage or a particular type of disease — all that is not an accident, it reflects the specifics of
deviation of Focus Dynamics into certain protoformal development Direction. Because various bioCreators of internal parts of body and systems are carriers of energy-informational interconnections,
which either more synthesized by lluuvvumic type (create more favorable conditions for life and
development of «personality») or represent some types of other, more protoformal realizations.
Rotational Cycle (i.e. Cycle of certain rotational Shifts carried out in Focus Dynamics of
«personality») is a certain combination of kleksings, which qualitatively and consistently «shifts»
(«reprojects») Focus Dynamics of «personality» into one of multiple possible development Directions,
which structure general spectrum of Multipolarization. In the specificity of simultaneous «local»
exhiberations of Focus Dynamics of seemingly «one and the same personality» in different-Qualitative
space-time conditions (groups of STCs), qualitative structure (subjective energy-informational
content) of each rotational Cycle is objectively reflected through multiple development scenarios,
connected into single logic unit by typical only of them cause-effect relations.
3.0114.   

Conditional «elements» that appear to join these interconnections into single and
endless Whole («previous» part of rotational Cycle of the given Self-Consciousness Form through
FD resonationally combines with FD of more ampliative variant of that Form which organizes
«following» part of the given rotational Cycle) are certain states of Self-Consciousness modeled in
the result of simultaneous performance of acts of inter-Qualitative Synthesis by Form-Creators of two
Dominants in the certain number of resopasons (sufficient for providing — with «critical volume»
of newly formed covarllert interconnections — «reprojection» into new Self-Consciousness Form
qualitatively considerably different from the previous one).
3.0115.   

These critical (for the «current» FD) states of «personality» we interpret as «post-mortem»
refocusings (inter-age and protoformal). Each of such refocusings, which in every scenario is subjectively
perceived by surrounding people as «Death of personality,» is always preceded by countless number of
consequently carried out acts of inter-protoformal (svilgs-spherational) «shifts» through possible in the
given conditions of exhiberation scenarios of invaderental and background Synthesis (inter-sub-Aspect
and inter-Aspect), which serve for Form-Creators of Dominants the main source for achieving by them
the state of highest balance (geyliturgentness between typical of them combinations of signs) in some
certain resopasons structuring the given diapason of «personality’s» exhiberation.
3.0116.   

In fact the carriers and organizers of all types of kleksings, carried by us through Focus
Dynamics, are Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary particles. Kleksings,
carried out by us in the process of thinking, feeling and physical activity immediately in a certain
way (through narrowly specific biochemical and neuron reactions), are reflected through Focus
Dynamics of different Form-Creators of our organism, first of all, of course, through FD of FormCreators of DNA, which control central nervous and endocrine system correcting Focus Dynamics of
all bio-Creators via various ferments and hormones.
3.0117.   

Your deepest delusion is that you disassociate the mechanism of exhiberation of your
Thoughts, Feelings, and Desires from the most universal (for the given diapason of dimension) carriers
3.0118.   

of diverse Energy-Information — Form-Creators of photons and elementary particles. As have been
already mentioned in the previous volumes of «IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals,» f-Configurations
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of photons, structuring the whole spectrum of wave exhiberation
in the given type of human s-Realities (UPDUYKK-Field-Consciousness of 3rd-4th-dimension), are
formed, on the one hand, by Focus Dynamics of resonational by certain parameters (diffuzgent)
different-protoformal Form-Creators which we subjectively refer to doolls diapason of dimension
(DLUGLLEMM-Field-Consciousness of 2nd-3rd dimension), and on the other hand — by FD of
different-protoformal flaks Form-Creators structuring more ampliative Levels of 4–5-dimensional
diapason (FLAKGLAAYK-Field-Consciousness). On the basis of simultaneous realization of all
possible variants of their different-Qualitative-diffuzgent focal interactions between each other, in
the available for our Perception System diapason of Space-Time there is formed all the multitude
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of ernilgmanent (low speed), permanent (average, adequate) and
frazulert (high speed) photons.
That process can be schematically observed on the example of qualitative transgression of
FD of flaks analogs of photons (falkhats and malsons, klyarions and klastirons, bilurins and kruolons,
duvrits and klivrits, iskons and tilumurs), structuring «bordering» Spheres of creative interaction
between FD of Form-Creators of FLAKGLAAYK- and UPDUYKK-Fields-Consciousnesses (Synthesis
of ernilgmanent photons with light karmo-klofts can give the same obviousness). With the deepening
of realization of their Focus Dynamics through svilgs-spherational activity of different-protoformal
karmo-klofts of UPDUYKK-Fields-Consciousnesses, quanta of that Energy-Information begin to
consistently to synthesize with each other according to most covarllert or geyliturgent signs: kleksing
of frazulert photons with the participation of karmo-klofts creates increased tensorness in jointly
formed by them combinations of signs and through that «reprojects» their Focus Dynamics into
rotational Shifts peculiar to FD of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of elementary
particles which in its turn stretches out, i.e. even more aggravates the process of increasing tensorness
between them and «reprojects» their FD into atom and molecular states of substances structuring
all the surrounding «materiality.» Molecular states compose the basis of Focus Dynamics of bioCreators of all living organisms and Form-Creators of all the rest material objects.
3.0119.   

Chapter 5. Integration of rotational Cycles and formation of unified Worlds’ Formsystem
Rotational Cycle of each photon is subterransively formed from qualitatively
multipolarized Focus Dynamics of consistent apparent «absorptions» (qualitative «reprojections»)
of its f-Configuration in one narrow resopason and equally consistent sequencing of «emanations»
(«reprojections») in other narrow resopasons of exhiberation. Since our Perception systems
simultaneously realize in a quite wide spectrum, taking into account colossal speeds of these
«reprojections,» absolutely incommensurable with FD of bio-Creators of our bio systems, it turns
out that we — in every «our» subjective moment — observe simultaneous manifestation in various
resopasons of dimension of zillions of different-Qualitative variants of exhiberation of FD of FormCreators of slloogrent Self-Consciousness Form of one and the same photon!
3.0120.   

As a matter of fact that explains the effect of «quantum teleportation» or «quantum
entanglement,» known in physics and until now not explained by scientists, at which the change in
quantum state of one or two photons, located at any distance from each other, is immediately reflected
on the state of other photons. It happens because we observe the illusion of existence of not one, but two
(or rather, as it seems to us, multiple different!) photons, which focal Configurations in reality represent
intermediate states of consistent qualitative change of Focus Dynamics of one and the same photon’s
«personality» (Self-Consciousness Form) in the general structure of its subterransive rotational Cycle,
which our Perception system has differentiated into multiple apparent discrete parts.
3.0121.   

Due to colossal inertionness of Focus Dynamics of our bio-Creators we have possibility
to simultaneously observe both «past» and «present,» and even «future» states of multipolarizational
transformation of its Focus Dynamics in the multitude of different-Qualitative resopasons of
surrounding us reality. In other words between these seemingly separate (for detached Observer!)
parts there exists stable cause-effect concatenation (chain of interconnections) which creates in the
Perception of that Observer the possibility of manifestation of «teleportation» effect. Thus, we can
say that in general the given effect is caused by the presence of objective difference in the degree
of development of Perception system of two or more Self-Consciousnesses Forms due to existing
significant differences in parameters of rotational Cycles peculiar to them.
3.0122.   

With every further «reprojecting» (under the influence of karmo-klofts) into new SelfConsciousness Form, qualitative parameters of different «parts» of f-Configuration of Form-Creators
of high speed photons change in a different way, meanwhile not only getting lower (at refocusing
into f-Configurations of elementary particles of UPDUYKK-Field), but also getting higher to FLAKSForms on the border of unstable flaks-wave energy-informational interactions between «bordering»
Focus Dynamics of UPDUYKK-Field and FLAKGLAAYK-Field (4–5 dimension). Here, I think, I
should underline one more time that used by us, people, subjective signs of some «decreasing» or
«increasing» in qualitativeness of f-Configurations of Form-Creators of any Self-Consciousnesses
Forms (including photons) represent very-very conditional comparison criteria, since we can
subjectively estimate something and compare only relative to the qualitativeness of SFUURMM-Forms
of our «own» s-Reality, which are formed by us on the basis of specific dimensional characteristics of
those space-time conditions where we consciously manifest.
3.0123.   

«Mergence» of photon by Focus Dynamics of karmo-klofts of any from protoformal
s-Realities, which — in parallel with our «human» s-Realities — structure FD of Form-Creators of
UPDUYKK-Field, can be interpret by us as «decreasing» in qualitativeness of its further emanation, but
in reality it can turn out to be its increasing ( relative to narrowly specific parameters of dimension of
our type) from the state of relative ernilgmanentness into the state of relative frazulertness. And vice
versa, apparent to us «increasing» in parameters of Focus Dynamics of photons cannot imply what
we personally observe, but, realized through FD of other Proto-Form, represent (relative to criteria
of qualitativeness of our s-Reality) certain «decreasing» of previous energy-informational indicators.
Therefor I repeat: there is absolutely no and there cannot by any unambiguity and certainty (as well
as in general signs of objectiveness perceived by us!) in subjective estimation of observed by us
changes in FD of objects of surrounding us reality. How can we judge about what we do not know
and what is not available for detailed exploration, experiencing and comparison?
3.0124.   

Absolutely all the multitude of rotational Shifts simultaneously carried out in the whole
organism by different-Qualitative Form-Creators of elementary particles — due to resonational
interaction between each other through Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of atomic, molecular
and cell structures — automatically converges and conglomerates by various types of physical and
chemical processes, thus forming a certain «potential of activity» (or nerve impulse spreading through
membrane of nerve fibre with a particular frequency), — a certain state of energy-informational
supply, which is subterransively typical of any biological organism.
3.0125.   

So, for example, the frequency of nerve impulses, transgressed in our organism through
various fibre, composes in average 50–500 kleksings per second (though fibers of auditory nerve might
transmit up to 1000 impulses per second, and some cells are able to discharge with the frequency up to
1500 impulses per second). In general, the average frequency of nerve impulses of human organism,
depending on the qualitativeness of FD of «personality» and the influence power of external stimuli
on it, equals 250–400 impulses per second (the higher is tensorness of FD, the more frequently nerve
impulses origin, because Information concentration in them are less). It is also necessary to note that
nerve impulses discharge not by one, but in conglomerates, i.e. in whole packages (like duvuyllerrt
Stereo-Types) between which there are no any abrupt intervals. Therefore apparent for us «division»
into impulses is conditional because different brain bio-Creators «unpack» coming Information
entirely selectively, i.e. resonationally relative to structuring it UU-VVU-Conglomerates, focusing
only on the corresponding to their functions «parts» of slloogrent «packages» of each impulse.
3.0126.   

Thereat the universalism and effectiveness of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
photons structuring observed by us s-Reality type continuously qualitatively changes. However, we
cannot estimate such changes even subjectively due to the absence of more detailed Information and
Conceptions about the «previous» stage (history) of exhiberation of those Self-Consciousnesses Forms
both outside the conditions of wave diapason (in doolls-flaks mode) and outside the specificity of
interconnections typical of human s-Realities. For example, relative to FD of photon Form-Creators
of some other protoformal s-Realities (of wave diapason as well) these changes can be characterized
as «increase» in qualitativeness, and relative to FD of photon Form-Creators of other protoformal
types — as qualitative «decreasing.»
3.0127.   

What is more, in both cases the Principle of conserving stable Eglleroliftivness of Focus
Dynamics is not broken in any way: in any performed refocusing there always takes place only
engagement in Focus Dynamics and accumulation of more and more covarllert energy-informational
interconnections between different-Qualitative Form-Creators, which at subjective comparison of
that process with available for us signs of different Synthesis Schemes — can be perceived by us either
as more intensive or less intensive. In other words, apparent for us «decreasing» of qualitativeness of
FD in reality is only a compulsory condition, a certain intermediate stage for further increasing of
qualitativeness relative to own «previous» and «current» states.
3.0128.   

Besides, at similar comparison and analyze of observed by us Focus Dynamics of differentQualitative Form-Creators, we rely on very limited set of available for our perception signs, which we,
again, can interpret only according to SFUURMM-Forms typical of our own Synthesis Scheme: speed
and acceleration, relative density, pressure and temperature of the substance; mass, impulse, energy,
3.0129.   

spin, frequency, wave length and parity of photon or elementary particle. Regarding the question which
exactly qualitative transformations happen at every change of observed by us parameters in FD of
Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness of observed by us Form, it still remains unavailable neither for
our Perception nor for created by us most accurate measuring device. I do not already mention that
100% of scientists will laugh at proposed by me conception that every elementary particle has a specific
analog of Self-Consciousness, which lets me yet very axiomatically state: fermions differ.
As I have already underlined, we are (as well as all the rest creatures) think via quanta,
i.e. consistently and subjectively quantize (kleks) the surrounding us subjective Reality with our
Thoughts, Feelings and Desires. However, bio-Creators of our mixtum NUU-VVU-Form-Types
respond to these changes with certain corporal reactions, which due to peculiar to them inertionness
very strongly deform informational Essence coding each of our psychical realization by narrowly
specific SFUURMM-Forms.
3.0130.   

Focus Dynamics and subjective Realities of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms are
structured by different types of diffuzgent (potentially penetrating each other) interconnections. Each
of these types is formed not only by subterransive Synthesis Scheme, but peculiar only to it frequency
of rotational Shifts. Via quantizing of «own» subjective Reality together with all the rest people and
Proto-Forms, we each moment seem to «penetrate» with full-fledged f-Configuration of one of
our multipolarized Stereo-Types into that general Focus Dynamics (and in reality just consistently
«reproject» by our FD in already «initially» formed «construction» — towards realization of Interest
most acute for us at the given moment), via its kleksing with a Notion peculiar to us.
3.0131.   

Simultaneously into the same Worlds’ Form-system there also «penetrate» (refocus) via
their Stereo-Types all the rest Proto-Forms of surrounding us reality: people and animals, plants
and minerals, — each by own, peculiar to it in the given moment, interconnections. Zillions (106xn)
of different-Qualitative and differently synthesized between each other interconnections typical of
all these Stereo-Types, need in a corresponding way to enter multilateral covarllert relations in order
to form one conditional moment of FD of the given Planetary Entity. Taking into consideration that
Vectors of all FD are summed thereat, the formed integral represents that dissonational distance
which is necessary for annihilation of all tensors of general Focus Dynamics — that parameter will
be qualitative expression of subjective duration of one conditional «moment» of FD of Planetary
Entity manifested in the given narrow diapason. Thus via general Focus Dynamics of all SelfConsciousnesses Forms, simultaneously manifested in the given conditional moment, there has
been formed Planetary part of the given Worlds’ Form-system, which with its subterransive Focus
Dynamics (together with FD of other Planetary Entities) «penetrates» Stellar and Galactic parts of
the given Worlds’ Form-system, and so on.
3.0132.   

Those zillions of informational interconnections which are potentially represented in
the given moment in the whole spectrum of Multipolarization of our Focus Dynamics (through
quantum potential of photon Form-Creators) by Form-Creators and bio-Creators of our «current»
Self-Consciousness Form instantaneously have been «reduced» and narrowed to the level of real
possibilities of our Perception system. In other words, in the given moment we have been able to
subjectively «unpack» only one zillion part of surrounding us Energy-Information! All the dissipative
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Energy-Information «unpacked» in parallel in the given quantum shift by all the rest «personal»
Interpretations of our Stereo-Form, remained not available for us, — only one zillion part of our
potential abilities (in the form of signs distinguished by us in any way) has been transformed into
decoherent Energy of our «personal» Focus Dynamics. All the rest appear not to exist for us.
Each of our other «personal» Interpretations «unpacks» its one zillionth part of slloogrent
Energy-Information in the same way, but does it according to some other signs, most interesting
specifically to it in the given moment. With the increase in qualitativeness of chosen by us Interests,
Perception system of our Self-Consciousness Form gradually becomes more universal letting us
«project» our «current» Focus Dynamics into even more and more harmonious «parts» of slloogrent
f-Configuration of our Stereo-Form. That means that due to the increase of covarllertness in Focus
Dynamics there converge multiple dissonational distances and we — personally consistently —
refocus into more favorable scenarios and STCs, which structure Collective Consciousness of our
civilization. Inertional dynamics in that Direction is carried out much faster in those cases when
«postmortem» refocusings as a result of Synthesis in ampliative resopasons are carried out in our
Existence much more rarely than our «Deaths» as a result of Synthesis in depliative Levels of SelfConsciousness.
3.0134.   

Why are «postmortem» refocusings carried out less often in case of more ampliative
FD than of depliative? Because every system or organ of mixtum analogs of roughly synthesized
NUU-VVU-Form-Types are structured by FD of bio-Creators of various narrowly specific sets of
diffuzgent relative each other Proto-Forms. When another act of inter-Qualitative Synthesis is carried
out in some resopason of local exhiberation of general FD of bio-Creators, newly formed thereat
signs combination starts showing — relative to FD of a certain group of bio-Creators responsible
for functioning of certain organ or system, strong traces of incompatibility and other cruvursorrt
tendencies, thus provoking in biological organism reaction incompatible with possibilities of further
continue life activity of Form-Creators through FD of the given NUU-VVU-Form-Type.
3.0135.   

The higher is the degree of ampliativeness of NUU-VVU-Configuration, the more is the
quantity of different-protoformal interconnections between different-Qualitative bio-Creators that
provide functioning of each biological system or organ (especially in dimidiomittense analogs of
NUU-VVU-Form-Types). In other words, detachment between FD of bio-Creators of different organs
and systems considerably decreases while the degree of universalization in the Mechanism of general
controlling organism functioning increases. Therefore not every act of inter-Qualitative Synthesis
in some narrowly specific resopason of exhiberation of general FD leads to origination of the state
of qualitative incompatibility between it (FD) and focused in that moment f-Configuration. For
the formation of such situation, in SFUURMM-Forms structuring FD of «personality» there should
happen really radical amplificational perturbations, which are capable to significantly change not
only f-Configuration, but Paradigm of creative realization of the given Self-Consciousness Form
itself. It follows thence that the frequency of repetition of so-called «postmortem» refocusings in
more ampliative Self-Consciousnesses Forms has clear tendency to subjective decreasing.
3.0136.   

However, you should also understand that it is much harder and complicated to form
stable FD in the conditions of high nutation resopasons than of low- and middle-nutation types of
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exhiberation. Why? Because they are structured by much bigger number of covarllert interconnections
or even cruvursorrt. We need to bring them into full correspondence with those specific signs
characteristic to lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme. In other words, in order for Synthesis to take place in a
high nutation resopason of exhiberation of FD of our Self-Consciousness, preliminary there ought to
activate and interrelate with each other multiple diverse and different-Qualitative interconnections,
which, consistently becoming more and more covarllert relative each other, in a particular moment
appear to «converge» according to peculiar to them geyliturgent signs, thus creating energyinformational basis (synthesized Experience) for manifestation of FD in more ampliative (for the
given Synthesis Scheme) resopasons.

Chapter 6. Quantum of Energy-Information. The Principles of interaction of
personalistic Worlds through Focus Dynamics of different «personalities»
Everything that I have described previously has direct relevance to renitive study and
understanding of such, very important for our «personal» Existence, question as principles of
interaction of countless multiple personalistic Worlds (of people, animal, other Self-Consciousnesses
Forms) in the conditions of one group of Continuums (in the given case — of human). Now we
consider only «dense plasmic» Levels of Macrocosmos, so called 3–4-dimensional (corporal)
Continuums. Everything that surrounds us is the result of synthetic dynamics of quanta of EnergyInformation (Energy-Plasma) jointly realized in a particular way through Focus Dynamics of not
only people, but also of multitude of other Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
3.0138.   

Let me remind you that Energy-Plasma is active interconnections between Form-Creators
and Info-Creators of karmonations, which represent synthetic Form of emanations and psychonations
(MENTAL- and ASTRAL-types of Energy-Plasma). However, It is not only that — in every diapason
of Own exhiberation, Energy-Plasma is structured by incredibly more ample and diverse Forms
of existence of Collective Cosmic Intelligences than those through which now realizes peculiar to
us Thoughts, Feelings and results of their interactions — Desires. Correspondingly, ourselves and
everything simultaneously reflected through our Focus Dynamics seemingly «outward» us can be
energy-informationally consolidated to single quantum of Energy, slloogrent in all the Directions of
Multipolarization of Focus Dynamics.
3.0139.   

According to iissiidiological Conceptions, quantum — as minimal for each of the «current»
Worlds, portion of Energy-Information — in atomic-molecular part of UPDR (Universal PlasmicDifferentiational Radiation) is structured by endless multitude of seemingly separate combinations
(portions) of Energy and qualitatively corresponding to It Information. Subterransive parameters of
each «separate» quantum depend on the general qualitativeness of peculiar to it energy-informational
interconnections. We, as carriers of Focus Dynamics, are also initiators of manifestation of certain signs
combinations typical of dissonational part of Information: focusing in a certain Self-Consciousness
Form, we temporally appear to self-associate with it, however, we are not it at all, we only subjectively
observe what happen in the given conditions of our endless Existence (between unbalanced and
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balanced parts of Information) and making in every observed case own conclusions, become owners
of certain empiric-intuitive Experience.
In quantum mechanical language, consistently (and simultaneously in all Form-systems!)
focusing on some sensations and experiences, on specific Thoughts and Feelings, we «lock in» ends
of corresponding strings (of Focus Dynamics) of Macrocosmos on ourselves, on subterransive
Creative Activity of our Self-Consciousness, as if locally having «outlined» thus (i.e. qualitatively
having manifested in the specific conditions of Space-Time) that quantum of Energy-Information
through Focus Dynamics of one of the multitude of focused by us «personalities.»
3.0141.   

Let me remind you that strings theory is based on the hypothesis that all the elementary
particles and formed by them combinations appear in the result of interaction of ultramicroscopic
quantum «strings» (in the scale of 10–33–10–35 m). Such compactified quantum strings are structural
elements of our Self-Consciousnesses and till the moment of their activation in Focus Dynamics
represent a certain «potential of activity» — as energy-informational basis for all possible our
experiences and potential physical activity. As soon as we initiate it in subterransive ODS by our
direct interest (Desire), at the same moment there happens its subjective modification (constructive
structuration of corresponding Information) and fixation on it of our Focus of Close Attention.
All that happens in one and the same moment: from «unpacked» by us «activity potential» in the
Perception system there appear to be «formed» a certain Notion about what we want or do not what
on which basis in Inertia of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our NUU-VVU-Form there locally
has appeared subjective variant of our personalistic World — in the form of our «current» attitude
towards ourselves and circumstances of the surrounding us reality.
3.0142.   

However, Perception systems of our «current» NUU-VVU-Form-Types are deprived of the
possibility to fixate in Focus Dynamics of every moment and to subjectively distinguish some of
peculiar to it qualitative signs: such property as manifestation Inertia is typical of f-Configurations
of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Worlds’ Form-systems focused by us, therefore in reality it turns
out that we seem to automatically stretch-out («project,» «overlay») subterransive parameters of each
locally-instantaneous experience on duvuyllerrt parameters of our unconscious experiencing of the
following moment, which in its energy-informational Essence already cannot be the same — it is
a bit different, because that «momentary» part of the general slloogrent Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of Worlds’ Form-systems is formed from countless multitude of qualitatively
different types of kleksings. That means that it is structured by absolutely differently synthesized
quantum of Energy-Information.
3.0143.   

Thus, through qualitative difference between «previous» and «following» moments,
which has been inertially formed in the subjective Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of each SelfConsciousness Form, in Space-Time there have been created conditions for the manifestation of the
subjective effect of subterransive «looping» of conditional «endings» of imaginary string (quantum
of Energy-Plasma) structuring «previous» moment and apparent (in the subjective Perception of the
Observer!) formation of «close» to it (and as a matter of fact — in slloogrentness of f-Configuration of
itself!) of next «loop» closed on Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the given Self-Consciousness
Form (and so on — to infinity). Between those two conditional, energy-informationally looped in
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Focus Dynamics, strings there is formed a certain parameter of dissonational distance or inertional
«distance» (qualitative difference). At that the parameters of the first string differ from the parameters
of the second in a certain degree of subterransive «quantum activity,» which determines qualitative
difference in the states of those «quantum» systems (between first and second moments of our inertial
existence). It cannot be said that one separate looped string already represents dissonational distance
because manifestation of its parameter (and the difference itself, subjective comparison something
with something!) in the Perception system of the Observer necessarily requires the presence of the
parameters of the duvuyllerrtly following string.
Thus in Self-Consciousness of each Form (and therefore, in Space-Time, which it
structures) there is formed a certain rotational Shift of Energy-Information or subterransive
quantum effect, which physicists determine as one «quantum shift.» That part of Space-Time that
inertially — and subterransively! — has manifested in Focus Dynamics of each «personality» in the
result of the presence of this objective difference — it is that «momentary» print on Bioscreen of
Self-Consciousnesses of that picture of subjective Reality which the given «personality» formed by
energy-informational interconnections of the peculiar to it in the given moment Thoughts, Feelings
and Desires.
3.0145.   

That energy-informational formation which we subjectively define as decoherent World is
the result of quantum effect in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness of that inertional qualitative
difference in the continuously manipulated by us Energy-Plasma, single and slloogrent quantum
of Which we constantly and differently «unpack» in our Self-Consciousness and immediately
«unfold» in Space-Time, as though transforming («projecting») its parameters into properties of
our subjective Reality spreading discovered by us thereat signs up to amplissim scope of Universe
(though outside our subjective Reality these signs are completely different; amplissimness — the
principle of manifestation of infinitely complex qualitative multispectrality of skrruullerrt system of
Macrocosmos). Observed by us decoherent World is already «initially» structured by finished scenario
of one of the uncountable possible variants of our subterransive development: into peculiar to it energyinformational interconnections literally in every moment «interwoven» strictly defined life situations
and circumstances (actions, meetings, conversations, people, animals, area, nature phenomena and so
on), in Focus Dynamics there set a clear sequence of possible change of all Stereo-Types of our NUUVVU-Form, strictly determined the «geometry» of the surrounding us Space-Time…
3.0146.   

The main peculiarity of simultaneously focused by us (i.e. by our all multiple differentQualitative «personal» Interpretations) decoherent Worlds is that all their energy-informational
Content is modeled and constructed in it in a strictly fixed state — it is absolutely impossible to
change something in that objective construction. Everything in our current and eternal Existence «is
changing» only subterransively-resonationally — under the influence of inner qualitative changes
happening in Focus of Close Attention of focused by us Self-Consciousness Form which in various
ways changing its Focus Dynamics does not alter and restructures Words, but only in a corresponding
way changes interesting to it signs of the observed subjective Reality choosing from them only those
variants that in the most degree correspond to its «current» Notions about itself and about the main
characteristics of the surrounding it reality.
3.0147.   

The specifics of our thinking and feeling is that we, in the first turn, think and fixate with
our FCA only on the details which concern moments of possible favor in our «personal» Life of various
circumstances and situations, and thereat think very little in unique specificities of some undesired
changes in existing interconnections which inevitably accompany many variants of desired by us
realization of our «current» Interests. In reality necessary circumstances following our refocusings
and facilitating realization of exactly these Desires and Aspirations can turn out for us the most
unforeseen and unexpected: «Death» of relatives, close people and friends, arguments and break-up
with beloved, diseases and traumas, auto- and aviation accident, loss of creative talents, activation of
all possible cataclysms and so on. We completely do not think about it when we model in our FD the
certain content of our subjective «want» by our immediate Thoughts and Feelings.
3.0148.   

The whole process of realization of our Desires is directly connected with the multitude of
subsidiary and inevitably (due to objective Reasons!) accompanying it circumstances without which
the realization of these Desire — whether we want it or not, whether we like it or not — becomes
simply impossible. Thus, «registering» in detail in our mental activity well imagined by us Essence of
the Desire itself, we very often completely do not consider and miss out the fact how its realization
(in one form or another) will influence realization of social, financial-economic, «interpersonal,»
professional, creative, political, religious and similar Interests of many other people or how it in general
will affect the Existence of other surrounding us Self-Consciousnesses Forms. In its turn, more or less
it is peculiar not only to our thinking, but also to the process of mental activity of other living creatures
which also think and pursue the realization of each of subterransively peculiar to them Interests much
more detailed and careful than other specifics that inevitably coexist that realization.
3.0149.   

Thus, our detailed thought-out and actually experienced subjective Notions about desired
characteristics of our personalistic World, not being formed into similar detailed Notions about smallest
peculiarities of «interpersonal,» political, economical and other circumstanced accompanying their
realization in «future,» on examination turn out to be in much degree dependable from countless
multitude of similar scrupulous Notions of other people (and also animals) about not less desired
by them variants of realization of their own Interests. The less details has the desired picture of our
personal «future» in our Imagination, the more the possibilities and results of its direct realization
will depend on the turn of «outward» events, initiated in the given scenario by someone renitively
more well-thought-out and structured in details, Notions, beliefs and affectative Aspirations.
3.0150.   

Here special and very important part belongs to the development of intuitive abilities
that help to purposefully penetrate into FD of Form-Creators of collective Subconsciousness and,
specifically «scanning» peculiar to them ampliative SFUURMM-Forms, actively involve them into
«current» FD of Form-Creators of personal Self-Consciousness. It often happens that when you
model in detail so usual for you selfish inclinations, Desires and requirements, part of which is already
synthesized in certain degree in different resopasons of «current» exhiberation of your «personality,»
you thereby only gather additionally «parcelwise» some lacking attributes of your current Conceptions
about what you specifically want to achieve, and exactly therefore deprive the desired real possibility
to manifest in the given conditions, because in the process of realization of any experience in that
regard, you every time inevitably borrow some part of the Experience synthesized by your other
«personal» Interpretations in the scenarios where this Desires already fulfilled. Modeling the detailed
peculiarities of altruistic personalized «future» lets to resonationally «penetrate» into resopasons
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of Creativity Spheres of observative Form-Creators (Curators), which SFUURMM-Forms are not
peculiar to your «current» NUU-VVU-Configurations, which encourages active shift of your FD to
more ampliative development scenarios where the probability of any altruistic realizations is high.
In the process of realization of energy-informational changes in Focus Dynamics,
structuring it SFUURMM-Forms create more and more new quantum effects, consistently «looping»
on peculiar to them combinations of different-Qualitative signs (as patterns of «looped» in a
particular way quantum strings) variations of Worlds’ Form-systems which resonationally most
correspond to various possibilities of realizations of current Interest of «personality» generating that
Focus Dynamics. Then that Dynamics of qualitative quantum «shifts» starts to subjectively being
interpreted by Perception system of the given Self-Consciousness Form as a certain continuous and
constantly altering «movement» of something relative to another (mechanical, chemical, thermal,
baric, psychic and so on). However, all that, of course, is a very approximate and conditional scheme
of the «formation» and manifestation in our Life of various variants of «someone else’s» (i.e. sporadic,
manifested in our Focus Dynamics occasionally) personalistic Worlds.
3.0152.   

Each of us thinks and feels in own way, corresponding to the Configuration of NUU-VVUForm-Type in which we focus in the given moment — subterransive parameters of its VLOOOMOOT
and NNAASSMM determine in what way exactly we observe the surrounding World and how
renitively (intellectually, sensually, consciously) may perceive it. We all, living in one group of STCs,
in every moment of our collective exhiberation jointly structure via our different-Qualitative Focus
Dynamics the «geometry» of Space-Time of mutual for us Worlds’ Form-systems. But at that each of
us, as a subjective Observer, by means of specific Energy-Information of own subterransive Notions
and dynamics of own mental-feeling activity, the character of own psychisms, constantly corrects
general qualitative state of the surrounding all of us quantum system, and subjectively interpreting
received results, forms in general Focus Dynamics a certain specific realizational spectrum of strictly
subterransive refocusings — «own» personalistic Worlds.
3.0153.   

Subterransively perceiving observed events happening in the surrounding reality, each of
us by own Focus Dynamics «loops» on itself (on own understanding, perception, «personal» Interest)
constantly «unpacked» by itself Information and, in a particular way synthesizing into specific
Notions peculiar to it interconnections, immediately projects them into the general Focus Dynamics
of the given subjective Reality. Moreover that inertial process of subterransive «looping of quantum
strings» is carried out in parallel in various Levels of Energy-Plasma structuring the given diapason
of exhiberation, thereby activating different-Qualitative Creative Activity of Form-Creators, which
participate in the formation of informational space of Self-Consciousness of each Form typical only
of its FD of fragmented UU-VVU-conglomerates and SFUURMM-Forms. Exactly on the basis of these
subjective Notions in Focus Dynamics there is formed and initiated to manifestation all our psychical
reactions: estimations of the observed events and qualities, criterions for their comparison, current
conclusions, possible perspectives and so on.
3.0154.   

Observing Focus Dynamics of the same Worlds’ Form-system, working in fact with the
same slloogrent quantum of Energy-Plasma, all we in the process of own mental-feeling activity
come to completely different, sometimes diametrically opposed conclusions and results. Therefore,
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we ourselves turn out to be so different and unique by our Essence. We constantly quantize SpaceTime around ourselves with Information of our Thoughts and Feelings, and the Energy of synthesized
on their basis Desires, which represent electromagnetic fields of particular Configuration. Exactly
our own stable Desires (Aspirations), in its entirety reflecting the subjective Essence of our
subterransive realizational Interests, take the most active part in the creation of a particular part of
that phenomena that we interpret as «surrounding us World.» The more detailed and constructive
will be our Notions about presupposed and actively expected by us circumstances of our personal
«future» (with scrupulous consideration of all the details and sides of our «personal» and social Life),
the more substantial and appreciable in the general Focus Dynamics of STC will be the part that
entirely corresponds to our personal perspectives and expectations.
Since quantum of Energy-Plasma possesses the properties of slloogrentness, the question
whether It can simultaneously seemingly «loop» on itself (i.e. resonationally balance between each
other) Focus Dynamics of one or countless number of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, just becomes
irrelevant. of course, It not only can, but usually It does so! Because quantum of Energy-Plasma or
quantum shift of Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form are, by Essence, completely different
notions. The first one implies potential presence of integral of synthetic combination of conditional
parts of decoherent and dissipative Energy with qualitatively corresponding to them Information in
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Macrocosmos, and the second — subterransive and unique
peculiarities of variance of correlation between Energy and Information in Focus Dynamics of
any Self-Consciousness Form, which instantaneously having occurred already do not let it occupy
(locally focus, be self-aware of in) previous resonational point of Space-Time, and seem to impose it
to manifest in somewhat different conditions. We all (including all other Proto-Forms) continuously
refocus in one and the same slloogrent quantum of Energy-Plasma, each time resonationally choosing
in its structure only those from already synthesized «parts» of general f-Configurations of StereoForm (NUU-VVU, LLUU-VVU and so on) which in the most degree qualitatively correspond the
current stage of our subterransive psychogenesis.
3.0156.   

The deepest Truth that to alter the surrounding World for the better, it is necessary, in the
first place, to start radically change in that way all qualitative characteristics of own self, has already
became a usual esoteric banality for many people, because, first of all, most people just want that
positive changes in their surrounding happen without their active participation, in other words like
in a well-known ferry-tail — «as if by magic.» But, as ancient Romans said: «Ex nihilo nihil fit»33. Any
activity, event or phenomena, happening in our Life, necessarily has both its own universal Reason
and own subterransive consequences no matter how obscure and indistinguishable they are for us.
In order to at least somehow change something unfavorable for more satisfactory construction, we
should make for that certain psychical or material efforts.
3.0157.   

Communicational peculiarities of energy-informational dynamics of space-time
structures forming usual (for depliative abilities of Form-Creators of personal Self-Consciousness)
diapason of force interconnections of Tertiary Energy-Plasma, and also yet unachievable for your
understanding Mechanism of universalism of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
each of our Stereo-Forms (that let every «personality» simultaneously be a potential participant of
realization of subterransive development scenarios of multitude of «personal» Interpretations of its
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LLUU-VVU-Form), provide each of these «personality» (in each STC group) with all those possibilities

and conditions which are necessary for carrying out in the systems of subjective Perception of general
Illusion of temporal (linear) existence of all «people» in only one single decoherent World, which
appear to have own natural «beginning» and own logical «ending.»
We often use the world «Truth» to denote something qualitatively most authentic, most
significant and meaningful relative to something different. Speaking about something «closer to
truth,» we always imply potential presence in wave diapason of specific manifestation of the given
Energy-Information of some even more «objective» reality, in other words something that is capable
to exist seemingly autonomous without any dependence from the degree of our Perception (or full
imperceptions) of characteristic signs of that «objectiveness.»
3.0159.   

However, this impression is inaccurate and has nothing in common with What ALREADY
EXISTS in reality. There is just no «Truth,» no «objective Reality» — as universal Sphere of manifestation
of that Truth — as any moment of our Perception is formed by completely definite, limited by their
qualitativeness SFUURMM-Forms, which provide our every moment subjective point of view on
every specific moment of our «current» existence. In any case, exploring and analyzing the degree if
«verity» of something, we can speak only about higher Levels of manifestation of subjective «Truth,»
about more qualitative subjective Realities.
3.0160.   

Thus, SFUURMM-Forms, strictly limited by their own diapason of creative manifestation,
form in our Self-Consciousness the same limited viewpoints on all the current events of our Life and,
therefore, model all limited possibilities of our «personal» Perception system, within direct activity
of which out of all the events experienced by us, our current subjective life Experience is filtrated.
Exactly that Experience we use in our choices and psychosomatic reactions, because in the current
moment of our Existence we consider exactly it «more authentic,» and even «genuine.»
3.0161.   

It has been well said that each «person» has only own verity, own «truth,» which is
experienced and learned on own subjective Experience or is based on someone else’s retold or
suggested by other «people» (for example, parents, school teachers, scientists, politicians, religious
figures, philosophers, writers, cultural, art and Mass Media professionals). However, no matter how
you look at it, neither someone else’s empirical Experience nor intuitive preperception often have any
meaning for you, until you yourself really do not experience same states or situations and make own
conclusions on the basis of scrupulous and thorough analysis of accepted by you decisions.
3.0162.   

For example, I tell you that I receive the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY through
complimentary refocusings in much more amplificational Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the LLUUVVU-Entity (i.e. of Own Self). Yes, you believe in that, and trusting me keep that in mind in your
reactions, but not a single iissiidiological postulate will become your «personal» Experience, until you
experience and try yourself in the described by me psycho-spiritual states. My and your Experience
might be in a varying degree a little compatible, but these two categories of the process of subterransive
Self-cognition never can be equal between each other: in the conditions of typical of all us — very
limiting our spiritual abilities! — dual Perception, you (for yourself and for me) are only you yourself,
and me is only me and no one else. That is the specifics of FD of Form-Creators who resonationally
3.0163.   

use for own realizations SFUURMM-Forms from Levels of personal Self-Consciousness. That process
will continue till you — by consistently and purposefully cultivating in own FD the Mechanism of
Intuition — get at last the possibility to stably focus in much more universal SFUURMM-Forms of
collective Subconsciousness «projecting» onto every act of your «current» TEC-unpackings more
ampliative variants of VEC-Dynamics.
The world surrounding you is seen and perceived by you in a way — only in a way! — as
it is seen and perceived (through peculiar to them SFUURMM-Forms) by Form-Creators of Focus
Dynamics active in your Self-Consciousness. Each moment you form your own viewpoint and carry
out your subterransive choices only on the basis of their — strictly limited by the conditions of
«current» manifestation — subjective estimations, «creating» («unpacking») thus «own» Reality,
strictly limited by synthesized by you Notions about «yourself» and peculiarities of surrounding you
reality. Doing exactly the same I also «create» own reality, but — my «own,» built on the bases of own
Notions, structuring Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness of presently focused by me NUU-VVUForm-Type.
3.0164.   

In order to subjectively «create» something (i.e. to reflect focal-wise through circumstances
of «own» personalistic World), it is necessary — consciously and unconsciously — believe in something
specific, i.e. have own stable interpretation (viewpoint) relative particularly observed creative process.
Until you finally establish your own viewpoint, you will not be able to «create» (materialize, change,
improve) reality observed by you through the prism of your subterransive Notions. Observed by
each of us modifies in a corresponding way, consciously and unconsciously being exposed to our
subjective influence. You look at the surrounding you World through notions you sincerely believe
in, thus purposefully — through qualitative content of you own refocusings — affecting different
variants of its manifestation in your Focus Dynamics.
3.0165.   

You believe in something yours, I believe in something mine, and each of us concentrate
all the potential of decoherent Energy (the main Mechanism of «materialization» of SFUURMMForms) of own Focus Dynamics only on what we exactly imagine the most significant and important
in the realization of the «current» moment. And since our subjective Notions do not coincide on
many subjects, all possible manifestations of the integral surrounding us World (general STC group)
are Interpreted by us completely in a different way, each is capable to see and estimate consequently
arising in it situations and circumstances in an absolutely or somewhat different way, than all the rest
people (not mentioning the specifics of subjective Perception systems of representatives of different
Proto-Forms).
3.0166.   

What is more genuine meaning of well-known Wisdom: «Change yourself — and you will
change the whole world»? What does it mean — «change yourself»? Let’s assume that a «person»
from the particular moment begins treating own self more demanding and meticulously, orientating
more on positive reactions and altruistic motivations in the relationships with people. After a while,
he not without reason assumed that he had already quite considerably changed own self for the
better. Then, expecting logical confirmation of heard Wisdom, he starts to attentively watch other
people and things surrounding him now. «Okay, — he thinks, — I know for sure that there happen
considerable qualitative changes in me, but I do not see the essence of changes in the surrounding
3.0167.   

me world — everything that had surrounded me earlier remained the same, and even became worse:
my old house became even more decrepit, my car did not become newer at all… Okay, I have been
cheated! No matter how much I improve myself, nothing around me changes for the better!»
Yes, many people cannot understand at all, in what way, on what Levels and by what Laws
changes and improves the World where they manifest. In fact, general Focus Dynamics of all SelfConsciousnesses Forms structuring our subjective Reality is carried out not so rough and literally
as many used to think. Qualitativeness of subterransive parameters of Creative Activity Focus
(NNAASSMM + VLOOOMOOT) shown by each human «personality» in every moment of Life, —
no matter if we are aware of it or nor — provides its Focus Dynamics with strictly subterransive
manifestation in some possible narrowly specific scenarios of development, detailed «written» for
each of «personal» Interpretation of the given Stereo-Form.
3.0168.   

Only in some more ampliative part of these scenarios in personal Self-Consciousness of
the human there start to appear and cultivate SFUURMM-Forms of rigid certainty that it is he, and not
some outside forces and circumstances (God, Karma), are Creators of own Destiny. In less qualitative
scenarios its «personal» Interpretations are deeply sure in the contrary: that all events of their Life are
fully determined by some external, not depending on the will of the «personality» itself, conditions
and predeterminacy rooted in secret and incomprehensible for human mind twists of cause-effect
interconnections. It is the character of that renitive certainty itself, determined by the presence of
high-qualitative life Experience, naturally and consistently fixates Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of Self-Consciousness exactly in those STC groups (from all the multitude of existing in the given
moment possibilities), where stably expected by «personality» Existence conditions (development
scenarios) are already initially available in all their multi-variance and actually possible to realization
through its Focus Dynamics.
3.0169.   

Persistently acquiring genuine Knowledge and continuously changing yourself for the
better, you start referring to the problems that «terribly bothered and tormented» you earlier, with
much more understanding and accepting their tutorial, sometimes even too harsh, but on the other
hand radically improving you Essence. This conscious amplificational process will contribute to
gradual withdrawing of unfavorable circumstances and events — from the category of those events
that you would earlier perceive as regrettable life troubles into the category of now much more
tolerable, acceptable and more deeply analyzed by you. One day when any difficulties, obstacles and
surprises stop being the source of continuous discontent and irritation, and will be perceived by you
easily and renitively without bouts of despair, hysterics and attacks of nerves, manifestation of similar
events in your life creativity will become impossible.
3.0170.   

For example, changing internally, you modify your former relation to money flows, deeper
and more fundamentally reconsider your priorities relative to material and spiritual values, and when
your will be ready in much degree for that, then some material pressure at least stop being the most
urgent problem of all your Existence, your material status in some «miraculous» and, as it would
seem, in completely independent from you way, also will start to gradually improve: there would
appear resources for making decent redecoration of old house or move to a new, upgrade your car,
wardrobe, diversify nutrition and so on. But as soon as daily graft begin to entirely consume and
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absorb you again, as soon as concentration of your creative attention on these material side of your
Life run too high, you will inevitably get new (or old) problems with material things, finance, debts,
repayment of credits and so on. Consequently, you unnoticed for yourself have already returned into
previous low-qualitative Levels of Self-Consciousness, and in order to start duvuyllerrt refocusings
into more harmonious NUU-VVU-Configurations you will have to start all over again.
Along with slloogrentness and resonation of Focus Dynamics of the surrounding you reality,
one of the main properties of all multidimensional different-Qualitative structures of Macrocosmos
are duvuyllerrtness and rotationness. Rotationness is such universal property of Form-structures of
Space-Time, which in the endless Processes of general Creative dynamics of personalistic Worlds
of all possible Self-Consciousnesses Forms not only provides initially peculiar to them stability and
basic energy-informational characteristics, but rotationness is also one of the consistent results of
specific dynamics of different-Qualitative Time Flows, due to which all the Forms structuring Space
have strict tendency to manifest exactly in the place and time where specifically that should inevitably
and exactly happen.
3.0172.   

Rotational process at any frequency Level of its manifestation is in the most degree
individual, and absolutely all Forms of Collective Intelligences is unconditionally submit to it, no
matter what kind of vibrations in various diapasons of dimension they emanate. Those countless
Levels of manifestation in Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos of all the multitude of specifically
structured vibrations in equally specific way (strictly resonationally) correspond to f-Configurations
of each Self-Consciousness Form manifested in Space-Time.
3.0173.   

As I have already mentioned everything that surrounds us «outside» in the given mode of
exhiberation and specifically organizes our Forms «inside» (including Focus Dynamics) consists of
vibrations — countless variety of wave dynamics, formed by realizational Creative Activity of FormCreators of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms of photons and different-Qualitative «products» of
their realization — elementary particles and atoms, differently constructed and combined by them
into molecular aggregates and conglomerates — Self-Consciousnesses Forms of biological beings and
mineral substances. All the surrounding us world consists from a huge number of different-Qualitative
vibrational energy-informational Flows (Fields-Consciousnesses) which in Worlds’ Form-systems of
currently focused by us STC groups also represent waves of various types and various frequencies
(for example, gamma-radiations, x-ray, ultraviolet, optic, infrared radiation, radio waves and others).
3.0174.   

Alfa-, beta-, gamma-, theta- and pi-emanation of our brain activity are SFUURMM-Forms
of synthesized diapasons of ASTRAL- and MENTAL-Plasma, out of which, we consistently «unpacking»
in our Focus Dynamics peculiar to them UU-VVU-Forms, constantly draw, model and reconstruct
«own» Thoughts, Emotions, Beliefs and Aspirations (Interests, Desires). In fact, particularly these
SFUURMM-Forms are, in total, energy-informational basis of general creative coexistences of us, so
different both in appearance and physiologically. Our Thoughts, Feelings and synthesized on their
basis Desires — these are that invizusal and yet very weakly sensed by us wave «visiting card» of
our «personality» through which we in the given moment of our eternal Existence subterransively
manifest and qualitatively suggest ourselves to all the rest Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the
surrounding us World.
3.0175.   

Particularly this «visiting card» is the main and crucial reason in the whole process of
consistent localization of our biding place (conscious fixation of Focus Dynamics) in some duvuyllerrt
group of Worlds’ Form-systems and STC. Our more qualitative psycho-mental activity (relative to
lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme), causing more qualitative (intellect-altruistic) tendencies in physical
realizations (choices), is accompanied by refocusings into f-Configurations of more ampliative NUUVVU-Forms (and therefore into more favorable scenarios of development); less qualitative Thoughts
and Feelings stimulating us to the realization of more selfish Desires fixate Focus Dynamics of our
Self-Consciousness in more depliative variants of «personal» Interpretations thus subterransively
engaging us in powerful circle of unfavorable for us situations and circumstances.
3.0176.   

It is necessary to renitively understand all that in order to try to clearly explore the notion
of personalistic Worlds of existence, because each of us builds «own» personalistic World on the basis
of peculiar to us in the given moment life priorities, values and also corresponding to those goals
and interests which we in our «personal» Life put in the first place. Every «person» on the basis of
the available Experience (which is concentrated in subterransive ODS) forms own Notions about
happiness, joy, well-being, their current and future image of themselves in Life.
3.0177.   

However, as we all live in different-Qualitative World, these Notions are very strongly
differ from each other because they are structured by the signs combination peculiar to different OOUU-Entities. Here I talk about World in singular not because it is one and single, but because we used
to perceive it as «something integral,» on which background all our historical development is carried
out. In reality we all simultaneously manifest in duvuyllerrt group of STCs structured by endless
multitude of different types of subjective Realities (human, animal, plant, and microorganisms),
the general qualitativeness of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of which, in its turn, depends on the
constantly changing Focus Dynamics of the same countless multitude of personalistic Worlds of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms peculiar to each of the given types (in human s-Realities — of people,
in ant’s — of ants, in bird’s — of birds, in mushroom’s — of mushrooms, in plant’s — of plants and so
on).
3.0178.   

Notions forming in each type of subjective STC groups and Realities, the qualitativeness
and specificity of Focus Dynamics of dominant Self-Consciousnesses Forms, constantly, in the
process of carrying out Synthesis, informationally kleksing, correct themselves and change according
to own Energy-Potential (though energy-informational component of skrruullerrt structure of
focused s-STC and s-Realities remains unchanged at that!), which initiates in slloogrent FD of all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Collective Intelligence of Macrocosmos the process of so called
subterransive rotational Shifts, in the result of which in Perception systems of all beings there is
formed so powerful subjective factor as subterransive rotational Cycles, which are typical of all SelfConsciousnesses Forms (what you within our two-invaderental Synthesis Scheme interpret as «Life of
a personality from its birth to the death,» and IISSIIDIOLOGY — as «eternal Existence of personality
within its LLUU-VVU-Form).
3.0179.   

For example in human s-Realities such changes in «current» SFUURMM-Forms of Focus
Dynamics of each person happen under the stable influence of many outside circumstances, situations,
someone else’s opinions, tastes, views, and also other, more convincing viewpoints, any new material
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and Information in general. That complex and continuous process is simultaneously carried out in
Focus Dynamics of absolutely all people of humankind Collective Consciousness, therefore in FD
of NUU-VVU-Forms of each of the groups of Continuums and s-Realities there constantly happen
natural «intercrossing» and «collision» of separate SFUURMM-Forms and established conceptions
structuring personalistic World (PM) of every «personality» with the contents of countless multitude
of someone else’s sporadic Worlds — moreover those can be PM not only of people but also of
separate animal kinds (domestic cats, dogs, aquarium fish, cattle, birds and so on), plants and even
minerals (in particular in the form of jewelry, precious stones).

Chapter 7. Self-Consciousness is the Mechanism of realization of properties of
Energy-Plasma through peculiarities of personalistic Worlds
As you can see, everything in subterransively carried out by us relationships with World is
very, very complicated. Therefore, let us try to even more renitively and thoroughly figure out what
exactly does that compound subjective notion — personalistic World — represent in its Essences?
How in general and in what way do the signs of any given «someone else’s» — sporadic — World
reveal in our Focus Dynamics and what consequences can it have for us in every particular case?
3.0181.   

The answer to the first question is formed from renitive understanding that each of us
has own subjective Perception of both surrounding reality itself and everything that continuously
happens in it, — every event, collectively observed in the given group of Continuums and objectively
manifested in equal for everyone form, is perceived by each person (animal, plant) completely
differently. Each Self-Consciousness Form represents narrow-specific «projection» of differentQualitative dynamics of Universal Self-Consciousness Focus, properties and parameters of which
are determined by qualitativeness of structuring it energy-informational interconnections between
Form-Creators and Info-Creators of Rezomirals corresponding to realized Synthesis Scheme.
3.0182.   

Focus Dynamics of photon Form-Creators is not identical to FD of Form-Creators of
atoms structured by them; FD of atom Form-Creators also differs from FD of Form-Creators of
molecules constructed by them; FD of molecule Form-Creators does not correspond to FD of
Form-Creators of formed by them aggregate states of all possible substances and creatures, starting
with protozoa and finishing with animal, human and objects of space scope. Each representative
of the above mentioned categories of synthesized combinations of Form-Creators realizes
(interacts with Form-Creators of all the rest Self-Consciousnesses Forms) through peculiar only
to it subjective Notions about «own self» and surrounding it reality, i.e. continuously interacting
with many sporadic Worlds through characteristic peculiarities of «own» personalistic World.
3.0183.   

Believe it or not that is exactly the case with s-Realities of any type: besides «Every»
(here inverted commas are used to remind you once again about Slloogrentness Principle of all
Form-structures of Macrocosmos and conditional «locality» of limitedly perceived by us Self3.0184.   

Consciousnesses Forms!) Stellar and Planetary Cosmic Entities, and also «every» person, animal,
plant, microorganism, «every» boson also forms surrounding it reality with the help of SFUURMMForms peculiar to it PM, «every» fermion — with the help of its PM, «every» atom — with the help of its
PM and «every» molecule — with the help of its PM. Formational principles, type and qualitativeness
of any of these personalistic Worlds are determined by Scheme of invaderental Synthesis in which
realization — in the given «point» of own «current» subjective manifestation in Space-Time — any
observed by us Self-Consciousness Form takes part.
According to the deeper signs of forming us Essence (Nature) no one of us might be that
NUU-VVU-Form-Type of Self-Consciousness (aspectably perceived by «personality»), in which he/
she focuses in every moment of own Existence. Not a single person — physically or biologically
— is just not able to at least somehow consciously comprehend own self as a certain Stereo-Type
or «personally» experience «own self» even in one second vibrational «set» structured by specific
frequencies of f-Configurations of 250–400 Stereo-Types. Only continuously focusing both on
ourselves and on Focus Dynamics of other Forms, we acquire possibility to consciously perceive and
analyze what exactly and in what way changes and realizes in the surrounding Word from all the
diversity of organizing it Self-Consciousnesses Forms. However, if we are neither who we consider
ourselves to be nor those we can see in the reflection of a mirror, than who we are in reality? Who
provides our Focus Dynamics, who manages our Thoughts, Feelings and Aspirations, who speaks,
thinks, experience, acts, chooses?...
3.0185.   

Self-Consciousness is extremely difficult and the most Universal Mechanism of subjective
realization of Energy and Information (Energy-Plasma), which cannot be located in a particular
«point» of Space-Time (any externality of phenomenal world represents only reflection of illusory
effect projected by subjective Perception system of every Self-Consciousness Form), but slloogrently
is transgressed into integral different-Qualitative Form-structure of Macrocosmos. In order to try to
understand at least schematically organization Principles and multipolarizational realization of these
Mechanism we will have to «project» ourselves via our Focus Dynamics into the most elementary
Levels of controlling and coordination process of realization possibilities of SFUURMM-Forms
structuring Self-Consciousness of presently focused by us NUU-VVU-Form-Types.
3.0186.   

Universal energy-informational bases of any of our contentious realizations in the given
diapason of dimension are UU-VVU-Forms — certain slloogrent set of different-Qualitative subjective
Notions, in a particular way synthesized through Focus Dynamics (in doolls-wave 3–4-dimensional
diapasons) on the bases of multiple resonational combinations of sub-Aspects and Aspects of twoinvaderental OO-UU-Entities with sub-Aspects and Aspects of the ten other OO-UU, vecsative in
the given Synthesis Scheme. In that definition there is a very subtle, but extremely important for
our Understanding detail: UU-VVU is not a Form (of Self-Consciousnesses), it represents a certain
informational Potential (particle «-VVU» says about affiliation of the given part of UU-Information
to human direction of mental creativity) which being the part of «unpacking» Mechanism of our
Focus Dynamics, «fills» the processes of thinking and feeling with certain undetermined multivariate
Content, which Meaning and certain value we every time form all over again, comprehending
it only in the moment of subterransive TEC-unpacking. Other our «personal» Interpretations
multipolarizationally «unpack» in the same moment the same UU-VVU-Information but somewhat
or absolutely different.
3.0187.   

In other words I use in the term UU-VVU-Forms the word «Forms» not only because they
are actually being them till the moment of their manifestation in Space-Time, but due to their potential
belonging to each of the locally expressed variants of our Focus Dynamics, without which any of
their manifestation for us (or for Perception systems of other Self-Consciousnesses Forms) would
be just impossible. UU-VVU-Information obtains Its subterransive Form (in reality the one we give
it via already available for us Notions!) specifically in the moment of interaction with our biological
Perception system reflecting itself in it (via biochemical reactions) through a certain multitude of
stable resonational combinations of different-Qualitative info-fragments (UU-VVU-copies), whose
Configurations are subjectively interpreted by our Form-Creators corresponding to already peculiar
to them Experience and integrate into more significant information «sets» — SFUURMM-Forms,
structuring by them all the qualitative Dynamics of their refocusings.
3.0188.   

3.0189.    SFUURMM-Forms

being specific «mediators» between potential Content of SelfConsciousness and narrowly specific «projections» of these Content into Form-systems of
Macrocosmos, in their turn form in the general Focus Dynamics of Energy-Plasma some
intermediate (between Form-Creators and Info-Creators) aggregate states of Information (UUVVU-conglomerates), resonationally combining with some definite carriers of qualitatively typical
of them Energy, in the result of which on the basis of wave interactions between Form-Creators of
Form-systems and Info-Creators of Self-Consciousness, Energy Content (unbalanced, eglleroliftive
«part» of Information) and Information Content (balanced, irrkoglictive «part») duvuyllerrtly
combine in Space-Time into so called Fields-Consciousnesses. For example, Fields-Consciousnesses
of 3–4 dimensional hexahedral diapason are represented by Self-Consciousnesses Forms of photons,
partially structured by Focus Dynamics of both doolls and flaks Form-Creators .
Particularly these Fields-Consciousnesses, organized between each other according to
characteristic peculiarities of the presence in their f-Configurations of signs of certain qualitative
tendentiousness and creative (hence, focal, synthetic) orientation are very first and most stable
connecting link between Focus Dynamics of each Self-Consciousness Form (including «us» as well)
and more objective (above-wave, flaks) part of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of our Universal DDIIUYYIEntity. We, temporarily focusing in the given mixtum analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types, in the long
chain of subjective manifestation of these Fields-Consciousnesses, as well as all the other SelfConsciousnesses Forms, represent by peculiar to us Focus Dynamics, it can be said, some intermediate
— protoformal-combining — variants of manifestation of «external» Levels of their creative realization:
… … flakses… … photons … … elementary particles … … atom’s aggregate states …
… molecule’s aggregate states … … molecular combination of physical substances (both natural
and synthetic) and biological tissues … … Self-Consciousnesses Forms of cells and organs …
… Self-Consciousnesses Forms of various creatures (microorganisms, plants, animals, human) …
… Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Planetary and Stellar Entities … … doollses… … loolgses …
… protofses… … ullumkses… …
3.0190.   

Such protoformal-uniting symbiotic properties are typical not only of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of 3–4-dimensional diapason, but also of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of any exhiberation
Level because in the opposite case in Macrocosmos there would be impossible to fulfil the Principle
of Diffuzgentness of any Focus Dynamics. For example, Self-Consciousnesses Forms of photons,
in their turn, represent aggregate states of superuniversal Self-Consciousnesses Forms of depliative
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flakses, manifested in resopasons from 4.0 to 4.5 dimension (falkhats and malsons, klyarions and
klastirons, bilurins and kruolons, and many others), and subelementary Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of ampliative doollses, manifested in resopasons from 2.5 to 3.0 dimension (ulgmkrs, oyldgsms,
palvfkhts, snirdkhms, doykhfmstrs, and many others). It is difficult for me to explain exactly how and
in what sequence they diffuzgate between each other in order to form by joint realizational efforts
exhiberational Self-Consciousness Form («manifestation body») of photon, though the Principle of
formation of similar interconnections is always the same — resonational interaction. By analogy with
peculiar for us Notions about «manifestation body» of any living being, these Self-Consciousnesses
Forms can be conditionally interpreted as specific analogs of all possible «cells,» «molecules,»
«atoms» and «elementary particles» structuring the most qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms for
the given diapason — photons.
In the conditions of exhiberation in Focus Dynamics of human subjective Realities of
the given dimensional diapason, SFUURMM-Forms represent certain different-Qualitative sets
(spectrums) of electromagnetic oscillations (as well as of plasma, chromatic, acoustic and others).
I would like to underline once again particularly such circumstance that all SFUURMM-Forms (and
structured by them UU-VVU-conglomerates) have wave electromagnetic manifestation nature. The
phenomena which we determine as «human,» «personality» represents by its nature a densified
«bunch» of electromagnetic waves (therefore the level of development of civilization depends on
what frequency most of its representatives were able to reach). Human with its developing intellect
is only a tiny part of slloogrent energy-informational Space (on our Planet — Noo-Sphere), to which
it is always possible to «connect» in a particular way in order to get from there necessary for us
Information, after all human Thoughts, Feelings, and Desires are material.
3.0192.   

It is very important to know and understand all that because you often do not think that all
your Thoughts, Feelings, Desires and Aspirations (Interests) possess the same wave nature as focused
by you NUU-VVU-Configuration, and as well as any other object of the surrounding your World. It
is important waves from which qualitative Levels of your Self-Consciousness structure SFUURMMForms used by you in Focus Dynamics because that influences not only results of continuously carried
out by you refocusing process, but also your health, wellbeing, psychical reactions, intellectual abilities
and spiritual potential: the more all possible energy-informational signs combinations peculiar to
your more qualitative «personal» Interpretations (which in your subjective «now» already structure
more favorable variants of development scenarios) will be present in your «current» SFUURMMForms, the faster you will be able to resonationally «shift» your Focus Dynamics in these STC groups.
3.0193.   

That circumstance influences not only your interactions with surrounding reality, but also
its selective attitudes towards you «personally,» which do not always turn out to be useful for you and
often are not controlled by you in any way. Resonationally overlaying («self-projecting») qualitatively
corresponding them wave spectrums of Focus Dynamics of your «personality,» SFUURMM-Forms,
via peculiar to them nutation, actively influence the process and qualitativeness of your psychical
reactions, causing either the feeling of horror, fear, stupor or the feeling of joy, passion, bliss and creative
inspiration (for example, when the repetition frequency of electromagnetic field of SFUURMM-Forms
of you external surrounding coincide with the frequency of alpha rhythm of your brain, in your
Perception system may origin various depressed states, conniptions, panic attacks and whiplashes of
fear). Any tensor attitude towards something or somebody indicates predominance in FD of the given
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person of impersept interconnection relative to signs combinations of f-Configuration of subjectively
perceived object, subject or phenomena. Not having possibility to enter resonational contact, the given
selective dissonance forms between FD of Form-Creators of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms
corresponding — surdousive — SFUURMM-Forms: miscommunication, criticism, disappointment,
offend, irritation, aggression and so on.
Though SFUURMM-Forms may be modeled by both magnetic and electric fields, it turns
out that with the help of generators of only electrical fields it is possible to control emotional states
and all possible actions (choices) of any people, suggest any Thoughts and Feelings, intrude their
short-term and long-term memory in order to correct it, promptly erase their skills and develop new
(in other words carry out the process of forced refocusings of «personality» into certain development
scenarios changing acquired life Experience for new), and carry out many other things not only
with organisms of living creatures, but even with reactions of different physical objects and separate
elementary particles (for example, of electron). Such abilities activates in f-Configuration of those
«personalities» which FD: a) are already quite universal for the given exhiberation conditions that is
structured by multiple more covarllert (towards the given Synthesis Scheme!) different-protoformal
interconnections (at changing conditions or current qualitativeness of FD these abilities may
disappear); b) realize in more degree SFUURMM-Forms of those protoformal development Directions
for which Self-Consciousnesses Forms abilities of low nutation intuitive Perception are natural.
3.0195.   

That property of SFUURMM-Forms is already now being actively used in different
psychotronic devices (microwave, generators of extremely high frequency, laser sender, ultrasonic,
infrasonic, roentgen, millimeter- and submillimeter-wave length of radio and ultrasonic diapason,
infrared, ultraviolet, isotopic, gamma and so on) for instant transmission of Information through
any screens to submarines cruising in the oceans, for generation of messages or commands to FormCreators of DNA molecules — both for increasing effectiveness of functioning of cell mechanisms
and extension of human Life and for «self-destruction» (for example, activating «death genes»),
for transmission in a wave way new incurable diseases, bringing fatal «Death» not only to separate
people, but to the whole racial-national groups. Radiating units are capable to strike organism in
a distance and almost in any weather. Communication lines of residential units are used as aerial
transmitters of such waves from the source of radiation (generator): lighting wiring, telephone and
radio-relay communication tools, heating, water supply and sanitary drain pipes, window glasses, fire
alarm system, television, player, computer and so on.
3.0196.   

It is also known that emanation generated by brain and going «outwards» through
human eyes is formed not only in aspectable wave diapason — Form-Creators of our visual organs
are capable to emit roentgen rays powerful enough to be fixated even on photographic tape.
Therefore, eyes — in certain psychical states — can also carry out function of more or less powerful
«personal» psychotronic generators specifically modeling (through brain) and emanating on other
people channeled SFUURMM-Forms in roentgen and in other wave diapasons. There have been
already created highly sensitive screens on which there appear outlines of images when somebody
fixedly and contemplatively looks at them. In multiple phenomenological researches, there have
been registered cases of weight decreasing or full levitation of material objects during channeled
spontaneous psychophysical impact of a person (psychokinesis), yogi levitation or just off people in
a transcendental state.
3.0197.   

Every person has own f-Configuration as well as own diapason (spectrum) of emanation
of psychic (decoherent) Energy, if tune into it, it is possible to influence with the help of necessary
SFUURMM-Forms (i.e. carry out purposeful programming on the unconscious level or brain
«installation») any person with the help of generator of so called P-waves (polarization waves, have
frequency about 1040 hertz and vacuum velocity in million times more than the speed of light!). There
already created devices capable to register these frequencies, in other words they can almost read in
a distance people’s thoughts (but not the most qualitative!) without any contact with them. In fact,
these frequencies are material carriers of SFUURMM-Forms, synthesized by different-protoformal
Form-Creators in diapason from 2.0 to 3.5 dimension. People can identify and adopt to their Notions
only those from them which are specifically kleksed on the basis of VVU-Factor. With the help of
P-waves it is possible to get any information from bio-objects including their «personal» feelings,
specific sensations, subjective experience and even «see» with other person’s eyes. For example, if in
a special way (in p-waves frequencies) record eruption of elation from some event and afterwards
redirect that SFUURMM-Form by subterransive p-wave canal to another person, the last one will also
experience the feeling of elation.
3.0198.   

Healthy people in the states of strong psychical stress connected with Life threat or
with dominating motivation to urgently achieve an essentially important goal, are capable to
unintentionally cope with obstacles insurmountable in their usual state, lift huge weight, practically
instantly move on huge distances and so on. There also known phenomena of short-time increase
or decrease of weight of biological objects, including human, unrelated with usual the process
of mass transferring, but spontaneously appearing at sudden and significant change of psychomental states (for example, in the states of somnambulistic automatism — sleep-walking — or at a
powerful increase in qualitativeness of psycho-mental dynamic, the weight of a person significantly
decreases).
3.0199.   

Affecting human brain with the help of SFUURMM-Forms generated in the form of
light impulses, it is possible to «turn on» or «turn off» some genetically coded in the brain switches
which enables to fulfill the process of direct recording of necessary Information into the memory of
«personality» bypassing stages of its subterransive awareness and reasoning. That direct recording
enables to get a full control over Focus Dynamics of bio-Creators of some neural chains and stimulate
them to create necessary psychical state and behavior of the given «personality,» and also to implant
in the memory false recollections about events which had never happen in reality, but only in
imagination (through UU-VVU-conglomerates of subterransive ODS — in other parallel development
scenarios). With the help of direct impact of light-coded SFUURMM-Forms it is possible to fully
control operation of all motor functions of sleeping organism, control its neuronet and suppress
activity of separate nerves (for example, remove painful syndromes in post-stroke states, in case of
diseases which cause spontaneous movements, and also when people suffer from muscle atrophy,
paralysis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and other neuromuscular disorders).
3.0200.   

Unfortunately, we still focus via peculiar to us Interests in so imperfect STC groups where
wave properties of SFUURMM-Forms serve not powerful intellectual-spiritual development of all
the humankind and growth of its wellbeing, but are more and more actively being used by various
military departments, intelligence agencies and criminal structures for forced processing (targeted
zombieing) Levels of collective Unconscious and personal Self-Consciousness of any unwanted by
3.0201.   

them person (or group of people), as a result of which he or she loses directing contact with own past
and is programmed for unquestioning, unconscious submission to «master’s» orders. In the basis of
physics of that phenomena there lay Notions that all wave structures possess characteristics of so
called «object» wave (object, exposed to the influence of certain emanation), or «illuminating» wave
(that «projects» into space holographic image of such object and recreates on the screen of the device
the configuration of its psychic). Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form (the process of
TEC-unpackings) also operates according to the principle of hologram.
Not every person can be zombified: people with strong willpower and high nutation
(spiritual) thoughts are much less exposed to purposeful sfuurmmformal influences, which being
channeled to them might just not reach the goal, because in Perception system of percipient in the
given diapason of modulated from the outside frequencies there does not originate powerful enough
effect of resonance (however, in any case similar impact will influence their psychic state: when
strong will power resists some influences, it usually expresses in tiredness, exinanition). Most people,
if they are not in highly ampliative psychical states, can be easily controlled, being directed to almost
any actions, including a suicide or a murder.
3.0202.   

Intensified zombieing stably and forcedly integrates SFUURMM-Forms (behavioral
Notions and reactions) necessary to a «master» into Focus Dynamics of a person. That radically
changes behavior of zombified person: the expression on the face becomes detached and does not
correspond to emotions expressed in words, clearly changes the color of eye whites, there prevail
anaemic intonation in the voice, speech becomes grammarless, the ability to concentrate is lost,
reactions and movements slow down, appear gaps in memory and absurd fixedness in the behavior.
Here I would like to underline once again that the best protection from such zombieing is active
cultivation in own Focus Dynamics of such ampliative psychical states as high-sensual Intellect and
high-intellectual Altruism, which makes it impossible for Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness to be
in resonance with any depliative SFUURMM-Forms. In opposite case you can blame only yourself in
what happened.
3.0203.   

While «soft» zombieing (the program realizes in a «sleeping» mode) the «personality,» in
fact, does not differ from other people in any way, but in the moment necessary to the «master» it is
capable in a distance to execute all its orders in full obedience. At that in Focus Dynamics there can
be dominantly unpack in sequence — depending on the solution of the assigned task — qualitatively
different UU-VVU-conglomerates, giving the person qualities and characteristics of seemingly several
completely different «personalities.» At switching from one conglomerate of SFUURMM-Forms to the
other, its voice, manners, pace, smile, eyes and face expression distinctively change, there also happen
selective activation of memory and Experience, professional and creative skills and also intellectual,
feeling and physical abilities.
3.0204.   

At the impact on Focus Dynamics of «personality» of SFUURMM-Forms of ultrahighfrequency electromagnetic radiation (UHF — decimeter waves, wave length is from 1m to 10cm,
frequency — from 300MHz to 3GHz), there happen pathological deviation in the functioning of
different organs responsible for human life activity. For example, it can activate organism cancer cells
and oncology disease. Exposure to SFUURMM-Forms of super-high-frequency (microwave) radiation
3.0205.   

(SHF, wave length is from 10cm to 1cm, frequency — from 3GHz up to30GHz) engage bioelectric
current with the frequency from 1Hz to 35Hz, which can lead to failures in reality perception, tonus
increase and decrease, tiredness, nausea and headache, with following full sterilization of instinctive
sphere, heart, brain and central nerve system damages.
3.0206.    SFUURMM-Forms

modeled with the help of EHF (millimeter waves, frequencies from
30GHz to 300GHz, wave length from 1cm to 1mm) influence central nerve system and brain; they
cause unfavorable pathological disturbances in the function of inner organs. For a certain period of
time brainwork becomes impossible because of the difficulties in self-control (irritation appears)
and orientation in the external environment. If SFUURMM-Forms are generated and intrude into
Focus Dynamics with the help of roentgen (wavelength is from 10–8m to 10–12m; frequency 3x1016Hz
— 3x1020Hz) or gamma-radiation (wave length — 10pm, frequency — 30EHz), they can be used to
liquidate any person in a distance or through the wall imitating lethal outcome like from a usual
disease. It selectively damages certain brain centers responsible for memory, heart-vascular system
or other functional centers. What is more, it harms brain structures without damaging external
brain lining.
It happens because high nutation emanations are structured by more powerful by its
energy-informational potential SFUURMM-Forms, which due to the peculiar to them universality
(hence, permeability!) at its primariusive intrusion into FD of bio-Creators of mixtum SelfConsciousnesses Forms are capable to sharply increase in them the processes of inter-Qualitative
Synthesis, inevitable result of which are «postmortem» refocusings of Form-Creators of
affected «personality.» In biological organism such emanations suppress and damage functional
interconnections (some of active neural chains are liquidated) between bio-Creators of those
systems and organs, which f-Configurations are in more degree structured by signs combinations
impersept relative to SFUURMM-Forms of the given FD. Having carried out a certain number of
«postmortem» refocusings, Form-Creators of FD of the given «personality» increase the degree
of covarllertness of interconnections relative to Energy and Information generated by the given
emanation, in the result of which bio-Creators of the brain develop completely new types of neuron
interactions. Exactly therefore weak and pre-dosed acts of radioactive radiation are capable not
only to immensely improve the functioning of physiological organism of separate people, but open
some of the potential creative abilities.
3.0207.   

Human cannot hear sound frequencies higher than 20 KHz with wave length about
0.017 m. However, SFUURMM-Forms, impulsively generated in ultrasonic diapason can stop
heart function leaving no signs of violent «Death,» and it is impossible to disclose without special
research on a molecular level done by an expert. They usually use modulated signal for that (so
called «bio-noise method») when a person is attacked by a burst of new frequencies, to which it
is simply impossible to adjust. These SFUURMM-Forms are capable to cause either insane fury, or
heavy apathy, or strong pain, or exuberant high spirits or absolute terror. Emanation of SFUURMMForms in the given diapason greatly influences the mental structures, psychic and nerve system,
causing headache, faintness, vision and breathing disorders, convulsions, loss of consciousness.
3.0208.   

Everything above mentioned has the most direct relation to the process of formation in
your Focus Dynamics of all the multitude of different-Qualitative sfuurmmformal interconnections,
which, as a matter of fact, determine in your Perception system all the subjective «picture» of
realization in Space-Time of specific Notions structuring your personalistic World. What we interpret
as «surrounding reality» — is the area of frequency realization of endless multitude of SFUURMMForms (from acoustic and light vibrations to interference «pictures» forming psychological order),
and our brain is a special wave (vibrational, frequency) transformer unifying and modeling all those
different-Qualitative fluctuations into subjective Word of everything we individually perceive, see,
think and experience.
3.0209.   

Let me remind you that in the spectrum of wave frequencies which we are not capable to
see or somehow feel and experience, there also exist not less authentic types of subjective Realities
with own objects, people, animals, plants, Planets, Starts and Even Universes — in brief, with all
that infinitely multifarious content which Form-Creators of our brain (strictly corresponding to
their abilities and potential!) constantly «cross out» from multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of decoherently perceived by us Reality. When yogi, psychic mediums
or spiritually self-developing people enter so called «transcendence» (deep Meditation), they, in
fact, purposefully adjust FCA of their Perception system to resonant interception of emanations
unperceivable by them in usual state. Form-Creators of brain constantly transform sensory
manifestations of accessible for them wave diapason into the language of frequencies fully or
partially ignoring simultaneous dynamics of extrasensory (supersensible) realms of Perception. In
reality there exist an infinite multitude of variants of our simultaneous subjective Existence: «one»
variant, in which we are definitely and clearly aware of focused by us NUU-VVU-Form structuring
by its f-Configuration a certain «point of exhiberation» in skrruullerrt system of Space-Time, and
many others, where we exist in parallel focusing in f-Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms with some
different qualitative characteristics.
3.0210.   

I give all these examples in order to underline once again: in the given type of subjective
Reality the photon state is preceded by a certain slloogrent (doolls-wave and flaks-wave) state of
SFUURMM-Forms, which, in its turn, is structured by an endless multitude of narrowly fragmented
states of Self-Consciousness representing covarllert combinations of potentially (for each of acts of
«local» Form of exhiberation!) interconnected between each other Energy and Information. These
Configurations or so called UU-VVU-copies, — emanations of Thoughts (conditionally «mental»
component of Energy-Plasma: ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality,
ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness, ALL-Aspiration + transitional
ALL-Unity and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability) and psychonations of Feelings (conditionally «astral»
component of Energy-Plasma: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, ALL-Integrity, ALL-Essentiality–ALLPermeability, ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness, ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + transitional ALLUnity and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability) — in resonational way synthesize in Focus Dynamics (in a
very narrow frequency diapasons) to the state of karmonations with a certain Potential of qualitatively
corresponding to them Energy and Information.
3.0211.   

I want to remind you once again that SFUURMM-Forms by the Principle of their formation
and subterransive exhiberation in specific conditions of Space-Time represent that universal
«assembly material» (combinations of different-Qualitative, but covarllert relative to each other
3.0212.   

informational interconnections) which simultaneously — through slloogrent Focus Dynamics of
Macrocosmos! — structures and stimulates to exhiberation both synthetic f-Configurations of all
diverse karmonational formations (Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCI of Worlds’ Form-systems),
and covarllert combinations of informational r-Configurations of emanations and psychonations
which provide all the functionality of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LUU-complexes (as
well as all the other Creativity Spheres of Info-Creators of RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational Branch).
Their specific combinations are able to self-organize in a particular way (both in ODS and Formsystem) only under influence of resonational relative to them Focus of Close Attention, in its turn FCA
cannot dynamically manifest (as a part of Focus Dynamics) without the presence in subterransive
ODS of Self-Consciousness of corresponding to it SFUURMM-Forms or formed by them UU-VVUConglomerates.
You should understand that any specific Thoughts and Feelings do not appear in our
personalistic Focus Dynamics for no reason, but are specifically chosen by «someone» or «somebody»
from slloogrent Flow of multiple UU-VVU-Forms, after which they are covarllertly formed into more
or less stable synthetic state, in which they are produced — on a frequency peculiar to the given
combination — into general Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the surrounding us
reality. Therefore if we want to find an answer to an eternal question: «Who we are in reality? Who
or what provides the whole process of our subterransive Self-Consciousness?» — we need to go into
these Notions even deeper to some virtual «coordination center» which provides our manifested
subjective Existence not only in the given diapason of dimension, but also in the multitude of Forms
of other Levels of Self-Consciousness.
3.0213.   

Where is that mysterious «Spiritual Center» located? In the most universal «part» of
our Self-Consciousness coordinating and svilgs-spherationally spreading through realizational
spectrum of our Stereo-Form all the content of «current» qualitative component (TEC) of
personalistic Focus Dynamics of our every «personal» Interpretation. That conditional «Spiritual
Center» which is not possible to correspond to any point of Space-Time, I subjectively determined
as VEC or variable ethereal component of any focused by Us Self-Consciousness Form, which
simultaneously «projects» by its interconnections slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all diapasons of
dimension of Tertiary, Secondary, and Primary Energy-Plasma seemingly «starting» with Levels
of manifestation of the collective Unconscious and seemingly «finishing» with SFUURMM-Forms
of Praconscious of Universal AIY-YYA-Entity — of the most universal Form of exhiberation of
so called Cosmic Human, Which together with endless multitude of the rest TOO-UU-Entities of
universal «scope» (Levels of 36–38 dimension) structures Self-Consciousness DDIIUYYI-Entity
with Its Focus Dynamics.
3.0214.   

Functionality of synthetic multipolarizational activity of VEC — within lluuvvumic, lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic, goolgamaaaic, ssmiiysmaaaic and aiyyyaic types of birvulyarity — is provided
level by level by Form-Creators of all twelve IISSIIDI-Centers of our Self-Consciousness (in the systems of Self-Consciousness of Proto-Forms structuring CCIs of other types of birvulyarity, there are
own analogs of similar Form-structures, which can greatly differ depending on the degree of diffuzgentness relative to the given Synthesis Schemes — starting with a small difference in some nuances
and finishing with a gross difference):
3.0215.   

1. INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi — synthesizes in pair with ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi through 12
karmic Channels of astroplasmic — lutal — temporal ethereal constituent or TEC —
SVUULLMII-SVUU (Astral Plan-Overtone — from +4th — through 0.0 — to -4th dimension)
2. ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi — synthesizes in pair with INGLIMILISSA- Iissiidi through 12
karmic Channels of mental — lutal — temporal ethereal constituent or TEC — LUUDMIISVUU (Mental Plan-Overtone — from +4th — through 0.0 — to -4th dimension)
3. AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi — synthesizes partially in TEC and partially in variable ethereal
component or VEC (OULLGNOO-SS-ST — Cosmic Ethereal Plan-Level — from 0 to ±12
dimension) in pair with ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi through 12 karmic Channels of planetary
astroplasmic — christal — manifestation body — STOOLLMII-SVUU (Astral PlanOvertone — from +6th to -6th dimension)
4. ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi — synthesizes partially in TEC and partially in VEC in pair with
AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi through 12 karmic Channels of planetary mentoplasmic — christal
— manifestation body —UOLDMII-SLII (Mental Plan-Overtone — from +6th through 0.0
— to -6th dimension)
5. ULGLUU-Iissiidi — synthesizes in VEC in pair with SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi through 12
karmic Channels of equally synthesized Planetary Form of LLUU-VVU NIISSLII-SLII
(Transmutational Plan-Overtone — from +9th through 0.0 — to -9th dimension)
6. SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi — synthesizes in VEC in pair with ULGLUU-Iissiidi through 12
karmic Channels of equally synthesized Planetary Form of LLUU-VVU NIISSLII-SLII
(Transmutational Plan-Overtone — from +9th through 0.0 — to -9th dimension)
7. OLGOOLLONI-Iissiidi — synthesizes in VEC in pair with AANI-Iissiidi through 12 karmic
Channels of aasmiic Planetary Form of LLUU-VVU — AASMII-SLII-SUU (Causal PlanOverton — KOARDDIIRFF-AASMII-I — from +12th through 0.0 — to -12th dimension),
after which it is transmute into GOOLGAMAA-A-Stellar stabilizational Form of AIY-YYA
— SSOOSSOOLMA-SUU (Stabilizational Plan-Overton — SSOOSSOOLMA-NAA — from
+14th through 0.0 — to -14th dimension)
8. AANI-Iissiidi — synthesizes in pair with OLGOOLLONI-Iissiidi through 12 karmic
Channels of aasmiic Planetary Form of LLUU-VVU — AASMII-SLII-SUU (Causal PlanOvertone — KOARDDIIRFF-AASMII-I — from +12th through 0.0 — to -12th dimension),
after which it is transmute into GOOLGAMAA-A-Stellar stabilizational Form of AIY-YYA
— SSOOSSOOLMA-SUU (Stabilizational Plan-Overton — SSOOSSOOLMA-NAA — from
+14th through 0.0 — to -14th dimension)
9. RAAKLIMA-Iissiidi — successively-simultaneously synthesizes in pair with ULUUGUMAIissiidi: first into Stellar integrating Form of AIY-YYA — LUULLSMII-SSLAA (Intermediate
LUULLSMII-diapason of Buddhic Plan-Overtone — GLOOGSMII-NAA — from +16th
through 0.0 — to -16th dimension), then — into Stellar-Galactic Form of AIY-YYA —
GLOOGSMII-SSLAA (Buddhic Plan-Overton — GLOOGSMII-NAA — from +18th through
0.0 — to -18th dimension), and then — into Galactic Disintegrational Ray of AIY-YYA
— INGSSMII-SSLAA (Disintegrational Plan-Overtone — INGSSMII-NAA — from +20th
through 0.0 — to -20th dimension)

10. ULUUGUMA-Iissiidi — in the same way successively-simultaneously synthesizes in pair
with RAAKLIMA- Iissiidi: first into Stellar integrating, then — into Stellar-Galactic Forms
of AIY-YYA, and then — into Galactic Disintegrational Ray of AIY-YYA
11. SVAAGALI-Iissiidi — successively-simultaneously synthesizes in pair with EYYAAAIissiidi: into Galactic Disbalancing AIY-YYA Ray — SYYUUUY-SVAA (Disbalancing PlanOvertone — SYYUUUY-UU from +22nd through 0.0 — to -22nd dimension), then — into
INTER-Galactic ray (SSUUYYSS–GLLII-SVAA, Focusing Plan-Overtone — AOOUSSMMGLLII-I — from +24th through 0.0 — to -24th dimension) and ethereal-ray INTER-Galactic
generative (SLAIILLI-SVUU, Inter-Galactic Ethereal Complex-Plan — IIYY-YY-SS-MMlevel — from +24th through 0.0 — to -24th dimension) AIY-YYA Forms, then — into INTERGalactic SSMIIYSMAA-A-focusing (IYIY-SSMIIYSMAA-A, Intermediate IYIYSSMM-GLLII-Idiapason of Focusing Plan-Overtone — from +26th through 0.0 — to -26th dimension)
and Universal TLAASSMA-A–Transforming (OUIYY-TLAASSMA-A, Transforming PlanOvertone — OUIYY-UISTI-UU — from +36th through 0.0 — to -36th dimension) AIY-YYA
Rays.
12. EYYAAA-Iissiidi — in the same way successively-simultaneously synthesizes in pair with
SVAAGALI-- Iissiidi: into Galactic Disbalancing AIY-YYA Ray, then — into INTER-Galactic
ray and ethereal-ray INTER-Galactic generative AIY-YYA Forms, then — into INTERGalactic SSMIIYSMAA-A-focusing and Universal TLAASSMA-A–Transforming AIY-YYA
Rays.
Subjectively I denoted that category of synthesizing Form-Creators as chakram personalities
(in spiritual practices of Hinduism chakras or chakrams, regulating functions of body and SelfConsciousness, — are points of intercrossing of functional «projections» of subtle Nadi channels
via which life Energy or prana realizes). Unfortunately, quite often I have to hear the question: «Do
chakram personalities refer to the category of Form-Creators or Info-Creators?» Or such question:
«Are they representations of Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch or Info-Creators
of RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational Branch?» Those who ask them have not been able to understand
yet that NOT a single manifestation of decoherent Energy of Focus of Close Attention of Form-Creators
of SYNTHETIC Branch is possible in any way without its informational supply with resonational
activity from the part of Focuses of Dual Reflection of Info-Creators of RESOSCONTIONAL Branch.
Therefore, when I speak about UU-VVU-copies, SFUURMM-Forms and UU-VVU-conglomerates of
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems (or FLC), by chakram personalities I mean Creative Activity of InfoCreators, and in all the rest cases (observation of energy-informational interconnections) by that term
I mean Form-Creators of Focal Dynamics of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Besides, in vast
diffuzgentness in providing Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC Branch by differentQualitative informational interconnections there inevitably, though in different degree (depending
on the degree of objective compatibility), participate Info-Creators of the rest eleven Qualitational
Branches of development.
3.0216.   

3.0217.   

Informational basis of functional providing of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of

IISSIIDI-Centers is structured by Creative Activity of following Info-Creators:

−− KKKHU-LLKHU-Info-Creators (informationally provide focal combinations of iskons and
SLUUIY-SS-LAA-Creators of Quaternary Energy-Plasma),

−− SLUI-SLUU- Info-Creators (informationally provide svilgsons in the process of exhiberation
of all SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of Tertiary Energy-Plasma),
−− GLLAA-GLLII-Info-Creators (informationally provide manifestation of avvakklons and
SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Secondary Energy-Plasma),
−− UUYG-UUYYU-Info-Creators (due to the presence in their ethereal Configurations of
high-informational Potential provide flaaggtuons in the processes of Synthesis with high
vibrational SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Primary Energy-Plasma).
Thus, jointly with resonationally corresponding to them synthesizing Form-Creators, they
form Universal Mechanism of informational support of the Process of exhiberation in all possible conditions of Space-Time of countless types of different-Qualitative Spheres (i.e. types of Creative Activity peculiar for each of the considered mega-diapasons) of deep intra-Qualitative and
inter-Qualitative Synthesis:
3.0218.   

UUKKKHL-SS-KKHKHOO — for SLUUIY-SS-LAA-Creators (below conditional zero dimension),
EIYG-SS-MII — for SLAA-SS-MII-Creators (from 0.0 to 12.0 dimension),
NAA-GLLII-UU — for SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators (from 12.0 to 24.0 dimension),
SSUU-SS-VUU — for SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators (from 24.0 to 36.0 dimension).

Who are they, these Creators? these are also cognitive «interpretations» of all possible
Fields-Consciousnesses, comprehensively representing in Focus Dynamics of DDIIUYYI-Entity
absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms including «You and Me» only incomparably more
realistic and more self-conscious (except for Form-Creators of two lowest IISSIIDI-Centers —
ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA) than «present» us. Thanks to them («future» Us!) the whole
process of simultaneous Multipolarization of Focus Dynamics of our Stereo-Form is carried out
— through endless multiple different-Qualitative «personal» Interpretations structuring all possible
subterransive scenarios of our inertial (in the conditions of Tertiary Energy-Plasma), but endless by
its Principle, Self-Consciousness Existence.
3.0219.   

What does it mean in practice of our «personal» subjective Perception? For example that
«I» as «personality» consciously and different-Qualitative, simultaneously exist both here and in
other «points» of Space-Time, in Worlds’ Form-systems and subjective Realities of multiple other
STC groups. Me «there,» as well as me «here,» definitely and undoubtedly consider that «I exist,»
«I live.» Nothing — neither «here» nor «there» even for a single moment can shake my absolute
confidence that I in my subjective self-perception — is the real «personality,» free to make any
decisions regarding my own realizations, form any opinions, think and act as I choose to — from the
multitude of other variants of provided to me opportunities. Those by their energy-informational
Essence are main signs of what we — yet in a very primitive and superficial way — mean by the term
«Existence.»
3.0220.   

Chakram personalities — these are Something more general, much more global, deep and
universal in the Mechanism of Our eternal Existence, than any presently simultaneously focused
by Us Self-Consciousnesses Forms (including all types of NUU-VVU-Configurations of «our»
biological «personalities»); these is What has possibility to simultaneously and consciously manifest
in the multitude of different-Qualitative Levels of Macrocosmos through Focus Dynamics of all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms; these — in more qualitative Forms of their exhiberations — in fact
TOO-UU-Entities of all possible (and not only peculiar to us!) types of birvulyarity, informationally
representing in slloogrent Focus Dynamics endless kinds and types of different-Qualitative cosmic
civilizations (not only human and humanoid, but also those realizing Schemes of inter-Qualitative
Synthesis peculiar to other Proto-Forms).
3.0221.   

Their slloogrent ethereal Configurations structure all the countless Spheres of Creativity
of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LUU-complexes: Form-Creators of every SelfConsciousness Form of subterransively peculiar to them FD resonationally «derive» from these
ethereal Configurations in the process of their TEC — or VEC-unpackings only those combinations
of slloogrent interconnections which are necessary to them in the given moment. The rest particulas
(areas) of their joint slloogrentness are in the same way — resonationally and simultaneously —
spread between Focus Dynamics of all the rest «personal» Interpretations and Form-Types. Chakram
personalities do not belong to some certain Self-Consciousnesses Forms, they differ from each
other only via observing them subterransive subjective Perception system — according to peculiar
specifically to that «personality» type of psycho-mental kleksing. In reality, seemingly «one and the
same» chakram personality can be simultaneously and in a different way kleksed by multiple ProtoForms.
3.0222.   

Who are they? Due to the slloogrentness of their f-Configurations it is impossible just to
list them. However, in the Sphere of Creativity of Focus Dynamics of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of Tertiary
Energy-Plasma (from 0 to 12 dimension) it is possible to designate separate types of Form-Creators
directly participating in the formation of all possible Directions, sub-kinds, kinds and sub-types
of lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. In particular, those are the Same Fields-Consciousnesses Which I
already mentioned earlier: immnaillms — 11–12 dimension (structured by lyuullffs), ssdoisstms —
10–11 dimension (structured by iissmms) akhbakkralms — 9–10 dimension (structured by peeppts),
eyyeyeygsses — 8–9 dimension (structured by iymiylls), aussdvullsses — 7–8 dimension (structured
by pruuisses), ayassmasses — 6–7 dimension (structured by orfrovts), iillviyvs — 5–6 dimension
(structured by vuoldses), iskons — 4–5dimension (structured by flakses), photons — 3–4 dimension
(structured by irkkulls — «waves»), uykkuys — 2–3 dimension (structured by doollses), afftaksts —
1–2 dimension (structured by loolgses), urgluksts — 0–1 dimension (structured by protofses).
3.0223.   

When I use such a subjective notion as «personalities,» not only relative to Form-Creators,
but also to Info-Creators, I want, first of all, to emphasize the potentially-synthetic Nature of universal
exhiberation of Fields-Consciousnesses of RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational Branch in spatial
(skrruullerrt) structures of Macrocosmos (formed by Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC Amplificational
Branch), which (RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational Branch) absolutely does not depend on the substance
of Time (because what we determine as «Time» is a reflection of subjective parameters of dissonational
distances conditionally «separating» liyllusceeve states of simultaneous «local» projection-reflection
into the system of Rezomirals of different-Qualitative Information or subterransive Interest). Secondly,
3.0224.   

thus I would like to underline such their characteristics as the ability only to strictly subterransive
manifestation in FD of any Self-Consciousness Form, which in every system of subjective Perception
inevitably «imposes» on them some «personalistic» tendencies. However, you should not forget
that any specific examples of «localization» of manifestation of various combinations of ethereal
Configurations of Info-Creators in Space-Time are determined for them only by their resonational
peculiarities relative to specific qualitative indicators of focal Configurations of Form-Creators, and it
does not matter for them in specifically which slloogrent «area» of general skrruullerrtness, structured
by a particular Time Flow that interaction is carried out.
Let me repeat once again: thus all chakram personalities which represent informational
part of focal Configurations of all Worlds’ Form-systems cannot be viewed in isolation from Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators, through which they simultaneously realize in various Time Flows. The
fact of exhiberation of FDR of Info-Creators in Focus Dynamics (FCA) of Form-Creators of any
system of subjective Perception already implies synthetic character of such phenomena (because
we always deal not with the Information Itself, Which is always balanced in «Itself,» but only with
«projections» of all possible combinations of different-Qualitative informational signs representing
mercavgnational part of Its general harmonious State). In contrast to Focus Dynamics of FormCreators, which has eglleroliftive Nature, all the analogs of manifestation of Creative Activity of
Info-Creators (Focus of Dual Reflection, Universal Multipolarized Impulse and so on) are initiated
by irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential.
3.0225.   

Returning to the considered by us question of the subjective nature of personalistic Worlds
of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms and principles of their interaction between each other, I would like
to note that the higher (in the correspondence of the given Synthesis Scheme!) is qualitative potential
of personalistic Worlds of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring the given group of human STC,
the less tensor and more universal become the means of collective creative realization in the general
Focus Dynamics of subterransive SFUURMM-Forms of each of these Worlds (because of the increase
in the degree of their covarllertness-resonation between each other, due to which rises the stability
of already synthesized by them energy-informational interconnections). In Focus Dynamics of more
qualitative Continuums of uncountable variants of our joint «future» on the general background
of increasing in «personal» Self-Consciousness, intellectuality and altruism, in fact the antagonism
between subterransive realizational Interests of most people disappears (or considerably decreases)
and at the same time increases the degree of their mutual adaptedness to all possible needs of other
participants of the given STC group, including not only people but fauna, flora and environmental
ecology in general.
3.0226.   

Now when most of you are literally too focused on the process of detailed and renitive
Synthesis of only some personal selfish Interests, tendencies, views and positions, your realization
abilities leave much to be desired, because at such low degree of awareness of made choices, you
can — completely not being aware of that! — strongly and destructively deform not only Focus
Dynamics of multiply beings surrounding you, but also Focus Dynamics of the whole group STC
(though such variations of so called «degradation» Continuums also exists — on the bases of their
Existence Experience there is formed more organized and effective Focus Dynamics of different
groups of «progressing» STC). What you currently have to do, is carried out by you yet absolutely
differently through completely other possibilities and capabilities than those which each of you in a
3.0227.   

natural way will obtain and will be able to use already in not so distant in Time favorable variants of
your subjective-subterransive «future.»
In Levels of inter-Qualitative Synthesis of three Dominants (State CC Potentiality +
ALL-Unity), formed by You in duvuyllerrt groups of 4–5-dimensional Continuums, typical of your
«present» life creativity personification and «individualization» is sublimated in incomparably more
qualitative modes of exhiberation of Focus Dynamics of the uniform Self-Consciousness of all StereoForms structuring f-Configuration of the LLUU-VVU-Entity into the single Sphere of harmonious
and fully coordinated collective Creativity, which is diversified and decohered inside itself only
according to main development Directions of forming it Self-Consciousnesses Forms extrapolating
renitively synthesized Experience of all «personal» Interpretations from subterransive realizational
niches of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems into Creativity Spheres of FLUU-LUU-complexes. Signs of
subterransive egoism so typical of you nowadays (status seeking, envy, jealousy, resentful temper
and others), as well as all the rest tendencies of synthesizing Form-Creators of both lowest IISSIIDICenters towards depliative realizations will fully disappear in you «future» psychical reactions and
intellectual-altruistic mental activity!
3.0228.   

In our more qualitative «future» there also will be generated own signs of personalistic
Worlds, but they will reveal in general Focus Dynamics of STC in a completely different way, than
how you can imagine that process now. It is determined by a whole number of specific properties and
peculiarities which our «future» translucense Self-Consciousnesses Forms possess. For example, in
conditional boarders of typical of our FLAKS-Form-Types lluuvvumic Synthesis Direction, «We» in
«future» additionally to already existing transmuted combinations of two Dominants (ALL-Love–ALLWisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) will actively start to synthesize (moreover in a much bigger
degree, than Aspects of other background PCQs!) not only Aspects of third Dominant ALL-Unity
(State CC Solidarity), but also Aspects of Quality-ALL-Integrity (as more perspective — for LLUUVVU-Forms of 4–5-dimensional STCs — development Direction into next State – CC Cooperation).
Different combinations of these Aspects will be in different degree typical of f-Configurations of
every focused by us translucense NUU-VVU-Form.
3.0229.   

However, even in that case each of us will be able to clearly perceive own self only through
identification with some certain Directions of realizational creativity which will add to every
«moment» of Our Collective Existence a certain sign of subjective subterransiveness, «exclusiveness,»
«detachment.» Each of these Direction implies in more degree Synthesis of some particular Qualities,
for example, ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence with Aspects of Qualities
ALL-Unity and ALL-Integrity (or ALL-Unity + ALL-Aspiration, or ALL-Unity + ALL-Essentiality–ALLPermeability and so on). Each of these Processes is carried out in the same Levels of Creative Activity
of Energy-Plasma in a completely different way, being in a huge dependence from the realization of
Our Interests and preferences in those Direction which we choose «every moment.»
3.0230.   

Personalistic dynamics of these creative Processes in every focused by us NUU-VVUForm is provided energy-informationally in a different way as well, because each f-Configuration
possesses own activity of Form-Creators, for each f-Configuration there were initially determined
own specific mechanisms for achievement a necessary result, which do not absolutely in any way
3.0231.   

remind anything we are doing «here,» in our «current now.» The only thing that unites them with
our «present» state is a compulsory presence of refocusing dynamics of Form-Creators of focused by
Us Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
Subjectively Aspects of Quality ALL-Unity might be characterized in at least such
a primitive way: we in every certain «present» moment are simultaneously and in a definite way
focused in a countless multitude of transgressed in Time and diversified in Space specific SelfConsciousnesses Forms. It means that in our subjective «personal» Existence there are countless
multitude of signs, mutual for all the rest of our «personal» Interpretations, which in all its diversity
forms in slloogrentness of Space-Time Something Uniform conditionally differentiated into some
types of «localities» only in our own Perception system.
3.0232.   

Therefore, we can say that ALL-Unity — is the Principle providing skrruullerrt structure
of Macrocosmos a certain general «similarity» and global «identical nature» of everything that
we subjectively perceive as «separate,» «different» and ««fragmented.» That Unity lays not in the
constructions of discrete Forms which are in all possible parameters may very strongly differ from
each other, but peculiar to energy-informational content of Focus Dynamics of structuring them
Form-Creators, which simultaneously «projected» into f-Configurations of all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms.
3.0233.   

In other words, all, simultaneously focused by us, «personalities,» by their energyinformational Essence are very different: each of them is represented in Space-Time by own NUUVVU-Form, which belongs to a countless multitude of different-Qualitative NUU-VVU-Form-Types of
your LLUU-VVU-Form. It does not mean that all «you» — so different in appearance and subterransive
inclinations «personalities» — can be combined into one Form having originated something single —
«materially integral.» ALL-Unity is the set of specific signs subjectively manifested through the same
diapasons of thinking and feeling, due to which in Focus Dynamics of multiple Self-Consciousnesses
Forms there resonationally forms similarity of main Goals and Tasks, similarity of SFUURMM-Forms
simultaneously used by different Form-Creators for universal creative manifestation in all possible
Levels of Energy-Plasma.
3.0234.   

At consideration of that notion (ALL-Unity) through Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
which provide our more harmonious rotational Cycles, there is no question of creative realization
of peculiar to it signs in low nutation Levels — in the conditions of exhiberation of octahedralhexahedral constructions of Forms in 2.4–3.25 dimension we deal not we inter-Qualitative Synthesis
(for example, ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity or ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity),
but with intra-Aspect and inter-Aspect (of the same Quality!) types of intra-Qualitative Synthesis
of the given PCQ, which in our low qualitative Focus Dynamics may be reflected only through subAspects or separate yet not completely synthesized Aspects that do not possess the complete set
of signs peculiar to the given Quality. Therefore any of yet not completely synthesized signs of the
observed by us Quality can manifest only in the most primitive way.
3.0235.   

For example, in the contemporary society people can form some single entities for joint
commerce activity in order to fight or plunder, build something or, in the contrary, demolish. Such
3.0236.   

primitive signs of a certain commonness and collectivism are not the signs of manifestation of
Aspects of Quality ALL-Unity, energy-informational Essence of which start to consequently realize
only through Form-Creators of more qualitative Levels of our Self-Consciousness forming in SpaceTime hexahedral-icosahedral and icosahedral-dodecahedral modules of exhiberation of our Forms
(3.75–4.25 dimension).
In any selfish type of life creativity there cannot be any manifestations of these Aspects,
just in the same way as in rough sexual and aggressive realizations there are no objective conditions
for entire manifestation of Aspects of PCQs ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence (there realize only separate components of Aspects — their sub-Aspects). Presently
focused by us groups of STCs are formed in the conditions of 2.5–3.75-dimensional diapason (while
in 3.5–3.75-dimensional resopasons there realize mostly SFUURMM-Forms of Form-Creators
synthesized from Aspects of our two Dominants), therefore they provide Focus Dynamics of our (and
others) Self-Consciousnesses Forms only with most primitive Levels of identification of general signs
(homogeneous Aspects) of each of the rest ten OO-UU-Entities, which are vecsative (background) in
our type of subjective Reality — to form more ampliative SFUURMM-Forms out of presently available
for our Perception signs, Form-Creators of existing «here» Self-Consciousnesses Forms should have
in their focal Configurations much more covarllert combinations of focal-ethereal interconnections,
more harmoniously representing in the given Synthesis Scheme all vecsative PCQs.
3.0237.   

In the processes of realization of our subjective Perception everything depends on the
qualitativeness of used by us signs towards the specificity of carried out by us Focus Dynamics.
For example, a group is working on one project: everyone does the work by itself and gets wage
corresponding to the degree of participation in the given project. Everyone is interested only in doing
own thing — for what he gets money. Such realizations do not reflect attributes of PCQ ALL-Unity. We
can call these realizations differently: materialism, survivability, adaptability, diligence, integrity, herd
mentality or, after all, primitive collectivism, but only not ALL-Unity. These can be signs peculiar to
some other PCQs (for example, ALL-Integrity, ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability, ALL-Abundance–
ALL-Fullness) which are subjectively interpreted by you as «tendencies to unity.» Attributes of PCQ
ALL-Unity only start to show its Creative Activity through your FD where your subjective egoism
fully gives way to some objective, unified and much more ampliative Goals and Tasks than your own.
3.0238.   

Only on the higher Levels of our eternal Existence when we naturally stop fixating
our FCA in presently usual for us mixtum analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types and Form-Creators
of our Focus Dynamics svilgs-spherationally «reproject» into certain subterransively-common
creative Flows structured by dimidiomittense and translucense FLAKS-Forms, all the Aspects of OOUU ALL-Unity become available to our Perception systems and activate to exhiberation through
collective Creativity of all high-qualitative Form-Creators of our the LLUU-VVU-Entity. In other
words Aspects of OO-UU ALL-Unity, which belong to other group of PCQ-compatibility, may start
peculiar to them resonationally-humanational activity with combinations of Aspects of OO-UU ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence only in the case of their high nutation — the
most ampliative for the given conditions — mode of exhiberation, when, as a matter of fact, in FD
of «personality» there start to form real prerequisites for triple invaderentness (Synthesis of three
lluuvvumic Dominants) and concatenational formation in focal NUU-VVU-Configurations of all the
multitude of covarllert interconnections typical of State Creative Cosmic Potentiality.
3.0239.   

That specific State signals the Transition of Focus Dynamics of lluuvvumic FormCreators from dimidiomittense analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types to translucense analogs. That
specific frontier in the process of development of Collective Consciousness of humankind is typical
in the given diapason of dimension only for those people whose FD is stabilized in the Processes
of inter-Qualitative three-invaderental Synthesis of two basic lluuvvumic Dominants (ALL-Love–
ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) with high nutation signs of Dominant ALL-Unity.
Even more ampliative, than considered by us here, sates for the transition to translucense NUU-VVUanalogs ought to be reached by those people whose Focus Dynamics renitively «rooted» into signs
Synthesis Direction of such OO-UU as ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability, ALL-Primordiality–ALLInitiality, ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness and ALL-Abundance–
ALL-Fullness, which signs relative to each lluuvvumic Dominant show even greater degree of
imperseptness than attributes of PCQ ALL-Unity. Three-invaderental Synthesis in those development
Directions of NUU-VVU-Form-Types becomes possible only in the conditions of 4–5-dimensional
diapason.
3.0240.   

I should note that for Self-Consciousnesses Forms representing in our s-Reality other
Proto-Forms such Transitions of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the given diapason from
two-invaderental Synthesis Scheme into three-invaderental one are possible not only in high
nutation mode (from 3.75 to 4.0 or 5.0 dimension), but also at the exhiberation of FD of those
Proto-Forms in less ampliative Levels (from 2.5 to 3.75 dimension). The point is that in the given
diapason of exhiberation of NUU-VVU-Form-Types and beginning of inter-Qualitative Synthesis
of f-Configurations of human s-Realities, qualitative parameters of some protoformal development
Direction duvuyllerrtly-diffuzgently transform into Worlds’ Form-systems which properties (by the
type of structuring focal-ethereal interconnections) in our STC groups can be equated with properties
of 4.0–5.0-dimensional diapason. That means that the processes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis and
formation of hexahedral structures from energy-informational interconnections starts realizing
in those Directions much earlier — not in 3–4-dimensional diapason, but already starting from
2.5-dimensional Levels.
3.0241.   

In that most difficult Form-building Process a huge part is played by the factor of
diffuzgentness: degree of compatibility of signs compatible in the given specific conditions of
exhiberation of OO-UU-Entities. Hexahedral Rezomirals (including human) are not something
strictly limited by their parameters, properties and realizational possibilities, but represent differentQualitative diffuzgent «combination» «penetrated» from inside by an endless multitude of focalethereal interconnections of octahedral, icosahedral and dodecahedral Form-structures duvuyllerrtly
transiting into each other. There can be no clear boundaries in any hexahedral (and others) Worlds’
Form-systems!
3.0242.   

In the most difficult process of inter-Qualitative structuring of f-Configurations of all
possible Self-Consciousnesses Forms, everything depends on the degree of covarllertness of signs
of two synthesized by Proto-Forms Dominants — covarllertness not only between each other, but
also relative to the signs of one of currently vecsative for them PCQ, which — in the given mode of
exhiberation — shows all the tendencies typical of the potential candidate for the role of the third
Dominant. When interconnections are formed between Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators reflecting
signs of OO-UU-Entities belonging to one group of PCQ-compatibility, the transition from mixtum to
3.0243.   

dimidiomittense and then into translucense (or into transparentive — for other Proto-Forms) FormTypes can be carried out also in the conditions of lower Levels of dimension (from 2.5 to 3.75).
For example, Form-Creators of OO-UU ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Integrity
structuring ASTRAL-Plasma, besides of that, also belong to one group of PCQ-compatibility. Therefore,
concate development of Focus Dynamics of Proto-Forms of Self-Consciousnesses synthesized by
Form-Creators of these two OO-UU in the Direction of their creative confluence with FD of FormCreators of, for example, OO-UU ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence or ALL-Aspiration (which although
structuring MENTAL-Plasma belong to the same group of PCQ-compatibility) already on the first
stages of carried out by them inter-Qualitative Synthesis have high enough realizational Potential
for the formation in the jointly structured by them f-Configurations a huge multitude of covarllert
interconnection, which are capable to quite stably realize in both dimidiomittense and transparentive
Forms of exhiberations. The same can be said about availability of huge possibilities for joint creative
— three-invaderental — realizations in our diapason of dimension among Form-Creators of such
OO-UU, as for example: ALL-Unity and ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability, ALL-Primordiality–
ALL-Initiality and ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness and ALLAbundance–ALL-Fullness, — which also belong to the same group of PCQ-compatibility.
3.0244.   

Though relative to that diapason of exhiberation where we currently subjectively focus, ProtoForms of Self-Consciousnesses synthesized by these Schemes — visually for us! — reveal themselves
as dimidiomittense or even transparentive, this does not mean at all that their f-Configurations and
SFUURMM-Forms structuring their FD represent — in the given diapason of dimension! — equally
ampliative combinations which represent our «future» human NUU-LL-VVU-Forms and all the more
our FLAKS-Forms. Due to the high degree of covarllertness between each other, the third Dominant in
those Self-Consciousnesses Forms has begun to quite early take active part in the formation of FD and
thus it subterransively has determined for them less corporal (physical, material) types of exhiberation.
However, along with this the absence in their FD of multiple other covarllert interconnections with OOUU-signs, which belong to other group of PCQ-compatibility, does not let them to form in their SelfConsciousness such SFUURMM-Forms which would lack various degree of inversusality (of duality,
contrast) initiating in their FD all the possible types of selfish realizations (hatred, resentful temper,
aggression, vindictiveness, cynicism and similar).
3.0245.   

This also regards the creativity of many others — both terrestrial and extraterrestrial —
cosmic civilizations which Self-Consciousnesses Forms exhiberate in our type of Space-Time as
virtual or transparentive (i.e. incapable to visual manifestation in aspectable for us part of spectrum
of optic diapason). Their invizusality (invisibility or amorphism — obscure visibility) for us and
connected with that extraordinary abilities (permeability through material objects, teleportation,
telepathy, hypnosis, telekinesis and others) does not always represent an indicator of their high
(relative to our level) degree of amplificational development, but are only consequence of the specific
— three-invaderental — combination of SFUURMM-Forms, which they actively manipulate in their
FD. Therefore, many of these Self-Consciousnesses Forms are capable to hostile and destructive
reactions and actions specifically motivated by them as ensuring of their own safety and perceived as
the necessity for realization of their Interests.
3.0246.   

In fact, Self-Consciousnesses Forms of some Form-Creators observative to our Synthesis
Scheme (Curators in the diapason from 2.5 to 3.5 dimension) can also be referred to the same category
of transparentive exhiberation, which in the process of Synthesis of two lluuvvumic Dominants in a
certain degree «shifted» via their FD into such development Directions where the activity of signs of
the third Dominant is capable to manifest earlier than in the Direction of Synthesis with signs of OOUU ALL-Unity. To such types of exhiberation one can refer those part of lluuvvumic birvulyarity type
which is formed on the basis of joining to two basic lluuvvumic Dominants (as a third Dominant) of
one of the following PCQs possessing relative to them more compatibility degree, for example, such
as: ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability, ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness, ALL-Integrity, ALL-Aspiration.
3.0247.   

These observative Form-Creators are also, just like us, actively focus in f-Configurations
of NUU-VVU-Form-Types, but relative to our mixtum Forms, they are exhiberated seemingly in
three-invaderental analogs, synthesized by different, most covarllert for the given Synthesis Scheme
Directions of lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. Via their Self-Consciousnesses Forms they form all the
diversity of «own» types of human civilization and organize by peculiar to them ampliative FD all
possible expiative types of «physical» Worlds’ Form-systems and human s-Realities, in more degree
free from those depliative realizations peculiar for our «current» groups of STCs.
3.0248.   

Let me repeat once again: attributes of PCQ ALL-Unity can start to synthesize in FD of
mixtum analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types only after the results of two-invaderental Synthesis
between Form-Creators of basic lluuvvumic Dominants (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence) will reach high nutation Levels of exhiberation — till we are able to experience
these states in our FD, we build our «current» subjective Notions about typical signs of the given PCQ
on the basis of manipulating with more available for us and more covarllert relative to our Synthesis
Scheme signs of such OO-UU as ALL-Integrity and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability.
3.0249.   

Particularly most depliative realizations of these two signs (corresponding to qualitativeness
of our own FD) we interpret as «herd mentality,» «clanishness,» «collectivism» «creative union,»
«political solidarity,» «economic community,» «mutual support» and so on. Attributes of PCQ ALLUnity, due to their imperseptness to our Dominants, start to gradually open in FD of our SelfConsciousnesses Forms only at its continuous stabilization in ampliative SFUURMM-Forms of 7–8
karmic Channel structuring third Levels of ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi.
3.0250.   

These signs providing more amplificational Levels of our Human Existence can be
compared with a certain thick rope formed from countless intertwinements of very-very subtle
threads, each of which is focused by us Self-Consciousness Form. Every thread is by itself very thin
and very delicate in order to continuously support and stably provide focal-ethereal interconnections
between FD of all NUU-VVU-Form-Types of our the LLUU-VVU-Entity in multiple Time Flows.
3.0251.   

Therefore, simultaneous interaction between all different-Qualitative NUU-VVU-FormTypes can be consciously carried out only via manipulation of the properties of entire «rope,» which
becomes possible only at the presence of high nutation interconnections between FD. When we
create in our FD potential for Synthesis of not only sub-Aspects, but also Aspects of that PCQ with
already partially transmuted between each other Aspects of two our Dominants, we will be able in
3.0252.   

our subjective Perception purposefully, without refocusing from the given Synthesis Scheme, cognize
all possible different-protoformal Existence types.
3.0253.    FLAKS-Forms

of Our «future» collective Creativity, carried out on the level of our
subjective Understanding and Perception of «ourselves» as People (with capital letter), represent
what we now can refer to only the most daring and deep Conceptions about Worlds’ Form-systems,
revealed in Macrocosmos with an entire peculiar to them set of typical realizational properties and
possibilities and also multisided different-protoformal life activity with its subterransive (relative to
the rest Worlds’ Form-systems) energy-informational filling conditioned by the processes of already
not two-invaderental as «here» but three-invaderental Synthesis in Focus Dynamics of structuring
them FLAKS-Forms of Self-Consciousnesses. Form-Creators of each Worlds’ Form-system also have
their specific Mechanisms for the successful realization of own part of general eglleroliftive Plan of
consummatization, which (Mechanisms) also can be conditionally correlated with the functions of
our IISSIIDI-Centers. However that is already much more universal energy-informational formations
than those from our lower Centers, which chakram persons provide our «current» Focus Dynamics.
3.0254.    IISSIIDI-Centers

by organizing them Nature and energy-informational structure are
like Stars and Galaxies, which simultaneously spread peculiar to them Focus Dynamics through
different-Qualitative Form-Creators into multiple different-type Universes, into different Levels of
dimension of Space-Time. They are not just some often referred to as «psychical centers» that appear
to «be located» in our biofield providing all our psycho-mental and physical activity. No, they are
much more than everything that is at least in some degree within our subjective Perception. When
the source of local generation of «biofield» (FD of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness of Form)
disappears by some reason in the given «point» of Space-Time, there also disappears «manifestation
body» of the given electro-magnetic emanation from the process of manifested vital activity of a
huge group of STCs, subjective Realities and Worlds’ Form-systems.
This Universal Field Consciousness (UFC) is typical of us all and informationally, creatively
interconnects Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms with FD of FormCreators of not only surrounding us Proto-Forms, but also of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms that structure other Planetary, Stellar and even Galactic systems! the lack or absence of some
Information (SFUURMM-Forms) among bio-Creators and Form-Creators that organize Perception
systems of our «current» NUU-VVU-Form-Types, is explained not by its absence in informational Space
of our Self-Consciousness, but deactivation in our Focus Dynamics of focal-ethereal interconnections
with Form-Creators of corresponding more ampliative by their functionality IISSIIDI-Centers, which
act as their specific carriers. We can say that UPS is the Mechanism of simultaneous exhiberation of
USCF (Universal Self-Consciousness Focus), its universal formative basis.
3.0255.   

With the help of this Field-Consciousness it is possible to interact in own frequencies
diapason practically with any other Form of Collective Intelligence, because it is also subterransive, but
connected with you via powerful force communications — invizusal, but allowing to instantaneously
carry out what in which you in the given moment experience the highest necessity in creative selfrealization. At invaderental manifestation of Aspects of Quality ALL-Integrity (CC Cooperation: CC
Solidarity + ALL-Integrity) in the structure of Self-Consciousness in generalized Self-Perception of Your
VUOLDS-Form there already does not exist any subjective division into «Own» and «someone else’s»
3.0256.   

— sporadic — Flows, but there is only holistic experiencing of «Own Self» accompanied by awareness
of simultaneous creative self-manifestation in a countless multitude of some Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, which are also perceived by You absolutely holistically as a part of «Own Self.»
This experiencing of «Own Self» as a single and only Creator in Universe gives Us a real
opportunity to comprehend Ourselves as WHAT we in our «present» subjectively refer to as «highest
Divine Presence»… In reality these are only rough «projections» of high-qualitative spiritual vibes of
«Us future» incomparably more perfect and developed than «now.» of course that Self-perception as
«SOMETHING HOLISTICALLY-INTEGRAL» is not the State Which is extremely primitively interpreted
by «people» as higher Notion about «God» or «Absolute»: if we can call Something «God,» it is
Energy-Information realizing through Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity. All Self-Consciousnesses
Forms and CCIs, structuring by their Focus Dynamics countless different-Qualitative space-time
Levels of dimension, are only component Self-Consciousness creative Elements of What should be
understood by that slloogrent notion — «God.»
3.0257.   

Right «now» countless number of your different-Qualitative «personal» Interpretations
structure (exist) via their NUU-VVU-Configurations simultaneously both the given scenario of
development and multiple other scenarios, which you, decoherently focusing in «own» World,
subjectively perceive as other variants of your mutual — single and eternal — Existence. You used
to consider that you live and realize only «here» in that perceivable by you World, and if somebody
from the surrounding you «people» «dies,» you consider yourself to remain alive and someone else
to be «dead.» However that subjective perception is only an Illusion conditioned by imperfection
and narrowness of your Perception system, which yet does not let Form-Creators include a wider
spectrum of your simultaneous Existence in their Focus Dynamics!
3.0258.   

Presence of similar limitations indicates only low qualitativeness of these Form-Creators,
which are not capable due to their strong inertness (high tensorness of interconnections structuring
their f-Configurations) to promptly process such huge volumes of Energy-Information. Therefore they
resonationally «take» from the entire slloogrent TEC-Flow and «unpack» in Self-Consciousness only
SFUURMM-Forms of those «current» events which are characteristic for only one variant of qualitatively
multipolarized scenarios, and in particular those that most correspond to already available in their
Configurations Notions ( Experience). The rest variations, though are partially fixated by them, remain
beyond realizational capabilities of NNAASSMM and VLOOOMOOT of the given specific «personality»
and therefore cannot be anyhow subjectively reflected in its Perception system.
3.0259.   

In general, diapason of Worlds of you «current» presence is quite wide and includes
Sphere of Creativity of chakram persons starting from the lowest Levels of ARGLLAAMUNI- and
INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi and finishing, though in much lesser degree, with Sphere of Creative Activity
of Creators of middle Levels of ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi. Correspondingly, each of
you in more degree inclined either to egoism, primitive deliberativeness and instinctive reactions
(which include all possible protoformal manifestations that you interpret as intellect, self-sacrificing
attitude) or to high-intellectual creativity and conscious Altruism, though these notions, regarding
high degree of subjectivism of Form-Creators of your Perception system, are also quite relative and
conditional.
3.0260.   

In subjective basis of conditional notion about simultaneous existence in the structures of
«our» Space-Time Continuum (and also in all the rest) of countless multitude of personalistic «own»
and sporadic Worlds, specifically directed for every «human personality,» I put exclusively illusory
ability of each of you to put only own self first in those objective processes that actually regulate all
the current circumstances of your Life. I underline here the words «subjective» and «conditional,»
because objectively there are no such personalistic Worlds purposely formed by Someone or Something
for every «person» in multi-dimensional structure of Macrocosmos. However, at the same time they
belong not only to our Imagination. This illusory impression about their existence is inevitably
formed as a consequence of exhiberation in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Energy-Plasma
of the given diapason of some peculiarities of that structure, and also as a result of the presence in
Self-Consciousness of every «personality» of universal mechanism of refocusings, which is activated
every moment by very specific set of SFUURMM-Forms typical of life creativity and World perception
of each of us in subterransive rotational Cycles.
3.0261.   

Chapter 8. Sporadic Worlds
Vivid example of stable penetration of Focus Dynamics in «someone else’s» (that is
sporadic) personalistic Worlds and stable staying in them of Focus Dynamics of «personality» can be
all little children, who do not have yet own principles and outlook on things and have to be guided
in their choices, reactions and preferences only by those SFUURMM-Forms which are extensively
imposed on them not only by each of surrounding them relative, but also by all the other people.
Until the child learns to independently define what is «good» and what is «bad» (no matter, for
himself or for his family, friends, society, world in general) he or she will have to constantly stay in a
powerful dependence from qualitative state of someone else’s sporadic Worlds, in fact fully relying in
his choices, preferences and Interests on someone else’s opinions, views, priorities in values, Notions
and relations. His own opinion is almost never taken into account by adults and considered serious,
as it is believed to be incompetent and naïve, i.e. is not supported by own empirical Experience.
3.0262.   

Seeing similar unserious attitude to own opinion child instinctively closes from the outside
World and withdraws into himself trying in vain to protect «own» personalistic World from pushy,
caddish and disrespectful intrusion in it from the side of adults, whoever they are for him. These
fragile attempts most frequently are doomed to fail, because no adult or even teenage does not take
seriously little kids. With such attitude we, in fact, have turned all little children into hostages of
imperfect views, ignorant notions, selfish attitudes and status-seeking choices.
3.0263.   

Thus they live for the time being in «someone else’s» Worlds, and if something happens to
them («Death,» diseases, traumas, dramatic and extreme situations, accidents) there is not their fault
in that, because all these circumstances of their «personal» Life are not the results of their conscious
choices, but initially programmed by the conditions of those development scenarios, which were
chosen for them by either their parents, elder brothers, sisters, or neighbors or just a teenager in the
street. Very often adults forcibly make little children do what they themselves do not want to do. If the
child had other Notions about a certain situation and if he had a real opportunity to refuse to make
3.0264.   

what he «personally» considers wrong, it is possible that he would be able to easily avoid many tragic
events in his Life.
However, together with that in Life of modern society relationships of many children with
their parents and relatives represent a vivid example of how easily adults themselves become constant
hostages of selfish and unpredictable, far from the perfection personalistic Worlds of their spoilt and
capricious children, who unhesitatingly manipulate them on the slightest of questions or pretexts,
where their personal Interests are involved. These relations more resemble not relative relations, but
commands of hysterical boss to their subordinates, who just do not have any right to object or have
own opinion.
3.0265.   

Usually such dominant individualism powerfully supported by egocentric SFUURMMForms of greediness and resentful temper, envy or jealousy, self-conceit and arrogance results in the
most dramatic and tragic outcomes for all the participants of such one-sided relations, because egoism,
impulsiveness, no predictability and inexperience of manipulator definitely initiate intensification of
refocusings of all «subordinated» into protoformal Directions (usually — immediately into multiple
non-lluuvvumic Directions). Exactly that situation I refer to when I mention subjective «staying» of
people in compelling circumstances, created by disharmonious SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of someone else’s sporadic Worlds.
3.0266.   

Existing difference which is discovered during subterransive psychical reactions of
different people on one and the same manifestations of surrounding Life can be explained by the
fact that each of us observes events based on «own» Notions, vie which he or she has formed «own»
personalistic World. Though these «personal» reactions qualitatively very strongly differ from each
other, nevertheless they are incomprehensibly connected between each other by one and the same
circumstances and events, closely «interwoven» and «connecting» all people, animal and plants with
each other on the Levels of actively realized by them emanations, psychonations and karmonations
(Thoughts, Feelings, Desires, Words and Actions). In addition, the more qualitative is Focus Dynamics
of «personality», the clearer, deeper and sooner that «personality» will be capable to recognize —
in every moment of changing each other events — those (perhaps, completely elusive for others)
characteristic signs by which «its own» personalistic World (thoroughly formed by it based on its
established life priorities and values) differs from sporadic Worlds of other people.
3.0267.   

Each of representatives of different kinds and types of animals realizing through all the
multiple subjective Notions typical of their Self-Consciousness Form also forms own perception of
surrounding reality in the identical way, and relative to signs of different-Qualitativeness of their
Focus Dynamics we can also use such terms as «own» and «someone else’s» Worlds. For example, if
a person enters a stable and very close psycho-mental contact with its pet, their Focus Dynamics can
intertwine on the level of SFUURMM-Forms structuring their personalistic Worlds. Experiencing a
very strong attachment, unreasonable (to the demonstration of obvious foolishness) love to an animal,
its owner can become just a participant of «a crowd of extras» in personalistic World of that animal
and thus go to a state of huge dependency from specific wishes, needs, and even just «innocent»
caprices and pranks of the pet, which may result not only in the harm from such upbringing done
to other animals, but also in serious traumas, injuries and even fatal outcome done to people, in
particular to little children.
3.0268.   

Such refocusings into Worlds of own pets are demonstrated by «people» who, for example,
visit countless beauty salons for cats and dogs, where at an incredible rates their pets are washed
with expensive shampoos, get hair done, a perm, a massage, recoloring, an expensive suit made, and
then take them in a special and very expensive restaurant for a meal. Some of such owners leave
their domestic animals entire multimillion fortune, not even having a thought that for that money
they could feed and dress many people in need, build schools or hospitals, or, in the end, shelters for
homeless people.
3.0269.   

These are just a few of existing in our Life vivid examples of not only the influence of
«dog’s» and «cat’s» Worlds on human’s, but vise or verse — forced impact of human Notions on
realizational abilities of «cat’s» and «dog’s» personalistic Worlds, as we just cannot know, or at least
even reliably suggest if these animals actually do want to live in such — comfortable from our
viewpoint — conditions? these are not them who voluntarily chose how, where and with whom
they live, but these are us who using our human Notions about well-being, forcedly place them in
such circumstances, which cannot anyhow be chosen by them, who strive as cherished Life Goals to
uniting with own kind and with nature.
3.0270.   

People who are guided in their choices by Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of two lower
IISSIIDI-Centers (through which realize representatives of cosmic civilizations of ungs and argllaamurs,
ssvoouns and inglimilins) and due to that entirely focused only on egoistic-materialistic perception
of the surrounding reality, naturally for them consider all the Life circumstances too one-sided and
categorical, based only on their own limited perception of each specific situation, and therefore either
do not think about such «issues» (about «own» and «someone else’s» Worlds), or just not capable
to sense these evident for others difference. As a result of the existence of such subjective and often
absolutely opposite by their essence views on the same events, Life circumstances of such people are
often followed by many cases of misunderstanding and confusion, conflicts and divisiveness, troubles
and misfortune, which in all their inevitability and predeterminacy compose for each of them main
educational-empirical and spiritually-educational basis, due to which they constantly improve.
3.0271.   

As it was already mentioned, main Life goals and specific Notions about ways to achieve
them differ in much or less degree among various people and sometimes take dually opposite positions
relative to the goals and tasks of other people, which, regardless of the degree of their qualitativeness,
urgency and usefulness for all the rest society, also remain not less important and valuable for them,
than your own — for you. Therefore you in your Life constantly confront with attempts of the
direct «interfering» or even rough aggressive «intrusion» in «your» personalistic World of powerful
SFUURMM-Forms from sporadic Worlds of all the multitude of other people, not only surrounding
you, but actively involved in creative dynamic of your subterransive development scenario (were you,
undoubtedly, play the main and decisive role) as a certain necessary — only for you! — «meaningful
content» (speaking in a «movie language» as a background, extras, side characters).
3.0272.   

Manifested together with you in your subterransive scenario, they all «perform» the most
diverse «secondary roles»: by their subjective Conceptions, activity and choices, and also objective
skills and abilities they create (through the activity of chakram persons of certain Levels of IISSIIDICenters) a necessary background for your creative realization — as a «main character» in your
3.0273.   

scenario. However, you should not forget that you also, as «somebody else’s» for you «personalities,» in
the same way, willingly or unwillingly, resonationally involve or roughly intrude by your personalistic
Focus Dynamics personalistic Worlds of other people (sporadic relative to you), but now already not
as a «main character,» but as a performer of a «secondary role» or a participant of various «extras.»
In other words, subjectively appear not to leave with your Focus Dynamics your «own»
scenario (and in reality constantly refocusing into different scenarios of your rotational Cycle that
more correspond to your choices), you become participant of someone else’s sporadic Worlds.
Exceptions are those cases where you in any situations and circumstances continue to persistently
and tendentiously hold on to (not necessarily — defend) your principled positions (views, believes,
priorities) on every arising for you question.
3.0274.   

In circumstances of your focusing in sporadic Worlds, you inevitable face an urgent question:
WHO ARE YOU? In every moment of your existence you represent either self-conscious Form-Creator,
who purposefully and consciously creates «own» variant of subjective Reality by thoroughly reasoned
regulating in Focus Dynamics of peculiar to you SFUURMM-Forms, Thoughts, Feelings, Desires and
Aspirations, realizing through your, renitively and specifically perceived by you, choices and actions;
either you (in more degree through primitive SVUULL-VVU-conglomerates) express someone else’s
chaotic, instinctive, impulsive realizations, who only by its own discretion, without consideration of
your opinion and interests, activates Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness through egoistic
SFUURMM-Forms of karmic Channels of two lower IISSIIDI-Centers.
3.0275.   

Let us assume that you set a very high Goal. In order to achieve it, you should bring your
SFUURMM-Forms in full qualitative correspondence with f-Configurations of NUU-VVU-StereoTypes which structure those Worlds’ Form-systems, groups of STCs and development scenarios,
where your Goal is already achieved. For the promptest realization of that task, you need to learn
as renitively and persistently as possible to fixate with your Focus Dynamics in much more specific
SFUURMM-Forms of the «picture» that describes all the details of not only your «personal,» but also
surrounding your circumstances, accompanying the final realization of your Goal. If someone tries
to correct your Focus Dynamics by SFUURMM-Forms and Interests extrinsic to you, you should find
forces and abilities inside to be able to go own way, even in most difficult and critical situations, and
continue to refocus in the chosen by you Direction of life creativity.
3.0276.   

It is extremely difficult to carry that out because very often the conditions of your «personal»
Life (work, finance, place of residence, faith and so on) fully and in most degree do not depend
on your own expectations and preferences, but serve somebody or strictly regulated by someone/
something (authorities, work collective, business partners, state, religion, moral laws, rights and so
on). However, the most difficult and dangerous is that you very often are mistaken when falling
under someone else’s strong destructive or just manipulative influence, keep thinking that you still
continue moving to the set Goal. No, at insufficient fidelity to principles, resolution, determination,
Aspiration to the Goal and Responsibility towards yourself, your Way to the goal will be filled with all
possible interferences and obstacles — someone else’s Interests and Conceptions, opinions and views,
criteria and Wishes, which do not coincide with your «personal» ones.
3.0277.   

However, very often your impatience, uncontrollable urge to achieve the desired as soon
as possible in spite of full absence of psycho-spiritual mechanisms and resources necessary for that,
do not help, but powerfully restrain you from advancing to the Goal, as they focus you not on real
achievements, but on ephemeral, illusory and far-fetched expectations skillfully fabricated by you
Images of yourself. If you are very strongly fascinated by unreal, imaginary perspectives, but not real
possibilities, and believe that the desired will manifest in your life in some «miracle» way, without
much effort, usually — in the most inopportune moment of imagined by you, Life — all your dreams
and plans for a favorable «future» may fall apart as a house of cards under enduring power of objective
circumstances — necessary conditions for the realization in «your» scenario of «someone else’s»
(sporadic) Worlds. Therefore in the beginning of determination and thoroughly planning your Way
to your goal you need to uncompromisingly, dispassionately and without the slightest exaggeration
(this is the case when it is better to underestimate something in you, than fabulate something that
does not exist, as you will not be able to practically use it) analyze and really estimate all your qualities,
possibilities and perspectives.
3.0278.   

Very often f-Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms which you use to carry out your
subterransive refocusing process in their quality are yet very far from the ideal, which are necessary
for prompter achieving too high Goals for the scenarios of the given groups of STCs. Therefore, you
should first thoroughly think, model and try to achieve many intermediate goals, go through some
less qualitative svilgs-spherational realizations, in order to consequently focus in specifically those
NUU-VVU-Forms whose f-Configurations have more and more initially insufficient to you Qualities
Aspects of the synthesized Levels necessary for achieving the main Goal.
3.0279.   

Particularly that regards the deliverance from your Focus Dynamics of all multiple
SFUURMM-Forms provoking active manifestation of aggressive, negative or rough sexual reactions,
which is completely incompatible with your fulfilling highly spiritual tasks and obtaining stable
extrasensory abilities, which will impose on you an increased «personal» Responsibility for every
synthesized Though, Feeling, Word and Action. Thus, using at own discretion (i.e. The way particularly
you consider exactable!) one day «secondary characters» another day «participants of everyday
extras» (at work, in a family, in a street, in transport and so on), you either move to the set Goal as
the main Creator of «own» personalistic World, or — completely imperceptibly and unexpectedly for
yourself — involve yourself into someone else’s sporadic World and immediately turn into one of the
participants of its «extras.»
3.0280.   

All the Worlds of your conscious manifestation ALREADY EXIST, they all — in absolute
fullness of your possible subjective Notions about own existence and supposed nature of your purpose
on the Earth — already initially exist in skrruullerrt system of Macrocosmos. In each Worlds’ Formsystem you play a certain role, possess some skills, are placed in certain life circumstances: you either
somehow solve all your problems and live happily, creatively-fruitfully or give up and fall flowing
into deep depressive states. Therefore initially you should clearly and hierarchically set priorities of
consistent achieving your main Life Goals, then select the most urgent and top-priority, specify them
in general details, combine in a certain priority ranking and consequences of achieving, gradually
more and more understanding and realizing through that psycho-mental process WHO you are in
your «present» and WHO you should represent in the most favorable variants of your «future» —
first the «nearest» and then the more «distant» one.
3.0281.   

Occasionally comparing these Notions, you can better realize on what stage of the Way
to your main Goal your are located in every moment of your «present.» This is the main condition
for refocusings into those from already existing variants of «your» personalistic Worlds, where the
given Goal has been already achieved. Every moment our Life makes us face various manifestations
of life creativity of other people. Depending on the qualitativeness of our own Notions, we interpret
that creativity by such words as «evil,» «rage,» «hatred,» «envy,» «indifference,» «love,» «kindness,»
«understanding,» «patience,» «sympathy» and many others. However, are these people such as we
interpret them in our subjective understanding?
3.0282.   

Of course not! their relationship with us — that is only what specifically in the given
moment and in the given specific circumstances each of them is able to generate and «project» into
the surrounding his or her World through own psycho emotional system, through the Level of SelfConsciousness temporary activated in focused by him or her NUU-VVU-Form. It is not important
by means of exactly what kind of Notions each of the rest people perceives them, — that is their
creativity that is manifestation of their «personal» understanding of «own self,» that is their own
Lives which they are free to manage at their own discretion.
3.0283.   

To keep the state of presence in own personalistic World, it is very important to always
understand if each of your reaction to any realization of their life creativity (relative to you «personally»
or to someone else) corresponds achieving your main Life Goal of that personal Interpretation
to which NUU-VVU-Configuration you are consciously and persistently try to bring closer Focus
Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness. If your «current» reactions do not correspond to your Notions
about those variants of «yourself» in «future» who have already reached the set Goal, in that case you,
thereby, completely imperceptibly for yourself, through unnoticed by you reactions and realizations,
have already unconsciously refocused into «someone else’s» sporadic World and now perform in
someone else’s scenario subsidiary, secondary role. It means that it is already not you, but someone
else controls and coordinates your refocusing process, and you from the «main character» in «own»
World where you play a decisive role in choosing means of achieving the set Goal, have turned into
a «participant of extras,» for who someone else’s scenario can unfold in a completely unpredictable
way.
3.0284.   

In addition, if you further continue to display even more lack of principles, cowardice,
inconstancy and lack of character, you can turn into «stump double,» i.e. a dubbing actor of a real
«main character» instead of whom you will constantly perform all the dangerous «tricks,» in other
words you will become a kind of «scapegoat.» Such situations and circumstances (accidents, disease,
crime committed without premeditation, imprisonment, dismissal from prestigious job and so on)
may arise, when you through uncontrolled by you reactions take responsibility for those life Lessons
which that «personality» should have been carrying out, into whose sporadic World you refocused
— through your subjective relation to something or someone, through some specific reactions
(Thoughts, Emotions and Actions).
3.0285.   

Life Lessons are consequences of your actions which already do not correspond to your
former life goals and tasks, your incipient Notions and your, already in a sufficient degree having
been released in some previous temptations and implemented Interests, spiritual Essence, which you
3.0286.   

have subconsciously determined for yourself as the highest priority Value. Because the fact of the
presence in Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness of stable spiritual Aspiration does not mean
at all that in your Life there already cannot manifest all possible difficulties and obstacles, generated
by high tensorness (qualitative difference) between your old regular Interests and new ones, which
you yet do not understand in details. On the contrary, the number of complex and unpredictable
situations in your Life, demanding from you completely other approach and qualitatively different
decisions, increases like an avalanche, which makes you repeatedly think about the correctness of
your new preferences.
Because when the tensorness increases between what you have already succeeded to reach,
renitively understand and profoundly learn, and that new yet unexperienced, which attracts you with its
mystery and expectation of certain discoveries, in your Focus Dynamics there immediately increases
engagement of SFUURMM-Forms with qualitatively new for your Form-Creators interconnections,
which forms an intense dissonance between general FD of focused by you group of STCs and your
own FD, which is actively busy in the search of those new evident signs absent in the given group of
Continuums (or in the presently focused by you development Direction). However, you have decided
to find them by all means and cognize. That is when in your Life certain circumstances appear
which you interpret as Lessons (difficult choices, unexpected decisions, radical change of views,
tastes, priorities, accompanied by — due to the lack of necessary Experience — all possible collisions,
catastrophes, «personal» dramas, breaking-up old relations and building new ones). In such unstable
physical states, it is very easy to lose important orienting points to the set Goal, start hesitating in its
correctness, value, and begin searching something else, interchangeably engaging into the «ocean» of
surrounding you sporadic Worlds.
3.0287.   

As a matter of fact, even if you have not done anything yet, but only think about something
or someone far from your best Notions about «future yourself,» you immediately automatically
change the earlier chosen by you Vector of qualitative orientation of subterransive refocusings,
«having reprojected» your Focus Dynamics from the group of favorable scenarios (where you are
the «main character») into the other — in outward appearance almost the same, but qualitatively
completely different! — group of less favorable or entirely dramatic for you scenarios, where your
role is to be an obedient «participant of extras,» where nothing depends on you (until you will show
corresponding to your Goal principality, outstanding persistence and determination). However, as
soon as you establish new priorities and decisively convince yourself that your new Life Goal is much
more important and desired than previous, you immediately from someone else’s sporadic World
refocus into «your own» personalistic World. The same effect begins when you being disappointed
in your new acquirements and progress, return to your previous Goal.
3.0288.   

If you by some psychical qualities quite strongly resonate with many SFUURMM-Forms
peculiar to the «main character,» having got into his scenario, you — through many similar UUVVU-conglomerates — set between Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousnesses Forms quite a
huge number of covarllert energy-informational interconnections, which makes your Destinies very
similar in many ways. Then you, as an active participant of «extra» of someone else’s scenario, facing
some negative events meant for particular reactions of the «main character,» react in the similar
way or even faster than he. Now you, not him (or both of you) become killer, robber, rapper or scum
making Life of many people miserable.
3.0289.   

Very often on a prisoners' dock we can find not real culprits of a crime but those who
got into someone else’s sporadic Mir, having neither strength nor willpower, nor elementary reason
to resist the powerful influence of someone else’s SFUURMM-Forms. In fact, you get into situations
analogous to those in which «main characters» in the «neighboring» duvuyllerrt scenarios inevitably
get themselves. Conviction of guiltless, forceful «imprisonment» in psycho ward or «getting hooked
«in usage of illegal drugs, auto accidents and other types of crashes done not by your fault, getting
tickets for the planes, trains and motor ships, which later crash, and many-many other things without
which you do well in more favorable scenarios, all that I call unconscious «stunt.»
3.0290.   

No one can know what destiny and life span is meant for your various «personal»
Interpretations in any of sporadic scenarios, as all they represent only Interests and specific conditions
for the development of their «main characters.» For example, in order for the «main character» to
learn something or get some subjective Experience (skills, views, psycho-mental states), it becomes
possible for you either to die in aero-, auto-, railroad- catastrophe, or to sink due to someone else’s
falsehood or carelessness, or to «die» due to someone’s greediness or irresponsibility, or to become
a victim of «an accident» occurring due to someone’s slovenliness, levity, or ambitions of the «main
character» and so on. In other words, in every sporadic World all your «Deaths» serve only necessary
informational «material» for purposeful psycho-mental influence on the «main characters,»
possibilities to exert effective influence in the necessary moment on creative processes in someone’s
Self-Consciousness.
3.0291.   

If you stay in that time in «your» personalistic World, show in the necessary moment
a little more persistence, determination or commitment to principles relative to the things not
corresponding to your Goals and to more qualitative Notions about yourself — all the circumstances
leading in someone else’s scenario to your «wreck» or natural «death,» at once will qualitatively
change in your Focus Dynamics and finish not so tragically and, possibly, even quite favorably.
3.0292.   

You can be a «main character» in «own» personalistic World, only when you take an active
principled position corresponding to your Goals and Tasks, in other words when you consciously
act in everything strictly in accordance with your own principles and Notions, always control your
Thoughts, Feelings and Desires, and uncompromising relative to everything that is out of the estimated
by your signs set of your main Goal, thoroughly filtering out from your Focus Dynamics SFUURMMForms which by their qualitativeness already cannot be typical of you in your favorable «future.» If
in «your own» personalistic World you are an absolute master of the situation, in «someone else’s»
sporadic Mir, you only an unconscious participant of circumstances, where you will not know for
sure the role prepared «personally» for you and how exactly you are supposed to be used. In every
sporadic Mir, into where you, willingly or unwillingly, periodically refocus, there is own «main
character,» for whom a specially formed scenario with your unconscious participation is performed.
3.0293.   

However, not only the degree of your principality, but also the qualitativeness of your
subterransive reactions in general are fully determine those circumstances which are organized
around you in sporadic Worlds. The more you will try to correct your Focus Dynamics according
to Notions and Configuration of Self-Consciousness of «personality,» in which personalistic World
3.0294.   

you refocus, the more your Destiny will be formed on the basis of the development of its Destiny,
the quality of which will absolutely and fully will be determined not by some outside attributes and
«scene decorations» of Life, but by the quality of its choices and actions, manifested through certain
specific Thoughts, Feelings, Desires, Aspirations and Actions.
Let us assume that you are planning to make a decision on something very important
for the process of your further improvement or are carrying out your current plans, but here rings
a phone and someone once again radically interferes in your decisions, plans and actions. Although
you do not know, what exactly might happen in the next moment, you approximately might imagine
in what spectrum of development you have the closest perspectives in the planned project. Therefore,
of course, it is necessary, reacting in a corresponding way to multiple calls (and also requests, orders
and negative circumstances, to various aggressive information coming from newspapers, television,
radio, internet), always stay in the sphere of activity of only your own Notions about the way
everything should be organized around you and with you — from the point of view of creating the
best perspectives and supporting conditions for the fastest realization of your cherished Goal.
3.0295.   

If after your conversation you will contemplate and choose more intellectual-altruistic
position having reasonably motivated unforeseen Information as a possible part of your current
Program of self-development on the Way to achieving your Goal that will not initiate your refocusings
into sporadic World of those who has just by the phone (or in any other way) requested something
from you or asked you a favor, which might negatively influence the realization of your current plans.
Your reaction to every unexpected «intrusion» in your plans of someone or something should NOT
be categorically negative only because just a second ago it was not included in the list of activities
planned by you. Because in that case, aspiring to reach highly spiritual Goals you may refuse to help
a blind or a disabled, a child or parents only because you have planned a meditation or reading a
useful literature for that time, or something else, which does not include your distraction for fulfilling
someone’s request (you should also take into consideration its qualitativeness).
3.0296.   

Sincere and scrupulous fulfilling of someone’s request may be much more useful for your
spiritual growth, than what you have planned, and it will be able to get you much faster to a desired
Goal, — you only need to notice each of these possibilities, not fixated too much on yourself, your own
profit (even though, in your opinion, more «spiritual» than what you have been proposed), learn to
positively motivate for yourself — as potential possibilities for your growth — many unpleasant and
poorly timed requests, unexpected visits and unpredictable actions of other people. As soon as you
find similar motivation and gladly accept unexpected circumstance as inevitable, but yet potentially
useful and spiritually beneficial for you, you will again refocus into «your own» personalistic World.
3.0297.   

I would also like to note that people who constantly talk on the phone and are practically
never free from phone conversations, or whose watching television too much and for too long, listening
successively all the news, thereby heavily and for a long fill their Focus Dynamics with differentQualitative content of these informational flows, — in fact, all these people most part of their life
focus in «someone else’s» sporadic Worlds. They completely do not realize that their «own» actual
World just does not exist. «their» World, their behavior, their «future» always depend on someone
and are corrected by someone: someone’s calls, orders, opinions, rules, relations, laws and so on.
3.0298.   

Those who were not able to enter the Path of more conscious life creativity become in
a huge degree depended on various circumstances, emergences, accidents and other events, which
happen in particular to them because they are yet have not been able to renitively comprehend their
Path and have never seriously thought about the genuine meaning of their existence, about main Goals
and Tasks of their Life. They only chaotically refocus from sporadic World of one «personality» to
sporadic Worlds of many other «personalities,» changing during the day a huge number of «someone
else’s» Worlds, which get them not much closer to their own Goal, and, mostly, take them away from it.
3.0299.   

Though it is very difficult to sense and detect in time the beginning of your regular
involvement in someone else’s scenario and realize that you are not already a «main character» in your
Life, but until you learn to do it, you will have to constantly be affected by the results of someone else’s
— more powerful than yours — willpower, actively influencing most of your decisions, your current
plans and qualitativeness of SFUURMM-Forms forming Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness.
Good if that influence will come from the «personalities» more harmonious and spiritually developed
than yourself, however, more often it is just the other way around: you have to almost regularly
adjust your choices to «personal» interests or someone else’s more primitive SFUURMM-Forms, only
because your more qualitative decisions or remarks can offend, enrage, disappoint, bother someone
or disarray, make someone jealous, want to revenge, criticize, argue, show contempt and so on. Very
often, demonstrating your principled position, which is considered by a wider public to be critical
and inappropriate, you lose friends, like-minded people and associates in some life area, and, as a rule,
acquire many secret enemies, cunning detractors, for who your honesty and principality becomes
just «a kick in their throat.»
3.0300.   

Therefore, more often you prefer not to tell people the truth about their shortcomings,
mistakes, but usually keep silence in the presence of cads, impudent fellows, douchebags and
scoundrels, in full obedience and slavishly obeying feeble-minded and egoistic orders of different
authorities, bosses, the powerful and strongest, who are pleased to manage your Destiny at own
discretion and ride roughshod over you on all the levels of bureaucratic hierarchy… It is possible to
infinitely count miserable and ugly results of your everyday toad-eating, but that will not get each
of you closer to a real opportunity — already from that second! — to start creating «your own»
personalistic World only with the help of your own, more qualitative and perfect views, spiritual
values and material priorities. Not having done it now, you will continue to stay further in your Life
an unconscious prisoners and hostages of someone else’s scenarios, plans, interests and Life, where
something completely different from your expectations and aspirations is «written» for you, where
you are surrounded by not those «people» and circumstances that should get your closer to the
realization of your plans.
3.0301.   

How to understand, recognize and according to what criteria differ «own» Worlds from
«someone else’s,» how to correctly react to many compelling and unforeseen circumstances, which
every moment invade your Life uninvited via unexpected phone calls, a stroke of catchwords and
phrases mercilessly stealing your peace, spiritual balance and serene pleasance? Because it is not
possible to get away from that, to hide or cover under a made-up mask of indifference and unconcern
trying to avoid slightest disharmonious contacts, emotional arguments, important decisions and
radical actions.
3.0302.   

There is no special wisdom here: you only need to maintain ground and not to stand
down to everything that is disharmonious relative to your ideal Notion about Who You are in your
favorable «future,» well-thought-out and formed by you on the basis of the most intellectual and
altruistic SFUURMM-Forms and affectative Aspirations, confidently and firmly directing the process
of your refocusings into the direction of the fastest achieving the Goals at hand. It means that you
should learn to react to every change of circumstances (phone calls, someone’s orders, directives, laws
and rules, someone’s remarks or actions, persuasions and threats, towards different events and so on
and so forth) in such a way so that not to anyhow contradict your own principled life position.
3.0303.   

Your Reaction to any event in your Life determines if the frequency of vibrations of your
Thoughts, Emotions, Desires and Actions in your reaction to the given event gets into that, acceptable
for you, spectrum of relationships that you have a right to use if you want to as effectively as possible
continue to refocus towards the cherished Goal. In that process it is not possible to do without
persistent cultivation in your Self-Consciousness of a pressing need to make only intellect-altruistic
choices. It means that you should learn to refer to each of your choice relatively uncompromised and
biased: does it include simultaneously signs of high-sensual Intellect (or at least reasonableness) and
characteristic signs of high-intellectual Altruism (or at least unselfishness)? If you are not able to
find similar signs, it is better to delay making that choice, wait out, think it over, and if you continue
being completely honest, soon the variant corresponding to that conditions will be sure to appear.
You will spend a little more time and psychical efforts, but win in the effectiveness of more qualitative
refocusing.
3.0304.   

Let me draw your attention to the following: there is a huge difference between the states of
being forced to act altruistically (for example, under a powerful pressure of unforeseen circumstances
or because it is benefiting you in the given situation) and actually being Altruistic, because the state
of getting at least some «personal» benefit from an altruistic action (except moral and spiritual
satisfaction) is not possible by definition. The same regards the signs of high-sensual Intellect, which
are often very conveniently replaced by dogmatic intellectualizing, selfish deliberativeness and
rationality, profitability, deception, mercenariness and survival.
3.0305.   

Here is only one criteria: mental component of the given sign should be deprived of any
«personal» benefit and status seeking (selfish) interest in possible results of the choice made by
you. It is clear that the prevailing majority of you are not able to make such choices, but without
relentless pursuit to that, you will never be able to become a Human. That Principle of choices can be
established in your Self-Consciousness only if you constantly — from hour to hour, from day to day
and from year to year — will be able to live and create under the guidance of SFUURMM-Forms of
lluuvvumic Direction, which orient you to achieving the state of Creative Cosmic Potentiality — high
Intellect and absolute Altruism, constantly inspiring you to exert Kindness and unconditional Love
to Everything Being, to spiritual Unity with Everything.
3.0306.   

Throughout the ages people had to be satisfied with the Life that mostly did not correspond
neither to their principled positions, nor to their Desires, necessities, Aspirations, constantly exerting
cowardice and faint heartedness, experiencing strong dependence from high-handedness of
imperfect laws and corrupted leadership, someone’s flaws, caprice and biased selfish opinions. Does
3.0307.   

that mean that all those people forcedly focused themselves only in someone’s sporadic Worlds? It
is not so, because in order to realize in «own» and not «someone else’s» World, you need reactions
corresponding to your «personal» life position, reflecting your SFUURMM-Forms, your notions about
relationships in the society.
It is not a secret that poor-spirited and double-faced attitudes as well as, on the contrary,
caddish, cynical and unprincipled positions are main guide to action for many people, contributing
the fast achieving of their self-interested and immoral goals, survival at all costs, status seeking
realizations, obtaining power over others, fame and wealth. They do not recognize other criteria of
life values, do not know them and categorically, aggressively cross any attempts to convince them
otherwise. Their main mottos: «Man is a wolf to a man,» «An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.»
Therefore they are absolutely determined that for achieving their goal they need to necessarily
deceive someone, bribe, «steamroll» over somebody, frighten, «move aside,» and if it does not work
— to cripple, sacrifice, morally destroy or physically liquidate, exterminate at any cost. They carry out
all that excitedly and with enthusiasm, fully convinced in their rightness, because such choices quite
correspond to their principles and life goals.
3.0308.   

Therefore executing someone’s kill order or pleasing someone, praising or discrediting
someone, continuously making abhorrent deed, they do not necessarily refocus themselves into
someone else’s sporadic Worlds, because their reactions and decisions do not contradict to their
own Notions about Life. Because the most important distinguishing sign of your focusing in «own»
World is that your choices are quite agree with your principles, with which help you achieve the set
goal. What kind of goal is it by its Essence — it is not important, because it determines only that
protoformal Direction of your refocusings into those groups of STCs, where similar goals have a real
opportunity to be reached. Such subjective notions as «good» and «evil,» moral and ethical laws do
not really apply here and do not anyhow affect the process of focusing of every «personality» either
in its personalistic World, or in any from the multitude of sporadic Worlds, when due to unfavorable
coincidence the «personality» has to do things that do not agree with its principles.
3.0309.   

Very many «people» who exercise various spiritual practices and preach «kind» and
humane teachings, due to the presence in their Self-Consciousness of powerful restricting «bounds»
and patterns that do not let them accept the Knowledge of such high intuitive Level as IISSIIDIOLOGY,
do not even suspect that they are simultaneously both Creators and main masters of «own» Worlds
of their existence, because they do not possess that Information and constantly continue to make
strategic mistakes in every their choice as well as in their life creativity. If you in your choices orientate
on a particular person, even a very nice one, but at the same time very limited in something, orthodox,
fanatically devoted to some old (or completely archaic) spiritually-religious conceptions, who even in
theory does not accept that in the World there can exist more authentic Knowledge, than the teaching
he worships, you can easily become a gullible participant of «extras» in his scenario, naively relying
upon him always making more right choices.
3.0310.   

Correcting someone’s SFUURMM-Forms according to your own Notions, you thereby
participate in the process of potential increasing qualitativeness in someone’s personalistic World,
demonstrating on your most qualitative choices availability of more effective possibilities for achieving
3.0311.   

some specific goals. It is not important if you use in that «own» or «someone else’s» SFUURMMForms, because only the achieved result will be decisive: if it is more harmonious and in more degree
corresponds to your Goals that is the state I mean by the phrase «stay in your own World.»
Therefore you should stop protecting your Perception from a different viewpoint somehow
not corresponding with your own, being afraid of getting beyond the boundaries of positional selfcontrol over the circumstances of your Life! Thus you only show your narrow-mindedness, spiritual
nonage, ignorance and bias. You should learn to separate the «wheat» from the «chaff» and do not
be afraid to use in your life creativity someone else’s «wheat» for own — spiritual and intellectual —
self-improvement.
3.0312.   

Sporadic Worlds of a huge number of people may lead to the same Goals as yours, though
ways of realizations and choices of these «people» might greatly differ from yours. Do not go to
extremes and do not thereby cultivate in yourself a fear of falling for someone’s bait that will only
indicate your narrow-mindedness, good-for-nothing anxiety and low quality of represented by you
Goals and Tasks of intellectually-spiritual development. You should try to find everywhere and in
everything rational grain of Truth, one way or another in tune with your Worldview, and only in
the situations of facing attitudes principally diametrical to your own, find in yourself strength and
arguments to convince opponents that you are right in a reasoned manner.
3.0313.   

Imagine that some of you practicing one of scientific, philosophic or religious conception
would meet me and only because I describe absolutely unimaginable for you things, would not
interact with me, being afraid to get under the influence of incomprehensible by you Notions
of my personalistic World. You would be guided not by the hunger of new self-cognition, not by
the sincere aspiration to self-improvement, which is not possible without constant progress, but
only by the fear to lose support in your faith, teaching or discipline, question your usual dogmas
and conventional Conceptions, without which you are not able to anyhow think about «yourself.»
Yes, if you avoid communication with me, you will not refocus into my more perfect (from my
subjective, lluuvvumic viewpoint) personalistic World, but therefore you would lose the possibility
to improve «your own» more primitive and limited World with more qualitative SFUURMM-Forms.
3.0314.   

If you gain Experience from people who aspire to the same Goal as you and who have
— at more qualitative, than you do, Levels of Knowledge — highly developed Will, Purposefulness,
Confidence and Responsibility, it makes sense, analyzing their choices, to take a close look at their
decisions and in a corresponding way correct «own» personalistic World by more qualitative
decisions. Focusing on them you, in fact, configure your own Focus Dynamics to advancing in the
same development Direction. In other words, you take for yourself as an example all the best from
the other spiritually and intellectually more developed «personality,» who, in your opinion, in the
given situation would behave more correct than you do, and act exactly the way it would do. Making
such «compilations» you gradually improve the quality of your SFUURMM-Forms, which means
developing focused by you NUU-VVU-Configurations that structure more harmonious groups of
STCs, where in your development scenarios there is already a considerable change in your life Goals,
Tasks and ways of achieving them.
3.0315.   

«Borrowing» someone’s more perfect SFUURMM-Forms, soon you adjust to them so well
that start considering them your own and forget who you used to be. Thus, constantly transforming
your, less satisfying you, Notions into Notions more corresponding to your worldview, you consistently
improve your «own» personalistic World. You cannot — totally and permanently — focus only in
someone else’s scenario, because you constantly correct your choices, and if you make a mistake you
always have a chance to change situation by behaving the way you consider right.
3.0316.   

However, if someone’s choices in principle do not contradict yours and you agree with
them, you make your choices from «own» personalistic World, while the other person makes them
in «own» personalistic World, and nobody depends on anyone in that. Accepting from someone
something that you consider appropriate, you do not refocus in someone else’s scenarios. If you
see in a person something good that you do not have yet, it does not mean that you have become
dependent from it, — you have just copied into «own» personalistic World those SFUURMM-Forms
which attracted you in someone’s sporadic Mir, because they renitively correspond to your Goal.
3.0317.   

Yes, it is possible that in other situations that person from whom you have taken example
might not be able to act as you do, but, on the plus side, his SFUURMM-Form about the possibility itself
of making such choices has already become yours. You constantly take knowledge and information
from books, films, internet, Mass Media in the forms of writers’, scriptwriters’, producers’, journalists’,
blogers’ SFUURMM-Forms — of many specific «personalities» who have represented their Notions
in the form of Thoughts, Words, have put their Feelings, their vision of possible development of
relationships. They might not act the way they wish to, but that does not make Notions stated by
them less valuable for you, who has decided to improve your Focus Dynamics with their help to
achieve your Goal.
3.0318.   

But, unfortunately, due to undersynthesizedness of Levels of your lower IISSIIDI-Centers
and lack of experience necessary in the given Existence Levels, you have to periodically «shift»
your Focus of Close Attention to the Levels with SFUURMM-Forms incompatible with your Goals.
You understand that these Levels of your thinking and feeling do not correspond to that highly
spiritual Image and Ideal in Which you aspire to realize. You should find and assimilate convincing
SFUURMM-Form of positive Motivation that will reason you into the necessity to consciously go
through that temporary, intermediate stage of svilgs-spherational transformational change in your
Focus Dynamics in order to then, after Synthesis of lacking Experience, return to the Goal again.
3.0319.   

Imagine that we go along the road and suddenly there appears a swampland. We have
tried to go one side around the swamp, but it is impossible to pass there, tries to go to the other side
— but it is even worse there: a cliff, a precipice, a rapid river. All that is left to do is either try to go
straight through the swamp or refuse from the possibility to go further. Therefore, we start crossing
the swamp, but not in order to dip into it and spend the whole life in the mud, smell, among decaying
rottenness and horrible stench. Having weighed all the variants we admit that it is not possible to
achieve the Goal without going through that swamp — there is no other road, and it means that we
will have to go through it if we actually want to reach our Goal. We scramble through thicket and
mud warmed by the Thought on how thoroughly we will wash, clear and tidy ourselves after walking
out of the swamp to continue going further to the set Goal along the clean road. We consciously pass
3.0320.   

through objective circumstances not for these circumstances (sex, status seeking, negative reactions),
but for achieving much higher Goals.
It is necessary to renitively understand that, because we should firmly keep exactly that
saving and sobering Though in our Self-Consciousness in every moment of lowering Focus of Close
Attention into depliative realizational Levels, as if encouraging ourselves: «Yes, I agree that is against
my principles, my views, my Notions about Who I should become, but I have to do it, because in
the opposite case in the structure of my Self-Consciousness there will not go Synthesis of EnergyInformation of necessary quality, which means that my Configuration will not be able to connect
into singe whole with That more perfect Form, to Which I aspire.» You just should fill that qualitative
«gap» with deep and diverse Experience of self-cognition in certain situations.
3.0321.   

When you fall to low qualitative reactions, to some inner aggression, blame or rough
sexuality, you should notice that as soon as possible and try to go through, experience these moments
in such a conscious way so that to be able to transmute them, in other words to refocus from those
states into more qualitative form your «personal» Interpretations. of course, the process of similar
emotional experience considerably accelerates (or compresses to several seconds), if you stay in more
ampliative states, because your Focus Dynamics is structured by SFUURMM-Forms which already
contain subjective Experience from such emotions, and therefore you do not experience any interest
in their realization.
3.0322.   

The Mechanism of tuning in and refocusing into ampliative psychical states is ensured by
only high nutation Motivations, based on the deeper Understanding of cause-effect interconnections
forming absolutely all circumstances of your Life. If such — convincing for you! — Motivations are
missing or are yet unavailable for Form-Creators of your FD, in a destructive situation you need to
try to «rely» at least on the deep Belief that «everything happening to you and around you already
exists and exists for the greater good» (even if in that moment you cannot observe any slightest
signs of that greater good). Trust this universal Motivation, and then you will be able to promptly
overcome an inner crisis.
3.0323.   

The faster you are able to dispassionately estimate the current situation, having noticed and
detected yourself in a negative state, the sooner you realize yourself being angry, outraged, criticizing,
extremely excited and sincerely wish to «sacrifice» to your higher Goal all your demanding realization
status seeking (arrogance, critical philosophy, impatience, antagonism), the higher will be the degree
of transmutation of Configurations of these SVUULL-VVU-conglomerates into already peculiar for
you ampliative Experience and transformation of your Focus Dynamics into SFUURMM-Forms of
higher Levels of your Self-Consciousness. The quicker a destructive realization will pass, and there
appear awareness that you are not interested in that any longer. You already will not react so sharply
and sensitively to former unfavorable situations. Even if you allow a negative reaction, you should
clearly understand that it is caused by the temporal imperfection of your «current» NUU-VVUConfiguration that you know that and take all the measures in order not to repeat previous mistakes.
3.0324.   

You might have a question: «Does someone’s strong attachment to somebody or something
(to the family or its separate members, to the motherland, to a certain collective and so on) mean that
3.0325.   

such a person focuses in the scenario of the person to whom he is so strongly devoted to?» Actually,
any of your attachments represents a mechanism of switching your Focus of Close Attention to the
person you are attached to. Here you should understand as soon as possible and decide what is more
important for you: either that devotion, which by its egocentric tendencies constantly distracts you
from following your cherished Goal demanding your attention, time, physical and psychical efforts,
or your Goal itself. Attachment of any degree by itself does not influence in any way your focusing in
«own» personalistic World, because it is very often in quite a big degree is formed by interconnections
of some subjective attachments to someone or somebody and based on your preferences of something
towards the other.
However, attachment as a possible reason of your refocusing into sporadic World of the
person you are devoted to, stops playing that role if you continue staying on typical of you principle
positions and do not decrease the general qualitative level of SFUURMM-Forms used by you in life
creativity. The more your reactions correspond to the Ideal you set as a Life Goal and to the qualitative
development Direction that determines a deeper Essence of all your existence on Earth, the more
stable you are focused in «own» personalistic World.
3.0326.   

For example, mother’s love to her child (or children, family) absorbs a lot of her physical
strength and creative Energy, which in other conditions could be realized in much more useful way,
for her own self-improvement in the chosen by her Direction of life creativity. However, if that woman
in spite of additional concerns, yet keeps being not less determined and loyal to her principles with
which help she wants to achieve her high Goal (that has a corresponding place for her family), then
that deep attachment will not influence the stability of her focusing in «own» World. Then her Notions
will be able to continue consistently organize in those circumstances of her Life she has dreamt about
(along with the possibility of own creative realization, in her family there will develop and remain
harmonious relationship, happiness, prosperity, understanding and mutual respect between all the
members, and so on).
3.0327.   

However, each member of her family also have own plans, Desires, Interests and
Aspirations, which each of them aspires to achieve at any cost, and which can be inconsistent with
her Goal and even diametrically opposite to it. Children are, perhaps, the most perfect psychologists
who are better than anyone in inventing ways of manipulation of their parents’ behavior and
choices. Most of them, if do not get their way peacefully or by whining and whims, quickly switch
to either aggressive tactics or demonstratively close up inside (it is also a very effective way of
manipulation).
3.0328.   

However, here the woman faces significant challenges, and sometimes just insurmountable
obstacles: either uninterrupted war for own beliefs and triumph of her plans, either constant surrender
to selfish demands or exorbitant claims of separate family members, falling of her principle Notions
into the severe dependence and powerful manipulation from the side of less qualitative SFUURMMForms and, in the end, sacrificing own views, tastes, Whishes, Interests and Aspirations to the
family (or its separate members). If the mother starts reacting to her child’s behavior in the way not
corresponding to her own high Notions, pretending not to notice his discontent, temper, rudeness,
impudence and selfishness, if she does not make any attempts to change something in him with
3.0329.   

the help of persistent influence of her own SFUURMM-Forms on his Self-Consciousness, she will
soon turn into the hostage of scenario, where her child is a «main character,» and it is impossible to
predict, what role will be assigned to her in his sporadic World. Most often that role turns out to be
dramatic or tragic.
Such — constantly dependent — state of mother’s Focus Dynamics and her irresponsive
attitude to the process of education and selfish tendencies of the child can lead to when for an
effective cultivation in his Self-Consciousness of more ampliative qualities and character traits her
«Death» will be «required.» For example, once the child played with matches, lighted them, and the
mother did not tell him anything about the danger of such games. Next time, he, being curious, set
a table on fire to find out for how long it will be burning down. Again mother just a little monished
him; she never shared her Experience and did not explain him many things justifying his behavior by
inquisitiveness, curiosity and vivid interest to everything. One day his imprudence and inexperience
caused not only her death, but also deaths of many people, or loss of their material possessions. Now,
the child will have to live with that tragic Experience all his subsequent Life building on its basis
many interconnections with surrounding him sporadic Worlds.
3.0330.   

It is only one possible scenario from all the variety of multipolarizational development
Directions of the given child, which involves Destinies of many people, one way or another connected
with this family (territorially, psychically), but representing in that scenario only «working material,»
social psycho-emotional background, which is intended this way or another affect the development
of Self-Consciousness of both child and his mother. In the scenarios where representatives of that
«background» — through their persistent concerned attitude to their Destiny and more responsible
attention to the problem of improvement interconnections between them — could nevertheless
defend their more qualitative principle positions and inculcate more ampliative tendencies to the
members of the given family, they, in the peculiar for them personalistic Worlds, refocused to more
qualitative scenarios, where such tragedy either did not happen, or there turned out to be less material
losses and victims.
3.0331.   

That is why in more favorable variants of our with them «future» all the responsibility for
the upbringing and education of growing generation is imposed not on the parents, many of who
demand not less attention and help in education, but on the best specialists — psikhomodellers,
pedagogues-meditologists, educators-transtsendtologists, mentors-iissiidiologists whose Experience
and knowledge is formed in the process of renitive education of such scientific directions of the
«future,» as, for example: aaylliietics (the basis of high-sensual interconnections), sfuurmmvvulogy
(art of reconstruction of s-Reality), svuullogistics (regulation of emotional connections),
iisstllics (basis of mental interactions), koarddiirlogy (purposeful modeling of rotational Cycles),
psikhobionics (correction of bio-systems’ states), psychogenetics (influence of thoughts and feelings
on chromosomal DNA mutations), vitoskopy (telepathic communication) and many others.
3.0332.   

Yes, your Focus of Close Attention can occasionally and for a while shift anywhere, in
any Directions of life creativity, but if that strategic dynamic does not decrease the qualitativeness
of SFUURMM-Forms of manifestation diapason of your Creative Activity Focus, you still continue
to refocus to your Goal. Originating thereat qualitative svilgs-spherational transformations in your
3.0333.   

Focus Dynamics, accompanied by short-term refocusings into someone’s sporadic Worlds, — is a
result of presence in Configuration of your Self-Consciousness of «gaps» in Synthesis in certain
diapasons of Energy-Plasma of more covarllert interconnections between Aspects of some Qualities,
without which Synthesis it is simply impossible for you to carry out further refocusings into Levels
of higher frequency, structured by those STC groups where your cherished Goal is already realized.
At any second, as soon as you actively directs to the choices and actions of the «main
character» your principle (not necessarily more qualitative) mental-feeling message reflecting the
position of your Self-Consciousness, the situation and roles can immediately change. If in spite of
antagonism of potential «main characters» of any of the surrounding you sporadic Worlds, you are
able to get your own way and achieve realization of your SFUURMM-Forms, then you will become
a «main character» relative to them of your own development scenario, you, and not someone else
for you, correct and model situations at own discretion. Moreover, all the rest people whose SelfConsciousnesses went into positive or negative resonance with your Notions or actions, being with
their Focus Dynamics in your scenario, can either stay in peculiar to them personalistic Worlds (if
what you do serves their Goals as well), or refocus themselves into your «extras» ( if you win, but
your arguments do not correspond to their Notions about the possible solution of the given question
or a conflict).
3.0334.   

You are very mistaken when you consider that the fact if your principle non-participation
in something not corresponding to your Notions guarantees that you focus in your «own» World. No,
you should reinforce that position every following moment by you specific decisions, reaction, action,
preferences, opinions, which confirm (fixate in Self-Consciousness) the domination in your Focus
Dynamics of principled position of specifically yours Notions relative to someone or to something.
In the opposite case, tacitly conniving and in fact encouraging with your passivity the realization
of something you crucially do not agree, you immediately turn from a «main character» into the
participant of someone’s «extras.» Remember that silence or inactivity in most cases represents a
very active psycho-mental position manifesting in the surrounding Space the spectrum of those
vibrational Qualities which in the given moment form f-Configuration of your Self-Consciousness.
3.0335.   

Cowardly saying nothing when you do not agree with something happening around and
not trying to change the situation by declaring your «personal» opinion in public, doing nothing
when your own principles are violated and even not trying to prevent someone’s iniquity, crime
or aggression, you by that firmly and decidedly generate in Space-Time exact «coordinates» of
subsequent focusing of your rotational Cycle, as though asserting yourself that in the given moment of
your Life you are capable to manifest only in these realizational Levels of Self-Consciousness. Silence
disagreement, when you consider that something goes «the wrong way,» but do not pronounce that
in public, by that giving those depliative tendencies opportunity to activate and develop in actions,
reactions and words of other «personality» — that is also the most frequent way of your destructive
refocusing in the structures of Self-Consciousness. Thus you become the participant of «extras» in
the scenario of the given «personality.»
3.0336.   

Your passive attitude or shy (more often — just cowardly) silence in the situation when you
feel that the level of reaction of some of your relatives or friends does not correspond to the notions
3.0337.   

about the Worlds to which you aspire — is no less active position than the action that provokes the
development of low-qualitative tendencies in somebody (but in the first place — in yourself!). If
you do not take part in the discussion of some very important spiritual problems, tacitly conniving
at somebody’s mistakes, unconscious acts, deeds, seeing from outside that it can go very badly for
the person or for someone from his surrounding, lead to some serious consequences, if you connive
to somebody’s irresponsibility, complacency, slovenliness, stinginess, jealousy, envy, deceitfulness,
doublethink and so on, concealing them and justifying behavior of the other person by saying that it
is his Way, then you have chosen principally wrong position.
You should not be indifferent to anything, and especially to what does not correspond
to your SFUURMM-Forms, and should try to at least state your viewpoint to the surrounding world
— in order to even more structure and strengthen its Focus Dynamics by your more qualitative
Notions. It means when you do not have possibility to really influence the situation, you should just
disagree with that, not betray your principles in order to please someone’s hypocritical approval
or your desire to hear flattering words. Otherwise your Goal becomes unprincipled, turning into
some game contrived by you only because of your misunderstanding of the fact that your every
seemingly «casually» speculated Thought, unconscious emotion, hasty word, fleeting contemptuous
glance and even unspoken agreement with someone’s aggressive (silly, vicious, cynical) choices are
able to immediately refocus you into the most unfavorable circumstances of your Life, whence it will
be uneasy to refocus again into the previous most favorable state.
3.0338.   

Demureness and false bashfulness are synonyms of irresponsibility devolving to criminal
connivance. Such a person does not understand to what results his silence can lead, and not only
relative to the one whose deed he conceals, but, first of all, for himself. It can be compared with the
situation when you, looking at the globe, exactly know your geographical location. No matter how
the globe spins, you can anytime indicate a point on it. In other words, you should react in a certain
way, coordinated by your conscious choices, relative to something happening around you or at an
inaccessible distance from you, you always should tell exactly where you are, in which of countless
multitude of possible variations of your advanced «present» you perceive and experience yourself.
Only thus you can stabilize your Focus Dynamics in those levels of life creativity which in the highest
degree correspond to your Goals and life Tasks.
3.0339.   

Subjective and conditional division of Focus Dynamics of surrounding you reality into
«own» and «someone else’s» (sporadic) personalistic Worlds — all that is only one of a vivid and
important way of your comparing interpretation of qualitativeness of your «current» refocusing
process according to spectrums of Multipolarization of Vectors of various protoformal development
Directions. In any life situation the most important is not what you say and do, but what you think,
feel and experience and what is the degree of your own immersiveness to everything you say.
Because you can say everything you like, everything that people say and want to hear from you.
It is possible that is will be said by someone from his own false, double-faced and selfish World,
cautiously disguised as more perfect. So you, having believed to someone, also will start doing the
same, unconsciously multiplying deception, sowing the seeds of enmity and anger, antipathy and
chaos, envy and distrust.
3.0340.   

Thus multiplies and amplifies every deception build on beautiful words and appeals, but
which has completely opposite, selfish, materialistic and sometimes carefully hidden very aggressive
and misanthropic goals. Qualitativeness of your subterransive refocusings in Focus Dynamics of
the surrounding you World is determined by only your «personal» inner states. In that subjective
process only what specifically you «personally» felt thereat is important: either it was just a warning
with an objective to disapprove or it was a sincere attempt from your side to make the World of other
person better. In that case, even if you did a mistake telling the other person that he is in a disgraceful
state, your sincere inner impulse will be natural and real, but not false. Even though your Notions
are farfetched by you, however, eventually, for the stable focusings in «your» personalistic World
important only what you firmly believe in, and to what you aspire!
3.0341.   

Someone from you often tells others right, good words, however, sometimes it is done not
with a goal to help somebody to overcome some of own weaknesses, but to show once again to the
rest people own excellence in more detailed understanding of something, though exact repetition of
someone’s clever thoughts and quotations does not imply presence of wisdom in the person who has
learned them and repeat. Often even a virtuous deed is committed by you only in order to dulcify
own ultra-sensitive status seeking: something like, «Look, I can do this way, I am capable of that
as well; you think that I am bad, but I am good, I am already not the way as you thought about me
yesterday; you would not have been able to act so altruistically.»
3.0342.   

Yes, it is quite possible that under that demonstration there is hidden a sincere wish of
the «person» itself to change for the better, prove to own self and other people that he is better than
appears to be from the sidelines, however, the drive stimulus of that action is almost fully based on
status-seeking thoughts and selfish desires. Others cannot help but share their opinion and views
only because, they just cannot keep them to themselves if they see that something in the surrounding
them World happens not the way they imagine.
3.0343.   

Yes, very often, due to various subterransive unrealized desires, such people can say too
subjective words and opinions, make mistakes, be categorical, maximally strict, but nevertheless
— that is vividly expressed position of Form-Creators of their «own» Worlds, who know for sure,
what exactly they want and imagine very well how to achieve that. If they could be equipped with
high-qualitative Knowledge given a chance to cognize themselves in yet undersynthesized Levels
of own Self-Consciousness, in order to shift the spheres of their Interest from status-seeking,
selfish Levels of activity of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of two low IISSIIDI -Centers into
altruistic and high-intellectual Spheres of Creativity of aossoons and kroydls of the next pair of
Centers, then we would already focused in much more qualitative and harmonious Worlds than
these.
3.0344.   

The higher is the activity of Form-Creators of ampliative Levels of Self-Consciousness
in Focus Dynamics, the bigger and more apparent is the degree of that necessity in the assertion of
own principled viewpoints in all the Directions of its life creativity. Yes, for many others who prefer
to let everything around peacefully go its usual, known and predictable way, such people are very
inconvenient and therefore they represent powerful accelerators for their negative reactions. Each
person who has taken more qualitative and principled position relative to any Life manifestations,
3.0345.   

becomes an outcast, someone very inconvenient, unpleasant and irritating for those who look on the
same realizations in a different way. These people immediately put a hundred of labels on him, each
corresponding to own level of understanding.
However, you should go through all that and preserve in Life the most valuable for you,
bring yourself and all the rest who is present in «your own,» more qualitative, than theirs, World, to
that highest Goal you set for yourself. It is important not to come off that position, no matter how
others, who do not agree with you, draw you, push you and tempt with all possible benefits and
privileges. Accomplishing any work you should very delicately sense what you do right and what is
not, where can appear evident benefit for the rest, and where — a hidden harm. It is necessary to
constantly and uncompromisingly control the process of taking and realization of your decisions
constantly asking yourself: «Where in that choice is Me — the One who is already in the Center of
my cherished Goal? Who am I in the given situation?»
3.0346.   

In «your» personalistic World there exists no one except yourself, all the rest one way or
another focus in «your» Worlds only to give you real opportunities to actively approve yourself in
the most diverse Directions of life creativity, to let you someday, experiencing various physical states
to a greater or lesser extent, be able to sense, monitor and understand qualitative difference between
various variations of «yourself.» So that you, finally, once and for all understand: in simultaneous
Existence of Universe there is not only «you,» but also all the eternal multitude of various and differentqualitative Interpretations of Yourself. These — depliative and ampliative variants of exhiberation of
FD of your eternal «personality» (Form-Types) are united by a single, most high-spiritual, highaltruistic and high-intellectual Goal, Which is not possible to reach at any cost, and only by means of
constant refocusing into more and more qualitative states of your slloogrent Self-Consciousness. All
the rest is secondary, minor, «the thousand and one small worries of life.»
3.0347.   

Quality and specificity of the Goal play a determining role in the effectiveness of your
refocusings. The lower is qualitative Level of the set Goal, the more customary and convenient becomes
your comfortable existence in «someone else’s» — sporadic — Worlds, because it is taking a weight
of «personal» responsibility off you for decisions taken by someone (instead of you!). Such goals are
quite easy to achieve, they are easily changed into other mercantile goals, meaning that they serve a
credible mechanism of «switching» your Focus Dynamics from the most favorable circumstances of
«your» personalistic World into doubtful opportunities and situations of «someone else’s» sporadic
Worlds.
3.0348.   

High Goal, structured by the multitude of various positive Motivations, logically and
intuitively (because you, admiring It, are yet very poorly imagine yourself all Its specifics) convincing
you in the rightness of your Choice, is not connected with current priorities of values, which you are
ready to abandon for it, and thereby represents a powerful stabilizing factor for the process of your
refocusings within more universal SFUURMM-Forms of «own» personalistic World. Depending on
how firm your life philosophy is and how renitively is motivated your confidence in the importance
of your Goal, of your Notions about more qualitative «yourselves,» so will reveal your inner stability,
your firmness relative to the outer influences and someone else’s reactions.
3.0349.   

If your will be stable in the Determination to reach your own Goal as soon as possible, then
your «personal» position relative to anything will always be of critical importance. Understanding
of the necessity of constant protection and demonstration of that position will be also the most
important for you. However, you do not have to loudly prove or express through some actions own
psycho-mental state, — it often happens that you can keep or express deeper own principled position
in some circumstances through calmness and self-restraint, and not through wanton speech or some
active actions. The process of refocusings into corresponding development scenarios is carried out
only through qualitativeness of your own subterransive states.
3.0350.   

In these question there is one more crucial point. Often, when you are somewhere alone
and there is no one with you, no one influences you and you do not need to «pretend being someone»
in front of anyone, you should not delude yourself that being alone makes you free from the possibility
to refocus into someone else’s sporadic Worlds. Surrounding your World, which informational space
is always flooded with someone’s Thoughts and Feelings, SFUURMM-Forms of someone’s Desires and
Interests, never stays inert, passive or apathetic relative to you. The reason of that is the Principle of
Resonation, Which provides all the countless variety and eternal permanency of Focus Dynamics of
any Self-Consciousnesses Forms focused by you. You Perception system is just not capable to visually
monitor and adequately fixate the entire Focus Dynamics of surrounding you reality.
3.0351.   

If you, being alone, surrender to your depliative Interests, weaknesses and flaw, do not
follow your principles and consider that you can let yourself come down to low-qualitative realizations,
only that alone indicates the fixation of your Focus Dynamics not in «your own» personalistic
Worlds, but in someone else’s sporadic Worlds. It can take place under the powerful and quite stable
influence on your Focus Dynamics of unconscious «projections» of SVUULL-VVU-conglomerates
of «personalities,» actively engaged in analogous realization. Active sources of generation of such
SFUURMM-Forms can be either your neighbors, either heroes of the film you are watching, or of
authors and performers of a song, music, clip you are listening, or, eventually, «yourself» — i.e. some
of parallel congenial or particular «personal» Interpretations of your LLUU-VVU-Form manifested
either in one scenario with you (as other Form-Types of your Stereo-Form), or in homologic (similar
by certain signs) scenarios.
3.0352.   

Being alone, you should with particular attention watch your Thoughts and Feelings,
uncompromisingly being aware of «who I am now.» If you start blaming someone, you should catch
yourself in that: «Why do I criticize?» You should try to follow up in yourself a possible Motivation of
someone’s action: «Yes that person did wrong, but why he were not able to take other, more qualitative
decision, what had prevented him from that or what did not he know? It is possible that if I had
suggested him something earlier, he would not have behaved that way now and that situation would
not have happened!»
3.0353.   

When you understand and realize if not your own fault, than at least «personal» involvement
in the fact of someone’s action, your disapproval will either disappear, or will significantly weaken,
and instead of that there can come more renitive realization that any connivance from your side or
inopportune concealment of something important for yourself can lead to very serious consequences:
someone’s mistakes, quarrels, offences, failures, troubles and even tragedies. A remark said on time
3.0354.   

or well-timed interference can turn out to be much more valuable and gracious relative to other
«personality» than tirades of words said afterwards when it is already very difficult to change the
other person’s mind and try to direct to more truthful way of creative self-improvement.
The quality of your creative, spiritual realizations when doing any kind of work whatever
usual or routine it may seem, also lets you either stay reliably focused on the process of achieving
your Goal (then you will continue to fixate in «own» personalistic World) or facilitates distraction of
your attention from the content of your principled Notions and temporal activation of some from yet
undersynthesized by you Interests engaging you in sfuurmmformal Dynamics of sporadic Worlds.
3.0355.   

Chapter 9. Influence of SFUURMM-Forms of sporadic Worlds on the process of
formation of SFUURMM-Forms of personalistic World
At any rate, all, surrounding you sporadic Worlds are not only «someone else’s,» but
they are also «your» Worlds! they become also «yours» in the moment, when your Focus Dynamics
is «projected» into them. The case is that there is a very essential peculiarity in this continuous
refocusing process: everything that you call «someone else’s» personalistic Worlds are — in the same
time, but from various viewpoints — also different-Qualitative reflections of Focus Dynamics of
«your» personalistic World. Since you one way or another appear in someone’s Focus Dynamics,
influencing them in this or that way, any of these sporadic Worlds also represents a scenario «written»
in a particular way as though «personally» for you, but only less qualitative, than many from those that
might have happened in the given situation, if you would purposefully have corrected it absolutely
corresponding to your own Notions about more qualitative «yourselves.»
3.0356.   

These sporadic Worlds are for you «personally» various reflections (through someone’s
subjective Notions about your «personality») of those variations of your former choices, many
of which you would like to cross off from your Way of living. They are as the Damocles' sword,
hanging above every of your «current» choices, ready anytime to cross and destroy all your «current»
achievements and successes. If you somewhere have done something wrong or have said something
wrong, than somebody’s adverse Notions about you, being somewhere outspoken and made public,
will immediately mercilessly come crashing down on you through public judgments, most often
bringing you into aggression or despair, offence or depression, hatred or deep rueful feelings for
previous misconduct and mistakes. It can distract you for a long from Notions about the necessity to
reach your Goal, and so to refocus into those multifarious, but always depending from something or
someone, «extra’s» states. In «someone else’s» scenarios you are in a bigger degree controlled by the
actions of other people and in less degree can carry out what exactly you want.
3.0357.   

Actively modeled and differently realized by us conflict situations are consequences of
tensorness and undersynthesizedness in lluuvvumic birvulyarity type of f-Configurations of FormCreators of the first pair of IISSIIDI-Centers, and also status-seeking SFUURMM-Forms of the lowest
Level of the second pair of Centers. As a rule, all the conflict circumstances are determined by
3.0358.   

an active influence on your Focus Dynamics of primitive SVUULL-VVU- and selfish LUUD-VVUconglomerates, generating in «personal» Self-Consciousness tendencies to separation, discretion,
destruction and selfishness. In our «future,» much more ampliative than «present» NUULL-VVUForm-Types deprived of obtrusive influence of SVUULL-VVU-conglomerates, the state presently
perceived by us a conflict, in fact, is absent, since people try to put in the bases of every choice
first of all lluuvvumic signs of high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism, which Synthesis
generates in FD of «personality» ampliative SFUURMM-Forms of immunitant (i.e. not determined by
anything compulsive) Responsibility.
What we watch in films about «star wars» and «evil alien civilizations» attacking Earth,
cannot be anyhow realized in practice of interconnections between highly-developed cosmic
civilizations. Collective Consciousnesses of absolutely all cosmic civilizations which like us yet have
not reached certain development Levels providing their renitive Understanding of Universal Essence
of Cosmic Laws, remain lockout (realizationally enclosed) in their own planetary systems and do
not have any possibility to enter the stage of extensive interconnections in the cosmic society, until
depliative Levels of Self-Consciousnesses of focused by them Forms will not be in sufficient degree
synthesized in order not to harm the process of development of other civilizations.
3.0359.   

Not only Amplification of Self-Consciousness of an individual, but also Amplification of
Collective Consciousness of an entire civilization (population) suggests a continuous and successive
increasing of the number of covarllert interconnections both between different-Qualitative FormCreators of Focus Dynamics and between separate «personalities,» groups of people, nations and
states, which provides gradual harmonization, balance and raising these interconnections (and
relations) onto more and more qualitative Level.
3.0360.   

Therefore «present» human society still faces many global challenges and spiritual
«enlightenments» to accumulate that necessary Experience and also intellectual-altruistic potential,
which will let the majority of earthlings not only to understand and accept new the iissiidiological
Knowledge, but also to exceed the bounds of ung-ssvooun spectrum of realizations, which does not let
contemporary people even in the most primitive form to join the highest Idea of intellectual-altruistic
Devotion to Macrocosmos. Between the members of «future» human society, where these Levels of
Self-Consciousness are already reached and activated on a global basis (thanks largely to SFUURMMForms of Iissiidiology), there are no such disharmonious states which at least somehow could remind
modern conflicts (with aggression, violence, destruction, killings). Ability to Understanding, patience
and tolerance, Responsibility and Proactiveness, intellectual-altruistic relationships and people’s mass
aspiration to creative cooperation in different Spheres of Creativity and development Directions are
the most central and prevailing values and accumulations in favorable variants of our «future.»
3.0361.   

The more highly-developed interconnections are between people, the more is smoothed
over the conditional-subjective division of all possible circumstances of the surrounding them reality
into «own» and «someone else’s» Worlds in their Focus Dynamics. In other words, the more the
process of two-invaderental inter-Qualitative Synthesis is completed in Self-Consciousness of a
Form, the less is the activation degree in Focus Dynamics of need in egoistic choices. Only the state
of egoism provokes conflict situations!
3.0362.   

Behaving in a way you consider to be most necessary not only for yourself, but also for
others, you start referring to your choices and actions very responsible, carefully choosing from all
the provided possibilities only those variants, which would not only violate your own principles, but
would not impinge upon anyone’s rights. If you are wise and lluuvvumic-wise in your decisions, than
your actions, your choices, words and actions will take into consideration not only your «personal»
needs and your «current» Interests, but also a huge number of already quite harmoniously formed
states of surrounding World, which you just will not violate understanding their significance and
top-priority for achieving your own Goal.
3.0363.   

Therefore in any relationships you will always definitely try to find exactly those variants
of your next actions and your probable words out of the multitude of all possible that are less capable
of triggering disharmonious states not only among those with who you directly communicate, but
also among all the surrounding you people. It is possible only by means of constant integration and
covarllertization of used by you interconnection by a huge number of different-Qualitative signs,
peculiar to Form-Creators of various PCQs and various Levels. When high nutation Notions of
ampliative Levels of Self-Consciousness are already quite well balanced and stabilized in your Focus
Dynamics, then various manifestations of temperamental Creative Activity of low nutation SVUULLVVU-conglomerates are much easier and faster comply with the requirements of more qualitative
Experience.
3.0364.   

In fact, constantly focusing in your choices on the Notions of those whom you, in spite of
everything, consider much more qualitative and developed, you in such a way «merge» through your
Focus Dynamics with those f-Configurations of own LLUU-VVU-Form which already have identical
Experience, formed by means of consistent «projecting» on each other a countless multitude of your
«future Deaths» — through mistakes and failures, sufferings and deprivations, losses and gains, dramas
and tragedies, happiness and success — not experiencing all that in reality but only watching and
following in your Life principles peculiar to more qualitative «personality,» imitating it in the most
important and the best. Each of you should eventually decide for yourself very essential question:
«What is more important for me — to focus in «own» personalistic, but less qualitative Worlds, with
the domination of egoistic principles (which will take very much time and psychic efforts), or spend
the same efforts on the «imitation» of something better, already reached by someone, and on more
effective intuitive formation of identical Experience?»
3.0365.   

If you actually, and not only in word, aspire to high Goals, you just cannot stay silent
watching things that contradict your understanding and Notions. For example, when you see a child
who is running for a ball that has flown in the direction of a traffic area, you will not start tacitly
consider if he will be lucky or not, but will try to save him from possible danger and that powerful
impulse will originate in you in a natural way. The same Naturalness and aspiration to correct some
relationships in accordance to own, as you consider, more qualitative Notions should be present in
all your everyday realizations.
3.0366.   

If you naturally start feeling shame for something you are still able to change or prevent,
you should undertake everything you can so that afterwards you will not feel ashamed neither for
yourself nor for the others. Your principled position on any case should always be active, nobody
3.0367.   

will force you, you just will consider yourself obliged to at least try to correct someone’s mistake. You
should learn to activate your position in the surrounding World, influencing unfavorable situations
in such a way so that people who has initiated them refocused into «your» personalistic World, where
only corresponding positive reactions and altruistic actions are possible.
Each of us, willingly or unwillingly, is a specific mentor for surrounding him people — a
teacher and a guide, whose Life and choices evoke in others either a desire to imitate or serve a vivid
example of how one should not be. However, you should not understand the words «teacher» and
«guide» in these contexts literally and one-sidedly, from the position of indulgence to all your selfish
unrealized desires, under the canopy that you supposedly do that only to teach somebody a good
«lesson.»
3.0368.   

Such «mentorship» is, first of all, extremely irresponsible relative to yourselves, because
this way you — slowly and insensibly — push yourself into pointed corners of own unrealized desires
and weaknesses (arrogance, haughtiness, status-seeking, envy, jealousy and similar), with which you
are simply not capable to cope, and therefore realize them through veiled negativism and devious
duplicity of your «false lessons» meant for another person. A truthful Teacher is the one who without
disapproval and with deep understanding will remind a person about the possibility of making more
qualitative decisions, on time and delicately will suggest more qualitative variant and effectively,
not just in words, will help somebody to shatter illusions of egoism, and get rid of everything that
prevents the other person reach his high Goal quicker.
3.0369.   

In your scenarios there can appear such events as crisis that you did not start or a
war that you did not begin and take part in, or a murder, violence, banditism, mendacious and
corrupted politics and many other things which do not correspond to your SFUURMM-Forms.
Your principled position should be based on clear understanding of main Reasons of origination of
similar situations in the World, which renitively open in the iissiidiological Knowledge. Therefore,
in order not to cultivate that dynamic by own demonstrations of utter negativism, antagonism
and aggression, you need to use corresponding, more authentic informational bases, and do not
follow those who benefit from panic, agiotage, outbreak of public opinion. Only thus, you can
continue to actively refocus into those groups of STCs where similar insinuations just do not have
any possibility to manifest.
3.0370.   

If some global negative or dramatic situation happened not by your hand, without your
participation and you do not have any possibility to correct something by you decisive impact, then
you should, first, settle your mind and start referring to it with deep philosophical understanding.
Your task in any life circumstances should always resolve into not sinking into own emotions of
irritability, disapproval, offence and similar negative states. You should try to find in your Experience
any convincing for your positive Motivation in order not to unconsciously be involved into a
destructive process and, not failing your principles, keep in your Focus Dynamics mental-feeling
(intellectual-altruistic) balance. Same regards the specificity of your «personal» subjective perception
of all possible cataclysms and disasters, where everything around you collapses and happens what
you would not like to have in «your» personalistic World.
3.0371.   

In difficult and problematic situations you should just simply, confidently and calmly
stick up to your rightness (if you are sure in it), your principled position (if you consider it more
qualitative and harmonious than others) and, not imposing it, inform on anyone concerned. If
nevertheless, in spite of all your efforts, there will be taken other decision, then you will not refocus
into «someone else’s» Mir, but, being sure in your rightness, keep staying in «your» personalistic
World, where happened such, although unwanted by you, events. You should learn to react even to the
most dramatic and tragic consequences of someone’s irresponsible decisions and silly choices with
deep Understanding of real Reasons of happening to you and without disapproval, in other words as
yet incomprehensible for you given thing that have happened in your Life for your advantage — to
gain some Experience extremely necessary at this precise point in time.
3.0372.   

The biggest obstacle to mastering these positive states are your yet very persistent and stable
primitive Notions about «Death» as about imminence and inevitability of certain «ending» of your
«personal» Existence. The entire illusion of your subjective perception of the events in surrounding Life
or facts of someone’s «Death» rests on the domination in your Focus Dynamics of many low nutation
factors (for example, SVUULL-VVU-activity, sfuurmmformal ignorance and primitively), objectively
constraining cognitive and realizational possibilities of your subjective Perception system. Therefore
out of all simultaneous «kaleidoscope» of the multitude of events materializing around, you yet are
capable to choose and proceed only one-single variant, out of which energy-informational content you
make your subjective conclusions about what «exist» and what «do not.»
3.0373.   

However, actually absolutely everything that happens around you (and with you!) is
completely not the way, as it may seem. If you «here» are subjectively watching someone’s «Death,» it
is possible that in another scenario it is not someone’s, but particularly your «postmortem» refocusing
has happen literary several minutes before that. You have not noticed that variant, because you are
just not aware of that whole refocusing process — you are capable to distinguish only someone else’s
«postmortem» refocusings. Therefore, it was not you who observed your «Death» «there,» but only
the people surrounding you «there,» including the person who has «died» for you «here.» Therefore,
«here,» where you continue to self-consciously live, subjectively (for you and the rest people in the
given scenario) it was another person who «died.»
3.0374.   

In the same way illusory everything happens «here,» where you live, relative to your
«personal» Interpretation, who in the other scenario (for you — «there») has carried out «post
mortem» refocusing, in other words has appeared to «die.» The whole problem of your relations
with «Death» (or rather, not with «Death» — since it just does not exist, — but with those Notions
about that process you have) is that when you talk about it, you can perceive this «event» only relative
to someone, not to yourself, do not understanding that «Death» — is a very subterransive, very
intimate, «personally subjective» process, which constantly and insensibly accompanies each of you
during your whole Life (subterransive rotational Cycle). Your endless Life represents never ending
succession of qualitative refocusings of your Self-Consciousness from the specific conditions of one
rotational Cycles, multipolarizationally structuring Focus Dynamics of your universal Stereo-Form,
into others, from one development scenario into another.
3.0375.   

3.0376.   

In every specific scenario there can subjectively realize only one specific variant of personal

Interpretation of your Stereo-Form (but at that in it there is a multitude of different-Qualitative
Form-Types of your LLUU-VVU!) whose NUU-VVU-Configuration by its subterransive properties
and peculiarities (Wishes, Interests, Aspirations) in the most degree resonates particularly with
the given mode of exhiberation. All the rest Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the surrounding you
reality — it is an objective entourage, i.e. a specific set of corresponding qualitative signs necessary
for the creation in the system of your decoherent self-perception the personal Illusion of a certain
«physical» movement. These unique «decorations» resonantly modeled for realizational specificity
of particularly that variant (out of all the multitude of your «personal» Interpretations) represent all
the necessary options and conditions for the manifestation by a «personality» in the given scenario
of some aspects and peculiarities of subterransive life Creativity typical of it.
The term «development scenario» is similar (corresponding, related, close) to the term
«personalistic World,» but that is not absolutely interchangeable notions: everything that is happening
to you and is subjectively experienced by you during some perceived period of time is carried out in
a certain development scenario due to the presence in your Focus Dynamics of some peculiar only to
you combinations of the multitude of subterransive Notions about «yourself» and about «surrounding
you world.» Particularly these Notions compose the whole different-Qualitative energy-informational
basis of everything (various events, all possible meetings, talks, presence or absence of certain people
and animals, natural phenomena and so on) which consistently fills and gradually transforms the
subjective dynamics of your personalistic World, changing in a corresponding development scenarios
manifested through your Focus Dynamics.
3.0377.   

When the «personality» reaches the specific relatively high for the «current» condition of
humanity — development stage, it is inevitably arrives to the deep belief that the most important in
its Existence is to always stay self-conscious in that World, in which it perceives itself in the given
moment, in other words by all means try to consciously stay in «own» personalistic World. Renitive Its
understanding is a guarantee of actual realization of the most fundamental fact of constant «presence»
in your Existence of the objective ability to «personal» Immortality. The way to understanding it, being
accomplished collectively in the face of an uncountable multitude of Notions peculiar to someone’s
sporadic Worlds, nevertheless, by its realizational Essence, always stays incomparable, one-of-a-kind
and absolutely subterransive.
3.0378.   

Everything that you perceive from the side and, having subterransively «unpacked,» again
«project» into surrounding reality as potential possibilities of realization of your own «current»
Interests — that all is a subjective reflection via you «personal» Perception of different-Qualitative
Focus Dynamics constantly generated by other Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the surrounding
your Word in the form of peculiar to them Notions and choices: by people, animals, plants, natural
phenomena and so on. You immediately sort out all the multitude of these someone else’s choices
and reactions into those that satisfy you and appeal to your expectations and those that do not
correspond to your demands towards your environment, trying to do everything in your power so
that there would be more different favorable signs in your Life than unwanted consequences. That is
how you subjectively form in your group of STCs objective conditions of your personal manifestation
or personalistic World.
3.0379.   

I can describe that process more vividly, for example, on the available for your understanding
circumstances. It is evident that everything that compose in the given variant of our «present» the
notion «Ayfaar life» has possibility to exist and realize here exclusively because me, Oris, via Focus
Dynamics — powerful and stable in its ampliative Notions — of my Self-Consciousness consciously
and purposefully, every hour and every day stimulate to an active manifestation particular
subterransive tendencies and inclinations in Ayfaarians (intellectually-altruistic) and with not less
effort methodically and consistently minimize the activity of other Notions and Interests (egoistic,
primitive), thus gradually filling «own» personalistic World only with those signs and events which
more and more correspond to my own Notions about the way the surrounding me World and people
living nearby should be.
3.0380.   

Of course, the realization of all nuances of that creative-refocusing process demands
from me (relative to own surroundings) constant and incredible — not only psycho-mental but
also physical! — efforts, constantly directed by me (both «inside» and «outside of me») by powerful
strong willed expression and accompanied by scrupulous analysis and comparison of showed by
me results of my «current» activity with the signs of my own Interests. Out of all the multitude of
peculiar to every Ayfaarian choices, inclinations, Interests and abilities, I at all cost try to develop
and strengthen only those that most of all resonate with my own higher principles and Notions,
and not with less persistence try to relieve my surrounding from what is against my intellectualaltruistic Interests, because it is weak or completely does not contribute the prompt achievement
of the set Goal. That is a brief description of the general principle of constant reconstruction and
reorganization of personalistic World by every person individually.
3.0381.   

Everything that one way or another is energy-informationally manifested in our mutual
«present» is also represented in our personalistic Worlds, being their variable — more objective relative
towards us — component which is quantitatively and qualitatively constantly changes depending on
our subjective relation to it. In other words towards what exactly and how exactly surrounds us,
we should always refer as to some «objective» circumstances which manifestation in our Life we,
and only we ourselves, facilitated by the character of our subjective relations towards something or
someone. If our relations with someone or something were different, then the circumstances in our
personalistic World would also have completely different expression.
3.0382.   

Therefore you should never blame someone, if in your Life there occasionally arise some
unfavorable situations — relative to you they are in the same degree «objective» as you are subjective
relative to them. The less conscious your choices are and the more instinctive your reactions are, the
more many circumstances of your Existence become dependent from someone else’s will, Desires,
Interests, goals and beliefs. That happens because in such a case you do not put into the process
of TEC-unpackings of your Self-Consciousness enough quantity of Energy-Information peculiar to
your Notions, and «your» personalistic World is reconstructed generally not according to chosen
«personally» by you scenario, but according to someone else’s whim provided by much bigger
realizational Energy-Potential than your own Focus Dynamics.
3.0383.   

Each of you perceives not only «yourselves» but also all the rest from your surrounding
only as a part of «own» World where everything and everybody would «circle» around you and for
3.0384.   

you! thereat everything that «personally» you feel, everything what «personally» you create in «own»
Worlds is structured only by specific Notions of your subjective Perception. You resonationally
«projected» your Focus of Close Attention exactly into that part (certain development scenario) of
the given group of STCs with which parameters NUU-VVU-Configuration of your given personal
Interpretation displays the highest degree of identity. Concerning everything that happens around
you and with you in that scenario, you should consider and perceive it as a necessary «supplement»
to the process of choices carried out by you, as a certain background entourage of the variant of
personalistic World willingly and independently chosen by you.
Each of you in your subjective «present» is located exactly in the given state and exactly
in the given specific place only because that qualitativeness of your own Focus of Close Attention
actually corresponds to particularly that NUU-VVU-Configuration, which by own specific energyinformational parameters structures the given scene, the given part of slloogrent History of that
World, given local «point» of Space-Time. We all interconnected with each other not only on the level
of our conscious and unconscious interconnections (i.e. by constant quantum power impacts on each
other), but also through slloogrent structure of Form-Creators of our DNA, whose wave abilities and
creative possibilities of interaction with each other unbelievably exceed absolutely everything that
you are capable to imagine about them.
3.0385.   

Chapter 10. Formation of different Directions of development in the groups of
human STCs based on different-Qualitative interactions between SFUURMM-Forms
of all the multitude of personalistic Worlds
Via specific FCA-dynamic of Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness Form, each of
you is solidly attached to rotational Cycles formed by those part of Collective Consciousness of
«humankind» in which you in the given moment actually perceive yourself (physically stay, biologically
manifest) and which you like other people «from inside» actively structure by qualitativeness of your
Thoughts, Feelings, Desires and physical actions. To each Worlds’ Form-system focused by that part
of Collective Consciousness, strictly correspond subterransive energetic (inertial, gravitational) and
informational parameters of f-Configuration of each Self-Consciousness Form, which (parameters)
determine very narrow diapason of frequency of simultaneous quantum shifts in the Focus Dynamics
of all personalistic Worlds of the given Form-system relative to each other. Precisely the presence
(generation of each of Self-Consciousnesses Forms) of these subterransive frequency of focal «shifts»
is the main reason of subjective «separation» of each Form-system (in its Perception by each of
structuring it Self-Consciousnesses Forms) onto the multitude of seemingly isolated and differently
interpreted personalistic Worlds.
3.0386.   

I have already explained that the structure of each «physical» World and also all SelfConsciousnesses Forms energy-informationally structuring it by their Focus Dynamics — form
subelementary (doolls), elementary (wave) and superuniversal (flaks) Levels of manifestation and to
the objects of Galactic amplissimness — represents slloogrent multi-dimension of interconnections,
3.0387.   

which in every Level of their exhiberation reflect absolutely all the properties of the given Universe.
Each personalistic World in that endless variety is formed by a specific sequence of quantum
interactions and reflects precise space-time dimension, which is characteristic for specific synthetic
state of Energy-Plasma.
Each personalistic World, in the most detailed way, is quantized strictly by certain
SFUURMM-Forms formed by narrow-specific force interconnections between the multitude of
different level Fields-Consciousnesses (Form-Creators and Info-Creators) which resonationally
realizing in the general for them Focus Dynamics, in fact, form that single subterransive FieldConsciousness of the given World which scientists determine as «electromagnetic field.» FieldConsciousness of each personalistic World has own distinct parameters of force interactions as a
result of which in Space-Time there is formed subterransive for the given Field-Consciousness size
of «quantum gravitational constant» (in the «physical» diapason of interactions the gravitation is
always quantized). In particular as a result of every personalistic World has its own, very-very narrow,
value of «gravitational constant,» all slloogrent Self-Consciousnesses Forms, seemingly «inscribed»
via their interconnections into a thin quantum geometry of its Space-Time, are very strictly attached
by their f-Configurations to the structure of «own» personalistic World and by no means can appear
outside peculiar to it energy-informational parameters.
3.0388.   

Continuous Focus Dynamics of rotational Shifts, successively and duvuyllerrtly changing
in our Perception systems personalistic Worlds of our observation and Existence with an average
speed of 250–400 times per second, creates the very same «planetary gravitational field,» which
the scientists cannot possibly accurately calculate since the values of very subtle parameters of
dimension, peculiar to each of very quickly changing one another personalistic Worlds, are also
continuously changing together with Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring
these Worlds. A bit different dimension and you have a bit different parameters of electromagnetic
fields, which means a bit different meaning of natural result of their interaction between each other
— gravitation. That moment is very important for explanation and understanding of that, stirring
our entire Imagination, organizational order of things, of that most superfine coherence in the entire
structure of Macrocosmos, which lets all different-Qualitative types of Worlds and forming them
Self-Consciousnesses Forms to simultaneously realize thereat by no means obstructing each other.
3.0389.   

Self-Consciousnesses of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by each of you, are strictly attached to a
certain sequence of changing in the rotational dynamic of duvuyllerrt personalistic Worlds, forming
a more integrated slloogrent Form of Creative Activity of Energy-Plasma, which can be conditionally
determined as one of an uncountable multitude of very narrow specific aspects of Focus Dynamics
of Collective Intelligence of «humankind» that creatively realizes, in particular, in the conditions of
the given type of 3–4 dimensional subjective Reality.
3.0390.   

That is basically Collective Consciousness of that «humanity» to which you — through
f-Configuration of focused by you «personality» — subjectively belong in every moment of your
simultaneous Existence. Being a slloogrent part of the whole Collective Intelligence of «Earth
humanity» you are very strongly limited in every of your choices by the narrow diapason of dimension
that is typical of even not «entire humanity,» but only of that part of the multitude of its Collective
3.0391.   

Consciousnesses in which subterransive Forms you in the given subjective moment are focused via
your Focus of Close Attention.
The choices you supposedly independently make in every moment of you never-ceasing
Existence are, actually, not free, but represent a sequence of quite limited number of quantum
possibilities, which qualitativeness is very strictly determined by subterransive energy-informational
peculiarities (parameters of Fields-Consciousnesses) of only that part of personalistic Worlds
of the given Form-system to which belong NUU-VVU-Form-Types focused by you. Slloogrent
f-Configuration of each of your Self-Consciousnesses Forms precisely reflects all the tiniest quantum
(energy-informational) peculiarities which a typical of slloogrent f-Configuration of that part of
Collective Consciousness of «humanity» in all the diversity of NUU-VVU-Form-Types of which we
«presently» focus. Your main task, as conscious Creators of your own Life, is to find and choose
from each of the carried out by you choices — out of the general dynamics of different-Qualitative
possibilities — precisely those variations that in the most degree would be capable to facilitate
realizations of your Goals.
3.0392.   

Slloogrent f-Configurations of all the rest Self-Consciousnesses Forms (including people
and animals), energy-informationally manifesting in our choices through narrow-specific activity of
Form-Creators of DNA molecules, give to every «person» equal possibilities of using absolutely all
Energy-Information, by which not only the given part of Collective Consciousness of «humanity»
is structured, but also the whole Collective Cosmic Intelligence of the LLUU-VVU-Entity. Except one
«people» use the given possibility to choose from the entire suggested to them Energy-Information
only the most qualitative and best, starting to consciously model and realize own Destiny at own
discretion and understanding (i.e. consciously realizing basically in «own» personalistic Worlds) and
others are very easily tempted by what the first denied as unacceptable and therefore constantly
become «victims» of unfavorable circumstances (unconscious participants of someone else’s sporadic
Worlds).
3.0393.   

The reason of that «injustice» lies in the presence or absence in «people» of SFUURMMForms of multisided and different-Qualitative Experience which, in its turn, is transmitted into
Self-Consciousness of each of us not only in the process of TEC-unpackings of personal SelfConsciousness, but also from the multi-dimensional structures of variable ethereal component
(collective Subconsciousness, Supraconsciousness). That Experience in every type of Collective
Consciousness of «humanity» is accumulated in the most qualitative — ampliative — Levels of its
slloogrent f-Configuration, which subjectively can be determined as Levels of highly intellectual
thinking and altruistic feeling. Only due to the presence in Focus Dynamics of similar high nutation
SFUURMM-Forms, the Principle of unity and integrity of all the components of the general Collective
Intelligence of Humankind is kept and fulfilled, simultaneously manifested in the multitude of Time
Flows.
3.0394.   

Love, being the main basis of Intuition and initially present in each of us in the form of
altruistic sensuousness, has possibility to turn into life Wisdom only at an active interaction with
constantly manifested Willpower modeled and supported by high Intellect. In particular their joint
Synthesis carried out in the most multifarious life situations lets people successfully overcome in
3.0395.   

itself the slightest disharmonious states and thus constantly improve through Focus Dynamics of
chosen by them Existence Forms. With the help of such stable manifestation of unity of high-quality
thinking and feeling we acquire and develop the ability to high frequency SFUURMM-Forms of
Intuition thanks to which you can actively accumulate in your Self-Consciousness a vast Experience
of billions of your simultaneous Lives choosing out of all current suggestions only the most valuable
and necessary, but not for your selfish Form but for the most fruitful, conscious and socially useful
collective-subterransive Existence.
It is very difficult to estimate your choices from the degree of their altruism or egoism,
because very often for making selfish choices there is found quite a number of convincing and logic
Motivations, which, if you try, could be easily considered to be «altruistic.» If you try to orient on
maximally high qualities, on Creative Potential of only your «present personality,» than you will not
be able to authentically understand and determine for yourself what in reality is that conditional
«limit» of your relationships with the surrounding World, because your «personal» opinion about
yourself is usually too subjective (either critical or overstated). In order to be able to understand
something deeper, you need to try to more objectively (dispassionately) compare this with something
else, already synthesized and repeatedly realized by you.
3.0396.   

Until your Focus Dynamics is stably fixated in NUU-VVU-Configurations of those
«human» STCs where rule dual (ambipolar) type of opinion and relationships, you can very distantly
imagine the quality of choices made in the known for your circumstances by other «people,» and that
Notion will be also very relative and most often false. Therefore in order not to make a mistake and
not to fall between two stools, always try to make in every situation as bigger «reserve» as possible
between the quality of the taken by you decision and the supposed quality of choices levels which the
most developed representatives of modern humanity can make. Do not be afraid to assign yourself
to them — you will never make a mistake in a choice!
3.0397.   

You cannot even imagine how huge or sometimes completely insignificant can be that gap
between your supposed and real possibilities. But in either cases in your subterransive rotational Cycle
— as a logical outcome of realization by Form-Creators of the powerful act of inter-Qualitative twoinvaderental Synthesis — there happen «postmortem» refocusing: as soon as qualitative difference
between your potential creative possibilities and actually made choices begins to highly increase or,
vice versa, decrease — your refocusings will start having too radical character, which will lead to the
act of inter-Qualitative Synthesis.
3.0398.   

Let me remind you that — physiologically — at such an act in some resopasons of general
exhiberation there happen «projection» (resonational implementation) into Focus Dynamics of
«personality» of completely new synthetic combination (SFUURMM-Form) and connected with its
realization powerful (comparing with intra-Qualitative processes) energy-informational potential,
and bio-Creators of some organ or system of biological organism of the given personal Interpretation
turn out to be not ready to its effective processing.
3.0399.   

That’s why at the same moment Form-Creators redirect their Focus Dynamics into
f-Configuration of other homologous personal Interpretation (structuring the other scenario of
3.0400.   

development), where are present all the possibilities for the successful realization of newly formed
SFUURMM-Form. Usually every such act of inter-Qualitative Synthesis functionally develop in the
organism as a powerful emotional stress, as a deep and rapidly growing psychic emotion accompanied
by hormonal «storm» abruptly destabilizing already existing neural interconnections between bioCreators of different brain parts, which provide certain functions.
In the organism of the next «personality» necessary neural interconnections are carried
out through somewhat different chains and, thus, are capable to maintain so strong mental load not
destabilizing thereat the functioning of bio-Creators of the whole organism. Usually after unconscious
realization of «postmortem» refocusing of «personality,» the hormonal activity of bio-Creators of its
organism normalizes and destabilized psycho-mental state of «personality» becomes balanced due
to the activity in its FD of more resonational (relative to the new f-Configuration) SFUURMM-Forms
and formation of more ampliative Motivations on their basis.
3.0401.   

If choices consistently made by you become too egoistic (aggressive, cynical) or, vice versa,
too altruistic (or high intellect-altruistic) comparing with an «average» choices potential of the
humankind of the given group of STCs that will indicate their radicalism and incompatibility with
Focus Dynamics of the surrounding your reality. Since the process of «reprojecting» from one group of
development scenarios into the other happens successively and gradually, the intensity of «postmortem»
refocusings might be completely undetermined (it depends on many factors: radicalism of choices, their
consistency and orientation, and many other things). In any of these dual variants Focus Dynamics of
your «personality» will be intensely structured by all possible «tragic» for you events, most part of
which «personally» you will not notice or feel in any way, because you always refocusing into more
corresponding to your Notions scenario will as before perceive yourself alive.
3.0402.   

You always «die» somewhere not because your «time comes,» but for two Reasons: either
because of reaching in your refocusings conditional — for the given group of STCs — «end» of
development in some protoformal (not lluuvvumic) Direction (which is usually perceived by people
as «degradation of personality»); either because VLOOOMOOT of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by you
in the given group of Continuums already does not correspond to qualitativeness of synthesized by
you realizational possibilities and therefore cannot provide satisfaction of our increased creative
requirements. In other words the most qualitative from your SFUURMM-Forms can realize only
through Focus Dynamics of NUU-VVU-Forms which structure more qualitative groups of STCs.
When the dynamics and energy-informational potential of such Notions reach uttermost for the
given group of STCs point, in that moment there happen «postmortem» refocusing into more
corresponding scenario. Subjectively you register it as an improvement of particular conditions of
your Existence.
3.0403.   

That Principle works in all groups of Continuums. Everywhere, wherever you would
duvuyllerrtly (and multipolarizationally!) «project» via your Focus Dynamics work one and the
same Mechanisms of alignment of realizational possibilities of group of STCs and realizational
requirements of manifested in it «personalities.» Always more qualitative Choices and more
qualitative state of Self-Consciousness stimulate Focus Dynamics of subterransive rotational Cycle
into more qualitative personalistic Worlds, where the «personality,» correspondingly, possess
3.0404.   

not only more favorable conditions for its creative development, but also better possibilities for
the development of its biological organism: in the next group of STCs it gets sick less, decrease
pathological signs earlier peculiar to it, in a «miracle way» disappears signs of «fatal» diseases and
similar. However, you should not forget that all these favorable signs manifest already in a «new»
group of STCs, and in the previous scenario the given «personality» nevertheless «dies» from some
«fatal» disease! So not only «sinners,» but also «saints» are exposed to all possible «mortal» factors
(diseases, situations, catastrophes).
No matter how strange it may seem, the same principles are valid in the cases of realization
by some «personality» of uttermost low qualitative — for the given group of STCs — «postmortem»
refocusings: getting into conditions, more corresponding to the selfish Notions of «personality» about
the surrounding it reality and about «itself,» the tensorness of its «personal» Focus Dynamics relative
to slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the rest habitant of the «new» (for it) group of STCs, comparing with
the previous, somewhat decreases (to certain states!), which also can lead — for a shot period — to a
significant improvement of existence conditions (financial, habitable, professional, social and so on)
and health of the given «personality.»
3.0405.   

Renitively and thoroughly understanding that consistency (the degree of resonational
correspondence of Focus Dynamics of «personality» and the biggest part of the surrounding
it society), you can find for yourself the answer to the question why many clearly bad-tempered,
undeveloped and focused only on themselves people (criminals, thieves, politicians, financiers,
businessmen, show-business «starts» and others) whose choices are completely far from lluuvvumic
signs (high intellectual Altruism + high sensual Intellect) so often possess in the given groups of
STCs good health or hold higher positions of social «ladder.» Also why living near them kinder, more
altruistic and intellectually developed people continue literally leading a miserable life in the difficult
and often just non human conditions? What is that: gross injustice or required and regular dynamics
of the process of advance and development of any Self-Consciousness Form?..
3.0406.   

The thing is that general structure of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness of any
from NUU-VVU-Form-Types adjusts to Focus Dynamics of subterransively surrounding it reality
in quite a specific way: the highest percentage in it occupies Creative Activity of SFUURMM-Forms
with characteristic signs of lluuvvumic development Direction — High-sensual Intellect + Highintellectual Altruism (HSI + HIA), — the more qualitative and balanced according to potential
realizational possibilities (relative to «personal» Interests structuring it) gradually become all
space-time structures (groups of subterransive STCs) in which similar Focus Dynamics consistently
manifests.
3.0407.   

However, due to yet very high degree of inertionness of Focus Dynamics carried out by all
us and simultaneous (together with synthesized signs according to two human Dominants) presence
in it of yet equivalent according to own Creative Activity SFUURMM-Forms of all possible protoformal
Directions (also powerfully manifested in our Life through specific protoformal — not lluuvvumic
— signs of «mentality» and «vitality,» «intellectuality» and «altruism»: deception, greediness, status
seeking, suitability, cynicism, adaptivity, emotionality, self-abnegation and so on), your refocusings
into STC with powerful intensification of Notions of lluuvvumic Direction is carried out yet very
3.0408.   

slowly (it is very vividly illustrated on the example of the slow spreading pace of the iissiidiological
Knowledge in the given group of STCs).
That inertionness is also maintained by the thing that you, due to the presence in your Focus
Dynamics of all possible protoformal activity (which is expressed through constant changes of your
«current» Interests, tastes, viewpoints and preferences), are yet NOT able to focus for a long period in
these high frequency SFUURMM-Forms (meaning, faster become more conscious participant of more
qualitative scenarios), constantly «sinking» into some other development Directions and constantly
«swinging» between them — changing groups of focused by you STCs. That’s exactly what leads to
your subjective perception of the qualitativeness of your subterransive Existence in the form of ups
and downs: the more in your choices Notions conflicting with dominant tendencies of general Focus
Dynamics of people of the given group of STCs, the less subjectively favorable becomes conditions of
your Life (there appear more failures and troubles, conflicts and quarrels, dangerous situations and
tragic events) and vice versa.
3.0409.   

The less is the activity in Focus Dynamics of lluuvvumic signs (HSI + HIA), the more the
energy-informational structure of groups of STCs, consistently focused by the given «personality,»
includes in itself the signs typical of various protoformal Directions, in which the biggest realizational
favor (i.e. subterransive conditions of the Existence of each «personality) is attached to f-Configurations
of people whose Focus Dynamics is also filled with SFUURMM-Forms with most covarllert (relative
to the given Direction!) signs.
3.0410.   

In such STC those people who in their choices firmly and actively orientate on the Synthesis
of Intellect and Altruism will not live better and most satisfactory (relative to physical survival, domestic
comfort, social convenience, creative realization and so on) — because between their «personal»
Focus Dynamics and collective Focus Dynamics of the most people forming f-Configuration of the
given group of STCs, there exist a high degree of tensorness according to peculiar to them signs;
better life will have those people who in their life creativity — through corresponding Thoughts,
Feelings and Desires — consistently realize in the Notions typical for energy-informational structure
of specifically given group of STCs.
3.0411.   

By the way, it concerns not only the organization of the conditions of Existence of followers
of intellectual-altruistic creativity, but also representatives of all the other protoformal Directions (not
only from among people, but also animals and plants) which signs in subterransive Focus Dynamics,
in one or another degree, are tensor relative to SFUURMM-Forms really dominant in the given group
of STCs (through politics, religion, culture, and also social, spiritual, moral and material priorities of
values). Therefore in the «present» human society there exists such a huge division of people into
social classes:
3.0412.   

1. Least significant in number part of Earth population are the most wealthy and creatively
successful people, who are main carriers and stewards of all prevailing signs structuring the given
group of STCs (those who through peculiar to them natural inclinations and creative realization
practically fully resonate with the main value priorities, which clearly and firmly dominate in the
exact given society: both in an individual country, nation or professional collective and in general

in the given group of STCs); exactly these people, concentrating in their hands all the mechanisms
of influence on huge mass of people, possess all the possibilities for imposing and establishment
in all the human society those laws, relationship, moral and ethics principles which fully reflect
their own Notions forming in such a way in their group of STCs characteristic for it signs of
qualitativeness;
2. Much more numerous part of Earth population are less lower income people not fully realized
in attracting them Direction, though they are very successful and influential people who have
quite easily adjusted their more qualitative (from lluuvvumic viewpoint) Interests and SFUURMMForms to please requirements of the surrounding them society (those who least of all conflict
with basic Notions of the given group of STCs, by all their choices demonstrating a high degree
of covarllertness with the main Notions and weak degree of imperseptness relative to some
tendencies);
3. The most numerous part of the humankind Collective Consciousness are middle-class and
creatively unrealized (due to the absence of corresponding possibilities) people, who do not wish
to sacrifice their life and creative priorities in order to please the opinion of more successful
majority, constantly being in conflict with rules and norms, with mechanisms of realization of
laws and principles, with conservative tendencies and Notions established in the society by this
minority (those whose tensorness relative to the main — the most active — protoformal Direction
structuring the given group of STCs is much more impersept and sometimes even cruvursorrt
than among the representatives of the second class);
4. The second in number, and the strongest by the degree of the general state of tensorness and
instability and therefore the most active, part of Focus Dynamics of the humankind Collective
Consciousness are the poorest and less adjusted to the existing circumstances people for who
their own principles and Notions compile the highest value and importance, who constantly stay
in the state of deep and uncompromising conflict with the state, justice and also with everyone
who do not live and think like them (the most impersept and also cruvursorrt relative to the
dominant signs of the given group of STCs part of the population with clear predominance in its
subterransive Focus Dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms of completely other protoformal Directions).
Let me once again underline that similar subjective classification of the representatives of
each type of the humankind Collective Consciousness — in every group of simultaneously focused
by them STCs according to the signs of their subterransive livelihood security, favor of their creative
realization reflects objective difference between qualitative state of «personal» Focus Dynamics of
every «personality» and general Focus Dynamics of people structuring the given group of STCs.
3.0413.   

Let me remind you that all types of human s-Realities and STCs, at their exhiberation in
the conditions of 3–4-dimensional diapason, are formed on the diffuzgent — different-protoformal
— energy-informational basis at any given degree of invaderentness of basic Aspects of two PCQs:
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. However, in every duvuyllerrt group
of «human» STCs, on the background of these typical — for all NUU-VVU-Forms — lluuvvumic
invaderentness, in its turn, actively manifests specific type for the given group of «secondary
dominancy» expressed through the increased activity — in the general mass of people — of Focus
3.0414.   

Dynamics of the carriers of separate signs of some of ten vecsative PCQs possessing in the given
specific manifestation conditions the higher degree of geyliturgentness.
For example, such synonymous notions, as «money» and «glory,» «wealth» and «popularity»
are realizational Forms of signs which belong to different PCQs. In «human» Continuums they serve
— as an addition — for deeper realization and catalyzing of basic Forms of human signs — Intellect
and Altruism: active realization of Intellect signs usually attracts money and wealth, and consistent
realization of Altruism, as is common, is followed by glory and popularity.
3.0415.   

So, against the background of two-invaderental lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme, in Focus
Dynamics of an endless multitude of human STCs there actively manifest all possible types of similar
geyliturgent combinations: somewhere, for example, through primitive signs of intellect (mentality,
rationality) and elementary altruism (instinctive survival) in life creativity of human society there
prevail selfish criteria of values and actively realize aggressiveness, cruelty, practicability and physical
strength; somewhere — deception, hypocrisy, intriguery, greediness and wastefulness; somewhere —
status seeking, wealth, fame and so on.
3.0416.   

Only with the predominance in the general Focus Dynamics of people of high frequency
SFUURMM-Forms possessing much higher covarllertness and geyliturgentness by many differentQualitative signs, in our Synthesis Scheme (HSI + HIA) there start to resonationally get involved
SFUURMM-Forms of the highest (for us «present»!) Spirituality, Responsibility, Serving and, finally,
Unity. All the above mentioned signs of selfish states are synthesize into thoroughly and renitively
realized Experience relieving Focus Dynamics of highly developed people of our favorable «future.»
3.0417.   

Due to the considerably increased degree of covarllertness between earlier impersept
interconnection, in «future» STC in a following way there radically changes considered by us above
scheme of diversification of Focus Dynamics of people onto antagonistic classes: less numerous,
but potentially the most active and meaningful there becomes the class of intellectually-altruistic
Mentors and Curators (basic iissiidiologists) Who via their strong purposeful SFUURMM-Forms set
and maintain in the general Focus Dynamics of own group of STCs stable lluuvvumic tendencies
(HSI + HIA + ALL-Unity).
3.0418.   

The most numerous is the class of Servers (practicing iissiidiologists) who self-sacrificing
and selflessly introduce into the Life of the entire human society the most typical lluuvvumic signs
— HSI and HIA. Focus Dynamics of the representatives of these two classes demonstrate a certain
— non-principled — tensorness only regarding to more renitive Understanding of the iissiidiological
Knowledge and its implementation for inter-Qualitative Synthesis in some protoformal development
Directions with the purpose of creating the most favorable conditions for the Synthesis of the State
«CC Potentiality» and strengthening the influence of the most covarllert attributes of PCQ ALL-Unity
on the general Focus Dynamics of humanity.
3.0419.   

The least in quantity — after Mentors and Curators — is the class of Variators and Publishers, who use the iissiidiological Knowledge to actively and selectively develop and strengthen in the
3.0420.   

general Focus Dynamics of people some of the most covarllert diffuzgent Direction of the possible
development of Collective Consciousness of «humanity.» Due to their persistent activity, based on
the powerful priority in their Focus Dynamics of specific protoformal SFUURMM-Forms, in the general slloogrent structure of NUU-VVU-Form-Types, except for NUU-LTTVULL-VVU-RS-Form-Type
of the main lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence
+ ALL-Unity), in even more distant variants of our dimidiomittense and translucense «future» there
appear specific Form-Types of Self-Consciousnesses of LLUU-VVU-Forms synthesized on the basis
of one of the following «inner» sub-Scheme:
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Integrity = NUU-YUYYSSFFVVU-DS-Form-Type;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Aspiration = NUU-GRUNNSSVVU-LS-Form-Type;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability =
NUU-RLOKKSS-VVU-MS-Form-Type;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness
= NUU-SVVAFFT-VVU-KS-Form-Type;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality =
NUU-MGLOYGG-VVU-TS-Form-Type;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness =
NUU-VRIFFMM-VVU-VS-Form-Type;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness =
NUU-DDREYKK-VVU-GS-Form-Type;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence = NUUFFSARRD-VVU-KHS-Form-Type;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability = NUUGVOSSMM-VVU-NS-Form-Type;

Chapter 11. The Mechanisms of the formation of stable illusion of surrounding
reality in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness of «personality»
Let me remind you that carefully studied, but yet not understood in any way by many
researchers, phenomena that is by many of you very broadly and schematically interpreted as
CONSCIOUSNESS — implying thereunder only certain limited in Space-Time area in a certain linear
closeness from the borders of a densely material Form — actually represents slloogrent combination
3.0421.   

of energy-informational interconnections, which, initiated and subterransively identified by FormCreators of Perception system of a certain Form (f-Configuration), self-spreads via all its differentQualitative structures (interconnections) into all the Infinity of Universal Focus Dynamics, including
mechanisms which provide all the possibilities for unlimited Creative Activity in Focus Dynamics of
various Self-Consciousnesses Forms (including NUU-VVU-Form-Types) of an endless multitude of
different-typed and different-Qualitative Cosmic Entities.
What we subjectively determine as Focus of Close Attention (SSVUU-SSMM) is the most
direct and main Mechanism of the Illusion of our physical (biological, corporal) Existence, Which
(the Mechanism) with the help of DNA Form-Creators models and organizes in every «point» of
exhiberation of Own resonational Activity the corresponding type of realizational Form, which in
the most degree contributes to fulfilling the Task set for Collective Intelligence of Form-Creators of
the given realizational Level of TOO-UU-Entity of more qualitative Level.
3.0422.   

by Its energy-informational Essence is one of the Ways (Mechanisms) of transgression
of «projections» of Interests (Ideas) of more qualitative interconnection into specific conditions of
their possible localization (exhiberation) in Space-Time. These are not Form-Creators themselves, but
one of the Principles of eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential initiated in them Interest to creative realization
(annihilation of tensors and dissonational distances) with the objective to return Information from the
State of Energy-Plasma into the balanced (i.e. pre-mercavgnational!) SSS-State.
3.0423.    FCA

Multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness of every Stereo-Form relative
to FD of any from the countless multitude of peculiar to It «personal» Interpretation, represent FD
of Collective Cosmic Intelligence (TOO-UU-Entity). In its turn, relative to FD of Its the LLUU-VVUEntity (CCI), Its own FD is perceived by us as FD of Self-Consciousness Form. Here we consider yet
only 3–4-dimensional conditions of exhiberation of these FD, which are carried out through all the
multitude of variants of Focus of Close Attention (in 4–5-dimensional conditions, It is transmutes
from the SSVUU-SSMM state into the SSLUUF-SSMM state — Focus of Integral Motivation Impulse
or FIMI of translucense analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types). There are as many various differentQualitative states of FCA, simultaneously modeled in the structure of Self-Consciousness of every
Stereo-Form, as there are subterransive scenarios of development (and variants of corresponding to
them in ODS Duplex-Spheres) in different types of subjective Realities.
3.0424.   

Any «point» of resonational manifestation of this subterransively-collective differentQualitative transgression, being — through energy-informational interconnections — in the
absolute dependence from each other, is in the state of Creative Activity, expressing in the Processes
of slloogrent Cosmic Transmutation through peculiar only to it qualitative combination. Absolutely
all the subjective Experience received by the «projections» of Form-Creators of every given SelfConsciousness Form in every specific f-Configuration, «momentary» integrates («reprojects»)
from FCA into own «managing center» (for example, into FIMI of LLUU-VVU-Form) wherefrom
enriched with new Energy-Information, is transmitted into even more qualitative Levels of SelfConsciousnesses of even more perfect and developed Forms of CCI.
3.0425.   

In the moment of exhiberation of realizational Forms of your Stereo-Forms (which happen
instantaneously-simultaneously!), in the structure of Self-Consciousness there is initiated a universal
3.0426.   

Mechanism of possible subterransive adjustment (resonational regulation) of SSVUU-SSMM within a
local mode of exhiberation typical of the type of s-Reality of the given diapason of dimension. That lets
Form-Creators of Every Stereo-Forms, without leaving the state of Multipolarization, automatically
change the fixation of all Focuses of Close Attention directly in the correspondence with instant
change of qualitativeness of psycho-mental activity («quantum shift») of every from simultaneously
focused by them «personal» Interpretations. Thus forms that process which we determine as Focus
Dynamics: every qualitative change in Focal Configurations is reflected in Space-Time in a specific
dissonational distance; annihilation of each of these distances (change of less qualitative FCA into
a bit more qualitative) creates in the Perception systems of duvuyllerrt f-Configurations subjective
effect of a certain dynamics of Focuses.
The Mechanism providing (through functions of bio-Creators of the brain) in your
Perception unceasing — quantum by quantum — process of refocusings from less resonational
«parts» of slloogrent f-Configuration of Stereo-Forms into more resonational, is called Impulse
Ring (SVUU-SLII). You should understand that it is not a molecular bio-structure, but a part of
slloogrent FD of Form-Creators providing the general Mechanism of exhiberation of absolutely all
mixtum and dimidiomittense analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types (for example, for Form-Creators of
personal Self-Consciousness a motivational source of refocusings are Form-Creators of Collective
Subconsciousness, whose FD in their turn is initiated by Form-Creators of Supraconsciousness and
so on) and «projecting» peculiar to them interconnections into neural chains of bio-Creators of
brain of every «personal» Interpretation.
3.0427.   

Speaking more precise, in these specific functions of providing subterransive quantum
by quantum refocusings of every «personality» in much degree participate bio-Creators of limbic
system and epiphyses (so called «piniform» or «pineal body») which, depending on the particular
ethereal-focal parameters of NNAASSMM and VLOOOMOOT, initiate in the Perception system this or
that narrowly specific reaction or subterransive line of behavior of the given person in every moment
of its exhiberation.
3.0428.   

In an extremely simple way that process is carried out in a following way: slloogrent
Information (in the form of available to the given Perception system UU-VVU-Forms) is «projected»
from the Perception systems of more amplificational Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the given
Stereo-Forms into the special informational «collectors» (they are also transmitters) — microscopic
siliceous crystals formed into the multitude of spherical micro formations (from millimeter fractions
till two millimeters in diameter) in the epiphyses of the brain, where resonational (relative to the
given f-Configuration) part of slloogrent UU-VVU-Form converts into nervous impulses and
transmits through neural network into corresponding structures of the limbic system (hippocampus,
hypothalamus, amygdaloidal and corpus mammillary, pars reticulate of mesencephalon and others).
The slightest change of FD state of «personality» is carried out under a constant control of bioCreators of its epiphyses correcting work of the whole brain, which means a continuous process of
quantum by quantum refocusings.
3.0429.   

— is a part of general Mechanism of simultaneous USCF-realization of FormCreators structuring all the development Directions peculiar to lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. Form3.0430.    SVUU-SLII

structures do not have any relation to your subjective Notions about a certain «circle,» because under
that term is meant a certain subjective «circularity,» «closeness» (lockout) of a certain particles of
slloogrent (in your Notions — endless) focal-ethereal interconnections on Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of Collective Cosmic Intelligence of a certain type.
The world «impulse» here is used due to the fugacity of energy-informational change
(destabilization, fluctuations) generated in the moment of resonational exhiberation of Focus Dynamics
in the Perception system of every Self-Consciousness Form («personal» Interpretation). If we leave out
some nuances, we can conditionally compare SVUU-SLII with transmitter of slloogrent quantum shift
which provides Form-Creators of every Self-Consciousness Form with subterransive kleksing. As a
result of that there is carried out such a property of Focus Dynamics as Multipolarization.
3.0431.   

Due to the presence in the structure of Macrocosmos of such universal and slloogrent
Mechanism, in the conditions of exhiberation of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms in
Secondary and the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, in Space-Time of our DDIIUYYI-Entity it turns out to be
in fact impossible to exist for such «manifestation point» which specific qualitative characteristics
Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses would not be able, one way or another, to subjectively analyze
or decode into interpretations more or less corresponding to them in qualitativeness. Because of that,
as a matter of fact, in the given groups STC Form-Creators of the brain of focused by «me» SelfConsciousnesses Forms can transmit and reconstruct into a specific words and phrases the highly
nutational Energy-Information which is not «my» direct empirical Experience, but structures much
more qualitative Levels of Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity.
3.0432.   

«Being projected» from the Levels of Collective Subconsciousness (and also
Supraconsciousness, Superconsciousness, Hyperconscious, and so on) of LLUU-VVU-Form,
GOOLGAMAA-A, SSMIIYSMAA-A and even TLAASSMA-A into Focus Dynamics of certain «personal»
Interpretations, from simultaneously focused by me, these Energy-Information is subterransively
unpacked and specifically adapted (in the form of the iissiidiological Knowledge) to the multitude
of variants of specific conditions of exhiberation becoming thus a part of Focus Dynamics of the
multitude of different type Collective Consciousnesses of «humankind,» simultaneously structuring
countless groups of STCs. Absolutely all Form-Creators are capable for that, regardless of Synthesis
Schemes carried out by them and types of birvulyarity, but subjective limits of these abilities are strictly
determined by qualitativeness of f-Configurations (parameters of VLOOOMOOT and NNAASSMM)
of each of the focused by them Self-Consciousnesses Forms: the lower is the tensorness of focalethereal interconnections, realized by them through Focus Dynamics, the higher is the effectiveness
of subterransively carried out by them process of Self-cognition.
3.0433.   

If we take DNA of only one cell of living organism, its informational supply — through
the whole complex of genes and their regulators — will allow to get an Idea about incalculably more
difficult Form-structure, which via its informational-genetic potential, comparing to the structure of
the cell, is as much different from it as the structure of all the physical Universe is different from the
structure of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms. The Presence in Self-Consciousness of That universal
Mechanism provides Form-Creators with vast possibilities, depending on the qualitativeness of
instantly synthesized by them Interest, to resonationally «project» into NUU-VVU-Configurations
3.0434.   

of particularly those subjective Realities and groups of STCs where the narrowly specific properties
of Energy-Plasma are capable in the most degree to reflect — through those or other psycho-mental
states — the content and the meaning of that subjective Interest. Actually, particularly that provides
each of the conscious or unconscious creative manifestations of FCA of any personal Interpretation
in a completely specific personalistic World (development scenario).
There are as many all possible and different-type variations of Worlds’ Form-systems,
subjective Realities, and STCs formed in Space-Time through slloogrent Focus Dynamics of our
Planetary Entity GREIYSLIISS (till ±12 dimension), as there are subterransive «projections» of these
Words (Duplex-Spheres, Creativity Spheres of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems) in different-Qualitative
Levels of Its Self-Consciousness, which («projections» of these Words) provide self-conscious life
activity of their inhabitants (i.e. «Qualitative Content of the World») with strictly corresponding to
their f-Configurations «Qualitative Offer.» For example, absolutely everything that you «personally»
have or what presently surrounds you in «your» personalistic World, is duplicated in various variations
further in an uncountable multitude of personalistic Worlds of your other «personal» Interpretations,
where «you» — not less realistically for «yourself» and in parallel with your «current» Life — also
subjectively live further through countless «own» Lives, qualitatively different from each other in
a certain realizations of all possible variations of all your «every moment» choices and relevant
circumstances.
3.0435.   

With every of zillion (106*n) of these «personal» Interpretations of your Stereo-Form, you
though subjectively appear to be «separated» by different-Qualitative structures of the multitude of
groups of space-time Continuums, but at that objectively always remain karmically (in Thoughts,
Feelings, Desires) very tightly connected through various Levels of «interpersonal» interpretational
relations, which in a huge degree influence on the dynamics of circumstances of perceived by you,
Life and which are very easily (but completely unnoticed and unperceived by you) can resonationally
complement each other or interchange themselves with their Elements (UU-VVU-copies, UU-VVUconglomerates, SFUURMM-Forms) depending on the properties of MENTAL- and ASTRAL-Plasma,
used by Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of focused by You «personality» in each of the certain
episodes of your life creativity (ASTRAL-Plasma + MENTAL-Plasma = Karmo-Plasma).
3.0436.   

In these consistent energy-informational process there exist a direct interconnection
between the Mechanism of exhiberation of your Focus Dynamics, leading to the realization of all the
«current» circumstances of you «personal» Life, and quality of those SFUURMM-Forms, which you
most actively use («reproject» via your Focus Dynamics into skrruullerrt structures of Space-Time)
into the given specific moment of your subterransive life creativity: the more ampliative and affectative
Thoughts, Feelings and Aspirations you will use to consistently structure your Focus Dynamics, the
higher will be the degree of resonational interaction of your Focus of Close Attention of your SelfConsciousness with SFUURMM-Forms of more qualitative Duplex-Spheres of ODS, supplying your
Life not only with balanced harmonious states, but also more corresponding possibilities for the
realization in the chosen by you direction of creativity and self-development.
3.0437.   

For example, if your «current» Interests will begin more intensively gain mental or
high intellect attributes peculiar to MENTAL-Plasma (PCQs ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, ALL3.0438.   

Primordiality–ALL-Initiality, ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness,
ALL-Aspiration) in the Dynamics of your Focus of Close Attention (through the decisions made
by you) gradually will appear higher resonational deviation towards Creativity Spheres of ODS
which specific SFUURMM-Forms can in a greater degree contribute exactly such type of creative selfrealization. The same happens at more or less stable saturation in your Focus Dynamics of feeling and
emotional attributes peculiar to ASTRAL-Plasma (PCQs ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, ALL-Integrity, ALLEssentiality–ALL-Permeability, ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness, ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness).
In each of these variants in «your» personalistic World there gradually will begin to appear
people with identical Interests and the same affectative Aspirations who will become your «new
acquaintances,» you will receive unexpected offers of changing the place of your current work, there
will appear new possibilities for mastering a certain profession, requiring the change of your current
geographical surrounding, which in a much higher degree will contribute the realization of your
established Interests and creative intentions. As soon as at least something in these intentions will
start to change in another direction of life creativity, at once the interconnections of Form-Creators
with the closest in quality Duplex-Spheres will also change, which in its turn, will change «points»
of the local exhiberation of your Focus of Close Attention in the skrruullerrt structures of SpaceTime. In other words, eventually you will definitely get a real opportunity to more self-actualize
corresponding to the altered parameters of your «current» choices. You «personally» will only need
to realize that in time, notice and do not miss that favorable moment (in which, by the way, it is
not always possible to clearly understand and distinguish the potential presence of the attributes of
realized by you Interests).
3.0439.   

You should never forget that You ALWAYS EXIST simultaneously in the whole Macrocosmos
not as a primitive or more universal Self-Consciousnesses Forms, or even as TOO-UU-Entities, with
which you, due to Your energy-informational Nature, just have to temporarily self-identify, but as
Universal Self-Consciousnesses Focuses (USCF) of SSS-Entity, for Whom every conscious «moment»
of Your exhiberation in the local conditions of any from subterransive Lives is immediately lost in
an endless Flow of general Creative Cosmic Existence. You, in the whole timeless integrity of singlemoment-wise focused by You Self-Consciousnesses Forms, represent a Single energy-informational
Flow of Macrocosmos with an endless multitude of different-Qualitative characteristics, which
are figuratively (not literally!) combined into an endless multitude of multi-dimensional synthetic
«complexes,» simultaneously self-spread into all Levels of Energy-Plasma. Actually, exactly these
«complexes» form everything That you are inclined to interpret either as Holistic Life (MUULLGSSS-MAA) or as Self-Conscious Cosmic Existence (MAAIIYG-SSS-MAA) filling all the Collective
Cosmic Intelligences with all possible rational realizations and creative emotions.
3.0440.   

Therefore after each of the «Deaths» of countless Self-Consciousnesses Forms which You
simultaneously focus, Nobody from You, — just like Forms themselves — is NEVER destroyed, no
matter how authentically (for you «present») these processed of Forms’ «decay» visually may seem,
because there just, as a matter of fact, NO ONE and NOTHING to be «destroyed.» Every time when
in some «point» of Space-Time such Illusion will seem for you convincing and authentic, remember
that in «your own» reality, in «your» personalistic World, each of you ALWAYS stays in own subjective
«present» no matter how that event is perceived by the others. If at least one variation of «present» (and
there are always zillions of them!) continue to exist in your Self-Consciousness, your subterransive
3.0441.   

Focus Dynamics does not stop for a moment. It totally does not matter for your USCF through which
from simultaneously existing Self-Consciousnesses Forms «your» subjectively experience «your
present.» That process of your different-Qualitative refocusings done every moment in Space-Time
from f-Configurations of one Forms into f-Configurations of the other Forms is endless! Till Time
exists, You jointly with Your rest USCF-variations, structure Space with Your Energy-Information.
Always, when You wish to experience Yourself in that or other Form of Your Universal
Self-Consciousness out of their countless number (and it does not matter if these Forms are
considered — in «your» personalistic World — «dead» or «not born yet»), You in a certain way
focus in the necessary vibration diapason peculiar only for the Form chosen by You, absolutely fully
and specifically experiencing thereat any moment of its «personal» existence. These «practical»
possibility of continuous, conscious and different-Qualitative experiencing «Own Selves» lets You to
actively manifest — as USCF — simultaneously and in all possible variations of subjective «past» and
in all variants of subjective «future» perceiving peculiar to them energy-informational parameters as
«own» subterransive «present.»
3.0442.   

Thereat, each time, when it is essential, necessary for You Self-Consciousness Form is
not created again, IT ALWAYS ALREADY EXISTS, representing an unceasing in Time and Space
dynamic Synthesis of zillions of more or less covarllert between each other attributes of Energy and
Information into one slloogrent focal Configuration, in which You, as USCF, resonationally choose
(in the conditions of 3–4-dimensional diapason — by Focus of Close Attention) an interesting for
You «part» (Self-Consciousness Form), subjectively experiencing thereat specific Notions about
What and Who You are in the given specific circumstances.
3.0443.   

All Fields-Consciousnesses of Form-Creators of any planetary Form-systems, structuring
all the types of wave subjective Realities are organized between each other through an endless
network of different type and different-Qualitative covarllert focal-ethereal interconnections,
which spheroidally penetrate each other in qualitatively identical Levels of Mental and Astral PlanOvertones, but directly do not «intersect» in any way (i.e. do not have other mutual parameters of
manifestation, except for special resonationally-functional points) in the Levels of joint exhiberation
of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Form-Matter (till 4.0 dimension) and Plasma-Matter
(till 6.0 dimension). It cannot be said about Fields-Consciousnesses (SFUURMM-Forms) of InfoCreators of Duplex-Spheres of ODS or FLC, whose ethereal Configurations structure simultaneous
manifestation of different-Qualitative and different-type Focus Dynamics of all the multitude of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of one and the same s-Reality.
3.0444.   

Ethereal interconnections of both different-levels (i.e. reflected in STC through different
Levels of Self-Consciousness) and one-level (i.e. different-Qualitative manifesting through one
and the same Level) Duplex-Spheres are so intricately and in a complicated way «interweaved» via
SFUURMM-Forms of multileveled causal Flows that it will be practically impossible even for a very
experienced «outside observer» to distinguish from each other subterransive attributes of energyinformational formations structuring them, particularly in resonational zones of localization of the
multitude of identical Notions (i.e. in the «points» of Multipolarization of scenarios). Indeed, agree
that no one from you just is not able to notice when Focus Dynamics of your «current» «personal»
3.0445.   

Interpretation, having left in the previous scenario your former — already «dead»! — body, in the
same moment «reprojects» into one from the possible for the given situation variants of the following
scenarios of development, which in the best case can reflect in your Perception system as a sudden
abrupt change of the circumstances of your Life.
If you unconsciously «shifted» your Focus Dynamics into the other part of Duplex-Sphere,
it does not mean that where you literally «have just been,» you are already not present, — you (as one
of your «personal» Interpretations) still, beyond any dependence on the constantly changing modes
of fixation in Space-Time of Focus of Close Attention of your Self-Consciousness, always remain (for
all personal variations of «yourself» — both «present» and «future!») in potentially manifested state,
realizing ethereal-focal potential of only that NUU-VVU-Configuration which is initially assigned to
every development scenario of your LLUU-VVU-Form.
3.0446.   

In duvuyllerrt scenarios your homologic or congenial «personal» Interpretations are
attached to very similar in quality energy-informational interconnections, which determine for each
of them almost identical (but by far NOT always the same!) related, friendly, sympathetic, antagonistic,
social, official, political, religious, geographical and other relations and states, which due to a slight
difference in f-Configurations of «previous» and «current» STC groups have though very similar,
but «differently interpreted» subterransive «narrative lines» individual to each manifestation of
Fields-Consciousnesses (i.e. to each of people, animals and plants type, as well as to each of egregore
formation: creative collectives, political parties and religious confessions, nationalities and nations,
countries and continents and so on).
3.0447.   

As an example, let us consider one variant of similar Multipolarizational organization of
one from a multitude of narrow specific types of Form-Plasma, which is characteristic for the given
type of human subjective Reality — DS-VVU-U-LLU-VVU-DS (in which we all simultaneously and
subjectively focus as in our mutual «present») Each of the multiple resonationally interacting between
each other realizational Form-systems of the given Reality is specifically (via two-invaderental
Synthesis) formed in Focus Dynamics of all human Self-Consciousnesses Forms by means of
covarllert and geyliturgent by their attributes of interconnection combinations, which are peculiar
to certain mental Matrixes (Thoughts-Ideas) and their vital resonational analogs — «informational
cliché» (Archetypes).
3.0448.   

These stable interconnections are formed in Duplex-Spheres of ODS and FLC with the help
of the presence in Focus Dynamics of modern people of all possible and common for them affectative
Aspirations, Desires, Interests and Notions, peculiar to different Levels of Self-Consciousness. Due to
them, milliards of people in the given STC groups by means of their simultaneous creativity constantly
organize and adjust mental-feeling, karmic and physical basis of Collective Consciousness of the
given part of Collective Cosmic Intelligence of the Humankind — PROOFF-RRU (the «humankind»
of the given s-Reality or Collective Consciousness of «humanity»).
3.0449.   

Each of the multitude of focused by us NUU-VVU-Forms forming by its psycho-mental
realizational creativity all the karmic (focal-dynamic) bases of surrounding us Worlds’ Form-systems,
has in a bigger or lesser degree stable resonational interconnections with UU-VVU-conglomerates which
3.0450.   

simultaneously realize through other LLUU-VVU-Form-Types of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
structuring different historical epochs and specifically manifested in Focus Dynamics of not only given
(contemporary for us) humanity, but also through SFUURMM-Forms of thousand generations of our
distant ancestors, who — via peculiar to them way of thinking and Levels of feeling — during millions
of years, like we, actively initiate for manifestation «own» Worlds’ Form-systems.
In multilevel multivariance and multifunctional specifics of general Physical PlanOvertone of GREIYSLIISS, holochronely-simultaneously together with us and in parallel with us
in Space-Time there develop hundreds of human civilizations with attributes of primariusiveness
(dominating relation towards something) in their slloogrent Focus Dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms
of somewhat different than ours protoformal Directions structuring two-invaderental lluuvvumic
Synthesis Scheme. Even at purely external similarity of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of representatives
of several such civilizations with our Forms, they in peculiar to them realizations manipulate not
only «their own» (i.e. typical only of their Focus Dynamics) parameters of Space and Time, but also
quite different from ours criteria of values, moral and ethical laws, principles of laws, have their own
analogs of politics, economics, philosophy, science, art, culture, which in many respects are absolutely
different from the results of our life creativity (as well as from the specifics of creativity of our
ancestors). Correspondingly models of Worlds’ Form-systems synthesized by them (just like each of
us — in own STC group!) at all their, apparent for us, uniformity and similarity, also very significantly
differ from everything we observe in our «present» environment.
3.0451.   

Just like you experience your «current» Life «here and now and in parallel continue
your, not less conscious, personal existence in other development scenarios, which «storylines» of
Focus Dynamics are «interweaved» in other historical moments and development epochs of other
types of Collective Consciousnesses of «humankind,» everyone you consider to be your distant
or close «departed relatives» continue their conscious «personal» existence simultaneously with
you «present,» focusing via their Focuses of Close Attention in other Duplex-Spheres of ODS and
therefore being reflected by their Focus Dynamics in others than your skrruullerrt structures of
Space-Time through peculiar to them informational parameters of Focuses of Dual Reflection. In
your subjective Perception they are considered «dead» while they continue to consciously live in
their Time Flow subjectively refer to you as not born yet (you in the same way perceive all possible
variants of manifestation on Earth of all your «future» descendants).
3.0452.   

Never and under no condition any Self-Consciousness Form (from photon to atom, cell and
bacteria to Planets and Stars, Galaxies and Universes) DOES NOT HAVE A SLIGHTEST POSSIBILITY to
be objectively «destroyed» in any microscopic or cosmological Processes, because these «Processes»
subterransively occur only in the systems of subjective Perception of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
while actually there «take place» only continuous (i.e. never ceasing!) different-Qualitative refocusings
(multipolarizational «reprojections») of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness from one «parts» of
slloogrent Focal Configuration into its other «parts.»
3.0453.   

Thereat «personalities» themselves who initiate in Perception systems the whole dynamic
of these refocusings are not aware of those qualitative changes that they undergo in the process of their
«postmortem» refocusings. Because in Reality (i.e. objectively) there happens no «TRANSITION» at all
because absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Macrocosmos and organizing them Collective
3.0454.   

Cosmic Intelligences in every from countless levels of their Cosmic Creativity instantaneously Exist
through Focal Dynamics of zillions of their different-Qualitative analogs, structuring all the endless
multitude of subjective space-time Continuums, Conversums and Universums.
Aspectability (visibility) of any process of «disappearance» of evident for us attributes
of existence of something or someone from the parameters of manifestation of Time Field of the
observed by us subjective Reality (for example, facts of perceived by us «Deaths» of any «personalities,»
«elimination» of animals, plants, minerals, populations, civilizations, Planets, Stars, Galaxies) is only
natural consequence of duvuyllerrt qualitative «shifts» of Focuses of Close Attention of each of these
Self-Consciousnesses Forms from «zones» structuring f-Configuration of the given group of STCs into
already existing «zones» of f-Configuration which structure other groups of STCs. «Disappearances»
and «origins» of new civilizations, Forms and Types of Planet and cosmic Life — all that only
«outside,» the most available for your Perception, Metamorphoses of one and the same slloogrent
Life, Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the same slloogrent Collective Intelligences, instantaneouslysimultaneously transforming via their Focus Dynamics in various spectrums of an endless multitude
of own different-Qualitative Interpretations, realizing in the same endless multitude of subterransive
Time Fields.
3.0455.   

Evidence of «Death» of a human «personality» (or an animal, a plant) appear in our SelfConsciousness only because the subterransive parameters of «reprojecting» of FCA among different
Self-Consciousnesses Forms (bacteria, fungus, cells, molecules), which by their joint efforts —
according to the unvarying sequence of interconnections! — provide creative realization of their
collective Form of exhiberation (for example, of a human «personality») very strongly differ from
each other. Due to that in the Perception systems of those who observe that process from the same
subjective Reality there appears an effect of aspectable preservation of the given Form (but actually
— fragmented existence of the multitude of structuring it Forms) in the given STC group, but already
without subterransively peculiar to it attributes of manifestation of collective functioning of all Forms
(what you interpreted as «Life of the given personality»). If these parameters were the same for all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which provide functionality of their collective Form of exhiberation,
in one moment the given Form would completely and fully disappear from your range of vision
and sensing (i.e. Form-Creators of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms would simultaneously
refocused into the scenarios with the possibility of their joint functioning).
3.0456.   

All the «previous» and «following parts» of your subjective refocusing into slloogrent
f-Configuration of your LLUU-VVU-Form (Stereo-Form) are inseparably connected between
each other by a countless energy-informational interconnections. Since every similar focal «shift»
happens in a very narrow exhiberation resopason of recently changed attribute, due to the absolute
insignificance (in the given moment!) of previous interconnection in all the other manifestation
resopasons of the given NUU-VVU-Form, similar — extremely slight — space-time «shift» of bioCreators of your Perception system is just not traced in anyway, and at best is interpreted as a certain
change in the general «picture» of surrounding your reality.
3.0457.   

Due to very narrow specific peculiarities of your Perception system, you just cannot
observe the general «picture» of the same Processes simultaneously occurring in the zillions of
3.0458.   

possible variants of Your eternal Existence, because your own Self-Consciousness is focused every
moment only in one of such possibilities and you just do not register all the rest, happening to you at
the same time in the parallel development scenarios.
In the general multipolarizational dynamics of your qualitative transformations, you
in a natural way, consistently and successively, «shift» via Focus of Close Attention of your SelfConsciousness between the most resonant «parts» (NUU-VVU-Forms) of slloogrent f-Configuration
of Your LLUU-VVU-Form, at that completely not noticing and not being aware that in every conditional
moment of exhiberation of your FD in skrruullerrt system of Space-Time «you» have already
become qualitatively different. Here, probably, it does make sense to underline one very important
for understanding of that process detail. As you already know, the most resonational between each
other «parts» of f-Configuration are different from the rest by the least degree of tensorness. If in
the Mechanism of refocusings there would be involved only that characteristic, in that case FCA
practically would never be able to fall outside the limits of interconnection of one factor axis, and the
processes of Synthesis would undergo only within one resonational zone, consistently shifting into
other resonational zones.
3.0459.   

But together with the influence of the Resonation Principle, the FCA-Dynamics is not
less powerfully influenced by eglleroliftive perturbation initialized by Focus Dynamics of more
developed Self-Consciousnesses Forms (for example, of FIMI-UMPI-Dynamics of FLAKS-Forms)
which forces FCA to activate in those conditional «points» of f-Configuration, which in the given
moment are less balanced (most tensor) relative to integral Focus of the given Self-Consciousness
Form (Creative Activity Focus). Thus FCA dynamic is conditioned from one side by transitions
between the most resonating duvuyllerrt «parts,» and from the other side — eglleroliftive tendency
to increase resonation between different «parts» of f-Configuration.
3.0460.   

Due to the insignificance of qualitative changes happening in Focus Dynamics at every
act of refocusing from one groups of Stereo-Types into other duvuyllerrt groups, you continue to
inertially-subjectively perceive yourself «the same» (with the same people, in the same environment
of objects and attachments, though you might structure via your Focus Dynamics already other
type of Reality and other STC group). In the process of consequent «reprojections» of your Focus
Dynamics chosen by you countless variations of manifestation of these subjective Realities appear
to «superimpose» each other by the multitude of resonating with each other «projections.» Due to
the relative insignificance for your general Focus Dynamics of those changes in parameters which
are introduced into it with every new quantum shift, attributes (energy-informational Content) of
other s-Realities and groups of STCs completely unnoticed for you literally bit by bit are included into
the spectrum of exhiberation of your FCA, creating in your Perception system the effect of gradual
change of seemingly «one and the same» s-Reality.
3.0461.   

In every variant of quantum manifestation (and psychical reflection) of component
elements of observed by you s-Reality in the system of your subjective Perception, absolutely all the
signs of peculiar to it focal-ethereal interconnections (what we determine for yourself as objects,
subjects, relations and so on), having undergone a corresponding resonational modification,
«reprojects» through your Focus Dynamics into the next — subjectively chosen by you — variant of
3.0462.   

quantum manifestation. Therefore each time, something or someone from surrounding your reality
«personally» by you is subjectively interpreted «slightly» different and is perceived in a somewhat
different way.
Constant presence and accumulation in your Focus Dynamics of all possible «slightly
different» subterransive characteristics become the underlying Cause of refocusings of each of you
into life conflicts, circumstances, situations and «twists of Fate.» Thereat you should never forget that
in every «present» moment Focus of Close Attention of your «current» Self-Consciousness Form
straightway appear to «scan» an unaccountable multitude of all possible variants of «your» Existence,
only for a moment resonationally fixating in qualitative Offers of one of them. That happen to you
constantly and endlessly — from the state of «previous» moment into the state of the «following»
moment.
3.0463.   

Here it will be also appropriate to remind you that every variant of inertial manifestation
of subjectively perceived by you s-Reality represent Worlds’ Form-system, structured by absolutely
unique informational Configuration (therefore all Worlds’ Form-systems are fundamentally different
from each other). In Focus Dynamics the process of adding into one f-Configuration seemingly
«new» informational fragments combinations (though in practice, in the process of consistent
kleksing there happen only amplificational modification of already existing) after every quantum
shift, fully and irreversibly (for Form-Creators of your subjective Perception!) restructures «current
picture» of focal-ethereal interconnections in your Focus Dynamics.
3.0464.   

Thus, in your Focus Dynamics none of the variations of manifestation of s-Reality can be
either duplicated or identical (i.e. absolutely and fully equivalent). If it would be different, you would
be able to observe only the difference between these variants, while the «elements of repetition» would
appear to be deprived of Energy-Potential for their manifestation — the mechanism of dissipativedecoherent transformation would not be able to apply for them.
3.0465.   

Each of you does not have absolutely any perspective for subterransive «one single» Life,
because You, as USCF, according to the Principle of Your Existence, simultaneously «live through»
zillions of truly never-ending, duvuyllerrtly proceeding to each other and therefore never intermitting
in their duration, Lives, subjectively motivationally and resonationally connected to the life span of
zillions of your «personal» Interpretations: «in the same time» (in the conditions of all the multitude
of STC groups) you somewhere already «die,» and somewhere are just «born,» somewhere «achieve
a success,» and somewhere «fail,» somewhere «grow old,» and somewhere «are in your prime,»
somewhere «go wrong,» somewhere «actively spiritually succeed,» somewhere «get married,»
somewhere «get divorced,» somewhere «feel ill,» somewhere «are full of strength and in good health,»
somewhere «die again,» somewhere «are born again» and so on — in all possible creative Directions
of Your eternal Existence.
3.0466.   

Focus of Close Attention of your Self-Consciousness, as interspatial and intertemporal
«slider» instantaneously reacting to qualitative changes (protoformal Directionality) of your
Creative Activity and change of psychical states, constantly shifts into the most resonating with
its f-Configuration «points» of skrruullerrtness (group of duvuyllerrt STCs), initiating to the
3.0467.   

sequential manifestation in each of these «points,» SFUURMM-Forms of corresponding to it Levels
of Self-Consciousness, changing Forms of Self-actualization, events and circumstances, friends and
enemies, family and beloved, countries and continents, Planets and Star Systems, Galaxies and even
Universes… For the whole Universal History of endless Existence of Macrocosmos not a single Form
of exhiberation of Self-Consciousness of Collective Cosmic Intelligence has ever and will be able to
have absolutely any possibility to perceive itself «dead» — its Focus Dynamics always «instantly»
(already in the moment of «postmortem» refocusing) find possibilities for the following realizational
manifestation through Perception systems of corresponding Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
Even specific states of your Form-copies and SFUURMM-Forms in so called «stress
zones» and realizational niches of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems represent only your personal
subjective assumptions and all possible interpretations of assumed by you theoretical capability of
implementation of such realizations, which have been formed for a thousand generations of people
on the bases of their complete ignorance and incompetence in that question, conditioned by their
lack of more authentic Information. We should notice that all the multitude of Duplex-Spheres
that provide with FDR-Dynamics of peculiar to them SFUURMM-Forms the very possibility of
simultaneous exhiberation in Space-Time of all Worlds’ Form-systems in the given subjective Reality
(DS-VVU-U-LLU-VVU-DS), «penetrate» (i.e. qualitatively inter-complement and inter-provide) Focus
Dynamics of each other not chaotically, but strictly corresponding to Resonation, Diffuzgentness and
Duvuyllerrtness Principles, placed in the bases of formation in Space-Time of stable combination
and interconnections between heterogeneous r-Configurations of Pure Cosmic Qualities and
f-Configurations of corresponding to them Rezomirals of exhiberation.
3.0468.   

Apparent to us «chaotic state» of all interconnections in the surrounding us reality is only
a consequence of the strong limitation of our Perception systems. In the objective Form-structure of
Macrocosmos any interconnections under consideration represent the highest degree of orderliness
and absolute correspondence of subjectively observed Consequences to the objective Reasons, which
are beyond our understanding. There are just no «accidents» in our Life, because any quantum shift
in Focus Dynamics is naturally determined and deeply connected with its other variants via many
subterransive signs.
3.0469.   

So, for example, narrowly specific construction of presently focused by all of us groups of
STCs is structured only by such types of subjective Realities which have not only strictly determined
diapason of qualitative vibrations and a special dynamic of energy-informational interconnections
(f-Configuration of Space-Time), but also a particular (not necessarily very similar) indicators
of such parameters, as, for example: SNOO-SSS (dimension of Space-Time), KKV-OOO-LTT-UU
(Mechanism of subterransive svilgs-spheration of FD), OOO-TT-UU (Coefficient of FD quantum
shift), YYYUULLARGG (rotational Coefficient of subterransive FD), TRO-UU-DS (subterransive
informational Coefficients of the given group of STCs; reflect Configurations of Duplex-Spheres,
structuring FD of the given group of STCs), SSAA-AASS-FF (rotational Cycle of PROOFF-RRU),
SSVUU-R-VVU-R-FF (rotational Cycles of NUU-VVU-Form-Types of LLUU-VVU) and SS-KHOOR-SS
(rotational Cycles of Stereo-Types of LLUU-VVU — from 250 to 400 quantum shifts per second), and
also several other subterransive characteristics.
3.0470.   

Only as a result of that, realizational SFUURMM-Forms and UU-conglomerates structuring
different-Qualitative and different-protoformal Duplex-Spheres, do not experience any spatial
and temporal difficulties at resonational interactions through Focus Dynamics of particular and
homologic «personal» Interpretations, simultaneously manifested in different Spaces and Time Flows.
It can be said that subterransive Notions of each of you about «yourself,» about «your personal» Life
and about surrounding reality in general are formed in your Perception system by Form-Creators
of Self-Consciousness who resonationally combine slightest moments of «your» (as a «personality»)
qualitative self-determination (i.e. uncompromising answer to such questions as: «Who am I in
the given moment?» and «Wherefore do I exist in the given moment?»), in which they have to —
consciously and unconsciously — measure and correlate the degree of qualitativeness of the basic
factors of their Existence (affectative Desires and Aspirations, inclinations and Interests), thereby
stabilizing in their choice and actively shifting Focus of Close Attention into mental-feeling Content
of one or another Duplex-Sphere. Only having received «therefrom» a corresponding realizational
impulse (in the form of automatic initiation of the reaction of Focus of Dual Reflection in ODS),
you, subjectively «having unpacked» SFUURMM-Forms «projected» into SSVUU-SSMM (from
subterransive ODS), start to perceive «yourself» in some certain Worlds’ Form-system.
3.0471.   

Consistently uniting with each other subterransively «being unpacked» parameters of
duvuyllerrt «point localizations» of your FCA, you acquire the possibility to fixate as long as desired
via your Perception system in the specific conditions of exhiberation of your subterransive part of
ODS (whose SFUURMM-Forms are already «marked» by the previous results of kleksing of your
Focus Dynamics), depending on how important or attractive for your creative self-expression you
will consider the properties and peculiarities of chosen by you subjective Reality. If some nuances
of developing around your events or surrounding will start by some reason to dissatisfy you, in your
Self-Consciousness there immediately will activate specific Factors of Creative Antipathy (SYUUORRT) which in informational Space are fully balanced by Factors of Creative Sympathy (VVOOYYFF).
3.0472.   

These very difficult for the explanation regulative Mechanisms of «moment by moment»
exhiberation and concatenational realization of your subterransive Focus Dynamics in that or
other development Direction are jointly provided by svilgs-spherational Creators-motivators and
interpretational Creators-regulatory of all functions of genic DNA Form-Creators, about which I
earlier have already mentioned in that section. At their active interaction in the Direction of more
resonation, you start to svilgs-spherationally change «current» parameters of your FCA in the
Direction of prevailing of either protoformal signs, trying to resonationally include it into «unpacking»
dynamic (possibly, from qualitatively different variants of Duplex-Spheres) of SFUURMM-Forms of
more satisfying you conditions of exhiberation which intensity and stability provide you the process
of your subterransive refocusings into these or other situations or life circumstances.
3.0473.   

The whole complexity and unpredictability of your refocusing process is in the following
— making some specific choice for some subjective reason satisfying you in the given moment, you
immediately fall under the power of conditions of the certain development scenario — of a particular
personal Interpretation of your Stereo-Form — structuring the given STC group, which afterwards
might lead you either to full satisfaction of your affectative Desires and Aspirations, or dissatisfy you,
or fill your Life with huge difficulties (which in the end also might lead to the complete realization
3.0474.   

of the given Interest). No one can definitely know what in each of the situation is «better» and what
is «worse» because each of an uncountable multitude of scenarios of Your simultaneous Existence
including a certain episode (situation) as a consequence of some of your choice, can further develop
into completely unpredictable for your Direction without considering your «personal» Desires and
subterransive opportunities.
To minimize the number of unfavorable circumstances of your choices, there is only one
infallible method: try to motivationally put into your every decision as many as possible signs of highsensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism, which in infinite realizational possibilities of multiple
protoformal Directions, potentially structuring your Focus Dynamics, are peculiar specifically to
human Existence principle. Such choices provide your Focus Dynamics the least tensorness Not to
the conditions of your exhiberation in the given STC group (because they, powerfully structured by
protoformal SFUURMM-Forms, leave much to be desired), but towards the general f-Configuration
and Focus Dynamics of some of more favorable for your development STC group structuring variants
of your potential «future.»
3.0475.   

Absolutely all possible variants of certain consequences are always potentially already
included in interconnections of skrruullerrt system, which multipolarizationally reflect through
your choices and your every action. Each of these consequences is already detailed «written» in one
of the unknown to you development scenario, with consideration of laws of surrounding you «there»
human society, the specificity of qualitative direction of Synthesis, resonational interconnections
with realizational niches of other Duplex-Spheres with scenarios of other subjective Realities and
many-many other beyond your conscious Perception. Therefore the only unaltered rule which you
can at least somehow use to orient in your expectations after another choice is that less selfish and
more thoughtful decisions in the longer term always lead to refocusings into more qualitative life
circumstances, and more selfish actions (Thoughts, emotions) always fill your (and not only your)
Life with all possible tensors, thereby increasing your inner discomfort and proneness to conflict of
your Focus Dynamics with the surrounding reality.
3.0476.   

It is because in more qualitative subjective Realities social laws and moral principles
organizing your altruistic existence are more perfect, more fair and harmonious, than in more
primitively organized communities, where rule insufficiently synthesized flaws, under-realized
egoism, mass mercenariness and legal violation against others. Therefore the escape from any difficult
situations is rather simple in its Essence (though very difficult for fulfilling): in order to refocus into
the scenario with more well-minded relations, you should actively use SFUURMM-Forms that are
most typical of these scenarios.
3.0477.   

Consequences of constant disharmony in Focus Dynamics of people are not only all
possible pathological changes in the functional activity of biological systems (diseases and bad
ecology), but also deep stress conditions inflicting to people physical, psychical and unbearable
mental suffering. Therefore the only way out of difficult life circumstances for each of you is in
the increasing of qualitativeness of your thinking and feeling, in increasing the effectiveness and
elongation of the states of own intellectuality and altruism, unselfishness, optimism and spiritual
determination, which soon will help your Focus of Close Attention to stabilize in the full degree in
3.0478.   

high level subjective Realities and groups of STCs where more perfect laws and principles gradually
more and more actively will appear in your Life.
Hundreds and thousands of people in small towns, as well as hundreds of thousands
and millions of people in cities living nearby each other for many years — due to a huge diversity
and predominance in informational spaces of their Self-Consciousnesses of different-protoformal
diffuzgent tendencies — focus thereat in SFUURMM-Forms of various Duplex-Spheres, only for a
short period of time sometimes resonationally superposing with the activity of their Focuses of
Close Attention in the same informational structures (subterransive ODS), in order to positively
solve some «intrapersonal,» domestic and social conflicts, as well as interstate, politic, religious
and science problems. Therefore in the contemporary society the degree of misunderstanding and
aloofness, cynicism and brutality, distrust and emotional «obduracy,» on which depliative bases in
the given type of subjective Reality there the most actively are capable to realize only SFUURMMForms of extreme aggressiveness, antagonism, exacerbation, selfishness and ineradicable desire to
subdue, subjugate to fit own «personal» needs Minds of as many people as possible at whatever the
cost, using for these purposes power, money, bureaucracy, deficient «laws,» religious dogmatism,
jingoism and also accomplishments in scientific, military fields, information technique and even in
the cosmos.
3.0479.   

The lower is qualitatively-informational characteristics of Duplex-Sphere through which
SFUURMM-Forms your Focus Dynamics realizes most actively, the higher is the possibility that to
the manifestation in your life creativity there will consciously and unconsciously join people with the
same low-qualitative principles, views, relations and Notions as yours. Representatives of the most
part of modern variant of humankind Collective Consciousness (I cannot call them people yet, as
they are people only in a Form, and in the Essence they represent in two-invaderental lluuvvumic
Synthesis Scheme generally typical signs of all possible protoformal development Direction) are, by the
way of their thinking and feeling, stable carriers of the most primitive SVUULL-VVU-conglomerates
which not in the best possible way affect the qualitativeness of the whole Paradigm of Collective
Consciousness of the modern human society (PROOFF-RRU).
3.0480.   

Presently focused by all us subjective Reality — DS-VVU-U-LLU-VVU-DS, in accordance
to peculiar to it relationships and interconnections, is yet not human, but different-protoformal
subjective Reality, in the most degree controlled and actively modelled by all possible primitive
civilizations of ungs and ssvoouns (realize in the Focus Dynamics of people through 1–4 Levels
of ARGLLAAMUNI- and INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi). Surrounding us World with All its low-qualitative
Content is a realizational foothold modelled by their Notions, it is their imperfect creation (from
the viewpoint of Form-Creators of more ampliative «personal» Interpretations), structured by the
dually reflected dynamics of primitive SVUULL-VVU-conglomerates of an uncountable multitude of
low-qualitative Duplex-Spheres and functionally adjusted to synthetic processes typical particularly
of these specific Levels.
3.0481.   

You should understand that always when we say that Self-Consciousness Form belongs
to a certain type of subjective Reality manifested in the creativity conditions of Form-Creators of
Energy-Plasma Tertiary State, our subjective definition is very conditional and relative, because
3.0482.   

we can talk only about those Forms which exhiberational signs we have the possibility to at least
partially perceive and identify with already known to us Notions. Each of you — always and
simultaneously — configurationally (i.e. according to slloogrent structure of energy-informational
interconnections, which form focused by them NUU-VVU-Form) «belong» to absolutely all types
of Realities — powerful Cosmic Forces of TUURR-MOORR («the Law of Self-balancing Reactions»)
and FFLUUFF-LLIIRR («the Law of Dynamic Consistency of Projections») function in Focus
Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms in the same way as in Focus Dynamics of Planetary,
Stellar and Universal TOO-UU-Entities (actually, combined realizational activity of simultaneously
all the diversity of Focus Dynamics is the qualitative bases of the Creation AYFAAR — our Universal
DDIIUYYI-Entity).
However in that collective protoformal dynamics of the general Creative Activity Focus
(DYYUUTT-YYYU) space-time peculiarities of subterransive exhiberation of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences Forms structuring subjective Reality of the given type (DS-VVU-U-LLU-VVU-DS), by
peculiar to them Focus Dynamics, let them to initiate their own Creative Activity only in the strictly
determined spectrum of Plasmic Forces Diapason, between which conditional vibrational «borders»
there is formed a maximal degree of RUUORRTT-Factor (the intermediate phase of the most — for the
given specific conditions! — dual tension), which represents a certain objective (i.e. «initially already
existing) difference between qualitative signs of the given Reality Content and multipolarized in its
Focus Dynamics qualitative signs of the multitude of diffuzgently peculiar to its f-Configuration
duvuyllerrt parallel Realities (which Content is yet beyond the possibilities of our Perception system
and our existing Notions about surrounding reality).
3.0483.   

Qualitative difference between «what already exists» and «what may exist» (both for the
better and for the worse) creates in our subjective Perception specific Notions about the presence in
Space-Time of certain conditional «borders» between all focused by us types of human Realities. In
the absolute objectivity of skrruullerrt system of Macrocosmos there are no and there cannot be any
«borders» or «limits» between any different-Qualitative Form-systems and between structuring them
Duplex-Spheres. The degree of similar «delimitations» depends only from subterransive possibilities
of Perception system of each individual and qualitativeness of the Notion about own self and the
surrounding reality.
3.0484.   

The Principle of simultaneous Multipolarization of these attributes, starting from
geyliturgent and covarllert to impersept and cruvursorrt, allows most diverse different-Qualitative
SFUURMM-Forms from a wide variety of Duplex-Spheres — from the most depliative (impersept
and cruvursorrt towards the specific two-invaderentalness of the given Synthesis Scheme!) up to the
most qualitative from the possible once for the given interactions spectrum — in the different degree
to engage in realizational processes of each type of subjective Realities.
3.0485.   

In the «points» of active «intersection» in the general Focus Dynamics of NUU-VVUForms of the given Reality of the most impersept or cruvursorrt between each other attributes there
are formed subjective states of a powerful tensor opposition of simultaneously available in it —
dual by their qualitativeness — needs and their realizational possibilities, which one way or another
neutralize through interactions of Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative carriers of these Interests
3.0486.   

(people of different nationalities, states, social classes, religious denominations, political parties,
creative and work collectives and so on).
On the bases of simultaneous — mutually exclusive and complementary! — interaction of
all possible attributes of above mentioned Factors (Creative Sympathy and Antipathy), representing
by their Essence dually outermost degrees of subjective manifestation of Resonation Principle, in the
general Focus Dynamics of Collective Cosmic Intelligence of DS-VVU-U-LLU-VVU-DS (as well as in
Focus Dynamics of any from structuring it Self-Consciousness Form — from photon to Universe)
there is carried out the process of consistent svilgs-spherational balancing of countless multitude of
different-Qualitative «pluses,» as a result of which some part of general Focus Dynamics gradually
«reprojects» into scenarios of more qualitative Existence conditions while the other part of NUUVVU-Forms finds stronger stimulus in low qualitative realizations.
3.0487.   

Therefore in the given type of Reality, literally «side by side» with people whose Focus
Dynamics are actively and stably structured by SFUURMM-Forms of Duplex-Spheres with relatively
high qualitative (characteristic for the given Synthesis Scheme) Configuration, may live people in
outward appearance no different from them whose Focus Dynamics also qualitatively strongly differ.
It is not only because they manipulate less qualitative SFUURMM-Forms, but also because their
Notions express other development Directions attributes and structure completely different DuplexSpheres.
3.0488.   

Relative lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme they appear to us less qualitative, but from ProtoForms Focus Dynamics viewpoints corresponding to these Directions, the given Notions would
be perceived with more understanding. Therefore the Experience, consequently synthesized in
informational Space of Self-Consciousness of every «personality,» I denominate as Experience «being
projected» into its Focus Dynamics from its subterransive ODS (specific set of already synthesized
earlier — in the different scenarios of rotational Cycle — interconnections, structuring the multitude
of different Duplex-Spheres).
3.0489.   

Such statement can create in your understanding false impression as if for every person
in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system there exist own subterransive Duplex-Sphere. It is not so, because
each personality only selectively (resonationally) engages in own Focus Dynamics from the universal
ODS-slloogrentness only those ethereal combination of specific attributes (SFUURMM-Forms), with
which help it can carry out in the given exhiberation diapason of peculiar only to it «current» Interest.
Specifically this way it klekses by own FCA every ethereal combination which it at least once has used.
3.0490.   

Information about that combination, initiating though neuronal network of hippocampus
bio-Creators, become a part of its long-time memory, gradually accumulating into corresponding
«individual Experience.» Therefore I use such word combination as subterransive ODS — own
bases of accumulated Experience of the given person. In reality any Duplex-Sphere represents only
very narrow spectrum of qualitative resonational interaction of slloogrent informational Content
of ethereal Configurations of ODS Info-Creators with corresponding to them Energy-Potential
(realizational possibilities) of Form-Creators f-Configurations structuring Worlds’ Form-systems.
3.0491.   

Specific interconnections of every such spectrum are transgressively-integrationally spread
into all the general Focus Dynamics slloogrentness of the Highest Intelligence of Macrocosmos and
is subjectively interpreted by us as «different» Duplex-Spheres, only due to the powerful limitedness
of our «present» Perception systems’ possibilities. It is the joined Creative Activity of fragmented SelfConsciousnesses of chakram persons of all possible Duplex-Spheres and Form-Creators structuring
Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of all the multitude of Worlds’ Form-systems that
creates in Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos all the integral subjective «picture» of interconnected and
interdependent Self-Consciousnesses Forms Cosmic Creativity of zillions different-typed Collective
Cosmic Intelligences (and vice versa).
3.0492.   

ODS Duplex-Spheres is an informational part of any resopasons where Form-Creators
consistently focus. In Duplex-Spheres we focus through informational component of realized by
us Focus Dynamics (Focus of Dual Reflection or FDR), which ethereal Configuration we at once
(simultaneously) reflect through decoherent Energy-Potential of Focus of Close Attention into
corresponding diapason of our «current» exhiberation. Objective attachment of Focus Dynamics
of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms (people, animals, plants and other) to Duplex-Spheres of
specific type determine not their «spatial geographic» localization in the given s-Reality type, but
stable identity of peculiar to them characteristic attributes of subterransive psycho-mental creativity,
specifically expressed in the specific orientation of their emotional-mental Interests and preferred
ways of actualization activity.
3.0493.   

People belonging to a certain nation or religious activity, civic organization or political
party, to philosophical or esoteric movement, to a profession or creative collective also cannot serve
a «unifying» criteria, because all above mentioned subterransive peculiarities of the «personalities’»
existence cannot coincide in the main — qualitativeness of specific SFUURMM-Forms, which firmly
stabilized in Focus Dynamics of every considered by us Form Self-Consciousnesses and are generating
in Space-Time waves of strictly determined qualitative Configurations.
3.0494.   

Unique space-time properties of subjective Realities of all types give possibility to every
Self-Consciousness Form structuring it by its realizational Focus Dynamics with the help of narrow
specific duplex-spherical structures (OLLAKT-systems, DRUOTMM-systems, FLUU-LUU-complexes
and others), to model (via SFUURMM-Forms) in informational Space of own Self-Consciousness
and at once subterransively materialize in personalistic Worlds (in Space-Time) those principles of
«intrapersonal» relations, to which Configurations of the used SFUURMM-Forms correspond.
3.0495.   

One way or another «reprojecting» along Worlds’ Form-systems through Form-Creators
Focus Dynamics of own Self-Consciousness, each of you every following moment turns into a
functional carrier of that or other Duplex-Sphere characteristic properties, becoming simultaneously
both a transmitter and amplifier of some its qualitative attributes, specifically manifested by you
through culture and sport, religion and politics, science and manufacture, philosophy and art, and
also many-many other, what find its unique reflection in the general Focus Dynamics of the given
subjective Reality beings through your life creativity.
3.0496.   

An uncountable multitude of Duplex-Spheres, informationally structuring differentQualitative resopasons of dimension, simultaneously participates in that «unpacking-projecting»
process, therefore the functional mosaic of each of s-Reality represents an extremely difficult «picture»
of realization of very heterogeneous between each other combinations of energy-informational
interconnections forming «inside» according to covarllertness principle, but at the same time
capable to functionally interact between each other according to the attributes of imperseptness
and cruvursorrtness (for example, in 3–4-dimensional s-Realities there simultaneously in an equal
activity degree can manifest such antagonistic states, as «love» and «hatred,» «good» and «evil,»
«blessing» and «suffering,» «bluntness» and «genius»).
3.0497.   

Exactly therefore in «Qualitative Content» and «Realizational Offers» of focused by you
s-Reality there present all the attributes corresponding not to narrow resopasons, but a definite diapason
of Aspects exhiberation (and resonational with them Form-Creators) of different OO-UU-Entities
— from very selfish, aggressive SFUURMM-Forms of their creative expression (through behavioral
reactions of underdeveloped, primitive «personalities,» and also through the formed by them culture,
sport, religion, politics, science, manufacture, philosophy, art and others) and till the most ampliative,
and high-consciousness personal manifestations (out of all possible for VLOOOMOOT of the given
PROOFF-RRU), expressed though people demonstration (probably even by those mentioned in the
first case!) attributes of high culture and self-sacrifice, intellect and altruism (with the help of the
same self-actualization means — philosophy, religion, art, politics, science and other).
3.0498.   

Due to the similar universal structure of different-Qualitative interaction with each
other, Form-Creators of different qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Levels possess not only a huge
different-protoformal realizational possibilities for own creative realization in the conditions of quite
huge diapason of different-Qualitative dimension combinations, but also have exclusively favorable
conditions for simultaneous realization of very difficult svilgs-spherational (amplificational)
perturbations (consistent strengthening of covarllert interconnections «inside» own f-Configurations)
in the dynamic Processes of both intra-Qualitative (between sub-Aspects and Aspects of one PCQ)
and inter-Qualitative (between Aspects of different PCQs) Synthesis.
3.0499.   

With the help of universal properties of such virtual (invizusal and in no way realized by
you) Form-structure of your Perception system as «BIOPENDULUM» (ILLGRII-TO-O), you — during
forced communication process, professional or some other physical, psychic, or mental activity —
can periodically «switch» your Focus of Close Attention dynamics to the areas far beyond your
current Interests manifestation sphere. In this way you change activity degree of existing FFLUARRSFactor (qualitative directivity of rotational Shifts modelled now by you) and start, completely without
noticing to yourselves, to focus in SFUURMM-Forms, which ethereal Configurations structure already
other Duplex-Spheres.
3.0500.   

This, in turn, will cause, with the rate corresponding to the «Coefficient of inertial shift»
(OOO-TT-UU) of the given s-Reality, change of «rotational spatial Coefficient» (YYYUULLARGG)
subterransive parameters peculiar to your «person» «current» f-Configuration. In your Existence,
this will entail full chain of concatenationally successive events: change of some priorities by the
others, qualitative rearrangement in your environment (relatives, friends, collective, community),
3.0501.   

space movements (change of housing, residence), and also other changes of your «current» Life
particular circumstances. Each of these changes and innovations (these include habits, attachments,
propensities) will reflect in your Focus Dynamics mostly those signs, which qualitatively more
correspond to SFUURMM-Forms of Duplex-Sphere of your quite long lasting focusing on the
immediate Interest (at the same time SFUURMM-Forms of the previous Interest, first, lower down
own activity, and only after that, synthesized completely, disappear).
In accordance with the «General Cosmic Law of Dynamic Permanence of Projections»
(FFLUUFF-LLIIRR), no one semblance of «this person leaving the world» (which you verify as
«Death»), even the most evident and «real» one to your subjective Perception, can anyhow denote
your self-conscious «person» Focus Dynamics extinction from the successive-multipolarizational
Process of Creative Activity «spheroidal» manifestation of human Collective Consciousness of this
s-Reality, which is simultaneously accomplished by Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness Form
in many qualitative Levels of this dimension diapason.
3.0502.   

You interpret this universal Law as «Leaving stay forever.» Though, this is Its oversimplified and shallow understanding, because the term «leaving» is used here to refer not only to
«existence prolongation by means of lifetime creative work results» (for example, in people’s memory,
who knew and remembered the deceased by his/her deeds), but also to instantly (at the same instance
of refocusing from one NUU-VVU-Configuration to another) offered opportunity for each of you
to infinitely and consciously continue all unfinished Processes on Qualities subterransive Synthesis
via Focus Dynamics of a new, slightly more qualitative Self-Consciousness Form (besides, not only
within this Synthesis Scheme opportunities, but also — simultaneously — in other Proto-Forms!).
3.0503.   

These opportunities are provided by resonational «reprojection» Mechanism of the most
active and stable UU-VVU-conglomerates ethereal Modules in your Focus Dynamics (which, actually,
combining somehow between each other in focal Configurations of gene Form-Creators, represent
external and internal signs peculiar to your «current person» in Space-Time different conditions
— features, skills, and propensities) from some «sections» of exhiberation spectrum of slloogrent
focal Configuration of your LLUU-VVU-Form (resonational zones) to the other «sections» of the
given spectrum. Such UU-VVU-conglomerates qualitative «redeployment» to various simultaneous
manifestation spheres of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of one LLUU-VVU can be accomplished as
within the same dimension diapason (for example, from 2.757 to 3.528 dimension), as towards the
other diapasons (for example, from 2.757–3.528 dimension to 2.789–3.615 dimension, or to 2.796–
3.641 dimension).
3.0504.   

Such UU-VVU-conglomerates resonational transformations can be accomplished not only
as part of the integrated Module of sort of «the same person» (duvuyllerrt «postmortem» refocusings
through multi-level Focus Dynamics of homogeneous «personal» Interpretations), but also as
level-by-level ones — from the certain Self-Consciousness Level of one NUU-VVU-Form-Type to
the identical Level of another NUU-VVU-Form-Type (or to many other LLUU-VVU Form-Types
structuring simultaneously various s-Realities, various human STC groups, and various Time Flows).
I subdivide such UU-VVU-transformations types on inter-age «intra-personal» and inter-formtype
refocusings.
3.0505.   

It is about holochrone realization of sort of «the same» UU-VVU-conglomerate in Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of diverse development Directions of the two-invaderental lluuvvumic
Synthesis Scheme; but in every particular case, this conglomerate is differently subterransively
kleksed, and thus, differently interpreted in the corresponding circumstances by Form-Creators of
FD of every «person» realizing through it. As a result of such different-Qualitative kleksing, some of
interconnections, which are covarllert with respect to some development Directions, but impersept
with respect to the other Directions, sort of «fall out» of FD of his/her Form-Creators (or being
replaced by the more covarllert ones).
3.0506.   

Therefore, manifesting in some «persons» Perception systems, the contents of the given
UU-VVU-conglomerate can be interpreted as ampliative one (hence, the higher-level «sections»
will be activated in its ethereal Configuration through the given FD), while the other «person» will
subjectively perceive the same contents as more depliative one, which will automatically lower down
the dimension of this UU-VVU-conglomerate in the given FD. Since every UU-VVU-conglomerate is
structured by interconnections peculiar to UU-VVU-conglomerates of many Proto-Forms (covarllert
with respect to our Synthesis Scheme), one can say that the particular parameters of its manifestation
in STC (its dimension) depend to the highest degree from the intensity in this «person» FD of these or
those from the protoformal interconnections structuring it: more covarllert ones upgrade exhiberation
dimension (in conditions of this birvulyarity type!), and more impersept ones lower it down.
3.0507.   

Absolutely all qualitative changes and perturbations in your Life, which are directly
connected with them, happen not because «you are absent already in the place you have been before»
(nothing ever changes in skrruullerrtness of Form-systems), but namely because of alternating,
greater or lesser FCA stabilization of «your» realizational Form in the particular Space-Time «points,»
specifically structured with different-Qualitative energy-informational combinations. No «physical
displacements» of NUU-VVU-Forms, focused by you, from some space-time structures to qualitatively
others ever occur during svilgs-spherational refocusings; and all your «linear redeployments» and
life circumstances change are just only the external result of those active qualitative changes visible
by you, which are accomplished in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness
continuously, resonationally, and unconsciously to you.
3.0508.   

This type of subjective «physical» Reality, as well as all other types, is structurally modelled,
focal-wise formed and psycho-mentally organized out of energy-informational constitutions
(SFUURMM-Forms) peculiar only to it, which have strictly defined vibrational diapason of qualitative
realizations, which are the greatest possible in these exhiberation conditions (both to the maximum
and to the minimum). This diapason cannot exceed the limits of FIIYY-SS-FUUMM acceptable values
— «Creative Compatibility Factor» for Self-Consciousnesses Forms representing the certain multitude
of different-Qualitative Collective Cosmic Intelligences synthetic combinations in this particular
Energy-Plasma State. FIIYY-SS-FUUMM vibrational Index, which is subterransive to every s-Reality,
reflects by itself that difference between maximal and minimal degrees of creative (for people —
psycho-mental) tension, which can be productively (to the benefit of Synthesis creative microprocesses) implemented in this s-Reality type between separate formations (Self-Consciousnesses
Forms) of the CCIs multitude, which generate to Space-Time such manifestations SFUURMM-Forms,
which are not only geyliturgent and covarllert, but also impersept and cruvursorrt with respect to
each other, and which represent sort of «the same» qualitative combinations.
3.0509.   

The higher «Creative Compatibility Factor» Index, the greater opportunities for SFUURMMForms different-Qualitative creative self-realization can be provided by this s-Reality type, because it
allows Form-Creators of any of Self-Consciousnesses Forms to get deeper (via detailed processes of
PCQs intra-Qualitative and inter-Qualitative Synthesis) into own Self-Consciousness informational
space diverse Levels. One should note that FIIYY-SS-FUUMM-Index for your wave s-Reality (and
others of the same type) is already quite high (compared to doolls types) and comprises 833 760 000
STRIFFMELL, which points to the great opportunities for the processes of internal harmonization of
different-Qualitative Flows and accomplishing of purposeful deep Synthesis via Focus Dynamics of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of various CCIs.
3.0510.   

One STRIFFMELL is a conditional index of informational «saturation» of exhiberation
«point» f-Configuration of skrruullerrt system subjectively examined by us (which is structured,
as everything else, by some part of slloogrent focal Configuration). In other words, it is «fractality,»
«branching» degree of energy-informational interconnections of space-time structure. It equal to the
quantity of Duplex-Spheres actively resonating among each other by some signs, which SFUURMMForms have rather high compatibility with respect to Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative SelfConsciousnesses Forms structured by them in order to produce stable joint UU-conglomerates in
these f-Configurations. Such properties in human s-Realities now focused by all of us are possessed
by SFUURMM-Forms of people of one race and ethnicity, of people and domestic animals cultivated
by them, of people and vegetables selected by them, of people and minerals used by them (including
water), of people and fire.
3.0511.   

Though, along with these covarllert interconnections, our Conceptions have quite high
imperseptness or cruvursorrtness to many specific SFUURMM-Forms structuring Focus Dynamics
of some Self-Consciousnesses Forms unclear to us or out-of-our-Perception in this s-Reality type
(for example, the features of bacteria and viruses biocenosis, processes inside the globe, many Nature
phenomena, near and outer Space, Space and Time).
3.0512.   

A certain amount of Duplex-Spheres very similar to each other by quality of development
scenarios produced by them can simultaneously resonate more or less on every striffmell specific
parameters in every type of subjective Reality. In every development scenario, «you» (via own
«personal» Interpretations) have real opportunities to profound Synthesis of some qualitative
Self-Consciousness Levels of your LLUU-VVU-Form. For example, the given s-Reality type FIIYYSS-FUUMM-Index features offer to each of its habitants theoretical opportunity to consciously or
unconsciously interact on sfuurmmformal level with UU-VVU-conglomerates of more than two
millions of different-Qualitative variants of homogeneous or particular «personal» Interpretations
of your LLUU-VVU-Form, which, simultaneously and concurrently with you, actively realize by their
subterransive Focus Dynamics through diverse Form-Types in the other development scenarios of
the given s-Reality.
3.0513.   

Owing to «General Cosmic Law of Equal Possibility of Creative Self-Determination»
(AAKK-BRRAA), in every moment of own conscious Existence, you have opportunity to choose exactly
that «personal» Interpretation out of many potentially accessible ones to your multipolarizational
Focus Dynamics, which is able to supply your essential necessities and current realizational abilities
3.0514.   

with corresponding circumstances to the more degree than your «current» Interpretation. And if your
«future» life Interests sphere is connected with realizations in more qualitative Levels of your SelfConsciousness, then each of your choices should be more qualitative by lluuvvumic signs (meaning,
more intellectually-altruistic one), than the previous one: only in this way your Focus Dynamics will
be able «to reproject» more steadily to the more and more ampliative NUU-VVU-Configurations.
And vice versa: your stable fixation on the more egoistic choices or on the negative reactions
always «dresses up» your Focus Dynamics into NUU-VVU-Forms of some protoformal development
Directions, which are structured with less qualitative (with respect to the given Synthesis Scheme)
energy-informational interconnections, and their VLOOOMOOT-Index has trend to restrict your
Creative Activity in this human s-Reality type. Exactly quality of your every-instant choices defines
the fact, will you refocus to NUU-VVU-Configuration with higher or lower VLOOOMOOT-Index at
the next instant of your Existence. This factor is the most decisive during reaching your cherished
goal, because one can reach It only by means of «alternate» and qualitatively successive (in space-time
terms) «shift» of own Focus Dynamics to those NUU-VVU-Configurations, which qualitativeness
mostly corresponds to subterransive features of that Self-Consciousness Form, which has ALREADY
reached this Goal in some of development scenarios.
3.0515.   

The features of such purposeful NUU-VVU-Forms change consist in the fact that, along
with every regular qualitative rising of Focus of Close Attention parameters, the upper limit of possible
manifestation of your Creative Activity Focus (DYYUUTT-YYYU) also rises, increasing in this way
opportunities of the more active participation of SFUURMM-Forms of the more high-qualitative
Self-Consciousness Levels in your subsequent choices. Since VLOOOMOOT-Index has strictly
subterransive value for f-Configuration of every Self-Consciousness Form («human,» «animal,»
«vegetable,» «Planet,» «Star,» and other Forms), the process of its Potential growth becomes possible
only due to concentration lowering of SFUURMM-Forms activity in Focus Dynamics, which are
typical to any of development Directions diffuzgent to LLUU-VVU (protoformal ones). The Energy
of impersept interconnections «released» at that ceases to serve as «distraction» for «person» Focus
of Close Attention, and owing to that activity of SFUURMM-Forms of his/her Self-Consciousness
ampliative Levels increases, and therefore, the same does his/her psycho-mental creativity quality.
3.0516.   

This regularity convinces us once more that no one and in no way is able to refocus to
the sufficiently more qualitative levels of life creativity, but through successive — conscious and
purposeful — refocusings from depliative Self-Consciousnesses Forms to the more and more
ampliative f-Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms of more qualitative diapasons. When you are
steadily realized (saturated) with that, the potential activity of SFUURMM-Forms of ARGLLAAMUNIand INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi lowest karmic Channels is gradually synthesized, decreased, and finally
annihilated in many exhiberation resopasons of your Focus Dynamics. It allows activation of
SFUURMM-Forms of ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi Form-Creators, Whose creative work,
in turn, serves as catalyst for the further increase of ULGLUU- and SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi «chakram
personalities» Creative Activity in your Focus Dynamics.
3.0517.   

Once again: no any «moving» of the more qualitative SFUURMM-Forms to the less qualitative
s-Realities ever occur, as well as no any objective «shift» of NUU-VVU-Forms exist in Space-Time and
3.0518.   

no any «physical» redeployment of anything is accomplished from some Form-systems to the others.
In Macrocosmos, absolutely everything already is — in all different-Qualitative multi-variance of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms peculiar to It. All Worlds’ Form-systems (and everything else in them,
which you cannot imagine) exists always concurrently, simultaneously with us. We can realize our
eternal Existence only due to simultaneous endless variety of diverse subterransive states in our Focus
Dynamics: making more qualitative refocusings, we become a part of the more qualitative varieties of
Worlds’ Form-systems and s-Realities types, where opportunities for manifesting SFUURMM-Forms
used by us are dominating over opportunities of the less qualitative Conceptions.
Qualitatively changing your Conceptions «about yourselves» and about surrounding you
reality, you constantly just resonationally choose — out of all present Existence conditions variety of
your LLUU-VVU-Form — exactly those things, which represent the greatest Interest «personally» to
you at the moment. First, you gain appropriate fixation of your Focus of Close Attention Dynamics
in necessary to you Energy-Plasma Levels, thus, resonational co-adjustment of the more active
Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousness on qualitatively corresponding to them f-Configurations
of Stereo-Types occurs within this STC group, where interesting to you signs combinations are
intensified to required degree.
3.0519.   

Also, your Creative Activity Focus frequency dynamics gradually stabilizes in these
s-Realities, and only after that, your «stay» in some scenario becomes conscious. Therefore, it is not you,
who attracts your «future.» At the beginning, you «start to be» the unconscious part of some particular
scenarios, with which Focus Dynamics you completely merge later. Having met your «current» Interest,
you start again to successively and unconsciously — as if «in parts» — refocus to scenarios, which more
correspond to the newly acquired signs of your «new» Self-Consciousness Form.
3.0520.   

Everything, absolutely everything in any of life situations depends only on your psychic
state, on the degree of your Belief in the fact that nothing bad could happen to you at all. This
Belief should not be farfetched, but should naturally manifest and become reliably established in
your Self-Consciousness during the process of renitive analysis of consecutively mastered by you
iissiidiological Knowledge owing to its multiple testing in certain complicated life situations, during
highly dramatic concourse of circumstances. When all your Thoughts, Feelings, Intensions, and
Convictions become real and active IISSIIDIOLOGY carriers, all your Life will naturally transform for
the better, your Perception will become still more deep and conscious, and the Life will acquire more
harmonious, intellectual-altruistic directivity. You will feel positive-trusting trends in relations with
surrounding you reality and experience necessity in striving to get to know «your» Worlds, based
only on essentially positive approach and deep comprehensive Understanding of the more authentic
Essence of everything what happens around you and with you.
3.0521.   

Your psychic-emotional state in any situations is the determining Mechanism of
qualitativeness of your refocusings. If you are in the fear, then, most probably, you will refocus to
that variant of many similar situations, where everything is highly complicated and dramatic to you.
However, if you are in the positive state with internal confidence in objective Fairness of everything,
which happens to you, and if you keep calm in any case, you will soon realize yourself as a part of
favorable to you consequences of the given situation.
3.0522.   

I have emphasized already that all sporadic Worlds are also «your» personalistic Worlds,
with the only difference that you are mostly unscrupulous in them and suffer from anxiety, depression,
self-doubt, diverse failings and vices, egoism and ambition. In any following moment of your Life,
everything changes depending exclusively on which will be real condition of your psycho-mental
state. This will define qualitativeness of f-Configurations of the Stereo-Types, newly focused by you,
and development scenarios, structured by them. To faster, steadily, and safely refocus into exactly
that part of «humankind» Collective Consciousness, where Immortality, Intellect, and Altruism have
become natural attributes of the more harmonious Existence for the most people, one should try
hard to make own choices at the higher qualitative Level regarding his/her previous trends.
3.0523.   

SECTION Х

Influence of the Diffuzgentness Principle on the process of Focus
Dynamics formation of Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic Synthesis
Scheme

Chapter 1. Vibrational different-leveled Nature of Energy-Plasma
You already know that all the duvuyllerrtly-slloogrent structure of the infinite variety
of Universal CCIs, which form all the skrruullerrt (space-time) system of Macrocosmos by Focus
Dynamics of their Own Form-Creators, is constituted by the infinite multitude of all possible
vibrations generated by Focus Dynamics of diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms (SVOO-UU-Entities).
Being originated inside the Self-Consciousness of the SSS-Entity in strict compliance with Universal
Cosmic Laws, these vibrations form (for themselves!) «the manifestation environment» of Everything
Being, which we interpret subjectively as the UPDR — the Universal Plasmic-Differentiational
Radiation (an individual vibrational analog of the UPDR is inherent to every modus of Space-Time.
For example, within the 3–4-dimensional diapason, presence of the «physical» analog of the UPDR
— so-called «relic electromagnetic radiation» — serves as a basis for exhiberation of every nutation
or fluctuation frequency).
3.0524.   

In IISSIIDIOLOGY, the term «vibration» means not only mechanical fluctuations
implemented on the level of molecules, atoms, or nucleons, but also all possible results of
implementation diverse and different-Qualitative energy-informational interconnections in the
UPDR among Form- and Info-Creators, which form all the infinite diversity of types of dimension
in Space-Time under various conditions of joint resonational interaction. By the term «vibrational,»
I mean not only some frequency characteristics of the object under consideration (which manifests
as a nutation — a frequency of fluctuations inherent to it — just in conditions of exhiberation in the
given dimension diapason), but the definite type of resonational interconnections between Energy
and the corresponding part of Information.
3.0525.   

Every act of exhiberation of unbalanced (consummative) State of Information (which
represents the Focus Dynamics of the whole Macrocosmos in Its Essence) is a vibration expressed in
one or another way in the given «point» of Space-Time. If we fix, by our measuring instruments or
by our Perception system, disappearance of the weakest signs of fluctuations frequency of an object
investigated by us that does not mean that vibrations of its other «projections» disappear in the
given «point» of STC. Simply, the given conditions of the environment (or measuring instruments
used by us) cannot provide capabilities necessary for exhiberation of more complex and deeper
(«sublime») interconnections between Energy and Information, which are manifested in different
— more ampliative — variants of our Focus Dynamics. Besides, the ability of bio-Creators of our
Perception systems to fix or completely ignore the vibrations of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms
in the surrounding environment also depends on the presence, in our Focus Dynamics, of the energyinformational interconnections (SFUURMM-Forms) common to our and «their» Synthesis Schemes
and on the degree of resonation with each other.
3.0526.   

There would be nothing out of the borders of the Sphere of simultaneously-holochrone
exhiberation of any vibrations (if such borders existed in other types of Macrocosmos) — nothing
that could be reflected in the Self-Consciousness of the SSS-Entity anyhow. Therefore, we can speak
only about the primogenitive (absolutely balanced — pre-mercavgnational) State of Information
which is free from any «projection» and Forms because all the energy-informational interconnections
are annihilating there getting rid of inherent to them dissonational energy constituent and being
redistributed along skunkktions of reconverstive Configurations.
3.0527.   

If Focuses (compensators of dissonational types of interconnections or Energy)
disappeared in the Self-Consciousness of the SSS-Entity, there would be liyllusceevization (that is
resonational «merging» of the f- Configurations in all the multitude of inherent features) of FormCreators (because of lack of Energy-Potential for origination of Self-Consciousnesses Forms), and
Info-Creators (because they would have nothing in order to get in resonational interactions), and
realizational Focus Dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of the very SSS-Entity. We identify the Latter
with functions of the Highest Cosmic Intelligence of Macrocosmos (Its Sound Cosmic Code — SSAYIYLG-SS-SS-AYY-SSS; it must not be confused with the MUULLG-SSS-MAA SCC which is interpreted
as «Holistic Life» and quite differs from the HCI of Macrocosmos essentially).
3.0528.   

Thus, each type of vibrations — from the simplest UUKKKHL-SS-KKHKHOO-Forms in the
Quaternary Energy-Plasma to the zillion-dimensional Levels of Macrocosmos — represents the very
complex structure of conditionally stable (in Focus Dynamics of a Self-Consciousness Form who
perceives them) energy-informational interconnections that were simultaneously implemented in
the post-mercavgnational State among different-Qualitative Form-Creators and Info-Creators. Every
Self-Consciousness Form is first and foremost certain spectrum of energy-informational (that is
focal) interconnections originated resonationally in one or another analogs of the UPDR. In disparate
conditions of Space-Time all the sum of parameters of those energy-informational interconnections
can be reflected in diverse particulas (from Latin — particula — a particle, piece of something)
of slloogrent focal Configuration as subterransively expressed by Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
(sequential manifestations of acts of covarllertness increase of energy-informational combinations
generated by a Self-Consciousness).
3.0529.   

Vibration is a result of subjective qualitative shift which distinguishes parameters of
any randomly selected particulas of f-Configuration from all the rest particulas. This effect caused
by shift in qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics, in our diapason of exhiberation, is called nutation
(«fluctuation,» «frequency»); it is ullumksation in in the megadiapason below 0-dimension; it is
protofsation in in the 0–1-dimensional diapason; it is loolgsation in in the 1–2-dimensional one; it is
doollsation in the 2–3-dimensional one; it is flaksation in the 4–5-dimensional (translucense) one;
it is vuoldsation in the 5–6-dimensional (luminosal) one; it is orfrovtation in the 6–7-dimensional
one; it is pruuissation in the 7–8-dimensional one; it is iymiyllsation in the 8–9-dimensional one;
it is peepptation in the 9–10-dimensional one; it is iissmmation in the 10–11-dimensional one; it is
lyuullffation in the 11–12-dimensional one. Overall, within megadiapasons: it is slaassmiation in the
Tertiary Energy-Plasma (from 0 to 12 dimension); it is ssloossnaation in Secondary Energy-Plasma
(from 12 to 24 dimension); it is ssuisssfaation in Primary Energy-Plasma (from 24 to 36 dimension);
and it is uuyyuzation in the megadiapason above 36 dimension.
3.0530.   

However, whatever part of zillion-dimensional superdiapason of our Macrocosmos we
would consider, we always deal only with vibration in every case of Focus Dynamics exhiberation.
Regardless of type and conditional number of dimension, this vibration always represents the result
of presence of signs of qualitative difference among particulas of one and the same slloogrent
f-Configuration, on which Focus Dynamics focuses of either of Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
Meanwhile, the Form Itself, as a part of the skrruullerrt system, is also manifested due just to presence
of a vibration effect in Macrocosmos. The vibration effect is some dissonation between objective
(potentially balanced) State of the SSS-Entity and subjective State of Its Focus Dynamics realized
simultaneously along the whole hyperdiapason of Its exhiberation in various types of Macrocosmos.
3.0531.   

That means that multipolarized slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of SSAYIYLG-SS-SS-AYY-SSS-Entity fills, with different-Qualitative vibrations (Forms) of Its Existence,
all the skrruullerrt system which simultaneously structures absolutely all varieties and types of
Macrocosmoses with different-Qualitative energy-informational interconnections. In the whole
multitude of different-Qualitative Directions of its possible development, this Focus Dynamics acquires
some new features, attributes, and tendencies in any option of Its exhiberation and duvuyllerrtly
converges into zillions of other Macrocosmos types. For Those, the basis for energy-informational
interaction and manifestation is also vibrations. Focus Dynamics slloogrentness of our synthetic
Macrocosmos’s HCI is structured totally or partially with Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of zillions
of different-Qualitative Extra-developed SSS-Entities (these are both Its «own» SSS-Entities as well
Entities of HCIs of other Macrocosmoses types). All of Them are also structured with specific kinds
and types of vibration.
3.0532.   

No one Self-Consciousness Form can exist subterransively, without inherent only to it,
resonational manifestation inside the Focus Dynamics of the SSS-Entity, and without corresponding
«projecting» some of properties inherent to Its slloogrent Energy-Potential into its own Focus
Dynamics. Likewise, nothing can avoid the presence, inside of its f-Configuration, of all the diversity
of Its Form-Creators — the Cosmic Entities of various Self-Consciousness’s Levels simultaneously
manifested in all possible realizational Directions of Its Own Cosmic Creation. Owing to that,
everything manifested objectively and existing subjectively in the «material» World around us reflects
only certain versions of fixation of some properties of Universal Self-Consciousness Focus in relatively
3.0533.   

«local» Time and Space parameters. The Universal Self-Consciousness Focus appears functionally
in each specific case (through the Focus Dynamics of all Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A) as the
unique concept (product, creature) of the common form-making Principle typical only for the given
«physical» s-Reality.
Energy-informational interconnections always (regardless of their snap to subjectivity
of any Perception system) remain, in that forming Principle, qualitative and objectively neutral
as much as they are in the original primogenitive Information State regardless of how they are
interpreted — from the positions of inherent to them Synthesis Schemes — by Form-Creators of one
or another Self-Consciousness Form. These energy-informational interconnections are generated as
versatile Energy types by Form-Creators of various Self-Consciousnesses Forms and form all infinite
multipolarization of simultaneous manifestation of the USCF-Dynamics. I remind you that, when
we talk about Self-Consciousnesses Forms, we mean, without any relation to any certain diapason
of dimension, all infinite variety of Forms of creative Self-Manifestation of different-Qualitative
Form-Creators of all possible types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences Who structure, with their
specific Focus Dynamics, various amplificational Development Branches for absolute realization of
all Interests of the SSS-Entity, beginning (in the given exhiberation regime) from CCI of photons and
other Forms of Existence of the given DDIIUYYI-Entity (AYFAAR) and finishing with CCI of zilliondimensional Levels of SS-AYIYLG-SS-SS-AYY-SSS-Entity.
3.0534.   

This is only Creative Activity of Form-Creators of all possible kinds and types of
Collective Cosmic Intelligences which is only possible to consider as something really existent in
everything that structures visibly or invisibly to us the Focus Dynamics of our own Form-Types
and any objects of the Worlds’ Form-systems around us. Because, apart from the CCIs (or rather,
apart from different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics generated and made up by Them. «Projections» of
these Focus Dynamics are perceived by us as locally expressed Self-Consciousnesses Forms), there
is nothing more subjectively Existent in Macrocosmos. Initiated in every exhiberation regime of
«local» parameters of Space-Time as one or another Form, each creative Element of their slloogrent
Focus Dynamics is unconditionally self-conscious, meaning, perceives «itself» specifically regarding
the subterransive Form of creative self-manifestation inherent to this Element.
3.0535.   

Applying the term «Self-Consciousness,» you have used to mean just few psycho-mental
characteristics of individual human creativity (of «a person»), which are accessible for your Perception
and comprehension, while you forget that Self-Consciousness as a universal property of any particle
(Element) of the of Macrocosmos’s CCI is totally caused by collective creativity of the infinite
multitude of different-Qualitative Forms who are self-conscious in exhiberation regimes inherent
to them. These Forms provide every kind of your Creative Activity, and comprehensive functional
opportunities for your biological organism, and all specific peculiarities of your surrounding reality.
They are not only realizational Forms of «chakram personalities» of your IISSIIDI-Centers, but also
Form-Creators of many CCIs’ Types : «Mineral,» «Herbal,» «Animal,» which structure, with their
Focus Dynamics, the CCIs of all Worlds’ Form-systems, all types of s-Realities, and STC groups of the
given Planetary Entity, which provide participation of all the multitude of the rest Proto-Forms of
GOOLGAMAA-A during their own amplificational Processes of Self-Cognizing through the Synthesis
of all various combinations of diverse Aspects of the Pure Qualities.
3.0536.   

Still having no opportunity to look at the deep forming plasmo-structure of photons
and elementary particles, which make the whole aspectable materiality of the surrounding reality,
people used to attribute the features of awareness and Self-Consciousness only to the limited amount
of Forms which, in manifestations inherent to them, can demonstrate some features created and
assumed by us as «true.» Such features are considered by us as if usual for all «living beings,» meaning,
they are able to function in the way similar to our at something, at least. That is the proof for they
possess certain degree of «animation.» In other words, scientists recognize the right for subjective
Self-Consciousness in creatures which are able — one way of another — to witness some evidences
and clear signs of their awareness in accordance with our subjective Conceptions about presence of
Life in a Form.
3.0537.   

Only because «people» are just incapable of perceiving, cognizing, recognizing other
living beings by features understandable to «humans,» all the Forms of self-conscious creatures, who
perceive themselves narrow-specifically, in different way as compared to us, in specific exhiberation
conditions of s-Reality of the current type, remain totally «unconscious,» «inanimate» for «people.»
Being not capable to follow the sequence of Life appearance and development of Self-Consciousness
in Life in details and renitively, people strike easily and recklessly the whole infinite diversity of
Forms of material objects and appearances from the group of Cosmic Entities. Though, near to them,
thanks to them, and together with them, all possible Form-Types of our NUU-VVU-Forms coexist
eternally and self-develop actively.
3.0538.   

Even if many of them appear in our Life with logics and intelligence inherent to them and
unusual for us, people persistently continue to accord their meaningful actions to «unconscious»
Nature without even thinking that Existence of the Nature Itself is totally structured with Lives of
the infinite multitude of Elements of Its Collective Self-Consciousness (including us) which actively
fill absolutely all Forms of Its manifestation with focal dynamism of their own subterransive creative
realizations. Each of appearances, as well as each of objects making all Focus Dynamics of the World
around us: Mountains and stones, woods and trees, oceans, seas and rivers, buildings constructed by us,
bridges, mechanisms, and all other results of our lifetime creativity, possess specifically «fragmented»
(that is, concentrated on everything tied with existence of their own Form) Self-Consciousness. The
word «fragmented» is used here not because every Element of subjective exhiberation of slloogrent
Focus Dynamics (this is Stereo-Type for us) is able to have Self-Consciousness during just very
limited period (during one relative instant, «fragment»), but because our Perception systems can
fixate only intermediate combinations of these «fragments» in the whole Focus Dynamics.
3.0539.   

Without the Mechanism of Self-Consciousness and out of It, nothing can show features
of the process interpreted by us as «subjective Existence.» Nothing can either be, or self-realize itself
creatively in any other way, anyhow, in any of uncountable types of s-Reality. When We use such
expressions as Energy-Information, Energy-Plasma, Matter, Space-Time, and many others, we mean
just intermediate dynamical results (Forms) of Creative Activity of Self-Consciousness Levels of all
possible degrees of freedom and development, which provide the subjective Process of total realization
of diverse Interests of the Highest Cosmic Intelligence of Macrocosmos with simultaneous activity
by their countless Forms in each of «points» of their resonational application/reflection.
3.0540.   

No matter how negligible and insignificant it seems to us, every Form (f-Configuration),
which has a certain function in any subjective process, is one of zillions of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
because Focus Dynamics of its Form-Creators is structured with infinite multitude of self-conscious
Elements of any of Collective Cosmic Intelligences each of whom concise itself subjectively on the
level of peculiar to it, sphere of subterransive application of its own functionality. All surrounding
reality including all Form-Types of our NUU-VVU-Forms represents intermediate results of the huge
amount of realizational activities versions of Collective Cosmic Intelligences’ Form-Creators from
the Tertiary Energy-Plasma part which we determine as «Form-Matter» (to 4.0 dimension).
3.0541.   

In our types of s-Realities, the f-Configurations of these Form-Creators represent
reconstructions figuratively-sensually and mentally-logically modeled by us (that is, auxiliary
«means,» necessary «forms,» typical «tendencies» specifically synthesized of combinations of
many protoformal SFUURMM-Forms), which allow TOO-UU-Entities of certain qualitative Levels
of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Energy-Plasma to Self-Realize actively through the given Formsystems of existence with the purpose of maximal deepening and diverse detailing of the general
amplificational Process.
3.0542.   

Regrettably, the «current» state of science does not permit scientists to comprehend the
true Essence of self-conscious existence of countless Form-Types («mountains,» «woods,» «oceans,»
«typhoons,» «tornadoes,» and so on) which represent, in human types of s-Realities, the Focus
Dynamics of all kinds of protoformal CCIs that are radically different from our Focus Dynamics.
To the more extent, this categorical rejection of the fact of possessing, by every Form, the Level of
Self-Consciousness peculiar to it appears in relation to very specific Forms of creative realization of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms’ FDs of various cosmic «radiations,» as well as to the matter of existence
possibility of some analogs of «interpersonal» relationships among elementary particles, atoms,
molecules, and molecular combinations (both biological and abiotic) consciously arranged by them.
3.0543.   

This difference in the Principles of formation and realization of our and their Focus
Dynamics being insuperable on the current stage of our development is observed not only in the
specifics of manifestation of diverse energy-informational interactions inside Proto-Forms themselves,
but also in the main differences in distinctive properties of our and their Self-Consciousnesses
Forms. By those Principles of formation of Focus Dynamics, the main peculiarities of organization,
by different-Qualitative Form-Creators, of diverse protoformal analogs for our human Perception
systems are manifested in corresponding types of s-Realities. For example, if cutting such SelfConsciousnesses Forms as «a rock» or «a stone slab» in many particles, it will result in the multitude
of smaller Self-Consciousnesses Forms of «stones» which still reflect the main characteristics of their
original Form before grinding.
3.0544.   

That means that such Form of creative realization of different-Qualitative Form-Creators,
as the Self-Consciousness Form of «a rock,» is different from mixtum analogs of our NUU-VVUForm-Types so much radically that such Form is hardly changed qualitatively during breaking into
smaller components. It continues to appear in STC as Self-Consciousnesses Forms of all the multitude
of chemical elements combinations which represent themselves as a part of the rock and allow FormCreators of protoformal CCIs to synthesize some certain Experience of convergence of sub-Aspects
3.0545.   

and Aspects of certain Pure Qualities through realization of physical-chemical properties of stone.
If turning a stone into fine dust (up to a certain particles size), every dust particle will consist of the
same chemical elements and perform the same physical-chemical properties as a separate stone slab.
Only gravitational and electromagnetic properties, which depend on mass, will change.
Given the fact that «there are not two fermions alike,» during the subsequent process
of inertial formation of a new Self-Consciousness Form (a stone or another Proto-Form) from
those separate dust particles, certain conditions of that process will proceed with new fermion
contents in each distinct case, what will influence very much on the creative direction of the
Focus Dynamics (therefore, qualitative structures included) of every of the newly organized SelfConsciousnesses Forms of the given CCI. Almost the same happens to the internal transformation
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of «oceans,» «seas,» «rivers,» or «lakes»: Each water drop from such
Form-system (for instance, an ocean) will have different chemical composition and possess different
Energy-Information; the same result will appear in cutting the more mobile («air,» «methane») and
more inert Forms («metallic compounds,» «glass») in components.
3.0546.   

If you broke a plant or cut a tree in half, the picture of the consequences of these actions
would change totally: the more developed the plant is (meaning, the more amount of covarllert
interconnections constitute the Focus Dynamics), the more intensively the Self-Consciousness
of Form-Creators of the given Form aspires to keeping its species collective peculiarities
(subterransiveness), and the harder the given Form of intelligent Life maintains the current SelfConsciousness level while heavy mechanical separation. Nevertheless, it should be noticed that there
are Self-Consciousnesses Forms of primitive plants and animals, which are much better capable of
complete regeneration after mechanical cutting them out. Besides, they keep the Self-Consciousness
level, which was inherent to them before cutting. For example, the kind of starfish Lunckia columbiae
can replicate the functionality of its body completely from any cut part in a size of 1cm. However, if
you saw an insect in half, even if as small as a flea, there is no way you can get two well-functioning
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of flea.
3.0547.   

Focus Dynamics of animal Self-Consciousnesses Forms realize themselves with
assistance of Form-Creators of many complex-structured Self-Consciousnesses Forms of separate
living cells, which perform, in the general Form, various realizational functions of supporting body
organs and systems of the integral biologic organism, which are structured by these cells. Each of
these Forms is already very complex in organization of covarllert interconnections by Collective
Self-Consciousnesses’ structures of their organisms. These structures is much more complex than
Collective Consciousnesses of a rock or a stone. All Form-Creators of cellular Forms constitute and
functionally provide interconnections among different body organs, whose Self-Consciousnesses
Forms are still more complex, because they support all realizational abilities and possibilities of
the Perception system of the holistic Self-Consciousness Form of an animal: they allow it to move
independently, to eat, to breed, to reproduce similar Forms always and to combine, inside of them, all
creative interconnections among organic and inorganic substances, and so on.
3.0548.   

As I have noticed before, each of animal Self-Consciousnesses Forms is aware of itself
on its own, peculiar to it, level of subjective Perception, while the realizational Focus Dynamics of
3.0549.   

Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of mountains, oceans, plants, or «inanimate objects»
demonstrate, in STC, specific peculiarities of totally different Synthesis Schemes inherent to the
Aspects of the Pure Qualities converged by those Forms. Combinations of the Aspects determine
all the qualitative and functional specificity of Focus Dynamics implemented by those Forms.
Mountains, and rivers, and woods, and diverse objects, and human — they all exist consciously in
their own manners, realize their signature features (FD) in Space, and undergo the inherent to them,
eglleroliftive perturbations in Time (change of scenarios in subterransive rotational Cycles). However,
between Levels and degrees of their individual and collective awareness, there are gaps unbridgeable
in any way, which do not allow one kind of Proto-Forms to experience (that is to synthesize one and
the same Experience) exactly the same things peculiar to Form-Creators of other Focus Dynamics
and Perception systems.
Even the most «elementary» particles of Energy-Plasma, which structure the current
s-Reality type, are NOT so «dense» as we perceive this, but they represent covarllert combinations
of boson Self-Consciousnesses Forms of diverse qualitative structures, subterransive Configurations,
and vector orientation of constituent force tensions. By «individually» peculiar to them features and
creation types, which are actively manifested in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of UPDUYKKField, namely elementary particles structure, in a very specific way, the holistically formed by them,
realizational Self-Consciousnesses Forms of various, more large-scale Proto-Forms (from molecules
and microorganisms to Planetary and Star Entities), modifying them to the particular extent when
their Focus Dynamics are interpreted in someone’s Perception systems as «dense substances,» and in
someone else’s are interpreted as «gaseous» or «liquid» states. Moreover, in some other systems, these
Focus Dynamics will not be either fixated, or identified in any way.
3.0550.   

No one Form has even a chance to appear in Macrocosmos beyond the slloogrent energyinformational Process of Focus Dynamics realization, which allows any part of f-Configuration
to be subjectively aware of itself being actively involved into some kind or type of functionality
peculiar to it «originally.» The fact of exhiberation of Energy-Plasma in a Form is the consequence
of availability, in it, of slloogrent Focus Dynamics, each structure Element of which (through
resonational interconnections between Form- and Info-Creators) can manifest, in Space-Time,
only those Self-Consciousness features (Level and type) which support analogs of subjective
Perception systems composed by each Element. Thus, for example, Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
photons are provided with analogs of Perception systems inherent just to them; SCFs of elementary
particles are provided with their own ones; SCFs of atoms and molecules are provided with their
own ones; SCFs of cells and crystals are provided with their own ones; FS of humans, animals,
plants, and minerals are provided with their own ones; SCFs of Planets and Stars are provided with
their own ones…
3.0551.   

Universal Principles of Slloogrentness and Diffuzgentness of Energy-Plasma enable
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of these Self-Consciousnesses Forms to organize themselves
consistently in f-Configurations of the manifestation realizational spectrums common for them. In
the skrruullerrt structure of STC, the Principles form all possible diverse kinds and types of temporal
concatenations — from f-Configurations of atomic and molecular beings to f-Configurations of
Planetary and Stellar Entities. Absolutely everything in Macrocosmos subjectively appears as the
result of realization of specific creative dynamisms peculiar to all the Forms. There is not more
3.0552.   

permanent Process than endless qualitative changes of the eternal Life which duvuyllerrtly forms,
revives, and endows each of these Forms with their own Self-Consciousness.
You can perceive all phenomena and processes only through subjective analysis of
your observations of intermediate results of their continuous multilateral (and multilevel!)
creative interactions which may appear very superficially as created by you, Illusion of «infusion,»
«introduction,» «integration» of one thing into another thing or, on the contrary, «outflow,»
«differentiation,» «leaving» of something through metamorphosis of more global processes observed
by you which you determine as «emergence,» «development,» and «death» of something (or someone)
at your own Perception level. In other words this is perceived as continuous conversion of some
«current» Self-Consciousnesses Forms into the other Forms.
3.0553.   

In every holistic manifestation, you are able to see and recognize only some of details
of countless effects of the general slloogrent Process. These details subjectively look like specific
multilevel perturbations and transitions into each other of all possible different-Qualitative tendencies,
mutually exclusive inclinations, dual affectative Aspirations, and subterransive creative efforts which
often can seem confused and uncoordinated. Meaning, any Form of any phenomenon observed by
you and subjectively determined by you as something «holistic» always represents just an intermediate
dynamic result of Creative Activity in the given group of STCs of many as if «contradirectional»
(from your subjective perspective!) varieties of decoherent Energy. Each of them manifests itself
through Focus Dynamics of the given Form as if regardless of others, strives to realization of only its
own purpose, and emanates changes peculiar only to it in this «holistic» something.
3.0554.   

Being elusive for your Perception and thus, in no way identified by you, all these varieties
and types of the holistic Energy fill all your Existence so organically and naturally that you do not
even notice, when you get involved in close and uninterrupted even for a moment, interconnections
with zillions of various Forms of creative realization of all possible Collective Cosmic Intelligences
during your vital activity (breathing, nutrition, thinking, sensation, and so on). This way, you are
essentially the multifunction «factory» of Synthesis and multilevel processing of countless differentQualitative Forms of this holistic Energy. Gravity, electricity, magnetism, any radiations, thoughts,
feelings, air, water, fire, sounds, smells, herbal and animal worlds, you yourself, just like absolutely
everything else are various Forms of creative manifestation in the current type of s-Reality of the
whole infinite number of self-conscious Cosmic Entities we interpret as «Forces» and «Energies.»
3.0555.   

All of them are — certainly and absolutely! — united, in all the diversity of subterransive
peculiarities of their Creative Activity, regardless of «physical,» «mental,» or «psychic» manifestation
of these Forms in specific conditions of Focus Dynamics of the current s-Reality. Only owing to alldividing tendency of your «mind,» this multidimensional content of the AYFAAR Collegiate Cosmic
Intelligence’s FD is subjectively classified and diversified into as if separate, more or less accessible for
your Perception, kinds of Energy-Information (that is Self-Consciousnesses Forms). This EnergyInformation is transformed inertially somehow at the high-powered «nuclear reactor» hearth of your
organism into many other varieties of Forms peculiar to it. Bio-Creators of your biologic organism
are continuously engaged in conversion of some Forms of that holistic Energy into its other Forms:
«Water» and «dense food» are radically altered at digestive system; «air» is altered at lungs; «solar
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rays» are altered at skin and hair; «thoughts,» «feelings,» «smells,» and «sounds» are altered at central
nervous system, and so on.
Even principle structure of your «digestive tract» mostly resembles nuclear mini-reactor
where the role of «combustion products» is played not by radioactive substances, but by «the food»
brought to your stomach. The Self-Consciousnesses Forms interpreted by you as «water» constitute
80 per cent of your biologic «body’s» mass. Owing to their unique dipole and energy-accumulating
properties, they play the primary role in this process. Being differentiated in the reactor of esophagus
into atomic Self-Consciousnesses Forms of «hydrogen» (which are rapidly excreted from the
organism through the respiratory system) and «oxygen» enriching blood, they allow Form-Creators
of the brain to proceed all physical, physiological, and psycho-mental realizational activities. The
same process of fission of «live food» Energy into more highly specialized Self-Consciousnesses
Forms concerns also all the Self-Consciousnesses Forms of «lipids,» «proteins,» and «carbs.» Atomic
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of «air» are especially important for our life support. They are split at
«the reactor» of lungs and are conversed into «the fuel» on the higher qualitative level.
3.0557.   

Everything you attribute to «solar rays» (wide range of diverse — alpha, beta, gamma,
theta, and many other — cosmic radiations) is also split at «the nuclear reactor» of skin and hair
into corresponding Self-Consciousnesses Forms in order to be synthesized immediately into those
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of physiological organism, without which your usual creative existence
would be either very difficult or just impossible. Nowadays, you devote very few attention to such
type of your «nutrition» and treat various cosmic radiations as insignificant factors that provide the
existence of your «current» NUU-VVU-Form-Types. However, many of you, who get stable on the
more ampliative Levels of Focus Dynamics, are about to feel all the importance of powerful influence
of certain Self-Consciousnesses Forms of cosmic radiations both on their whole life creative work
and on qualitativeness of their Existence.
3.0558.   

Implementation of total Universal Laws including LLAASS-LLUUSS («the Law of ALLUnity of multiplicities»: «there are many of You, and You are the One») and SSALLASST-UUSST («the
Law of ALL-Integrity and multiplicities»: «ALL-Dependence and ALL-Permeability of all the creative
diversity of Life Forms in Everything») is also supported owing to permanent presence of universal
energy-informational interconnections among all «creative centers» of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of absolutely all Types of the Whole Life. Any physical demolition of what you evaluate as «the
whole,» due to high limitations of your Perception systems, should never be interpreted as its real
destruction. In the already existing Form-structure of Macrocosmos, EVERYTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE
TO ELIMINATE IN PRINCIPLE because there are always only qualitative changes of certain parameters
of energy-informational interconnections inside Focus Dynamics of particular components of the
Single Whole. Form-Creators of these components are involved in endless Processes of «reprojection»
from the Self-Consciousnesses Forms of some qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma into the SelfConsciousnesses Forms the other Levels of Energy-Plasma.
3.0559.   

Chapter 2. Variety of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring lluuvvumic
birvulyarity type
To understand more renitively the process of formation and manifestation of the
personalistic and sporadic Worlds characteristics through your Focus Dynamics in the surrounding
reality, you should understand well and imagine clearly the Mechanism owing to which all possible
energy-informational interconnections are transformed, in the subterransive Perception of your
«personality,» into holistic and logic «depiction» of the subjective Existence which we all interpret
as «the surrounding reality.»
3.0560.   

Similar metamorphoses would be impossible without really infinite diversity of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of all sorts of CCIs, owing to which, at a «point» of Space-Time, seemingly
incompatible manifestations of Creative Activity of Form-Creators get an opportunity to unite for
certain realizational activity in incredible — for us! — way. So, we will talk exactly about them: Forms
and principles of exhiberation of all possible qualitative features in the skrruullerrt system.
3.0561.   

Permanent diversity and variability are the most significant characteristic of energyinformational interconnections of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Collective Cosmic Intelligences
of infinite multitude of GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredients which develop simultaneously at differentQualitative Levels of Tertiary Energy-Plasma through Focus Dynamics of zillions of realizational
Proto-Forms of Self-Consciousnesses (Form-Types synthesized in various Schemes and subSchemes). That means that, in the Focus Dynamics of each of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, all
multitude of interconnections, while getting holochronely the eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential for
their further development, «reproject» to other spectrums of Its (that is GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient)
slloogrent ethereal Configuration thus providing Form-Creators of the Self-Consciousness with
more and more functioning regimes.
3.0562.   

In an endless series of different-Qualitative refocusings, there is neither ambiguity
nor any definiteness peculiar to your current Conceptions about the Amplification process: As a
result of influence of Principles of qualitative Diffuzgentness on the Focus Dynamics of all SelfConsciousnesses Forms, the process of their subterransive development (refocusings), in every
subsequent moment of their eternal subjective Existence, becomes equally possible in each of the
infinite multitude of protoformal Synthesis Directions structuring the given regime of Energy-Plasma
exhiberation. I defined this Universal Effect of Self-Consciousness conditionally as the property of
simultaneous multipolarization of Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Proto-Forms which are initiated
for exhiberation by GOOLGAMAA-A- Ingredients in different-Qualitative regimes of Focus Dynamics
of all sorts of Planetary and Stellar Entities.
3.0563.   

That means, firstly that in achieving a sufficient (for the given exhiberation regime!)
degree of geyliturgentness or covarllertness, all types of energy-informational interconnections
structuring various Rezomirals can be initiated jointly and simultaneously in different spectra of
Focus Dynamics of diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms irrespective of Synthesis Schemes peculiar
3.0564.   

to them. Meaning, if a certain resonational effect dealing with a manifestation type of some separate
features is achieved in energy-informational interconnections inherent in Focus Dynamics of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of various Proto-Forms, so the SFUURMM-Forms specifically reflecting
these features in a subjective Reality will possess equal capabilities for their own active exhiberation
through subterransive Focus Dynamics of each different-protoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms
(for example, through humans and some kinds of animals; animals and plants; certain kinds of plants
and minerals; molecules and separate atoms; atoms and elementary particles structuring them).
Secondly, similar SFUURMM-Forms of these resonational interconnections can be activated
simultaneously in Focus Dynamics of some Proto-Forms as by specific, unique properties, as directly by
the whole spectrum of different-Qualitative features which structure various protoformal Directions
in these Synthesis Schemes. In other words, you can never answer the question about the original
Direction of SFUURMM-Forms which support your Focus Dynamics at one or another moment
of our Life: Usually, we deal with complex-structured different-Qualitative UU-conglomerates in
whose Configurations the Form-Creators of our NUU-VVU-Form-Types find resonationally Their
inherent (whenever narrow-specifically kleksed by Them) VVU-Factor or KLEKS-Factor. The latter
is inherent only to the Self-Consciousnesses Forms «projected» to various manifestation conditions
of the skrruullerrt system through the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of LLUU-VVU-Entities.
3.0565.   

It should be noted now that NUU-VVU-Forms of «yet not humans,» humans, and Humans
(manifested from 3.0 to 6.0 dimension) are not the only Self-Consciousnesses Forms, through which
the Creative Activity of LLUU-VVU-Entities is realized in the given megadiapason. There is also the
infinite multitude of other Forms who provide Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type,
within the same Synthesis Schemes (2, 3, 4-, and 5, 6, 7-invaderental Synthesis Schemes), their focal
«reprojection» process to quite wide spectrum of different combinations of the signs synthesized by
them. I would graphically compare all these Forms with lots of various «stencils,» using which it is easy
to depict, in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of LLUU-VVU-Entities, the general and more universal
«picture» of the Creativity Sphere made by Them in various space-time exhiberation regimes. It
is actually impossible for me and you to catch, what exactly unites all these, seemingly, completely
different in their realizational essence, Self-Consciousnesses Forms to the holistic Creative Origin
(LLUU-VVU-Form) because Form-Creators of all twelve OO-UU-Entities are involved into their
specific Focus Dynamics in different ways and to varying degree.
3.0566.   

Regardless of Form-Creators activity of various Self-Consciousness Levels in any Form of
creative realization of CCI of any type, the Focus Dynamics of this Form represents (in the particular
STC conditions) some part of slloogrent dynamic processes of different-directional Synthesis of some
signs peculiar to varying degrees to various OO-UU-Entities. For example, those Form-Creators of
various Form-Types of our NUU-VVU- and LLUU-VVU-Forms, which are manifested specifically
in many «physical» s-Realities of other Planetary and Stellar Entities, are engaged into synthetic
Processes differing very significantly. That has a big impact not only on the appearance of the Forms,
but also on the difference in «internal» content of their Focus Dynamics appearing through extremely
different-qualitative life creative work demonstrated by such Form-Types.
3.0567.   

If you were given an opportunity to communicate by means of speech with those of
your NUU-VVU-Form-Types, whose Focus Dynamics are formed in quite different sub-Schemes
of lluuvvumic inter-Qualitative Synthesis, as compared to you (meaning, at the elevated catalyzing
activity, in FD, of Form-Creators of either of ten remaining PCQs except ALL-Unity), so you just would
not come to an agreement and mutual understanding because there would be total misunderstanding
concerning not only views on Macrocosmos, Space, Life, but also the most elementary things:
conceptions about yourself, society, various systems of values, and so on.
3.0568.   

As for the universal meaning of Sound Codes, owing to specific characteristics of speech
organs of humans of various races and civilizations, they are distorted quite significantly and peculiarly
at pronouncing in different languages and by different means. Thus, SCCs become really effective in
use only in achieving the amplificational ability for communication on the level of telepathemes
by the majority of people. Indeed, Focus Dynamics of Collective Consciousness of our «current»
human community is just structured with the different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of namely these
differently synthesized mixtum analogs of your NUU-VVU-Form-Types.
3.0569.   

If we, humans, can neither understand, nor accept each other very often, so what can we say
about perspectives of our possible relationships with such Form-Types of the Collective Intelligence
of LLUU-VVU-Entity, which differ — as in their Form, as in qualitativeness of their specific «psychomentality» type — very much in means of Their own subterransive manifestation and are active
participants of completely different creative Processes? All that is valuable and makes a big Interest
for you and me has not the slightest value for them because it is excluded either partially, or totally
from the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of their NUU-VVU-Forms of Self-Consciousness due to
significant difference among our and their sub-Synthesis Schemes.
3.0570.   

Thus, LLUU-VVU-Form represents the conditional «crossing point» of Vectors and
Directions of simultaneous application of Creative Activity of the huge amount of other differenttype CCIs in every diapason of its exhiberation and in every type of s-Realities, which are formed
diffuzgently by the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all the multitude of Its different-Qualitative
Form-Types (including our NUU-VVUs). It becomes either a convenient field for their harmonious
interaction, or a specific arena for settlement of their impersept, destructive relationships. This
diffuzgent development factor is inherent not only to formation and realization processes of LLUUVVU-Entity, but also to exhiberation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring all remaining CCI
types.
3.0571.   

In each dimension diapason, the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of LLUU-VVU-Form is
organized by the joint creative activity of Form-Creators of the large number of different-protoformal
Self-Consciousnesses Forms who realize themselves at the same time at uncountable Levels of the
given megadiapason of Energy-Plasma and simultaneously «project» their Focus Dynamics along
with Creative Potentials inherent in each of them over all amplificational Vectors. This principle of the
common energy-informational complementarity during the process of simultaneous realization of
all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of different-protoformal CCI types is universal for all exhiberational
Energy-Plasma Levels.
3.0572.   

Each of the NUU-VVU-Form-Types focused by us represents some combination of Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms which are interested in the implementation process of our
creative life activity. It is exactly the internal «field of creative self-realization» where, every moment of
Time, various different-protoformal Conceptions (including Self-Consciousnesses Forms) have real
chances to appear in Space. These Conceptions and Self-Consciousnesses Forms acquire gradually
the features of namely human Thoughts, experiences, habits, and inclinations while interacting
specifically (kleksing) with Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic pair of Dominants. Meanwhile, focal
Configurations of different-protoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms also become universal and
improve svilgs-spherationally in Synthesis Schemes peculiar to them at the expense of involving the
most covarllert lluuvvumic interconnections into their own FD.
3.0573.   

So, except the NUU-VVU-Configurations, slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Every LLUU-VVUEntity is structured also with a lot of other Forms, such as, for example (here I emphasize the middle
part of SCC for you to see the difference among them more easily): NUU-LL-VVU (the next of more
ampliative Forms of us; these are the same as dimidiomittense NUULL-VVU), NUU-SM-VVU, NUU3.0574.   

LG-VVU, NUU-YF-VVU, NUU-DL-VVU, NUU-BKH-VVU, NUU-TT-VVU, NUU-RL-VVU, NUU-NN-VVU,
NUU-PK-VVU, NUU-SS-VVU, NUU-UU-VVU, NUU-AO-VVU, NUU-VKL-VVU, NUU-RTM-VVU, NUUFSL-VVU, NUU-AIA-VVU, NUU-OEI-VVU, NUU-OOO-VVU, and others whose Focus Dynamics are able

to synthesize variously and reflect specifically, in FD of their surrounding reality, the implementation
of the main signs of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type which you subjectively interpret, in terms of the
given subjective Realities’ organization, as high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism (HSI
and HIA); however, they direct the process of your refocusings not to achieving the State «Creative
Cosmic Potentiality,» but to various protoformal versions of your «future» development.

That's why, as soon as possible, you should learn to distinguish intuitively and «to filter
out» thoroughly in your FD the true signs of HSI and HIA from far-fetched ones. The latter may
also seem to you both socially efficient, and reasonably convincing during defining more qualitative
versions of choices, because they discord far less with your selfish Interests and Conceptions, with
your ambitious tendencies, and possessive preferences.
3.0575.   

3.0576.   

In two-invaderental Synthesis Schemes the first of these signs (HSI) can be reflected at

ampliative Levels of Focus Dynamics of human and humanoid Self-Consciousnesses Forms by means of
active prevalence of one of PCQs of Energy-Plasma mentoplasmic spectrum (ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence,
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality, ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness, ALLAspiration) over any of the rest seven PCQs which play an equally important role of the second Dominant
in the given Synthesis Scheme. The second sign (high-intellectual Altruism) can be reflected through not
less ampliative Levels of Focus Dynamics as a result of significant prevalence of one of the PCQs from
the astroplasmic group (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, ALL-Integrity, ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability, ALLAbundance–ALL-Fullness, ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness) over any of the rest seven PCQs, which also
play the role of the second Dominant.

For example, in the Focus Dynamics of our NUU-VVU-Forms, the stable prevalence of the
ampliative characteristics of the invaderental Quality, such as ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, over the
3.0577.   

ampliative characteristics of equally invaderental PCQ ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom generates, into the
surrounding reality, namely these subjective Conceptions which we define as high-sensual Intellect.
It should be clear to you as to what the Intellect is, but why have we named such of Intelligence
manifestation as a high-sensual one? Because resonational synthetic combination with ampliative
mental-Levels can involve different-Qualitative signs of the same ampliative astro-Levels which are
associated with «high experiences,» «deep Feelings» in our Perception.
However, as for the other diffuzgent development Directions (not towards achieving the
«CC Potentiality» State), ampliative combinations of invaderental characteristics of the given PCQ
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) with invaderental characteristics of other PCQs (ALL-Integrity, ALLEssentiality–ALL-Permeability, ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness, ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness,
including «borderline» PCQs — ALL-Unity and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability) are not less qualitative
in this regard. These combinations are considered as different, specific manifestation versions of the
high-sensual Intellect signs. In the realizational Essence peculiar to them, they reflect, in the Focus
Dynamics, virtually homogeneous SFUURMM-Forms which we perceive logically and intuitively as
different versions of the high-sensual Intellect realization.
3.0578.   

Similarly, this is the case with our subjective Conceptions about different-Qualitative
manifestations of specific combinations of high-intellectual Altruism signs in ampliative Focus
Dynamics of our surrounding reality: In their realizational Forms, these manifestations can be very
different, but in their containing Essence, they can be very similar and of equal value, although, not
so radical from the standpoint of evaluating them on the ground of the «CC Potentiality» State.
3.0579.   

Why are more amplificational (for us!) variants of HSI- and HIA-signs more radical
against the rest variants, which are close to them in Essence? Because in our types of s-Realities there
are exactly they, which facilitate implementation of highly-effective subchakram refocusings by us to
more ampliative groups of namely human, not any else STC. These signs allow us to avoid intuitively
(meaning, applying, in our choices, a bitter Experience of our «personal» Interpretations which is
already synthesized from protoformal development Directions) the infinite multitude of time loops
and prolonged «slavery» in captivity by egoistic illusions and depliative ambitions.
3.0580.   

So, we can say that beginning from a certain stage in development of the Self-Consciousness,
all sorts of different-Qualitative NUU-VVU-Form-Types become the sources for appearance, in
slloogrent Focus Dynamics, of Every LLUU-VVU-Entity (in the given exhiberation diapason) of all the
protoformal diversity of realizational creative tendencies activated in a direction of deep and perfect
reflection of lots of specific combinations of features in their surrounding reality; among them, there
are also the most precious ones for you and me which we interpret as high-sensual Intellect and highintellectual Altruism to various degree of credibility.
3.0581.   

In the meantime, in various exhiberation conditions, realizational Form-Types of every
LLUU-VVU-Entity may vary greatly in different-type dimension diapasons, beginning from the most
primitive — «human» and «humanoid» ones (LLUU-NUU-VVU- Form-Types) — and finishing with the
most highly developed — steriic (iymiyllic) ones whose LLUU-RRAYGRALS-VVU-Form in the pruuiss
3.0582.   

(7–8 dimension) and LLUU-FULSSMIRG-VVU-Form in the iymiyllis (8–9 dimension) exhiberation
diapasons «project» their Focus Dynamics (along with GOOLGAMAA-A’s CCIs of Planetary systems
formed by them) consciously and purposefully to activities of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of
dozens of Stellar Entities (within the given dimension diapasons).
To make clearer for you what I never can tell in words, I would advise you to reflect upon
the following fact. Each of zillions of people, who structures every Time Flow and represents some
common features (for example, appearance and physiology, way of thinking and feeling) in the Focus
Dynamics of peculiar to them, types of Collective Consciousnesses of «humanities,» remains an
exceptional subterransiveness, meaning «personality» which has own character, tastes, inclinations,
Interests, views different from the same features of other people. By the way, these thoughts will help
you to make your own Conceptions much deeper about Nature and «internal» diversity of all types
of birvulyarity, their qualitative unclosedness (ability to turn into each other, depending on a type of
Focus Dynamics), functional openness (universality — due to participation of Form-Creators of all
OO-UU), and diffuzgent «inexhaustibility» (different-protoformness) with respect to parameters of
the other birvulyarity types in every local exhiberation regime.
3.0583.   

To recognize it all, you should strive to understand very deeply that every Form of SelfConsciousness Creative Activity manifestation can never be either «close,» or anyhow locked-out
system, which is closed by its relations at «itself.» To the contrary, it represents lots of incomplete
synthetic interconnections of signs combinations interacting among each other to more or less
extent, which are covarllert to each other and simultaneously peculiar to Synthesis Schemes and
sub-Schemes of an infinite multitude of different-Qualitative protoformal Form-structures (Formgenerations, Form-Types) manifested with the help of GOOLGAMAA-A. This universal circumstance
is supported by the fact that Form-Creators of all the OO-UU-Entities are certainly involved in
each of energy-informational interconnections combinations. Owing to that, the implementation
of the Diffuzgentness Principle is provided. The Principle consists in possibility of qualitative
inter-complementarity and inter-substitution among different types of Energy and Information
combinations in Focus Dynamics of all Macrocosmos’s CCIs.
3.0584.   

It is totally impossible either to define objectively, or to understand subjectively, where
Spheres of Creativity of some CCIs and their Self-Consciousnesses Forms «end,» and where Spheres
of Creativity of other CCIs and their Self-Consciousnesses Forms «begin» in this endless diversity
of focal Configurations and interconnections structuring them, which as if «turn» and «reproject»
to each other on a variety of signs. For example, while continuously increasing the qualitativeness
of Focus of Close Attention of a biologic Form considered by us, we will «come» consistently to
its dimidiomittense, transparentive, flaks, translucense, dimidioclarus, vuolds, luminosal, and other
versions of more ampliative analogs of simultaneous exhiberation of its slloogrent f-Configuration.
The same concerns the process of consistent refocusing of our FCA to doolls-loolgs (two- and onedimensional) development Directions of the wave Forms considered by us subjectively.
3.0585.   

Each of the infinite multitude of subjectively observed by us, Universes, manifested narrowspecifically and concurrently through different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
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Self-Consciousnesses Forms focused by us, represents by Itself just a particular version of the general
reflection effect of the whole spectrum of multipolarizational modification of some of properties
of the Universal Plasmic-Differentiational Radiation (UPDR) in the Perception systems of all our
«personal» Interpretations; these properties resonate to varying degrees with the Configurations of
«the current» Conceptions peculiar to us. However, each of these versions is not only a consistent
outcome of creative realizations of the integral Focus Dynamics of all people, who structure the given
diapason of Space-Time, but, additionally, a result of creativity made by all other Proto-Forms of
Self-Consciousnesses who appear in the same dimension conditions (besides, it is made by absolutely
all Forms, and not only by those who are considered by you as «living beings»).
The Universe observed by us is just a very limited (not by itself, but by capabilities of
our Perception!) particula of a slloogrent and Universal in its Essence, Sphere of simultaneous
exhiberation of integral realizational creativity of zillions of Proto-Forms. This Sphere is structured
with different-Qualitative Experience of their coexistence in various Time Flows. The physicists are
wrong who argue that we created by ourselves the laws directing our Universe. No, all the Laws and
(Universal Impulse-Potentials) and inherent to them, Principles of Macrocosmos’s organization
and structure represent the functional prerogative of the UPDR. Laws and Principles were originated
together with the Self-Consciousnesses Forms focused by us in one and the same Moment of
Eternity. With the qualitativeness of our Focus Dynamics, we can just «choose» resonationally,
from all this variety of potential opportunities, only those particulas of Macrocosmos where the
current Impulse-Potentials are able to Self-manifest in exactly this way (from physical laws to
chemical composition of Galaxies).
3.0587.   

It is high time for you to understand that these are not bio-Creators of the brain who
organize the Self-Consciousness Focus Dynamics of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by us, but, on the
contrary, these are Form-Creators of various Levels of Self-Consciousness who create and provide
the terms for local exhiberation (meaning, for aspectability, illusion of reality) of our subjective
Perception system along with body — biologic organism — in one or another «area» in Macrocosmos.
Also, They support visibility of everything else that is typical for our environment. Consistently
increasing the activity of SFUURMM-Forms of the more ampliative Self-Consciousness Levels in
our Focus Dynamics, we refocus to other particulas (subjective Realities and STC groups) of the
slloogrent Creativity Sphere where the new qualitative future opens for us. That future is specified by
greater opportunities for appearance of Cosmic Laws and their Principles Which are not stable and
unbreakable at our local contact with Them. We can consider only the Self-Consciousness of SSSEntity to be truly unchanged (and then only just regarding Our Focus Dynamics!) Which is reflected
through the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’s Highest Intelligence.
3.0588.   

We and objects around us (Proto-Forms of the GOOLGAMAA-A’s Self-Consciousness) are
also just the results of «our own» and «their own» Conceptions about «ourselves» and «themselves.»
Beyond the limits of the given abilities of our and their Perception systems both we and they possess
different exhiberation parameters which, in the further perspective of our and their appearance, go
out of all currently used by us and them, Conceptions about density of matter and the limits for our
opportunities set by us. Only having permanently emerged from our far-fetched illusions, beyond
the limits of our obsolete Conceptions, we develop new, more universal, realizational capabilities.
3.0589.   

As soon as we correct the Focus Dynamics of our own Self-Consciousness radically, the Universe
around us with all Its Forms and Laws is renovated immediately in a more perfect state.
Therefore, it is not the Universe, which directs us, as it seems to us, unilaterally and
strictly, but it is us who choose — by means of our Focus Dynamics — the qualitativeness of our
interrelationships with some kinds of Its absolutely stable structures. Indeed, we are implementing
such global focal «modifications» and qualitative «perturbations» during our Life on countless
occasions during which our «current» Conceptions improve consistently being realized in the
structures of our Self-Consciousnesses as various amendments to already discovered Laws and as
deepening our knowledges about features and subtleties of the World around us. Owing to this,
someday, altogether we will come to the incredible discovery: Visible bodies and objects (as well as
«ourselves!») do not represent what we see and perceive at all because they are just a tiny part of
the infinite multitude of disparate and different-Qualitative «projections» of the original energyinformational interconnections of Self-Consciousness. At the same moment (!), the latter can
be annihilated under the influence of our Focus Dynamics at one «place» of Space-Time to «be
materialized» in another one.
3.0590.   

Different combinations versions of these energy-informational «projections» form all
possible Energy-Plasma appearance effects in our Perception systems — in the form of all variety
of the surrounding Form-Matter, Form-Plasma, or Plasma-Form which structure both us as well
as all the rest Self-Consciousnesses Forms specifically perceived by us. These virtual «projections»
always stay beyond capabilities of Perception systems of our mixtum NUU-VVU-analogs, reorganize
continuously, and transform qualitatively in the process of our Focus Dynamics (though, psychics
and very sensitive devices can detect their presence as specific dynamics of color — so called «aura»
— inherent to every object of dense matter) while allowing us permanently — easily, and totally
invisibly for «ourselves» — to refocus resonationally from some NUU-VVU-Form-Types to other
NUU-VVU-Form-Types, or even to the Form-Types of other Proto-Forms initiated to appearance by
one GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient.
3.0591.   

All possible types of interconnections of these energy-informational «projections,» which
form all the diversity of «manifestation bodies» of people and many other human and humanoid
NUU-VVU-Form-Types of Self-Consciousnesses, are modeled and organized by Collective Cosmic
Intelligence of SKKLUAAFF-VVU-LLRRU-Entity (Whose FD is structured by FDs of all LLUU-VVUprojections manifested simultaneously in FDs of various Planetary Entities). Its specificities partially
perceived, discretely analyzed, and subjectively interpreted by us as Collective Intelligence of Humanity
(LLUU-VVU-LLUU-RRU which includes many other protoformal-diffuzgent sorts of CCIs). In this
infinite variety of Time Flows structuring 3–6-dimensional megadiapason of the skrruullerrt system
exhiberation, LLUU-VVU-LLUU-RRU acts via the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative LLUUVVU-analogs — Collective Cosmic Intelligences of TOO-UU-Entities specialized in the processes of
inter-Qualitative Synthesis of strictly defined birvulyarity type (lluuvvumic type).
3.0592.   

In terms of 3–4-dimensional exhiberation regime, on the basis of Focus Dynamics of all
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of LLUU-VVU-Entities, the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative
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types of Collective Consciousnesses of humanity were formed, within the Focus Dynamics of one of
which we live consciously at present. It has its own Cosmic code PROOFF-RRU as well as all the rest
types of human Collective Consciousnesses have. Here, one fact catches the eye: the characteristic
human VVU-factor is absolutely absent in the given SCC. My only possible explanation for this fact
is that the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the PROOFF-RRU representatives (through the NUU-VVUForm-Types) is formed mostly by Form-Creators of all possible protoformal CCIs while sustainable
combinations of the lluuvvumic signs (high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism) are
actively applied and creatively performed by very few people (no more than by 3% of population).
When the Paradigm of the «current» humankind Collective Consciousness is radically
changed to a more amplificational Paradigm for the current Synthesis Scheme, our SCC is transformed
into PROOFF-RRU-VVU (the lluuvvumic Factor is activated there). However, until choices of the vast
majority of Earthly people are based on aggression and egoism, dullness and ambitions, mendacity
and evils, which are not inherent even to predatory beasts, there is no way to name us as HUMANS in
the true Meaning of this word.
3.0594.   

I remind you that kleks-factor (in this case — the VVU-factor) is one of zillions of types of
complex configurational combinations of features, which reflect narrow-specifically peculiarities of
Form-Creators realization of specific Self-Consciousnesses Forms through whose Focus Dynamics
the common to these Self-Consciousnesses Forms, Synthesis Scheme of interconnections is
implemented on the basis of many sub-Schemes in Space-Time. These interconnections are peculiar
to the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. In the description of a Form’s general characteristics, the VVUfactor follows right after the narrow-specific Sound Code which reflects the qualitative parameters
of this Form and is separated by a hyphen from the mentioned Code.
3.0595.   

For example, from among Self-Consciousnesses Forms diversified in the Focus Dynamics
structures of the LLUU-VVU-Entity’s CCI, Self-Consciousnesses Forms most interesting and significant to us are combinations of the kleks-factor with the lluuvvumic signs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types
of those people and humanoids (mixtum ones including facticially synthesized, as well as dimidiomittense ones), whose Focus Dynamics, in its turn, represents both human (high-sensual Intellect +
high-intellectual Altruism, HSI + HIA) and some diffuzgently-ultimate (that is border, transitional
to other Proto-Forms) states in various exhiberation conditions. These states are peculiar to various
protoformal development Directions of the given two-invaderental Synthesis Scheme. Such NUUVVU-kinds of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type, which actively perform different-Qualitative tendencies in their life creativity, include 3–4-dimensional NUU-VVU-Form-Types, such as:
3.0596.   

−− NUU-LGUU-VVU (mafits, vergons, glumids) and NUU-GREYS-VVU (greystses — «the lowest»
Creators-Curators of 1–3 karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA — from 2.5 to 3.0 dimension),
also NUU-LAUFR-VVU (skvaasstses, llyuudds, llimmilsstses), and NUU-ENN-VVU (enniristses
— «the lowest» Creators-Curators of 1–3 karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR — from 2.5 to
3.0 dimension) — implement the Synthesis of PCQs ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence in the Direction of consistent combination with the Dominant ALLPrimordiality–ALL-Initiality;
−− NUU-KHAALG-VVU (ftuvumullrs, krosstmls, vellmgrs) and NUU-ALLGSS-VVU (allgsses —
«the lowest» Creators-Curators of 1–3 karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA — from 2.5 to 3.0

dimension), also LYYUYYU-VVU (shortses, klokses, glepmins, mahoits), and NUU-OURFF-VVU
(ourffgolluftses — «the lowest» Creators-Curators of 1–3 karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR
— from 2.5 to 3.0 dimension) — implement the Synthesis of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence PCQs in the Direction of combination with the Dominant
ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence;
−− STSYYGL-VVU (ebbls, evvloytses, klimms) and NUU-LLAV-VVU (llavollovaloffts — «the
lowest» Creators-Curators of 1–3 karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA — from 2.5 to 3.0
dimension), also NUU-RR-VVU (apprs, dlokgrs, tirrktses), and NUU-UUFF-VVU (uuffluustses
— «the lowest» Creators-Curators of 1–3 karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR — from 2.5 to
3.0 dimension) — implement the Synthesis of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence PCQs in the Direction of consistent combination with the Dominant ALLIntegrity;
−− Within the same diapason of exhiberation (to 3.5 dimension) through the Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of NUU-YUURS-VVU (eykkulavds, ployffttses, kleyymffs) and TSUU-VVUForm-Types (trifftttses — «the lowest» Creators-Curators of 1–3 karmic Channels of
AIGLLILLIAA — from 2.5 to 3.0 dimension), also NUU-RDUU-VVU (mirdms, staffs, skrutts),
and NUU-RRAOU-VVU-Form-Types (rraoulls — «the lowest» Creators-Curators of 1–3
karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR — from 2.5 to 3.0 dimension) — implement the Synthesis
of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence PCQs in the Direction of
consistent combination with the Dominant ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
−− NUU-KHVUO-VVU (skargovorts, skargonts, slugupses) and NUU-NGUNM-VVU (ngunms
— «the medium» Creators-Curators of 4–6 karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA — to 3.5
dimension), also NUU-DDRU-VVU, and NUU-AIYF-VVU (aiyfullugrs — «the medium»
Creators-Curators of 4–6 karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR — to 3.5 dimension) —
implement the Synthesis of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence
PCQs in the Direction of consistent combination with the Dominant ALL-Abundance–ALLFullness;
−− NUU-YAIKHSS-VVU (iykhrs, inniinns, ksilgbs) and NUU-FILL-VVU (ffillistses — «the
medium» Creators-Curators of 4–6 karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR — to 3.5 dimension),
also NUU-SSM-VVU (klaakssords, bigvvs, plovvts), and NUU-BOLLF-VVU (bollfs — «the
medium» Creators-Curators of 4–6 karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA — to 3.5 dimension)
— implement the Synthesis of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence
PCQs in the Direction of consistent combination with the Dominant ALL-Knowledge–ALLInformedness;
−− 
PIIYKKH-VVU (guurluusses, luuyussts, illiirssts) and NUU-GORRFFT-VVU (skradomulyats or
stablozantss — «the medium» Creators-Curators of 4–6 karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA
— to 3.5 dimension), also NUU-DDVUU-VVU (vaduludms, gnoyttrs, chellks), and NUU-IISSVVU (iissorfs — «the medium» Creators-Curators of 4–6 karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR
— to 3.5 dimension) — implement the Synthesis of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence PCQs in the Direction of consistent combination with the Dominant
ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;
−− 
PPUURPU-VVU (priffrs, olds, lyuimms) and NUU-PAARR-VVU (paarruurses — «the highest»
Creators-Curators of 7–8 karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR — to 4.0 dimension), also

NUU-GOORR-VVU (klungrs, pfitty, prekkrs), and NUU-LOVRG-VVU (lovirgiydtses — «the
highest» Creators-Curators of 7–8 karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA — to 4.0 dimension)
— implement the Synthesis of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence
PCQs in the Direction of consistent combination with the ALL-Unity Dominant (with the
following refocusing to the human dimidiomittense analog — NUU-LL-VVU-Form-Type and

therefore — to the State «CC Potentiality»);

−− NUU-TAO-VVU (aaills, armaarks, fruutts) and NUU-AILGG-VVU (ailggilluftses — «the
highest» Creators-Curators of 7–8 karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR — to 4.0 dimension),
also MMUU-VVU (poalldionns, fallgaagorrs, tlaands), NUU-PRIDLM-VVU (pridmls, sviills,
pridds), and NUU-LOVRG-VVU (lovirgiydtses — «the highest» Creators-Curators of 7–8
karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA — to 4.0 dimension) — implement the Synthesis of ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence PCQs in the Direction of consistent
combination with the Dominant ALL-Aspiration.
−− NUU-YAIYG-VVU (sunny, gallds, sfoffrs) and NUU-REGO-VVU (regosporruts — «the highest»
Creators-Curators of 7–8 karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA — to 4.0 dimension), also NUURROO-VVU (ddaayfttses, lerrvuymissttses, kaultaffls), and NUU-AAMM-VVU (aammorfs
— «the highest» Creators-Curators of 7–8 karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR — to 4.0
dimension) — implement the Synthesis of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence PCQs in the Direction of consistent combination with the Dominant ALLSteadiness–ALL-Stability.
Also, an infinite multitude of other Form-Types of NUU-VVU-Form’s Self-Consciousnesses
are engaged into this process who diffuzgently-protoformally structure the Form-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Form’s different-Qualitative analogs. However, except the above
mentioned Self-Consciousnesses Forms, I could not determine such NUU-VVU-Form-Types whose
Focus Dynamics would facilitate humans’ refocusings to the State of «CC Potentiality» to the same
extent as the refocusings of the NUU-PPUURPU-VVU Creators-Curators’ FD (ones mostly highfeelingly aspired to ALL-Unity) and NUU-GOORR-VVU (ones mostly high-intellectually predisposed
to ALL-Unity). They enable purposefully the humans, who resonate with Them, to refocusings to the
mixtum analogs harmonized in the given — real human — Direction of the NUU-LL-VVU-FormTypes (NUU-LUL-VVU, NUU-LOL-VVU, NUU-LIL-VVU, NUU-LEL-VVU, NUU-LAL-VVU, NUU-LUL3.0597.   

VVU, NUU-LTL-VVU, NUU-LML-VVU, NUU-LPL-VVU, NUU-LKHL-VVU, NUU-LFL-VVU, NUU-LDLVVU, NUU-LSL-VVU, and so on).

It should be noted that, though the Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the above
mentioned analogs covers only 3 per cent in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all diversity of
different-Qualitative combinations of the NUU-VVU-Forms’ Form-Creators, but these are exactly
They Who form the whole energy-informational basis for the Synthesis of following, more and rather
more amplificational signs combinations of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. While Form-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of Form-Types of all remaining diffuzgent development Directions provide all
infinite diversity of different-Qualitative interconnections the lluuvvumic Form-Creators need
for implementation of the two-invaderental Synthesis towards the State of «CC Potentiality» (it is
comparable to an example of gold mining in amount of just 2–3 g from one ton of copper, zinc, silver,
or lead ore).
3.0598.   

The remaining types of Focus Dynamics, in which there is not a tendency for active
Synthesis of the two lluuvvumic Dominants signs (HSI and HIA) with the characteristics of ALL-Unity
PCQ, facilitate consistent humans’ refocusings from NUU-VVU-Forms to the Self-Consciousnesses
Forms who sustain the Synthesis Schemes of other birvulyarity types with the qualitativeness of
Focus Dynamics peculiar to them (in the same manner — with assistance of a huge number of
different-type Forms!).
3.0599.   

Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of every those Form-Types represent the narrow-specific
combinations of different-Qualitative features which reflect, in definite terms of Space-Time, only
the specific subjective Conceptions peculiar to their cosmic civilization (whose relationships with
other kinds of NUU-VVU-Form-Types in no way depend on either distances, or their «involvement»
in any historical epochs, or groups of STCs, or Star-Planetary systems; these relationships depend
only on the degree of qualitative resonation among the UU-VVU-conglomerates structuring these
civilizations). The higher the covarllertness is of the currently focused by you, particula of slloogrent
NUU-VVU-Configuration with one or another kind of Form-Creators of the Form-Type which
potentially structures these particula, the more the SFUURMM-Forms of your Focus Dynamics will
demonstrate exactly the combinations of different-Qualitative signs which are inherent to subjective
Conceptions of Form-Creators of any above mentioned civilization.
3.0600.   

It is not only about alien cosmic civilizations, which, in one way or another, influence
remotely (telepathically), by inherent to them SFUURMM-Forms, on the development of the whole
diversity of different-Qualitative versions of Collective Intelligence of Humankind in each of
dimension diapasons where simultaneously — in different historical eras, periods, and development
scenarios — all physiological Form-Types of the NUU-VVU-Form are appearing. Perhaps, it would
have been much easier for you to understand if I said that a countless multitude of all possible, having
very similar content, psychic (sensual and emotional, egoistic and altruistic) realizations are common
to modern people, as well as to representatives of almost all people from the «antediluvian» and
ancient world.
3.0601.   

As all our Conceptions about «ourselves» are implemented in our Focus Dynamics by
conglomerates (that is by «sets» of duvuyllerrt-covarllert SFUURMM-Forms), and while they do not
depend on the Time Factor at all (because their Configurations structure not Form-systems, but ODS),
so it is of no importance for similar UU-VVU-conglomerates which Time Flows (historical epochs,
development scenarios) the Self-Consciousnesses Forms belong to, through whose Focus Dynamics
the UU-VVU-conglomerates manifest concurrently. For their exhiberation, only the presence of a
resonational factor among them and corresponding NUU-VVU-Configurations is needed.
3.0602.   

There is a short list of Form-Types of world's nations whose UU-VVU-conglomerates are
still able to influence actively on the choices and preferences of modern people: Sumerians, Etruscans,
Tavrin, Kaska, Kassites, Taurini, Tjeker, Yuezhi, Huns, Camunni, Contestani, Xiongnu, Hurrians, Goths,
Celts, Aryans, Scythians, Leleges, Edetani, Lycians, Sarmatians, Antes, Turdetani, Maya, Amorites,
Vandals, Aramaeans, Celtiberians, Cimmerians, Bastetani, Barbarians, Khazars, Thracians, Laietana,
Assyrians, Vyatichi, Krivichi, Radmichi, Alans, Colchis, Ugric peoples, Kipchaks, Russ, Cessetani,
Syanbi, Tabgaches, Latina, Lusitanians, Zsuzsanna, Ilergets, Cumans, Göktürks, Merjalaiset, Vepsians,
3.0603.   

Chud, Sordones, Ceretani, Aquitani, Vasconi, Oestriminis, Cynetes, Ausetani, Ilercavones, Indigetes,
Castellane, Latsetani, Oretani, Elisyces, Iacetani, Tartessians, Turduli, Muroma, Burtas, Cheremis,
Pechenegs, Normans, Ausones, Babylonians, Hyksos, Ligurians, Sicani, Balares, Dingling, Pelasgians,
Raeti, Roxolani, Sabines, Saka, Sicels, Tibarnnoi, Urartu, Falisci, Hittites, Yezidis, Iberians, Issedones,
Caucones, Lucani, Lullubians, Massagets, Meotians, Minoans, Nairi, Oski, and many-many more.
If you live in a megalopolis, study various sciences, read books and press regularly, and
break away from TV and computer rarely, it does not mean that there is nothing in common between
your psychic responses and Conceptions and the same of any Etruscan, Scythian, or Sumerian about
possible methods of solving various situations because you are «divided» by whole historical epochs.
Interaction between your and their Focus Dynamics happens unconsciously-resonationally for
some, common for you and them, features which are initiated simultaneously in lots of Time Flows
by «chakram personalities» of the IISSIIDI-Centers (more often of the first pair of Centers). The
bigger amount of similar features causes resonation, the more active and obtrusive the interrelation is
between their manners of thinking and feeling and yours. Many of the mentally ill, who are treated for
schizophrenia and various phobias, are the victims of stable and active to some degree, conglomerate
interactions between Focus Dynamics of these and other «personalities» who are living concurrently
in other STC’s groups.
3.0604.   

At the same time you should understand that not only «they» influence on you potentially,
but «you» are also predisposed to the same extent to possible creative appearance. You «cut into»
the Focus Dynamics of other nations’ and civilizations’ representatives with your own SFUURMMForms, and step-by-step, more sustainably, you identify yourselves qualitatively with the particula of
slloogrent NUU-VVU- Configuration which is inherent in some particular group of Form-Types. Since
in different-Qualitative regimes of exhiberation, your subterransive Conceptions can concurrently
reflect many diverse informational spectra of the TEC-Flow unpacked by you, your Focus Dynamics
also appears to be deeply suggestive for choices made not only by all NUU-VVU-Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, but for the Form-Creators Who structure diffuzgent (as related to NUU-VVU) Proto-Forms.
Exactly in this way the Mechanism of simultaneous Multipolarization of your «personal» Focus
Dynamics is performed actually along the countless amount of different-protoformal development
Directions.
3.0605.   

As soon as the state of stable resonation comes in your Focus Dynamics by definite type
of sfuurmmformal interconnections peculiar to any Form-Type of any Proto-Form (meaning, there
is an activity levelling of Form-Creators of any one Dominant from the lluuvvumic pair — ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence — with the activity of Form-Creators of any
of remaining ten OO-UU), the so called «compensation splash» (activation) of the inter-Qualitative
Synthesis in the given protoformal development Direction occurs immediately in some of resopasons
of the current exhiberation of your Self-Consciousness’s Focus Dynamics. It is followed by the
«reprojection» of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics from the given NUU-VVU-Form-Type’s mixtum
analog, for example, to the mixtum LLARTTUURFF-Form-Type. The latter represents some mammal
species (it happens in easier way if reprojecting to more explored and beloved kinds of domestic
animals, but «switching» of Focus Dynamics to another animal species — fish, birds, amphibians,
reptiles, insects — is theoretically possible, too; although, it requires very long and, mainly, conscious
«getting» into the behavior specificity of some definite kind and so strong self-identification with
3.0606.   

the animal that, as a result, its inherent SFUURMM-Forms could structure the Focus Dynamics of a
human «person» reliably and lead him or her to the opportunity of the real implementation of «the
compensation splash»).
At the same time, I emphasize that there are absolutely no changes in the structure of
«personal» Interpretations of your Stereo-Form — all similar inter-protoformal transformations are
implemented not at the level of «personal» Self-Consciousness’s Focus Dynamics, but by means of
unconscious resonational correction of the «current» interconnections typical to a certain Synthesis
Scheme. There is the replacement with the subjective Perception system Form-Creators’interconnections
which are determined by peculiarities of another Synthesis Scheme. Since such correction affects an
infinite multitude of different-Qualitative signs, which duvuyllerrtly-covarllertly transform into each
other (that’s why it is impossible to enumerate them — the corresponding notions are absent in our
current Conceptions, yet; for example, …
conditioned reflex
unconditioned reflex
reasonableness mind awareness intelligence genius clairvoyance Intuition …), so,
after the correction, the manifestation of human SFUURMM-Forms is impossible in the Focus
Dynamics of a protoformal Form-Type.
3.0607.   

An individual type of Information kleksing is inherent to Form-Creators (including
bio-Creators) of every Proto-Form. On the basis of the type, the Form-Creators make very specific
SFUURMM-Forms inherent only in the given Self-Consciousness Form. At the biological Perception
levels, the kleksing process depends to a greater extent on features of neuron impulses coming to
the brain coordination centers from bio-Creators of diverse brain parts which are responsible for
hearing, sight, smell, tactile and muscle sensations, and so on. On the basis of those impulses (their
parameters are different for every Proto-Form!), different-functional bio-Creators of every Perception
system construct Their Own Conceptions about «Themselves» and the reality that surrounds a SelfConsciousness Form aggregated by Them.
3.0608.   

For example, diapasons of determination of sound and color waves vary for different
animal species. Smell and vestibular centers of the brain function in different ways and are directly
involved into SFUURMM-Forms’ generation. Therefore, having refocused to the Focus Dynamics of
another (inhuman) CCI, none of the former «personal» Interpretations of a human could be ever (he
or she is simply incapable of doing this!) aware of such inter-protoformal transformation, meaning,
be present in state of «self»-experiencing like «a former human personality turned to the body of an
animal.» Every Proto-Form has its own type of structuring Self-Consciousness’s Focus Dynamics
(peculiarities of TEC-«unpackings» allow to use only SFUURMM-Forms which were specifically
kleksed in the Creativity Sphere of its own ODS). That type facilitates realization of exceptionally its
subjective Conceptions about «itself» and the World around it.
3.0609.   

Owing to the fact that some of above mentioned Form-Types’ SFUURMM-Forms actively
initiate different-Qualitative Levels of people’s Focus Dynamics of all possible races and nations
(of diverse earthly and alien civilizations that structure various Time Flows), there is not possible
anyhow to classify and specify, by Sound Codes, these characteristic manifestations in various human
Self-Consciousnesses Forms. So, I have to summarize all the diversity of human Self-Consciousnesses
Forms to a single — common for all people! — Sound Code, namely NUU-VVU. I remind you that
3.0610.   

SFUURMM-Forms of Creativity Spheres, which structure human subjective ODS parts, duvuyllerrtly-

diffuzgently and multipolarizationally-spheroidally transform to Creativity Spheres of various ProtoForms. However that does not strictly reflect the true state of extremely different-qualitative and
polytypic by its manifestations, slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all the multitude of the humankind
Collective Consciousnesses.
Besides, this fact makes it very difficult for me to explain logically and to perform renitive
analysis of cause-effect interconnections which exist in common human and interpersonal relations.
In some cases they appear like complete understanding and mutual agreement between interfacing
parties, and in other cases they are implemented just through extreme hostility and absolute
impossibility of parties to reach agreement or consensus. To my deep regret, it does not seem real
to me to describe only by myself all the diversity of NUU-VVU-Form-Types which structure an
infinite multitude of CCIs of various Stellar-Planetary systems. Therefore, we will settle for that SelfConsciousnesses Forms of absolutely all physical people (who have characteristics recognizable by
all of you) will be determined by us as NUU-VVU-Forms (or of NUU-VVU-Form-Types’ mixtum
analogs) whatever Time Flows they simultaneously appear in and howsoever they act qualitatively.
3.0611.   

Among above mentioned mixtum analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types, there is a countless
number of different-type facticial NUU-VVU-Form-Types (that are deliberately synthesized by lots
of signs ampliative for the given Scheme). With all their similarity to people, they have significant
(either explicitly expressed, or hidden) differences which allow them to implement their realizational
creativity in the conditions where other people cannot exist (for example, in rivers and lakes, in
depths of seas and oceans, in hot deserts and permafrost, highlands, areas of polluted air or higher
radiation, as well as in all possible specific conditions of extraterrestrial existence during discovering
other Planets and Stellar systems). As the human development level increases, the process of their
refocusings turns gradually to the amplificational STCs’ groups where properties of Form-Matter
(from 0.0 to 4.0 dimension) are duvuyllerrtly changed to properties of Plasma-Matter (from 4.0
to 6.0 dimension). That makes additional opportunities and development perspectives for Focus
Dynamics of corresponding NUU-VVU-Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
3.0612.   

In «the boundary» human STCs’ exhiberation groups (from 3.75 to 4.25 dimension) between Form-Matter and Plasma-Matter, dimidiomittense analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types organize
themselves naturally. All the multitude of translucense and dimidioclarus (4–5-dimensional), as well
as luminosal (5–6-dimensional) analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types are formed through amplificational slloogrent Focus Dynamics of NUU-VVU-Form-Types’ Form-Creators within the lluuvvumic
birvulyarity type. For example, during a Meditation I managed to select such different-Qualitative
flaks analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types Each of Whom is also structured by the infinite multitude
of Its own versions of transparentive and translucense Form-Types «inside» the interconnections
inherent to It:
3.0613.   

−− NUU-LTTVULL-VVU-RS are synthesized by the Scheme: «CC Potentiality» + ALL-Unity; in
Its essence, it is the amplificational FLAKS-Form to which f-Configuration everyone refocus
who steadily synthesize high-nutational intellectual-altruistic characteristics with the
characteristics of ALL-Unity PCQ in the FD of their own Self-Consciousness;

−− NUU-SVVAFFT-VVU-KS are synthesized by the Scheme: «CC Potentiality» + ALLKnowledge–ALL-Informedness; this Direction of Synthesis is supported by NUU-FLIRRFVVU (ulloroffs, lyabburiytses, dladds) and NUU-DZEYDZ-VVU (dzeydzttses) — FormCreators of the 9th karmic Channel of AIGLLILLIAA — to 4.5 dimension, as well as by
NUU-ASSORF-VVU (mnuungrasses, ylevurrts, iiyssfls) and NUU-TRUU-VVU (truustses) —
Form-Creators of the 9th karmic Channel of ORLAAKTOR — to 4.5 dimension;
−− NUU-FFSARRD-VVU-KHS are synthesized by the Scheme: «CC Potentiality» + ALLMobility–ALL-Presence; this Synthesis Direction is supported by NUU-DOUVT-VVU
(trruolldrs, llaondiruses, klautffrons) and NUU-OLLDR-VVU (trruuksses, olldrins) — FormCreators of the 9th karmic Channel of ORLAAKTOR — to 4.5 dimension, as well as by NUUSS-KKAF-VVU (stuanngs, flauakstuins, gmmellingtarrs) and NUU-TT-AAYI-VVU (krringrs)
— Form-Creators of the 9th karmic Channel of AIGLLILLIAA — to 4.5 dimension;
−− NUU-GRUNNSS-VVU-LS are synthesized by the Scheme: «CC Potentiality» + ALLAspiration;
−− NUU-YUYYSSFF-VVU-DS are synthesized by the Scheme: «CC Potentiality» + ALL-Integrity;
−− NUU-RLOKKSS-VVU-MS are synthesized by the Scheme: «CC Potentiality» + ALLEssentiality–ALL-Permeability;
−− NUU-MGLOYGG-VVU-TS are synthesized by the Scheme: «CC Potentiality» + ALLPrimordiality–ALL-Initiality;
−− NUU-VRIFFMM-VVU-VS are synthesized by the Scheme: «CC Potentiality» + ALLAbundance–ALL-Fullness;
−− NUU-DDREYKK-VVU-GS are synthesized by the Scheme: «CC Potentiality» + ALL-Voidness–
ALL-Vacuumness;
−− NUU-GVOSSMM-VVU-NS are synthesized by the Scheme: «CC Potentiality» + ALLSteadiness–ALL-Stability.
Even more diversity is in presence of all possible combinations of different-Qualitative
features is presented by vuolds analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types Whose Form-Creators «reproject»
to not lluuvvumic types of birvulyarity having completely synthesized certain types of «Creative
Cosmic States» in their Focus Dynamics. Unfortunately, all my attempts to identify somehow the
Sound Cosmic Codes of these Form-Types failed yet. The exception is identifying the Codes of
Those Form-Types Who could synthesize invaderentally Aspects of ALL-Integrity PCQ in their Focus
Dynamics and turn to the State «CC Cooperation» after they had reached the State of «CC Solidarity»
(«CC Potentiality» + ALL-Unity).
3.0614.   

These vuolds superior NUU-VVU-analogs have the code — ULKRATTUYFF-VVU-LFF
(qualitative combinations corresponding to the set of letters «NUU» were synthesized to some other
combinations, but the VVU-Factor has still been playing a significant role in the Synthesis processes
of the signs of various diffuzgent Self-Consciousnesses Forms on the four-invaderental lluuvvumic
3.0615.   

Scheme: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity = the
«CC Cooperation» State).
Thus, the presence of «-VVU» set of letters in the Sound Cosmic code of NUU-VVUForms and their Form-Types shows activity of their Form-Creators in terms of specific kleksing of
Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms from 2–8-invaderental Synthesis Schemes formed
in all possible diffuzgent (protoformal) development Directions of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type
within the diapason from 3.0 to 9.0 dimension. However, SFUURMM-Forms from many differentprotoformal ODSs are still being used at depliative Focus Dynamics Levels of those Form-Types’
categories of NUU-VVU-Forms’ Self-Consciousnesses where now we are focused temporarily
(not to mention rather «earlier» representatives of the humankind’s CCI, such as Cro-Magnon,
Neanderthals, Pithecanthropus, or even humans who exist as if «few thousand years ago» in relation
to us). Such SFUURMM-Forms are structured with the energy-informational interconnections
which we attribute to the diapasons until the 3.0 dimension in accordance with specific qualitative
features (depliativeness or ampliativeness) characteristic for the Focus Dynamics of human types
of subjective Realities.
3.0616.   

But that does not mean at all that another (not lluuvvumic) different-protoformal
Focus Dynamics is structured only with SFUURMM-Forms of this depliative diapason of NUUVVU-exhiberation (1.5–2.0–2.5–3.0 dimensions). Different-protoformal Directions are inherent
in every appearance diapason of CCIs of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. Here I have highlighted
especially the SFUURMM-Forms of exactly these not nutational and weakly vibrational Levels only
for you to compare easier aggression and egoism typical for them with intellectual-altruistic human
signs. However, it is much more difficult for you to distinguish other protoformal creativity signs
from the typical lluuvvumic signs in manifestation conditions of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
from the higher Levels of 3–4-dimensional exhiberation diapason of our NUU-VVU-Form-Types.
The difficulties are caused by the fact that they already structure human SFUURMM-Forms about
Immunitant Responsibility and Humanitarian Freedom rather covarllertly (which have been
originated in a Self-Consciousness as the logical outcome of realization process of sustainable series
of exclusively only intellectual-altruistic choices through the «person’s» FD for a conditionally long
period of his/her existence).
3.0617.   

Someone of you can ask, «How can Form-Creators of 1.0–1.5–2.0–2.5-dimensional
Levels of Self-Consciousness take part in the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms which
structure 2.5–3.5-dimensional and even 3.75–4.0-dimensional Levels?» That is related to subterransive
peculiarities of different-Qualitative combinations of protoformal signs essentially different from
those which we use to structure the dimension type of our human subjective Realities. I remind
you that s-Realities structured with inhuman combinations initiate quite different types of SelfConsciousnesses Forms and relatively other dimension parameters to exhiberation in Space-Time.
Depending on their covarllertness or imperseptness in relation to specific combinations formed in
our Synthesis Scheme, those Self-Consciousnesses Forms may actively resonate with lower or higher
dimension parameters inherent to our s-Reality.
3.0618.   

That means that, having different dimension parameters as compared to ours, FormCreators of even 1.0–1.5-dimensional Levels may get involved resonationally into the Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of 2.5 or even 3.5–4.0-dimensional Self-Consciousness Levels peculiar
to life creativity of the most developed modern people. When we characterize any «person» as the
one having primitive thinking or being underdeveloped that means the only thing: His or her Focus
Dynamics is creatively initiated to a very small extent by specific Conceptions deeply synthesized
on the signs of the two Dominants of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme if he or she has the excess
of already synthesized Experience (SFUURMM-Forms) from the «previous» different-protoformal
focusing (conscious Existence in various Proto-Forms).
3.0619.   

So, such «person» is still educated very weakly in human SFUURMM-Forms of surrounding
reality. That happens because the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of his/her Self-Consciousness
is not adapted and does not suit to the specific rules of relationships and requirements, knowledges
and laws which were formed in the given human community. It can be said that the state of Focus
Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Form-Creators of the NUU-VVU-Form-Type’s mixtum analogs (that
state is defined by us subjectively as «primitiveness») is rather the predominance of protoformalinstinctive reactions over consciously motivated behavior which has been traditional in the current
humanity. You should figure out this fact very well.
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Through the Form-Types’ Focus Dynamics of NUU-VVU-Forms’ mixtum analogs from
2.5–3.5-dimensional diapason, the Form-Creators of diffuzgent Proto-Forms (in relation to the
lluuvvumic birvulyarity type) can express Themselves most actively. From those mixtum FormTypes, we can select the IRKKULLIGR-VVU-Form-Type of humans which is structured by the FormCreators’ Focus Dynamics of the 10th karmic Channel of ARGLLAAMUNI- and INGLIMILISSAIissiidi — immls and rrorroks (astral LLAVOLL-DRUU-Creators and mental UUFFLUU-Creators,
civilizations including SKARRLD, ANGSS, MAYYT, MURD, KREKKS, TVIRL, MOLLMIT, and others). The
life creativity Qualitativeness of these Form-Types of human representatives, mostly primitive on the
psycho-mental development, is based on the jointly synthesized Experience of such Form-Creators
as: iffillins and bayks, isskullins and sfillks, inngullins and krokks.
3.0621.   

It is necessary to notice that Form-Creators’ Creative Activity of the given mixtum versions of
NUU-VVU-Form’s Self-Consciousness manifestation, due to a heavy intra-Qualitative unelaborations
of the PCQs synthesized by them, is still caused by powerful interactions on intra-Aspect and interAspect interconnections with Form-Creators of even more depliative UFFLUMMURG-VVU- and
IFDOVVORG-VVU-Form-Types (1.5–2.0–2.5 dimension). Their Focus Dynamics is resonationally
structured with SFUURMM-Forms of «chakram personalities» of the 7–9 karmic Channels of both
lowest IISSIIDI-Centers: ovvilins and hoorrs, ollumins and ravarrs, offaldins and dossurrs, kmelliins
and rrins, klammains and bullns, ksulluins and harns (belong to civilizations including GRORRRDs,
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OOSSes, PRUBIDs, GLAVVRs, LIFFRs, ATTAIRs, ONKs, SFOLLIMs, BBAAs, STUUYSes, KHKHONGs,
SPLIINGLLIYIs, GROONNGLs, IIYGGVIYIs, IINSTIEYLLs, SLIIPSes, TOORLINGTONTSes, AIAMMs,
OOINGLIYIs, and others).

For example, the stable combination of active SFUURMM-Forms of bayks in the Focus
Dynamics of a «person» stimulates, in the its Self-Consciousness, a propensity for destruction, anger,
3.0623.   

cruelty, aggression, irritability, touchiness, envy, vengeance; SFUURMM-Forms of iffillins stimulate
arrogance, lewdness, pride, conceit, peacockery, and ostentation, develop passion for luxury, money,
and richness in general; SFUURMM-Forms of sfillks stimulate greed, avarice, cupidity, mercenariness,
miserliness, addiction to eating (gluttony, gulosits), and stubbornness; SFUURMM-Forms of isskullins
stimulate laziness, naivety, credulity, lack of initiative, flakiness, and irresponsibility; SFUURMMForms of inngullins stimulate cowardice, pusillanimity (resulting from chronic ignorance), mendacity,
hypocrisy, and conviction; SFUURMM-Forms of krokks stimulate jealousy, violence, reckless
impulsiveness, and recklessness. Owing to the exhiberation conditions and current circumstances,
Form-Creators of these civilizations can actively establish temporary resonational interconnections
with each other. As a result, in human Focus Dynamics, a lot of different-Qualitative depliative states
are initiated which define their choices, views, habits, tastes, skills, abilities, and priorities.
On the base of characteristic features of joint creativity of Form-Creators of various
kinds of protoformal combinations, the «whole picture» of international, domestic, inter-ethnic,
political, social, religious, interfaith, relationships, including «interpersonal» ones, appear in the cases
when such relationships are based exclusively on primitive, instinctive, and selfish Conceptions in
different-type versions of Collective Consciousnesses of biologic humanity that structure various
STCs’ groups. Besides, the human division is shown very much in four basic races (Australoid, Negroid,
Caucasian, and Mongoloid), as well as in lots of sub-races, nations, and peoples due to the specificity
of resonational combinations of these Form-Creators in the Focus Dynamics. This division concerns
not only psycho-mental, cultural, and social, but also biological (on the level of the DNA construction)
aspects in the given diapason of life creativity manifestation.
3.0624.   

Mental and astral Form-Creators of the three above mentioned, NUU-VVU-Form-Types
may be named as human ones only in appearance, but They represent different-protoformal features in
nature of Their Focus Dynamics. In close collaboration with the causal Form-Creators resonationally
corresponding to Them, They actively structure the Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of
the most primitive (conditionally depliative, lutal) «human» SVUULL-LUUD-VVU-Forms — the least
developed representatives of the class of humans who belong to various races, sub-races, nations, and
peoples (by the way, including the undeveloped humans who live in the given dimension diapason on
other Planets).
3.0625.   

By the principles of creative realizations peculiar to them, the «personalities» of these
«yet not humans,» in their Essence, are inclined to focus more stably either in SVUULL-VVU-FormTypes (who provide instinctive-intuitive, depliative-emotional realizations to the most extent), or
in LUUD-VVU-Form-Types of NUU-VVU (instinctive-mental, depliatively-intellectual to the most
extent). During the process of the Synthesis Scheme execution common for all people (ALL-Love–
ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), these objective differences in the very character of
their realizational potential are the basis for origination of fundamentally different types of relation
to life creativity — male (left-brained, logical) and female (right-brained, intuitive) — in the Focus
Dynamics of all the humankind’s representatives. Owing to this fact, in the Amplification process, it
became possible to form much more ampliative human Focus Dynamics along with the intermediate
life creativity — intellectual-intuitive one.
3.0626.   

The IRKKULLIGR-VVU-Form-Type represents the elementary transitional phase of
people’s development from the primitive state of semi-humans-semi-animals (SVUULL-VVU- and
LUUD-VVU-Form-Types) who look like people physiologically and externally very much. By their
psycho-mental egoistic creativity in the human community, they show only all the vilest and the
most disgusting — an explosive mixture of the most depliative different-protoformal tendencies for
surviving and satisfying all possible self-centered needs. IRKKULLIGR-VVU is not a separate FormType, but various versions of combinations of depliative Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics, based on
SFUURMM-Forms of the 1–9th karmic Channels, with more ampliative SFUURMM-Forms of InfoCreators of the 10th karmic Channel of ARGLLAAMUNI- and INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi.
3.0627.   

Focal Configurations of these NUU-VVU-Form-Types’ mixtum analogs are simply unable
to provide realization of various combinations of exactly real human signs (high-sensual Intellect
and high-intellectual Altruism) due to their organization principle. They represent a difficult
diffuzgent mechanism of preparatory-adaptive life creativity of Form-Creators (adaptation to specific
peculiarities of Synthesis in the lluuvvumic Scheme) from lots of different-protoformal Synthesis
Schemes; these Form-Creators energy-informationally provide formation of diverse protoformal
development Directions in the Self-Consciousnesses structures in specific terms of human Focus
Dynamics Multipolarization.
3.0628.   

One can say that these «yet not humans» focus sustainably in SVUULL-VVU- and
LUUD-VVU- versions of the NUU-VVU-Form and appear before society in the guise inherent to
all people while they are still able to bring, to the Focus Dynamics of diverse types of humankind’s
Collective Consciousnesses, only all sorts of diffuzgent Experience having been synthesized during
the process of their «previous» protoformal Existence. Although, due to a high imperseptness of
these interconnections concerning characteristics combinations of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme,
they increase significantly the tensorness of SFUURMM-Forms made by people. However, they are
extremely required for the svilgs-spherational implementation of deeply-synthesized qualitative
transformations in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all NUU-VVU-Forms. Along with their own
depliative realizations, these «yet not humans» look out instinctively and try unconsciously on the
peculiarities which lead the Focus Dynamics of all human Self-Consciousnesses Forms to active
participation in execution of the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme.
3.0629.   

Exactly those among them, who perform heavy devastating and destructive tendencies in
own Focus Dynamics, provide these tendencies from Proto-Forms’ representatives of carnivorous
predators. The given Form-Creators are «reprojected» from those Proto-Forms to Their «current»
human Form-Types, and now They are the main initiators of all possible military conflicts, bloody
strife, wars, longtime aggression, irreconcilable confrontations, assassinations, massacres, quarrels,
grievances, and other negative relationships equating such human society with a pack of bloodthirsty
beasts. As is customary in the animal world, in the new (for their still animalistic Perception) human
society, their victims usually appear to be «former» representatives of herbivores Proto-Forms whose
Synthesis Schemes cardinally differ by forming characteristics’ combinations from the Synthesis
Schemes implemented by their eternal oppressors and persecutors.
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By organizational structure of their Focus Dynamics they can be kind and friendly peaceloving and meek, trusting and altruistic, what makes them totally unprotected and vulnerable to
unstoppable pressure of «former beasts,» who were functionally adapted to the ugliest and warped
means of «human» existence, which they modeled, imposed, and established in human society by
themselves. Such their «predatory» and «animalistic» realizations are significantly facilitated by the
fact that they are no different from other people.
3.0631.   

All the activity spectrum of Focus Dynamics of such «yet not humans» is arranged
basically by very simple and unambiguous SFUURMM-Forms structuring weakly-nutational SVUULLVVU- and LUUD-VVU- conglomerates which initiate only self-centered tendencies and instinctive
abilities for self-survival inherent in various Proto-Forms. If there is obvious quantitative and power
(money, authority, resources) predominance of those «inhumans» over more developed people in
the Paradigm of the human community’s Collective Consciousness, so, based on such primitive
Conceptions, there appear morality and ethics of the human community in general, characteristic
features of its legislative framework what affects to a large extent the other sides of social life: socium,
economics, culture, politics, science, religion, and so forth. It is out of question that perfection and
harmony would appear in relationships in communities where the main directions of life creativity
and life support as a whole are governed by representatives of SVUULL-VVU- and LUUD-VVU-FormTypes of NUU-VVU.
3.0632.   

Focus Dynamics of the most active Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of mixtum
analogs of NUU-VVU-Forms being exhiberated in conditions of 3.0–4.0-dimensional diapason form
the following main human Form-Types:
3.0633.   

−− USSTUKKUL-VVU-Form-Type which is structured with the Form-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of the synthetic 11th karmic Channel of ARGLLAAMUNI- and INGLIMILISSAIissiidi — glemms and dluolls (astral SKRAD-DRUU-Creators and mental IISSORF-Creators,
civilizations including INNGTS, OOLLDRV, OOOYGTS, DRAYYYA, Y-Y, BUURM, SHLORRSS,
PLOFF, STURKD, MERGD, and others); the life creativity qualitativeness of these Form-Types
of undeveloped people is based on jointly synthesized Experience of these Form-Creators:
glluussmins and maholls, gllaallins and fulls, glleeffins and hills;
−− AKHSUVVROLL-VVU-Form-Type which is structured with the Form-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics of the 12th karmic Channel of ARGLLAAMUNI- and INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi —
mirroms and iissmms (mental AAMMORF-Creators and astral REGOSPOR-DRUU-Creators,
civilizations including VOTT, YAGSS, PLIFR, TRUTT, YURIOT, GVIDELLIND, TERRA, ORR, and
others); the life creativity qualitativeness of these Form-Types of undeveloped people is
based on jointly synthesized Experience of these Form-Creators: mirms and iimmlins, lerms
and iinnglins, ssimms and iillvins.
Owing to specific properties of «our» NUU-VVU-Forms, Form-Creators of all the multitude of the above mentioned cosmic civilizations have an opportunity to perform «themselves» creatively and to cognize Themselves subjectively through such, inherent to people, characteristics, as:
3.0634.   

Countless degrees and manifestation forms of self-centeredness that makes up, in the Focus
•• 

Dynamics of each human «personality,» a powerful Illusion of disunity and separation
from «Everything Existing» and as if envelops the Self-Consciousness in a heavy curtain of
ignorance of the true Essence and Meaning of human Existence;

In-depth disclosure and Synthesis (self-knowledge) of all SFUURMM-Forms from Levels of
•• 

the lowest mentality (intellect) and vitality (instinctivity) which are characterized by very
limited opportunities of perception of specific values peculiar to all multitude of varieties
of imperfect human s-Realities (similar to «ours current» s-Reality). Also, these SFUURMMForms consist in too much powerful centrifugal dynamics of selfish thinking and formal
logics, which is carried to the point of absurdity.

Extreme degrees of primitive emotionality and sensuality manifestation which are initiated
•• 
in the Focus Dynamics by SFUURMM-Forms of primitive altruism as well as selfish necessities and passions which are hard to overcome, heavy ambitions, affectative aspirations, and
so on.

Besides, our biological organism is a huge foothold for self-development of Form-Creators of other cosmic civilizations playing the role of the Creators of mixtum, dimidiomittense, and
translucense analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types. Self-development is provided by a process of indepth study of specificities and features of multilevel functionality of our organism which might
be compared to a collective «remote control» used by them for parallel Experience accumulation in
implementation of depliative SFUURMM-Forms of all Pure Cosmic Qualities. This kind of activity is
inherent in the following NUU-VVU-Form-Types’ analogs:
3.0635.   

−− UYKKUYYUKSTR-VVU-Form-Types of humans; in relation to the synthetic activity of
Form-Creators of the two lowest Centers of all, above mentioned Form-Types, they functionally manifest themselves within the diapason to 3.0 dimension as «the lowest» Creators-Curators (they realize themselves collectively in the people’s Focus Dynamics through
the 1–3rd karmic Channels of the first synthetic Level of ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAAIissiidi; they are attributed to kroydls and aossoons classes); they are emffliisstses (mental
SKVAASS-MAA-Creators: enniristses, ourffgolluftses, and uuffluustses which represent, in
the Focus Dynamics of medium-developed — on modern criteria! — people, characteristic
features of the least developed civilizations from those who are supervising us: SKVAASSTS,
LLYUUDD, LLIMMILSSTS) and prafaits (vital OOSSMM-DRUU-Creators: greystses, allgsses,
and llavollovaloffts representing, in our Focus Dynamics, the features of about the equally
developed civilizations: OOSSMM, FAYG, and TRIFFTTTS).
I must notice that specific subclasses of Form-Types emerged «inside» every Form-Type
in the conditions typical to exhiberation diapason of every civilization’s FD. These subclasses reflect mostly needs and abilities characteristic exactly for civilization’s representatives. This is about
conditional division of people of any race or nation in sanguine, choleric, phlegmatic, and melancholic persons, yet, in this case, there are much more not only visible, but functional differences in
their Form-Types. For example, allgsses (kakrikontses, pravins, eldons, and lamits) form their own
UULL-VVU-Form-Types by their specific realizational features; greystses (maklaks, mafits, vergons,
3.00636.   

and glumids) form their inherent LGUU-VVU-Form-Types; stablozantses (guurluusses, luuyussts,
illiirssts) form PIIYKKH-VVU-Form-Types; ngunms (skargovorts, skargonts, slugupses) form KHVUOVVU-Form-Types; bollfs (klaakssords, bigvvs, plovvts) form SSM-VVU-Form-Types, and so forth.
Other analogs of the NUU-VVU-Form-Types are:
−− OSTROKKOLF-VVU-Form-Types of humans; they are emerged in the diapason from 3.0
to 3.5 dimension by Focus Dynamics of the «middle» Creators-Curators of 4, 5, 6th karmic
Channels of the second synthetic Level of ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi: by
mistsents — mental FFROOGSS-MAA-Creators (iissorfs, ffillistses, aiyfullugrs), and by gorrffts
— vital DLLOOM-DRUU-Creators (ngunms, bollfs, skradomulyats); they represent AIYFR,
CHELLK, GORROSS, STABLOZANTS, SKALLAUR civilizations;
−− UPDUKHVASSL-VVU-Form-Types of humans; they are emerged in the diapason from 3.5 to
4.0 dimension by the Focus Dynamics of the «highest» Creators-Curators of 7–8th karmic
Channels of the third synthetic Level of ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi: by stroolgs
— mental RRUURSS-MAA-Creators (paarruurses, ailggilluftses, aammorfs), and tloonds —
vital SVIILL-GRUU-Creators (lovirgiydtses, pridmls, regosporruts); they represent PAARRD,
RRUURSSTS, TLOONFR, SVIILL, PRIDD civilizations.

I should stop with this rather limited list of available to my Focus Dynamics, diffuzgent,
mixtum, and dimidiomittense Form-Types’ analogs which structure an endless diversity of differentQualitative Creative Activity of NUU-VVU-Forms’ Form-Creators. I just add that there are different
phrases with different sets and numbers of letters for marking other Synthesis Schemes (on every
kind of animals and plants) which are simultaneously manifested in all types of VUOLDTM-Realities
(belonging to the «Physical» Globe of GREIYSLIISS).
3.0637.   

3.0638.    VVU-combinations

are characteristic also for the Sound Codes of subjective Realities
which emerged in the conditions of the highest Levels of Form-Matter by the Form-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of various NUU-VVU-Form-Types (including FLAKS- and VUOLDS-Forms of
the «modern» people): VUOLDTM-U-VVU (to 6.0th dimension) — in the Globes of GREIYSLIISS,
DROURRKHLASS, and STRIIYLLGSS; FROORM-U-VVU (to 5.0th dimension) — in the Globes of
SLIIMPFLIISS and PROVOUDDSS; SKRAACCI-U-VVU (to 5.5th dimension) — in the Globes of
VRAALSVISS, KUULDVUDDSS, STRULLMSS, and SLUUIISS; FLAKFFO-U-VVU (to 4.5th dimension) — in
the Globes of KROUVDSS, GNUIYRRSS, and LKHVAAYFFSS. The VVU-combination is present in some
other Sound Codes, as such: TTUTTVVUTTU-TT-VVU («ALL-Unity» PCQ), SKHVUUKHKHSSM-UUVVU («CC Profoundness» State). I find it difficult to comment its essence and meaning here.
For example, in the current s-Reality, plants classes have all sorts of different-Qualitative
signs as most prevalent, so their Sound Codes are compiled by the principle — three consonants + one
vowel: SSKA, SSPA, SSNU, SSVU, SSLO, SSFI …; KKFO, CCII, KKME, KKLU …; KOKF, KIKR, KEKM, KUKL
…; SASM, SOSG, SIMF, and many others; mammals classes have two consonants + one vowel: VUV,
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UVV, VVA, AVV, VAV, VVO, VOV, OVV …; LLA, ALL, LAL, LLU, LLI …; MME, MEM, EMM, MMO, MOM …;
KKU, UKK, KUK, KKA, KAK...; PPI, PIP, PPU, PUP …; FFA, FAF, FFU, FUF, and many others; birds classes
have two consonants + two vowels: OKKO, OKOK, KOKO; IMMI, IMIM, MIMI; AFFU, FAFU, UFFA, FUFA;
ILLO, LILO, LOLI, OLIL, and many others; fish classes have three vowels + one consonant: AARA, ARAA,

AAAR, RAAA; UOMA, OMUA, MAUO, MOUA, and many others; mineral classes have two outer vowels
+ one or two consonants in the middle: ORO, ALA, IMI, UNU, EDE, OBA, OFI, OKU, OLE, ASSE, ALTI,
ARVU, IGRE, IDDU, INFA, and many others.

The presence of narrow-specific KLEKS-Factor, expressed in the above mentioned sound
compilations, provides sustainable implementation of only specific SFUURMM-Forms in a SelfConsciousness of every Form-Type, in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of every Proto-Form. These
are SFUURMM-Forms which are able to express only qualitative features combinations inherent just
in the Collective Intelligence of the given Proto-Form in all the different-Qualitative specificity
of local exhiberation conditions in every STCs’ group. Yet, this occurs only in the given diapason
of dimension because, in each of the more ampliative exhiberation Levels of a Self-Consciousness
Form, there is multi-directed unification and universalization of diffuzgent Conceptions — the interQualitative Synthesis of the most covarllert among each other, interconnections inherent in differentprotoformal SFUURMM-Forms).
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That is why, during conditionally boundary «mortal» refocusings lead from the Focus
Dynamics of Form-Types of a Proto-Form (for example, of any human NUU-VVU bioanalog) to
the Focus Dynamics of the least impersept Form-Types of another Proto-Form (for example, to
bioanalogs of animal LLARTTUURFF-Form-Types), the Configuration of previous SFUURMMForms is heavily recoded and strongly deformed by Form-Creators of a «new» Proto-Form in strict
compliance with Their inherent Synthesis Scheme. Along with this, all the specificity of the previous
(human) Experience disappears and becomes «smeared» under unstoppable pressure of absolutely
new feelings and impressions. It is as if «masked» with details of new characteristics combinations,
and it does not allow «new» Self-Consciousness Form to remember at least anything certain from
«the past» (human) existence.
3.0641.   

However, the Experience synthesized before does not leave the Self-Consciousness
completely. It is just complemented with new details and Meaning while the Self-Consciousness
becomes involved in new covarllert or geyliturgent (as for humans and animals of the given kind)
interconnections in the Focus Dynamics of an animal. Which specifically interconnections would be
«cut off» there, and which ones would be developed anew and qualitatively, depends, first of all, on
the degree of compatibility among kleks-factors structuring both different-protoformal Form-Types
(for example, «-VU» and «-OVV,» or «-LAL» and «-KKU,» and so on).
3.0642.   

According to the fact that Iissiidiological classification of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
takes into account completely different features than existing knowledge systems about living
organisms (traditional and phylogenetic) and crystallochemical classification of minerals do, so
there is a lot of exceptions in the specified list of principles of subterransive kleksing of various
Self-Consciousnesses Forms’ Focus Dynamics. However, it is too early to speak about creation and
demonstration of such classification since I am simply unable to overcome it alone — there are much
more important questions, which I must answer thoroughly, in details and without delay. This will
require extensive and in-depth research made by hundreds of thousands of professionals from diverse
Disciplines which will be carried out in the altered states of Self-Consciousness (deep Meditations).
3.0643.   

In the nearest «future» versions favorable for people’s development, this task almost
impossible now is implemented by creation of credible devices which generate special wave regimes
modeling altered states (deep Meditation). That allows bold seekers of Truth to explore inexhaustible
cellars of Information and synthesized by various Synthesis Schemes, Experience without extra efforts
and risk (meaning, to integrate resonationally the Experience, which structures diverse DuplexSpheres, into the Collective Consciousness of «humankind» not only from «human» OLLAKTDRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LLUU-complexes but also from their different types).
3.0644.   

But how difficult and diverse in its creative manifestation, the Focus Dynamics seems to
you of all possible NUU-VVU-Forms (mixtum, dimidiomittense, translucense, dimidioclarus, and
luminosal Forms) manifested simultaneously in many different-Qualitative Form-structures of
Macrocosmos (from 3.0 to 6.0 dimension), this FD represents just the most «primitive» part of the
general multipolarizational manifestation spectrum of Creative Activity of the Collective Cosmic
Intelligence of the LLUU-VVU-Entity. The slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the latter is structured
with an infinite multitude of specifically synthesized interconnections and Experience having
been accumulated by Form-Creators of the countless amount of different-protoformal CCIs’ types
(and their Self-Consciousnesses Forms) in the diapason to the 9.0 dimension (if considering the
lluuvvumic type of FD formation). The Focus Dynamics of the LLUU-VVU-Entity, as well as the Focus
Dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Form are transgressed to all the variety of simultaneous inertial states
of Space-Time (Time Flows) through the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of myriads of differentQualitative (on the sub-Synthesis Schemes implemented by Them) Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
3.0645.   

Although, Info-Creators have a not less important role than Form-Creators have in
generating structures of the given Form and in the whole synthetic Process. The Info-Creators are
represented in all interconnections of the Quaternary (under-0 dimension types) and the Tertiary
(from 0 to ±12 dimension) Energy-Plasma with the infinite diversity of OODMM-DDMOO- and
SLUI-SLUU-Creators; in Its Secondary (from ±12 to ±24 dimension) and Primary (from ±24 to
±36 dimension) States They are represented with GLLAA-GLLII- and UUYG-UUYYU-Creators.
Resonationally acting collaboratively with SLUUIY-SS-LAA-, SLAA-SS-MII-, SSLOO-SS-SNAA-, and
SSUI-SS-SFAA-Form-Creators through energy-informational structures of IISSIIDI-Centers, by means
of the UU-and SFUURMM-Forms generation, Info-Creators are equally inalienable participants of any
Focus Dynamics as Form-Creators are. Therefore, the relative notion of «chakram personalities» (in
relation to all types of NUU-VVU- and LLUU-VVU-manifestations) concerns both Creators’ categories
of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’s Highest Intelligence.
3.0646.   

The result of their joint performance is certainly what each of you considers while using
pronouns «me» or «mine,» when you associate various versions of life creativity of the World around
you with intermediate results of exhiberation of one or another Form-Type of your NUU-VVU- or
LLUU-VVU-Forms. All those Creators (Who are «you»!) jointly act in an endless Creative Flow of
diverse and different-Qualitative Forms originating everything mentioned by us as «Life.»
3.0647.   

Chapter 3. Info-Creators and Form-Creators of aiyyyaic birvulyarity type
We are interested most of all in collective Creativity of SLUI-SLUU-Creators together with
Form-Creators of the Tertiary State of Energy-Plasma. This Creativity may be conditionally classified
by Their ability for Synthesis of sub-…-Aspects and Aspects of the 12 different-type OO-UU-Entities
in conditions of the 12 basic (for s-Realities of the NUU-VVU-Type) different-Qualitative dimension
diapasons of Energy-Plasma. An infinite multitude of Info-Creators of various types (including SLUISLUU-Creators) are involved in formation of the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos, but
in our further study, we will take into consideration only the Info-Creators of RESOSCONTIONAL
development Branch (VKRTSYYY-YY-KKR), which are mostly compatible on their properties with the
Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC Branch (AGGLLAA-A-ALLAA).
3.0648.   

In terms of the lluuvvumic, lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic, and goolgamaaaic birvulyarity
types (the Tertiary Energy-Plasma), every kind of SLUI-SLUU-Creators acts through the karmic
Channels (Factor axes SS-SSVU) of an IISSIIDI-Center whose energy-informational structure mostly
corresponds to the qualitativeness of Information peculiar to it. So, for example, GROOMPF-SLUISLUUs resonationally arrange the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi
through the PRTTTS-SSVU Factor axes, PLIISSMA-SLUI-SLUUs do Form-Creators of INGLIMILISSAIissiidi (SSVOOUU-SSVU Factor axes), KLOORTM-SLUI-SLUUs do Form-Creators of ORLAAKTORIissiidi (CCIOYYDL-SSVU Factor axes), AAIIGLA-MAA-SLUI-SLUUs do Form-Creators of AIGLLILLIAAIissiidi (YUUSSMII-SSVU Factor axes), UULDM-SLUI-SLUUs do Form-Creators of ULGLUU-Iissiidi
(GRROOFF-VVU Factor axes), SSOUISST-SLUI-SLUUs do Form-Creators of SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi
(SSMIILSS-VVU Factor axes), LOOMGD-SLUI-SLUUs do Form-Creators of OLGOOLLONI-Iissiidi
(PLUUGS-VVU Factor axes). The Info-Creators, which provide the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of AANI-Iissiidi, are not included yet to the SLUI-SLUU-Creators category — they are qualitatively
modified to GLLAA-GLLII-Creators of the Secondary Energy-Plasma (the Factor axes functions are
integrated into a multi-factor Axis of GOOLGAMAA-A).
3.0649.   

I should also notice that there are Factor axes common for the two resonational IISSIIDICenters (identical by exhiberation diapason), through which Form-Creators perform directly the
Process of their Synthesis with Info-Creators: SSPROUTTS-SSVU Factor axis for the 1–2 IISSIIDICenters, FLUULF-VVU for the 3–4 Centers, IILLGM-VVU for the 5–6 Centers, PKUOLLGS-VURRLS for
the 7–8 Centers. These common Factor axes exist in order for origination of sustainable differentQualitative combinations of all sorts of heterogeneous features (UU-VVU-copies, SFUURMM-Forms,
and UU-VVU-conglomerates originated by them) in ODS and FLC and their concurrent manifestation
in Focus Dynamics, in the structures of Self-Consciousness (for example, in RRGLUU-VVU — the
Primary Temporal Axis of Self-Consciousness of every «personality»).
3.0650.   

3.0651.    GLLAA-GLLII-Creators

of the Secondary Energy-Plasma are also different in realizational
kinds. These Creators form Focus Dynamics of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Form-Creators with qualitatively
corresponding Information. For example, GLOOGOLM-GLLAA-GLLII-Creators participate more
actively in the Focus Dynamics Synthesis of Form-Creators of AANI-Iissiidi (the common multifactor axis of GOOLGAMAA-A is KOAYLLT-RRGLS), SSILMII-GLLAA-GLLII participate in the Synthesis
of Form-Creators of RAAKLIMA-Iissiidi, DILLII-GLLAA-GLLII participate in the Synthesis of Form-

Creators of ULUUGUMA-Iissiidi, STSIILVII-GLLAA-GLLII participate in the Synthesis of FormCreators of SVAAGALI-Iissiidi. Notably, starting from the RAAKLIMA-Center, the karmic structures
of Factor axes are transformed into some universal analogs (ALRAYYSKR-UOYY) peculiar to each of
the more and more ampliative Forms of the SSMIIYSMAA-A manifestation. Those Forms structure
Self-Consciousness of the AIY-YYA-Entity (the Cosmic Prototype of Human in conditions of the
24-dimensional exhiberation diapason).
In the previous volumes, I have already discussed quite thoroughly the basic principles of
origination of specific realizational opportunities in diverse subjective Focus Dynamics of all ProtoForms of GOOLGAMAA-A-Entity. Those opportunities determine energy-informational parameters
of «local» exhiberation of any Focus Dynamics (in relation to all the multitude of the rest Form-Types
related, for example, to the given LLUU-VVU) in certain conditions of Space-Time. In this regard,
every Self-Consciousness Form has objective opportunities for duvuyllerrt appearance and subjective
implementation of its Focus Dynamics either in some, principally different by their properties,
dimension types (GLEIIYO-diapasons, catioleptic — conditionally «positive» — dimension), or in
other types (UDDVOO-diapasons, anioleptic — conditionally «negative» — dimension).
3.0652.   

I remind that catioleptic dimension types of Space-Time mean such narrow-specific
exhiberation conditions for each Self-Consciousness Form which satisfy most of all qualitative
interconnections formed within tightly defined Synthesis Scheme in its focal Configuration. You
should consider the anioleptic dimension type as any manifestation conditions which to the most
degree do not satisfy sustainable interconnections existing in f-Configuration of the given SelfConsciousness Form.
3.0653.   

The presence of all possible signs of this objective difference among different-Qualitative
Self-Consciousnesses Forms in the skrruullerrt system provides each Proto-Form of GOOLGAMAA-A
with opportunities of characteristic consistent manifestation of Focus Dynamics inherent in it only
in the duvuyllerrt groups of single-type STCs and in Form-Types characteristic to it (for example, in
NUU-VVU). No one «human person,» whose majority of SFUURMM-Forms possesses characteristic
human VVU-sign, can suddenly and consciously appear with the given set of SFUURMM-Forms either
in another Proto-Forms, or in some protoformal STC. Although, across the whole Multipolarization
spectrum of our Focus Dynamics, we appear consciously only within the GLEIIYO-type of dimension.
However, at the same time we appear unconsciously (as for the catioleptic Form-Types!) in many SelfConsciousnesses Forms of the UDDVOO-type of dimension (in the meantime — we do consciously
for the anioleptic Form-Types).
3.0654.   

In the specific GLEIIYO-diapason of dimension of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, all the
diversity of subjective Realities types of SLAA-SS-MII-Form-Creators is provided resonationally with
Information of the following types of SLUI-SLUU-Creators:
3.0655.   

А) «the Lowest» Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma — Form-Matter (from 0.0 to +4.0
dimension) and Plasma-Matter (from +4.0 to +6.0 dimension):
PFUURG-VU (to +0.5); STOILG-VU, AAOLL-MAA, TVAARR-DRUU, AALL-GA-LLUF (to +1.0);

FRAARG-VU (to +1.5); LOOLG-VU, NAOLLM-DRUU, ASSFFAL-MAA, UINNG-GU-LLUF (to
+2.0); VVUURRRU-VU (to +2.5); DTOOLLL-VU, OOSSMM-DRUU, SKVAASS-MAA, OURFF-GOLLUF (to +3.0); CCIROOSSS-VU (to +3.5); PPTTAADDD-VU, SVIILL-GRUU, RRUURSS-MAA,
AILG-GI-LLUF (to +4.0);
FLAKFFO-U-VVU (to +4.5); FROORM-U-VVU, ULLU-GRUU, SPLUUM-MAA, Of-ORR-TOY (to
+5.0); SKRAACCI-U-VVU (to +5.5); VUOLDTM-U-VVU, PROUG-GRUU, POOLG-MAA, OLLMI-TOY (to +6.0);

B) «the Middle» Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma — Form-Plasma (from +6.0 to +9.0
dimension):
OLLMO-MO-MTR (to +6.5); ORFOR-VO-FT, FROOMM-GRUU, LOUNG-MAA, UBB-LLU-TOY (to
+7.0); UMTUSS-KHU-ST (to +7.5); USSTU-LL-USTR, VRIIV-GRUU, DRAARRG-MAA, SSMALLMMA-TOY (to +8.0); ARNARR-DU-GGS (to +8.5); ILLRI-LL-MIRT, AARGS-SRUU, MMAARGMAA, USS-LISS-FLUYF (to +9.0);

C) «the Highest» Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma — Plasma-Form (from +9.0 to +12.0
dimension):
LLOOFF-SRUU, KNUAKK-MAA, ADD-MADD-FLUYF (to +10.0); IIFFS-SRUU, ELGFFLUM-MAA,
OFF-ROSS-FLUYF (to +11.0); SSMAALL-SRUU, EMFFLII-MAA, IYY-KIRR-FLUYF (to +12.0).

Similarly, the Processes of level-by-level Synthesis of all the diversity of subjective Realities
of UDDVOO-range by SLAA-SS-MII-Form-Creators are informationally provided by the following
SLUI-SLUU-Creators:
3.0656.   

A) Form-Matter: KRROUKK-SS (to -0.5); NNUULL-SS, KHLAA-A-LDR, LALL-MAA-MMA,
LAOLL-GLA-UFF (to -1.0); STTSUUFF-SS (to -1.5); SLOORR-SS, LMOO-O-LDR, FALL-LAAMMA, NIGLU-GLU-UFF (to -2.0); IRRNGG-SS (to -2.5); TTROKR-SS, SMOO-O-LDR, SAVV-VAAMMA, FRUU-GLO-UFF (to -3.0); SKLUMM-SS (to -3.5); ARFLL-SS, LLII-I-LDR, SARR-RAA-MMA,
GLAA-GLI-UFF (to -4.0);
B) Plasma-Matter: GLLAA-A-SSM (to -4.5); LKHRUU-U-SSM, LLUU-LLU-GR, PSULL-MUUMMA, ROFF-TOR-UYF (to -5.0); FLTOO-O-SSM (to -5.5); SMMII-I-SSM, GROO-RRO-GR, GLOPPPOO-MMA, KAFF-LAF-UYF (to -6.0);
C) Form-Plasma: TROOT-MO-TTR (to -6.5); FTRO-VO-FORT, MMOO-MMO-GR, GLUNNNUU-MMA, BULL-TUL-UYF (to -7.0); MUUTTKH-KHU-ST (to -7.5); PTIRRI-LL-ISTR, VVIIVVI-GR, GRARR-RAA-MMA, KIGG-LIR-UYF (to -8.0); DRAAN-DA-RGS (to -8.5); LLIYLI-LLIYT, GRAASS-AA-RS, RAMM-MAA-MMA, NA-ARR-FRUSS (to -9.0);
D) Plasma-Form: FLOOFF-OO-RS, KANN-NAA-MMA, RO-IMM-FRUSS (to -10.0); FRIIFF-II-RS,
FULL-LUU-MMA, GE-ELL-FRUSS (to -11.0); MLAAMM-AA-RS, FILL-LII-MMA, YYU-USS-FRUSS
(to -12.0).

As you see, no matter how subjectively the above mentioned process of conditional
differentiation of common Focus Dynamics of SLAA-SS-MII-Form-Creators is considered by us,
but somehow inconceivably for us, this process is objectively structured with absolutely different
types of SLUI-SLUU-Info-Creators. It is actually impossible to explain, what the interconnections
among Creators of catioleptic and anioleptic (in relation to each manifested Self-Consciousness
Form!) dimensions depend on and how they act. Also, due to the total absence of relative basis, it
is impossible to describe them because you imagine yet too simply and primitively the principle of
subjective emergence of the diapasons of Forms’ simultaneous exhiberation throughout the whole
Multipolarization spectrum of our Focus Dynamics (not to mention specificity of emergence of
other Proto-Forms’ FDs). Yet, if sort of «the same» dimension Levels of sort of «the same» types of
subjective Realities are structured with different kinds of SLUI-SLUU-interconnections that means
there are some distinctive signs among those sort of «identical» Form-structures (s-Realities).
3.0657.   

All Sound Cosmic Codes of SLAA-SS-MII- and SLUI-SLUU-Creators, including Form-Types
of NUU-VVU-Form constructing subjective Realities of our Planetary Entity, as well as all titles of Levels
and sub-Levels of the Plasmic Forces Diapason manifestation are presented to you so minutely not in
order for you to remember them, but for everyone could get any additional Information about them
independently, with assistance of methods suggested in the section «Meditation on Sound Codes.»4
3.0658.   

All «chakram personalities» simultaneously appearing through of the Form-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of all diversity of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of NUU-VVU- and LLUU-VVUForm-Types (the «personalities» do not act through FDs of other Proto-Forms since their kleksing
Scheme is different the from humans’ one) arrange their Creativity in conditions of narrow-specific
properties and characteristic spatial peculiarities. The latter are imposed on the «personalities» by the
Time Field of a SVOUR-SSV-VVURR-Entity in whose Time Flows all subjective Realities of people and
all groups of «human» STCs are emerged alongside results of creation by many other GOOLGAMAAA’s Proto-Forms. It is not possible for me to let you know, what exactly the difference is between
the appearance specificity of unique parameters of TOO-UU-Entity in the informational space of
NUU-VVU- and LLUU-VVU-Forms’ Self-Consciousness from features of the infinite multitude of
other Temporal Entities. However, in various Space-Time regimes, exactly that specificity emerges
all those energy-informational interconnections which structure the lluuvvumic and lluuvvumicgoolgamaaaic birvulyarity types in so complex and varied way.
3.0659.   

For those who learn to meditate on the Sound Cosmic Codes, I would add that, alongside
lots of other diverse TOO-UU-Entities of Time, the structure of the given SVOUR-SSV-VVURR-Entity
is qualitatively integrated to a Time Field of even more universal in its properties, SKRO-OFF-UTTEntity (the Holistic Time Field within which absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms are realized
of the VUOLDTM-Entity — the Collective Cosmic Intelligence of all different-Qualitative FormCreators of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma).
3.0660.   

The most complex, spreading into Slloogrentness of all Form-systems of the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma, construction of immanent (inherent to VUOLDTM-Entity CCI’s internal Nature)
energy-informational interconnections, which structure the Collective Cosmic Intelligence of Each
3.0661.   
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of the infinite amount of GOOLGAMAA-A-Entities, has a huge Energy-Potential. It does not influence
destructively on qualitative states of subjective Realities, which were made by any GOOLGAMAAA-Entity’s CCI and Proto-Forms of Self-Consciousnesses, just because those interconnections
mutually compensate (harmonize) each other dynamically in Its slloogrent Focus Dynamics with the
different-Qualitative Creative Activity of all «chakram personalities.» While this Creative Activity is
simultaneously implemented by these «personalities» through diverse Self-Consciousness Levels of
each of the GOOLGAMAA-A-Entity’s Form-Types.
For example, during the process of general creative manifestation of all LLUU-VVU-Entities
(through the Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of all multitude of NUU-VVU-Forms and their FormTypes and through many other Forms diffuzgent in relation to signs of the given birvulyarity type),
energy-informational interconnections are duvuyllerrtly synthesized in different-Qualitative Levels
of Self-Consciousness of SSS-Entity and reflected to various exhiberation conditions by Form-Creators
of diffuzgent different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms. These interconnections are mutually
leveled on all types of subjective Realities and become qualitatively balanced in general by the degree
of covarllertness and resonation among each other. The leveling is accomplished by corresponding
signs of Form-Creators of many other GOOLGAMAA-A’s Proto-Forms whose realizational creativity,
in s-Realities and STCs typical to them, appears not less actively than our human life creativity in the
earthly World we perceive.
3.0662.   

That principle of mutual equilibration of all different-Qualitative exhiberation Levels of the
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the SSS-Entity’s Self-Consciousness is performed through diffuzgentcompensatory properties of any types of s-Realities irrespective of the development degree of FormCreators (for example, from a physical man to the AIY-YYA-State) Which form and arrange Focus
Dynamics of Their Collective Consciousnesses. The realizational Creativity Levels of the Collegiate
Cosmic Intelligence of the AIY-YYA-Entity (the Universal Ethereal Plasmic Forces Diapason — from
+36 to -36 dimension) also represent opportunities only for the one among zillions of realizational
Forms which are engaged jointly in implementation of the creative Process of Self-manifestation,
Self-knowledge, and Self-development of all Levels of the AYFAAR Collegiate Intelligence.
3.0663.   

In these general interconnections, the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all realizational
Forms of Collegiate Cosmic Intelligences structuring AIY-YYA represents an integral synthetic
part of the general Cosmic Process which is accomplished collaboratively by Form-Creators of the
SYNTHETIC Amplificational-Eglleroliftive Branch (AGGLLAA-A-ALLAA) and Info-Creators of the
RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational-Irrkoglictive Branch.
3.0664.   

You can imagine in extremely elementary and very schematic way the Essence of
Process of Creative Activity origination and manifestation of the AYFAAR Collegiate Intelligence in
Macrocosmos (through the multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of the DDIIUYYI-Entity) as follows.
In Each of the twelve Galactic «Sectors» (NNIILG-NNI) of the Pure Cosmic Qualities manifestation,
there is a concurrent (yet very original in its Scheme!) «reprojection» of universal properties and
characteristics’ combinations which qualitatively structure Vectors (birvulyarity Directions) of all
basic development Branches on the Schemes available for the CCI of the given «Sector» (I remind
3.0665.   

you that there are 12 Amplificational SSNOO-SS-FFL Vectors and 12 Qualitational AEYY-SSMAA-EYSS
Vectors).
The term «Galactic Sectors» should not be considered through Conceptions about some
their space-time (in other words, physical, linear) scale — you should interpret them as specific
amplissimness manifestations of the Macrocosmos’s skrruullerrt system. Rather, they are Universal
Manifestation Spectrums (or realizational Diapasons) of certain intermediate results of the
slloogrent Process of simultaneous implementation of inter-Qualitative Synthesis of Energy-Plasma
in all dimension Levels which structure the given — Universal — megadiapason. Why is it exactly
«Universal»? Because now we are examining the Focus Dynamics of our Universal 36-Qualitative
(24 CCQs + 12 PCQs) DDIIUYYI-Entity; so the word «Galactic» placed in this expression must
emphasize and subjectively reflect, in your Perception, the highest extent of possible (from +36 to
-36 dimension) qualitative (not on its involvement in one or another PCQ, but on the extent of Its
inherent amplificationality) manifestation of all characteristic features of this Focus Dynamics.
3.0666.   

Notably, although the Focus Dynamics of Collegiate Cosmic Intelligence of Each of the
12 NNIILG-NNI-Sectors, which structure the slloogrent f-Configuration of our DDIIUYYI-Entity,
penetrates absolutely all diverse Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs of hyperdiapason of the
AYFAAR’s Creation (from the lowest Levels of the Quaternary Energy-Plasma to the highest Levels
of the Primary Energy-Plasma — IYISSIISSLIIY-SSS), in the meantime, the Creative Activity of SSUISS-SFAA-Creators appears actually only within the megadiapason from ±36 to ±24 dimension. That
Activity subjectively operates only in relation to the Focus Dynamics of SVOO-UU- and TOO-UUEntities which structure the highest (as for the present DDIIUYYI) Sphere of Cosmic Creation (SSUUSS-VUU).
3.0667.   

Yet, in conditions of the Secondary Energy-Plasma (the NAA-GLLII-UU-Sphere manifested
from ±24 to ±12 dimension), Focus Dynamics (along with f-Configurations) of the highest universal
SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators transgress, level-by-level and by every Quality (by duvuyllerrt-covarllert
combinations among various birvulyarity types), to all diversity of f-Configurations of Their
Own «projections» — SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators. The Focus Dynamics of the latter support all the
functionality of the NAA-GLLII-UU-Sphere of Cosmic Creation (these Creators, in turn, transgress to
the EIYG-SS-MII-Sphere of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators from the megadiapason from ±12 to 0 dimension,
while the latter Creators transgress to the pre-zero UUKKKHL-SS-KKHKHOO-Sphere of exhiberation
of the SLUUIY-SS-LAA-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the Quaternary Energy-Plasma).
3.0668.   

Countless Vectors of active application (simultaneous implementation) of covarllert
combinations of Focus Dynamics within the hyperdiapason examined by us (to ±36 dimension) provide
the sequence of emergence and multilevel inter-birvulyart concatenation of the precious Experience
of Self-conscious Existence of Universal Intelligence AYFAAR in Its slloogrent Focus Dynamics as a
Form of DDIIUYYI-Entity. This universal Energy-Information is gradually resynthesized (specifically
revived) in the Quaternary, Tertiary, and Secondary States of Energy-Plasma, and then converged to
the structures of Its Primary State (for 36-Qualitative Universes). After that, the Energy-Information
is concentrated in the Focus Dynamics of UUYYU-UU-YY-Creators (SUPRA-Universal Creators of
3.0669.   

the 48-dimensional IIYYYUULLCSMI-Entity — for those birvulyarity types which are synthesized in
the Focus Dynamics of our DDIIUYYI-Entity).
It is extremely difficult for me to respond on the question, why it works exactly in this
way (that is why the quintessence of all Experience is concentrated not in the Highest Intelligence of
AYFAAR — if conditionally comparing these Levels to our «personal» Self-Consciousness — but in
as if more amplificational analog of Its Collective Subconsciousness). SFUURMM-Forms of the Focus
Dynamics of Universal SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators from the Primary State are beyond any adaption and
diversification in my Meditations. Thinking in the similar way, one can assume that those FormCreators (as well as in our case) do not possess more ampliative Experience of all duvuyllerrtmultipolarizational refocusings at once. Rather, they «unpack» it step-by-step from some VECanalogs which structure not the highest Levels of the AYFAAR’s Focus Dynamics, but depliative Levels
of the Focus Dynamics of general (meaning, independent of birvulyart combinations peculiarities)
I-IIYTY-I-AA-A-Creators from SUPRA-Universal (48-Qualitative) Cosmic Plans.
3.0670.   

The skrruullerrt Form-structure of the Cosmic Creation Sphere of SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators
of the AYFAAR Highest Intelligence is organized in a single Focus Dynamics of the twelve NNIILGNNI-Sectors’ Form-Creators Whose space-time systems are interrelated energy-informationally very
tightly (that is resonationally) with Each of Their comprising functional Elements («Sub-Sectors»).
The main structures (as if specific amplificational analogs of the IISSIIDI-Centers) for distribution of
Energy-Information throughout Each of the 12 NNIILG-NNI are:
3.0671.   

−− ILLSSS-SSSUU-SSS — the Perfollonimator — performs slloogrently-adaptive functions, in
other words, perfollonimates (transgressively-convergently transforms, adaptively transcodes,
and narrow-specifically converts) universal slloogrent focal-ethereal interconnections from
any Level to certain SFUURMM-Forms which can be available in corresponding exhiberation
conditions for Perception systems of any Self-Consciousness Form and any CCI type; it
provides decoherent properties of Energy-Information. At endlessly vast systems of ILLSSSSSSUU-SSS penetrating absolutely all Levels of the AYFAAR Self-Consciousness, owing to
the presence of the Perfollonimator functions, a single-moment process is performed of the
«own differentiation» of the 12 PCQs attributes in corresponding Vectors Branches of AEYYSSMAA-EYSS (Qualitational Branch) and SSNOO-SS-FFL (Amplificational Branch); after that,
the following Synthesis takes place of the certain PCQ with each of the reference Qualities
from the other «Sectors.»
−− YUYU-IIY-SSS-YUYU — the Mobillurascite Doublescator — performs transgressiveconvergent functions of simultaneous duplication of stable-covarllert combinations of
different-Qualitative features in various exhiberation conditions; provides coherent properties
of Energy-Information. Form-structures of the Primary Energy-Plasma generated in ILLSSSSSSUU-SSS are «projected» and processed in YUYU-IIY-SSS-YUYU then being qualitatively
reflected (as if being «duplicated» level-by-level) at STC through an endless multitude of SSSTAIY-SSS (Primary Principles) a part of Which (synthesized to the least degree) is «archived» at
the encoded structures of AYFAAR as the «own creative Experience» (to full liyllusceevization
in the corresponding Levels). The more ampliative part comes to synergy with the Focus

Dynamics of the next amplificational State (the 48-dimensional IIYYYUULLSSMI-Entity’s
Self-Consciousness).
−− SSSV-UUIY-SSSV — the Sector’s Repository — performs focusing-diversifying functions in all
energy-informational interconnections; it is universal derivative of the UPDR, and it provides
properties and peculiarities of all «locally focused» environments of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms’ and CCIs’ exhiberation. Along special birvulyart combinations, infinite SSS-TAIY-SSSFlows generated by ILLSSS-SSSUU-SSS are transmitted to SSSV-UUIY-SSSV where they are
actively modified among each other, get engaged in the Synthesis with the Qualities of SSSTAIY-SSS-Flows of Each of the rest 11 NNIILG-NNI; also, they are relayed to special receiving
LLUURRSS-systems present in the structure of Each of 144 «Sub-Sectors» (LLIING-LLI).
−− AIY-SSS-M-SSS — the Transpellerative Transmuter — by means of iksons, svilgsons,
avvakklons, and flaaggtuons performs regulative-coordinating functions of attractory
organization of Focus Dynamics for all synthesizing Form-Creators; it provides all the
USCF-Dynamics. AIY-SSS-M-SSS implements multilateral exchange of Experience of Each
of 11 remaining NNIILG-NNI and of own synthesized Experience (that is an invaderental
Experience of a Pure Quality which structures the given «Sector»).
There is a Lurvectortional Sphere (UUYT-SSS-UU) within structures of every AIY-SSS-MSSS; it is inherent only in the given Transpellerative Transmuter. Form-Creators of the Sphere carry out
desclonvertization of each Level of the Primary Energy-Plasma (level-by-level decoding, sorting, and
kleks-cloning the Ideal Matrixes along with thorough comparison of SSS-TAIY-SSS-Flows from other
«Sectors» to the Reference Pure Quality of the given «Sector»), and then Transmutation occurs of the
Sphere with the main PCQ of a «Sector» and Transformation takes place of the emerged quintessence
of Energy-Information to special multichannel Consorvectional Concentrators (PPAAKHKH-TTSSS — energy-informational combinations representing Experience Accumulators and consisting
exceptionally of interconnections of the highest qualitative Levels of the Primary Energy-Plasma)
which structure each of 12 SSSV-UUIY-SSSV.
3.0672.   

Each of the Lurvectortional Spheres, which structure Each of the 12 Galactic «Sectors,»
is emerged by means of covarllert concatenation of many Primary Elements (TTT-III-UU-Entities)
representing the Supreme Principles of Galactic TOO-UU-Entities, who develop within the systems
of Each given NNIILG-NNI (this is about the SAME as WHAT OOL-GLOO — «the Real Ones» —
are for AIY-YYA). Each of the Consorvectional Concentrators is actively tied by narrow-specialized
Channels not only with ILLSSS-SSSUU-SSS, but also with identical structures of Each of 144 «SubSectors» (LLIING-LLI). This way, it implements multilateral energy-informational connection among
Either of Galactic «Sectors» and Its 12 «Sub-Sectors.»
3.0673.   

Each of those twelve Galactic «Sectors» provides Collective Cosmic Intelligences
manifested inside of It with absolutely specific conditions for inter-Qualitative Synthesis of all SelfConsciousness Levels. Those conditions are fundamentally different from conditions of any of other
eleven NNIILG-NNI. Due to this fact, results of concurrent development of as if «the same» Models
of Collective Intelligences (for example, Intelligences of aiyyyaic type) are rather exceptional within
each «Sector» and not similar to the Experience synthesized in the remaining Galactic «Sectors.»
3.0674.   

Form-Creators of the SYNTHETIC Amplificationally-Eglleroliftive development Branch
(AGGLLAA-A-ALLAA), the multitude of different-Qualitative CCIs of Which also includes LLUUVVU-Forms, GOOLGAMAA-A, SSMIIYSMAA-A, and TLAASSMA-A alongside Collective Cosmic
Intelligences of the rest parallel Branches, simultaneously «project» inherent to the Branch, synthetic
combinations of heterogeneous attributes (in a form of specific interconnections not only with the
Qualitational-Irrkoglictive RESOSCONTIONAL Branch, but with the rest eleven types of Qualitational
Branches!) to the CCIs’ Creative Activity of the rest development Branches. Characteristics and
properties of the letter are performed in the Form-structures of the current Universe’s type through
universal features and opportunities of the twelve Galactic «Sectors» of Qualities. That means that
subterransive rotational Cycles of evolvement of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of all synthetic
TOO-UU-Entities are potentially formed from specific interconnections inherent in combinations
of the Amplificational SYNTHETIC Branch and twelve varieties of the Qualitational development
Branches of Cosmic Qualities.
3.0675.   

In order for any Self-Consciousness Form could have an opportunity of sustainable focusing in either of more ampliative dimension diapasons, its Form-Creators have to perform truly
grandiose activity on Synthesis and qualitative balancing, in Own Self-Consciousness, of absolutely
all types of energy-informational interconnections peculiar to the following combinations of the
Amplificational-Eglleroliftive SYNTHETIC Branch with the Qualitational Branches:
3.0676.   

SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + PRIMENTIVE Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + REGENERATION Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + RESUMING Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + HETERORIZING Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + TRANSSCANNING Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + DIPOLARIZING Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + GENERATIVE Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + MONOMIGRATING Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + POLYMIGRATING Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + POLARIZING Qualitational Branch
SYNTHETIC Amplificational Branch + HARMONIZING Qualitational Branch

All the diversity of CCIs’ Forms initiated through each of those specific combinations
represents a countless multitude of different-type birvulyarities which structure, with their inherent
3.0677.   

synthetic interconnections, the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Universal SSUU-SS-VUU-Creators of a
particular Galactic «Sector» (exactly — ORFDLUMIYTAND-NNIILG-NNI; there is no way to identify
the Sound Codes of non-synthetic combinations, so, as necessary, I will use them in further in the
alphabetical order). This means that, on the Highest exhiberation Levels of Focus Dynamics of the
given DDIIUYYI-Entity (from +36 to -36 dimension) all birvulyarity types become interbalanced in
different-Qualitative conditions of the ORFDLUMIYTAND-Sector. Additionally, the latter concentrates
all other synthetic sets of interconnections, which structure absolutely all manifestation Levels of Focus
Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’s Highest Intelligence. Yet, except from them, on the Diffuzgentness
Principle, features combinations of CCIs of the rest eleven NON-synthetic Amplificational Branches,
which are covarllert related to the SYNTHETIC Branch combinations (ampliative analogs of diffuzgent
Proto-Forms of TLAASSMA-A), are also «projected» to the given «Sector.» According to this Principle,
characteristic features combinations of Form-Creators of the SYNTHETIC Branch are presented to
some extent at each of the eleven Galactic «Sectors.»
It should be noted that formation of various combinations of different-Qualitative signs
in the remaining Galactic «Sectors» (apart from the ORFDLUMIYTAND-Sector) proceeds by the same
Principle for Each of the rest eleven Amplificational Branches:
3.0678.   

«Sector» A: Accumulative Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches;
«Sector» B: Hermaphroid Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches;
«Sector» C: Fluoliscide Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches;
«Sector» D: Polaroid Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches;
«Sector» E: Dualiritive Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches;
«Sector» F: Manifestation Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches;
«Sector» G: Formative Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches;
«Sector» H: Representative Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches;
«Sector» I: Communicational Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches;
«Sector» J: Spurulent Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches;
«Sector» K: planetoid Amplificational Branch + 12 types of Qualitational Branches.
This Form-Creators’ activity on the Synthesis and balancing of different-Qualitative
interconnections in Self-Consciousnesses of all sorts of mixtum NUU-VVU-Form-Types is carried out
through an infinite multitude of particular Form-Types and homological «personal» Interpretations
of each of Stereo-Forms. Meaning, Form-Creators of all protoformal-diffuzgent Self-Consciousnesses
Forms represent, in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of LLUU-VVU, all possible parameters peculiar
to above listed combinations to some extent. For each of those combinations the Synthesis execution
3.0679.   

sequence is implemented on a principle of advantage and priority of those which show the most
covarllertness with each other in the conditions of a certain exhiberation diapason.
You have to admit that such multi-directed different-Qualitative Synthesis of SelfConsciousness just could not be completed without the Focus Dynamics Diffuzgentness Principle
which initiates a universal property of simultaneous Multipolarization in these Dynamics. Owing
to that, in each of versions of those synthetic combinations, there appear quite specific varieties of
subjectively as if «the same» Forms of SVOO-UU- and TOO-UU-Entities who differ from each other
very much on the specific signs even at seemingly «identical» (differently vibrational) exhiberation
Levels (certainly, full identity of structuring «the same» dimension types in different «Sectors» is out
of question due to emergence of significant difference in the Synthesis sub-Schemes and Schemes). A
Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form has to be «reprojected» through all the diversity
of those different-Qualitative combinations while concurrently self-realizing in a strict sequence
particular for it (birvulyarity type) at each of Levels of dimension structuring specifically Each of the
Twelve Galactic «Sectors.»
3.0680.   

Whatever your Self-Consciousness would face in your surrounding reality, the true
Essence of everything does not consist in a Form specifically perceived by you. On the contrary, it
is reflected as a Content still not comprehensible for you! All the Form-Creators of the SYNTHETIC
Branch, including its twelve main Synthesis Directions in each of the Twelve Galactic «Sectors,»
generate an infinite multitude of intermediate Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs. The Main
Creative Function of Those Cosmic SLUUIY-SS-LAA-, SLAA-SS-MII-, SSLOO-SS-SNAA-, and SSUI-SSSFAA-Entities (among them, there are Form-Creators of our NUU-VVU-Forms) is to play the role of
Mediators between Collective Cosmic Intelligences representing various types of Universal Entities
in the given exhiberation diapasons of Energy-Plasma (to 36 dimension). This function is fulfilled in
order for heterogeneous cosmic civilizations of Form-Creators could actively interact with each other
in joint Cosmic Creation (in accordance with their development level) while not only improving
Themselves within the combination of PCQs synthesized by Them, but also consistently structuring
Their Own creation with signs of the other Qualities brought to their Focus Dynamics by Mediators
of other cosmic civilizations.
3.0681.   

Chapter 4. Subterransive classification of LLUU-VVU-Form
Thus, slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the Macrocosmos’s Highest Intelligence gets enriched
by an infinite multitude of Forms which reflect intermediate results of the system Synthesis processes
or all possible synthetic States interpreted by us as CCSes (AAFF-TLUU-LLU — «Creative Cosmic States»
of different-Qualitative signs combinations). That means that, in every type of Focus Dynamics of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs, in each of exhiberation Levels, not Form-Creators of Each
of covarllert PCQs get involved into resonational interaction, but Their already steadily synthesized
combinations — «Creative Cosmic States.» Exactly these CCSes involve and activate, in their inherent
interconnections, covarllert or geyliturgent signs related to them (sub-Aspects and Aspects) of any
3.0682.   

PCQ which begins to prevail within the structure of that combination against the background of

Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all other signs.

This State of temporary invaderentness continues until, in the current exhiberation
conditions of Focus Dynamics, all existing interconnections get balanced in an appropriate way,
until another dissonational state comes in a newly appeared combination due to the presence of
Inertia. This state would become a new reason for resonational involvement of Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of another PCQ into it. Signs of that PCQ would also dominate for a while in new
manifestation conditions of the given f-Configuration because these are they who are able to balance
different-Qualitative disorder emerged in new energy-informational interconnections. In each of
the birvulyarity types, such «distortion» becomes leveled by resonational means, with assistance of
invaderentness of various PCQs Form-Creators. As a result, in a birvulyarity type, there appear many
different internal subtypes, kinds, and subkinds, which are structured with narrow-specific differentQualitative Directions.
3.0683.   

For example, the general Focus Dynamics of all possible diffuzgent Collective Intelligences
of the LLUU-VVU-TOO-UU-Entity — in the slloogrent exhiberation conditions of Form-Creators’
Focus Dynamics of the GOOLGAMAA-A- Ingredient to the 9th dimension! — represents the
lluuvvumic birvulyarity type whose characteristic interconnections, alongside interconnections
of many other diffuzgent Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A, structure general, much more complex
and diverse, slloogrent signs combinations of the lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic (9–10 dimension), and
then — goolgamaaaic (11–12 dimension) types. This is about Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A, as
following: SSUU-DDU, VVUU-SSU, GGUU-LLU, FFUU-BBU, KKUU-RRUU, YYU-FFU, MMUU-NNU,
3.0684.   

DDUU-TTU, RRUU-MMU, BBUU-KHKHU, TTUU-GGU, PPUU-YYU, NNUU-KKU, KHKHUU-PPU, and
others, also OOUU-OOU, AAUU-AAU, IIUU-IIU, EEUU-EEU, and others, as well as OOYY-OOY, AAYY-AAY,
IIYY-IIY, UUYY-UUY, EEYY-EEY, and many other types.
3.0685.    SUBTYPES OF LLUU-VVU:

−− specific lluuvvumic (human and some of humanoid) luminosal LLUU-NUU-VVU-FormTypes or simply NUU-VVU-Forms which are consistently structured with «projections» of
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of translucense NUU-LTTVULL-VVU-RS-Form-Types
(synthesized from transparentive NUU-LTTU-VVU and NUU-VULL-VVU), dimidiomittense
NUU-TUUL-VVU and NUU-LUUV-VVU, facticial dimidiomittense NUU-LL-VVU, ampliative
mixtum highly-intellectual GOORR-VVU, and ampliative mixtum highly-sensual PPUURPUVVU — they originate a nuuvvulluum subtype within the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type;
−− differently directed (by protoformal characteristics) luminosal LLUU-KAA-VVU, LLUU-

LOO-VVU, LLUU-MII-VVU, LLUU-LFTO-VVU, LLUU-ORRS-VVU, LLUU-TLAA-VVU, LLUUTTUU-VVU, LLUU-SNATT-VVU, LLUU-VVOLM-VVU, LLUU-DFA-VVU, LLUU-OYYG-VVU,
LLUU-RRAYG-VVU, LLUU-RALS-VVU, LLUU-FULSS-VVU, LLUU-MIRG-VVU, and many other

Form-Types — they form a multitude of subtypes of lluuvvumic birvulyarity with all sorts
of signs of different-protoformal directions (for example, lftovvulluum, orrsvvulluum,
tlaavvulluum, ttuuvvulluum, snattvvulluum, vvolmvvulluum ones, and so forth).

3.0686.    KINDS OF NUU-VVU-Forms:

−− facticial human NUU-VVU-Form-Types (the most ampliative of the mixtum ones on the HSIand HIA-signs), transparentive and dimidiomittense NUU-LL-VVU-Form-Types (from 3.0
to 3.75 dimension); are originated from the Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of ampliative
mixtum highly-intellectual (GOORR-VVU) and highly-sensual (PPUURPU-VVU) Form-Types
who, by means of the dimidiomittense NUU-TUUL-VVU- and NUU-LUUV-VVU-Form-Types’
Focus Dynamics (from 3.75 to 4.0 dimension) come to synergy in the «CC Potentiality»
State and then come to the depliative-translucense NUU-LTTU-VVU- and NUU-VULL-VVUkinds of NUU-VVU-Forms (from 4.0 to 4.25 dimension), after that they converge to the
4–5-dimensional amplificationally-translucense NUU-LTTVULL-VVU-RS («CC Potentiality»
+ ALL-Unity); form a specific nuullvvuic species of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity;
−− multidirected facticial NUU-SM-VVU, NUU-LG-VVU, NUU-YF-VVU, NUU-DL-VVU, and many
other Form-Types — they form lots of species of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity: nuusmvvuic,
nuulgvvuic, nuuyfvvuic, nuudlvvuic, and many others.
3.0687.    SUBSPECIES OF NUU-VVU-FORMS:

−− human ampliative mixtum GOORR-VVU and PPUURPU-VVU-subspecies (highly-intellectual
and highly-sensual ones are the basis for the future lluuvvumic signs of NUU-LL-VVU); in the
Focus Dynamics of NUU-LL-VVU, they generate the goorrvvur and ppuurpuvvur subspecies
of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type;
−− different-protoformal mixtum subspecies: RR-VVU, LYYUYYU-VVU, YAIKHSS-VVU, FLIRRFVVU, RDUU-VVU, MMUU-VVU, TAO-VVU, TSUU-VVU, and many other NUU-VVU-FormTypes; they represent many subspecies of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type: rrvvur, lyyuyyuvvur,
yaikhssvvur, flirrfvvur, rduuvvur, and so forth.
Development DIRECTIONS of the NUU-VVU-Forms’ mixtum analogs: within the
boundaries of the Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of each of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of each of
subspecies of NUU-VVU-Forms — for example, from the amount of those in which the least developed
(IRKKULLIGR-VVU), medium-developed (USSTUKKUL-VVU), and the most developed people
(AKHSUVVROLL-VVU) are focused now — all possible Directions of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity
(certain «individualities,» «personalities») are sorted subterransively. Focus Dynamics of such people
reflects characteristic peculiarities and properties of the given type just to the least extent.

3.0688.   

That means that, at the «individual» level of own creative manifestation, each of the
«modern» people is just unable to perform at least somehow, through the Focus Dynamics of their
own Self-Consciousness Form, those synthetic skills, peculiarities, and tendencies characteristic
for the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. This is so because, primarily, in your and my life creativity,
there is really no all multitude of specific (for the given Synthesis Scheme) signs combinations of
different-protoformal energy-informational interconnections synthesized (in the given dimension
diapason) by Form-Creators of the first lluuvvumic pair of Dominants (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) to the state of their absolute balance among each other. That is why
3.0689.   

Form-Creators of our NUU-VVU-Configurations are still as if in «free floating» and always have an
opportunity to «reproject» to the Focus Dynamics of either of diffuzgent Proto-Forms. Therefore,
during our evolvement, we can still choose not types of birvulyarity themselves, but only available
protoformal Directions of consistent refocusings to those types.
Currently popular statement that DNA of all people match by 99.9%, irrespective of
their skin color and hair texture (such expressions of contemporary orthodox genetics are based
on extremely superficial investigation of DNA and total ignoring the role of diversive or «rubbish»
part, excluding epigenetic mechanisms), is not true. The reason is that not only separate individuals,
but, moreover, human races, nations, and nationalities sufficiently differ from each other by a type
of organizing chromosomal structures of DNA by gene Form-Creators. Specific differences in the
features of genetic constitution of people of various racial or national affiliation are due not to
any set of genes and to their total amount, but to very delicate and complex features of sustainable
energy-informational interconnections among genes. Such interconnections provide all nuances of
interactions regulation among each other and the presence of various functional capabilities. However,
this fact does not diminish anyway the influence of role of subterransive existence conditions (socialeconomic, ecologic-climate ones) on the «individuals’» Focus Dynamics in various ethnic and racial
groups.
3.0690.   

Among representatives of any race and any nation, there are always «adherents and
supporters» of various signs combinations peculiar to some sub-kinds, kinds, and sub-types of
the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. Why do we highlight only conjunction of high-sensual Intellect
and high-intellectual Altruism among all the multitude of these combinations? Firstly, because
conjunction of exactly these two signs is available for our analysis and logical comparison, in our
Perception system, with the characteristics of other protoformal Directions where the lluuvvumic
combinations are impossible in the conditions of the current exhiberation diapason.
3.0691.   

Secondly, namely they are geyliturgent to the most degree in relation to the FormCreators’ Focus Dynamics of our «future» dimidiomittense NUU-LL-VVU-Form-Types which are
mostly resonational to the «Creative Cosmic Potentiality» State at the highest Levels of their creative
manifestation (translucense NUU-LTTVULL-VVU-RS-Form-Types). This State is characterized as
the first step on the Path of our mastering the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. Thirdly, the further
evolvement and renitive cultivation of high-nutational SFUURMM-Forms from the combinations of
HSI and HIA in the Focus Dynamics creates the most favorable opportunities for ampliative creative
realizations of a «person» within the given sort of the humankind Collective Consciousness, and
also for focusing in the most perspective conditions for his or her Existence in the given groups of
«human» STCs.
3.0692.   

The basis for consistent resonational involvement, into the Focus Dynamics of any SelfConsciousness Form, of covarllert interconnections, which are necessary for its creative realization
(Synthesis) and peculiar to many different-Qualitative Form-Creators, is specific resonationalgenerating systems subterransively formed inside of each Integral Form of synthetic manifestation
of Self-Consciousness in Space-Time (human Form is SSLUU-L-LUU, animal Form is LLART-T-LUU,
herbal Form is SSKAA-KH-MOS, elementary particles’ Form is OOML-A-ADD). This Form is also
3.0693.   

called «manifestation body» (people identify it with «personality»). «Manifestation body» differs
from Self-Consciousness Form, firstly, by the fact that the «body’s» f-Configuration is structured
slloogrently-diffuzgently with f-Configurations of many different-protoformal Self-Consciousnesses
Forms whose Form-Creators (including bio-Creators) take part to various degrees in implementation
of the joint Focus Dynamics of «a person.»
Secondly, unlike a Self-Consciousness Form, which may be considered by us arbitrarily,
meaning, separately from any of diapasons of its possible manifestation, and only in conjunction
with any Proto-Form, any of SSLUU-L-LUU can be analyzed by us just in conditions of some local
exhiberation of the given f-Configuration — in conditions peculiar to some specific parameters of
Space-Time. Yet, the other qualitative characteristics of a «person» would match different parameters.
3.0694.   

The main «triggering» Mechanism allowing any «body» (that is, Self-Consciousness Form)
to exhibit, at a corresponding «point» of Space-Time, a kind of Creative Activity which is inherent
to the Form-Creators of its f-Configuration, is a system of very sophisticated energy-informational
interconnections among Form-Creators of ILLGRII-TO-O (which is «Biopendulum» for biosystems)
and SVUU-SLII which is «Impulse Ring» for biosystems) on one side and chakram transponders
(GRUU-LLF) of Info-Creators of ODS — on the other side. The Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of
our SSLUU-L-LUU could not be carried out in any way without these interconnections (in the given
diapason of exhiberation!).
3.0695.   

Being initiated by specific means, certain particulas of those interconnections commence
to be activated correspondingly. Owing to this, they stimulate resonationally, within the slloogrent
Focus Dynamics, exactly those Energy-Plasma states (different-Qualitative signs combinations)
which are peculiar to some specific f-Configuration structuring the skrruullerrt system. As a
result of every such initiation (quantum effect), there is qualitative liyllusceevization among
activated interconnections combinations of the informational space of the given SSLUU-L-LUU and
corresponding interconnections of Rezomirals of exhiberation.
3.0696.   

For example, features combinations kleksed by VVU-Factor in a certain way, which are
peculiar to PCQs ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, were activated and
resonationally liyllusceevated (that is, sort of «merged,» «blended» on many resopasons) inside a
Focus Dynamics. Therefore, SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to humans would be initiated inside this
Focus Dynamics. Additionally, subterransive parameters of localization of the given Focus Dynamics
in Space-Time (that is, certain particula of slloogrent NUU-VVU-Configuration, a «person») would
fully comply with the character of the given Focus Dynamics's qualitative (informational) content
(SFUURMM-Forms).
3.0697.   

Specifically organized DUU-LLI (karmic Channels of IISSIIDI-Centers structured with
corresponding Factor axes and closely related to RRGLUU-VVU and FD of each of subterransive
resonational-generating systems; all animals, plants, and elementary particles have corresponding
analogs of DUU-LLI, ILLGRII-TO-O, SVUU-SLII, and GRUU-LLF) allow to perform thorough
selection from the whole spectrum of focal interconnections which have more or less resonated
to the given activity of SFUURMM-Forms. DUU-LLI move the Focus Dynamics exactly to the NUU3.0698.   

VVU-Configuration where this creation has more real opportunity (as compared to the previous

f-Configuration) to manifest through the Interest shown to the creation by certain «chakram
personalities» — Form-Creators and Info-Creators of the IISSIIDI-Centers (or their analogs), which
structure, with their creative work, f-Configurations of specific types and kinds of subjective Realities
(of humans, animals, plants, elementary particles) in various Time Flows (or Time Fields — MOURSSFULLG).
I would point out that development scenarios of s-Realities, constructed by the Focus
Dynamics of different, diffuzgent to each other, Proto-Forms, are sort of «packed» into each other
by the degree of implementation of their creative capabilities depending on the dominating or
oppressing force of Focus Dynamics of structuring them, Form-Creators in relation to the FormCreators’ Focus Dynamics simultaneously manifested in different scenarios of the same STCs’ group.
For example, in the given group of «human» STCs, specific Content of many scenarios formed within
s-Realities of some animal kinds (or herbal, mineral kinds) depends to a great extent on the Focus
Dynamics of separate people or on the qualitativeness of SFUURMM-Forms of society as a whole.
These SFUURMM-Forms form «the human» type of subjective Reality: a «person» in a position of
power or self-centered on greed can easily exterminate a whole population of animals or plants.
In its turn, the specificity of development scenarios of people or all the human community in the
given diapason of exhiberation is strongly dependent upon development scenarios of s-Realities,
for example, of many kinds of insects (locust, moths, mosquitos, flies, lice, bedbugs, fleas), spiders,
ticks, worms, clams, mushrooms, and microorganisms (viruses, bacteria) or upon the development
scenarios of our Planetary Entity Itself.
3.0699.   

At the creative intersection of mutual Interests of Form-Creators of various diffuzgent
Self-Consciousnesses Forms, firstly, there is their qualitative «recognition» (distinction) of each
other by signs, really perceived by them, along with concurrent awareness and motivating of
own and strange necessities, creative intentions (at the lowest levels, this always turns to open
confrontation and submission of Interests of one species to another one). Only after creation of
quite sophisticated mechanism of consistent annihilation of emerged tensors and finding common
active point of application of joint realizational Interests, gradual emergencing (from «emergent» —
describing suddenly appearing resonational mutual growing of existing features) occurs of qualitative
characteristics, peculiar to each of the interacting CCIs (or their Self-Consciousnesses Forms), along
with appearance of synergistic or over-additive effect in their joint Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
(when, during coordinated cooperation of their FDs, their realizational opportunities exceed the
amount of opportunities for their individual realization).
3.0700.   

As a result of the consistent covarllertness increase of energy-informational interconnections
jointly carried out by Them, the degree of Their geyliturgentness on diverse signs also increases. So,
at the more ampliative Levels of their Self-Consciousnesses’ informational space, the transmutation
process of SFUURMM-Forms of different-type CCIs happens towards a single synthesized TOO-UUEntity (these CCIs represent characteristics of different-Qualitative OO-UU-Entities at depliative
Levels). The TOO-UU-Entity’s Focus Dynamics is implemented in the given exhiberation diapason
already on the basis of Existence Experience of different OO-UU-Entities’ Form-Creators. At the
lowest implementation Levels of SFUURMM-Forms of the TOO-UU-Entity originated in this way, in
its Focus Dynamics, there is always some dominating Creative Aspect whose degree of manifestation
3.0701.   

depends on how much the intensiveness of attributes of some of the Pure Qualities could neutralize
(oppress) peculiar realizational tendencies of other OO-UU-Entities’ Form-Creators.
Such internal qualitative imbalance of interconnections encourages Form-Creators of the
CCI’s depliative Levels of the given TOO-UU-Entity actively to enter more and more deep energyinformational interactions among each other (for the purpose of annihilation of the originated
tensorness in various resopasons of Focus Dynamics) namely through the DUU-LLI whose vibrational
structures more facilitate the implementation of the given invaderental attributes. Since creative
Interests of all components of the given TOO-UU-Entity match fundamentally, so, despite of the
current temporary predominance of attributes of one (or some) of the OO-UU-Entities, in every
frequency of Its Focus Dynamics manifestation, there are consistent resonational convergence, active
solvation (interaction by means of dissolution, diversification of attributes into each other), and
concatenation of Form-Creators’ f-Configurations of invaderental and vecsative features to some
more or less levelled emergent state.
3.0702.   

All the above mentioned process of resonational «convergence,» «recognition,»
realizational «motivating,» consistent «solvation,» and final «merging» of different-Qualitative subAspects and Aspects in each of exhiberation resopasons of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the given
TOO-UU is carried out step-by-step, svilgs-spherationally, sort of «in a new way» with each of the
signs jointly interacting in the FD (considering already synthesized interconnections). As a result,
one after another, Form-Creators of Each of the OO-UU, initiated for solvation, as if «absorb» signs of
Form-Creators of the rest PCQs while being transmuted, through a jointly organized Focus Dynamics,
to some third qualitative state which is completely different on its properties and abilities from the
states preceding the given Synthesis Scheme.
3.0703.   

This way, as a result of multilevel resonational selection and multiple convergences
of the Focus Dynamics of some TOO-UU-Entities with the Focus Dynamics of the other, there
is amplificational perturbation of exhiberation Forms of Form-Creators of diverse CCIs at the
3–4-dimensional diapason within the limits of wide spectrum of nutations peculiar not to a single,
but to two OO-UUs. The latter equally (although, it seems to us differently) predominate in the Focus
Dynamics of Every TOO-UU. This is what I mean by the term «amplificational emergentization of
Focus Dynamics.»
3.0704.   

I remind you again that the Synthesis Process, as well as origination of all Form-systems
of Macrocosmos, are implemented simultaneously throughout the whole diversity of slloogrentduvuyllerrt Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Form-Creators. That is why you should take
and understand the above mentioned sequence not literally («something originates something
another gradually»), but just as an involuntary tribute to powerful inertionness of the Form-Creators’
Focus Dynamics from the lowest Levels of Energy-Plasma; these Form-Creators initiate and model
various extents of illusory manifestation of Space-Time inside our Perception systems. Sequentiallysimultaneously synthesizing Creative Experience over all the Twelve Galactic «Sectors,» We embody
absolutely all kinds of Forms of Self-manifestation of the Highest Cosmic Intelligence of the given
Universe (DDIIUYYI). At the superior Levels of Our Cosmic Self-Consciousness (AIY-YYA), we
converge Our Focus Dynamics absolutely and holistically to FDs of all the remaining realizational
3.0705.   

Self-Consciousnesses Forms and different-type CCIs generated and transgressed to the UPDR by the
DDIIUYYI-Entity’s Collegiate Cosmic Intelligence — AYFAAR.
Noticing that the DDIIUYYI-Entity (integral amount of Focus Dynamics of all SVOO-UUand TOO-UU-Entities which structure all the qualitative exhiberation Levels of the 36-dimensional
Universe in the current birvulyarity type), AYFAAR (the DDIIUYYI-Entity’s Highest Collegiate
Intelligence), and YYU-II-USSLI-II (the Primogenitive Transcendent Constituent — PTC) represent
(within the current exhiberation hyperdiapason of the Macrocosmos’s FD — to ±36 dimension!) a
certain Creative Principle of triple (only in our subjective-limited mind; indeed, Each of the three
Components of this Principle is originated by the countless number of Reasons!) functional Formmaking and simultaneous appearance of slloogrent f-Configurations of Universal Cosmic Entities in
the holistic subjective skrruullerrt system of Macrocosmos.
3.0706.   

In the given hyperdiapason of dimension, this Principle reflects the «projections» of the
Main Universal Form-making Mechanism, which organizes and provides energy-informationally the
amplificational basis for immanent manifestation of all transitional Self-Consciousnesses’ states of
any SVOO-UU- and TOO-UU-Entities. It determines collective Principles of their Existence (birvulyart
tendencies, peculiarities of Synthesis Schemes, svilgs-spherational sequence in Focus Dynamics,
and many other things) as well as all means of Their possible creative realizations in all infinity of
interconnections among duvuyllerrt Forms of Universes of the current type.
3.0707.   

Chapter 5. Characteristics of the Primogenitive Transcendent Constituent
Since it has already been written much about the DDIIUYYI-Entity and Its Highest
Intelligence (AYFAAR), in order to investigate renitively the Principles of their functionality, I am
dwelling just on characteristics of the third Component — YYU-II-USSLI-II. Inside the slloogrent
structure considered by us (AYFAAR’s Focus Dynamics and DDIIUYYI’s focal Configuration), this
Transcendent Constituent provides the presence of all necessary to their joint creative manifestation,
Form-«projections» of all infinite diversity of different-Qualitative signs combinations of the
primogenitive Information State; these signs were originated and projected to the skrruullerrt system
of Macrocosmos as the result of consummative (or post-mercavgnational) interactions among all Its
balanced and imbalanced particulas.
3.0708.   

That is What stays outside Existence of every subjective Experience. That is What is on the
other side of each of focally-inertially formed subjective Realities which is totally unknowable and
incomprehensible in Itself for any researches by means of Mind because It represents the objective
informational Basis for Macrocosmos of any type.
3.0709.   

In our subjective Conceptions, we can compare the PTC extremely conditionally to some
highest spiritual Origin Which organizes the Level of Universal functionality defined by us — on
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very primitive and limited signs — as «the most harmonious from all possible,» «divine,» «absolute»
Level. So, a religious man would, most likely, determine YYU-II-USSLI-II as the «Holy Spirit,» while
modern people would name It «the Universal Everlasting Origin» which qualitatively precedes the
slloogrent Process of simultaneous manifestation of the SSS-Entity’s Consciousness appearing as
the f-Configurations and Focus Dynamics of Everything Being (that is, manifested Creation, the
skrruullerrt system). Without the informational basis specifically coded in the PTC, neither AYFAAR
(as VCCI), nor DDIIUYYI-Entity focused by It simply could not be formed structurally and perform
Self-Consciousness’s Levels jointly peculiar to Them inside the Macrocosmos’s Focus Dynamics.
It must be noted that this Sound Cosmic Code (YYU-II-USSLI-II) is related only to the
terms of the current exhiberation hyperdiapason, as well as all other SCCs (AYFAAR, AAUUSSMM,
IIYY-YAA-YY, DDIIUYYI, NNIILG-NNI, SSVAA-FAA, I-IFLOOLL-FOO, IYISSIISSLIIY-SSS, OO-UUILLI-IUULL, OOO-LLUI-O-OOLL-SS, and others). For different space-time exhiberation conditions (and in
different types of birvulyart combinations!), subjective «projections» of all these Cosmic Entities have
different SCCs. For example, in the 48-dimensional gigadiapason, the Focus Dynamics of the Highest
Cosmic Intelligence of AYFAAR eglleroliftively converges to the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
AULMNIIYSS — VCCI of the 48-Qualitative Universal IIYYYUULLSSMI-Entity. In the 60-dimensional
hyperdiapason, It converges to the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of SYYUILGSNAIYY — the
Highest Intelligence of the 60-Qualitative Universal AYYALLDMAAYTS-Entity. By the way, for the
same reason — meaning, due to different-Qualitativeness and different-protoformness of every
f-Configuration of Self-Consciousnesses Forms focused by us — an objective content of the same
frequency conglomerates is perceived by our «personal» Interpretations totally subjectively and
subterransively. Therefore, a specific meaning of the same SCCs is interpreted by each «person»
differently, too.
3.0711.   

The PTC unites informationally all the skrruullerrt system of the Macrocosmos Highest
Intelligence’s Creation (SS-AYIYLG-SS-SS-AYY-SSS) to the Single slloogrent Whole duvuyllerrtly
structured with zillions of different-Qualitative Universes with their infinite-dimensional STCs,
Conversums, and Universums. A thing modern scientists ascribe to ether (as some analog for vacuum)
represents just immeasurably miserable part of properties and functions originated in Space-Time
owing to the presence of This Component — the Primogenitive Transcendent Constituent — in the
Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form and CCI.
3.0712.   

In conditions of the 36-dimensional exhiberation megadiapason of Focus Dynamics of
the Highest Intelligence of AYFAAR, the PTC plays a role of the Universal Form-making Principle
providing absolutely all opportunities for simultaneous manifestation of slloogrent f-Configuration
of the 36-Qualitative (24 CCQs + 12 PCQs) Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity. A thing defined by us as
Photoreductive Ether is one of Form-structures by means of which the ethereal PTC-Potential is
implemented in specific exhiberation conditions of Self-Consciousnesses Forms from 3–4-dimensional
diapason. It represents the UPDR informational structure. Owing to presence of that structure,
different-protoformal types of CCIs are able to interact with each other informationally while the
PTC facilitates appearance of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs.
3.0713.   

Within the given (3–4-dimensional) megadiapason, This Principle is reflected through the
TLAASSMA-A SCC characteristic only to It. The latter can be conditionally interpreted as an Idiopathic
T-Ingredient (meaning, the primary, objectively existing for the given megadiapason; its short form is
the IT-Ingredient) Which has neither Form, nor any numerical value since It supports simultaneously
Focus Dynamics of an infinite multitude of different-Qualitative (different-birvulyart) Universal
Highest Intelligences.
3.0714.   

is Universal transcommunicational structures of the AYFAAR Highest
Collegiate Cosmic Intelligence; these structures connect energy-informationally Its Creativity Sphere
with Form-Creators from any Levels (including us) all over the megadiapason of simultaneous
exhiberation of our DDIIUYYI-Entity’s Focus Dynamics (until 36th dimension). Owing to Their
presence, the holochrone Process is performed of transgression-convergence of ethereal Information
«projections» between Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of Inter-Galactic Complex-Plans and Focus
Dynamics of Cosmic Plan-Levels.5
3.0715.    TLAASSMA-A

Through the infinite multitude of many-functional SSVA-SS-UU-systems («Channels»)
and ethereal structures of the Idiopathic Ingredient, all Galactic SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of our
DDIIUYYI-Entity’s Secondary Illusion Focus Dynamics actively support energy-informational
interconnection with SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Its Primary Illusion Focus Dynamics (therefore, also
with AYFAAR VCCI). All Galactic SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators integrate amplificationally Their Own
Experience of Creative Self-realization into SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators and qualitationally take from
Them initial Informational encodings which allow SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators to unify continuously
and «to upgrade» ampliatively Focus Dynamics of Their Own Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Thus,
SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators simultaneously focus on the Levels of both Secondary and Primary EnergyPlasma.
3.0716.   

The IT-Ingredient differs from YYU-II-USSLI-II in the more narrow range of functionality
peculiar only to It (just like the Levels of «personal» Self-Consciousness differ from the Levels of
collective Subconsciousness). However, we are talking exactly about TLAASSMA-A, because this is
exactly It, Who defines all Focus Dynamics of the AIY-YYA-Entity. Lluuvvumic, goolgamaaaic, and
ssmiiysmaaaic birvulyarity types converge exactly into the universal (aiyyyaic) birvulyarity type of
the AIY-YYA-Entity (other functions of the IT-Ingredient are reflected through different particulas
of YYU-II-USSLI-II). In its turn, in conditions of the Secondary Energy-Plasma, TLAASSMA-A
delegates functions peculiar to It to zillions of different-Qualitative PTC-versions — SSMIIYSMAA-A
(a Transcendent S-Ingredient, shortly — TS-Ingredient), and in conditions of the Tertiary EnergyPlasma It delegates Own functions to zillions of GOOLGAMAA-A (the Immanent G-Ingredient,
shortly — IG-Ingredient). Due to their presence in the Focus Dynamics, all mentioned States of
Energy-Plasma function as the Single Whole.

3.0717.   

Thus, neither the Source of Focus Dynamics generation of the Universal Highest
Intelligence (SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of the AYFAAR HCI), nor the SSUU-SS-VUU-Sphere of Cosmic
Creativity of SVOO-UU- and TOO-UU-Entities (of the DDIIUYYI-Entity) are Those all-uniting Factors
Which stipulate the Superior Concept (Sense) for manifestation of Universal Creation within the
3.0718.   
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given (3–4-dimensional) megadiapason. Yes, the presence of some signs (creative tendencies) and
certain peculiarities of the Universal Highest Intelligence inside the Form-Creators Focus Dynamics
provides Their choices — depending on the degree of urgency of Interests implemented by Them
— with opportunities of selective orientation in all the diversity of multipolarizational development
Directions and birvulyarity types.
Universal creation objectively reflects only the specificity of appearing during that
Process, focal Configurations of energy-informational interconnections generated among FormCreators and structuring the skrruullerrt system. Informational basis for implementation of each of
these interconnections is provided due to presence of such Universal Compound as YYU-II-USSLI-II
inside the UPDR. I would even say that the PTC performs «mediatory» service among Form-Creators’
Focus Dynamics (dissonational, meaning, consummative Information particulas) and «aspectscomposition» functions of Info-Creators Which reflect resonationally the primogenitive (absolutely
balanced) State of Information in every part of Focus Dynamics of Creation.
3.0719.   

At the level of Existence of NUU-VVU, LLUU-VVU, and either Proto-Form within
the 12-dimensional megadiapason, the role of that Factor is played by GOOLGAMAA-A (the IGIngredient) Which provides all necessary functions of the PTC in the given exhiberation regimes
and determines absolutely all realizational opportunities for the SLAA-SS-MII-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics. Within conditional limits of the 24-dimensional megadiapason, the same functions
(though, at the more ampliative Levels) are carried out by SSMIIYSMAA-A (the TS-Ingredient) for
of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creatorsэ Focus Dynamics. Within the conditional limits of 36-dimensional
Universal Creation, TLAASSMA-A (the IT-Ingredient) provides SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators with all
required Information. Exactly SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators fill and animate with Themselves absolutely all
qualitative manifestation features of the AYFAAR Highest Intelligence in Their Universal Creation.
3.0720.   

Thus, none of GOOLGAMAA-A, SSMIIYSMAA-A, or TLAASSMA-A are related directly to
the Macrocosmos’s Form-structures — these are differently functional particulas of the cognitive
Principle inherent in the primogenitive State of Information implemented through the amitsissimal
Information State. These Ingredients perform functions on providing general sustainability among
all energy-informational interconnections which simultaneously support these States (by means of
simultaneous annihilation of every post-mercavgnational — meaning, consummative — expressions).
Without their participation, no one Self-Consciousness Form or Collective Cosmic Intelligence
could be focally implemented anyhow (that is, to Exist as a part of Creation). Figuratively, these
Ingredients can be compared with some Universal Informational Flows which acquire own features
and functions only at the moment of appearance of qualitative «movement» of Focuses (meaning,
Focus Dynamics). This is the main feature of the Universal Plasmic-Differentiational Radiation. If
there is the UPDR, there are opportunities for the PTC activation. No UPDR, no PTC.
3.0721.   

People used to put a part of properties and peculiarities of the IG-Ingredient Focus
Dynamics (GOOLGAMAA-A) in the notion of a«Soul.» Specific realizational functions of this
Ingredient gather the creation of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of the infinite number of Proto-Forms of
Self-Consciousnesses to the holistic and integral system of different-dimensional and differentQualitative energy-informational interconnections. Through the IT- and TS-Ingredients
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(TLAASSMA-A and SSMIIYSMAA-A), these interconnections provide opportunities for amplificational
realizational manifestations of even more Self-conscious Forms of Unity while these manifestations
are simultaneously implemented at various Levels of the Universal Entities’ Focus Dynamics.
The most interesting thing for us lies in the fact that the GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient is
not tied to a Form completely since every interaction of Self-Consciousness Form-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics with the IG-Ingredient is carried out by the Resonation Principle: what particula of the
joint birvulyarity (that is, an integral for all covarllert birvulyarity types ) IG-Ingredient peculiar to
the current diapason is chosen to establish the highest resonation of SFUURMM-Forms of your Focus
Dynamics that Self-Consciousness Form structuring the given particula is chosen by Your USCF to
self-identify with as «itself.»
3.0723.   

However, in peculiar to us subjective Perception systems, it is just impossible either to
determine, or to differentiate (to separate) the interaction Spheres of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators’ Focus
Dynamics with the PTC-Ingredient corresponding to them. These Spheres are simultaneously
performed through lots of focal Configurations, so, when talking about the GOOLGAMAA-A-Modus,
I have to treat subjectively all possible different-protoformal manifestations and interconnections
provided with features of the given IG-Ingredient, as a certain conditional Cosmic Entity structured
with joint covarllert Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the infinite amount of CCIs’ SelfConsciousnesses Forms diffuzgent to each other. That means, despite of the fact that the IG-Ingredient
represents an ethereal structure, we can consider all Its manifestations in the skrruullerrt system of
Macrocosmos in the only way — through the Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics.
3.0724.   

Namely for this reason, in order to manipulate our Conceptions comfortably, we have
to endow all ethereal Ingredients with the features of as if Cosmic Entities (similarly, the 12 PCQs
transform subjectively to the 12 different-type OO-UU-Entities inside our Perception system). It all
reminds me a talk of a particular individual: it is impossible to imagine any «person» irrespective
of his or her existence or inspiring Sense (so-called «Soul») since, otherwise, we would have to link
to totally another exhiberation Form (the dead body — the environment for Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of protozoa and microorganisms, molecules and atoms). Outwardly, it keeps its similarity to a
«person» for a while, yet, it has no relation to characteristic vital creativity.
3.0725.   

This is also the case with the GOOLGAMAA-A-modus: speaking about the
interconnections results peculiar to the given IG-Ingredient, which are expressed via particularly
examined by us focal Configurations in various Space-Time regimes, we will always conditionally
imply a certain Cosmic Entity. Via Creative Activity of this Entity the extra-additive (meaning,
more than summarized) synergetic effect manifests, which refers to resonational interaction of
Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Form-Creators of the CCIs countless number structuring
diverse birvulyarity types.
3.0726.   

As a result of such slloogrent effect appearance, all multidimension of simultaneous
manifestation of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma Space-Time is structured duvuyllerrtly-diffuzgently by
Focus Dynamics of the countless number of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which
we define as Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A or Primary Causes of exhiberation of the Energy3.0727.   

Plasma Tertiary State (Stars, Planets, people, animals, vegetables, microorganisms, molecules, atoms,
fermions, bosons, and also sub-elementary, super- and hyper-universal Self-Consciousnesses Forms).
Focal Configurations of all these Proto-Forms, duvuyllerrtly-diffuzgently transforming
to each other with peculiar to them, interconnections both in each of diapason and in each of
conversum Levels, differentiate and diversify specifically only in narrow-specific conditions of
subjective Perception different-Qualitative systems, which are subterransively peculiar to every
Form-Type of every Proto-Form. These f-Configurations form in such way infinite multitude of
Rezomirals varieties (Stellar, Planetary, flora- and fauna-generating, molecular-atomic ones, and so
on) and types («octahedral,» «hexahedral,» «dodecahedral» ones, and so on) of different Level SLAASS-MII-Creators simultaneously-multidimensional manifestation.
3.0728.   

For example, in this dimension diapason, it is just impossible to draw more or less clear
lines between human and many other — animal — Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms on the level
of energy-informational interconnections, which diffuzgently structure Focus Dynamics of their
Form-Creators . That’s because the same Form-Creators, realizing simultaneously in various subSchemes and Schemes of intra-Qualitative and inter-Qualitative Synthesis and creatively organizing
themselves via various combinations of the same sub-Aspects or Qualities Aspects, simultaneously
manifest in Space-Time various regimes (including those ones, which are generated by different
dimension types) in the way of Self-Consciousnesses Forms strongly differing between each other.
3.0729.   

Thus, concurrently with this and not less actively than in Focus Dynamics of our mixtum NUU-VVU-Form-Types, Form-Creators of Dominants lluuvvumic pair (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom
+ ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) are occupied also with sequential implementation of all possible
two-invaderental sub-Schemes and Synthesis Schemes typical to many other animal Proto-Forms,
which manifest simultaneously with us in 3–4-dimensional diapason diverse conditions. For example:
3.0730.   

ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Aspiration;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness;

ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability and many other variants.

In each of the more amplificational exhiberation Levels based on 3–9-invaderental Synthesis
Schemes, all energy-informational interconnections (synthesized «earlier» signs combinations)
between different-Qualitative different-protoformal Form-Creators, which have been synthesized
by them concurrently in various Schemes, also resonationally-diffuzgently solvatizes among each
other increasingly (meaning, geyliturgently as if «inter-dissolve» in each other), while reorganizing
and transforming to the more universal Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the new, still more complex
birvulyarity types structured by more covarllert interconnections. In the 12–13-dimensional diapasons
Levels, all these signs combinations acquire relative steadiness and equilibrium constituting the basis
for GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient slloogrent Quintessence.
3.0731.   

It should be noted that, objectively, all qualitative (informational) basis, required for
implementation of the overall Focus Dynamics of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators in the given DDIIUYYI-Entity
f-Configuration, is provided by availability of the unified and overall Immanent GOOLGAMAA-AIngredient, whereas all possible SFUURMM-Forms are created in subjective Perception systems of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs structuring different-Qualitative Form-structures of the given
megadiapason (to 13th dimension). These SFUURMM-Forms concern the presence of the countless
number of different-type GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredients, and also Planetary, Stellar, Galactic, and
Universal Entities initiated by them to exhiberation.
3.0732.   

Such illusive Conceptions are realized in various Self-Consciousness Levels of all possible
Proto-Forms because of the typical feature of any Focus of Close Attention (or its ampliative analogs)
to accentuate only on the qualitative difference between something known and something, which is
still under-synthesized for Form-Creators of the given Self-Consciousness Form, meaning, which is
unknown in all its complexity and universality. Therefore, sometimes, to facilitating explanations of
something (especially, when there is a comparison of Focus Dynamics of the two or several Planetary,
Stellar Entities) I still have to use such subjective Conceptions.
3.0733.   

You have to renitively comprehend and understand that there is no such multidimensional
«point» in Space-Time of our Universe and there is no such among Its countless Self-Consciousnesses
Forms (or s-Realities, STC types), where functions of three PTC-Ingredients would not manifest
slloogrently in one kind or another, by one way or the other. This means that specific signs of subjective
Self-Consciousness are objectively inherent in every Form of exhiberation, whether boson, fermion,
molecular complex, «black hole,» or Universe.
3.0734.   

Owing to the universal resonationally-concatenational properties of this Forming Principle
(and also supplement to It functionality of the other Cosmic Laws and their Principles!), every
version of subjectively considered by us Collective Cosmic Entity (whether «subject» or «object»),
despite of our interpretation, is always «Everything manifested simultaneously in Everything.»
3.0735.   

At that, objectively, there is no question about any «beginning» or «end» of Its Focus Dynamics
manifestation, because All This — always and at once — is qualitatively «projected» in Macrocosmos
slloogrent skrruullerrt system to all exhiberation Levels having ability for simultaneous (though,
subjectively-successive!) fixation of Focus Dynamics in the more amplificational among qualitative
states peculiar to this Macrocosmos.
Hence, there is no and cannot be such «place» or such state anywhere in the whole
Universe, where «you» could have definitely «ended,» «disappeared» (not as NUU-VVU- or LLUUVVU-Self-Consciousness Form, but as self-conscious structural Element of Everything) out of
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Macrocosmos the Highest Intelligence, because all infinite
multitude of You, Who represent Universal Self-Consciousness Focus (particular Form-Types and
«personal» Interpretations of Your slloogrent Stereo-Form transforming duvuyllerrtly-slloogrently to
Macrocosmos f-Configuration all Levels) — Are them, and all degrees of their creative manifestation
Are all possible Forms of You generated correspondingly in the diverse Space-Time conditions via
subterransive features of subjective Perception different-Qualitative systems.
3.0736.   

Any of these versions of You is much «deeper» and more «universal,» than you could
subjectively imagine, because, specifically and purposefully using zillions of different-Qualitative
realizational Self-Consciousnesses Forms, You — simultaneously and self-consciously — exist
everywhere, in every space-time exhiberation «point» of Energy-Plasma collective Creative Work,
and qualitatively-successively organize Worlds’ Form-systems, s-Realities, STCs, Conversums, and
Universums absolutely all variety with own simultaneous USCF-Dynamics. At the same time, You
do not face any restrictions on Your creative manifestation, whilst concurrently acquiring zillions of
variants of «life Experience» from the whole countless multitude of own Form-Types.
3.0737.   

General Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all Your Form-Types (meaning, of Your
Stereo-Form) manifests via slloogrentness particular part of Your GOOLGAMAA-A-Entity. Its Focal
Configuration also represents energy-informational interconnections universal structure, which
allows this Entity to manifest absolute subterransiveness in the countless number of Forms of Cosmic
Creative Work peculiar to It. This universal structure is an essential functional part (signum) of the
whole assembly of «the other» subjective GOOLGAMAA-A-Entities diversities, Who duvuyllerrtly
generate a Single Whole through birvulyart combinations various types. Own personal qualitative
features and realizational opportunities are typical to Each of these permanent Entities (in each of their
exhiberation diapasons), which depend on specifics and Synthesis Schemes diffuzgentness types of
the countless multitude of different-birvulyart CCIs, which summarily provide all Multipolarization
of their subjective Focus Dynamics.
3.0738.   

I must point out that energy-informational interconnections specific combinations
(Collective Conversum Fields-Consciousnesses) between Form-Creators of the countless number of
the most covarllert between each other different-protoformal CCIs are amplificationally generated,
in fact, in every conditional exhiberation diapason of Focus Dynamics of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of
Tertiary Energy-Plasma. Equally specific focal Configurations of all subjective variety of differenttype Universal Entities of the given exhiberation diapason are formed by Focus Dynamics of these
CCIs Form-Creators . I deliberately underlined here the word «conditional,» in order to particularly
3.0739.   

draw your attention to the fact that we always can subjectively consider Focus Dynamics only from
the standpoint of a single dimension type, which is «ours» (meaning, subjectively «human»), and
synthesized by invaderental focal activity of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of lluuvvumic birvulyarity
type (as regards 3–4-dimensional diapason, I would call it «nuuvvumic» type, because SFUURMMForms, which dominantly structure wave «human» STCs, qualitatively dramatically differ from the
Contents of Focus Dynamics of subelementary, super-universal, and proto-universal STCs).
You should never forget about the fact that Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the
other protoformal Synthesis Schemes create — within Perception systems limits peculiar to their
Proto-Forms! — the other vibrational diapasons types in sort of the same Space-Time «localization
points,» which we particularly consider from the standpoint of the Synthesis Scheme peculiar to
our Perception systems. These diapasons types are structured with completely different qualitative
dimension parameters, which could be expressed, concerning «our» dimension type, via as much as
«lesser» or «bigger» indices.
3.0740.   

Thus, «our» 3–4-dimensional diapason could be subjectively assessed in the Perception
systems of various Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms as 0–1st, or 1–2nd, or 2–3rd, or 4–5th, or 5–6th,
or 10–11th, or even higher (or lower) dimensional one. This subjective difference in differentprotoformal Perception systems depends on not only covarllertness or imperseptness degree of the
signs combinations typical to «their» and «our» Synthesis Schemes, but also on energy-informational
interconnections organization specifics in the combinations themselves, which can reflect to the
more or less degree — in the same vibrational conditions! — various amplificational trends in the
surrounding reality structures.
3.0741.   

For the sake of clarity in your already very conditional and shallow Conceptions about
Universes in general and about DDIIUYYI-Entity in particular, I have identified these diapason
(meaning, formed in manifestation conditions of conditional boundaries of one vibrational diapason) categories of Collective Cosmic Intelligences specific combinations not as «Universal Entities,»
but as already earlier mentioned by me Collective Conversum Fields-Consciousnesses representing
integrals of Focus Dynamics of different-protoformal Form-Creators in each of diapasons dimensions:
3.0742.   

OURTTUKHKHS-Field (0–1st dimension),
DROUOLLFFL-Field (1–2nd dimension),
DLUGLLEMM-Field (2–3rd dimension),
UPDUYKK-Field (3–4th dimension),
SSMAYK-AYKK-Field (4–5th dimension),
IILLAY-Field (5–6th dimension),
FRAMMAUSS-Field (6–7th dimension),

AKHBAKKUUY-Field (7–8th dimension),
IIYFULL-Field (8–9th dimension),
IRTTAMLANG-OFFM-Field (9–10th dimension),
VIALLKHSSVIS-ORKH-Field (10–11th dimension),
PRAYYALL-KVARS-Field (11–12th dimension),
YYUSSGMIILSS-YYUSS-Field (12–13th dimension).

Notably, one can also subjectively single out specific CCIs combinations in slloogrent
different-protoformal Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of each of these conversum FieldsConsciousnesses, Which harmoniously inter-balance realizational trends of many differentQualitative Proto-Forms in exhiberation diapasons peculiar to them. These CCIs combinations
represent different Directions of convergentional solvation of many birvulyarity types in the
given Space-Time conditions, with generation of the joint, most covarllert Form-structures (as if
subterransive Interpretations of diapason Universal Entities).
3.0743.   

For example, the whole amount of interconnections with various Proto-Forms CCIs, which
is the most possible for lluuvvumic birvulyarity type in 4–5-dimensional exhiberation diapason
(lluuvvumic birvulyarity type is not organized yet in the 3–4-dimensional Conversum of UPDUYKKField that is, before «CC Potentiality» State Synthesis occurs) represented in FD of SSMAYK-AYKKField Form-Creators, is implemented via Focus Dynamics of FLAKGLAAYK-Field FLAKS-Creators
(4–5th dimension); in the 5–6-dimensional Conversum, the more amplificational lluuvvumic trends
are provided by FUAYYFF-MEYR-Field Form-Creators ; in 6–7-dimensional — by RANDAALL-TAYRField; in 7–8-dimensional — by PAYLAVVP-KHAYP-Field; in 8–9-dimensional — by RAYKHTVALLTPAAS-Field (further, lluuvvumic type «reprojects» into lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic and goolgamaaaic
birvulyarity types).
3.0744.   

Typical manifestation energy parameters of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Each
of these conversum Fields-Consciousnesses correspond qualitatively to the particular combinations
of all multitude of informational «projections» initiated out of primogenitive State with the help of
GOOLGAMAA-A-Modus. Meaning, stable combinations of Energy (Focuses) with Information have
opportunity to realize in Space-Time conditions only via Focus Dynamics of the particular FieldsConsciousnesses: the whole variety of synthetic creative work, which is possible, for example, for
SSMAYK-AYKK-Field Form-Creators (4–5th dimension), can in no way manifest via Focus Dynamics
typical to Self-Consciousnesses Forms of UPDUYKK-Field (3–4th dimension), and vice versa. The
opportunities of SSMAYK-AYKK-Field Itself can in no way manifest in conditions of Focus Dynamics
of IILLAY-Field Form-Creators (5–6th dimension), and vice versa.
3.0745.   

In each case of Focus Dynamics «reprojecting» from one exhiberation diapason to another
diapason, strong deformation of stable interconnections takes place — either their differentiation
3.0746.   

on the less covarllert combinations, or their convergence to the more amplificational types —
which dramatically changes f-Configurations of the previous SFUURMM-Forms in accordance with
parameters peculiar to Focus Dynamics of Universal Entity of the other diapason (to conversum
Field-Consciousness).
Notwithstanding the above, for the more convenient operating with terms and notions, I
classify the whole infinite multitude of Universal Entities varieties, Who successively «reproject» own
Focus Dynamics into slloogrent FD of 36-Qualitative (24 Combined Qualities solvate together with
each of the 12 PCQs in the Synthesis Direction priority for the given Type: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom
+ ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity in the following way: 3-Qualitative
UPDUYKK-Universes (two Dominants prerogatively synthesize with the most covarllert PCQs),
6-Qualitative FRAMMAUSS-Universes (5 Dominants + 1 PCQ), 12-dimensional YYUSSGMIILSSYYUSS-Universes (11 Dominants + 1 PCQ), 24-dimensional YI-LLI-IYLL-Universes (selective solvation
of each of the 12 PCQs with each of the most covarllert PCQs). We will conditionally define all other
different-conversum Universes (from 1.0 to 4.0; from 4.0 to 7.0; from 7.0 to 13.0; form 13.0 to 25.0;
from 25.0 to 37.0 dimension) as «Inter-Universal Entities.»
3.0747.   

In 3–4-dimensional diapason, qualitative differences between Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators supplied by the whole multitude of GOOLGAMAA-A-Modi different-protoformal
interconnections manifest rather clearly (for our Perception systems!) on the level of the obvious
difference between Self-Consciousnesses Forms and Collective Cosmic Intelligences types of physical
Globes («material» Creativity Spheres) of Planetary, Stellar, Galactic Entities, Who structure slloogrent
f-Configuration of the infinite number of 3-dimensional UPDUYKK-Universes of DDIIUYYI-Type.
3.0748.   

In the more universal conditions of the flaks-vuolds 4–6-dimensional diapason, the
definite particulas of f-Configurations of Form-Creators of the Highest Intelligence of 3-dimensional
UPDUYKK-Universes (from 0.0 to 4.0 dimension) converges geyliturgently to the more general to
them synthetic Forms of CCIs, Which differ to Each Other by already much less number of the signs
peculiar to them due to covarllert concatenation of many different-protoformal birvulyarity types
(in these conditions, the Highest Intelligence of all possible variability of CCIs of 6-dimensional
FRAMMAUSS-Universes of DDIIUYYI-Type consolidates).
3.0749.   

Starting from 6-dimensional megadiapason, this synergetic process of geyliturgent
concatenation of different-Qualitative particulas of different-birvulyart CCIs into the united system
intensifies strongly (due to emergence effect growth) and continues until the particular stage of interbirvulyart (between birvulyart multitudes various types) solvation occurs in 11–13-dimensional
diapasons and Focus Dynamics of united the Highest Intelligence of 12-dimensional YYUSSGMIILSSYYUSS-Universes of the given Type is formed. This Focus Dynamics should converge absolutely all
energy-informational interconnections between Tertiary Energy-Plasma SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of
the given DDIIUYYI-Entity into coordinated Focus Dynamics of all Proto-Forms. It is informationally
initiated by Creative Activity of GOOLGAMAA-A-Modi all multitude structuring this exhiberation
megadiapason of Macrocosmos HCI FD and supplying it (this slloogrent FD) with corresponding
Information particulas.
3.0750.   

What kind of certain particulas are those? of course, there is nothing to say about some
objective partiality against the background of extremely subjective and conditional character of
mental-sensuous manipulations realized by us; but if I will not try to put this elusive coherence
and slloogrentness of the surrounding reality (Energy-Information) still completely inconceivable
by you into Conceptions apprehensible to you, there will not be anything for us to consider. Hence, I
continue to subjectively model abstract UU-VVU-Forms into the more or less particular SFUURMMForms and to adapt them to Form-shapes already known to you with the hope that their slloogrent
Configurations deeper Levels will become more accessible to you once.
3.0751.   

It should be noted also that Focus Dynamics of the Highest Intelligences of Universal
Entities of the other types is supplied by qualitatively other informational «blocks» in exhiberation
diapasons peculiar to them (meaning, «blocks» generated by the other GOOLGAMAA-A-connections).
In slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of skrruullerrt system structuring integral
f-Configuration of Universal Entities of absolutely all birvulyarity types in the 12-dimensional
megadiapason of Macrocosmos (DDIIUYYI, SSYY-ILFFST, PPAAL-TT-UUYYF, LEMMS-GARLLD,
RULLS-A-NNILV, YGUR-O-RMIIYN, SFF-AA-YNTALL, IYASSANFLATTU, and the infinite multitude of
Universal Entities other types), these informational «blocks» also ultimately duvuyllerrtly-diffuzgently
combine into the United Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Modus of Macrocosmos HCI Focus Dynamics,
Which has Its Own SCC — RIISSTDRRAALLMAA-A. But when we talk about Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of Tertiary Energy-Plasma various Levels peculiar to our Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity
(because we do not know qualitative characteristics and Laws of the other Universes), we will use
only one term — GOOLGAMAA-A.
3.0752.   

As already mentioned, Focus Dynamics of each of conversum Universal Entities listed
above represents integral of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of absolutely all protoformal CCIs
(and their Self-Consciousnesses Forms) simultaneously structuring all STCs of the given exhiberation
diapason. Informationally, this Focus Dynamics is provided by «projective» Mechanisms of the
corresponding particular Modi of United Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient. In the specific
case of Universal UPDUYKK-Entity and Focus Dynamics generated by It, such GOOLGAMAA-AModus providing Its Form-Creators with absolutely all Information particulas, which correspond to
objective qualitativeness of different-protoformal SFUURMM-Forms of 3–4-dimensional diapason,
is universal (to this Conversum of YYUSSGMIILSS-YYUSS-Entity!) GAMALGORRAA-A-Modus — the
actual Source of Existence of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms (Stars, Planets, vegetables,
animals, minerals, fermions, and bosons) manifested simultaneously-concurrently in all Time Flows
of this diapason.
3.0753.   

Metaphorically, one can say that GAMALGORRAA-A-Modus represents Existential Principle
of manifestation (meaning, «Soul» in extremely primitive understanding) of all protoformal focal
Configurations and all Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators producing this materiality type. In the
boundary Levels, it duvuyllerrtly synchronizes with existential functions of LIIRTUULLAA-A-Modus
of 2–3-dimensional doolls conversum DLUGLLEMM-Entity and with functions of SSIYULLSMAA-AModus of 4–5-dimensional flaks conversum SSMAYK-AYKK-Entity.
3.0754.   

Therefore, taking into account diffuzgent Principle of any dimension generation, one
can say that, in real, Sphere of GAMALGORRAA-A-Modus informational functionality (as of all
3.0755.   

other Modi of IG-Ingredient) is not strictly confined by one exhiberation diapason conditions, but
partially supplies Continuums and Conversums adjoining to it with necessary Information particulas,
while duvuyllerrtly «reprojecting» into Focus Dynamics of their CCIs. It is not possible to tell, how
conditional boundaries of these informational functions can be expressed via particular dimension
indices, because there is no subjective division of Information for the given Immanent GOOLGAMAAA-Modus (as for all others) on different-protoformal Synthesis Directions — this is exceptionally the
prerogative of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
in turn, is informationally structured by the narrow-specific
Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Signums infinite multitude, which provide f-Configuration of the
given Conversum with all possible informational functions via Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of different-type CCIs. There are Stars (STSILLU-OFF-MAA), Planets (TAYSS-DDORS-MAA), animals
(LLAISSMMA-A), vegetables (SSAALM-MAA), minerals (OOLLM-MAA), fermions (ARFF-ORST-MAA)
and bosons (FFAOLL-FS-MAA), doollses (SSOLLAS-MAA), flakses (TASSILLU-URS-MAA) Immanent
GOOLGAMAA-A-Signums. One cannot imagine all possible manifestations of these Immanent
GOOLGAMAA-A-Signums informational «projections» as certain partial (tending to subterransive
isolating) multitudes having precise boundaries between informational functions fulfilled by them
— Diffuzgentness Principle leaves possibility for any Information particulas to simultaneously
realize in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the given Conversum via the infinite multitude of
f-Configurations structuring different-protoformal CCIs types.
3.0756.    GAMALGORRAA-A-Modus,

Thus, in this exhiberation diapason, due to availability of the infinite variety of Immanent
GOOLGAMAA-A-Signums diffuzgent by their functions, the same Information particulas can
simultaneously — though, very differently! — realize in this Conversum via Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of different-type Self-Consciousnesses Forms, such as: flakses and doollses, bosons
and fermions, atoms and molecules, vegetables and minerals, animals and microorganisms, Planets
and Stars.
3.0757.   

Further aggravation of transgression accomplished by us to GAMALGORRAA-AModus universal projective Mechanism functioning leads us to appearing in each of Immanent
GOOLGAMAA-A-Signums of even more narrow-specific signs of informational interconnections
between Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative Form-Creators, which are conditionally restricted
by f-Configurations of various Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms. For example, LLAISSMMAA-Signum informational functions diffuzgently differentiate on much more partial varieties
of informational functions, which are provided in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators by of
this Conversum by availability of the countless number of Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Sources
representing Mechanisms of collective convergence of diffuzgently synthesized Experience inside of
Focus Dynamics of some particular animals kind. The most interesting thing here for us is just one of
these varieties, specifically, PRAALLU-LAA-A — Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Source of Humankind
CCI (in particular, people) and other humanoid CCIs structuring Focus Dynamics of various Stellar
Entities with own SFUURMM-Forms.
3.0758.   

All informational combinations narrow-specific multitude typical for PRAALLU-LAA-ASource is presented — in all slloogrentness of mental-vital «projections» simultaneously generated
3.0759.   

by It — by the infinite multitude of stereoformal (meaning, consolidated on the basis of cumulative
Experience of one Stereo-Form) FATTMA-NAA-A-Articles — Continuum Existential Principles, which
informationally supply Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all particular «personal» Interpretations
(Form-Types) of one human Stereo-Form. Figuratively, this could be — although, very, very conditionally!
— compared with such esoteric notion as «Soul of kin.» Yet, unlike Contents of the latter (its Essence
is always considered just on the base of already existing Experience synthesized by many ancestors
generations), FATTMA-NAA-A-Article of Each of human Stereo-Form is informationally structured
with Experience of subjective Existence of absolutely all Its particular «personal» Interpretations
holochronely manifested in Time Flows of both «the past» and «the future.»
typical feature is that all this subjective Experience is kleksed in Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of the given diapason only by ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom plus ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence Synthesis Scheme including diffuzgent Experience all specific features, which is
multipolarizationally synthesized in all possible protoformal development Directions of the countless
number of NUU-VVU-Form-Types of this Stereo-Form. The most active initiators of this Experience
are ASTTMAY-RAA-A-Parvulas — partially personified Existential Principles, which informationally
provide concatenation of covarllert interconnections of every manifested human «person» into
empiric Experience of subterransive Existence in many development scenarios.
3.0760.    FATTMA-NAA-A

is psycho-mental Existence Quintessence of any human SelfConsciousness Form. More or less pertinent comparison of «ASTTMAY-RAA-A-Parvula» term with
Conceptions already available to you is esoteric notion of «Soul of a man,» availability of which in
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Form-Types allows any «person» to subjectively
realize themselves in the surrounding reality as exclusive subterransiveness, as unique human being.
Being projected to Focus Dynamics of the particular NUU-VVU-Form-Type, ASTTMAY-RAA-A does
not allow Form-Creators of «person» Self-Consciousness to loose active and deep interconnection
with FATTMA-NAA-A. It provides their Focus Dynamics with the most covarllert empiric and intuitive
Experience synthesized in the other development scenarios by many other duvuyllerrt «personal»
Interpretations.
3.0761.    ASTTMAY-RAA-A

This different-Qualitative Experience «reprojection» Mechanism into Focus Dynamics of
every «person» is ASSTLLAA-MAA-A — absolutely nonlocal Self-Consciousness structure thoroughly
branched by informational interconnections peculiar to it, which provides steady generation of
complex-configurational (multi-level and multi-vector) spheroidal-ray beta-impulse radiated by
GOOLGAMAA-A-Modus to all space-time structures via «Biopendulums» of Self-Consciousnesses
(ILLGRII-TO-O) of each of Proto-Forms. You know from textbooks that beta radiation is electron
or positron corpuscular ionizing rays with continuous energy spectrum, which are produced at
transformations taking place inside atomic nuclei.
3.0762.   

On the other hand, iissiidiological Knowledge treats radiation as one of the signs accessible
to our subjective Perception, which characterize manifestation in various Space-Time conditions of
results of Creative Activity of uyyyuyyic Fields-Consciousnesses representing ALL-Essentiality–ALLPermeability Pure Quality in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators . This PCQ provides Form-Creators
with absolute universality and resonational accessibility of all energy-informational interconnections,
3.0763.   

wherever they are simultaneously manifested in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos’s
HCI. The fact that via iissiidiological Conceptions, you can obtain and subjectively adopt this
highly unique and complex Information structuring SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness highest Levels,
is a direct indication of importance of that specific UPDR constituent part for Everything Being,
which we interpret as «radiation» (it also represents one of the necessary manifestation conditions
of simultaneity Principle of Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms and
manifestation conditions of that Information Creative Activity universal realization, which we define
as photoreductive Ether).
One should note that radiation is differently peculiar to all Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
because it constitutes the radiative basis of all Existence. Scientists know around 1500 beta radioactive
isotopes (although, there are incalculably more of them in the surrounding Cosmos). But not a lot
of people know that human organism is in itself also radioactive, meaning, it constantly generates
personal beta radiation, without which our normal existence could not be possible. Its source is
radionuclides (potassium-40 and carbon–14), which get into our body far back at birth and continue
constantly accumulate through our Focus Dynamics (interconnections with the surrounding reality).
Besides that, all live organic matter, which we eat, like meat and vegetables, is also — albeit in minute
quantities — contains radiocarbons. It is actually impossible to get rid of these radionuclides, and the
same with the most important elements in our organism.
3.0764.   

Well, there is no need for this, because due to the background (both internal and external)
availability of ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability PCQ signs in our Focus Dynamics, ASTTMAYRAA-A gives opportunity to Form-Creators of our NUU-VVU-Form-Types to constantly exchange
between Each Other with Information necessary to them (to resonationally activate these or those
interconnections with Form-Types of various scenarios via uyyyuyyic Fields-Consciousnesses), which
is generated into Focus Dynamics of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms by United Immanent
RIISSTDRRAALLMAA-A-Ingredient (via all countless multitude of conversum GOOLGAMAA-A-Modi,
and also their Signums, Sources, Articles, and Parvulas).
3.0765.   

Availability of ASTTMAY-RAA-A-Parvulas constant generative activity in Focus Dynamics
of all Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Self-Consciousnesses Forms provides them with virtually
unlimited communicative abilities, which allow them to freely accomplish any inter-age, interprotoformal, inter-formtype, and «postmortem» sorts of focal «reprojections,» and allows human
«persons» formed by them (after release from excessive Focus Dynamics of all possible protoformal
bio-Creators of physiological organism during moments of successive «postmortem» refocusings)
not to connect subjectively to subterransive characteristics of those NUU-VVU-Form-Types, which
sequentially fall out of their concatenational Focus Dynamics. Thus, one can say that typical feature
of each of ASTTMAY-RAA-A-Parvulas is their ability to initiate stable trend to geyliturgent solvation
of already synthesized informational particulas (SFUURMM-Forms) in Focus Dynamics of all
«personal» Interpretations of Stereo-Forms with the aim of forming more and more perfect Parvulas.
3.0766.   

Only actively and effectively interacting between Each Other, Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of different-birvulyart GOOLGAMAA-A-Modi all multitude (via the Highest Intelligences of
different-diapason Universes Types all multitude — from conditional 0–1-dimensional duvuyllerrtly
3.0767.   

to 11–12-dimensional Ones) acquire abilities to form unified slloogrent Form-structure of Causal
Plan-Overtone (AASMII-I) out of many ethereal and focal «projections.» This Plan-Overtone
resonationally unites Creativity of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of Secondary Energy-Plasma, Which Focus
Dynamics are organized by SMIIYS-MAA-A-Modi countless number. In the same way, level-by-level,
all these TS-Ingredients consolidate between Each Other (right up to 24–26-dimensional diapasons)
via consecutive solvation of energy-informational interconnections of much more universal differentbirvulyart combinations structuring DDIIUYYI-Entity slloogrent f-Configuration.
Each of zillions of various realizational Form-systems of amplificational «training» of
the Highest Cosmic Intelligence is structured with energy-informational interconnections of
zillions of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs, which consolidate in their
f-Configurations — aspectably and invizusally for us, by some special signs combinations —
covarllertly-diffuzgent interconnections of zillions of other Cosmic Entities, Which Focus Dynamics
also functionally provide manifestation of United subjective Reality diverse Types and Levels. But at
the same time, in HCI Self-Consciousness Levels, there is no such universal Mechanism, which could
provide Focus Dynamics simultaneous orientation in absolutely all Forms of Its creative manifestation
(meaning, which would allow some Form to subjectively realize both in the most depliative and the
most ampliative Levels at once).
3.0768.   

In all variety of Focus Dynamics Multipolarization of any Self-Consciousness Form,
there is always countless number of different-Qualitative Form-structures, Form-Creators of which
mostly specialize in some realizational creativity Direction (usually representing some aggregate of
diffuzgent different-Qualitative Directions).
3.0769.   

Your assumptions about the fact that HCI of any Level can simultaneously and equally
seize (meaning, adequately realize and react) Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of absolutely all
megadiapason of own subjective manifestation are very illusive. Exactly because of that, there is
subjective differentiation of Form-Creators by Self-Consciousness Levels and realization diapasons.
In the particular limits, the comprehension process of the rest Multipolarization patterns becomes
impossible because of generation of the state of strong imperseptness or cruvursorrtness in Focus
Dynamics with respect to the certain particulas of potentially available interconnections. In such cases,
Focus Dynamics transforms from coherent-multipolarized state, which is characterized by objectivity
greater degree, to decoherent one that is, subjective state modelling illusion of subterransiveness and
separativeness with Everything in Self-Consciousness.
3.0770.   

This Focus Dynamics property is typical both to all Self-Consciousnesses Forms and to
Collective Intelligences structured by them, including also «the highest» degrees of their manifestation
in some of objective space-time regimes. This steady dynamic state is the regular result of influence
on Focus Dynamics of eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential, which initiates trend in it to continuous
self-improvement, unshakable affectative Aspiration of Form-Creators of every Self-Consciousness
Form to resonational reunion and qualitative solvation in conditions of even more harmonious focal
Configuration. This property allows Form-Creators of any CCI type not to fix on the most depliative
Levels of own Creative Work (leaving their realization and Synthesis to the less developed out of
own «projections» all multitude), but to concentrate more on the most ampliative Directions of own
3.0771.   

Creative Work to obtain ability of subterransive creative Self-Awareness in even more amplificational
Levels. Metaphorically, «every god always wants to become even more significant god.»
Usually, Form-Creators of every Self-Consciousness Form implement this process in the
following way: when their «current» Focus Dynamics conditioned by VLOOOMOOT subterransive
character has already exhausted all realizational opportunities built in the given NNAASSMM, the
Synthesis of the most covarllert interconnections takes place in the definite resopasons, and as a
result liyllusceeve «merging» occurs between f-Configurations of these interconnections, which as if
«restricts» the given Form total exhiberation diapason. Although, any kind of «restriction» (meaning,
decrease of active resopasons quantity in Focus Dynamics) is out of the question, because — due
to SFUURMM-Forms of synthesized resopasons — the most covarllert part of SFUURMM-Forms
of the more qualitative among duvuyllerrt sub-Levels is activated in Focus Dynamics (which was
passive before the Synthesis moment). This rises «the current» Potential of Creative Activity Focus
of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousness «reprojecting» their FCA to the more amplificational modus
of slloogrent f-Configuration.
3.0772.   

By own amplificational Essence, all «macrocosmoses» (TOO-UU), representing in turn
«microcosmoses» (SVOO-UU) of the even more universal TOO-UU-Entities, are complementary for
each other patterns of the united simultaneous Process of creative realization of Form-Creators of
all Self-Consciousness Levels, which all-unite via Multipolarization of own Focus Dynamics in the
countless multitude of synthetic birvulyarity all possible Directions. Cosmic races all varieties (cosmic
civilizations unions by the signs peculiar to them) and CCIs Types, and also Self-Consciousnesses
Forms and their Form-Types, structuring this Process with their Focus Dynamics, constantly
transmute and «reproject» to each other while concurrently and multi-directionally «shifts» from
some birvulyarity types to the others.
3.0773.   

And this happens always — infinitely-simultaneously, at once and within everything, in all
different-Qualitative inertionness of the endless rotational Cycles, which duvuyllerrtly, rhythmically,
and naturally alternate each other. Any Form of «one thing» never disappears anywhere, exists
eternally and «reprojects» infinitely to duvuyllerrt states of something qualitatively different while
successively-diffuzgently inter-transforming to each other and deeply inter-expressing (interreflecting) through each other.
3.0774.   

By means of self-realization of own SFUURMM-Forms, via energy-informational structures
of the lowest IISSIIDI-Centers two pairs (ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA, ORLAAKTOR and
AIGLLILLIAA), SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of some civilizations actively participate in the Process of the
overall Self-Cognition of the Highest Intelligence in the given exhiberation diapason due to own
narrow specialization in improving those transformation mechanisms, which occur inside the cells
and crystal lattices creating various realizational Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms (both mixtum
and abiotic ones). The other Form-Creators creatively manifest themselves via functioning of the
more organized Form-systems while focal-wise manifesting through peculiar to them wave structures
(Self-Consciousnesses Forms and their Form-Types), which more or less qualitatively differ from the
rest of Proto-Forms.
3.0775.   

Let me remind you that there is no Self-Consciousness Form, which represents «the
pure» realization variant of Form-Creators of only one Synthesis Scheme. Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of any birvulyarity type is provided by Focus Dynamics of the countless multitude of FormCreators of the Synthesis Schemes diffuzgent to it, which represent in it peculiar to them birvulyarity
types exhiberated in this dimension diapason. As regards Synthesis Scheme particularly examined by
us, we consider all multitude of these f-Configurations as Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which
secure realization of Form-Creators of the given Self-Consciousness Form. For example, FD of any
of examined by us human «persons» is formed on the base of active realization of bio-Creators of
its biological organism many systems starting from limbic system structures (the most important
ones are amygdala, hippocampus, cingulate convolution) and ending with the other organs systems
(urogenital, haematogenic ones, and so on).
3.0776.   

Consecutively realizing by so called «Papez circuit,» FD of bio-Creators of various ProtoSelf-Consciousnesses Forms reflect specific states peculiar at the moment to bio-Creators of the fear
and aggression, pleasure and aversion centers, and as a result, these of those psycho-emotional states
(desires, intentions, aspirations, Conceptions) are formed in the «person» Perception system with
various periods of creative realization (duration) peculiar to them. of course, in every particular case,
the question on necessity of emergence in «person» FD of some of these states and its duration is
regulated and corrected by gene Form-Creators (or rather, through them, by Creators-interpreters),
Who launch realization mechanisms of all bio-Creators with the help of endocrine system Formstructures.
3.0777.   

That is, qualitativeness degree of realization of FD of Form-Creators of lluuvvumic
Synthesis Scheme (simultaneously in all possible Directions of its Multipolarization via all variety of
FDs of different-Qualitative «personal» Interpretations) directly depends on realizational activity of
Form-Creators (and bio-Creators) of many Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring biological
constituent of NUU-VVU-Form-Types alternately focused by us. In turn, FD of any of these bioCreators depends on availability and realization in it of FD of Form-Creators of molecular and
atomic Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which are initiated by FD of Form-Creators of fermionic
and bosonic Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms, and those ones — by Focus Dynamics of all possible
Form-Creators of flaks Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms, and so on.
3.0778.   

As you see, it is virtually impossible to find exactly that realizational part in all this infinite
consequence of focal-ethereal interconnections, which we could define with full confidence as «Focus
Dynamics of the given person» (meaning, of the given Self-Consciousness Form) — in every instant,
Focus Dynamics of any Self-Consciousness Form reflects a certain degree of realizational Creative
Activity of Form-Creators of different-Qualitative Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms infinite variety.
3.0779.   

By the way, one should not particularly dwell on the difference imaginary to you in such
subjective notions as «Form-Creators «and «bio-Creators» — I use such division for reference
purposes only that you could easier and faster imagine, what it is all about, when we examine
functioning peculiarities of all possible biological systems including also our organisms. In essence,
in such — dissonational — Creators category, there are only Form-Creators (meaning, differentQualitative Focuses, which simultaneously-eglleroliftively realize via all possible Energy-Information
3.0780.   

consummative states), Who are holochronely exhiberated in absolutely all Space-Time manifestation
conditions, and Who, in fact, provide subjective presence of this Form-structure (Space-Time) in
this Macrocosmos type by means of own focal Configurations diversity. And those active carriers of
focal-ethereal interconnections, which we subjectively define — for convenience — as bio-Creators,
are also represented as Form-Creators on the more subtle levels of organization peculiar to them.
Thus, I urge you to clarify once and for all, finally, with these notions and not to be confused with
them anymore.
Functionally providing Focus Dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Form, every ProtoSelf-Consciousness Form (cell, organ, or system) generates typical only to it vibration frequency.
In such way, through each of Form-Types of your NUU-VVU-Form, the process of successive (in
subjective Perception) improvement and multi-directional diffuzgent development of Collective
Intelligences of many Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient are continuously accomplished.
These Collective Intelligences acquire — via slloogrent Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative
Form-building Processes typical to the given Energy-Plasma diapason — the most valuable
Experience, which they (simultaneously with this) use in the other Proto-Forms including not only
people, animals, vegetables and minerals, but also Planetary and Stellar Entities all multitude.
3.0781.   

As I have already mentioned, Focus Dynamics of Form-Types of NUU-VVU-Forms focused
by us represent integrals of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of DNA and RNA (svilgson-regulatory
Creators-interpreters, Creators-modifiers, and synthesizing gene Form-Creators), and also of bioCreators of the whole multitude of different-type Collective Consciousnesses of our organisms
internal organs and systems (PLAAURFF). In biological Form-structure of our exhiberal bodies,
the latter accomplish at least two tasks: sustain own temporary existence in the physical organism
providing at that its learning on the part of the other Creators of Proto-Forms, and also support vital
activity of our organism, in general, by means of the particular part of the energy-informational
Potential (Experience) peculiar to them, while providing creative specialization diverse functions
— protective, motor, nerve, respiratory, hematopoietic, reproductive, digestive, excretory ones, and
many others.
3.0782.   

Numerous Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of homogeneous cells (neuronal, muscular, adipose, sex, dermal, blood cells, and so on) form own types of Collective Cosmic Consciousnesses (CCC is the component part of any CCI type), which consolidate to the more complex Focus
Dynamics of CCCs of bio-Creators of all organism cells (STOYI-LLI UORD-VUORD) produced by
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of more developed groups of controlling CCCs, which organize
cell functions of all systems and organs providing our biological organism life activity. I will note
that for just the most primitive functioning of our biological system, continuous efforts of CCCs of
Form-Creators presenting many cosmic civilizations are required. For example:
3.0783.   

GRGLOYGLs and STOOYLISTRITs — curate creativity processes of all Form-Creators of CCCs of

the digestive system organs including esophagus, stomach, appendix and duodenum;

TSMERIIRRGMs, RLOORGKs, and OOLDTMs — functionally direct activity of Form-Creators of

CCCs of organs of urinary and excretory systems, and also of a part of Form-Creators of intestinal
path CCC (straight, large, and blind intestines);

TSEFKTRs, LUURSFIDs, SPIILGSTSs, and KROOYKLTs — responsible for creativity of Form-Creators

of CCCs of haematogenic and cardiovascular systems.

Collective Consciousnesses of the other cosmic civilizations (KLUUNKRDs — liver;
POILLISes — gallbladder; TSMIIYSes — hormone system; LLIIRTMs — vegetative system central
part; TRAPPTKHTs — female genital system reproductive part; PTIURRs — male genital system
reproductive part; TSKLSTs — right hemisphere; TROONFRDTSes — left hemisphere; KRIIRRs —
cerebellum, and many others) play an equally important role in development and perfection of
mixtum (not only carbonic!) different-protoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms of many various
systems of amplificational training of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators not only in s-Realities and STCs of the
lowest GREIYSLIISS Globes (VUOLDTM, AAYLLILIESS, and GRIISSTMM), but also in Form-systems of
CCIs of other Planetary and Stellar Entities of various development level.
3.0784.   

As you know already, as a result of «person Death,» after active creative functioning
discontinuation of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of «the lowest» IISSIIDI-Centers in «the current»
NUU-VVU-Form-Type,their Focus of Close Attention at the same instant «reprojects» to f-Configuration
of the next among duvuyllerrtly-covarllert Form-Types producing multipolarizationness Principle
realization of the given Focus Dynamics. But also after the fact of «Death,» creative work of FormCreators of many protoformal CCCs of diverse functionality levels continues no less actively, than
it was realized before that: what you perceive as «decomposition,» «annihilation,» and «decay» of
«the dead» physical organism, is indeed just the beginning of functioning of PRI-I-SSM-Creators of
various Proto-Forms mixtum analogs (jointly with STOYI-LLI-, SSMMI-I-, DVOO-O-, and PIIKL-SSOO-Creators) in the new creative regime.
3.0785.   

Such activity is the main kind of these Forms Creators creative work during laying the
genetic foundation for generation of new qualitative diversities of not only NUU-VVU-Form-Types,
but also many other Proto-Forms (including those, which equally with NUU-VVU-Forms also structure
slloogrent LLUU-VVU-Configuration). Having lost the joint supervision on the part of the brain and
DNA Form-Creators, Who guided the main functional processes in the live «person» organism, FormCreators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of many microorganisms organize and launch dissociation
process mechanism of the entire contents of the body cells on the Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
molecules (SSMMI-I SVOUFF-VV) and atoms (DVOO-O AIYKVOOF) comprising them. Form-Creators
of these Forms following peculiar to them signs reunite again into specialized CCCs types, but now
in the other realizational Forms. This takes place, for example, in SSKAAKHOOLLM («Vegetable
Worlds»), in LARTTUURFF («Animal Worlds»), or in OOMLAADDODD («Substances and Minerals
Worlds»).
3.0786.   

The phenomenon, which you directly interpret as somebody’s physical «Death,» represents
just only one among countless number of opportunities for active manifestation and realization
of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the other Self-Consciousnesses Forms, because these
phenomena themselves serve in these Space-Time conditions as the main functional exhiberation
Mechanism of all subjective Realities necessary to form energy-informational basis for simultaneous
co-existence of many other Proto-Forms initiated by GOOLGAMAA-A. These Proto-Forms should by
more or less ampliative as regards structures of the Self-Consciousnesses Forms manifested «earlier.»
3.0787.   

After «reprojecting» Focus Dynamics to f-Configuration of another Form-Type, FormCreators comprising physiological basis for conscious existence of the previous «person» reorient
within the Interests peculiar to them (because inter-Qualitative Synthesis implementation Act has
brought particular changes to the Focus Dynamics). They enter the new energy-informational intercombinations among Each Other through karmic Channels of the new Form-Type and represent
qualitatively new conditions with own narrow-specific activity for creative self-realization of bioCreators of the hundreds of billions of cells functioning in an orderly manner.
3.0788.   

All Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, providing Space-Time of molecular CCCs (various
substances SVOUFF-VV-Entities), continuously and narrow-specifically model zillions of FormCreators of atomic CCCs with own features, Whose Space-Time, in turn, is provided with FD of
Form-Creators of elementary particles and photons. Qualitativeness of interconnections between
them (covarllertness or imperseptness signs domination in them), actually, conditions what scientists
define as substance molecules or atoms properties. At the same time, «internal» Form-systems
providing manifestation effect of any among Creative Activity «points» of inter-atomic structures
Form-Creators represent Creativity Spheres of zillions of Form-Creators of the super-universal
Fields-Consciousnesses, Who are being even more developed and perfect CCCs.
3.0789.   

In this way, CCCs of all different-type bosons and fermions are «plenipotentiary
Representations» or the whole Worlds’ Form-systems consisting of numerous SLAA-SS-MII-Creators
communities, Who organize own Cosmic Self-Cognition Process due to the active participation in
the complicated form-building processes, which take place both in «the organisms» of any mixtum
Forms and systems (cells) generating them and in any other abiotic atomic-molecular complexes.
Behind aspectable (for us) creative activity of any Self-Consciousness Form — whether it be human,
animal, vegetable, microorganism, or something interpreted by us as «natural phenomenon» — there
are always invisible and invariable Focus Dynamics of the countless number of Form-Creators of
all possible Cosmic Entities from the other multidimensional s-Realities providing fundamental
existence of all Worlds’ Form-systems produced by us on the level of dynamic manifestations of SelfConsciousnesses Forms of molecules and atoms, fermions and bosons, and also Focus Dynamics of
the assembly of Form-Creators of completely different — non-wave like — Forms of doolls and flaks
CCIs, which represent the authentic energy-informational basis of all our earth existence as NUUVVU-Form-Types mixtum analogs.
3.0790.   

To form the more subjective, but yet more clear to you image in own Perception about the
Essence of the realization process of peculiar to you Conceptions about yourselves and the surrounding
you reality, I offer you to imagine that Collective Cosmic Entities numerous group has «projected»
itself to the given type of human subjective Reality with the aim of not only overall cognition of
specific features of those Energy-Plasma Levels, which are generated by Form-Creators of this group
of duvuyllerrt Worlds’ Form-systems of the GREIYSLIISS Planetary Entity, but to understand some
sides and features of own Cosmic Essence via typical features of these Worlds. At the same time,
representatives of each of the separate groups of these CCCs and CCIs have their own, peculiar only
to them, specific ways and abilities for Self-Cognition process subterransive realization, which allow
them to achieve the planned goal.
3.0791.   

For example, the most natural Form of Self-Cognition to some Cosmic Entity is what
we used to call «ocean,» «sea,» «lake,» «river,» «spring,» «puddle,» — in general, «water.» Such way
of creative realization is the most convenient and natural to It — by Its Own Conceptions about
Itself. Functions, which are being fulfilled by the outer shell of our physical body, are provided to
this Cosmic Essence by the world ocean; and all seas, lakes, and rivers are similar to the functions
assigned in our biological organism to various internal organs and systems. All oceanic flows are
«arterial and venous vessels» providing normal life activity for all «physical body» of this giant (by
our standards) Entity, which is embodied via these Self-Consciousnesses Forms in these STC groups
conditions. Rivers are extensive system of energy-informational balancing of Its «internal organs»
(multiple lakes and seas). Besides that, This Collective Cosmic Entity actively realizes with the help
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms countless diversity, which constantly change physical form of own
realization (steam, fog, rain, snow, ice) and enrich Its Collective Consciousness with peculiar to them
existence Experience in this s-Reality type, which sufficiently differs from the world Ocean, seas,
rivers, and lakes CCCs Experience.
3.0792.   

Concurrently, but with features peculiar only to own Self-Consciousnesses Forms, various
Form-Types of people and animals, vegetables and minerals, fermions and bosons implement the
process of subterransive Self-Cognition «independently» and «separately» in this s-Reality type in the
permanent joint interconnections with each other. In slloogrently-diffuzgent different-protoformal
Focus Dynamics of the GREIYSLIISS Planetary Entity, each of these CCIs is not better or worse than
all the rest, because It performs rather particular and vital function in the global planetary physical
organism. Naturally, each of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of these protoformal CCIs has potentially
active and much higher realizational Levels; but in specific conditions of this s-Reality type, All of
them can manifest themselves only in such and no other way. Besides, in subterransive process of
creative and throughout Self-Cognition, each of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of these CCIs uses ways
and realization methods peculiar exclusively to It, which are usually totally unacceptable to SelfConsciousnesses Forms of any other Entity.
3.0793.   

Though CCIs of minerals (including also water), vegetables, and animals (including also
people) demonstrate profound lack of concern for all those conventionalities, laws, and orders, which
we, people, used to develop own way of existence, they are subjectively, in their own way interested in
the highest possible energy-informational interactions compensating each other to be accomplished
among Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of various Synthesis Schemes in the Space-Time parts
structured by these CCIs.
3.0794.   

Remember, what are you doing in cases of emergency, when some organ or system in
your own organism begins to falter of function to the detriment of all other organs? If no other
preventive and therapeutic methods help, you have to run surgical procedure and completely (or
partially) ablate this harmful part of your body, or to replace it with some other part, which is healthy
and performs the same functions. Understand, the mentioned above Cosmic Entities in no way take
revenge on us for all our global and inhuman madness by such extreme ways of their manifestation
as tempests, tsunamis, storms, inundations, whirlwinds, and tornados. This is at least because such
aggressive realization form, which is used by people in plenty (revenge, jealousy, hatred, meanness)
is just unbeknown to them (or rather, concatenational processes occur in their Focus Dynamics
3.0795.   

by completely different Synthesis Schemes, than people have; therefore, identical worries types are
performed by them via qualitatively other SFUURMM-Forms).
Form-Creators of Each of them perceive this or that danger exclusively in own way, which
comes from the human (or any other protoformal) activity, and try to level possible threat for the
Planetary Entity integral organism on the Collective Self-Consciousness Level peculiar to them; they
act much the same as you would do intuitively with bacteria, infections, aggressive predators, and
natural disasters dangerous to our Life — they try either to get rid of pathological manifestations in
any way, or just to effectively protect themselves from looming danger bringing specific adjustments,
which are peculiar to their Perception systems, to the general Focus Dynamics.
3.0796.   

Though, while giving ourselves over to superfluous emotionality, which follows every
stressful situation, we interpret such various Forces of Nature defense reactions exceptionally in our
own way, in accordance with understanding Levels peculiar to us, and very often we attribute those
signs and features to the surrounding reality, which it just cannot have. In this way, various tales,
myths, and legends are born about angry and insidious representatives of diverse elements («spirits»),
which farfetched contents finds its concentrated expression in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems reflected
by corresponding Form-shapes in Focus Dynamics of ignorant people, who actively participate in
forming of the human subjective Realities types.
3.0797.   

Our current — so called «human» — Existence is just only regular transitional stage
needed for our further development in the other, much more perfect mixtum, dimidiomittense,
translucense, dimidioclarus, and luminosal Forms of creative Self-Realization of Humankind
Collective Cosmic Intelligence. In the general Focus Dynamics of multifaceted and differentQualitative GREIYSLIISS-Entity Cosmic Existence, humankind Collective Consciousness current
type (PROOFF-RRU) represents the least of the given Planetary Form-system of the training SelfCognition of many protoformal CCIs, Which simultaneously realize in formed by us «human» STCs
by completely unclear to us methods and ways reflecting specific signs of peculiar to them Synthesis
Schemes in the joint Focus Dynamics. And these Schemes turn out to be more or less impersept in
respect with lluuvvumic birvulyarity type.
3.0798.   

Our main amplificational Task is to thoroughly — successively and level-by-level
(meaning, literally in every resopason of initiated by us interconnections with other Proto-Forms,
and also with all possible protoformal manifestations in behavior of the people surrounding us)
— annihilate and level those psycho-mental tensors in own FD, which appear between «our» and
«their» SFUURMM-Forms types, while constantly converging existing depliative Conceptions into
the more and more covarllert and deeper energy-informational interconnections. We just will not
be able to annihilate absolutely all tensors in the given particular exhiberation diapason owing to
the fact that, among different-type diffuzgent CCIs jointly structuring Focus Dynamics of Planetary
Entity, besides covarllert ones with respect to our Synthesis Scheme, there are also impersept (and
also cruvursorrt!) CCIs types, Which actively stimulate consequential refocusings to the differentprotoformal Synthesis Schemes in the people’s Focus Dynamics.
3.0799.   

This multipolarizational — anti-lluuvvumic — process is implemented the more
intensively, the more actively «person» Focus Dynamics is structured by psycho-mental efforts
directed towards annihilation of the tensors of not covarllert, but impersept or cruvursorrt (as
regards lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme) Directions. Since it is virtually not possible in such conditions
to find compromises retaining invaderentness of lluuvvumic signs, the process of such tendentious
refocusings begins unambiguously and successively to orient more and more people’s Focus
Dynamics towards Creativity Spheres of various protoformal (non-human) STCs. At the same time,
striving for annihilation of tensors appearing with covarllert CCIs types (while retaining trends in the
«person» Focus Dynamics towards lluuvvumic SFUURMM-Forms domination), allows «person» to
avoid refocusings into protoformal STCs and successively leads his/her Focus Dynamics to still more
deepening into the lluuvvumic or some of the near-lluuvvumic development Directions.
3.0800.   

To faster approach the covarllert types of tensors annihilations, we should understand as
quickly and as deep as possible that countless number of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences, which are the most mean, «primitive,» unimaginable, and uncommon to
our Perception, have equal with us legitimate right on subterransive self-expression and creative
realization in this diapason. Their necessity and purposefulness in the general Focus Dynamics of
Planetary Entity is as important as our activity. Only in this way — via amplificationally reasoned
level-spread invaderental solvation of the human SFUURMM-Forms with protoformal SFUURMMForms and successive concatenation of Conceptions synthesized on this basis into lluuvvumic
birvulyarity type — subterransive Creative Activity Focus of each of us can successively «reproject»
to the even more ampliative Self-Consciousness Levels offering in this way the new prospects of
conscious Existence in the more prefect human STC groups.
3.0801.   

At the same time, one should understand that even if this highly complicated process of
conscious amplificational refocusings is purely subterransive for each of us, but its efficiency (the
main indicators of which are obviousness degree and manifestation speed of radical ampliative
changes in the s-Reality surrounding us) depends on how many people together with us equally
actively participate in generation of an identical amplificational Factor for «the current» human
Collective Consciousness Paradigm cardinal modification.
3.0802.   

Once again, I remind you that until this quantity reaches 8–10% of the total number
of global population, effectiveness of creative efforts in this Direction subterransively undertaken
by us will remain disastrously low, because psychic efforts spent in every instant by all people on
«unpacking» and «current» realization of all possible protoformal SFUURMM-Forms, which are
obviously impersept or cruvursorrt as regards our Conceptions, will be significantly higher than
those modest results of focal advances in lluuvvumic development Direction.
3.0803.   

This is because fundamental energy-informational basis of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of
Planetary Entity in the given diapason of exhiberation (and in the «human» subjective Reality given
type) is provided by not so big, as you think, number of different-protoformal CCIs, among Which
one third constitutes either covarllert, or weakly impersept (with respect to two basic Dominants
of lluuvvumic birvulyarity type) parts maintaining common realizational Interests in the Focus
Dynamics of not-lluuvvumic CCIs within some «averaged» near-lluuvvumic Direction.
3.0804.   

That is, figuratively speaking, with some global Idea or Knowledge appearing in the
human Collective Consciousness Paradigm, Form-Creators of these tolerant CCIs find it far easier
«to agree» with Each Other and, after making some sacrificing, certain concessions, to reach mutual
understanding with respect to many tensors, resolving which with other CCIs is just impossible in
the given exhiberation conditions. Their consolidation around an integral Idea or Knowledge leads
to significant effectiveness lowering of existing refocusings towards anti-lluuvvumic Direction. But
when the number of permanent associates of this Idea implementation reaches mentioned above
concentration level of SFUURMM-Forms in the Focus Dynamics of PROOFF-RRU, this means that the
major part of near-lluuvvumically oriented people of the Earth starts to make their psycho-mental
efforts towards approximately one amplificational Direction (which is structured by the joint Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of covarllert to each other protoformal Directions) putting the bigger
part of refocusing decoherent Energy into own SFUURMM-Forms. Starting from this point — while
retaining or rising steadiness of the formed intentions of this number of people — effectiveness
rising of eglleroliftive influence of the general signs of lluuvvumic and near-lluuvvumic Focus
Dynamics on the qualitative directivity of the common to mankind Focus Dynamics will start to
develop exponentially.
3.0805.   

SECTION ХI

LLUU-VVU as integration of realizational Focus Dynamics of the

multitude of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms

Chapter 1. Info-Creators of Ethereal (informational) Component of FLAAGG-TUU
Focal Configuration of the LLUU-VVU-Entity and slloogrent Focus Dynamics of differentQualitative Form-Creators, structuring it, are holochronely-simultaneously organized by a variety of
focal-ethereal interconnections between the countless number of diverse different-type diffuzgent
Self-Consciousnesses Forms that can be drastically different from each other. The presence of these
qualitative differences occurs due to the complexity of the two-invaderental Scheme of the interQualitative Synthesis carried out by Form-Creators of the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type: before acquiring
an opportunity to realize covarllert interconnections among Each Other, these Form-Creators have to
make a number of catalytic svilgs-spherational transformations in their Focus Dynamics with the help
of SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to Form-Creators of other eleven OO-UU-Entities.
3.0806.   

Therefore, before proceeding with the consideration of all diversity of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms structuring Collective Cosmic Intelligences of NUU-VVU-types to the 6.0 dimension (Which,
in turn, represent different-qualitative implementation systems of manipulation of specific properties
and peculiarities of Form-Creators’ FDs of even more perfect CCIs — up to 9.0th dimension — of the
LLUU-VVU-Type), let us clarify the conventionally accepted interpretation of «human body» concept
(as a direct implementer of our Self-Consciousness’s Focus Dynamics in a certain manifestation
diapason).
3.0807.   

It cannot be considered only from the point of view of the biological body analysis, as
that biological NUU-VVU-Form, which we visually perceive, is not the man himself, but it is only a
functional molecular mechanism of exhiberation (dimensional manifestation of an f-Configuration)
3.0808.   

more or less adapted to the existing conditions of Space-Time. With the help of this mechanism,
a certain part of of Self-Consciousness’s Form-Creators («personal» Interpretations initiated by
the ASTTMAY-RAA-AA-Parvulas) is able to perform Their specific realization Interests in the
Macrocosmos’s Focus Dynamics. Though a modern man is referred to the animal kingdom, but
traditionally he is regarded separately, and there are reasons having substantial, not only mental and
social, but also morphological character for this.
When we are speaking not about a particular «personality» (as a psycho-mental basis that
ensures functioning of a human body), but about a human body itself, we traditionally mean a certain
physical structure, a human organism formed by different types of cells that are characteristically
organized in tissues and organs and fill the space between them, cover them outside in the Form of
a specific construction and configuration. Within this Form, a set of spatially united with each other
and peculiar only to people, systems and organs are formed; they are characterized by a common
structural plan, origin and common functions: nervous, endocrine, skeletal, cardiovascular, muscle,
integumentary, respiratory, digestive, excretory, immune, and reproductive.
3.0809.   

That is, in the biological sense, this concept («Human Self-Consciousness Form») is entirely
based on the features of the symbiotic combination of functional interests and capabilities of many
types of different-protoformal bio-Creators which organize, in Space-Time, implementation of some
quite specific mental, biological, and morphological features which have formed the basis of genotype
and phenotype of each individual thereby providing radical difference of his/her constitution from
all other representatives of the terrestrial fauna.
3.0810.   

The more active realization opportunities for «chakram persons» of the highest levels of
the first pair and the lowest levels of the second pair of IISSIIDI-Centers are received in the FormCreators’ Focus Dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Form-Types’ biological analogs, the more these features,
emphasizing the difference between a man (as Homo sapiens) and surrounding apes and other animals,
are manifested in his/her external and internal images. The more ampliative SFUURMM-Forms
simulate consistently Focus Dynamics of a «personality,» the more consistent conditions are created
for purposeful genome mutations in the lluuvvumic Direction and the tendency is produced towards
replacement of bio-Creators’ functions with the implementation of «bioplasmic» Form-Creators .
3.0811.   

Appropriately, the Focus Dynamics manipulation mechanism is modified and changed,
revealing, in the «human body,» much more opportunities for creative realizations, and increasingly
widening the range of the unique features by which every person differs from surrounding ProtoForms. And if you could visually compare your biological NUU-VVU-Form-Type’s state, in which
you are focusing now, and properties characteristic of — Your own! — «bioplasmic» or especially
«plasmic» and «ray» «manifestation bodies,» you would marvel at the enormous discrepancy between
your «current» notions of «yourself» and the specific features of the real Self-Consciousness Form,
in which you are consciously and concurrently focusing in the more amplificational versions of your
simultaneous «future.»
3.0812.   

You should understand already that any clearly local and specifically discrete delimitation
between any of duvuyllerrt Spheres of Collective Creation of different-Qualitative Form-Creators
3.0813.   

of different-protoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms, as you subjectively imagine (due to strong
constraints of your biological Perception systems capabilities), is out of the question throughout
the infinity of different-type variations of any «manifestation zones» of our Universal Entity’s
megadiapason. The world around us and we ourselves do not really look like we imagine because,
from the whole spectrum of electromagnetic radiation (gamma rays, X-rays, ultraviolet light, visible
light, infra-red light, and radio waves), the light-sensitive human retinal cells properties allow us to
catch only waves generated in a very narrow range of visible light (for comparison, the longest radio
waves are 1014 times longer than visible light, and the most energetic gamma quanta are 1010 times
more energetic than waves perceived by us).
Although the visible spectrum waves having different lengths are subjectively perceived
by us as different colors (as seven rainbow colors from red to purple), there are no clear physical
boundaries between waves of any part of the electromagnetic spectrum. In the human body, only
three receptors types, which are sensitive to red, green, and blue parts of the total spectrum, are
responsible for the perception of different colors and shades of visible light. Mixing these three main
color types in different options and proportions allows bio-Creators of the brain visual center to
reproduce the entire color range peculiar to the human Perception system.
3.0814.   

According to the Slloogrentness Principle of their ever-changing properties, those specific
Configurations of countless Fields-Consciousnesses, which are conditionally called «bodies» and
somehow visualized in their characteristic resonational exhiberation zones of different-qualitative
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the particular dimension diapason, in no way fit your traditional
concept of a «human body» as a biological subject of synthetic creation specifically organized by them
in this type of human subjective Reality. But we just have to call these endless energy-informational
AIYS-SSS-radiations (Light Flows structuring the UPDR) as «bodies.» In every conditionally local
zone of Space-Time, these radiations represent specific «crossing points» of realizational Interests
of Form-Creators of many different-type CCIs sequentially self-organizing into the lluuvvumic
birvulyarity type common for Them. I emphasized the word «have to» because there is nothing in
the notions of the modern humankind’s Collective Consciousness which would be even remotely
comparable to them and adaptively perceived by you.
3.0815.   

The main information basis for the implementation of Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics
of any among Self-Consciousnesses Forms and their Collective Cosmic Intelligences simultaneously
manifested in the AYFAAR HCI (via AAUUSSMM — the Central Focus of Creative Attention) in
the 36-dimensional SSUU-SS-VUU-Sphere of Creativity is various Self-Consciousness Levels of
this DDIIUYYI-Entity while these Levels have been slloogrently assembled by Info-Creators of the
Ethereal (informational) Component (FLAAGG-TUU) of the Universal Analog of the Universal
Plasmic-Differentiational Radiation — Plasmic Forces Diapason (PFD). Info-Creators of these
levels provide information for the Mechanism of simultaneous resonational exhiberation of FormCreators’ Focus Dynamics of all Worlds’ Form-systems of absolutely all space-time Continuums
which, by their r-Configurations, structure duvuyllerrt groups of conversum-level Universes involved
in the Processes of an inter-qualitative Synthesis Scheme common to this DDIIUYYI-Entity (in the
megadiapason from 0th to ± 3rd dimension).
3.0816.   

In the Integral Cosmic Human Body (SSLUU-L-LUU) structuring the AIY-YYA-Entity’s
f-Configuration (up to the 36.0th dimension), there is no a certain separate «ethereal shell» strictly
tied to the space-time visual manifestation of any «separate» Proto-Form (including humans) in
the 3–4-dimensional diapason because the universal properties of each of innumerable varieties
of the universal Transcendent Principle (the Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A and Transcendent
SSMIIYSMAA-A Modi of the Idiopathic TLAASSMA-A-Ingredient), which, by their Creative Activity,
form the Cosmic Ethereal Plan-Level, simultaneously penetrate the entire set of PFD-Levels by their
specific informational interconnections thus providing all the Cosmic TOO-UU-Entities with the
opportunity to create actively (together with other CCIs) through Focus Dynamics of any realization
Forms covarllert-diffuzgent towards them in every manifestation diapason.
3.0817.   

Usually, the term «ethereal body» (or «ether»6 if applied to the STC-structures) implies
a certain substance or environment that enables the process of «reprojection» (through the FormCreators’ Focus Dynamics) of Information particulas between subjectively partial «points» of
Space-Time and somehow supports self-conscious existence of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms
in the World around them. The fallacy of such Conceptions of the ether functions is that «it» is
neither the environment nor even some universal substance which fills absolutely all variability of
focal Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms including any space-time intervals between
molecules, atoms, and fermions structuring them. All these functions are performed by the UPDR
(Energy-Information) and its numerous analogs in each of zillions of manifestation Levels of the
Macrocosmos’s Focus Dynamics.
3.0818.   

Concerning the general relativity theory, A. Einstein wrote the following. «The general
relativity theory endows space with physical properties; thus, in this sense the ether exists. According
to general relativity theory, space is impossible without ether...» This opinion coincides with the
iissiidiological Conceptions of absolute importance of ether in the exhiberation Mechanism providing
simultaneous manifestation of the universal subjectivity of the Form-Creators’ UPDR-Dynamics, and
therefore of Space and Time closely associated with it. That phenomenon, which we interpreted as
«ether» — as, indeed, any of innumerable varieties of its manifestation in the absolute singularity of
Worlds’ Form-systems — is a «projection» of the universal properties of the primogenitive State of
Information on the Form-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of the SSS-Entity’s Self-Consciousness. I have
emphasized here the word «projection» to show you that ether is not primogenitive Information
itself, but only a natural result of its inherent internal Activity; this result is completely canceled along
with the annihilation of the informational SSS-Entity’s Focus Dynamics.
3.0819.   

6
In the scientific lexicon, I could not find another, more appropriate term that could somehow ref lect the properties
of amorphousness, imperceptibleness, shapelessness, and intangibility typical of ether. That is what they say about it in
the dictionary: Latin word ether (the aether) is of Greek origin (aer) and means the air (that is traditionally associated
with f lexibility, versatility, conditional independence from material structures), lightness, high origin (in iissiidiological
interpretation, this would be adjacency to the First Cause — primary, Primordial Information); it has the same root with
«aura» that means shadow and echo (according to Iissiidiology, this would be «projection» of primogenitive State). The
role of ether in TEC- unpackings can be commented by the Latin phrase: ferre sub auras — to make something known, to
disclose (or more literally, to transform from the air). Rather conditionally, using the duality of one of the founding fathers
of this concept, Descartes, who considered that the basis of what he understood as the universe is two principles — spiritual
(res cogitans — a thinking thing) and material (res extensa — a thing extended in space) with the absolute domination
of the first one (mens agitat molem –a thought sets the Matter in motion), we can designate a place of ether «inside»
intercorrelation of primogenitive State of Information and the dynamics of Info-Creators by the term Ens Rationis, that is,
a Thinking Being.

We can say that ether is an inanisal State of Information which is something as if potentiallysubjectively present in each Self-Consciousness Form, as if latently (spatiumally) structuring each
particula of any focal Configuration manifested in any of zillions of dimension Levels. But at the
same time, objectively, this State is always absent (disappearing together with the Focus Dynamics).
It is a Universal Mechanism of absolute settlement of all interconnections among Information
and Energy, that is, among all skunkktions and their altssimus (i.e. intra-skunkktional) particulas
(microstrs), simultaneously «staying» both in the primogenitive (Resonationally Active) and in the
consummative (Dissonationally Passive) SSS-States. Consummatization is that «part» of the United
Instant of Eternity which is formed by the eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential; however it is not only
that subjective process of post-mercavgnational eglleroliftive perturbations of energy-informational
interconnections which is implemented holochronely-simultaneously in each of the Levels, but also
the final mercavgnation Act itself anticipating instrauration or absolute return of the SSS-Entity’s FD
into the general primogenitive SSS-condition.
3.0820.   

Microstrs are infinite diversity of particulas («sections,» «parts») of heterogeneous
informational interconnections, which altssimusly structure every skunkktion. They are not some
structures (in your habitual Conception about anything manifested), but rather objective-potential
set of some primordially-coordinated by some signs informational properties, which are separated
among each other in common to them SSS-fragment reconverstive Configuration with nothing but
potential realizational opportunities, interactionally initiated through them in Focus Dynamics.
Actually, they differ to each other by peculiar to them heterogeneity.
3.0821.   

Imagine, what would happen to the skrruullerrt system of Macrocosmos if this would be
possible somehow to exclude from this Form-structure its energy constituent even for a moment
(meaning, Focus Dynamics)? It would just «merged»! And what would happen to Information filling
it? It would not «disappear» anywhere, but transform to peculiar to it integral-balanced state, which
we — with reference to our Focus Dynamics — interpret as Creative Potential.
3.0822.   

Thus, it is fairly useless to examine any Information properties via primogenitive State,
because r-Configurations of all heterogeneous SSS-fragments together with infinite multitude
of potentially producing them skunkktions and microstrs acquire opportunity to our subjective
consideration of them only in general to them Creative Activity State initiated by some of the ImpulsePotentials specific properties (which are irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive ones to our Macrocosmos).
3.0823.   

Otherwise (without availability of Creative Activity) we (who, by the way, also could not
manifest ourselves at the same time!) would deal only with infinite primogenitive Potential of in no
way manifested and structured realizational opportunities, which provenate (manifest holochronelysimultaneously absolutely everywhere), transgress, and diversify to skunkktional SSS-compositions
all multitude (microstral heterogeneous inter-skunkktional combinations structuring each of
reconverstive Configurations) only as a result of mercavgnation.
3.0824.   

This effect could be conditionally compared with the color peculiar potentially to the
torch even in the turned off state: until we create conditions to its manifestation (switch it on), battery
electric potential will not be implemented and will not manifest its properties through the lamp as
3.0825.   

electromagnetic radiation. This is also the case with Information «structure» and potential properties
(or rather, not with Itself, but with Its «projections» — ether and Info-Creators): the Prime-Cause is
needed (IIP, mercavgnation) in order for opportunity itself to appear for implementing of the act of
subjective understanding and distinguishing of specific generation processes, and also of realizational
sense, which are typical to different-level informational Ingredients all possible variants. Though,
these will be indefinitely illusive Conceptions, which have absolutely nothing in common with what
provides provenation subjective effect itself (universal ability of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of FormCreators to holochronely-simultaneous manifestation in Macrocosmos all dimensional Levels) of
all Form-structures of skrruullerrt system, which jointly produce energy-informational basis for
objective Reality.
If one would figuratively compare possible realizational Potential of altssimus
interconnections of one skunkktion with original informational «Galaxy,» then all its microstrs — on
these subjective comparison Levels! — could present «Stellar systems» in it — each one with peculiar
only to it potential abilities and heterogeneous interconnections combinations. And then, SSSfragment configured with the infinite number of skunkktions could be compared with very specific
«Universe.» The main problem here to your abstract Imagination consists in the fact that during
considering the question of different informational functions execution opportunity in these or those
Focus Dynamics conditions, «Galaxy» Potential — due to the high imperseptness or cruvursorrtness
of produced combinations — can be «reduced» to the «Stellar system» significance, and some other
microstral interconnections Potential can «advance» — due to covarllertness or liyllusceeveness —
to «Galactic» or even «Universal» scales.
3.0826.   

When we consider Information properties in general or of any of Its particulas, we should
not forget about the fact that we always deal with «Everything within Everything» universal State. This
means that one could enter the subjective authenticity highest Levels via any skunkktional microstr
depending on amplificationality degree of efforts put into Focus Dynamics. And this can happen to
the extent of aiyyyaic Levels (the lowest degree of subjectivism for Macrocosmos’s HCI).
3.0827.   

During inter-skunkktional interactions modelling processes, authenticity degree of the
result, which is subterransively interpreted by Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses Forms in
different exhiberation regimes, always depends on specifics of signs, which interact via microstrs
initiated in used skunkktions, and on the character of Info-Creators creative SSS-activity, Who are
involved in Focus Dynamics: the more number of microstrs of idiopathic — balanced, primogenitive
— Information part will be included to the mental process, the more authentic (less subjective) will be
the result of generated at that Focus Dynamics (SFUURMM- and LLAASS-Forms and their ampliative
analogs).
3.0828.   

For example, I have obtained studied by you now iissiidiological knowledge about
Informational «internal» functions by means of activation in my Self-Consciousness of strictly
defined skunkktional and microstral interconnections (they are purposefully-resonationally formed
by me into the «Galaxies»). And at the same time, the same interconnections can be used by me in
the other psycho-mental states for certain routine decisions (then, their potential opportunities are
deliberately «reduced» to the level of «Stellar» of even «Planetary» system). Therefore, one could say
3.0829.   

that any thinking process is basically the same as using one and the same infinitely elastic material for
implementing different-scale purposes; everything depends here on proficiency and purposefulness
of the thinker.
Altssimus microstrs of different skunkktions — highly conditionally! — «divide»
among each other on the two intercomplimentary to each other categories — resonomorphic and
dissonomorphic ones. The first are microstrs, which are objectively not touched by mercavgnation
Act (allomoglof or tendentiously coordinated — covarllert, geyliturgent, and liyllusceeve with
respect to each other, but impersept and cruvursorrt with respect to the other microstrs; they have
kept peculiar to them stability after mercavgnation Act; they can belong to different skunkktions
and SSS-fragments), and the second are amplificationally initiated by eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential
(ellitimoglofic or tendentiously uncoordinated — impersept or cruvursorrt between each other,
but covarllert, geyliturgent, or liyllusceeve towards the other microstral interconnections; they also
can reflect in one r-Configuration different-skunkktional interconnections or to be arranged with
different SSS-fragments).
3.0830.   

Resonomorphic microstrs «always» reflect universal primogenitive State, which reflect
in Macrocosmos skrruullerrt system via Creative Activity of UPDR ethereal «projections,» whereas
dissonomorphic microstrs (via SFUURMM-Forms of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, FLUU-LUUcomplexes and LLAASS-Forms of their ampliative analogs) constitute the basis of Info-Creators all
variety, Who structure all Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs via ethereal
«projections» combinations. Meaning, Info-Creators are «projections» of resonational Information
part structuring UPDR focal-ethereal interconnections all variety, and Form-Creators are Information
dissonational part «projections» providing resonational exhiberation of these focal-ethereal
interconnections (in the way of SFUURMM-Forms, LLAASS-Forms, and so on).
3.0831.   

3.0832.   

In this context you should clearly imagine the following «process»:

a) as a result of holochrone Initiation of Information primogenitive State by irrkoglictivelyeglleroliftive Impulse-Potentials, some Potential of possible Creative Activity has been excited
«inside» of This absolute State, Which (to not disturb general heterogeneous SSS-balance) has
organized «inside» of each of heterogeneous SSS-fragments objective Mercavgnation Act —
holochrone compensational «shift» of inter-skunkktional and inter-microstral interconnections
along with «projecting» of sort of «released» at that ellitimoglofic interactions (which — objectively
— have restored «outright» in their previous state!) to a certain partial Information Creative
Activity (SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness, UPDR, and Energy-Plasma with implications following
It: Form-Creators, Energy, Space and Time);
b) holochronely with this — again, for the purpose of compensation and annihilation of qualitative
«shift,» which has appeared due to partial SSS-perturbation — all allomoglof SSS-particulas
duplicate own «projections» (ether), which provide, during resonational involvement into sort of
«shifted» variants of their «previous» interconnections (which have become now ellitimoglofic in
respect of them), the process of level-by-level eglleroliftive annihilation of produced perturbation
and sort of «return» by this act SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness to initial primogenitive State;

c) holochronely with this — as a result of interaction of ether with constructive UPDR component
(Focuses of manifestation Rezomirals) — level-by-level algorithmic (meaning, in a certain
sequence) «reprojection» of liyllusceeve and geyliturgent allomoglof interconnections takes
place «inside» of these ethereal «projections» (their diversification on more or less covarllert
ones happens) together with generation of SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness Levels and peculiar
to them infinite multitude of narrow specific dissonomorphic r-Configurations combinations,
which we interpret within Focus Dynamics as Info-Creators.
It could also be said that Info-Creators are ether self-realization «reprojected» Form,
which is organized in a special way via diverse Energy-Plasma dissonational States and owing to
that possessing some specific — timeless! — statefulness, which allows them to actively interact
with any «materiality» types with the help of SFUURMM-Forms ethereal combinations (to 12th
dimension), and also with the help of their more ampliative analogs — LLAASS-Forms (to 24th
dimension), YYYUULLUYG-Forms and SSNUUYLL-Forms (to 36th dimension), SKKAY-AFFT-Forms
(to 48th dimension), MMIY-UYLLS-Forms (to 60th dimension), and so on. Ether, being the main basis
of SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness informational space and the only possible spatiumal (latent) source
of Information in Macrocosmos skrruullerrt system, enters any energy-informational interactions
with all Energy-Plasma Form-structures (Form-Creators) not directly, but only with the help of own
«projections»— Info-Creators.
3.0833.   

You should successively and purposefully annihilate absolutely all different-protoformal
tensors in used by you SFUURMM-Forms with respect to any manifestations in your Perception system
of realizational activity of bio- and Form-Creators of various Proto-Forms to make ellitimoglofic
interconnections transform in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of focused by You «person» into
allomoglof (more authentic) ones. Only in this way can Your Focus Dynamics the most effectively
qualitatively integrate into Tertiary Energy-Plasma more and more amplificational Levels, and later
— also into LLAASS-Forms of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators.
3.0834.   

It should be noted that in these human STC groups this can be done by the only way: Focus
Dynamics successive immersion to the Essence of iissiidiological Conceptions with their active use
in the practice of own Existence via cultivation in Self-Consciousness of the main lluuvvumic signs
— high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism. The more lluuvvumic will be your Focus
Dynamics, the less number of all possible signs of different-protoformal tensorness will concentrate
in it (which is the main reason of refocusings to protoformal Synthesis Schemes and development
Directions). This means that the greater number of psycho-mental opportunities and skills will
«unpack» and implement by you in the process of establishing more amplificational interconnections
with any kind of manifestations of the surrounding you reality.
3.0835.   

Gradually rising degree of Focus Dynamics ampliativeness, while regularly and purposefully
practicing profound Meditation, you will be able one day to achieve spatiumal confluence modified
state (psycho-mental merge, overall self-identifiability) with very high SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness
Levels in order to subterransively draw out of ethereal component the more ampliative to this
s-Reality information. I’d like to note that the biggest difficulty with this will be not only spontaneous
alexithimia activation (subterransively experienced states definition, description, and verbalization
3.0836.   

difficulties), but also extremely restricted abilities on informational Codes decoding and sense
adaptation to already existing Conceptions, which can inconceivably strongly reflect on distortion of
the true Essence of spatiumally experienced by «you» confluence.
(as Universal manifestation Medium of absolutely all CCIs and their SelfConsciousnesses Forms) and structuring It Energy-Plasma (all heterogeneous focal interconnections),
in principle, represent manifested Information tensor state — meaning, those microstral «projections»
(ether), which are disturbed from overall equilibrium and, due to energetic influence on them,
organized to certain focal Configurations slloogrently structuring all subjective Forms. One can say
that Energy-Plasma is the state of a certain potentially possible ether subjective statefulness, at which
this ether virtually sort of absent in the Form-system (that is, for Perception systems), though no one
Form-system could exist without it.
3.0837.    UPDR

The notions of «ether» and «UPDR» in no way should be confused with each other, because
the latter functionally provides reflection of just dissonational (that is, ellitimoglofic — initiated
«inside» of SSS as a result of mercavgnation) part of all microstral interconnections (though, due to
concurrent presence of allomoglof part!), and ether at the same time, representing «projections» of
resonational (allomoglof) skunkktional particulas, completely informationally provides the presence
of UPDR Itself and Macrocosmos Itself, which is jointly organized by Form-Creators and InfoCreators.
3.0838.   

Ether carriers in the way of all possible informational Ingredients, initiated in Macrocosmos
HCI Focus Dynamics, are its own dissonomorphic «projections» — Info-Creators, Who provide,
due to simultaneous availability of resonomorphic «projections» in ether, all SSS-interactions by
own universal informational distribution «medium,» which is the base of informational space for
SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness (and thus, for any Self-Consciousness Form). This notion — «InfoCreators» — is much more complicated and multivalued, than you can imagine. If to decipher it
literally, one could say this is Information capable of creative conversion. Though (!) this ability
manifests in It only in the presence of interaction with corresponding to It Energy, which initiates
It on this conversion. Without Energy application (Focus Dynamics), we just have no possibility to
consider Info-Creators.
3.0839.   

Until this interaction is absent, «potential Info-Creators» represent some inactive Status,
or what we subjectively define as Information RA-State. But once resonational interaction of RAStates primogenitive signs is initiated in Self-Consciousness with corresponding consummative part
of the same Information, interconnections of this unstable Status «project» to the definite Creative
Potential (transform to ether), which combines with f-Configurations of Form-Creators, while we
subjectively interpret it as Info-Creators (active particulas of Information amitsissimal State). One
could say, inactive, but potentially ready to Creative Work Info-Creators represent RA-State, and
the same Info-Creators, involved to Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators as its ethereal component,
represent DP-State.
3.0840.   

Info-Creators, initiated in SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness by irrkoglictive ImpulsePotential as «projections» of definite Information particulas, specifically sort of «structure» Creative
3.0841.   

Activity of all ethereal interconnections in the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative Levels (of
not dimension, but Self-Consciousness!), which resonationally correspond to realizational Potential
(VLOOOMOOT) of Focus Dynamics of these or those different-Qualitative Form-Creators . Exactly in
this way they provide slloogrent presence in any Self-Consciousness type and Level of own universal
«informational interactions medium» (meaning, informational space — ODS and FLC different-level
analogs).
Informational interactions medium of SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness differs from «focal
manifestation medium» or UPDR by the fact that, in peculiar to it Creative Activity — owing to its
absolute dis-tensorness! — such parameters as Energy, Inertia (the reason for Space manifestation), and
Time subjective factors are totally lacking, and the main Form-systems Principles (Duvuyllerrtness,
Multipolarizationness, Simultaneity, Diffuzgentness, and Slloogrentness) are compensated by the only
universal Property — Potential Informational Simultaneity (holochronely-singular multi-parallel
activity of any of informational interconnections with opportunity to interact by unikommunisational
principle — «always-with-everything» and «everywhere-within-everything»).
3.0842.   

The result of resonational interaction of Info-Creators (resonational SSS-projections)
with Macrocosmos Form-Creators (dissonational SSS-projections) is simultaneous manifestation
of slloogrently-subjective Focus Dynamics of the infinite multitude of CCIs different-Qualitative
Self-Consciousnesses Forms informationally structured by all possible different-level SFUURMMForms analogs, which produce ethereal «projections» of Info-Creators (that is, Temporal ethereal
constituents and variable ethereal components of Form-Creators) in Form-systems.
3.0843.   

Ether, which structures TEC, in no way differs from ether, which structures VEC, though
no separations and differentiations among various slloogrent Information particulas really exist. All
seeming to you subjective «differences» appear just due to availability of our different-Qualitative
Perception systems, functionally provided by different-protoformal Focus Dynamics and which
therefore have diverse realizational abilities. In this regard, temporal ethereal constituent specific
composition is characterized by very narrow realizational spectrum, which is imposed on the general
Focus Dynamics by pronoontive (meaning, accentuated in some particular Self-Consciousness Level
or in some protoformal Direction) activity of Form-Creators, Who aim on implementing at any cost
only Interest peculiar to them at «the current» moment.
3.0844.   

There inevitably appears invaderental (dominating in some Direction) tensorness
among them and the other diffuzgent Form-Creators, Who are, for various reasons, not so strongly
concentrated on their Interests. This tensorness forms in Focus Dynamics definite vecsative (forcedly
suppressed, recessive) state, meaning, some predetermination (fateness, doomness, preoccupation),
which does not allow «person» Perception system bio-Creators to undertake deep logical analysis
allowing for many other realizational factors and to react in this situation with some other, more
ampliative way. Hence, this ether part (as TEC-«unpacking»), being «projected» to very narrow Focus
Dynamics, reflects extremely narrow realizational abilities in the «person» Perception system.
3.0845.   

The less number of conditions for diffuzgent inversusality (tensorness, inconsistency)
exists in Focus Dynamics interconnections, the higher degree and more quantity of more covarllert
3.0846.   

development scenarios, which are actively enabled in this «person» Self-Consciousness structure.
That reveals in front of «person» Perception system Form-Creators more broad spectrum of all
possible variants of potential choices with opportunity of more deep cognition of the attendant
consequence (Experience).
That is, the features of those ether particulas, which are involved into Focus Dynamics
to structure SFUURMM-Forms of variable ethereal component, consist in their just more universal
influence on the Perception system, resulting also in universalization of «person» Focus Dynamics
itself. But invaderentness state of VEC-processes as compared with TEC-«unpackings» in Focus
Dynamics correspond to more convenintive (more balanced) state of Perception system, which allows
to «unpack» (to analyze and choose) per unit time incommensurably greater number of development
scenarios peculiar to slloogrent multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of this «person.»
3.0847.   

For the same reasons ODS ether structurally has no difference from FLC ether (and from
ether of FLC more amplificational analogs), because the main part of Mechanism of informational
properties exhiberation (specific manifestation) in every particular case is not ether itself (since it by
its own Essence is the same in any UPDR «point»!), but focal Configuration of Self-Consciousness Form
providing absolutely all informational abilities of its Perception system bio-Creators. Subjective TEC«unpackings» of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Form-Types biological analogs is
mostly initiated via SFUURMM-Forms of ODS, while the source of VEC-«unpackings» in this case is
SFUURMM-Forms of FLUU-LUU-complexes.
3.0848.   

Therefore, one can say that the main informational source of TEC-«unpackings» for
Form-Creators of FLAKS-Forms are Info-Creators of FLC of flaks diapason (4–5th dimension), and
generators of «plasmic» Self-Consciousnesses Forms VEC-Dynamics are FLC SFUURMM-Forms
vuolds varieties. In the same way, VEC-Dynamics of vuolds dimension diapason (5–6th dimension)
Form-Creators is provided by Self-Consciousness orfrov Levels (6–7th dimension) Info-Creators,
while TEC-«unpackings» are accomplished due to SFUURMM-Forms, resonating with vuolds diapason
Form-Creators, and so on.
3.0849.   

The main difference of ether exhiberation Mechanism in TEC-«unpackings» from its
states in ODS is that it is energetically structured by typical features of a particular «person» focal
Configuration, which has segregatiratedly (in a subterransive way) initiated and arranged in a certain
way by own Focus of Close Attention (from many heterogeneous interconnections) its «local»
Creative Activity (Focus of Dual Reflection), whereas ether in ODS conditions is presented in the way
of the infinite multitude of latent variants (Form-copies and SFUURMM-Forms) of its simultaneous
usage by the countless number of the other Self-Consciousnesses Forms (both people and other
Proto-Forms). Besides, these Self-Consciousnesses Forms structure with their Focus Dynamics not
only this type of Macrocosmos, but also all other types, where the given ether particulas are used by
someone and for something irrespective of any Temporal characteristics.
3.0850.   

Virtually, TEC-Dynamics is ether manifestation «locally» expressed in Space-Time
particular «point,» whereas ODS-Dynamics represents multi-variant realizational potential, which
is simultaneously spread among development scenarios infinite number. And everywhere, ODS
3.0851.   

ethereal Information main realization Mechanism is Perception systems equally particular both to
microscopic and macroscopic (within our Conceptions!) Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
As you see, all Form-Creators TEC-Dynamics is provided by ODS Info-Creators,
structuring their manifestation diapason, while VEC-Dynamics is organized by FLC Info-Creators
of more ampliative diapason, which also critically depends on Perception system qualitativeness
degree: Focus Dynamics of highly organized «persons» tend more to VEC-«unpackings,» and
depliative Focus Dynamics is more to TEC-«unpackings.» The example of writing and appearing
in our 3–4-dimensional STCs of detailed information on iissiidiological Knowledge, which refers to
much more amplificational Levels of lluuvvumic development, indicates that VEC-Dynamics can
be initiated in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms by not only Info-Creators of the
next ampliative dimension diapason, but also by SFUURMM-Forms most qualitative analogs, which
structure plyurimusive (the highest, the most amplificational) SSS-Entity Self-Consciousness Levels.
3.0852.   

It speaks to potential accessibility of Information to Form-Creators of any Level if there
are of corresponding mechanisms of subjective adaptation and ability of relative identification
with already existing Conceptions in Self-Consciousness Form Perception system. With increasing
verification (empirical confirmation), this VEC-Information becomes more active part of slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of duvuyllerrtly «following» manifestation diapason of our SelfConsciousnesses Forms.
3.0853.   

It follows that there is no sense to argue about any ether characteristics (by analogy with
frequency of dimension), which correspond to different development scenarios, because any of its
properties are initiated every time in the «person» Perception system just through abilities of generated
by him/her Focus Dynamics. In turn, these abilities completely depend on ampliativeness degree of
implemented at the moment energy-informational combinations. We can observe and subjectively
assess just consequences of these or those ethereal interconnections projected into conditions of the
surrounding us reality. Ether properties are infinitely more complex than everything we are able to
imagine, and they are not limited to only dimensional characteristics.
3.0854.   

Thus, for example, the iissiidiological Knowledge has appeared in this dimension
diapason via FD of Form-Creators of my Self-Consciousness. And while «the current» (subjectively
perceived by me) part of my «person» Focus Dynamics belongs to this dimension diapason, but
ether, which is its potentially-informative Essence, structures also Self-Consciousnesses Forms in the
other exhiberation conditions providing absolutely all informational space in FD of simultaneously
focused by Me Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Hence, it can concurrently structure both depliative and
much more ampliative Levels.
3.0855.   

Ether structures all informational base of holochronely-simultaneous manifestation of
the infinite multitude of different-type Macrocosmoses formed by Impulse-Potentials of not only
SYNTHETIC and RESOSCONTIONAL Development Branches, but also by IPs of all other Branches and
their combinations, and besides that, by the multitude of other exhiberation Universal Mechanisms,
which are beyond our restricted imagination and still very primitive — in cosmological relation —
understanding. Regulation of absolutely all ethereal interconnections is implemented by Impulse3.0856.   

Potentials, Which define all multipolarizational vectorness of Macrocosmos every type development,
and therefore, defines absolutely all Its properties, features, and creative realizations opportunities of
organizing It CCIs.
Thus, now you can see that ether (for conditions of 0–36-dimensional megadiapason —
FLAAGG-TUU) «projectively,» meaning, keeping peculiar to it balance and objectively not involving
into focal Configurations of any among Form-structures (subjectivity of this interaction is modelled
by Perception system Form-Creators of each of Self-Consciousnesses Forms), does not produce, but
«distantly» provides this manifested dissonational part (for every Space-Time «local point,» generated
by dissonomorphic microstrs) with slloogrent informational Potential of all possible allomoglof
interconnections, which — owing to peculiar to them high covarllertness and liyllusceeveness — have
retained own stability after mercavgnation Act, and they virtually represent the basis of primogenitive
SSS-State (because no any subjective disturbance — for Information Itself — of peculiar to It objective
balance has really happened).
3.0857.   

Chapter 2. Characteristics of amitsissimal and confective SSS-States
This holochronely-amplificational Initiation Act has been subjectively-slloogrently
realized by only «ellitimoglofic SSS-projection» imaginable by Form-Creators . This SSS-projection
is contegerently (forcedly) initiated «inside» of primogenitive Information State via definite types
of peculiar to It particularity, and now we interpret it subjectively as «synthetic SSS-Entity SelfConsciousness.» Until this focal consummative State «exists» in the way of United conditional
Instant of Eternity, such non-differentiated state of all Fields-Consciousnesses structuring Energy,
Space, and Time (and also Matter and Anti-Matter) also has opportunity to Exist, which we define
as «ether.» It will be quite difficult for your to study this case profoundly if you do not formulate
in your Imagination abstract, but clear Conceptions on inter-particular holochronely-simultaneous
Information activity, which reflect the Essence of Everything Being single-moment simultaneity
iissiidiological Principle.
3.0858.   

While examining in the third Section the question on infinite conditional character of
subjectively perceived by us amitsissimal Information State (that is, «relaxed-excited,» primogenitiveconsummative one), I wrote7 that the whole Essence of irrkoglictively-eglleroliftive Initiation of
absolutely balanced Information State is activation in Its skunkktional-microstral interconnections
of those orders, which, due to extreme heterogeneity of peculiar to them signs, weakly reflect
realizational opportunities manifested in Its primogenitive State. Whereas these opportunities are
conditioned by imperseptness and cruvursorrtness factors between SSS-signs. It is availability of
these potential, but weakly manifested opportunities that is the main Reason of dissonational state
appearing (in conditional Instant of Eternity!) «inside» of reconverstive Configuration of each of
SSS-fragments. This brings to primogenitive State a certain «superfluous» informational Potential,
and as a consequence, some sort of violation of the order takes place, typical to the given State.
3.0859.   

7

see «IISSIIDIOLOGY. The Fundamentals,» v.1, p. 1.0429.

As already mentioned, amitsissimal SSS-State is simultaneously balanced and excited State
of Information initiated internously in It by Impulse-Potentials. It is sort of absent (because stable
balance inside of every r-Configuration has been instantly «restored»), though It would be a mistake
to argue for its objective existence. It could be compared conditionally with that imaginary image of
the surrounding reality, which is kept for a while in front of our eyes after we close them: it is absent
already, but with eyes shut we still somehow have opportunity to perceive and realize it in detail,
before it starts to dim, blur, and finally «melts away.»
3.0860.   

You should understand that — in holochronely-simultaneous terms! — nothing
objectively happens in amitsissimal Information State (from the standpoint of its absolute balance).
Though, we who realize ourselves in the lowest Levels of this consummative Process believe that
something changes in Information Itself in a particular way (although, yes, in principle, some of
the interconnections redistribute and modify; while at that Information general balance is not
broken at all, because all possible perturbations variants in amitsissimal State — taking into account
simultaneous manifestation of Macrocosmoses absolutely all types — already exist!).
3.0861.   

I think that you just will not be able to form more or less correct abstract Conception
without illustrative example. Amitsissimal Information State (from the standpoint of our considering
It as SSS-Entity) can be conditionally compared with highly developed human «person» steady
experience. Zillions of all possible bio-chemical intra-cell reactions are accomplished every second
in his/her organism, which are initiated by incessant neuronal impulses; and zillions of energyinformational interconnections between systems and organs are being restructured. But «person»
Self-Consciousness at that remains psycho-mentally balanced, purposeful, and virtually in no
way involved into all these physiological processes details. For all that, you should not forget that
f-Configuration of the given «person» simultaneously manifests in even more amplificational Forms
— flaks, vuolds, and so on.
3.0862.   

Roughly the same can be said of amitsissimal SSS-State: universal qualitativeness of
simultaneously balanced and impulse-initiated Information State in no way depends on the processes
accomplished during one conditional Instant of Eternity in skrruullerrt systems of zillions of Its
different-type Macrocosmoses (let me remind you that humanational or synthetic Form-Types
Self-Consciousnesses constitute just only 0,0001% of the total number of slloogrentness of all
Macrocosmoses types: humanational and propriusal or non-synthetic, which also exist in the infinite
types variety). This is a natural consequence of the presence in Information of zillions of differentfunctional Impulse-Potentials, Each of Which, resembling neuronal signals, influences holochronelysimultaneously on r-Configurations of corresponding to It SSS-particulas for a specific Purpose and
Sense.
3.0863.   

In this United Instant of Eternity we (as well as biological organism researchers) completely
unable to subjectively define, where and, above all, how some «neuronal impulses» finally «finish,» and
where (and how exactly!) the other SSS-Initiations «start,» which duvuyllerrtly and multi-vector-like
«reproject» to SSS-States infinite multitude. But as a result, Something really «matures» in amitsissimal
Information State, It is modificationally supplerizes (is replaced by something else to achieve absolute
universality)! In this way, general primogenitive SSS-State considered by us — due to availability in
3.0864.   

Information Itself of United Superuniversal Impulse-Potential (USIP) — concatenationally modifies
to absolutely universal — confective — SSS-State characterized by absolute completeness of any
intrainformational States (both humanational, synthetic, and propriusal, non-synthetic).
We can subjectively perceive this confective SSS-State as absolute one, meaning, the
highest among potentially possible States to Information. As a matter of fact, this State is actually
USIP. This is It, Which countless variants holochronely-simultaneously initiate both confective SSSState and internous («internal») to it amitsissimal SSS-State, owing to Which all infinite multitude of
manifestation (Existence) Acts of diverse Macrocosmoses humanational and propriusal types was
made possible.
3.0865.   

For example, the pair of such, well known to us, Impulse-Potentials as irrkoglictive and
eglleroliftive, owing to their segregatirated properties and universal features, peculate (meaning,
initiate to manifestation some forms with particular properties and abilities) in the overall «mass» of
USIP-Initiations only «our» type of humanational Macrocosmos. And humanational Macrocosmoses
new types originate at geyliturgent interaction of informational interconnections produced by our
Impulse-Potentials with the most covarllert towards them Impulse-Potentials structuring USIP. A
part of them, in some of the sections of the general multipolarizational spectrum of slloogrent Focus
Dynamics, successively amitsirates (evolves, modifies) to different Macrocosmoses propriusal types.
3.0866.   

Parallel to this, all infinite multitude of the rest of Impulse-Potentials, depending on the
covarllertness or imperseptness degree between Each Other, organizes the whole absolute pictusness
(different-type Macrocosmoses unified picture reflecting their general informational multi-spectrality)
of amitsissimal SSS-State, Which is characterized, in every particular case of own manifestation, by
the definite consummativeness parameters (misbalance regarding general primogenitive SSS-State).
Consummativeness — in every own manifestation Act — reflects informational interconnections
dissonation degree of generated Macrocosmos type towards general primogenitive State of absolute
SSS-balanced state supported by overall interconnections between the whole infinite multitude of
different-type Macrocosmoses constructions. Moreover, these interconnections are peculated in the
generated Macrocosmos during Process of segregatirated mercavgnation.
3.0867.   

«Mercavgnational Initiation» and «peculational Act» are different notions by their Essence.
Let me remind you that mercavgnation is compensational qualitative shift, generated holochronelysimultaneously inside of the skunkktions and microstrs of every SSS-fragment in United Eternal
Instant of irrkoglictive Initiation. The role of mercavgnation ends here and peculational Act enters to
the force, which is characterized in Macrocosmos HCI multipolarizational Creative Work through the
infinite multitude of different-qualitative and different-type consummative (post-mercavgnational)
states (from the most elementary to the most complicated ones), which we interpret as SelfConsciousnesses Forms and Collective Cosmic Intelligences.
3.0868.   

As a result of mercavgnation in microstrs of each of SSS-fragments reconverstive
Configurations, the definite potential of peculiar to It, but not quite appropriate to the Nature of
exactly This Impulse-Potential, interconnections has been sort of (from a subjective prospective!)
released (and instantly restored!). These interconnections holochronely self-organize to all
3.0869.   

multitude of simultaneously manifested «projections» (focal Configurations of Form-Creators and
ethereal Configurations of Info-Creators),which structure by themselves SSS-Entity Universal SelfConsciousness generated at that.
What is happening during peculational Act? This Act provides exhiberation Mechanism
functioning opportunity, which really implements all potential variants of highly complicated
concatenational eglleroliftive perturbations of post-mercavgnational states generated simultaneously.
You know already that in primogenitive SSS-State, due to the infinite heterogeneity of structuring
it SSS-fragments, some of skunkktional-microstral interconnections of each of reconverstive
Configurations manifest towards each other heavily-impersept or cruvursorrt properties (meaning,
they interact extremely weakly between each other or completely ignore each other, demonstrating
just a certain potentiality).
3.0870.   

Similar relations do not allow primogenitive SSS-State (which is potentially balanced in the
total mass of interconnections peculiar to It) to become absolutely balanced that is, USIP-confective
One, at Which every skunkktion of every SSS-fragment have equal interaction activity with every
skunkktion of all other SSS-fragments independently from the degree of their heterogeneity among
each other.
3.0871.   

For this purpose, irrkoglictive IP all functional Analogs (simplificational IPs — to all
Macrocosmoses types), in strict compliance with segregatirated characteristics peculiar to Each of them,
activate in general primogenitive SSS-State those types of inter-skunkktional interconnections, which
have hardly an opportunity to enter active informational relations (that is, to sort of «experience»
each other in an appropriate way) without specific IP-peculization due to own heterogeneity, which
is in no way matching directly (immediately).
3.0872.   

All simplificational IPs (including also «our» irrkoglictive IP), not interacting to some
extent with covarllert and liyllusceeve r-Configurations, allow all impersept and cruvursorrt SSSfragments to enter non-particular to them interconnections between each other and sort of «expose»
in front of conditional USIP-Observer the overall pictusness of absolute Harmony by each of interskunkktional interconnections (the definite difference is observed just on the altssimus activity levels
between microstrs of each of skunkktion of one SSS-fragment).
3.0873.   

Coordinating function in USIP-Initiations all variety, realizing via the Process of
spreading of the standard (confectional) ethereal interconnections in the general amitsissimal SSSState, is provided by Universal Creators-Supermodifiers (US-Creators). I also want to note that this
— absolutely harmonious! — «picture,» reflecting in ether universal properties, is the main reason
for generation in amitsissimal SSS-State of «the secondary ethereal projections» all diversity or InfoCreators of Macrocosmos humanational types (for example: Quaternary Energy-Plasma OODMMDDMOO-Creators, Tertiary Energy-Plasma SLUI-SLUU-Creators, Secondary Energy-Plasma GLLAAGLLII-Creators, Primary Energy-Plasma UUYG-UUYYU-Creators).
3.0874.   

Info-Creators themselves resonationally activate in focal Configurations of FormCreators of Macrocosmoses via ethereal Configurations of Universal Creators-Pictusators or UP3.0875.   

Creators (for example: lyyuyyussigms — carriers of irrkoglictive IP absolute result in our type of
Macrocosmos, Primary Energy-Plasma uuyuums, Secondary Energy-Plasma liiyllims, Tertiary
Energy-Plasma ffmillims, and Quaternary Energy-Plasma oodmmoons). Absolutely all pictusness of
inter-skunkktional informational amitsirations (inter-skunkktional changes), which are carried out
in primogenitive SSS-State, is specifically coded exactly in their ethereal Configurations. To be sure,
UP-Creators and US-Creators are, in Essence, Info-Creators of the first and the second categories (by
analogy with synthesizing and svilgson Form-Creators).
Universal Creators-Pictusators «reproject» (at each of resonational interconnections)
contents of own ethereal Configurations to focal Configurations of synthesizing Form-Creators, where
these codings convert to Universal Creators-interpreters amplificational versions (UI-Creators),
Who provide realization of the general «picture» of absolute Harmonicity in all infinite multitude
of different-type humanational Macrocosmoses (lyyuyyullons — UI-Creators in our Macrocosmos
type, flaaggtuons — Primary Energy-Plasma UI-Creators, avvakklons of Secondary Energy-Plasma,
svilgsons of Tertiary Energy-Plasma, and iksons of Quaternary Energy-Plasma).
3.0876.   

I also note that, in propriusal Macrocosmoses types, analogs of irrkoglictive Impulse
have much more complicated manifestation mechanisms, thus, generation process of Universal
Creators-Pictusators functional analogs is implemented by the Scheme much more complicated
than humanational types Schemes. This is just impossible to understand it due to absence in our
Conceptions of any analogs (because even availability of Form-Creators beyond humanational
Schemes boundaries remains questionable to us; unlike them, Info-Creators are presented
absolutely everywhere, in any amitsissimness states). Anyway, it is clear that all functional ethereal
interconnections with US-Creators (and also with UP-Creators!) in propriusal Macrocosmoses types
are supplied by Universal Creators-Motivators (UM-Creators).
3.0877.   

So, we have found out that the whole multitude of simplificational (that is, Qualitational,
analogous to irrkoglictive IP functions) varieties of United Superuniversal Impulse-Potential create
— in the total «mass» of USIP-Initiations peculiar to them — sort of «masterplan» or original
«demonstration model» of impending USIP-Confectization out of primogenitive interconnections all
multitude (with highly detailed «working drawings» for every Macrocosmos structure). All weakly
active part typical to the general primogenitive SSS-State should be holochronely modified into this
«masterplan.»
3.0878.   

Constructational USIP-varieties concurrently initiated with them (meaning,
Amplificational, eglleroliftive IP-Analogs) — via consummative SSS-States all infinite multitude —
instantly «fix» (scan) each of interconnections (to the point of separate altssimusly-microstral ones!)
of «masterplan,» which has been demonstrated by simplificational IPs full set. These USIP-varieties
holochronely implement this general Harmony «picture» by means of properties and abilities peculiar
to Each of constructational Impulse-Potentials.
3.0879.   

Acting via UI-Creators and UM-Creators as «Customers,» UP-Creators interact very
closely with US-Creators providing different-type Macrocosmoses all multitude. One can say that
amitsissimal SSS-State appeared in primogenitive SSS-State exactly as a result of joint Creative
3.0880.   

Activity between «Customer» Universal Idea and «Contractor» boundless Abilities. This amitsissimal
SSS-State is the variety of Its active transition to absolute USIP-confectiveness (Which could not be
named already, by Essence, as State, because r-Configurations of absolutely all Information particulas
«merge» in produced overall liyllusceeveness!). Meaning, Information confectiveness — as United
Universal Impulse-Potential Main Goal — happens right after the highest consummativeness degree
is produced in all Macrocosmoses interconnections.
Here, of course, we could consider the Reasons quite long and lengthy, which caused
the USIP-Activity Itself. We could, for example, approach this question from the standpoint of the
Perfection degree availability, which is insufficient to USIP «definitive» Absolutization. Thus, It reaches
own Goal in such a way via absolute Self-Knowledge Process by means of invaderental Initiation of
amitsissimal SSS-State. Though, my impression during profound Meditation process was that USIP
is Absolutely Self-Reliant and that the Essence of SSS-Confectization lies in Its internal exhiberation
Mechanisms, Which have nothing to do with Self-Improvement Process. Therefore, I will answer on
the frivolous question about what precedes USIP-Activity Itself, «This is Its Superuniversal internal
State, and nothing more perfect exists. Both Information Itself, and absolutely everything connected
with It are generated out of It. Absolute Limit of any Creative Activity is right here.»
3.0881.   

As an example of the infinite multi-variance of amitsissimal State, I can say that among
other «even» (by the number of invaderental Impulse-Potentials) Macrocosmoses humanational types,
there are not only single-paired ones, as «we have,» but also much more complicated ones — doublepaired, triple-paired, tetra-paired (and even more!) Initiation Mechanisms of Information particulas
dissonational manifestation. For example, initiators of some of double-paired Macrocosmoses
duvuyllerrtly-covarllert with respect to «us» are harmonious combinations of the following two
pairs of Impulse-Potentials: avariterrnost + intrinsessive and aviditasive + divinurtive ones. Entering
diffuzgent interaction with Impulse-Potentials of the other double-paired Macrocosmoses (parrikative
+ abundative and sollertive + enentiative ones), they create sort of «inside themselves» conditions for
manifestation of the infinite multitude of such single-paired humanational Macrocosmoses types,
like «Ours.»
3.0882.   

Here I can give examples of just some of IPs pairs the most covarllert to «Us,» which initiate
duvuyllerrt types of propriusal Macrocosmoses: functionally corresponding to irrkoglictive IP (that
is, Qualitational Ones) — artificational IP (initiated by Primentive Branch IPs), imitarizational IP
(initiated by Monomigrating Branch IPs), pekurnative IP (initiated by Heterorizing Branch IPs),
efficative IP (initiated by Dipolarizing Branch IPs), intrinsessive and parrikative IPs (the most
compatible Ones among double-paired humanational IPs), and Others; functionally corresponding
to eglleroliftive IP (that is, Amplificational Ones) — susceptumic IP (initiated by Accumulative
Branch IPs), simbolitive IP (initiated by Formative Branch IPs), actsessive IP (initiated by Polaroid
Branch IPs), interventive IP (initiated by Dualiritive Branch IPs), divinurtive and sollertive IPs (the
most compatible Ones among double-paired humanational IPs), and Others.
3.0883.   

But which Principles are really used by double-paired combinations among each other
and how exactly «our» irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive IPs interact with both them and IPs of other
Amplificationally-Qualitational Branches of Development? I could not find this out by means of
3.0884.   

meditation. It is known only that mediating role in this Process belongs to Impulse-Potentials of the
«odd» humanational Macrocosmoses types, which are differently compatible by their features with
some of the propriusal types. Formamentation Mechanism (simultaneous organization of Overall
Slloogrentness) is produced in amitsissimal SSS-State in such a way, conditionally.
I used this example here only that you could form at least some general Conception about the
infinite Macrocosmoses heterogeneity: single-paired combinations Impulse-Potentials (like «Ours»),
originating under the aegis of double-paired and «odd» combinations IPs, first of all, actively interact
with IPs of the same, but qualitatively different single-paired combinations. They duvuyllerrtly and
diffuzgently modify own Macrocosmoses to double-paired ones so that they later could somehow
unify successively to triple-, tetra-, penta- and even more multi-paired Macrocosmoses. IPs of
humanational Macrocosmoses «odd» types, and also propriusal Macrocosmoses IPs penetrate in a
special way to this global humanational Process as very original catalysts-mediators.
3.0885.   

3.0886.    Of course, any interactions captivusality (meaning, their closedness, seclusion, hermeticity)

structuring different-type Macrocosmoses is out of the question, because Duvuyllerrtness Principle
is maintained everywhere. Concerning propriusal Macrocosmoses types organization Mechanism,
any information about this turned out to be completely inaccessible (because, to describe this
process, one should be at least conscious part of those manifestation Configurations). One thing is
clear that interconnections of each of these Macrocosmoses «penetrate» in quite a particular way to
humanational interconnections. But how this happens, and what exactly is generated at that, are still
completely impossible to understand.
I would like to note here one more issue, understanding of which is extremely important
to more deep revelation of the true Essence of both primogenitive SSS-State Itself and the most
ampliative one for Information in total — confective USIP-State. The point is, beyond opportunities
of holochronely-simultaneous exhiberation of the whole infinite multitude of different-type
Macrocosmoses, any Information Creative Activity is excluded. Any Its particula cannot be «all by
itself,» meaning not connected to anything: all skunkktional-microstral interconnections typical
to any of reconverstive Configurations — holochronely and equally — informationally provide
simultaneous manifestation and parallel Existence of Macrocosmoses absolutely all types, regardless
of which original Information carriers structure them.
3.0887.   

Extra-additive effect emerged as a result of emergence of this Absolutely Everything
summary existence represents What we consider as overall Information amitsissimal SSS-State
(primogenitive-consummative One), which is internously («internally») absolutely balanced,
because It is congregarated (aggregated) out of all interconnections structuring all infinite multitude
of different-type Macrocosmoses — both humanational and propriusal Ones.
3.0888.   

Illusive ability of this total SSS-State speculative demarcation on primogenitive and
consummative Ones appears for us only at Its consideration with respect to «our» humanational
Macrocosmos type (initiated by irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive IPs). In this case, we subjectively
sort of oppose irrkoglictively-eglleroliftive exhiberation Mechanisms to the other Mechanisms of
3.0889.   

humanational Existence formamentation (which are initiated by some other USIP variants), and also
to all possible propriusal (non-synthetic) manifestation ways.
Owing to subjectivity peculiar to all of us, we divide this absolute Harmonicity on «our
Macrocosmos» with all Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs of Its multi-zillion dimension Levels,
and on «Everything Else.» Developed representatives of Macrocosmoses all other types do the
same, though, from the standpoint of exceptionally their own USIP-variants, during explanation of
exhiberation Mechanisms peculiar to them. Nevertheless, it has absolutely no effect on the general
primogenitive SSS-State of «Everything Being.»
3.0890.   

Confective USIP-State is the most universal One among States fundamentally possible to
Information. This is, so to speak, «the very early» stage of Its origination, when opportunity of Its
differentiation on skunkktional and microstral interconnections is not «yet» possible. Hence, there
are neither harmonious primogenitive SSS-State, nor disbalanced amitsissimal One; there are neither
Slloogrentness Principle, nor Resonation Principle; there are no Principles at all, because conditions
for their manifestation are absent.
3.0891.   

Confectiveness is potential realizational State of Impulse-Potentials infinite multitude,
which have not entered a conditional stage of own Creative Activity. Since exhiberation Mechanisms of
SSS-Entity different-type Self-Consciousnesses Assembly are absent, there is no subjective division of
Information on humanational and propriusal Macrocosmoses types. Confectiveness is a conditional
«Instant» before «the Start» of holochrone emerging «out of nothing» of That absolute Harmony,
Which will manifest «Absolutely Everything.»
3.0892.   

Chapter 3. United Idiopathic SS-TOO-IIYS-SSS-Ingredient of Macrocosmos
However, we will return to the question of the ether and its «derivatives» — Info-Creators
— Nature. Explaining in the previous section objective Essence of Info-Creators functional activity
on the example of universal properties of Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient (from 0.0 to ±13.0
dimension), I have stressed on the fact that NNAASSMM of any Self-Consciousness Form manifested
in Macrocosmos Focus Dynamics possesses this or that degree of informational accordance
(VLOOOMOOT), which is assured by availability in Energy-Plasma of general Universal Mechanism
of Fields-Consciousnesses absolute informational transgression or United Idiopathic SS-TOO-IIYSSSS-Ingredient of Macrocosmos, representing SSS-Ether of «Everything Being.»
3.0893.   

Already known to you Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity IT-, TS-, and IG-Ingredients together
with all infinite set of Modi initiated by them present in 36-dimensional Ethereal Plasmic Forces
Diapason (that is, FLAAGG-TUU; should not be mixed with DDIIUYYI-Entity TLAASSMA-AIngredient!) the most simplified categories of ethereal interconnection of Info-Creators with Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators . I will add also that in Macrocosmos Ethereal Complex-Plans and
3.0894.   

Plan-Levels manifestation conditions (to ±24th dimension) these interconnections are provided
by Transcendent IIYY-YY-SS-MM- and OULLGNOO-SS-ST-Ingredients, and in Form-structures of
Fields-Consciousnesses Plan-Overtones (from ±12th to 0th dimension) — by RIISSTDRRAALLMAAA-Ingredient (there is own kind of ethereal component in aiyyyaic birvulyarity type — to ±36th
dimension — provided by UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I-Ingredient specifics).
The universal ethereal «projections» in UPDR structure have defined the same InfoCreators universal properties during their resonational interacting with Form-Creators (with
appearing of Macrocosmos amplificational Focus Dynamics resopason-dimensional differentQualitative perturbations). It is availability of these «projections,» which provides all infinite
diversity of all possible variants of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs different-level «material»
(energy-informational) manifestation, and also duvuyllerrt combinations of countless Worlds’ Formsystems, subjective Realities, STCs, Conversums, Universums, and subjectively produced by them
continuum (protoformal-diapason), conversum (general-protoformal), and universum (differentbirvulyart) Universes versions. Each of these variants is holochronely-simultaneously formed as a
result of Energy-Plasma amplificational induration — heterogeneous SSS-signs different-Qualitative
covarllertly-geyliturgent combination-compression at UPDR universal properties induced influence
on them.
3.0895.   

In this regard I would like to remind you that Universal Plasmic-Differentiational Radiation
(or SSLOOR-SSS-LLAASS, meaning absolute manifestation medium providing joint Info- and FormCreators resonational interconnections in Macrocosmos space-time regimes all infinite variety)
has been generated as a result of simultaneous interaction between irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive
Impulse-Potentials, or rather as natural reaction of primogenitive SSS-State on mercavgnation
initiated by irrkoglictive IP. That is, eglleroliftive IP just has provided instrauration (sort of «return»)
of peculated (provoked) amitsissimal (that is, ambivalent with respect to the given Macrocosmos)
SSS-State into primogenitive one. During joint holochrone interaction of absolutely all different-type
Impulse-Potentials structuring USIP (and thus, Macrocosmoses all types), primogenitive SSS-State
qualitatively instraurates to absolutely universal to It State that is, confective State (which could not
be called as «State» already).
3.0896.   

Therefore, despite of the presence in the name UPDR of only Differentiational sign (there
are special reasons for that), one could say that UPDR is holochronely structured both by InfoCreators irrkoglictively-qualitational Creative Activity (FDR, UMPI, and all their ampliative analogs),
and by Macrocosmos Form-Creators ’s eglleroliftively-amplificational Focus Dynamics (FCA, FIMI,
and all their ampliative analogs). That is why, from the standpoint of Info-Creators’ Creative Activity,
only qualitational nature is peculiar to UPDR (heterogeneous signs combinations transgression from
Energy-Plasma primogenitive SSS-State to consummative State). And from the standpoint of FormCreators FD (including us) — only amplificational nature (as heterogeneous SSS-Signs differentQualitative convergence from consummative State to primogenitive One). Although, considering this,
every Act (of Focus Dynamics or Creative Activity) implementation in one of these Directions is in
no way possible without an Act holochrone implementation (in the same manifestation conditions!)
in another Direction.
3.0897.   

Namely this UPDR Universal property — providing all opportunities for simultaneous
realization of Creators of both Development Branches (SYNTHETIC and RESOSCONTIONAL)
in the given Macrocosmos type — is conditioned by the presence in It of Macrocosmos HCI
variable ethereal component (SS-TOO-IIYS-SSS), Which defines absolutely all informational filling
(multipolarizational contents) of any particula of Form-Creators slloogrent focal Configuration in any
among their manifestation Levels. Though, in this case (with respect to UPDR) Ethereal Component
informationally provides just general SSS-State internous stability and functionality of Mechanism
of annihilation «inside» Information of all possible consequences of mercavgnation Act (meaning,
«the return» of all consummative dissonational «projections» structuring this Macrocosmos type
to primogenitive State; concurrently with this, transformation of absolutely all Macrocosmoses into
primogenitive State and transition of absolutely all Information to confective State take place).
3.0898.   

Not a single Self-Consciousness Form could manifest in Space-Time «local» conditions
without subterransively peculiar to it «ethereal» structure (peculiar not by manifestation Form, which
can have many parallel analogs or looking similar to each other «doubles,» but by interconnections
quality organizing its focal Configuration). The main role in forming any energy-informational
combinations (where Information is presented by ether, and Energy — by focal Configurations that is,
NNAASSMM) is played by, first of all, qualitative features of that diffuzgent set of different-protoformal
dimension parameters (diapason), in specific conditions of which the given combination is realized,
and, second, by Focus Dynamics typical properties (its creative Potential that is, VLOOOMOOT). That
is why such different-Qualitative and dual manifestations of Focus Dynamics generated by different
focal Configurations (from photons and fermions to vegetables, animals, and macro-scale Cosmic
Entities) become simultaneously possible in sort of «one and the same» dimension type of sort of
«one and the same» diapason.
3.0899.   

For example, «ethereal bodies» (TEC and VEC) informational structure organizing SelfConsciousnesses Forms of inhabitants of the huge multitude of cosmic — extraterrestrial — Existence
types sufficiently differs in sort of one and the same diapasons dimensions (I recall that different
Space-Time slloogrentness «points» dimension is never «one and the same,» because it is produced
by specifics of inter-protoformal interconnections structuring Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators),
from the structure of «ethereal shells» of Self-Consciousnesses Forms peculiar to GREIYSLIISS
inhabitants.
3.0900.   

Because to form their SFUURMM-Forms all of them use different informational particulas
structuring them energetically (meaning, realizationally) by unique features, which are peculiar to
each of Proto-Forms representatives, who develop in Focus Dynamics exceptional manifestation
conditions of other Planetary and Stellar Entities. Namely this specifics allows creatures of diverse
subjective Realities to comfortably realize and feel themselves only in conditions of the surrounding
World modelled with their own Conceptions and to naturally experience (outwardly and inwardly)
all specific forms of its (meaning, their own!) creative self-expression.
3.0901.   

Due to the presence of their «own» ethereal conductors, people like every other Earth
creatures have real opportunity to fix and analyze in own subjective Perception systems (via common
Focus Dynamics of DNA Form-Creators, brain, systems and internals, cells bio-Creators, molecules
3.0902.   

and atoms Creators) different-protoformal Focus Dynamics different types. This Dynamics is
diffuzgent with respect to those energy-informational interconnections, which structure their own
Self-Consciousnesses Forms manifested for providing the two-dominant Synthesis process initial
stage in lluuvvumic birvulyarity type (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence).
This means that we — as biological carbon creatures (in other Planetary systems the same
role is assigned to absolutely other Self-Consciousnesses Forms) — would not be able to normally
exist and creatively realize if there would not be countless number of bacterial and virus ProtoForms in our NUU-VVU-Form-Types biological analogs structures. These Proto-Forms are, in turn
(depending on more or less covarllertness degree), interconnected with all diversity of different cells
bio-Creators’ Proto-Forms, which structure functional systems, organs, and brain of our biological
organism.
3.0903.   

We have to pay the appropriate price for this opportunity of full realization of our
amplificational trends (development in lluuvvumic Direction via successively implementing
background different-protoformal Synthesis): we have to grant in our Focus Dynamics to other ProtoForms’ Form-Creators the base for partial realization by them of their own Synthesis Schemes. This,
along with the global process of acquiring by us different-Qualitative Experience, has conditioned
the presence in the process of our refocusings in lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme of diverse deviations
to protoformal development Directions.
3.0904.   

These continuous qualitative deviations in our FD are the true reasons of appearing in
it of such tensor manifestations as numerous deceases, physical and psychic suffering, and others
(although, thanks to namely these svilgs-spherational realizations, the necessary Experience
accumulation and convergence are carried out). That’s because among different-protoformal FormCreators, Who manifest via all multitude of our organism bio-Creators, there are both more and
less covarllert interconnections. This is expressed through various tensor processes and phenomena,
which are segregatiratedly coordinated and realized by our DNA Form-Creators (hereditary and
congenital deceases, gene, chromosomal, and «molecular» deceases, and so on).
3.0905.   

Focal NUU-VVU-Configurations of our Form-Types («human persons») and
f-Configurations of all Proto-Forms surrounding us (animals, vegetables, minerals) are produced by
many common to them narrow specific focal-ethereal interconnections typical to chemical elements
atoms. These highly-developed — to the given diapason — atomic (or ionic) Entities have already
synthesized in own f-Configurations the physical existence Experience of the huge amount of ProtoForms simultaneously manifested in this diapason. That’s why they have acquired universal ability
to simultaneously structure all molecular combinations both on the Earth and other Planets (in
different degree and composition!). They act as all-joining mechanisms to all physical s-Realities
different-protoformal types.
3.0906.   

Though, one should take into account here that generation from atomic SelfConsciousnesses Forms of molecular Self-Consciousnesses Forms all innumerable multitude is
governed only by those physical laws and conditions (gravitational, thermal, baric, radiative, and
other regimes), which define all specifics of physical (dense material) Existence of our and other
3.0907.   

Planets during their different development ages. In «human» STCs the 3–4-dimensional diapason is
their Creativity Sphere. At the same time, their manifestation dimension parameters will be absolutely
segregatirated in STCs generated by Focus Dynamics of other Proto-Forms’ Form-Creators .
Here I would like to remind you one of the iissiidiological axioms: «there is no two fermions
alike.» This means that each of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of one and the same substance atoms,
despite of common to them structure (the same mass and nucleon-electron composition), still — by
own realizational «nature» — are unique and inimitable, because every atom (as we are) at the given
stage of its amplificational development has managed to assimilate in own focal Configuration that
segregatirated Experience, which is mostly peculiar to some particular Proto-Forms.
3.0908.   

Covarllertly combining between each other by available focal-ethereal interconnections,
many atomic Entities similar by some basic signs have been formed to particular groups — diverse
substances atoms. But owing to Duvuyllerrtness Principle, some intermediate f-Configurations
multitude has been formed from these diffuzgent groups. These Configurations depending on their
manifestation changing regimes (pressure, temperature, gravitation, radiation, and so on) are able
to demonstrate properties typical to other substances atoms. These subterransive features — so far
too much subtle and indiscernible for our measuring instruments — are peculiar to atoms SelfConsciousnesses Forms, which structure diverse Stellar and Galactic Worlds’ Form-systems. For
example, hydrogen or carbon atoms having the same physical features demonstrate different creative
trends in radically different conditions of their galactic manifestation.
3.0909.   

That particular circumstance is the main reason of generation in the given SpaceTime slloogrent «point» of that narrow specific conglomerate of energy-informational signs
combinations conditioned by Self-Consciousnesses Forms overall diffuzgentness Principle, via
which interconnections diverse Synthesis Schemes and birvulyarity types simultaneously realize. All
surrounding us reality, like ourselves, represents intermediate product of simultaneous realization
of different-protoformal Experience of atomic Entities infinite variety. Owing to DNA limitless
combinational diversity, every human biological organism (like other bio-creatures) represents
unique Configuration of these different-protoformal focal-ethereal interconnections organized on
different levels of ionic Form-Creators : molecules, cells, systems, internals, and brain.
3.0910.   

Let me remind you that NUU-VVU-Form-Types biological analogs are not We as People,
because Our lluuvvumic birvulyarity type is qualitatively based on focal Configuration, which has
achieved already «Creative Cosmic Potentiality» State. This State of deep — to this diapason! —
Synthesis of two OO-UU (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), which allows
their Form-Creators to steadily involve to own general Focus Dynamics ampliative Form-Creators
from impersept group (ALL-Unity), represents starting «point» of Our introduction into LLUU-VVUEntities slloogrent Focus Dynamics.
3.0911.   

Thus, through the process of focusing in biological NUU-VVU-Form-Types each of people
conditionally acquires just potential opportunity needed during accumulating different-protoformal
Experience to finally identify own realizational Interests, among which only specific and stable
combination in Focus Dynamics of high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism typical
3.0912.   

signs allows to be introduced to the process of obtaining those — still just most elementary! —
properties and skills, which distinguish lluuvvumic birvulyarity type from all the others. Those of
the «present» people, who could not finally to identify exactly this choice, will gradually (via steady
concatenation and solvation with the signs of some of protoformal Directions) refocuses from NUUVVU-Form-Types to other two-dominant Synthesis Schemes and accentuate their «current» and
«future» Interests in completely different birvulyarity types.
One should note that covarllert ethereal «projections» of common to many Proto-Forms
atomic interconnections underlie the Diffuzgent Unity and Slloogrentness Factors of general Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators (of both our Planet and the others), which in turn conditions availability
of realizational Unity of all Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms simultaneously structuring in this
diapason focal Configurations of many Planetary Entities. Impersept and cruvursorrt interconnections
between atomic Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which extend in the given manifestation conditions
beyond their Creative Activity particular parameters (simultaneously in ampliativeness and
depliativeness directions of general vibrational regime, meaning, to doolls and flaks diapasons),
duvuyllerrtly structure that part of the surrounding reality, which we conditionally call «dark matter»
and «dark energy.»
3.0913.   

Though, all Planetary and Stellar Entities are interconnected between Each Other —
via each of dimensional varieties structuring the given manifestation diapason — by means of not
only atomic, but also by photon-fermionic focal-ethereal interconnections levels, what represents
integrating framework for forming in the given Space-Time slloogrentness «point» of interprotoformal Conglomerate of interconnected between Each Other focal Configurations of all these
different-Qualitative Cosmic Entities (Planets, Stars, Black Holes, Quasars, and so on), Which — by
degree of diffuzgent covarllertness or imperseptness of their definite Self-Consciousnesses Levels —
have produced all diversity of astronomic Universe large-scale structure: Planetary systems, Stellar
clusters, Nebulae, and also Galaxies groups, clusters, and super-clusters.
3.0914.   

Thus, all this diversity of Self-Consciousnesses Proto-Forms (including also our
manifestation bodies) has opportunity to jointly co-exist just due to availability in this differentdimensional manifestation diapason of common to all Proto-Forms Energy and Information (Ether)
carriers — different-Qualitative photons and fermions Self-Consciousnesses Forms. If it was not for
peculiar to them universal Experience of different-protoformal wave Existence on the conditional
boundaries with doolls and flaks STCs groups, there would not be any opportunity for differentQualitative Form-Creators simultaneous manifestation via Focus Dynamics of those Existences
Forms all multitude, which constitute structural firmware of both «ourselves» and surrounding us
reality.
3.0915.   

Other Planets focal Configurations can be structured to some degree by Focus Dynamics
of the same atomic Form-Creators, Who are peculiar to the Earth focal Configuration. Though,
unique conditions providing their photon-ethereal interconnections manifestation (temperature,
pressure, radiation, and others), can so strongly influence on the segregatirated morphogenesis
processes that Self-Consciousnesses Forms engaged in realization of the same different-protoformal
Synthesis Schemes can outwardly strongly differ from those, which we are able to observe around us
3.0916.   

(including also lluuvvumic Scheme). One should take into account the fact that these extraterrestrial
focal Configurations comprise interconnections of the large number of atomic Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, which are completely inconsistent with our Planetary Entity.
Hence, at times extremely huge difference (in comparison with what we know) in unique
properties and segregatirated features of ethereal shells, which structure creatures diverse SelfConsciousnesses Forms dwelling within different Planets. If we are able to perceive them at least
somehow (due to the presence of common atomic Entities in our and their manifestation bodies),
their usual properties being expressed in alien to them manifestation conditions loose in our Focus
Dynamics a part of peculiar to them interconnections. Because of that, their creative self-expression
ways are realized in our s-Realities narrow specific conditions in a completely different way, than
this occurs in their own s-Realities (this seems to us to be exclusive plasticity, fluidity, ephemerality,
proportion and volume, excessive dynamism, and so on).
3.0917.   

As we have found out already, all described above different-protoformal interconnections
produced by atomic and photon-fermionic UPDR Form-Creators are implemented owing to
availability in the Macrocosmos structure of universal informational «projections» or ether. For
example, 36-dimensional Ethereal Plasmic Forces Diapason (FLAAGG-TUU) Info-Creators provide
simultaneous realization of completely all types of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and structured by
them CCIs, reflecting informationally in every Space-Time manifestation «point» the Main Principles
of dynamic self-organization of their Form-Creators via jointly realized by them diffuzgentlycollective creative work.
3.0918.   

In each of these countless manifestation Levels just strictly defined resonational zone of
different-Qualitative energy-informational Flows dominating modulation has the largest activity.
This zone is typically combined with realizational abilities of this or that among Creativity Spheres,
segregatiratedly formed in each of four main Energy-Plasma States of the given DDIIUYYI-Entity
(Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, and Quaternary).
3.0919.   

Specifically, informationally-connecting link between all Forms of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences, Who structure by their own Focus Dynamics all these States, is Ethereal Variable
Generative or EVG (SLAIILLI-SVUU),which comprises in an immutable state all standard (for every
resopason dimensions) codings. They reflect in Macrocosmos HCI slloogrent Focus Dynamics the
Main Principles of Its Self-Organization in Space-Time. I have used the word «variable» in the term
«EVG» not because these Cosmic Codes are by themselves inclined to steady alteration (if that were
the case, there would not be any sense in their standardness!), but owing to the fact that depending
on the way and conditions of this or that dimension type manifestation conditions, these codings
informational Configurations automatically acquire in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, which use them, more and more notional meanings (that is, manifest slloogrentness property).
3.0920.   

3.0921.    EVG-codings

could be compared with original informational «matrices» necessary to
generation of completely all Self-Consciousnesses Forms. Any consummative (form-building)
Process Act just could not be accomplished without them (owing to the absence at synthesizing FormCreators of standard Information about this Act scheme and realization principles). For example,

penetrating all Secondary Energy-Plasma focal Configurations (Inter-Galactic Ethereal ComplexPlan, IIYY-YY-SS-MM-Level — from +24th — through 0-ingredient — to -24th dimension), SLAIILLISVUU provides in each of focal-ethereal interconnections absolute immutability of consummative
(meaning, peculiar to conclusive mercavgnation Act) Macrocosmos codings reflecting in amitsissimal
SSS-State corresponding «projections» of Information overall USIP-Confectization.
In doing so, the most important role in the standard «projections» «distribution» process
by particular Directions of this manifestation diapason (to ±24th dimension) is assigned to known
to you Transcendent SSMIIYSMAA-A-Ingredient, Which in turn is informationally fully supplied by
ethereal «projections» slloogrently generated into IIYY-YY-SS-MM-Level specific conditions by joint
interconnections (humanational efforts) of Universal Creators-Pictusators and Creators-interpreters
of AYFAAR the Highest Collegiate Cosmic Intelligence Idiopathic TLAASSMA-A-Ingredient. I
still cannot trace «the origination» and manifestation Process of namely IT-Ingredient ethereal
Configuration (to have the detailed Access to it, there should be specifically initiated exhiberation
and adaptation Mechanism in Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness Form in the Primary EnergyPlasma highest Levels, what in turn requires ability of «leaving» beyond the limits of DDIIUYYIEntity Focus Dynamics).
3.0922.   

About as much as described above (though, by more simplified Schemes), the Process
of successive primogenitization of Information consummative (dissonational) State — via EVGmanifestations all diversity — in different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of Tertiary State Form-Creators
is implemented. In conditions of Cosmic Ethereal Plan-Level (from +12th — through 0-ingredient —
to -12th dimension) Ethereal Variable Generative transgressively «reprojects» Its form-shaping role
to Configuration of peculiar to It ethereal analog converting to variable ethereal component or VEC
(OULLGNOO-SS-ST), which informationally binds between each other absolutely all Proto-Forms of
Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredients of the given DDIIUYYI-Entity.
3.0923.   

Availability of VEC in ethereal Configuration of Each of IG-Ingredients allows absolutely
all multitude of different-protoformal Form-Types, producing with own ethereal interconnections
Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Modus of 0–12-dimensional Focus Dynamics of Macrocosmos HCI
(RIISSTDRRAALLMAA-A), to maintain among each other — more or less actively — all possible
ethereal interconnections that promotes sufficient deepening of different-Qualitative synthetic
Processes of creative realization of all different-type Collective Cosmic Intelligences, implementing
via all Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which structure with own Focus Dynamics different-protoformal
dimensions types in the given manifestation diapason.
3.0924.   

I wish to highlight particularly that every human «person» is provided with own
realization Mechanism of his/her Focus Dynamics via peculiar to him/her VEC-Activity. This
exhiberation Mechanism initiation occurs with the help of FATTMA-NAA-A-Articles Info-Creators,
Who informationally provide Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all particular «personal»
Interpretations (Form-Types) of every human Stereo-Form. As was reported in the previous section,
exhiberation providing Mechanism of Focus Dynamics of each of Form-Types of any Proto-SelfConsciousness Form along with VEC possesses also «personal,» meaning, «individually» synthesized
energy-informational base, which reflects by itself all minute details of its subterransive rotational
3.0925.   

Cycle, structured with development scenarios countless number, which concatenationallymultipolarizationally successively replace each other in «individual» Focus Dynamics.
This highly detailed Information, by every instant «expanding,» in «the current» variant of
multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of every human «person,» specific inertial circumstances of his/
her Life, is presented by Configuration of own ethereal «projection» of variable ethereal component,
owing to which every Form-Type is objectively provided by «local» manifestation in Space-Time
particular resonational point. Since every Form-Type focal Configuration manifestation is attached
(via the whole multitude of «personal» Interpretations) to particular Time Flow, the carrier of this
Information in every «person» FD is temporal ethereal constituent or TEC (UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I), which
realizes through subjective Perception system with the help of subterransive to every «person»
ASTTMAY-RAA-A-Parvula. «Personal» realization is accomplished by every instant via specifics of
the most active in «the current» Focus Dynamics subjective SFUURMM-Forms, generated by focal
Configurations of the whole multitude of protoformal bio- and Form-Creators, Who structure the
given NUU-VVU-Form-Type of Self-Consciousness.
3.0926.   

One should also bear in mind that besides VEC-Activity realization stereoformal Levels
(via the whole multitude of «personal» Interpretations), there are also such ethereal interconnections,
which provide slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Each of Planetary Entities in each of Tertiary EnergyPlasma Self-Consciousnesses Forms manifestation diapasons. Meaning, Every Planetary Entity
during Multipolarization of peculiar to It Focus Dynamics uses own Planetary variable ethereal
components (PVECs), Info-Creators of which actively participate in resonational structuring of
creatures all Forms dwelling simultaneously in all countless Worlds and Realities of the given Planet.
For every diapason of Its manifestation there are own types and abilities of creative VEC-realization.
For example, this informational function in GREIYSLIISS-Entity Self-Consciousness is accomplished
by GROO-MM-SVUU.
3.0927.   

In the process of subterransive organization of NUU-VVU-Form-Types Form-Creators
Focus Dynamics, Info-Creators of this PVEC-«projection» actively manifest via realizational activity
of Form-Creators of lutal, christal, and equally synthesized NUU-VVU-Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
and in Focus Dynamics of Form-Types of the other Proto-Forms — via Form-Creators of peculiar
only to them focal structures. Due to the close and deep collaboration of universal PVECs (GROOMM-SVUU) and «individual» («personal») TECs (UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I), which resonationally activate
and diffuzgently structure with the necessary informational Codes karmic Channels of each of the six
«lowest» lluuvvumic IISSIIDI-Centers, Each of Tertiary Energy-Plasma Cosmic TOO-UU-Entities has
opportunity to simultaneously Self-Realize in any of GREIYSLIISS subjective Realities types both via
Own personal Self-Consciousnesses Forms and via LLUU-VVU-Form-Types of typical to It narrow
specific manifestation diapason.
3.0928.   

So, now we can list ethereal-focal Form-structures potential composition, which — with
more or less portion of peculiar to them Creative Activity — participate not only in generating Focus
Dynamics of all NUU-VVU-Form-Types biological analogs of this diapason, but also in organization
of Focus Dynamics of SSLUU-L-LUU — Integral Cosmic Body of Human that is, Us as SSUI-SS-SFAACreators of Universal AIY-YYA-Entity.
3.929.   

1. Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Form-Types of the LLUU-VVU-Entity Collective Cosmic
Intelligence (from +6th — through 0.0 — to -6th dimension of Physical Plan-Overton);
2. Form-Creators of all diversity of FORM-DIFFERENTIATING TEMPORAL SHELLS of human NUUVVU-Form-Types, «reprojecting» in lluuvvumic birvulyarity type (from 2.5 to 6.0 dimension):
a) of human biological analogs — from 2.5 to 325 dimension: UU-L-VVU-Form-Types
IRKKULLIGR-VVU-Form-Types
USSTUKKUL-VVU-Form-Types
from 2.75 to 3.5
dimension: AKHSUVVROLL-VVU-Form-Types and LUUD-VVU-Form-Types
from 3.0 to
3.5 dimension: PPUURPU-VVU-Form-Types and NUU-PAARR-VVU-Form-Types GOORRVVU-Form-Types and NUU-LOVRG-VVU-Form-Types
from 3.0 to 3.75 dimension:
depliative «bioplasmic» NUU-LL-VVU-Form-Types …
b) of human ampliative «bioplasmic» analogs («CC Potentiality» State)— from 3.75 to 4.0
dimension: NUU-TUUL-VVU-Form-Types and NUU-LUUV-VVU-Form-Types …
v) of human depliatively-flaks analogs — from 4.0 to 4.75 dimension: NUU-LTTVULL-VVURS-Form-Types and NUU-AMPLANN-VVU-RS-Form-Types
…
g) of human ampliatively-flaks analogs («CC Solidarity» State) — from 4.25 to 5.0 dimension:
NUU-RVUUMMSS-VVU-RS-Form-Types and NUU-UULMOOFT-VVU-RS-Form-Types
…
d) of human depliatively-vuolds analogs — from 4.75 to 5.5 dimension: NUU-SMAARROLTVVU-RKS-Form-Types and NUU-ISSLUIMMTKH-VVU-RKS-Form-Types
…
e) of human ampliatively-vuolds analogs («CC Cooperation» State) — from 5.25 to 6.0
dimension: NUU-FDOORRTTMAL-VVU-RKKS-Form-Types …
3. Creators of TEMPORAL ETHEREAL CONSTITUENT — UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I (Ethereal PlanOvertone — from +9th — through 0.0 — to -9th dimension);
4.

Creators of ASTROPLASMIC (LUTAL) TEMPORAL ETHEREAL CONSTITUENT —
SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU (Astral Plan-Overtone — from +4th — through 0.0 — to -4th dimension
— SSUKKULYARIT-DLLAABLLA-SVUULLMII-I-Level), INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels +
ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels;
5.

Creators of MENTAL-PLASMIC (LUTAL) TEMPORAL ETHEREAL CONSTITUENT —
LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU (Mental Plan-Overtone — from +4th — through 0.0 — to -4th dimension
— STROOLLGORF-ASSFOLLFORDTS-UOLDMII-I-Level), INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels
+ ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels;
6.

Creators of PLANETARY ASTROPLASMIC (CHRISTAL) EXHIBERATIONAL BODY —
STOOLLMII-SVUU-VVU (Astral Plan-Overtone — from +6th — through 0.0 — to -6th dimension
— FERBIYLLILLERT-DLLAABLLA-SVUULLMII-I-Level), AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels +
ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels;
7.

Creators of PLANETARY MENTOPLASMIC (CHRISTAL) EXHIBERATIONAL BODY —
UOLDMII-SLII-VVU (Mental Plan-Overtone — from +6th — through 0.0 — to -6th dimension

— NRAALLGASST-ASSFOLLFORDTS-UOLDMII-I-Level), AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels +
ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels;
EQUALLY SYNTHESIZED EQUITAL LLUU-VVU-FORM — NIISSLII-SLII-VVU (Transmutational
Plan-Overtone — from +9th — through 0.0 — to -9th dimension), SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi 1–12th
Channels + ULGLUU-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels;
8.

9.
BALANCED EXTSELSIVE LLUU-VVU-FORM — AASMII-SLII-SUU (Causal Plan-Overtone —
KOARDDIIRFF-AASMII-I — from +1 — through 0.0 — to -12th dimension), OLGOOLLONI-Iissiidi
1–1 Channels +AANI-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels;
10.

VARIABLE ETHEREAL COMPONENT FORM — OULLGNOO-SS-ST (Cosmic Ethereal Plan-

Level — from +12.0 — through 0.0 — to -12th dimension);

GOOLGAMAA-A-STELLAR «STABILIZATIONAL» AIY-YYA-FORM — SSOOSSOOLMA-SUU
(Stabilizational Plan-Overtone — SSOOSSOOLMA-NAA — from +14th — through 0.0 — to -14th
11.

dimension);

12. RAAKLIMA-STELLAR «INTEGRATING» AIY-YYA-FORM — LUULLSMII-SSLAA (Intermediate
LUULLSMII-diapason of Buddhic Plan-Overtone — GLOOGSMII-NAA — from +16th — through

0.0 — to -16th dimension);

13. STELLAR-GALACTIC AIY-YYA-FORM — GLOOGSMII-SSLAA (Buddhic Plan-Overtone —
GLOOGSMII-NAA — from +18th — through 0.0 — to -18th dimension);
«ULUUGUMA-DISINTEGRATIONAL» AIY-YYA-RAY — INGSSMII-SSLAA
(Disintegrational Plan-Overtone — INGSSMII-NAA — from +20th — through 0.0 — to
14.

GALACTIC

-20thdimension);

GALACTIC «SVAAGALI-DISBALANCING» AIY-YYA-RAY — SYYUUUY-SVAA (Disbalancing
Plan-Overtone — SYYUUUY-UU — from +22nd — through 0.0 — to -22nd dimension);
15.

INTER-GALACTIC RAY AIY-YYA-FORM — SSUUYYSS–GLLII-SVAA (Focusing Plan-Overtone
— AOOUSSMM-GLLII-I — from +24th — through 0.0 — to -24th dimension);
16.

ETHEREAL-RAY INTER-GALACTIC GENERATIVE FORM — SLAIILLI-SVUU (Inter-Galactic
Ethereal Complex-Plan — IIYY-YY-SS-MM- Level — from +24th — through 0.0 — to -24th
17.

dimension);

18. INTER-GALACTIC «SSMIIYSMAA-A-focusing» (EYYAAA-HARMONIZING) AIY-YYA-RAY —
IYIY-SSMIIYSMAA-A (Intermediate IYIYSSMM-GLLII-I-diapason of Focusing Plan-Overtone —

from +26th — through 0.0 — to -26th dimension);

TLAASSMA-A-TRANSFORMING AIY-YYA-RAY — OUIYY-TLAASSMA-A
(Transforming Plan-Overtone — OUIYY-UISTI-UU — from +36th — through 0.0 — to -36th
19.

UNIVERSAL

dimension);

20.

UNIVERSAL ETHEREAL-RAY AIY-YYA-CONSTANT — FLAAGG-TUU-Y-YYA (Universal

Ethereal Plasmic Forces Diapason — from +36th — through 0.0 — to -36th dimension).

Chapter 4. Some subjective criteria of affiliation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms to
simultaneous focal realization of Collective Cosmic Intelligence of the LLUU-VVUEntity
In the previous two sections of this volume the Conception of the infinite diversity of
creative realization Forms was given in sufficient detail, with the help of which Collective Cosmic
Intelligence of countless LLUU-VVU-Entities in close creative interaction with Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of many other, diffuzgent with respect to It, different-protoformal CCIs types, forms in SpaceTime — in every resopason of Its simultaneous manifestation — peculiar only to It lluuvvumic
birvulyarity type, which specifically realizes not only with the help of NUU-VVU-Form-Types
(human, human-like and humanoid) all possible diversity, but also (in narrow specific manifestation
conditions of many different-galactic Planetary and Stellar Entities) via Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of many other Self-Consciousnesses Forms implementing the same Synthesis Schemes.
These Forms could vary excessively from everything, your «current» Perception is capable of. But
nevertheless, by their humanational character, all of them perform in different Existence regimes
functions of exactly lluuvvumic birvulyarity type.
3.0930.   

I’m forced to speak about the LLUU-VVU-Entity in plural because of the strong subjectivism
of Form-Creators of our biological Perception systems, Who are still just not capable of evaluating
and analyzing different-Qualitative realizations of all variety of lluuvvumic Form-Types SelfConsciousnesses. These Form-Types are simultaneously realized in many Space-Time resonational
points (in Worlds’ Form-systems, subjective Realities, and STCs) as creative manifestations of the
same TOO-UU-Entity, Which slloogrent Focus Dynamics penetrates countless number of completely
different Time Flows and different Universes at once.
3.0931.   

Such fundamental separation of some Self-Consciousnesses Forms with others — which
is peculiar to our brain bio-Creators providing our Perception systems all functions — does not
exist at all on the level of energy-informational interconnections between any different-type focal
Configurations, due to overall informational interconnectionship and interdependency of Focus
Dynamics of all diffuzgent Collective Cosmic Intelligences types.
3.0932.   

That is, there are no any strict unambiguity and distinctness, as you imagine it, in the
Macrocosmos structures — owing to both availability of Diffuzgentness Principle and slloogrentness
property of any of simultaneously manifested focal Configurations. Each of Synthesis Schemes
functionally peculiar to this or that of the infinite CCIs multitude (in every resopason of own
manifestation via Focus Dynamics of corresponding to it Self-Consciousnesses Forms) transgressivelyconvergently «comes apart» in each of skrruullerrt system «points» on many other, duvuyllerrtlycovarllert to each other Synthesis Schemes (as more simple, as more complex), generating in this way
3.0933.   

in Space-Time unified and infinite conglomerate of «spheroidally» spreading different-protoformal
focal-ethereal interconnections, which I define as «birvulyarity.»
There is neither our far-fetched inversusality (opposingness, dualness), nor any sort of
other trends to inconsistency, but only complex-structured covarllert transitions between differentQualitational signs different-Qualitative combinations, which provide the process of their total
convenintization (balancing, harmonization of existing different-protoformal interconnections) in
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of each of narrow specific manifestation resopasons.
3.0934.   

Consider, for example, Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the two invaderental
(dominant) OO-UU-Entities, Which provide the lluuvvumic birvulyarity type simplest Synthesis
Scheme — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. Owing to the difference
in catalyzing processes of background Synthesis, Form-Creators of each of these OO-UU, while
multipolarizationally realizing via different-Qualitative Focus Dynamics of diverse NUU-VVUForm-Types, — on sub-…-sub-Aspect levels of own «internal» interaction — structure invaderental
combinations signs completely differently in every human subjective Reality type and resonationally
involve peculiar to these OO-UU «tetrahedral» sub-…-sub-Aspects of each of the rest ten OO-UUEntities to the causal interconnections structure.
3.0935.   

In the given manifestation conditions (including not only continuum-like, but also
psycho-mental, social!), with respect to some of inter-Aspect invaderental combinations, some of the
OO-UU ALL-Unity Aspects reflect higher degree of covarllertness, in other conditions they are ALLAspiration Aspects, in the third conditions they are ALL-Integrity Aspects, and so on. All this strongly
affects the structure of focal-ethereal interconnections, which organize subterransive composition of
each of invaderental OO-UU-Entities.
3.0936.   

Thus, within the limits of one and the same Synthesis Scheme — though, in different
manifestation regimes! — different realizational opportunities or Focus Dynamics development
Directions are produced, which I have identified as different-protoformal ones, because in own
boundary states each of these protoformal Directions concatenationally transmutes to Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of some of many Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms, meaning, it
undergoes eglleroliftive pronoontivization — accentuation on some other birvulyarity type, where
the same invaderental OO-UU-Entities (but in completely another Synthesis Scheme!) are presented
in own qualitatively different (than NUU-VVU has) subterransive composition.
3.0937.   

This retardational (meaning, degrading, with respect of an existing Synthesis Scheme)
process of replacement of some focal-ethereal interconnections to the others, which are mostly
covarllert regarding not the given Synthesis Scheme, but some other one, starts in Focus Dynamics
long before suppozitation (complete and radical replacement) of this Self-Consciousness Form to
another (protoformal) one occurs in it, because there are Form-Types countless number in the NUUVVU-Form structure, and focal Configurations of these Form-Types, manifesting simultaneously in
many STC groups, correspond to the different degrees to some of the signs combinations typical to
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators Self-Consciousnesses of these or those Proto-Forms. The whole
3.0938.   

multitude of these different-Qualitative by own refocusing trends NUU-VVU-Form-Types are the
realizational basis of all different-protoformal development Directions.
So, in the meantime, it is impossible for us to really understand, where some ethereal-focal
interconnections end and completely another energy-informational activity begins. Though, if we do
not start to subjectively split all this — completely inconceivable for our brain bio-Creators — Unity
on many signs convenient to our abstract Conception and logical Understanding, selecting from
them certain subterransive properties, features, conformities and non-conformities, then we’d have
nothing to talk about. Gradually and successively, getting more and more deeper into iissiidiological
Conceptions, you will accustom yourselves to lesser concentration of your FCA on all possible
discretenesses, trying to focus more on their all-uniting Essence (Laws, Principles, trends), which
still invisibly hides from you behind each of observed by you particular manifestations.
3.0939.   

Typical to the LLUU-VVU-Entity Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis in every
manifestation diapason of Its Own Focus Dynamics are [… ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence
ALL-Unity + (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
ALL-Integrity + (ALL-Unity + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
ALL-Aspiration + (ALL-Integrity + ALL-Unity + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence)
ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability + (ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Integrity + ALLUnity + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
ALL-Knowledge–ALLInformedness + (ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Unity
+ ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality+
(ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability + ALL-Aspiration +
ALL-Integrity + ALL-Unity + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
…]. The
subjective definition problem for the LLUU-VVU-Entity (as for any other TOO-UU-Entity) consists
in the fact that It (as all other TOO-UUs) activates to the varying degrees and uses Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of many other different-protoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms for successiveholochrone realization of these Schemes. Though, this brings for us very severe problems to the
definition process of those qualitative features, which would accurately show affiliation of examined
by us Focus Dynamics to LLUU-VVU-signs.
3.0940.   

I previously gave an example that all structuring our biological organism Proto-Forms
(atoms, molecules, cells, germs), though not being Us directly (for example, being People), actively
help Us (in this case, Us as Form-Creators synthesizing human genome type) on the basis of peculiar
to them differentiated Experience to carry out Our own function in the general amplificational
Macrocosmos Process. of course, to determine factors, showing involvement of some NUU-VVUForm-Type Focus Dynamics to the LLUU-VVU-Entity Creative Activity, we can assess the presence
in «person» choices of the stable HSI- and HIA-signs (high-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual
Altruism), which are typical to ampliative manifestation forms of mental (logical thinking) and vital
(sensuousness, emotionality) activity.
3.0941.   

I will add also that deep Synthesis of these two signs with ALL-Unity OO-UU-signs inevitably
leads to activation in «person» Focus Dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms of the third lluuvvumic sign —
Immunitant Responsibility (IO), which in own subterransive realizations is self-sufficient and free
from the presence of any opportunities of violence manifestation in Focus Dynamics of «personal»
Self-Consciousness.
3.0942.   

Meaning, Immunitant Responsibility typical signs activation in «person» SelfConsciousness implies unconditional state of fundamental necessity to take responsibility not only
for own deeds and actions, but also for their consequences, and also state of personal willingness of
an individual to any self-sacrifice acts for the sake of the early achievement of the overall welfare
of the people, for the sake of whole-hearted Service to the highest Idea and the most ampliative
implementation of Its SFUURMM-Forms in the surrounding reality. The presence of this sign in
Focus Dynamics Self-Consciousnesses allows «person» to never forget and deeply realize the fact
that all quality of his/her life and creative self-realization abilities depend just from him-/herself and
from no one else.
3.0943.   

It is very hard to us to distinguish in practice, in what way ampliative mentality type of
OO-UU-Form-Creators of ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence PCQ differs from ampliative mentality of
the same Energy-Plasma mentoplasmic components, what are the signs of additional six OO-UU —
ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality, ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness,
ALL-Aspiration (and also ALL-Unity and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability — as diffuzgently-transitional
between ASTRAL-Plasma and MENTAL-Plasma). The same applied to the search of subjective
differences between ampliative vitality type of OO-UU-Form-Creators of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom
PCQ and the signs of ampliative vitality typical to Form-Creators of the other six OO-UU — ALLIntegrity, ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability, ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness, ALL-Voidness–ALLVacuumness (and also ALL-Unity and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability — as diffuzgently-transitional
between ASTRAL-Plasma and MENTAL-Plasma).
3.0944.   

The search of typical differences between human and different-protoformal signs of HSI
and HIA is something we have yet very, very much to learn from our Experience, while enhancing
not only our persistent improving in iissiidiological Knowledge (the base of achieving «Creative
Cosmic Potentiality» State), but also own intuitiveness, which helps us — via more and more
ampliative SFUURMM-Forms of Human collective Subconsciousness — to successively refocus to
lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. In this regard I want to say some words with the aim of facilitating your
search of reliable Motivation to studying and mastering so complicated intuitive Knowledge, such
as IISSIIDIOLOGY. Your brain bio-Creators perceive it as extremely difficult one, because convenient
neuronal interconnections logical chains already acquired by them earlier lose own efficiency and start
to heavily «glitch» during detailed examination and thorough analysis of iissiidiological Information.
3.0945.   

This malfunction in harmonious work of both cerebral hemispheres occurs due to the
fact that all your previous Conceptions about yourselves and the surrounding you reality appear to
be too much outdated and completely inconsistent during IISSIIDIOLOGY mastering to be useful
in comprehending the Essence of what you read. Though, new iissiidiological Conceptions, which
listlessly manifest in your Self-Consciousness Focus Dynamics, are still very unsteady and weekly
active, because they did not have time to become «overgrown» with that multitude of new neuronal
interconnections, which are necessary to form in your Imagination clearly conceivable and largescale abstract constructions.
3.0946.   

What is the way out, you ask? Is that the more often and persistent will be your pressure on
the brain bio-Creators with iissiidiological images of high-frequency thinking and feeling, the more
3.0947.   

you will force them — with the aim of search for new ways of comprehending completely new to them
Information, which is continuously involved to your Focus Dynamics — to radically change habitual
neuronal interconnections functional chains and strive to pave exactly those neuronal ways instead
of the previous ones, which are typical to the brain of the more amplificationally developed among
your «future» biological NUU-VVU-Form-Types, Whose Focus Dynamics are already more steadily
fixed in the process of Synthesis of the signs of not some of the possible protoformal development
Directions, but namely lluuvvumic birvulyarity type, meaning, HSI and HIA.
And if each time the process of your systematic IISSIIDIOLOGY studying represents not
a tranquil fiction reading going on without unremitting attempts at achieving deep and thorough
immersion to the core Essence of the writing, but powerful mental squall, epic «battle» between
old and new SFUURMM-Forms, thus you will be able to force your brain bio-Creators to experience
prolonged stress and to actively apply to their existing abilities of assimilation of previously not
used by them neuronal chains (which are already activated in the brains of your «future» more
ampliative «personal» Interpretations) in the search of the earliest possible way out. Owing to this
process of radical qualitative renewal (or rather, instrauration — amplificational regeneration of own
primordial Essence) of functional interconnections between both hemispheres bio-Creators, one day
you will trace in your Life facts of your unexpected manifestation of all possible extrasensory skills,
which will promote more productive results obtained by you in meditation practice.
3.0948.   

Then you will not need to attempt by logical and analytical way to define very intricate
differences between protoformal and human varieties of mental-sensuous activity, because intuitive
iissiidiological Knowledge the most actively influences on development in your Self-Consciousness
of mechanisms of not only logical, but, above all, intuitive interconnections of brain bio-Creators with
human collective Subconsciousness type (and also with Supraconsciousness, Superconsciousness
Levels Form-Creators, and so on). Purposefully developing inside yourself not only the new
Knowledge, but also successively unfolding extraordinary skills in «personal» Self-Consciousness,
which you possess already in your «future» most favorable variants, you will be able intuitively and
without any doubt to include to your Focus Dynamics peculiar to People HSI- and HIA-signs in
order to more confidently and actively self-develop in lluuvvumic birvulyarity type.
3.0949.   

To achieve this goal you now simply cannot do without clear Conceptions of joint work
of Form-Creators and Info-Creators of that refocusing Mechanism of exhiberation, which is totally
typical to all LLUU-VVU-Forms realizing in this dimension diapason with the help of NUU-VVUForm-Types all possible analogs. Objective difference between them consists in the degree of
manifestation in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of invaderental OO-UU-Entities for lluuvvumic
Synthesis Scheme and specific directivity in it of Creative Activity of SLUI-SLUU-Creators of these
or those karmic Channels (DUU-LLI), structuring Levels of Self-Consciousnesses of all NUU-VVUForm-Types. Let me remind you that SLUI-SLUU are Tertiary Energy-Plasma Info-Creators, Who,
resonationally interacting with SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of focal Configurations, produce all EIYGSS-MII-Sphere of realizational Creativity of absolutely all Proto-Forms in megadiapason from 0.0
to ±12.0 dimension inclusive. Their more ampliative analogs — GLLAA-GLLII-Creators — provide
ethereal-focal interconnections for manifestation of more developed SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators FD
in Secondary Energy-Plasma (from ±12.0 to ±24.0) via active participation in Cosmic Creativity
NAA-GLLII-UU-Sphere.
3.0950.   

Each of IISSIIDI-Centers functionality is provided due to availability in Its energyinformational structure of the twelve main DUU-LLI types, representing original space-time «tunnels,»
which join between each other resonational zones (identical by qualitativeness) of Info-Creators
of the definite Duplex-Spheres of collective informational Creativity (OLLAKT- and DRUOTMMsystems, FLUU-LUU-complexes) and realizational Creativity Spheres of corresponding to them FormCreators . Under a wide range of conditions of Tertiary Energy-Plasma, DUU-LLI represent functional
part of informational (ethereal) supplement critical systems of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
the whole multitude of GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient Proto-Forms. They could be compared by these
signs with grand (limitless) and different-protoformal Existence Experience universal integrators,
which by resonational principle are subterransively generated into Focus Dynamics of every «person»
during Temporal ethereal constituents (TEC) narrow specific «unpackings.»
3.0951.   

One should note that, depending on karmic Channels affiliation to this or that IISSIIDICenter, the following different-Qualitative DUU-LLI-types could be highlighted in the slloogrent Focus Dynamics of any human «person:»

3.0952.   

−− 1st IISSIIDI-Centers resonational pair — TROOFT-LLI (for ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi) and
GLIILSS-LLI (for INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi);
−− 2nd IISSIIDI-Centers resonational pair — GRAALG-LLI (for ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi) and IISTLLLI (for AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi);
−− 3rd IISSIIDI-Centers resonational pair — OLGRUU-LLI (for ULGLUU-Iissiidi) and SVUUSSLLLI (for SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi);
−− 4th IISSIIDI-Centers resonational pair — PLIIFM-LLI (for OLGOOLLONI-Iissiidi) and LIYYUGLLI (for AANI-Iissiidi).
ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi GROOMPF-Creators (SLUI-SLUU) realize in the 1st pair interconnections
via TROOFT-LLI-Channels, and INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi PLIISSMA-Creators (SLUI-SLUU) — via
GLIILSS-LLI-Channels;
ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi KLOORTM-Creators (SLUI-SLUU) realize in the 2nd pair interconnections
via GRAALG-LLI-Channels, and AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi AAIIGLA-MAA-Creators (SLUI-SLUU) —
via IISTL-LLI-Channels;
ULGLUU-Iissiidi UULDM-Creators (SLUI-SLUU) realize in the 3rd pair interconnections via
OLGRUU-LLI-Channels, and SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi SSOUISST-Creators (SLUI-SLUU) — via SVUUSSLLLI-Channels;
OLGOOLLONI-Iissiidi LOOMGD-Creators (SLUI-SLUU) realize in the 4th pair interconnections
via PLIIFM-LLI-Channels, and AANI-Iissiidi GLOOGOLM-Creators (GLLAA-GLLII) — via LIYYUGLLI-Channels.

One should also note that eglleroliftive svilgs-spherational Dynamics within the limits of
Creative Activity of every SLUI-SLUU-Creators and Form-Creators resonational pair (in diapason of
3.0953.   

their active interaction) is provided by specific interconnections between causal Creators-Curators
of the given karmic Channels (DLLUU-LLI-GLLAA), which are peculiar only to this manifestation
diapason. For example, energy-informational dynamics between SLUI-SLUU and Form-Creators of
the first three TROOFT-LLI- and GLIILSS-LLI-Channels (in up to 1.0 dimension diapason) is provided
due to curation by their causal URGLUKSTR-Creators (ally and emffliisstses); from the fourth to sixth
Channels (up to 1.5 dimension) — due to causal OGVOKSTR-Creators (mimms and mmuunds); from
the seventh to eighth Channels (up to 2.0 dimension) — due to causal AFFTAKSTR-Creators (argorrs
and ogguls); ninth Channel (up to 2.5 dimension) — due to causal IRKHMAKSTR-Creators (ksulls and
llollons); tenth Channel (up to 3.0 dimension) — due to causal UYKKUYYUKSTR-Creators (rrorroks
and immls); eleventh Channel (up to 3.5 dimension) — due to causal OSTROKKOLF-Creators (dluolls
and gllemms); twelfth Channel (up to 4.0 dimension) — due to causal UPDUKHVASSL-Creators
(iissmms and mirroms), and so on.
Ethereal Configurations of each of karmic Channels are arranged so specifically that
allow activation in Factor axes of RRGLUU-VVU of every Self-Consciousness Form ( in each of
their manifestation resopasons) of SFUURMM-Forms of only the strictly particular type, which
correspond to subterransive kleksing type peculiar to the given SVOO-UU-Entity focal Configuration
(for example, this is «-VVU»-factor for NUU-VVU-Form-Types). This conformity degree could be
compared with nuts and bolts, which have the same thread pitch and diameter. Stable UU-VVUconglomerates of SFUURMM-Forms run through several DUU-LLI, which belong to the one
resonational IISSIIDI-Centers pair, thus they capture with their ethereal Configurations the broader
manifestation diapasons in Focus Dynamics. No one else (alien to this pair) SFUURMM-Form can
manifest in Focus Dynamics via particular resopason DUU-LLI-combinations of this pair. Meaning,
once activity of some IISSIIDI-Centers pairs in «person» Focus Dynamics is too weak compared to
other pairs activity, then Conceptions typical to the passive pair will not be able to implement via this
Form-Type.
3.0954.   

Owing to availability of common karmic Channels in Focus Dynamics exhiberation
Mechanism of each of diffuzgent Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms (for us, this Mechanism appears
to be all IISSIIDI-Centers Form-structures joint activity), all Experience of simultaneous «internal»
co-existence of all «personal» Interpretations of one Stereo-Form has opportunity to instantly retranslate not only «inside» of its slloogrent Focus Dynamics, but also between Form-Creators SelfConsciousnesses of diffuzgent with respect to It Proto-Forms, which Focuses of Close Attention have
also managed to resonationally activate at least in some of the narrow «sections» of this frequency
diapason.
3.0955.   

As mentioned above, this refocusing DUU-LLI-Mechanism is informationally provided
in Tertiary Energy-Plasma conditions by availability in focal Configuration every «section» of
corresponding Potential of the two ethereal Components — temporal ethereal constituent (TEC
or UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I — from 0.0 to ±9.0 dimension) and variable ethereal component (VEC or
OULLGNOO-SS-ST — from 0.0 to ±12.0 dimension). All their Contents exist in close and indissoluble
informational interconnections with each other, and also with even more powerful cosmic
communications ethereal system, which is spread out to the whole Universe Infinity — Ethereal
Variable Generative (EVG or SLAIILLI-SVUU — from 0.0 to ±24.0 dimension).
3.0956.   

I repeat that TEC, VEC, and EVG, by peculiar to them organizing Essence, are not what
you traditionally associate with the notion of «body.» Though, without Info-Creators properties and
features, Who structure their ethereal Configurations, just no one Form-Creators focal manifestation
in Macrocosmos Space-Time could occur. Therefore, one should consider them not as «bodies,»
but as specific exhiberation Mechanisms used by diverse Form-Creators Self-Consciousnesses for
simultaneous realization via Focus Dynamics of one or another among multiple «manifestation
bodies» generated by the LLUU-VVU-Entity Collective Cosmic Intelligence to the whole multitude of
peculiar to It Form-Types, among which the most visually usual to us are NUU-VVU-Form-Types of
the Earth people.
3.0957.   

I remind you that in specific development conditions on the Earth (millions years «ago» or
in the same far-future perspective) or on the other Macrocosmos Planets implementation processes
of the same Synthesis Schemes of lluuvvumic birvulyarity type are supplied with invaderental FormCreators via Focus Dynamics of completely different Form-Types, many of which — both outwardly
and subterransively — have little to do with common to us human attributes.
3.0958.   

Chapter 5. Form-differentiating Temporal shells of NUU-VVU-Form-Types
It was mentioned earlier that the main realizational Mechanism of exhiberation of slloogrent
Focus Dynamics of the LLUU-VVU-Entity in diapason to 6.0 dimension is the whole diversity of
NUU-VVU-Forms, which are divoulgated (multipolarizationally widespread) with own Form-Types
in all multitude of different-protoformal development Directions, and also in all subsorts, sorts,
and subtypes peculiar to lluuvvumic birvulyarity type. All categories of these Form-Types could
be conditionally divided on many conditional (subjectively speculative) depliative and ampliative
Form-analogs: biological ones (from 2.5 to 3.75 dimension), «bioplasmic» ones (from 3.75 to 4.0
dimension), flaks ones (from 4.0 to 5.0 dimension), and vuolds ones (from 5.0 to 6.0 dimension).
All these Form-analogs represent Form-differentiating Temporal Shells (FDTSs), which duvuyllerrtly
transcendate (inter-transform) into one another with their focal NUU-VVU-Configurations in general
slloogrentness of Focus Dynamics of the LLUU-VVU-Entity.
3.0959.   

3.0960.   

That's where the whole conditionalness of our subjective Conceptions about these

NUU-VVU-analogs comes from: in different-protoformal Directions and sorts of one and the same
manifestation diapason Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all possible NUU-VVU-Form-Types will

be differently structured by focal-ethereal protoformal interconnections, which means that peculiar
to it dimension type will differ more or less from Focus Dynamics of the rest of NUU-VVU-FormTypes. Thus, neither of us would argue with some clarity that, for example, examined by us NUUVVU-Form-Types, which structure with their Focus Dynamics different development Directions, are
exhiberated in one and the same dimension sub-diapason (suppose, from 2.75 to 3.5).
This objective circumstance complicates very strongly the process of description of
Form-structures, which provide simultaneous realization of the LLUU-VVU-Entity’s Focus Dynamics.
3.0961.   

Therefore, remembering about all conventionality of examined by us question about general
structuring of Form-differentiating Temporal shells of NUU-VVU-Forms, we will consider only those
among NUU-VVU-Form-Types, which Focus Dynamics are steadily active in lluuvvumic development
Direction (and also in this given sub-sort, sort, and sub-type).
Let’s start from the most primitive from depliative biological Form-analogs — UU-LVVU-, IRKKULLIGR-VVU-, and USSTUKKUL-VVU-Form-Types. And one thing to notice is that the
first two of them only outwardly — in the image of their manifestation — similar to people more
or less, but represent by their extremely primitive psycho-mental development very heterogeneous
combinations of different-protoformal depliative interconnections, which still have been based
mostly on sub-Aspect and inter-Aspect intra-Qualitative Synthesis, and just partially — on interQualitative two-dominant Synthesis. This is why, meaning, owing to the impossibility of generation
of ampliative to this Scheme combinations, these unsteady interconnections still in no way can
reflect the two main lluuvvumic signs — HSI and HIA, not to mention synthesized with their help
Immunitant Responsibility.
3.0962.   

This lower type of our «human» manifestation in no way manifests that amplificational
Essence peculiar to US as People, but serves just only as temporary, more or less suitable to Us
exhiberation Mechanism (conductor, shell) of Our Focus Dynamics in this depliative manifestation
diapason for the purpose of comprehensive study and acquiring diversified different-protoformal
Experience by means of adaptation of ethereal-focal interconnections peculiar to other birvulyarity
types. This Experience will necessarily prove useful to Us in the most favorable variants of the
lluuvvumic «future» (on the more ampliative development Levels of human Collective Consciousness)
for implementation in conditions of this given dimension diapason Scheme of inter-qualitative
Synthesis («CC Potentiality» + ALL-Unity) peculiar to Us.
3.0963.   

Until we («the current» us) synthesize to a great degree in our Focus Dynamics the main
signs of the two lluuvvumic Dominants (HSI+HIA+IR), one cannot seriously argue on conscious
involvement of now focused by us biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types (UU-L-VVU,
IRKKULLIGR-VVU, and USSTUKKUL-VVU) to this birvulyarity type — Focus Dynamics of bio-Creators
and Form-Creators of the brain of the major part of human Collective Consciousness representatives
are still active most powerfully only in some «boundary zone» (from 2.5 to 3.5 dimension) between
doolls and wave s-Realities while getting svilgs-spherationally deeper into SFUURMM-Forms of
the ones or the others among all multitude of protoformal Directions. In fact, despite of outwardly
peculiar to all of you human Form-image, egoistic Interests, Aspirations, Dreams, and Conceptions,
which are now extremely actively generated by the most people, still have very little in common with
lluuvvumic birvulyarity type.
3.0964.   

To reiterate one more time: this profound discrepancy between the outward human Formimage and actively realizing through it different-protoformal essence is objectively connected with
that fact that the most people’s Focus Dynamics of this group of human STCs is still steadily fixed
in the most primitive variants of absensive (that is, virtually sort of absent to the lluuvvumic type)
biological analogs of FDTS (from 2.5 to 3,25 dimension). That’s why the essential role in such Focus
Dynamics is played so far by depliative (to our Synthesis Scheme!), long-wave realizations’ types,
3.0965.   

which are based on sub-Aspect and inter-Aspect (within the boundaries of one OO-UU!) energyinformational interconnections of still unfinished intra-Qualitative Synthesis (including also both
lluuvvumic Dominants) and only to a small degree — on inter-Qualitative Synthesis.
So, these «our» biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Form (UU-L-VVU, IRKKULLIGR-VVU,
and USSTUKKUL-VVU), each of which we subjectively perceive during refocusings as «our current
body of manifestation,» represent aggregative variant of focal Configurations structured with many
depliative different-protoformal signs’ combinations. At the same time we do not have to forget about
the fact that all of them are essential to synthesizing Form-Creators of our Focus Dynamics for
informational providing of the process of the background two-dominant Synthesis of Configurations
of invaderental OO-UU ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence to the basic
lluuvvumic State — «Creative Cosmic Potentiality.»
3.0966.   

«the current» depliative state of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our biological NUUVVU-Form-Types is so far able to the most degree to reflect in the general refocusing Process just the
most base (animal-protoformal), instinctive trends, which provide all fundamental base of egoistic
«personal» realizations of Form-Creators of protoformal (diversive, so called «junk») part of human
DNA. Yes, of course, coming through this primary stage of the Process of refocusings to the Human
development Direction is indispensable to Us as the «future» People. But you also have to be clear
about the fact that in this inertial process, without necessary Information one can refocus very, very
long while time and again sliding with own Focus Dynamics over the infinite «time loops.» That’s why
no more than 8–10% of all the people of the Earth will be able to refocus in the general slloogrentness
of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of lluuvvumic birvulyarity type from the «current» masses into
the «plasmic» lluuvvumic State («CC Potentiality»), which I subjectively interpret as «flaks Worlds.»
3.0967.   

I should say that even these numbers are listed here without regard to the fact that
many NUU-VVU-Form-Types of one Stereo-Form, which are qualitatively oriented by their Focus
Dynamics in diverse protoformal Directions, can manifest simultaneously in each of the wave STC
groups. Meaning, one should mention that every Stereo-Form can be quantitatively and qualitatively
presented within inhabitants of one STC group by many Form-Types of different-Qualitative biological
«persons» (UU-L-VVU, IRKKULLIGR-VVU, USSTUKKUL-VVU, AKHSUVVROLL-VVU, LUUD-VVU),
among which Focus Dynamics of just one or some of them is steadily fixed in near-lluuvvumic
realization Direction.
3.0968.   

Hence, people belonging to the most developed biological (PPUURPU-VVU, GOORRVVU, NUU-PAARR-VVU, NUU-LOVRG-VVU) and «bioplasmic» human «persons» (NUU-LL-VVU,
NUU-TUUL-VVU, NUU-LUUV-VVU), whose Focus Dynamics possess clearly arising trends of HSI-,
HIA-, and IR-signs, will refocuses in this Direction. Though Form-Creators of the rest NUU-VVUForm-Types’ biological analogs after acquiring necessary to them Existence Experience will «return»
through «the boundary» (the maximum permissible, cruvursorrt) states of different protoformal
development Directions to Focus Dynamics of peculiar to them Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms
(a small part of them, which is the most covarllert with this Scheme — around 16–18%, will supply
background Processes of near-lluuvvumic types of three-dominant Synthesis in «the plasmic» State).
3.0969.   

In the physical types of subjective Realities (TRUURRGURRDT), which structure slloogrent
f-Configuration of CCI of our Planetary Entity, all creative base for realization of SFUURMM-Forms
of the most depliative part of Focus Dynamics of different-protoformal SLAA-SS-MII-Creators, Who
provides exhiberation Mechanism of each of biological NUU-VVU-Form-Types of FDTS in this
manifestation diapason, has been functionally organized by means of joint activity of many sorts
of CCIs and their Collective Consciousnesses, which «specialize» in the Processes of rough inertial
eglleroliftive perturbations of Form-Matter and Synthesis in it of various Pure Cosmic Qualities
Aspects. Innumerable types of Form-Creators of these realizational absensive Form-Types (UU-LVVU, IRKKULLIGR-VVU, USSTUKKUL-VVU) comprise focal-ethereal base of everything, to which
school books on anatomy, physics, and chemistry are devoted: Collective Consciousnesses of internal
organs and systems of human body (PLAAURFF), different body parts and cells (UORD-VUORD),
molecules’ (SVOUFF-VV) and substance atoms’ (AIYKVOOF), and also all comprising them elementary
particles’ (PIIKL-SS-OO) CCIs.
3.0970.   

Their functional creativity highly depends from the activity of other sorts of SLAA-SS-MIICreators of Form-Plasma (NAAKHGRASST), Who self-realize in various types of «physical» Worlds’
Form-systems and STCs with help of SFUURMM-Forms’ resonational combinations peculiar to the
twelve energy-informational (karmic) Channels of ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi and twelve DUU-LLI of
INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi. of course, these lowest (to lluuvvumic Synthesis Schemes) IISSIIDI-Centers
the most actively function via Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of examined by us absensive
biological Form-Types. But continuous organization of interconnections, which take place in them, is
provided via specific structures of astroplasmic and mentoplasmic — lutal and christal — Temporal
ethereal constituents (TEC). Without this highly complicated Mechanism of «current» (and which do
not cease for a moment!) TEC-«unpackings» in Self-Consciousness of every «person,» their Focus
Dynamics would not be able to realize.
3.0971.   

You know already that in the system of infinite diversity of Focus Dynamics of all biological
NUU-VVU-Form-Types (starting from energy-informational Levels of 1st to 12th DUU-LLI of this IISSIIDICenters’ pair), all realizational Aspects (Info- and Form-Creators) of OO-UU-Dominant ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence are actively, profoundly and fully involved in the Processes of different-Qualitative
Synthesis with Aspects of the second OO-UU-Dominant — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom.
3.0972.   

Despite of seeming simplicity and primitivism of examined by us interconnections
between Info- and Form-Creators of these Self-Consciousness Levels, they play the major and
irreplaceable by anything role in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of our Macrocosmos’s HCI: via
slloogrent exhiberation Mechanisms peculiar to specific Configurations of karmic Channels of
ARGLLAAMUNI- and INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi of biological analogs of all multitude of NUU-VVUForm-Types, holochronely-simultaneous Process of qualitational (irrkoglictive) instrauration of
Info-Creators and amplificational (eglleroliftive) definitioning of Form-Creators in resonational
combinations of RESOSCONTIONAL and SYNTHETIC Development Branches has been realizing in a
variety of contexts of Space-Time. And we still subjectively do not perceive this Process in any way.
3.0973.   

It characterizes all specifics of multi-Vector (that is, qualitatively multidirectional)
«restoration» of internousness of primogenitive SSS-State at the expense of convenintization
3.0974.   

(balancing of mercavgnational interconnections) of consummative State of those Energy-Information
particulas, with the same humanational signs as of our Macrocosmos type has.
The representatives of many cosmic civilizations are the most impersept with regards
to specific features of ethereal-focal processes peculiar to two-dominant lluuvvumic Synthesis
Scheme. Despite of that, they rather actively realize via low- and mid-vibrational manifestation
resopasons of karmic Channels of IISSIIDI-Centers’ first pair. Among them the most numerous (for
TROOFT-LLI-realizations) are: parrgs — 1–3rd DUU-LLI (TRUUL-GULs, TRUUL-GUNs, UR-OO-GGs,
UR-OO-Ns, UR-OO-Ls, UR-OO-PPs, KAY-KULLs, KULLs, O-O, and others), mmuunds — 4–6th DUU-LLI
(KROKSTRs, UNKGRs, MOCCIOUTs from a Stellar system SMMUUFFTL, AKRGROFOTs of a Stellar
Entity KRRIIMSSMLISS, STERRDs, and others), argorrs — 7–8th DUU-LLI (GRORRRDs, OOSSs, PRUBIDs,
GLAVVRs, LIFFRs, Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Collective Cosmic Intelligences GLOOFFORRGGM
and TVUUTSTM, and others), lloollons — 9th DUU-LLI (ATTAIRs, ONKs, SFOLLIMs, BBAAs, STUUYSs,
KHKHONGs, and others) and rrorroks — 10th DUU-LLI (MAYYTs, MURDs, KREKKSes, TVIRLs,
MOLLMITs, and others).
3.0975.   

The following civilizations realize concurrently and resonationally with them (and in 1–8th
DUU-LLI — at the expense of their Focus Dynamics!) via GLIILSS-LLI-Channels of INGLIMILISSAIissiidi: ally — 1–3rd DUU-LLI (KLAURRIYAs, GLAMMELLIYAs, PSIUNGRIYAs, and others), mimms
— 4–6th DUU-LLI (GLUANDRIYAs, AYSTINGLIYAs, AYGVIYAs, and others), ogguls — 7–8th DUU-LLI
(SPLIINGLLIYAs, GROONNGLAs, IIYGGVIYAs, IINSTIEYLLs, and others), ksulls — 9th DUU-LLI (SLIIPSs,
TOORLINGTONTSes, AIAMMs, OOINGLIYAs, and others). There is no sense to iterate them all because
of complete absence of your Conceptions about their functions and realizational Essence. Though
low-vibrational Levels of Energy-Plasma modelled by SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of these Levels in no
way reflect fundamental base of Spheres of Cosmic Creativity of AIY-YYA, but nevertheless we cannot
ignore their activity on implementing Synthesis of the whole infinite diversity of NUU-VVU-Forms
(and concurrently — of other Proto-Forms!) of Self-Consciousnesses, which manifest in conditional
bounds from zeroth to 4.0-dimensional diapason, because now we are also active participants of this
inertial Process.
3.0976.   

Here I would like to draw your attention once again to the fact that seeming to us
«primitiveness,» «irrationality,» «destructiveness,» «aggressiveness,» «roughness,» and other
manifestations in our Focus Dynamics of typical signs of depliativeness of representatives of abovelisted cosmic civilizations are not their true states. These states realize exactly this way owing to the
absence in their focal Configurations of those typical SFUURMM-Forms (Experience), which are
synthesized on the base of our two-dominant Synthesis Scheme. I'm sure you will agree if you ask a
genius in medicine to make steel in a blast furnace, no good can come of it, until they comprehend
all niceties of the melter work while step-by-step training and acquiring needed skills.
3.0977.   

While refocus by resonational Principle into specific manifestation conditions of our
human subjective Realities from doolls (that is, non-wave) different-protoformal STCs types, and
having almost no human Experience, they introduce to our Focus Dynamics all imperseptness (with
regards to our Synthesis Scheme!) of focal-ethereal interconnections, which is peculiar to many of
their own protoformal subjective Realities (or the others, where they simultaneously participate). In
3.0978.   

their Realities they can be not less and even more developed than ourselves! And in our conditions
the are just devoid of «existing out there» exhiberation Mechanisms via high-creative realization, and
therefore they are just forced in their choices to be guided by those few of common (to them and to
us) covarllert interconnections, which have become the reason of contegerent (forced) involvement
of their certain part of Focus Dynamics into Focus Dynamics of all multitude of the human NUUVVU-Form-Types.
In the same way ampliative Form-Creators of our more developed NUU-VVU-SelfConsciousnesses Forms, while resonationally involving (as impersept to different degrees with regards
to other Synthesis Schemes!) into Focus Dynamics of s-Realities and STC groups, which are modelled
not by people but by some other Proto-Self-Consciousnesses Forms, have ability to really by guided
in the choices by only those from the whole multitude of focal-ethereal interconnections of own
«current» f-Configurations, which are the part of the dimension type newly focused by them. Owing
to such strongly restricted access to already synthesized ampliative interconnections, they have to
manifest themselves in Focus Dynamics of Proto-Forms of alien s-Realities not so amplificationally
as they realize in human STC types.

3.0979.   

Meanwhile, concatenationally assimilating in different-protoformal s-Realities the more
and more covarllert types of focal-ethereal interconnections, their Focus Dynamics gradually reach also
in non-human STC groups more ampliative states, which are synthesized over corresponding Schemes
and in this way constantly refocuses from focal UU-L-VVU-, IRKKULLIGR-VVU-, and USSTUKKULVVU-Configurations to different-protoformal f-Configurations peculiar to corresponding Synthesis
Schemes. Thus many SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to different-type human Collective Consciousnesses
(meaning, manifested in essentially different Space-Time regimes) simultaneously «reproject» by
means of Focus Dynamics of synthesizing Form-Creators of all possible biological NUU-VVU-FormTypes to the multitude of diffuzgent different-protoformal STC groups. While SFUURMM-Forms
peculiar to Form-Creators of other protoformal Synthesis Schemes no less actively «reproject» into
the structures of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of our bio-analogs of FDTS.
3.0980.   

In the most covarllert (geyliturgent) «points» of joint focal interconnections ethereal
Configurations of similar different-protoformal SFUURMM-Forms «merge» and create some third
— intermediate — synthetic states, which are more covarllert between each other, than their «initial»
(previous) Self-Consciousnesses Forms. It turns out that Form-Creators of different Synthesis
Schemes differently, though no less actively participate in the process of joint formation of Focus
Dynamics of not only many Proto-Forms, but also of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all diversity of
different-protoformal STC groups.
3.0981.   

Focal Configurations of absensive biological Form-Types could be conditionally compared
with infinitely divaricate net of electric wires. Yes, they are undoubtedly extremely rough and primitive
by their functions and implementation, but Form-Creators of such more ampliative Energy types as,
for example, electromagnetism phenomenon would not be able to provide without them different
cosmic civilizations with peculiar signs of their highly developed Existence (philosophy, science,
manufacture, communications, transport, habitation, sustenance, and so on). Therefore you have to
have more objective attitude to functional significance of Form-Creators of these seemingly very
primitive Form-Types in the general Macrocosmos’s amplificational Process.
3.0982.   

Chapter 6. Astroplasmic lutal temporal ethereal constituent of NUU-VVU-FormTypes FDTS (SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU)
This «part» of slloogrent focal Configuration of NUU-VVU-Form should be considered
without fail only from the standpoint of its inseparable functional unity with another lutal (that
is, depliative, low-vibrational) «part» of the common to them exhiberation Mechanism — mentalplasmic lutal temporal ethereal constituent (LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU). Both of them are inter-dependent
towards each other. That is because none of these «parts» in conditions of two-dominant Synthesis
Scheme is in no way able to manifest liberatively (that is, independently, apart from another) in Focus
Dynamics of different-protoformal Form-Creators of absensive biological Form-Types.
3.0983.   

In specific manifestation conditions peculiar to this given dimension diapason and this
given Synthesis Scheme, functions of one of the general exhiberational Mechanism constituent
«parts,» which generates all infinite multitude of SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU-Configurations of NUUVVU-Forms, have been implemented by 12 karmic Channels of INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi. Their SLUISLUU-Creators informationally provide the Synthesis process by resonant to them Form-Creators of
the roughest ASTRAL-Plasma types with vibrationally corresponding to them MENTAL-Plasma types.
3.0984.   

In Existence conditions of humanational Worlds’ Form-systems, astroplasmic lutal
temporal ethereal constituent (TEC) is not some independent and self-sufficient «manifestation body»
(so called «exhiberational body») — its ethereal configuration structured with many vital SFUURMMForms even in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems is able to manifest itself somehow through the Focuses
of Dual Reflection Dynamics only as a result of direct interaction with mental SFUURMM-Forms of
the second part of the exhiberational Mechanism — LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU (mental-plasmic lutal
TEC) generating at the same time the infinite multitude of different-Qualitative SVUULL-VVUconglomerates.
3.0985.   

There is one other important point: since this wave vibration diapason has been generated
by narrow-specific different-protoformal dimension types — by Focus Dynamics of such CCIs as
LLAISSMMA-A (animals), SSAALM-MAA (vegetables), OOLLM-MAA (substances and minerals),
PROOFF-RRU (this given biological humankind variety), and SGOOFF-RRU (humanoids) — the
most of Form-structures generating SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU are common to Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of these CCIs types and represent joint Creativity Sphere of different-protoformal SLUI-SLUUCreators Who realize specifically via the first 6–8 DUU-LLI of ARGLLAAMUNI- and INGLIMILISSAIissiidi of absensive biological Form-Types.
3.0986.   

Within the limits of common Focus Dynamics reflecting different realizational Directions
of this given Creativity Sphere, Form-Creators of the two lowest Levels of these IISSIIDI-Centers
are still unable to qualitatively distinguish and accordingly reflect in the surrounding actuality all
those highly creative signs, through which all of us realize «ourselves» as people. In other words,
active participation of Form-Creators of these depliative Levels of SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU in TEC«unpackings» of our Focus Dynamics most closely «links,» inter-enriches, and subjectively combines
Interests (tastes, passions, habits, attitudes, at cetera) of every human «person» with those psycho3.0987.   

mental trends, which are peculiar to Focus Dynamics of many other Proto-Self-Consciousnesses
Forms. Thus, opportunity of simultaneous accomplishment of general realizational dynamics between
Form-Creators representing different Synthesis Schemes has been provided through availability in
all Proto-Forms’ Self-Consciousness structures of a specified number of common karmic Channels.
This explains the presence in the undeveloped people psychics of the strong layer of
unrealized wishes and propensities typical to animals. Especially, such contegerent (suppressing,
forcing) influence of all possible depliative SFUURMM-Forms typical to animal realizations manifests
in Focus Dynamics of many people through sexual sphere busily inducing «person» — physically
or imaginarily (psychically) — on experiencing particularly strong thrills and experience, which
can appear only during intercourse of a human with one or another animal. Besides, the presence
of common DUU-LLIs at people and animals is the main manifestation Mechanism in human Focus
Dynamics of clear signs of blood-thirstiness, brutality, and unmotivated aggression, which induce
many people to consciously and unconsciously commit murders, mutilations, unjustifiable violence,
and demolition. Many fanatic participants of diverse animal, plant, ecology movements can easily
commit the most severe crimes on the base of their ideology without even thinking on the true
reasons of their such aggressive actions.
3.0988.   

The reason of so clearly expressed non-human behavior is high degree of
undersynthesizedness of the six lowest karmic Channels of the first resonational IISSIIDI-Centers
pair. For example, once interconnections with Form-Creators of mineral Proto-Forms have been
excessively activated in Focus Dynamics of such «person,» then such individual can easily dare to
the most severe crime «in the name of saving the ecological situation» without thinking, while being
under the influence of absolute self-rightfulness either in the place of their living, or in own country,
or in the whole world, or even in the space. In this case they will realize not at all conglomerates of
human Conceptions (where the idea about the environment protection necessity is also actual, but it
is achieved not by such dramatic and aggressive ways), but primitive SFUURMM-Forms, which reflect
«predatory» propensities of Focus Dynamics of mineral Proto-Forms’ Form-Creators .
3.0989.   

The same happens at excessive activity in human Focus Dynamics of narrow-specific
SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to one or other animal and vegetable Proto-Forms: the most radical
representatives of Green Movements (for example, «Greenpeace») are willing to do what that takes
to protect green belts from deforestation, and vegetarians and animal-rights group take the most
extreme measures on animal protection and fight for animal rights to be almost equal to human ones.
Virtually, it is very difficult to find Intellect signs, which dispose to the search of rational compromise
and common sense, in any of these manifestations, when there are certain variants of protoformal
altruism. This clearly shows the absence in such Focus Dynamics sorts of lluuvvumic trends and
continuous refocusing to some of protoformal development Directions. By the way, exactly this
Mechanism of the strong inter-influence (through availability of the common karmic Channels)
between Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of radically differing among each other differentprotoformal Self-Consciousnesses Forms serves as basis of duvuyllerrt transition of one STC groups
(for example human) to other animal STC groups.
3.0990.   

So, all this indicates that SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU is the Sphere of resonational interaction
of different-type SLUI-SLUU-Creators and Form-Creators, Who reflect by different degree with
own ethereal and focal Configurations typical signs of some background to our Synthesis Scheme
OO-UU-Entities in «person’s» Focus Dynamics. Actively using animal, vegetable, and mineral SelfConsciousnesses Forms, they aim via Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all multitude of absensive
biological NUU-VVU-Form-Types at introducing into peculiar to them Self-Knowledge process of
completely new to them psychic relations, sensuous sensations and experience, which in general —
because of the difference in Synthesis Schemes — are not peculiar to representatives of Collective
Cosmic Intelligences of LLAISSMMA-A (animals), SSAALM-MAA (vegetables), and OOLLM-MAA
(substances and minerals).
3.0991.   

Due to amplificational influence of Creators-Curators of AIGLLILLIAA- and ORLAAKTORIissiidi, Who initiate and stimulate specific creativity of all PLIISSMA- and GROOMPF-Entities of
Forms of INGLIMILISSA- and ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi, these SLUI-SLUU sequentially embrace more
ampliative interconnections, sensuous experience, and emotions Levels typical to human community.
This in turn (in the way of synthesized Experience) informationally promotes processes of deepening
and extending of Focus Dynamics spectrum between Self-Consciousnesses Forms of people, higher
order animals, vegetables, and minerals.
3.0992.   

In this regard, I would also like to draw your attention to the more and more spreading
today in medical community practice of transplanting to the ill people of the organs of not only «dead»
or healthy people, but also of separate types of genetically close or inbreeding-like (obtained through
close-relative specimen interbreeding) animals. As you already know, Focus Dynamics of FormCreators of any Self-Consciousness Form in this manifestation diapason has been informationally
supported due to the presence of such fundamental phenomena as atomic, molecular, and cell memory
types, which inter-organize between each other into the whole diversity of protoformal FormTypes specified by each individual’s genotype. Meaning, such Forms of Collective Consciousness as
«organs» consisting of «cells» represent on genetic level active conductors of energy-informational
force interactions of the definite diapason of Creative Activity of CCIs of some animal Proto-Forms
or human being.
3.0993.   

Bio-Creators’ functional activity of any internal, in each particular case, appears to be the
specific «innervation zone» of realization of some particular functions and has been resonationally
«projected» to the corresponding part of slloogrent focal Configuration of Form-Matter of this
dimension diapason by means of powerful Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of these or those of
IISSIIDI-Centers reflecting certain typical signs of separate SLUI-SLUU-Creators, Who specifically
realize via f-Configuration of this Self-Consciousness Form. While giving too much of attention to
the brain and central nervous system activity, scientists (owing to yet the strongest discreteness of
our Self-Consciousness conditioned, in particular, by the narrow intra-professional differentiation
on studying the «separate» human body parts) often overlook extremely important activity to the
qualitative NUU-VVU-Form-Types realization of other organs and systems of biological organism.
Without this realization, psychic and «physical» Form existence quite often becomes either impossible
or strongly restricted.
3.0994.   

For example, heart bio-Creators provide continuous generation of electromagnetic
Fields-Consciousnesses with specific, peculiar only to this internal organ, focal Configurations,
which Energy-Potential by its power is 7000 times higher than magnetic Fields-Consciousnesses
generated by the «brain» bio-Creators. Owing to that, they can deliver Information translated to
them by gene Form-Creators literally to every cell of the biological organism. Besides, many other
biological Self-Consciousnesses Forms actively realize directly through them. They are hormones
and neurotransmitters («stimulation» or «inhibition» processes in «the nerve cells»), which establish
among heart and brain bio-Creators direct neuro-chemical, electric-chemical, and ethereal ways of
communication.
3.0995.   

Specific SFUURMM-Forms (or rather, peculiar to them ethereal interconnections!), while
being continuously formed through the brain nerve activity and corrected by Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of the definite IISSIIDI-Centers, have been translated via these communicational
interconnections — at focusing in biological part of Form-Types of this given rotational Cycle —
to the structures of the heart «cell memory» and preserved in them as the broad database about all
psycho-biological features of that «person,» to which organism this internal belongs. The example
is the phenomenon of neuropathic or «phantom» pains, when amputated body part continues to be
felt or to ache, because nerve cells keeping once acquired information about pain symptomatology
continue in particular cases to transmit these signals to the brain bio-Creators even after amputation.
3.0996.   

I would add that the most active role in implementation of this process in organism is
played by the spinal cord bio-Creators, in particular, bio-Creators of the dimethylsphingosine
metabolite — intermediate biochemical reactions product (of synthesis and decomposition of
sphingomyelin phospholipid, which is a part of the cell membranes and is directly involved in the «cell
memory» correction). When a failure in the interconnections between Form-Creators of the SCN9A
gene and bio-Creators of the corresponding brain sections happens (as a result of the experienced
stress, neurosis, tumor), the latter cannot distinguish information about some body part loss and do
not execute abruptation in proper time (which is the existing interconnections rupture, the former
interaction type cessation), but continue to activate those neurons chains, which are responsible for
the work of already non-existing limbs or body parts. Dimethylsphingosine metabolite is generated
in the spinal cord as the response on raised inconsistence in interconnections among gene FormCreators and brain bio-Creators. Owing to that, it appears to be «the initiator» of not only phantom,
but also of so called neuropathic pains. Besides, it also takes part in much more complicated biochemical reactions, which decode refocusing process.
3.0997.   

Since all psycho-mental filling of every «person» realized via physiological (neuronal)
interconnections between Focus Dynamics of gene Form-Creators of different Proto-Forms is
provided via ethereal Configurations of not only the lowest karmic Channels, but also of the rest
of DUU-LLI of the first pair of IISSIIDI-Centers (and of the 1–6th DUU-LLI of the second pair for
developed «persons»), the recipient in addition will inherit some part of peculiar to them ethereal
interconnections between Form-Creators of donor’s Self-Consciousness Form at transplanted organ
successful naturalizing. These interconnections even after transplantation to the new organism
continue to actively interact between each other in many other scenarios, where other donor’s
«personal» Interpretations are still alive and develop in accordance with peculiar to them Interests.
Thus, having not lost their activity even a bit, donor’s Form-Creators and bio-Creators start to
3.0998.   

persistently influence and correct in the ill person’s brain already acquired neuronal interaction
chains imposing on their bio-Creators own variants of choices.
If recipient neuronal system bio-Creators are not able to suppress translational activity
of the donor organ Collective Consciousness’s bio-Creators, Who continue to generate in the
corresponding sections of the new «owner’s» brain peculiar to them SFUURMM-Forms, then such
«person» will soon be able to radically change not only own previous common habits and professional
skills, but even to noticeably change psychically — in creative views, political convictions, spiritual
development directions, and so on, reflecting in this way the world outlook peculiar to the donor.
Once alien trends and SFUURMM-Forms prove to be in bio-Creators’ Focus Dynamics stronger than
some of neuronal chains available in the brain, their change happens with the lapse of time. As a result,
not only recipient’s former line of behavior can change dramatically, but radical revision of former
interests, priorities of values will occur, which will influence at the unconscious Perception level on
their habits, character, trends and even on individual facial features, biological body constitution while
«interposing» in mysterious way some of the donor’s characteristic signs to existing f-Configuration.
3.0999.   

This refers not only to the heart or its separate valves bio-Creators, but also to bio-Creators
of other essentially important internals (cells, tissues, lungs, liver, kidneys, spleen, gastrointestinal
tract, ductless glands, and others), via specific f-Configurations of Collective Consciousnesses’ Forms
of which Form-Creators of different IISSIIDI-Centers realize their Focus Dynamics in peculiar only
to them sensation, thinking, and physical activity diapasons of every particular «person» (including
his/her inclination to goodwill or to increased aggressiveness, sympathy and antipathy, attachments
and propensities, common habits, creative skills, and much more). For example, when a donor occurs
to be suicide, violator, recidivist, or executed killer, then some of the more active and peculiar to his/
her way of life trends, psychic reactions, aspirations, and views could become to recipients almost
insuperable phobias and complexes, which will strongly interfere via specific SFUURMM-Forms of
the donor’s subterransive ODS to the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the ill person’s Self-Consciousness.
3.1000.   

If the donor is an animal, in many cases some part of peculiar to its genotype interconnections with Form-Creators of its other «personal» Interpretations, Who continue their existence
in other development scenarios, also can via different-protoformal Configurations of the common
to all Form-Types 1–8th DUU-LLI of the first IISSIIDI-Centers’ pair influence more or less actively on Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the lowest Self-Consciousness Levels of «person» who
had surgery. These interconnections realize in this way abilities laid into our absensive biological
Form-Types for joint creative interaction between Form-Creators of SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU (and
LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU) and Form-Creators of animal Self-Consciousnesses Forms (LLAISSMMA-A)
diffuzgent with regards to our Synthesis Scheme. On the gene level this process of different-protoformal energy-informational inter-exchange is supplied by availability in the DNA structures of every biological Self-Consciousness’s Proto-Form of the common to them set of gene Form-Creators,
f-Configurations of Whom structure diversive, or so called «junk» part of every genotype.
3.1001.   

One should also note that all bio- and Form-Creators of astroplasmic lutal temporal ethereal constituent have been actively involved not only in the processes of life activity of every human
3.1002.   

«person» and of all their internal organs and systems functioning, but also serve as powerful factor
providing self-survival of all human population as intelligent species in order to let NUU-VVU-FormTypes, along with rising ampliativeness of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousness’s Form-Creators,
to keep stable ability to continuous self-reproduction and to have in diverse manifestation regimes
assured opportunities to recreation of similar geno- and phenotype. This process largely depends on
availability in the general human database (DNA) of some kind of different-protoformal interconnections, through which all possible Experience of the total co-existence resonationally translates
to Focus Dynamics of every Self-Consciousness Form. This Experience has been simultaneously
synthesized by all diversity of diffuzgent Self-Consciousnesses Forms in different STC groups and in
different Time Flows.
Exactly different-protoformal Form-Creators of human realizational astro-and mentoplasmic lutal Temporal ethereal constituents, peculiar also to our, and to humanoid, and to many
other Self-Consciousnesses Forms of animal CCIs, bring to Focus Dynamics of our UU-L-SVUUVVU those powerful trends and abilities to survival, self-preservation, and reproduction of own
kind, which inevitably weaken at too intensive displacement of FCA and CAF to the more ampliative
Self-Consciousness Levels.
3.1003.   

When activity of these — «imperfect» from our standpoint — Form-Creators is considerably decreased in Focus Dynamics at its reaching the most ampliative to biological Existence Levels
of «personal» Self-Consciousness, then gene Form-Creators of the more qualitative Levels start more
and more actively to join in the process of amplificational development of subterransive rotational Cycle directing refocusing trends of this given «person» to Creativity Spheres of «bioplasmic»
variants of his/her focal NUU-VVU-Configurations, where processes of human Self-Consciousnesses
Forms self-reproduction and life support are resolved already in a completely different way with the
help of invaderental joint activity of SLUI-SLUU of karmic Channels of the second IISSIIDI-Centers
pair and of resonationally corresponding to them Form-Creators -Curators.
3.1004.   

Depliative SFUURMM-Forms of SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU are the most active informational base for life creativity Sphere in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of biological types of human Collective Consciousnesses of all number of diverse tribes and populations with primitive-communal Living arrangements and domination of low-sensuous perception over intellect, which has been hardly
awakening in their Form-Types’ Self-Consciousness. Not only weakly developed people, but also
higher animals most representatives, which simultaneously with us are manifested in conditions of
this dimension diapason, interact among each other on so low-organized level via f-Configurations
of 1–8th karmic Channels. SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU is mostly active in those of absensive biological
NUU-VVU-Form-Types, which we relate to «primitive» or «cave» people.
3.1005.   

Aborigines and representatives of different tribes with established communal Living arrangements interact with each other in the primitive manner just described; all possible sex maniacs,
bloodthirsty violators, and religious fans, and also people who are not used to think, who mostly
trust their self-preservation instinct and animalistic impulse, draw their narrow limited «inspiration»
among SFUURMM-Forms of this TEC. Because of this, their psychics is often brought to the specific
negative state of «temporary insanity.»
3.1006.   

Taking this into account, we can say that all Conceptions, which are invariably related with
something unpleasant and terrifying, brutal, and cruel, lustful and aggressive, and are also associated
with in no way predictable instinctive behavior peculiar to yet undeveloped «half-human-half-animal,» rather than to «homo sapiens,» could be attributed to associative sphere of the surrounding
reality via unconscious Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators Who resonate with astroplasmic lutal
temporal ethereal constituent. Both lutal TEC-structures of Self-Consciousness of NUU-VVU-FormTypes (astral and mental ones) serve to people as mechanisms of low psycho-emotional and mental
egoistic realizations with the aim of acquiring profound Experience of the joint co-existence of SLUISLUU-Creators and Form-Creators of all multitude of different-protoformal Synthesis Schemes, Who
actively achieve self-knowledge in the lowest Levels of invaderental manifestation of OO-UU ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom Aspects.
3.1007.   

Chapter 7. Mental-plasmic lutal temporal ethereal constituent of NUU-VVU-FormTypes FDTS (LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU)
As I have underscored before, LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU Creators along with SVUULLMIISVUU-VVU Creators do not have opportunities of segreksal (isolated, autonomous) realization in
Worlds’ Form-systems, though they are able to resonationally manifest peculiar to them ethereal
Information only ambigulyarly that is, reciprocally, concatenationally «impregnating» (synthesizing)
to their mentoplasmic interconnections (ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) the most covarllert combinations of sub-Aspects or Aspects of astroplasmic ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom OO-UU-Dominant.
3.1008.   

therefore, the most appropriate statement is that ethereal Configuration of this lowest
ethereal constituent typical to all biological NUU-VVU-Form-Types analogs without exception, being
structured by SLUI-SLUU-Creators of the 12 karmic Channels of ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi, serves just
as a part of the general Mechanism of the Synthesis of Fields-Consciousnesses of MENTAL-Plasma
and of the Process of their joint exhiberation in Space-Time via this given Synthesis Scheme conditions. The second part of this process has been provided by SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU SLUI-SLUUCreators Who realize via 12 karmic Channels of INGLIMILISSA-Iissiidi.
3.1009.   

I draw your attention once more to the fact that neither LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU, nor
SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU are «the bodies» (in the ordinary sense), because they execute in the structures of Self-Consciousness of any «person» only informationally providing functions combining
by the resonational feature focal Configurations of Form-Creators and ethereal Configurations of
SLUI-SLUU-Creators. As a result, narrow specific focal-ethereal (that is, energy-informational) combination has been generated, which is represented in Worlds’ Form-system by Focus Dynamics, and
in subterransive ODS by Focus of Dual Reflection.
3.1010.   

Naturally, it would be more correct for you to imagine this process in the following way.
Once SLUI-SLUU-Creators obtain resonational eglleroliftive initiation owing to additional quantum of decoherent Energy, they contegerently translate peculiar to them «projections» (SFUURMM3.1011.   

Forms) to the Macrocosmos Focus Dynamics sort of subjectively «turning» (but only for us, for our
subjective Perception!) from Info-Creators to Form-Creators (actually, they do not change in any
way at that neither by own Essence, nor by own Form!).
You focus in the lowest sub-Levels and Levels of Creative Activity of depliative LUUDMIISVUU-VVU SFUURMM-Forms during your manifestation of clear signs of irreconcilable ambitious
persistence and arrogance, when ineradicable craving for proving something to someone darkens
both mind and elementary logics, bringing out your Focus of Close Attention to that part of Self-Consciousness where unpredictable impulsiveness dominates peculiar to the deepest egocentrism or aggressive, unshakable fanaticism.
3.1012.   

All possible ways of own inane «recklessness,» irreconcilability, willingness «to go all the
way,» whatever it takes for you or anyone else, accepting any victims for the sake of certain temporary personal results, for the sake of proving own physical, social, material, spiritual, or any other
superiority, which choses power methods of settling disputes — all of this represents evidences of the
strong activity in «person» Focus Dynamics of primitive LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU SFUURMM-Forms
realizing in implacable straightforwardness and insuperable harshness, in infinite stupidity, unconsciousness and unpredictability, which are not peculiar to developed individual, but very typical to
illogical and primitive animal behavior.
3.1013.   

While the SFUURMM-Forms signs of astroplasmic lutal TEC are unbridled, thoughtless,
and blind passion, irrepressible emotionality unconsciously turning in Focus Dynamics to unrealized by «person» aggressiveness, or to unruly and unpredictable euphoria, then mental-plasmic lutal
TEC SFUURMM-Forms manifest mostly signs of primitive instinctive deliberativeness, elementary
mentality, which allow resonating with them Form-Creators to become actively and purposefully
convinced in realizations of their powerful egocentric passions and unbridled Desires.
3.1014.   

The process of synthetic interaction between SLUI-SLUU- and Form-Creators is implemented in the first six karmic Channels of both IISSIIDI-Centers very hardly perceptibly, in a transient way, polymorphously, and multidirectionally (from our focus-dynamic and intra-scheme-synthetic standpoint) owing to domination in their joint Focus Dynamics (FCA + FDR) of all possible
and insufficiently covarllert between each other internous («internal») sub-…-sub-Aspect interconnections by each of invaderental to this Synthesis Scheme OO-UU-Entities. Therefore, clear (to us!)
signs of elementary rational interaction between Form-Creators of these Dominants are very hard to
detect and trace in Focus Dynamics of the most primitive humankind part representatives (although,
they, undoubtedly, exist!).
3.1015.   

Although, starting from 7–8th joint DUU-LLI (to 2.0 dimension), the results of similar combined interconnections begin to reflect more and more in mental-emotional activity of undeveloped
people and in their impulsive choices. For example, «persons» with elevated activity in Focus Dynamics of specific SFUURMM-Forms of 7–8th karmic Channels already manifest typical striving for
less egocentric feeling-sexual relations. Although disorganization and peculiar to animals gregariousness are in the process of their forming yet determining factors, and occasional gleams of deliberativeness manifest yet very primitively — as cunning, which reinforces instinctive feeling of survival
and self-preservation at any cost.
3.1016.   

And only successive connecting to undeveloped individual’s Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of 9–10th DUU-LLI wakens in their Self-Consciousness elementary need for manifestation with
respect to people (including sexual partners) of timid altruistic choices and unconscious facts of
self-sacrifice and gradually forms in the Perception system of such «person» intuitive desire for
maintaining connections with the only sexual partner (which is peculiar not only to developed people, but also to many higher animals).
3.1017.   

That is, starting from these interconnections Levels (to 3.0 dimension), not only intra-Qualitative sub-Aspect and inter-Aspect trends begin gradually to implement among Form-Creators of
both Dominants, but also much more compound process activates — inter-Qualitative Synthesis between two-invaderental (meaning, different-dominant) Aspects, which brings to behavior and psychics of people’s «interpersonal» relations more clear signs of thinking logics and own choices analysis. Thus, this becomes the reason for more stable influence on their Focus Dynamics of such factors
as mental deliberativeness (rudimentary egoistic mind) and vital ordering (psychic steadiness).
3.1018.   

At this stage of development a trend to separation in «person» Self-Consciousness of all
constituents of his/her environment on «mine» and «not mine» manifests most actively (besides,
«not mine» can potentially become mine when I take all necessary efforts for this). Passion and unrestrained urge towards possessing something are the main activity signs in «person» Focus Dynamics
of depliative SVUULL-VVU-conglomerates of LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU.
3.1019.   

While doing very simple, yet painstaking and scrupulous work, which does not require
your skills to challenging abstracting and anticipation of the future trends of the mental activity
carried out by you, you also automatically activate in your Self-Consciousness SFUURMM-Forms of
«the upper» creative diapasons of LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU (10–12th DUU-LLI), which structure depliative part of space-time structures of STROOLLGORF-ASSFOLLFORDTS-UOLDMII-I-Level of Mental Plan-Overtone (from +4th — through 0.0 — to -4th dimension). Besides, ampliative part of this
Plan-Overtone has been formed by slloogrent Focus Dynamics of causal Form-Creators -Curators
of the three «lowest» Levels of the second pair of IISSIIDI-Centers (kroydls and aossoons), which organize focal-ethereal interconnections of 1–8th karmic Channels of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA.
3.1020.   

Chapter 8. Other ampliative Bodies and Forms of the LLUU-VVU-Entity

Astroplasmic Christal Planetary Body of NUU-VVU-Form-Types of FDTS
(STOOLLMII-SVUU-VVU)
This is one of the first resonational pair of «functional bodies» of simultaneously-multipolarizational exhiberation of FDTS of NUU-VVU-Form-Types, which focal Configurations are
structured by Self-Consciousnesses Form-Creators Who are actively and steadily occupied in the
3.1021.   

peculiar only to human being (in this given s-Reality type of GREIYSLIISS Planetary Entity!) intellectual-altruistic creative work. It is level-by-level accomplished in PROOFF-RRU Collective Cosmic
Intelligence (this biological humankind variety) in the Process of inertial Synthesis of this pair of
invaderental OO-UU-Entities.
Initiation to STOOLLMII-SVUU-VVU Form-Creators 's exhiberation in peculiar to them
regimes is accomplished by SLUI-SLUU-Creators of 1–12th karmic Channels of AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi.
The main sign of their Creative Activity in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of diverse biological,
«bioplasmic,» flaks, and vuolds analogs of NUU-VVU-Types of FDTS (from different-protoformal development Directions) is activity in it of those subjective Conceptions, which most of developed people realize via such notion as Love (with the capital letter). Let me remind you that the true sense of
this word completely excludes the presence of any «personal» egoistic-possessive realizations (jealousy, envy, hatred, and others).
3.1022.   

What is the difference between realization Mechanism of astral-mental christal TECs pair,
which synthesize so called «exhiberational body,» and manifestation Mechanism of astral-mental
lutal TECs first pair, which synthesize Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Form-Differentiating
Temporal Shell (FDTS)?
3.1023.   

Firstly, absence of selfishness and aggressiveness in SFUURMM-Forms of both christal
constituents, and absence of trends to sexual activity indicates that these ethereal structures already
do not have direct relation to biological way of human reproduction. Hence, they are created to replace these functions in Focus Dynamics of «bioplasmic» analogs of our NUU-VVU-Form-Types,
which using own ampliative skills and broad opportunities of more qualitative human STCs are capable of recreating human population already not with the help of biological reproductive organs, but
through purposeful incrementation (development, definite features recreation) of seklyustsells (stem
cells «plasmic» analogs).
3.1024.   

Secondly, Focuses of Dual Reflection of SLUI-SLUU-Creators of the first pair are organized in the diapason from 2.75 to 3.75 dimension, whereas Creative Activity of SLUI-SLUU-Creators
providing this exhiberational body functions reflects in the much more broad manifestation spectrum through Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators in the more ampliative dimension Levels — from
2.5 to 6.0. In this connection, exhiberation in the 2.5 to 4.0 dimension diapason is realized not in
common conditions, but via expiative f-Configurations synthesized already not by Form-Creators
of the IISSIIDI-Centers first pair, but via observative (supervising) Creators-Curators of the second
pair — kroydls and aossoons (1–8th DUU-LLI). Therefore, they are free from importunate activity of
SVUULL-VVU-conglomerates and from any depliative (to this diapason) SFUURMM-Forms.
3.1025.   

Thus, we can say that the first focal-ethereal pair (lutal TECs) represent in Space-Time
depliative variant of Form-Creators ’s lluuvvumic exhiberation, while the second pair (christal TECs)
are ampliative variant of this Process examined by us in these particular conditions.
3.1026.   

these two christal TECs varieties are called «Planetary» ones, because peculiar to them exhiberation Mechanisms of all possible NUU-VVU-Form-Types of FDTS are adjusted only to narrow
3.1027.   

specific Synthesis conditions typical to the definite (to 6.0 lluuvvumic dimension) Spheres of realizational Creativity (Globes) of GREIYSLIISS Planetary Entity. The further refocusings process (from
6.0 to 9.0 dimension) of Form-Creators of even more amplificational LLUU-VVU-Configurations
(FOOLL-ORFROVT-Forms) is accomplished in narrow specific realization regimes of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of SLIIMPFLIISS Planetary Entity (Physical Globus — Venus) CCIs, where
focal-ethereal interconnections of so called the LLUU-VVU-Entity «equally-synthesized» State —
NIISSLII-SLII-VVU (Transmutational Plan-Overtone — from +9th — through 0.0 — to -9th dimension,
SSAASSFATI-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels + ULGLUU-Iissiidi 1–12th Channels) are the base of exhiberational Mechanism.
Such — equally synthesized in lluuvvumic birvulyarity type with all possible protoformal
development Directions — Self-Consciousness States cannot be reached by Form-Creators in the
corresponding GREIYSLIISS Creativity Sphere, because activity of appropriate signs of lluuvvumic
birvulyarity type in the mentioned manifestation regime (from 6.0 to 9.0 dimension) of our Planetary Entity either does not have opportunity for exhiberation, or manifests only indirectly (through
other Synthesis Schemes).
3.1028.   

That is, in the next megadimensional diapason, f-Configurations of vuolds Self-Consciousnesses Forms of some of different-protoformal Directions (sub-sorts and sorts) of LLUU-VVU-Form
possible development, which correspond in varying degrees to amplificational Purposes and Tasks
of GREIYSLIISS Form-Creators ’s Focus Dynamics, acquire ability to manifest in the given Creativity
Sphere via f-Configurations of Form-Creators of the more ampliative Levels. Whereas further development of lluuvvumic birvulyarity type Form-Creators (as well as Form-Creators of many deeply
connected with this type near-lluuvvumic Synthesis Schemes) require completely different conditions structured by absolutely different focal-ethereal interconnections. Exactly these conditions in
6–9-dimensional megadiapason belong to Focus Dynamics of SLIIMPFLIISS-Entity Form-Creators .
3.1029.   

I also add that SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to ethereal Configuration of examined by us
exhiberational body permanently activate in «person» typical signs of altruism, high sensuality,
heartfulness, cordiality, friendliness, mercy, empathy, and loving-kindness, which initiate during his/
her making decisions processes trend to understanding, self-derogation, meekness, tolerance, and
self-sacrifice. Such «persons» have a lively interest at their life creativity not only in the Love theme
and friendly relations among people, but also do their best for responsible and unconditional Spiritual Serve to people, for ampliative interconnections real strengthening both among all nations and
peoples of our Planet and among all cosmic civilizations.
3.1030.   

Mentoplasmic Christal Planetary Body of NUU-VVU-Form-Types of FDTS
(UOLDMII-SLII-VVU)
This exhiberational body Information, along with STOOLLMII-SVUU-VVU, is also activated
in Focus Dynamics of biological, «bioplasmic,» flaks, and vuolds Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-FormTypes of FDTS (kroydls and aossoons, orlaaktors and aaygllaamans). Though this occurs not via Univer3.1031.   

sal Multipolarized Impulse (UMPI) of FLUU-VVU-doubles of AAIIGLA-MAA-Creators, but via resonational Creative Activity of ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi 1–12th karmic Channels’ KLOORTM-Creators (and their
SFUURMM-Forms). By means of energy-informational structures provided with UOLDMII-SLII-VVU,
Form-Creators have all opportunities for organization and realization of their mental creativity in the
cumulative Self-Consciousness system of NUU-VVU-Form-Types manifested in this Energy-Plasma
megadiapason (to 6.0 dimension), and also for active participation in the processes of concatenational and different-Qualitative Synthesis of the first four (out of eight!) lluuvvumic OO-UU-Dominants
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity + ALL-Integrity).
The fact of disclosure and activation in «person» Focus Dynamics of stable Creative Activity of SLUI-SLUU-Creators of mentoplasmic exhiberational body, which represents slloogrent ethereal-focal structure of Integral Cosmic Body of Human (SSLUU-L-LUU), indicates the high degree
of activity in psycho-mental creativity of this «person» of SFUURMM-Forms of highly-vibrational
altruistic sensuousness and strongly developed Intellect already free from roughly egoistic trends.
3.1032.   

Typical individual’s psycho-mental behavior features indicating activation of both exhiberal bodies synthetic signs in Focus Dynamics of his/her Self-Consciousness Form Form-Creators
are his/her stable demonstration of the high degree of personal Immunitant Responsibility and natural to him/her necessity to self-actualization via self-sacrifice acts. Availability of these characteristic
signs of lluuvvumicality in «person» Focus Dynamics stimulates in his/her Perception system manifestation of the highest, already never disappearing and ineradicable aspiration to Spiritual Service
to EVERYTHING. This completely excludes opportunities of whatever realization of any egoism signs
in all his/her Self-Consciousness intellectual-emotional manifestations.
3.1033.   

So far, Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of very, very few people (and even then,
quite unsteadily!) can access SFUURMM-Forms of these given Human Creativity Levels, since Focus
Dynamics of even the most «perfect» (by the «current» extremely subjective criteria!) «person» has
objective manifestation conditions in these human STC groups: the very strong factor of forming
refocusing trends is additional regular Form-Creators ’s necessity for alternating svilgs-spherational
perturbations (periodic change of background PCQs relative invaderentness) in Self-Consciousness
— in parallel with ampliative astro-mental activity — of SFUURMM-Forms, which support «person»
survival in the surrounding World and with this essential goal impose on Form-Creators ’s Focus
Dynamics trends to egoistic thinking, procreation, nutritional needs, self-defense, and so on.
3.1034.   

Thus, in conditions of these given s-Realities only «the lowest» of the main signs of
UOLDMII-SLII-VVU and STOOLLMII-SVUU-VVU ethereal-focal manifestation could be activated to
various degrees in Self-Consciousness structures for intellectual-altruistic realization in Focus Dynamics of the great thinkers, philosophers, true planetary Teachers, and generally recognized Spiritual Messiahs, Who actively and purposefully influence on the human Collective Consciousness Focus
Dynamics improvement processes and radically change its Paradigm on more ampliative one to this
Synthesis Scheme.
3.1035.   

For the present, the most stable and powerful source of plyurimusive SFUURMM-Forms
in these STC groups is the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY, which allows human brain bio-Creators to
3.1036.   

purposefully acquire — instead of already outdated depliative neuronal interconnections — completely new ampliative chains of high-vibrational psycho-mental activity, which allows Form-Creators of TEC-«unpackings» to become linked to plyurimusive SFUURMM-Forms of VEC (collective
Subconsciousness and Supraconsciousness).

Equally synthesized Equital LLUU-VVU-Form (NIISSLII-SLII)
It is activated in Self-Consciousness at availability of stable Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of NIISSLII-I-Levels of Transmutational Plan-Overtone (from +9.0 to -9.0 dimension), Who
synthesize with the help of SSOUISST- and UULDM-Entities (through SSAASSFATI- and ULGLUUIissiidi 1–12th Channels) Aspects of the following PCQs: ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence, ALL-Unity, ALL-Integrity, ALL-Aspiration, ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability, and
ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness. In fact, NIISSLII-SLII is the most amplificational Body out of all
possible variants of the LLUU-VVU-Entity slloogrent exhiberation, because its further eglleroliftive
«projections» already differ sufficiently by their structure from lluuvvumic birvulyarity type and after structuring SLIIMPFLIISS f-Configurations represent extsederic (transitional) Forms of the general Process of «reprojection» to the more universal type (later on, lluuvvumic type solvates, meaning,
sort of regularly «dissolves» with peculiar to it interconnections in goolgamaaaic type).
3.1037.   

Focal Configuration specifics of this realizational Form of Collective Cosmic Intelligences
manifested via Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the two Planetary Entities (GREIYSLIISS and
SLIIMPFLIISS) allows Its Form-Creators to concatenationally fulfill own eglleroliftive «reprojections»
process from «CC Cooperation» State to the next States more ampliative to lluuvvumic birvulyarity
type: «CC Activity,» «CC Resultativeness,» and finally «CC Completeness.» Looking slightly ahead,
I will notice that after reaching this State, Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of this TOO-UU-Entity,
having undergone particular eglleroliftive perturbations (in the diapason of 9–10th dimension this
is «CC Passivity,» in 10–11th dimension this is «CC Dissatisfaction,» in 11–12th dimension this is
«CC Harmonicity»), successively acquires many universal signs, the presence of which dramatically
deepens and broadens Sphere of Its Collective Creativity to the Level of realizational abilities of Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient.
3.1038.   

Consequently, equital LLUU-VVU-Form, having synthesized specific Experience of
Form-Creators of SLIIMPFLIISS-Entity CCI corresponding Levels, is configurationally and qualitatively already very strongly differ from the previous exhiberal bodies structuring NUU-VVU-FormTypes of LLUU-VVU-Form’s Form-Differentiating Temporal Shell (FDTS), not to mention both lutal
TECs, which signs combinations have become a part of much more complicated f-Configurations. In
outline, one can say that It does not have even a bit of common signs and resonational zones with
Creative Activity of SFUURMM-Forms of those Self-Consciousness Levels, which in your subjective
Conceptions are associated with such notion as «intelligent human activity.»
3.1039.   

In Its Form-Creators ’s Focus Dynamics something peculiar to us, or something typical
to Us as flaks and vuolds Form-Types of NUU-VVU-Form already in no way can reflect in specific
3.1040.   

and more universal manifestation conditions of 6–9th dimension via common and clear to us Conceptions about Human realizational Creativity possible variants. Therefore, trying to describe at least
somehow this part of Our «future» manifestations with the help of your now available SFUURMMForms absolutely does not make any sense.
The most important feature of this Process is that Focus Dynamics exhiberation Mechanism of NIISSLII-SLII-Creators of LLUU-VVU-Form in megadiapason from 6.0 to 9.0 dimension can
functionally manifest only in those narrow specific conditions, which are generated by Form-Creators of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of SLIIMPFLIISS TOO-UU-Entity (Physical Globus is Venus).
Though all energy-informational basis of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms of lluuvvumic birvulyarity is synthesized by GREIYSLIISS TOO-UU-Entity’s observative VUOLDS-Creators (sslaassfs
and gluurfs) in collective Subconsciousness and Supraconsciousness finitimus (boundary) Levels —
ilmofits and ekkdogruars (to 5.0 dimension, 1–3rd DUU-LLI), ukklofits and efflivgruars (to 5.5 dimension, 4–6th DUU-LLI), ssaulfits and ukkvummgruars (to 6.0 dimension, 7–8th DUU-LLI).
3.1041.   

Only after completing the given finitimus phase of this convergent Process, ulgluusses and
ssaassfats actively join in the LLUU-VVU-Entity Focus Dynamics for «Creative Cosmic Completeness»
State forming. The first ones are FOOLL-ORFROVT-Creators (grooffgruusts and nnuungsiddasts),
and behind them — OOFF-PRUUISS-Creators (froommgruusts and loungmaasts, vriivgruusts and
draarrgmaasts), Who duvuyllerrtly-concatenationally synthesize «CC Activity» and «CC Resultativeness» States. After that NIISSLII-IYMIYLL-Creators (mmaargmaasts and aargssruusts), structuring
with their focal Configurations ampliative Levels of SLIIMPFLIISS TOO-UU-Entity CCI’s slloogrent
Focus Dynamics, join in the LLUU-VVU-Entity Focus Dynamics to provide in It «CC Completeness»
State Synthesis. This is the last State, in which Form-Creators of LLUU-VVU-Form 8–9-dimensional
manifestation diapason still have opportunity to structure GREIYSLIISS Self-Consciousness Focus
Dynamics. Having «reprojected» own Focus Dynamics after that to «CC Passivity» 9–10-dimensional State, they conditionally sort of «abandon» Creativity Sphere of This Planetary Entity and come
under the strong influence of PROVOUDDSS («Uranus») Creativity Sphere specific features.
3.1042.   

Does conditional sort of «return» of Focus Dynamics of the LLUU-VVU-Entity Form-Creators to corresponding 9–10-dimensional Levels of GREIYSLIISS f-Configuration occur after completing all these amplificational processes? No, it does not: after accomplishing so complex humanational manipulations, LLUU-VVU-Form-Creators «forever» excurate (meaning, abandon, release) the
given Planetary Entity Self-Consciousness — Resonation Principle does not allow them to combine
in these manifestation Levels even with some particula of GREIYSLIISS slloogrent f-Configuration
because of the absence in It of corresponding signs combinations acquired by the LLUU-VVU-Entity
during Its realization in Focus Dynamics of SLIIMPFLIISS CCI Form-Creators . Finally, is it at all
possible to identify «newly-founded» TOO-UU-Entity with the LLUU-VVU-Entity after all these amplificational perturbations?
3.1043.   

I should note that, virtually, starting from tenth «lluuvvumic» dimension narrow specific
conditions, there is already not lluuvvumic, but another — more universal — birvulyarity type in
Space-Time skrruullerrt system, which I define as extsederic (meaning, transitional, intermediate)
type in lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic Direction. Therefore, we should consider from here not LLUU3.1044.   

VVU-Principle, but extselsive («the highest» to these dimensional conditions) Form of Its exhiberation — Focus Dynamics of AASMII-TOO-UU-Entity Form-Creators .

Balanced Extselsive Form of LLUU-VVU-Principle (AASMII-SLII-SUU)
The structure of slloogrent Dynamics of Creative Activity Focus of AASMII-SLII-SUUForm Collective Cosmic Intelligence is provided by ethereal-focal interconnections peculiar to
SLAA-SS-MII-Creators f-Configurations, Who are relatively stabilized and balanced in own realizational Creativity in universal SFUURMM-Forms of Causal Plan-Overtone KOARDDIIRFF-AASMII-ILevels (from +12th — through 0.0 — to -12th dimension). Focal Configuration of this TOO-UU-Entity
is composed of synthetic signs combinations generated into space-time structures by LOOMGD- and
GLOOGOLM-Creators through all Levels of OLGOOLLONI- and AANI-Iissiidi 1–12th karmic Channels.
3.1045.   

This Form of further LLUU-VVU-Principle amplificational exhiberation in goolgamaaaic
birvulyarity type is just only one of innumerable variants of concatenational realization of many different-protoformal Synthesis Schemes manifested simultaneously in general Space-Time slloogrentness via specific SLAA-SS-MII-Creators’ Focus Dynamics of all possible GREIYSLIISS and SLIIMPFLIISS
s-Realities. These Form-Creators actively realize via humanational properties of corresponding to
them Causal Plan-Overtone Levels and thus generate by own joint creative activity in 10–12th dimension conditions necessary opportunities for exhiberation in Space-Time of aasmiic Form of AIY-YYA
Collective Cosmic Intelligence.
3.1046.   

Although, prerequisites for implementation of this Process are provided due to successive
Focus Dynamics of AASMII-Form-Creators amplificational convergence to very specific ethereal-focal manifestation conditions (from 9.0 to 12.0 dimension), which are peculiar to Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of PROVOUDDSS (Physical Globus — Uranus) and VRAALSVISS (Physical Globus
— Chiron; Its orbit is located between Saturn and Uranus) Planetary Entities. Purposefully influencing on Focus Dynamics of LLOOFF-PEEPPT-Forms Form-Creators (9.0–10.0 dimension), Who stay
at «CC Passivity» State, PROVOUDDSS-Creators at first create conditions for manifestation in them
of invaderentness of the signs peculiar to ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness OO-UU-Entity, whereas
VRAALSVISS-Creators activate signs of ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability OO-UU-Entity.
3.1047.   

As the result of such simultaneous influence, the following amplificational State is initiated in 10.0–11.0-dimensional diapason in AASMII-Entity Focus Dynamics. It is «Creative Cosmic
Dissatisfaction» peculiar to lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic birvulyarity type AVVUUR-IISSMM-Creators
[…
(ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability) + ALL-Primordiality–
ALL-Initiality + ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability + ALLAspiration + ALL-Integrity + ALL-Unity + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence
…]. Concurrently generating in this State f-Configuration further invaderentness of the signs
of ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence (PROVOUDDSS-Creators) and ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness
(VRAALSVISS-Creators) OO-UU-Entities, the Highest AASMII-Creators attain «CC Harmonicity»
3.1048.   

State [… (ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence + ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness) + (ALL-Voidness–ALLVacuumness + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability) + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality + ALL-Knowledge–
ALL-Informedness + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability + ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Integrity + ALLUnity + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence
…] and in this way conclude
amplificational Cycle of their svilgs-spherational refocusings in conditions of Tertiary Energy-Plasma lluuvvumic, lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic, and goolgamaaaic birvulyarity types.
Of particular note is that fact that all SLAA-SS-MII-Creators’ Focus Dynamics structuring AASMII-Entity different-Qualitative Collective Cosmic Intelligences are not something
reconditive (separate, self-sufficient), but serve as general focal-ethereal base both to Causal Globes
of GREIYSLIISS (AMGLALAA) and SLIIMPFLIISS (OULLTMSS) CCIs realization, and to Causal Globes
of all other Planetary Entities, Which form Focus Dynamics of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of MAALLAAEntity — our Stellar AIILLIISS-Entity Causal Globus.
3.1049.   

Despite «CC Harmonicity» Universal Creative State jointly synthesized in this Cosmic Creativity Sphere by various Planetary Entities is typical to all Causal Globes, which structure AIILLIISS
Star CCI, there are essential distinctions in the causal interconnections Principles among Collective
Cosmic Intelligences of Each of Planetary Entities on the level of specific exhiberation of SFUURMMForms peculiar to them. This is explained by the fact that Form-Creators ’s Focus Dynamics of each
of 12 CAUSAL Levels is structured by Creative Activity of different-type Proto-Forms SFUURMMForms, which are in addition synthesized from different-Qualitative and different-dimensional Energy-Plasma Levels.
3.1050.   

Besides that, all karmic interconnections between LOOMGD-Creators (OLGOOLLONIIissiidi SLUI-SLUU) and GLOOGOLM-Creators (AANI-Iissiidi SLUI-SLUU) of this Stellar Entity various Planets are carried out by means of narrow specific interconnections peculiar to each of ethereal-focal UPDR-Flow variants, which simultaneously penetrate by themselves and form all types
of subjective Realities of Astral, Mental, and Causal Globes of these Planetary Entities. For example, AIILLIISS Causal Globus SFUURMM-Forms are produced in vibrations diapason of 9th Causal
Plan-Overtone — OOSLLLOOLLS (from ±9th — through 0.0 — to ±12th dimension), in particular,
by means of combined Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Its two sub-plans — IYY-KIRR-FLUYF
(from 0.0 to +12.0 dimension) and YYU-USS-FRUSS (from 0.0 to -12.0 dimension). This means the
only causal Form-Creators of such Planetary Entities as DROURRKHLASS («Kinyotta»), SLUUIISS
(«Proserpina»), VRAALSVISS («Chiron»), and STRIIYLLGSS («Jupiter»), can directly enter karmic interconnections with AIILLIISS Causal Creators.
3.1051.   

For example, ADD-MADD-FLUYF-Level Form-Creators organizing the highest AMGLALAA
GLEIIYO-Realities and providing all highest karmic interconnections between GREIYSLIISS Collective Cosmic Intelligences and other Planetary Entities CCIs can actively and directly enter karmic creative work only with resonationally corresponding to them PROVOUDDSS («Uranus») and
SLIIMPFLIISS («Venus») Karmo-Creators, because exactly these three Planets are connected between
Each Other by inter-Planetary karmic Channels system structured by covarllert combinations of
different-Qualitative signs. For the same reason LKHVAAYFFSS («Neptune») Karmo-Creators are
karmically connected with KROUVDSS («Mars») and GNUIYRRSS («Pluton») Karmo-Creators, and
3.1052.   

STRULLMSS («Mercury») Karmo-Creators constitute creative cosmic «pair» with KUULDVUDDSS

(«Saturn») Karmo-Creators.

SECTION ХІІ

Ethereal-focal structure of Plasmic Forces Diapasons

Chapter 1. Complex-Plans, Plan-Levels, Plan-Overtones, and interconnections
between them
Plasmic Forces Diapasons (TUU-LLT-TUU) or PFD are conditional subjective set of all
possible variants of humanational (we know nothing about propriusal Macrocosmos’s structure)
combinations of different-Qualitative focal-ethereal interconnections, which have been holochronely-simultaneously realized between Form-Creators and Info-Creators in slloogrent Focus Dynamics
of this given Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity (up to ±36.0 dimension) as the result of consummative
manifestation of Universal Plasmic-Differentiational Radiation (UPDR). PFD are those resonationally arranged interconnections, which simultaneously realize through Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of an infinite multitude of different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms. And they naturally generate in the Perception systems of these Forms all objective diversity of Form-structures, which
we have been subjectively interpreting as Worlds’ Form-systems, subjective Realities, space-time
Continuums, Conversums, and Universums. Ethereal component of PFD provides functioning of
all multitude of OLLAKT- and DRUOTMM-systems, FLUU-LUU-complexes and their amplificational
analogs.
3.1053.   

We will start to investigate these Diapasons and their depliative derivatives’ main varieties
not in usual to us manner of the subjective implementation of the whole Process of eglleroliftive Synthesis (from the most simple Schemes to the most complicated ones), but vice versa, in tendency of
qualitational part of simultaneous UPDR-Dynamics (Info-Creators) to lowering of subjectively perceptible by conditional Observer qualitativeness (simplification) of focal-ethereal interconnections
provided by them. We will follow the qualitative transgression of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators from the more amplificational Primary State to the less amplificational Secondary, Tertiary, and
Quaternary States of Energy-Plasma. And you have also to take into account that Diapasons, Com3.1054.   

plex-Plans, Plan-Levels, and Plan-Overtones examined by us demonstrate only definite part of possible options of these States. There is infinite multitude of intermediate interconnections’ «phases»
between them, which connect between each other States subjectively examined by us to the united
slloogrent Focus Dynamics of the 36-qualitative Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity.
Another very important question, which can cause you misunderstanding, is the presence
of the signs «+» and «-» at parameters of diapasons dimensions examined by us. I should mention
that this question is not only very important but also extremely complicated for detailed explanation,
because the signs used here have nothing to do with what usually has been meant (for example, positive and negative electric voltage variety; typical duality state). They reflect only some insignificant
part of subjective Conceptions people have nowadays about potential opportunities of the whole
multitude of diversities of simultaneously exhiberated Focus Dynamics of different-level and different-Qualitative Form-Creators to creative compatibility and focal collocation (or to non-compatibility and non-collocation) between each other in kind of «one and the same» diapasons dimensions.
The sense of these signs is mostly concerned with the presence of specific adversoppositional states
— catioleptic and anioleptic — in the simultaneously-slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators .
3.1055.   

these states are by no means associated with the objective Act of mercavgnation-consummatization of holochronely realized primogenitive Information State. They represent the result of
subjective inertial Processes, which are feature of any Focus Dynamics. Due to the presence of these
states specific Energy-Plasma’s focal Configurations and Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which have
been structured by them, are not able to occupy one and the same Space-Time’s «spot» but organize
different subjective Realities’ and STC groups’ types. These Configurations and Forms possess very
similar focal-ethereal parameters (meaning, they have formed kind of «one and the same» dimension), but they have been initiated to the «local» manifestation with different, in Essence, exhiberation Mechanisms (realization tendencies).
3.1056.   

these adversoppositional states do not exist in the holochrone Dynamics of United Instant
of Eternity when amitsissimal State of Information is replaced with primogenitive one. All created different-Qualitative dissonational states, which generate slloogrentness of Macrocosmos’s focal
Configuration, eglleroliftively-concatenationally «merge» to the most amplificational Configuration
with transition to the primogenitive SSS-State. But it is impossible not to take into account this issue
during examining of inertial Existence of any exhiberation range of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators .
3.1057.   

This question could be explained also by comparing all «moment-by-moment» variants of
multipolarized manifestation of Focus Dynamics of one «personality.» The closest variants at their
qualitativeness, which simultaneously realize through different development scenarios, have greater
opportunities for the mutual creative interaction. And at the same time in parallel with them such
partial variants have been formed, which have absolutely no opportunities to interact with each other. We should not forget about the fact that «time» difference between all these simultaneous variants
of slloogrent Focus Dynamics is just only one «quantum shift,» which has been realized literally in
one dimension diapason and has generated at that innumerable assembly of one «personality’s» different-qualitative Interpretations and of all possible variants of their development scenarios.
3.1058.   

Due to the presence of this different-qualitativeness, one and the same dimension diapason kind of subjectively «delaminated» to conditional universal Observer on two different and
absolutely incompatible to each other realization poles. Kind of «one and the same personality» — at
one and the same chronological time! — makes radically opposite choices. And completely different
subjective Realities and STC groups have been formed out of them. And it is exactly the presence of
such huge qualitative difference between FDs of one Self-Consciousness Form’s particular variants,
which dictates us necessity during examining of any dimension diapason to take into account simultaneous existence of «different-polar» variants in Space-Time's Form-structures.
3.1059.   

If to consider this multipolarizational Process from the standpoint of very limited opportunities of our Perception system, one can easily find out that every «personality» in one of
their simultaneous Existence’s variants in the same dimension diapason always has parallel variants,
which could be considered in accordance with their activity as opposite. Here «this» man is kind, and
«there» they are angry; here they love, and «there» they hate; here they are active in something, and
«there» they are passive, and vice versa. The same as mirror Stereo-Types, it is possible to subjectively
interpret known properties of Planets, Stars, Galaxies, Universes, and Macrocosmoses. Taking into
account all this I had to represent in any way these Multipolarization features of slloogrent Focus
Dynamics in each of its diapasons of multivariant exhiberation. The most simple and clear way to
make this for you was by using the signs «+» and «-.»
3.1060.   

I should note that active «retransmitting-transforming» function during the process of
generating Focus Dynamics of Collective Cosmic Intelligences in conditions of synthetic Levels of
exhiberation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCI of Tertiary Energy-Plasma has been provided by Creators-Astroids of Astral Plan-Overtone and Creators-Plasmoids of Mental Plan-Overton.
Exactly their mutual creativity in slloogrent FD of synthesizing Form-Creators of Tertiary Universal Creation actively supports illusional adversoppositional state, which allows us — as conditional
Observers! — to subjectively separate all Worlds’ Form-systems on the base of properties inherent
to them on catioleptic (GLEIIYO -dimensions, conditionally positive) and anioleptic (UDDVOO -dimensions, conditionally negative) — towards each other’s FDs! — qualitative states.
3.1061.   

To reach the goals, which will be set in the deep meditation on these specific and as yet
very hardly explainable notions, I offer you to consider the following Sorts of Creators-Astroids of
groollugorff Astral Plan-Overton:
3.1062.   

a) catioleptic Worlds’ Form-systems (GLEIIYO): SSMAALL-SRUU (from 0.0 to +12.0 dimensions);
IIFFS-SRUU (from 0.0 to +11.0 dimensions); LLOOFF-SRUU (from 0.0 to +10.0 dimensions);
AARGS-SRUU (from 0.0 to +9.0 dimensions);
b) anioleptic Worlds’ Form-systems (UDDVOO): MLAAMM-AA-RS (from 0.0 to -12.0 dimensions);
FRIIFF-II-RS (from 0.0 to -11.0 dimensions); FLOOFF-OO-RS (from 0.0 to -10.0 dimensions);
GRAASS-AA-RS (from 0.0 to -9.0 dimensions).
their Functioning is achieved in conditions of the full resonational accordance and consistency with activity of the following Creators-Plasmoids of vvuurlikht Mental Plan-Overton:
3.1063.   

a) catioleptic Worlds’ Form-systems (GLEIIYO): EMFFLII-MAA (from 0.0 to +12.0 dimensions);
ELGFFLUM-MAA (from 0.0 to +11.0 dimensions); KNUAKK-MAA (from 0.0 to +10.0 dimensions);
MMAARG-MAA (from 0.0 to +9.0 dimensions);
b) anioleptic Worlds’ Form-systems (UDDVOO): KNUAKK-MAA(from 0.0 to -12.0 dimensions);
FULL-LUU-MMA (from 0.0 to -11.0 dimensions); KANN-NAA-MMA (from 0.0 to -10.0 dimensions);
RAMM-MAA-MMA (from 0.0 to -9.0 dimensions).
Thus, by means of long and repeated deepest Meditations I have managed subjectively
to transgress general energy-informational Contents of Energy-Plasma, which has been manifested
in different conditions of 36-dimensional megadiapason, on the multitude of different-Qualitative
Levels of simultaneous exhiberation of Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs of
all birvulyarity types. They generate by inherent in them focal-ethereal interconnections each every
from the 12 conditional Inter-Universal Diapasons (TUU-LLT-TUU) of diffuzgent different-type Energy-Plasma, from the 12 Universal Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans (SSAA-SS-MM) of the Primary
E-P, from the 12 Universal Cosmic Plan-Levels (SSOULG-SS-ST) of the Secondary E-P, and from the
12 Universal Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses (IIY-UUSSM) of the Tertiary E-P. All these
Form-structures are listed below in the order of Qualitational expansion of the UPDR-Dynamics that
is, in the Direction of the qualitativeness lowering Vector (energy-informational capacity degree) of
the focal-ethereal interconnections, which structure them.
3.1064.   

Here one should mean by the word «Universal» not qualitativeness degree of this given
Form-structures, but only the fact that they represent a definite intermediate result of simultaneously-slloogrent creative realization of the Focus Dynamics of exactly our Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity
(but not of all multitude of other DDIIUYYI-Interpretations!), which has initiated their holochrone
exhiberation in different conditions of Space-Time. You should remember this issue, because in future I will use all PFD-terms without this important specification. As regards origin of the twelve
Inter-Universal Diapasons themselves, here one could reliably state only that they are regular consequence of transgressive realization of FD of 48-qualitative Universal IIYYYUULLSSMI — Entity and
its Highest Intelligence — AULMNIIYSS (the more universal analog of AYFAAR). Meaning, they represent all focal-ethereal basis for generating of absolutely all Form-structures of Primary, Secondary,
Tertiary and Quaternary States of Energy-Plasma (our DDIIUYYI-Entity!).
3.1065.   

PLASMIC FORCES DIAPASONS
TUU-LLT-TUU
(from +38.0 — +36.0 dimension — through Y-II-gradient — to -38.0 — -36.0 dimension):
1.1.  FLAAGG-TUU — Inter-Universal Ethereal Diapason
1.2.  YYYUU-LLTUYY-TUU — Inter-Universal Transforming Diapason
1.3.  MMII-LLTAALL-TUU — Inter-Universal Focusing Diapason
1.4.  UISTI-UU-TUU — Inter-Universal Cosmic Diapason
1.5.  VVA-OOL-TUU — Inter-Universal Atmic Diapason
1.6.  TROO-LLURT-TUU — Inter-Universal Disintegrational Diapason
1.7.  LLAA-GTUR-TUU — Inter-Universal Buddhic Diapason
1.8.  UU-SSVAA-TUU — Inter-Universal Inter-Galactic Diapason
1.9.  KKAA-LLDOOT-TUU — Inter-Universal Transmutational Diapason
1.10.  LMIILLGFLI-TUU — Inter-Universal Mental Diapason
1.11.  PLAVAFLAGMMA-A-TUU — Inter-Universal Astral Diapason
1.12.  FLUUFFLUUYF-TUU — Inter-Universal Causal Diapason

Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans
SSAA-SS-MM
(from +38.0 — +36.0 dimension — through Y-II-gradient — to -38.0 — -36.0 dimension):
2.1.  IIYY-YY-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Ethereal Complex-Plan
2.2.  LLOOUY-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Transforming Complex-Plan
2.3.  FAYTAA-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Focusing Complex-Plan
2.4.  PPUYYUU-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Cosmic Complex-Plan
2.5.  IIFFL-UUFF-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Harmonizing Complex-Plan
2.6.  DDLAARR-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Disintegrational Complex-Plan
2.7.  TTUUSSUYY-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Buddhic Complex-Plan (subterransively differentiates

on two Plan-Flows: Stabilizational and Transmutational, each one transforms to «self-dependent»
Complex-Plans)
2.8.  PAIMM-LLIFF-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Stabilizational Complex-Plan
2.9.  UUU-GUUYFFAA-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Transmutational Complex-Plan
2.10.  SSLUIYYUYY-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Mental Complex-Plan
2.11.  FLUYYULLYYUYY-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Astral Complex-Plan
2.12.  IYYEKHEFFEIYY-SS-MM — Inter-Galactic Causal Complex-Plan

Cosmic Plan-Levels
SSOULG-SS-ST
(from +26.0 — +24.0 dimension — through Y-II-gradient — to -26.0 — -24.0 dimension):
3.1.  OULLGNOO-SS-ST — Cosmic Ethereal Plan-Level
3.2.  SSMM-IIF-SS-ST — Cosmic Transforming Plan-Level
3.3.  PAIAA-YYT-SS-ST — Cosmic Focusing Plan-Level
3.4.  SSAASSIFF-SS-ST — Cosmic Disbalancing Plan-Level
3.5.  OOLUUGG-SS-ST — Cosmic Harmonizing Plan-Level
3.6.  OOIYL-OOR-SS-ST — Cosmic Disintegrational Plan-Level
3.7.  IUUYY-SS-ST — Cosmic Buddhic Plan-Level (subterransively differentiates on two Plano-

Rays: Stabilizational and Transmutational, each one transforms to «self-dependent» Plan-Levels)
3.8.  OOSLLLOOLL-SS-ST — Cosmic Stabilizational Plan-Level
3.9.  AAA-RRSS-FFAYRRA-SS-ST — Cosmic Transmutational Plan-Level
3.10.  ULLTUUR-SS-ST — Cosmic Mental Plan-Level
3.11.  STYUULLYYURSST-S-ST — Cosmic Astral Plan-Level
3.12.  DDKHVAAKHTVULSF-S-ST — Cosmic Causal Plan-Level

Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses
IIY-UUSSM
(from +14.0 — +12.0 dimension — through Y-II-gradient — to -14.0 — -12.0 dimension):
4.1.  UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I — Ethereal Plan-Overton
4.2.  OUIYY-UISTI-UU — Transforming Plan-Overton
4.3.  AOOUSSMM-GLLII-I — Focusing Plan-Overton
4.4.  SYYUUUY-UU — Disbalancing Plan-Overton
4.5.  INGSSMII-NAA — Disintegrational (Buddhi-Cosmic) Plan-Overton
4.6.  GLOOGSMII-NAA — Buddhic Plan-Overtone (subterransively differentiates on two Plan-

Overtones: Stabilizational and Transmutational)

4.7.  SSOOSSOOLMA-NAA — Stabilizational Plan-Overton
4.8.  NIISSLII-I — Transmutational Plan-Overton
4.9.  ASSFOLLFORDTS-UOLDMII-I — Mental Plan-Overton
4.10.  DLLAABLLA-SVUULLMII-I — Astral Plan-Overton
4.11.  KOARDDIIRFF-AASMII-I — Causal Plan-Overton
4.12.  TRUURRGURRDT-NUU — Physical Plan-Overton

therefore, we can see the following.
A) … … 1.1. Inter-Universal Ethereal Diapason 2.1. Inter-Galactic Ethereal ComplexPlan 3.1. Cosmic Ethereal Plan-Level 4.1. Ethereal Plan-Overtone … …
B) … … 1.2. Inter-Universal Transforming Diapason
Complex-Plan 3.2. Cosmic Transforming Plan-Level
… …
C) …
Plan

2.2. Inter-Galactic Transforming
4.2. Transforming Plan-Overtone

… 1.3. Inter-Universal Focusing Diapason 2.3. Inter-Galactic Focusing Complex3.3. Cosmic Focusing Plan-Level 4.3. Focusing Plan-Overtone … …

D) …
… 1.4. Inter-Universal Cosmic Diapason
2.4. Inter-Galactic Cosmic ComplexPlan 3.4. Cosmic Disbalancing Plan-Level 4.4. Disbalancing Plan-Overtone … …
E) … … 1.5. Inter-Universal Atmic Diapason 2.5. Inter-Galactic Harmonizing ComplexPlan 3.5. Cosmic Harmonizing Plan-Level 4.5. Disintegrational (Buddhi-Cosmic) PlanOvertone … …
F) … … 1.6. Inter-Universal Disintegrational Diapason 2.6. Inter-Galactic Disintegrational
Complex-Plan 3.6. Cosmic Disintegrational Plan-Level 4.6. Buddhic Plan-Overtone …
…
G) … … 1.7. Inter-Universal Buddhic Diapason 2.7. Inter-Galactic Buddhic ComplexPlan 3.7. Cosmic Buddhic Plan-Level 4.7. Stabilizational Plan-Overtone … …
H) … … 1.8. Inter-Universal Inter-Galactic Diapason 2.8. Inter-Galactic Stabilizational
Complex-Plan
3.8. Cosmic Stabilizational Plan-Level
4.8. Transmutational PlanOvertone … …
I) … … 1.9. Inter-Universal Transmutational Diapason 2.9. Inter-Galactic Transmutational
Complex-Plan
3.9. Cosmic Transmutational Plan-Level
4.9. Mental Plan-Overtone …
…
J) …
Plan

… 1.10. Inter-Universal Mental Diapason
2.10. Inter-Galactic Mental Complex3.10. Cosmic Mental Plan-Level 4.10. Astral Plan-Overtone … …

K) … … 1.11. Inter-Universal Astral Diapason 2.11. Inter-Galactic Astral Complex-Plan
3.11. Cosmic Astral Plan-Level 4.11. Causal Plan-Overtone … …
L) …
Plan

… 1.12. Inter-Universal Causal Diapason
2.12. Inter-Galactic Causal Complex3.12. Cosmic Causal Plan-Level 4.12. Physical Plan-Overtone … …

When you thoughtfully and carefully study above-listed Form-structures of Energy-Plasma, you will understand one very important feature of their slloogrent formation and interconnection. Basically, one can say that starting from the typical configurational altitudness (level spread
3.1066.   

state, a certain diapason-like state) of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Cosmic Complex-Plan
specific things take place in the Self-Consciousness of DDIIUYYI-Entity. They are the most ampliative subjective-subterransive reactions on «produced» to these Levels basic codings of Inter-Universal PFD, which transform in conditions of exhiberation of Plan-Levels and Plan-Overtones to the
more depliative tendencies. The task of these tendencies is to unbalance settled ethereal interconnections of PFD by means of qualitatively lowering them to the opportunities of FDs of Form-Creators
of different Perception Levels of Each of the infinite amount of ipsius (similar to «personalistic»)
DDIIUYYI-Entity Interpretations. This can be conditionally compared with the issue, when one and
the same Information has been differently interpreted by different people, which defines qualitativeness of subterransive choices of each of them.
Roughly the same happens in the Perception system of Each of the ipsius Interpretations
of our Universal Entity. While Each of them subterransively «unpack» ethereal «projections» of stable Inter-Universal SSNUUYLL-Forms, they resonationally react only on a certain — specifically limited by their ipsius Self-Consciousness (the Analog of «personalistic» Self-Consciousness) — part
of their slloogrent Configurations. Therefore, their slloogrent Contents has been simplified to the
qualitativeness of Conceptions characteristic to them (YYYUULLUYG-Forms, LLAASS-Forms, and
SFUURMM-Forms). Owing to such qualitational transgression, Every ipsius Interpretation uses to
reach their «current» realization in Creativity characteristic to them already not «initial» SSNUUYLLForms, but exactly those ones, which are defined only by their subjective Experience. That’s why
these configurational altitudness types are defined by me as disbalancing ones: their Form-structures
provide definite degree of breaking the steady balance of «initial» codings of Inter-Universal PFD in
subterransive Focus Dynamics of Each of ipsius Interpretations of 36-Qualitative Universal Entities.
3.1067.   

And this subterransive deformation of ampliative Information starts from the specific
Form-structures characteristic to altitudness of Cosmic Complex-Plan, which still continues to keep
Inter-Universal codings of Cosmic PFD. In Atmic PFD, which is the next in the order of the highest
covarllertness (meaning, It is «lower,» relatively «more depliative») to the Cosmic PFD, this Process of subjective deformation of ampliative Conceptions is aggravated even worse. As focal-ethereal interconnections have been simplified, Form-structures of Inter-Universal Atmic PFD transform to their more depliative variants — Harmonizing Complex-Plan, Harmonizing Plan-Level and
Disintegrational (Buddhi-Cosmic) Plan-Overton. Here depliative tendencies occur literally at once in
conditions of altitudness of Harmonizing K-P, which YYYUULLUYG- Forms structure Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of ipsius Self-Consciousness of DDIIUYYI-Entity.
3.1068.   

In conditions of exhiberation of Harmonizing Plan-Level of Secondary Energy-Plasma
these Conceptions are correspondingly leveled (brought to qualitative correspondence) with Energy-Plasma’s LLAASS-Forms. And after that, in specific conditions of Form-structures of Disintegrational Plan-Overtone subjective «decomposition» on constituent parts of more integrated ethereal
Configurations of LLAASS-Forms takes place. Those are already SFUURMM-Forms, which structure
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Tertiary Energy-Plasma.
3.1069.   

This Process of qualitative differentiation of UPDR-«projections» acquires even greater
«globality» and «proportion» due to the fact that the following Inter-Universal PFD — Disintegra3.1070.   

tional — is functionally supposed for generating the best conditions for subjective «disintegration»
of figmentative (unified, integrated in their slloogrent Essence) focal and ethereal Configurations on
constituent parts, and because this PFD actively promotes implementing of such Qualitational tendencies in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all possible Universal Entities. This given Disintegrational Mechanism penetrates through all Form-structures of Complex-Plans and Plan-Levels and
allows by that to manifest in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Every DDIIUYYI-Entity of unique features
of buddhic Form-Creators, which specialize purely on realization in Energy-Plasma of all possible
transgressive processes. Although, we will talk in detail about that a little bit later.
In addition, I will also say that Form-structures of transgressive variants of UPDR«projections» of all twelve Universal Diapasons are potentially represented in each of «local spots» of
subjective exhiberation of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of any Self-Consciousnesses Forms or
CCI. Specific features of the infinite multitude of these focal-ethereal projections create all diversity
of universal Creative Activity, which has been manifested by Form-Creators of our DDIIUYYI-Entity
through Its slloogrent Focus Dynamics.
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For example, ethereal «projections» of Inter-Universal slloogrently-diffuzgent Information diversify in specific conditions of exhiberation of Form-systems investigated by us in the following way. Ethereal SSNUUYLL-Forms of Inter-Universal Ethereal Diapason (FLAAGG-TUU) transgress
to ethereal YYYUULLUYG-Forms of Inter-Galactic Ethereal Complex-Plan (IIYY-YY-SS-MM), which
in turn transgress to LLAASS-Forms of Cosmic Ethereal Plan-Level (OULLGNOO-SS-ST) of the Secondary Energy-Plasma and manifest in Ethereal Plan-Overtone (UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I) of the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma in the way of all possible SFUURMM-Forms. In the same way UPDR-«projections»
of focal-ethereal interconnections also qualitatively diversify (with features characteristic to them!),
which are typical to Form-Creators of Form-structures of other eleven Inter-Universal PFD.
3.1072.   

When I use the term «Form» with respect to SFUURMM-Forms and their ampliative analogs, then you should not understand this as some Form-structure, because they are not. But I have
to use this word, because all these ethereal «projections» structure by information (supply) every focal
Configuration exactly at the moment of its exhiberation in the corresponding to it Space-Time conditions. These ethereal «projections» kind of «merge» with the Focus Dynamics, but, actually, they
just «ephemerally reflect» in it with definite part of their Essence! And then, each of these «projections» instantly has been provided by Form-Creators of the Perception system with some subjective
«expression Form.» And peculiar to it Information has been specifically expressed through this Form
in the current local exhiberation conditions (by means of Thought, Feeling, Intention, sound, action,
deed).
3.1073.   

Do not forget that «Form» is very relative notion. In one exhiberation conditions it has
an opportunity to exist and manifest itself somehow, but in other conditions it has not. For example,
some of SFUURMM-Forms in the usual to us «materialization» regimes can manifest only as invisible
to us Thoughts and Feelings. Whereas the same them in other regimes more actively and with kind of
more «saturation,» more «concentration» structure Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms
and therefore have much more propitious conditions for their «material» exhiberation. They virtually instantly transform from SFUURMM-Form to Self-Consciousness Form. From this point of view
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one can say that NUU-VVU-Forms focused by us now represent in this given subjective «materiality»
type depliative SFUURMM-Forms of the more ampliative our Form-Types, which we accept as the
most qualitative of our Thoughts and Feelings.
Also, I should mention that Inter-Universal Ethereal Diapason does not have Its own
Form-structure, though peculiar to It ethereal interconnections have been «projected» to all eleven
Inter-Universal Diapasons and by information structure Focus Dynamics of their Form-Creators .
No one from PFD could not realize Itself (as skrruullerrt system or Space-Time) without this issue.
Taking into account this circumstance, I consider necessary to underline its importance. And I’ve
separated It to the independent Ethereal Diapason. Though you should not forget about the fact
that peculiar to It ethereal Information has been just slloogrently «distributed» (through Ethereal
Complex-Plan, Plan-Level and Plan-Overton) by Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all other Diapasons.
3.1075.   

Since all these Form-structures have subterransive (that is, «individual») AIIYVVFFexpressions (Sound Cosmic Codes, or SCC), the opportunity of their conditional classification on
diapasons dimensions has appeared due to the deep insight by my Focus Dynamics to the Essence,
which constitutes them. This dimension is structured by focal-ethereal interconnections characteristic to the aiyyyaic birvulyarity type. This mans that interpretation of all possible heterogeneous (that
is, different-Qualitative) signs of every of the Levels examined here is subjective, but not objective,
because this process could really have been realized in Self-Consciousness of focused by Me human
«personality» starting just from those humanational premises, which are peculiar to the general —
for aiyyyaic birvulyarity type! — concatenational interconnections' sequence between Form- and
Info-Creators (lluuvvumic type
lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic
goolgamaaaic
ssmiiysmaaaic
tlaassmaaic type).
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Though, while I had been classifying all slloogrent Energy-Information of FD of this given DDIIUYYI-Entity so minutely on kind of «discrete» Form-structures of Plasmic Forces Diapasons
(Complex-Plans, Plan-Levels and Plan-Overtones), my task was to give you an ability to meditate on
these SCC and to continue further to expand individually the process of Your Own Cosmic Self-actualization trying to describe Information acquired in this way by the terms clear to other people.
But this refers only to those of you, who has become proficient already in the method of the more
comprehensive intuitive Cognition by means of insight to the information space of your Self-Consciousness through specific psychic states (profound Meditations). of course, any of created by you
Conceptions at that will be absolutely wide of «the actual situation,» although even such notion as
«the actual situation» simply cannot exist in the multilevel dynamics of the infinite transformational
Universal Processes.
3.1077.   

And nevertheless, this attempt to express in words Something, Which is dependent on
neither auding, nor Embodying, give some opportunity to your mind’s Form-Creators to come in
touch with more qualitative sides of the Cosmic Slloogrentness and to comprehend at least in the
most rough, acceptable to your Perception feelings your own eternal Inseparability within Everything and your indissoluble creative Unity with Everything Being. Whenever you try to describe by
words something, which you are able to sense internally in Meditations on Sound Codes-Definitions,
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you will approach increasingly other people to the more expanded Conceptions about themselves
and to the more deep Comprehending of their own indissoluble relations with inhabitants of many
other Worlds’ Form-systems and subjective Realities, which have been «hidden» beyond entourage of
common to you things and phenomena.
It would be desperately senseless to cram and to memorize those SCC, which have no connection with the Essence of phenomena examined by us, because new and essential to understanding
terms will be able very soon to lay in your memory levels naturally, just like everything else, which
enters as necessary your conscious Life. All SCC are presented in the Iissiidiology only for subterransive Meditation on vibrations of f-Configurations peculiar to them with the aim of extending the
abilities of the deep revelation of the more qualitative Self-Consciousness Levels via specific psychic-mental states. Once you have some question or you’ve become really interested in some Level of
the Knowledge represented here, you may try to meditate on the needed Sound Code. And this really
could happen that necessary answer or even the whole block of a new to you Knowledge will «emerge
by itself» in your Creative Interest application zone.
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You should take into account that all enlisted Complex-Plans, Plan-Levels and Plan-Overtones cannot give you full clearance about OO-UU-Entities objective structure. At that, Form-Creators
of your Self-Consciousness Form simultaneously converges with their continuous Focus Dynamics
to all infinite diversity of the ethereal Configurations of these Entities’ sub-Aspects and Aspects. Actually, each of the twelve Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses of Tertiary Energy-Plasma represent specific humanational combination of the infinite diversity of heterogeneous signs of the most
simplified (down to the ±12 dimension) solvation of the twelve OO-UU-Entities’ sub-Aspects and
Aspects.
3.1080.   

The most ampliative results of all these focal-ethereal interactions, which have been realized
by Form-Creators of different Proto-Forms in each of the twelve exhiberational diapasons, transmute
between each other svilgs-spherationally and transform concatenationally into humanational combinations of f-Configurations of Collective Cosmic Intelligences, which structure twelve Cosmic Plan-Levels
of Secondary Energy-Plasma. In the same way all infinite multitude of the most ampliative combinations
of interconnections of each of the Plan-Levels qualitatively transform to the even more universal properties of the twelve Inter-Universal Complex-Plans of the Primary Energy-Plasma.
3.1081.   

At that, one should note that organizing of focal-ethereal inter-Qualitative combinations of f-Configurations of PFD is implemented not only between FDs of Form-Creators of conditionally mental PCQ group (ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality, ALLMobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness, ALL-Aspiration, and also ALL-Unity
and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability) and conditionally astral PCQ group (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom,
ALL-Integrity, ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability, ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness, ALL-Voidness–
ALL-Vacuumness, and also ALL-Unity and ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability) but also between Form-Creators of covarllert between Each Other PCQ inside of each of these groups.
3.1082.   

As the result of such ambigulyar interactions between peculiar heterogeneous signs of all
twelve PCQs, humanational amitsiration of absolutely all focal-ethereal interconnections (simultane3.1083.   

ous-multipolarizational initiation of repeatedly new and new Self-Consciousnesses Forms) occurs,
which allows in every particularly examined instance to manifest mutually f-Configurations with the
most covarllert (to the conditions of this given Level!) focal-ethereal interconnections.
Because of the incredible complexity and multiplicity of this overall Process we do not have
opportunity to follow all interconnections’ multitude, which have been realized inside of each of the
conditional PCQ groups (mental and astral). That’s why we can investigate the process of generating
in the PFD of all causal Self-Consciousnesses Forms only from the standpoint of the possible interactions between Info- and Form-Creators of these two groups. For example, 2nd physical usstukkulyar
(from +3.5 to +3.0 dimension) sub-overtone of Physical Plan-Overtone is generated mutually in the
PFD by Form-Creators of Astral skradomulyative sub-overtone (from 0.0 to +3.5 dimension) and
Mental iissorf sub-overtone (from 0.0 to +3.5 dimension). At that f-Configuration of Form-Creators
of 131st Causal sub-overtone — OSTROKKOLF (from 0.0 to +3.5 dimension) is generated in parallel.
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Naturally, intra-group (separately between mental and separately between astral PCQ) interconnections of Form-Creators also take part in this process. Though, we can say nothing about
them, because FDs of Form-Creators of our own Self-Consciousnesses Forms invaderentally structured due to the inter-group interaction (ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence is conditionally mental PCQ
group; ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom is conditionally astral PCQ group). At that, this Process in FDs of our
Self-Consciousnesses Forms is implemented roughly in the following svilgs-spherational sequence:
3.1085.   

1)  the launching for the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme is started by the, Form-Creators,
which reflect homogeneous signs of each of these PCQs (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), because they, due to the high degree of covarllertness,

the most easily enter the interactions between each other through all resopasons of the
general exhiberation (the first Round);

2)  after realizing a certain degree of humanation between each other, homogeneous signs
of the ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom Dominant acquire ability to synthesize partially with
homogeneous attributes of PCQ ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality (mental group;

conditionally incompatible group with intermediate imperseptness degree); and
homogeneous signs of the second ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence Dominant synthesize
partially with homogeneous attributes of PCQ ALL-Aspiration (mental group;
conditionally compatible group with the lowest covarllertness degree);

3)  only after reaching essential degree of inter-Qualitative Synthesis between
heterogeneous signs of these four PCQs, homogeneous signs of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom

Dominant acquire ability to generate in FD stable (for this diapason!) combinations
with homogeneous signs of ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness PCQ (astral group;
conditionally incompatible group with extremely high imperseptness degree), and ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence Dominant acquires ability to start active interconnections with
homogeneous signs of ALL-Integrity PCQ (astral group; conditionally compatible group
with intermediate covarllertness degree);

4)  due to the presence of these stable states in FD, ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom Dominant
acquires ability to interact actively with homogeneous signs of ALL-Mobility–ALL-

Presence PCQ (mental group; conditionally incompatible group with intermediate
imperseptness degree), and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence Dominant starts to create
mutual combinations with homogeneous signs of ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability
PCQ (astral group; conditionally incompatible group with not high imperseptness
degree);
5)  only after accomplishing all these preliminary conditions, ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom
Dominant starts active creativity with homogeneous signs of ALL-Unity PCQ

(conditionally incompatible group with not high imperseptness degree), and at the same
time ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence Dominant acquires ability to interact actively with
homogeneous signs of ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness (astral group; conditionally
compatible group with intermediate covarllertness degree);

6)  only after reaching essential degree of compatibility between corresponding
heterogeneous signs of all above mentioned PCQ conditions arise to form in it (in

FD) amplificational State «Creative Cosmic Potentiality.» Ampliative homogeneous
signs of ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom Dominant actively combines with equally ampliative
homogeneous signs of ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness PCQ (mental group;
conditionally incompatible group with the highest imperseptness degree), and mental
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence Dominant actively combines with homogeneous signs of
ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability PCQ (astral group; conditionally compatible group with
high covarllertness degree);

7)  when NUU-VVU-Form-Type's FD has been micro-specifically «packaged» with
heterogeneous signs of all twelve PCQs combinations, all conditions have been built
up in the Self-Consciousness for mutual interaction of SFUURMM-Forms created by
the most ampliative (for the 3–4-dimensional diapason!) Form-Creators of ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom PCQ with SFUURMM-Forms, which
are resonationally correspond to them and have been synthesized on the basis of ALLUnity PCQ Form-Creators ’s FDs. Exactly at these — and no any other! — conditions

the latter acquire priority and invaderentness state in the lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme
to continue this process of the further humanization of heterogeneous signs in the
4–5-dimensional diapason of NUU-VVU-Form-Types exhiberation (the start of the
second Round of three-invaderental Synthesis of ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom Dominants: «CC Potentiality» + ALL-Unity).

To help you analyze this sequence of implementing two-invaderental lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme, I remind you of the composition of the two PCQs compatibility groups (the division on
the groups by astral and mental signs has already been given above).
3.01086.   

the first group (as the covarllertness degree reduces): ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom, ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence, ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability, ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness, ALL-Integrity, ALLAspiration.
the second group (as the covarllertness degree reduces): ALL-Unity, ALL-Essentiality–ALLPermeability, ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality, ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence, ALL-Knowledge–
ALL-Informedness, ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness.

During analysis you will certainly have questions concerning the issue, why so expected
and logical regularity is not tracked in the specified sequence of implementing inter-Qualitative interconnections. Actually, it should be correct, when firstly the most covarllert homogeneous signs are
activated in FD; these signs should refer to the PCQs peculiar to one conditional compatibility group.
And only after that, after covarllertness degree increase, more and more impersept interconnections
should be activated.
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For example, mental ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence Dominant starts Creative Activity with
medium-covarllert homogeneous signs of ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness PCQ (item 5), and with
highly-covarllert homogeneous signs of ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability PCQ only after that (item 6).
And before that ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom Dominant implements medium-impersept (items 2 and 4)
and even strongly-impersept combinations (item 3). Why is that?
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My answer to such question might sound something like this. «When I saw such discrepancies, I could even not set them as an example, in order to not embarrass your extremely fragile
confidence in credibility of this Knowledge. With my own concept of this sequence, I would build it
necessarily in full compliance with expected results. They mean obviously primary synthesis of the
most covarllert, and then less and less covarllert interconnections. After them comes the turn of the
least impersept, and then more and more impersept interconnections.
3.1089.   

But for some reason the order of svilgs-spherational implementing of lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme (as well as in others) in subjective Reality turns to be completely unexpected and in many
respects contradictory to our logics. Obviously, if we follow it as usual, we miss something important,
because there's still too much we do not know. Perhaps, similar «irregular» (from our point of view)
sequence is the result of specific influence on generating Focus Dynamics of different-Qualitative
human Form-Types of all multitude of other birvulyarity types. Their representatives in this dimension diapason are other Proto-Forms. Meanwhile we have to take this fact for granted.»
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We occasionally use such notional comparisons as depliative («the lowest»), modicative
(«medium») or ampliative («the highest») at the mention of Plans and s-Realities, which properties
are the most suitable for interaction with Form-Creators of your Self-Consciousnesses Forms. And
you should not forget that approved here comparative technique of any creative manifestation evaluation is always conditional and subjective to the degree caused by the qualitativeness of own active
Levels Self-Consciousnesses of the «personality.» While examining general features and characteristics of Plan-Overtones (sub-plans of Cosmic Plan-Levels) you should remember that properties of
the «highest» Qualities of Universal DDIIUYYI-Entity differ from Its «lowest» Energy-Plasma Levels
to the same extent as diamond structure is more perfective from the usual glass structure.
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While using such notions as «Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans,» «Cosmic Plan-Levels,»
and «Plan-Overtone of Fields-Consciousnesses,» you should at least roughly imagine differences in
Energy-Plasma organization Levels in each of these qualitative Diapasons and try not to mix properties typical to each of them in your Conceptions. You should at least theoretically understand this incommensurable qualitative difference, which exists not only between Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of different Diapasons’ Levels, but also «inside» of these Levels.
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More than that the expression «Form-structures of the PFD,» which I use here, in no way
corresponds to your «current» subjective Conceptions about any Form-structures, which manifest
anyhow in the wave diapason spectrum visible to people. But since any focal-ethereal humanational
combinations' type inevitably transforms right now to the Self-Consciousness Form, which corresponds to this given exhiberation conditions, we will not forget about the fact that all Form-structures represent different variants of slloogrent FDs of Form-Creators, who structure some Worlds’
Form-systems and STCs. And this will hold however far these Form-structures will be from SFUURMMForms of them, peculiar to you.
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I ask you to focus on this, because some of you, who investigates Inter-Universal Plasmic
Forces Diapasons in the states of profound Meditations on their SCC, may seem, just like me in the
beginning that they do not have any structure at all (in our understanding), because they demonstrate universal properties and unique features. in these exhiberation Levels of CCIs of Universal
Form-Creators (up to ±36–38 dimension) it is very and very difficult for us to delimit effects of
Focus Dynamics’s manifestation from Creative Activity of the Info-Creators, which provides this
Dynamics.
3.1094.   

In our s-Reality we are accustomed to the fact that Self-Consciousness Form at its own
manifestation does not necessarily have to expose Its subterransive Essence — focal and ethereal
components. These components in examined by us dimension Levels manifest simultaneously in one
«spot» of Space-Time in the state of the strong resonational unity and harmoniously complement not
only each other, but also all their «surroundings.» Though, again, so-called «surroundings» of every
Self-Consciousness Form represents not only «themselves,» but also reflects subterransive Contents
of the Form Itself.
3.1095.   

Chapter 2. Interconnections between Cosmic Qualities at manifestation in different
Levels of Energy-Plasma
Twelve exhiberational versions of TUU-LLT-TUU, which represent all Multipolarization
of Focus Dynamics of DDIIUYYI- Entity, correlate with all other Its Form-structures at roughly the
same balance as Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Our Form-systems, which are structured by
SFUURMM-Forms of Supraconsciousness, qualitatively prevail over Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, which have been supplied by SFUURMM-Forms of our collective Subconsciousness, «personal»
Self-Consciousness and collective Unconscious. We talk about that fact that 12 Inter-Universal PFDs
to FD of our DDIIUYYI- Entity are the Sources of the most amplificational among accessible to It
variants of realizational SSNUUYLL-Codings (I conditionally compare them with the influence of
SFUURMM-Forms of Supraconsciousness on our FD). In turn, the influence of YYYUULLUYG-Forms
of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans could be conditionally compared with the influence on our FD of
SFUURMM-Forms of Subconsciousness, and influence of LLAASS-Forms of Cosmic Plan-Levels could
be compared with FD of «personal» Self-Consciousness. As regards SFUURMM-Forms of Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses strongly deformed by Inertia, their role in FD of DDIIUYYI-Entity
3.1096.   

reminds me a lot tendencies of collective Unconscious. Though, you should understand, of course
that this is very, very subjective comparison.
Just as ampliativeness of Focus Dynamics of Supraconsciousness has no any real ability
to subjectively «materialize» via our Perception systems in conditions of this given depliative (with
respect to 5–7-dimensional Levels) dimension diapason, SSNUUYLL-Forms of TUU-LLT-TUU cannot immediatively (directly, straight on) reflect themselves with peculiar to them Essence through
f-Configurations and Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans, Cosmic
Plan-Levels and Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses. This holochronely-simultaneous process is carried out through UPDR’s universal properties by means of transgression of focal-ethereal
«projections,» which have been concatenationally generated by the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Inter-Universal Diapasons to the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of each of the mentioned Form-systems.
3.1097.   

3.1098.    SSNUUYLL-

Forms of each of the 12 Inter-Universal Diapasons are the highest Information for the Form-Creators of this given DDIIUYYI-Entity (meaning, for the HCI — AYFAAR) about
absolutely all opportunities of creative multipolarizational realization in this given megadimensional
diapason. Without such basic supplement not a single Self-Consciousness Form just would not be
able to manifest in accordance with Its specifics in Space-Time conditions. Form-Creators ’s TUULLT-TUU functions could be compared in principle with the Form-Creators regulators’ functions,
who svilgs-spherationally provide with all necessary Information FDs of Creators-interpreters and
gene Form-Creators in the structures of our human DNAs and RNAs.
Exhiberation mechanism of Universal Entity reflects by itself the Principle of multipolarizational holochronely-simultaneous realization of Cosmic subjectivism through the Focus Dynamics of the infinite multitude of ipsius Interpretations, Which just from the standpoint of their
focal-ethereal formation could be compared with «personal» Interpretations of our Stereo-Form. In
f-Configuration of every Universal Entity amplificational analogs of our Form-Types are represented
by complex exhiberations of Form-Creators, whose Focus Dynamics specifically reflect certain combinations of focal-ethereal interconnections between all twelve OO-UU- Entities.
3.1099.   

For example, combinations peculiar to this given Universal DDIIUYYI- Entity are absolutely unique and do not repeat elsewhere in the whole Macrocosmos’s slloogrentness, because Each of
the Twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities (LIIY-FFMI-LLI) is represented in the Focal structure of Form-Creators of Its the Highest Cosmic Intelligence (AYFAAR) NOT equally, but through the infinite diversity
of all possible force proportions and combinations. These combinations generate in this given exhiberation megadiapason absolutely unique and inimitable in its subjectivity picture of ipsius Universal
Cosmic Creativity as a result of specific interactions between Each Other (and also with combinations of other Universal Entities both of DDIIUYYI-type and others!).
3.1100.   

Let me remind you that SCC «DDIIUYYI» in Essence could be compared very conditionally with what you mean by the words «human» (or any specific animal type), «personality.» Imagine some extra-advanced «Human Personality,» who manifests their «individual» Creativity in the
same way as zillions of simultaneously exhiberated together with them «Personalities» not in our
3.1101.   

3–4-dimensional, but in 0–36-dimensional megadiapason. Along with people all these Entities are
similar in some special way to each other (that is, they reflect with their FD typical heterogeneous
signs of SSNUUYLL-Forms of common to them DDIIUYYI-Form-Type). And at the same time they
subjectively differ with something very strongly not only from each other, but also from all other
Universal «Proto-Forms,» which have been exhiberated together with them in «the same» Dimension diapason. In addition, Each of these Cosmic Entities via Focus Dynamics’s Multipolarization in
different Space-Time conditions has been manifested simultaneously together with zillions of other
ipsius DDIIUYYI-Interpretations.
To some extent such — extremely relative! — comparison of Universal Entity with people
and human society could be extend in general on organization principles of some — common to all
the multitude of these given DDIIUYYI- Entities — Creative Cosmic Activity, which has been implemented simultaneously and differently by all of them in different Development scenarios and in
different ipsius Rotational Cycles. But this comparison is not given here so that you could «project»
many features of our human Existence on the properties of our Universe’s FD. It is given in order that
you could more definitely imagine (let it be absurdly subjective!) the Sense of the term «DDIIUYYIEntity.»
3.1102.   

It is not possible yet to find even more subjective differences between them (how we could
do this, for example, with different people’s «personalities,» who belong to different races and nations).
Therefore, the only thing we can do to emphasize specific subterransiveness signs of some Universal Entity, in f-Configuration of which the process of exhiberation of our «current» human Forms
Self-Consciousnesses takes place as opposed to the whole multitude of other DDIIUYYI-Entities «individualities,» is to use in such cases phrases «our DDIIUYYI-Entity» or «this given DDIIUYYI-Entity»
3.1103.   

3.1104.    TUU-LLT-TUU are the innermost, ipsius part of f-Configuration of this given Universal En-

tity, which veritable Essence can be accessible only to Form-Creators of the most ampliative Levels of
Focus Dynamics of AYFAAR VCCI. The whole the Highest focal-ethereal Basis (for each of the twelve
PFDs) has been represented by SUPRA-Universal UUYYU-UU-YY-Creators («the lowest projections»
of FD of the I-IIYTY-I-AA-A-Creators of the 48-dimensional Universal Entities), Who transgress their
SSNUUYLL-Forms to FD of the SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Primary Energy-Plasma, which structures
Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans. Even more amplificational (then already known to you 12 Pairs of
Combined Qualities or EI-YY-UI-YY) focal-ethereal combinations underlie this Energy-Information,
and they are structured internously, in addition to Each of these Harmonious Pairs with even more
complicated Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis. That is, variants of possible interconnections
with Each of the 21 PCQs have been added to Each Pair in a special way.
These SSNUUYLL-Forms in specific conditions of exhiberation of Focus Dynamics of
SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators transgress to all diversity of ethereal YYYUULLUYG-Forms of Primary Energy-Plasma. So if slloogrent Focus Dynamics of TUU-LLT-TUU reflects in the Focal Configuration of
this given DDIIUYYI-Entity qualitative (Creative) Essence of Its Primary Image configured in detail
3.1105.   

(and ethereally «projected» to this given megadiapason) from the diffuzgent combinations of the heterogeneous signs, which are peculiar to the whole multitude of other Universal (and Inter-Universal)
Entities, then Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans (SSAA-SS-MM)

reflects by Itself, in Essence, the same in Space-Time, but it is already in the «personally conscious»
and «subjectively stated» view. This will be some intermediate variant, which represents one of the
infinite number of the same different-Qualitative components mutually structuring holistic Cosmic
Creation in this given megadiapason.
Thus, as I mentioned earlier, YYYUULLUYG-Forms in all their heterogeneous diversity
and total compatibility represent universal basic codings of the SSUU-SS-VUU-Creative Sphere of
the SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators. These YYYUULLUYG-codings embrace absolutely all Program of possible
amplificational development of multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of this given DDIIUYYI-Entity
in different conditions of the 0–36-dimensional megadiapason. SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators resonationally involve to own subterransive Cosmic Creativity from this focal-ethereal base only those specific
combinations of PCQ-signs, which allow to realize their essential Interests and initiate by this all the
multitude of f-Configurations of subterransive Interpretations of different-Qualitative DDIIUYYIEntities to the process of exhiberation in different Space-Time's regimes. Though these DDIIUYYIEntities should simultaneously structure with their Focus Dynamics common to them megadimensional diapason.
3.1106.   

Ipsius Creativity of Each of these Universal Entities in general does not extend beyond the
limits of these given codings and uses in its own way their Contents for amplificational development
in a Synthesis Scheme peculiar to these Entities. One could compare this with an example when
a person perfects their FD in the lluuvvumic Direction of refocusings (due to cultivation in own
Self-Consciousness of codings of HSI and HIA), and becomes capable of steady refocusings from
f-Configurations of own mixtum NUU-VVU-Form-Type to certain more qualitative Interpretations
of own Stereo-Form including dimidiomittense and translucense Self-Consciousnesses Forms. In
any of other cases, when «an alien» combinations’ activity starts to prevail in the Creativity of this
given Universal Entity, this spectrum of Its Focus Dynamics’s Multipolarization transforms to f-Configurations of other types of Universal Entities. It is important that these combinations are typical to
Universes of other types and are included to the codings of this Universal Entity only for providing
catalizational process peculiar to It. This reminds a situation when a human «personality» due to the
strong violation of lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme conditions refocus resonationally to an f-Configuration of some of protoformal Form-Types.
3.1107.   

Specific combinations of different-Qualitative Aspects underlie these codings, which are
subterransive to Universes of every type. These Aspects reflect with their ethereal «projections» all
informational Essence of this given Universal Entity and simultaneously structure all qualitative
Levels of Creative manifestation of slloogrent Focus Dynamics of AYFAAR — Its Highest Intelligence.
While entering resonational interconnections with corresponding to them Form-Creators, these focal-ethereal combinations of Aspects (which already have acquired in the Focus Dynamics the functions of Info-Creators) absolutely precisely «project» to every «spot» of exhiberation in Space-Time
of this given Universal Entity the Essence of Its «initial Code,» which provides Its Synthesis Scheme.
3.1108.   

The result of the mutual Creativity of UUYG-UUYYU-Info-Creators with SSUI-SS-SFAACreators is that qualitative State of Energy-Plasma, which is the main basis of SSUU-SS-VUU-Sphere
of their resonational subjective Creativity. We interpret It as «Primary Illusion of this given Universe’s
3.1109.   

Creation» (It is OIYAOOMM; unlike the objective Nature of SSUU-SS-VUU-Sphere’s Form-structures,
It reflects in the Perception systems of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms only typical to them
subjective tendencies). The functions of this Illusion’s simultaneous realization in definitive (appointed) exhiberation conditions are carried out by Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Inter-Galactic e
Complex-Plans (SSAA-SS-MM).
The whole Contents of Self-Consciousness of this given Universal Entity is manifested
from focal-ethereal interconnections, which represent subterransively transformed codings. It includes qualitative reflections of Primary Energy-Plasma within Itself via incalculable number of codings reflected in It; Fields-Consciousnesses of Secondary, Tertiary and Quaternary Energy-Plasma;
other Cosmic Entities (CCI), which have been exhiberated in all possible conditions in up to 36th
dimension (for example, AIY-YYA) with incalculable number of Collective Cosmic Intelligences peculiar to them, Whose Focus Dynamics have been organized into «Sectors,» «Sub-Sectors,» «Flows,»
«Rays,» and «Channels,» which structure all Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans, Cosmic Plan-Levels,
and Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses.
3.1110.   

In this way, for example, Collective Cosmic Intelligence of Inter-Galactic Transforming
Complex-Plan (LLOOUY-SS-MM) is organized by harmonious focal-ethereal interconnections of
Form-Creators of the twelve Qualities’ «Sectors» (NNIILG-NNI), in every Each of them Collective
Cosmic Intelligences of zillions of Galactic Entities Co-Exist Self-Consciously. In turn, Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Collective Intelligence of Each of the Twelve NNIILG-NNI is supplied by
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the twelve Qualities’ «Sub-Sectors» (LLIING-LLI), Which have
been generated by the Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the infinite multitude of CCIs of Stellar
Entities (TLOO-U-UU) of all kinds of qualitative types and subterransive development levels. Focus
Dynamics of Collective Intelligence of Each of the TLOO-U-UU-Entities, in turn, is also structured
by FD of many Planetary Entities (SSV-UU-UU) CCIs, Which provide internal differentiation of FD of
own CCIs and their Collective Consciousnesses on their Planetary creative manifestation Levels by
specific combinations of heterogeneous signs and Schemes of inter-Qualitative Synthesis.
3.1111.   

All general Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Cosmic Plan-Levels (SSOULG-SS-ST) —
with respect to the qualitativeness of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Primary Illusion of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans — provides exhiberation Mechanism of Secondary Illusion of this given
Universe’s Creation (UIYUVIIMM). And mutual Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Plan-Overtones
of Fields-Consciousnesses (IIY-UUSSM) — with respect to the qualitativeness degree of the Focus
Dynamics produced by Form-Creators of the 12 Harmonious Pairs of Combined Pure Qualities of
Secondary Energy-Plasma — produces by Itself all diversity of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs
of the Tertiary Illusion of this given Universe Creation (AIYYALUUMM). There is also Quaternary
Illusion (SLOUYYGOOMM), which manifestation and functioning Mechanism I can neither understand, nor explain because of enormous instability (for the Focus Dynamics of our Self-Consciousnesses Forms) of SFUURMM-Forms, which structure sub-«tetrahedral» f-Configurations.
3.1112.   

By the term «Illusion» I mean specific reflection of different Energy-Plasma States in the
definitive Space-Time conditions. This is not Energy-Plasma by Itself (though, It structures by Its
own interconnections any Illusion type!), Which Universal States we have no any ability to perceive
3.1113.   

subjectively. But these are focal reflections of the most accessible to our Perception «projections» of
resonational combinations between Form-Creators and Info-Creators, which have been subterransively formed in our Imagination through specific Focus Dynamics of the Self-Consciousness Form
focused by us. Some variety sorts the Universal Illusion differ from the Spheres of Cosmic Creativity, which represent objective structures of the skrruullerrt System of Macrocosmos, in such a way
that they are able to generate in the Focus Dynamics of the different Self-Consciousnesses Forms
completely different subjective impressions (Conceptions) about the environment, which surrounds
them, and corresponding reactions on external changes, which they subterransively perceive.
Thus, SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Primary Energy-Plasma — in the Levels of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans — form Primary Illusion (OIYAOOMM) via Form-structures of SSUU-SSVUU-Creativity Spheres (from 36th to 24th dimension). In turn, SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of Secondary Energy-Plasma simultaneously form Secondary Illusion (UIYUVIIMM) via Focus Dynamics of
Form-structures of NAA-GLLII-UU-Creativity Spheres (from 24th to 12th dimension, represented by
Cosmic Plan-Levels). As regards SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of Tertiary Energy-Plasma, they — via Focus Dynamics of Form-structures of EIYG-SS-MII-Creativity Spheres (from 12th to 0th dimension,
represented by Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses) — provide exhiberation of the Tertiary
Illusion (AIYYALUUMM). But the subjective process of subterransive Perception of the Forms of
surrounding existence does not finish here. SLUUIY-SS-LAA-Creators of Quaternary Energy-Plasma
— via peculiar to them Levels of focal-ethereal interactions in UUKKKHL-SS-KKHKHOO-Creativity
Sphere (below zero dimension, down to the point of the reconverstness state) — form Quaternary
Illusion of this given Universe Creation (SLOUYYGOOMM).
3.1114.   

I describe all this so precisely in order that you could understand the following important
thesis. Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans of Primary Energy-Plasma are structured with the same, in
Its Essence, Energy-Information, as Inter-Universal Plasmic Forces Diapasons are. You can ask, why
is there a need to call them with different terms? That’s because differences in Cosmic Creativity
between different DDIIUYYI-Entities are caused not by the Contents of the common to them Energy-Information, which represents all their realizational-creative Potential, but by the features of the
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of each from the DDIIUYYI-Form-Types of Universal Entities.
3.1115.   

In this context the word «Inter-Universal» means kind of a «sum» of all focal-ethereal interconnections, which are peculiar to the whole infinite diversity of f-Configurations of different-Qualitative subterransive Interpretations of DDIIUYYI-Entities. Besides that, of course, they are also structured with combinations peculiar to 36-Qualitative diffuzgent Universal Entities of other types, for
example: SSAASSYIIMS, SLLAAVSSAAMMS, SSORRILLIFULLS, SSRRIIMMSSLLAYYSS, SSOOLGOOSSTM,
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SSPOORRKRRUULLSS, DIIMMFFALGG, DARREYYUUVVSS, DRRULFFUOLLFFT, DSIMMSTAALFMSS,
DLLIULLSSLL (which focuses in the same «Sector» with our Universe), and also to Universal Entities (which focuses in other «Sectors») of the following types: SSYY-ILFFST, YASSANFLATTU, LEMMSGARLLD, RULLS-A-NNILV, YGUR-O-RMIIYN, SFF-AA-YNTALL, PPAAL-TT-UUYYF, VVOYOYY, LLAYAYY,
UUFFLLURR, AAFFLLARR, IILLGGIFF, LOOMGD, RRAUFFAAG, LGAAILLG, and to many others. Besides differences in invaderentness of the Pairs of OO-UU-Entities, which have been involved in the

subterransive Synthesis Schemes, f-Configurations of Universes of each of these types represent different combinations of Amplificational and Qualitational Branches of Development (both with each
other and «inside» of their own Form-structures).

That’s why YYYUULLUYG-Forms of Form-Creators of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans
of Primary Energy-Plasma virtually do not differ by the structure of the most ampliative (to this
megadiapason) part of the peculiar to them Essence from the «initial» SSNUUYLL-Forms (38–36th
dimension) of Form-Creators of Inter-Universal Diapasons besides typical heterogeneous signs of
subterransive Creativity of Each of DDIIUYYI-Entities’ Interpretations, which have been subjectively
manifested within the limits of the common to them Synthesis Scheme. Why then all this Energy-Information is «attached» to the one megadiapason (from 38–36th to 26–24th dimension), you ask? No,
we «attach» it to this megadiapason only subjectively in accordance with opportunities, which we
have as AIY-YYA-Observers.
3.1117.   

That’s because Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of different DDIIUYYI-Entities structured with many different-diffuzgent SSNUUYLL-Forms correspond to different parameters of dimension in peculiar to them exhiberation Levels (like, for example, diffuzgent f-Configurations of
doolls and flaks types at the interaction between each other generate intermediate wave NUU-VVUConfigurations, Form-Creators of which already generate in Space-Time dimension of exactly our
— human — type). YYYUULLUYG-Forms roughly in the same way, just specifically reflect via subterransive Focus Dynamics of every DDIIUYYI-Entity some (among common to all SSNUUYLL-Forms)
features and tendencies, which We subjectively express (through properties of Our aiyyyaic birvulyarity type) as specific dimensional parameters — from 38–36th to 26–24th dimension.
3.1118.   

So speaking of subjectivity of perception by us of examined PFDs’ dimensional parameters, I will draw your attention to the fact that qualitative transition of Focus Dynamics of «projections» of SUPRA-Universal Form-Creators of 48-Qualitative IIYYYUULLSSMI-Universes to the States
peculiar to FD of DDIIUYYI-Universes has been implemented not at once but duvuyllerrtly, by means
of successive transgression through properties of the three Diapasons of 38, 37, and 36th dimensions.
In the same way transformation of FD of Form-Creators of Primary Energy-Plasma to Its Secondary
State duvuyllerrtly takes place through 26, 25, and 24th dimensions. Transgression to the Tertiary Energy-Plasma is implemented through 14, 13, and 12th dimensions. Processes, which take place in the
mentioned Levels of exhiberation of Focus Dynamics, differ quite drastically, with something special from those ones, which are peculiar to every state. It’s very difficult to say something particular
here, because these processes are very subterransive to Form-Creators of every birvulyarity type, and
taking into account difference in the dimension type between their f-Configurations examination of
this question reaches a deadlock.
3.1119.   

Though, I will try to explain you this by the elementary sample. All jewelers know that
one can get different types of quartz out of the smoky quartz by means of its heating, because there is
aluminum in the crystal structure, which can influence on the stone color at the heating up to small
temperatures. Thus, if one heats smoky quartz up to 350 Celsius degrees, it will become absolutely
transparent and turn into rock crystal. At the more precise temperature control and heating duration
one can get light-yellow citrines. Brazilian topazes, when heated, lose their yellow color, getting in
return now brighter, and now darker pink color, which makes them look like pale rubies. Colorless
and green crystals could be obtained from amethyst by firing, and amethysts, on the contrary, could
be obtained from crystal. If agates before firing are exposed for a long period (over several weeks) to
drying in the sun, they come out red. And by means of ignition of greenish berils and aquamarines
one could change their color to blue, whereas bluish tourmalines at that acquire green tones. There
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are innumerable examples of such radical qualitative transformations of Forms: obtaining metal
from ore, paper and fabric from wood, perfume and foodstuff from oil, and so on.
Similarity in our example is that strongly complicated crystal formation and growth process in the nature could be conditionally compared with processes typical to many diapasons, which
create some Energy-Plasma State (for example, Tertiary). As a result of this, Form-Creators of any
Self-Consciousness Form, coming in different diapasons dimensions through concatenational number of sequential amplificational perturbations, «reproject» duvuyllerrtly to f-Configurations with
some definite energy-informational parameters in order to radically change their previous Essence
and to acquire opportunity to participate in completely new creative realizations after accomplishing
some powerful changes over themselves. Preliminary preparation to this decisive stage takes place
in boundary resopasons of every pair of diapasons dimensions with the participation of all possible
Planetary, Stellar and Galactic Factory, which coordinate and guide all humanational processes.
3.1121.   

Examples would be possibly more clear to physicists, which deal with phase transitions
(phase transformations) of substances thoroughly examined in thermodynamics. Let me remind
you that phase transition characterizes substance transition from one thermodynamic phase to another at external conditions’ change. It takes place when system parameters exceed the bound, which
divides its two possible states. Inherently, any aggregate state’s change represents phase transition,
which can be realized both at pressure parameters’ change, and at constant temperature and pressure,
and also at components concentration change (for example, small crystals of salt precipitation in
saturated solution). Besides that, for example, if we compare all elements of the periodic table with
Information Entity, and all diversity of gas, liquid and solid states of matter with multi-diverse Macrocosmos types, which have been generated holochronely-simultaneously out of this Entity’s primogenitive State at mercavgnation, then we will see visually that infinite number of many possible phase
transitions appear during their interaction, which realize with the presence of different parameters,
conditions, catalysts, inhibitors, and so on.
3.1122.   

The primary Components in formation of slloogrent ampliative Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of DDIIUYYI-Entity — in the mutual Creativity Sphere of UUYYU-UU-YY-Creators
of Inter-Universal Diapasons (TUU-LLT-TUU) and SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans (SSAA-SS-MM) — are 36 Idiopathic Multimodi of Pure Qualities (KSTAYY-SS-TAA). Each
of them has been formed with very complex (to your Imagination) variations of resonational combinations of each of the 12 Pairs of Combined Pure Qualities with each of the 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities.
3.1123.   

The main ethereal Components of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Cosmic Plan-Levels of PFDs are 12 geyliturgent Pairs of Combined Pure Qualities (24 EI-YY-UI-YY), which highly
covarllert combinations serve as distinctive realizational basis for generating stable Focus Dynamics
between all «projections» of SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans exhiberated
in conditions of Secondary Energy-Plasma through f-Configurations of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators.
Their generation principle has been described in detail in «the Iissiidiology Fundamentals» second
volume. Exactly these twelve types of EI-YY-UI-YY-combinations structure UPDR and consecutively
more and more deform (diversify) in the qualitational (subjectively «descending») part of information Flow of simultaneous consummatization of Energy-Plasma under the influence of the strong
3.1124.   

destructive Factors (Inertia, subterransive dissonation), which belong already to the 14–12-dimensional diapasons of space-time exhiberation. And these twelve types of combinations constitute 12
already known to us Pure Cosmic Qualities (LIIY-FFMI-LLI).
I also draw your attention to the fact that 24 Combined Qualities have been generated in
Form-structures and FD of our Universal Entity as a result of successive Synthesis and concatenational convergence of all 12 Pure Qualities in the mixed PAIRS of different Vectors of Cosmic Creativity
(Amplificational Branch + Qualitational Branch). Besides, one should not forget that LIIY-FFMI-LLI
represent the most universal part of slloogrent f-Configuration both our DDIIUYYI-Entity and Macrocosmoses of all types (both humanational and propriusal). Focus Dynamics of zillion-dimensional
Levels of exhiberation of VCCI of our DDIIUYYI-Entity are structured with zillions of variants of all
possible combinations of twelve PCQs, which produce 12 combination types of Combined Pure Qualities (up to 24th dimension) and also Idiopathic Multimodi PCQ (up to 36th dimension), Immanent Supermaxims PCQ (up to 48th dimension), Transcendent Dissimiluses PCQ (up to 60th dimension), and so
on. Although, these variants of inter-Qualitative interactions in that UPDR spheroidal section, which
we subjectively interpret as «diapason from 12.0 to 0.0 dimension,» depliatize (qualitatively decrease)
down to almost the lowest their limit. Only Quaternary E-P’s diapasons could be «lower.» This allows
opportunity to Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Self-Consciousnesses Forms now focused by us to realize
creatively just through very tensor (primitive, unstable, dissonational) SFUURMM-Forms.
3.1125.   

Even though each of the possible inter-Qualitative interactions of Each of initial lluuvvumic Dominants in the 12-dimensional exhiberation diapason are realized (via Focus Dynamics
of corresponding Form-Creators) kind of collectively (jointly), but this interaction in every specific
case possesses many signs of subterransiveness (individuality). At the same time Self-Consciousnesses Forms from lluuvvumic to goolgamaaaic birvulyarity types are generated only in those cases when
invaderental combination of Aspects of these two OO-UU (separately!) with Each of the rest ten OOUU does not become stronger then already existing interconnections between two of them in every
diapason of their possible exhiberation (meaning, this combination does not go beyond catalyzing
interactions). Alternatively, produced invaderental combination of Aspects realizes through other
Proto-Forms whether in 3–4th dimension, or in some other definite — from 4.0 to 12.0 — dimension
diapason through 3–10-invaderental Synthesis Schemes:
3.01126.   

ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence (the first — depliative, up to 4.0

dimension — Amplificational Round);

ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Aspiration;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Unity;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;

ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness;
ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence (the second — ampliative, 12th

dimension — Amplificational Round);

ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom (the first — depliative, up to 4.0

dimension — Amplificational Round);

ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Integrity;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Aspiration;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Unity;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence;
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom (the second — ampliative, 12th

dimension — Amplificational Round).

Such not examined by us earlier notions as the first and the second Amplificational Rounds,
which have been mentioned separately for Each of the two invaderental (to lluuvvumic Synthesis
Scheme) OO-UU-Entities, are of special interest to us in above-listed interconnections. This means
the only thing that the beginning of the Synthesis of inter-Qualitative interactions typical to lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic birvulyarity type has been originated in some focal-ethereal conditions and
comes to the end in other, more favorable ones (due to the higher covarllertness between Aspects).
And those inter-skunkktional interconnections, which were impossible to this given pair of Dominants (due to their high imperseptness) or became partially possible in the intermediate diapasons
dimensions (from 4th to 12th), have managed to realize in the highest Levels of Tertiary Energy-Plasma.
3.1127.   

On close examination of these interactions, some of you will possibly have lack of understanding of difference occurrence between such «absolutely the same in Essence» Synthesis Schemes
as, for example, (ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) and (ALL-Love–ALLWisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence). Yes, from the point of view of elementary logics, which
now inherent in the majority of people, «changing the order of the addends does not change the
sum.» Since we deal not with simple numbers, but with highly complex particulas of slloogrent Information, where literally every as if «separate» interconnection plays its own role in the qualitativeness
of the result received by us, then, from the standpoint of objectivism of accomplishing inter-Qualitative interactions, the difference between like schemes may appear to be enormous.
3.1128.   

But for all that one should take into account that catalyzing processes, which conduct
every such humanational Act, proceed in every case of kind of the same (from our point of view)
interaction schemes completely differently, then those ones, which seem to us «identical.» The point
will be more clear if you consider examples of commutation violation in cases of chemical reactions.
The sequence of adding ingredients to the chemical process is crucially important, and if you mix up
at least one of the stages, then something unanticipated will be on the output. And even in the case
of two substances the change of sequence of interaction between them can lead to radically different
consequences. For example, everybody knows that one should not add water to sulphuric acid. This
should be done vice versa, in other case there will be an explosion.
3.1129.   

hese inter-skunkktional interconnections become even more complex and highly significant in the conditions of exhiberation of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Secondary Energy-Plasma. Each of the twelve Pairs of Combined PCQs, which have been manifested in PFDs of our
DDIIUYYI-Entity via properties of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans, represents by Itself the result
of the successive TWO-Vector (with participation of Form-Creators of SYNTHETIC Amplificational
Branch and Info-Creators of RESOSCONTIONAL Qualitational Branch) mutual interaction of Aspects of two OO-UU-Entities (ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), which
have been already synthesized to a certain extent in Tertiary Energy-Plasma, with Aspects of Each of
the rest 10 OO-UU, and also — twice! — with Each other (by two qualitative Rounds from 12th to 24th
dimension). It is possible to express these interactions subjectively-schematically in this way:
3.1130.   

A) the first — depliative, from 12th to 24th dimension — Amplificational Round:
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom;
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability;
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Integrity;
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Aspiration;
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Unity;

(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality;
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence;
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness;
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness;
(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;
B) the second — ampliative, from 12th to 24th dimension — Amplificational Round:
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Integrity;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Aspiration;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Unity;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness;
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom.
As you can see, the Dominants’ commutation process in the conditions of Secondary Illusion’s exhiberation has been implemented differently from the Tertiary Illusion, where the two
non-commutative Synthesis variants exits, in each of which one qualitative Round has been organized
in depliative Levels (up to 4th dimension) and another qualitative Round in ampliative Levels (up to
12th dimension). Though I have to bring your attention once more to the fact that such Synthesis
Schemes, which seem to be identical, as [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
+ ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence] and [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) +
ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence], and also [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
+ ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom] and [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL3.1131.   

Love–ALL-Wisdom], one should accept just as the most covarllert (to these given exhiberation conditions!) Schemes of consummative humanation of all possible combinations of heterogeneous
between twelve different-Qualitative OO-UU-Entities. Generation of the 12 Harmonious Pairs of
Secondary Energy-Plasma of our DDIIUYYI-Entity has been carried out along the following lines:
1. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence] + [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence]
2. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Steadiness–ALLStability] + [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Steadiness–
ALL-Stability]
3. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Voidness–ALLVacuumness] + [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALLVoidness–ALL-Vacuumness]
4. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Integrity] + [(ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Integrity]
5. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Aspiration] + [(ALLLove–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Aspiration]
6. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Unity] + [(ALL-Love–
ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Unity]
7. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Essentiality–ALLPermeability] + [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALLEssentiality–ALL-Permeability]
8. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Primordiality–
ALL-Initiality] + [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALLPrimordiality–ALL-Initiality]
9. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Mobility–ALLPresence] + [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Mobility–
ALL-Presence]
10. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Knowledge–ALLInformedness] + [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALLKnowledge–ALL-Informedness]
11. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Abundance–
ALL-Fullness] + [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALLAbundance–ALL-Fullness]
12. [(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom) + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom]
+ [(ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom + ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) + ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom]

One should note that there are other variants of Paired OO-UU-Entities’ combinations,
like: (ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness), (ALL-Integrity + ALLAspiration), (ALL-Unity + ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability), (ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality
+ ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence), (ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness + ALL-Abundance–ALLFullness), (ALL-Aspiration + ALL-Unity), (ALL-Steadiness–ALL-Stability + ALL-Essentiality–ALLPermeability), (ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness + ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality), (ALL-Integrity
+ ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence), and so on.
3.1132.   

As you can see, Focus Dynamics of peculiar to them Form-Creators have been producing
in the same slloogrent «points» of focal-ethereal exhiberation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and
CCIs of Secondary Energy-Plasma other birvulyarity types, which have some common heterogeneous
signs both with our lluuvvumic and with many other types. Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
every type simultaneously produce in peculiar to them Time Flows the infinite multitude of diverse
subjective Realities and space-time Continuums.
3.1133.   

Therefore, you must clearly understand that pointed here combinations of the 12 Pairs of
Combined Pure Qualities are not indispensable and stable to Each of the infinite multitude of YILLI-IYLL-Entities of Secondary Energy-Plasma, which structure slloogrent f-Configuration of different-type 36-dimensional Universal Entities. Depending on Direction of peculiar to them refocusing
Process they can widely vary the composition of Form-structures, which generate them. Described
types of possible interconnections are peculiar to our DDIIUYYI-Entity. Also I want to remind you
once more that skunkktional combinations between OO-UU-Entities, which have been realized holochronely in our Universe’s Primary Energy-Plasma, represent much more complex humanational
Schemes, even though general Principle of their generation is the same: successive deepening of
inter-Qualitative Synthesis between all 12 OO-UU-Entities on the background of the evident invaderentness of heterogeneous signs of some PCQ Pair.
3.1134.   

For DDIIUYYI-Entities it is the Pair ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence; for others, which focuses in the same Qualities’ «Sector» with them, it is other Pairs of
PCQ, which complement each other the most. For example, for SSAASSYIIMS it is the Pair of ALLSteadiness–ALL-Stability and ALL-Voidness–ALL-Vacuumness, for SLLAAVSSAAMMS — ALL-Integrity
and ALL-Aspiration, for SSORRILLIFULLS — ALL-Unity and ALL-Essentiality–ALL-Permeability,
for SSRRIIMMSSLLAYYSS — ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality and ALL-Mobility–ALL-Presence,
for SSOOLGOOSSTM — ALL-Knowledge–ALL-Informedness and ALL-Abundance–ALL-Fullness,
for SSPOORRKRRUULLSS — ALL-Love–ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Primordiality–ALL-Initiality, for
DIIMMFFALGG — ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Integrity, and so on.
3.1135.   

Due to subterransive property of emergence, the general Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of all diversity of Form-Types of Universal Entities of this given megadiapason (up to 36th
dimension) produces that additive effect (when Creative Potential of their coordinated interactions
significantly exceeds their subterransive focal efforts), which allows them to start to concatenationally generate Focus Dynamics of the 48-dimensional Universal Entities.
3.1136.   

Chapter 3. «SECTORS,» «SUB-SECTORS,» «FLOWS,» and «RAYS» of combinations
of Pure Cosmic Qualities. The General Principle of the formation of Universal
Karma
All ethereal base of focal exhiberation of Form-Creators of Primary Illusion of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans, which has been holochronely carried out at «the moment» of post-mercavgnational consummatization Act, comprise 12 types of ethereal interconnections, which in their
totality generate spheroidal information spaces of «Sectors» (NNIILG-NNI) of all possible combinations between PCQs’ Aspects. I remind you that not a single type of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators — whatever high amplificational Levels dimensions they structure — can interact directly with
Pure Cosmic Qualities (or with their ethereal «projections» in Worlds’ Form-systems — OO-UUEntities), because PCQs themselves represent Information Principles, Which, due to inherent in them
information Essence, are STANDARDLY INVARIABLE.
3.1137.   

Differentiation of amitsissimal (primogenitive + consummative) State of Information on
twelve main types (PCQs) considered by us is conditional and absolutely subjective and has been
used by us only in connection with strong limitations of our biological Perception systems. Their
Form-Creators are devoid of the slightest opportunity to entirely perceive all universal properties
and features of Information and have to manipulate with extremely low volumes of homogeneous
signs peculiar to them, which are sub-… sub-Aspects, aggregating them successively into ethereal
Configurations of the informational combinations more or less perceptible by us, which are sub-Aspects and Aspects of Pure Cosmic Qualities (or OO-UU-Entities).
3.1138.   

Possessing universal property of slloogrentness Aspects of any PCQ represent absolutely
precise «copies» of Pure Qualities. Subjective «difference» between them appears at the moment of
«unpacking» of the definitive Information via Mechanism of Focus Dynamics’s exhiberation: only
that part of infinitely diverse Contents has been resonationally «crystallized out» in the «personality’s» Self-Consciousness from the slloogrent ethereal Configuration involved to this continuous
process, which corresponds to the more or less degree to something, which has been kleksed (synthesized) earlier and arranged by Form-Creators to the subterransive Experience of peculiar to them
Conceptions about «themselves» and the surrounding existence.
3.1139.   

Thus, process of subjective differentiation of the holistic Information on the differing from
each other (to Form- and bio-Creators of Perception system of this given «personality»!) heterogeneous signs or Aspects (particulas, parts) has been carried out constantly through Focus Dynamics.
These Aspects could be used by all Self-Consciousnesses Forms on their own as «universal form-generating material» (SFUURMM-Forms, LLAASS-Forms, and so on) in all diversity of life creativity peculiar to them. All inter-skunkktional ethereal interconnections, which combine absolutely all PCQs’
Aspects to the unified and holistic Information, also possess slloogrentness property and subjectively
conditionally «divide» only under the impact of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators .
3.1140.   

These interconnections in the Creativity Sphere of Focus Dynamics of our DDIIUYYIEntity combine with each other by the following Scheme. Specifically synthesized heterogeneous
3.1141.   

signs of the 24 Combined Qualities, which have been formed in a definite way to the 12 Harmonious
Pairs, actively interact with Aspects of Each of the 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities and simultaneously generate in this way in different exhiberation conditions of SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of 36-dimensional
megadiapason the infinite multitude of diverse Idiopathic Multimodi of PCQs, which represent ethereal combinations of YYYUULLUYG-Forms and SSNUUYLL-Forms. If absolutely all ethereal Contents
of these Multimodi is got together and then conditionally «divided» by some definite signs on twelve
main types, then we obtain those combinations of the most covarllert between each other interconnections, which we subjectively define as «Sectors» of Pure Cosmic Qualities.
Being the center of ethereal interconnections of PCQs’ Idiopathic Multimodi, these «Sectors» represent by themselves all informational basis (Experience) for further concatenational refocusings and inter-Qualitative perturbations of any 36-Qualitative Universal Entity to f-Configuration
of the 48-Qualitative Universal Entity (while this basis has been used not only by DDIIUYYI-type’s
Universes, but also by other type’s Universes for multipolarizational refocusings to any possible to
Each of them Existence types). In slloogrent Focus Dynamics of DDIIUYYI-Entity these «Sectors»
are absolutely never singled out objectively into some «grand» and «separate» (from Everything else)
informational «constructions.» They just reflect with their ethereal Configurations those Main Cosmic Codes (that is, potential opportunities), which are necessary for UUYYU-UU-YY-Creators of
Inter-Universal Plasmic Forces Diapasons to implement their mutual realizational Creativity.
3.1142.   

Twelve «Sectors» are not the Highest Form of Existence to this given type’s Universes, but
rather the highest to all DDIIUYYI-Entities (along with other different-type Universes of this development Level) degree or some conditional «limit» of the possible ampliativeness of those combinations of ethereal interconnections, which they generate via their Focus Dynamics. This «limit» continuously modifies (amplificates) as the Level of their subterransive development rises. If one draws
parallel with human «personality,» then Every «Sector» could be subjectively compared by function
with ethereal filling of our Levels of Supraconsciousness and collective Subconsciousness — against
the Levels of «personal» Self-Consciousness.
3.1143.   

Twelve main types of possible simultaneous development of all diversity of DDIIUYYIEntities, focused by the Highest Cosmic Intelligence AYFAAR, have been organized exactly by this
subjective way in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of Its SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators: by focusing in the ethereal Contents of this or that among twelve «Sectors,» Form-Creators of different ipsius Interpretations
of our 36-Qualitative Universal Entity consciously choose for themselves that part («spectrum») of
SSUU-SS-VUU-Creativity Sphere, through which they can satisfy peculiar to Each of them essential
Interest to the highest degree. Meaning, the Contents (typical ethereal interconnections between absolutely all YYYUULLUYG-Forms and SSNUUYLL-Forms) of all twelve types of «Sectors» represent all
informational basis, which provides realization of different-type CCIs and their Self-Consciousnesses
Forms structuring any Universal Entity in the megadiapason up to ±36th dimension.
3.1144.   

How is it realized? For example, Every ipsius Interpretation as if «intuitively» generates
necessary to Itself (meaning, the most interesting to It in this given f-Configuration) combinations
of Pure Cosmic Qualities from the most covarllert — with respect to the «current» Focus Dynamics
of DDIIUYYI-Entity — ethereal interconnections. It uses them for own refocusing convergence to
3.1145.   

the more ampliative Levels of Its Own Self-Consciousness in order to «once» start to realize Itself as
one on the possible Form-Types of 48-Qualitative Universal Entity. Although, one should not think
of Each of the twelve «Sectors» in any way as some informational block, which has been somehow
«separated» from the Contents of all other «Sectors»: the most genuine Conception for the abilities
of your «current» Perception (though, subjective to the infinite degree!) will be about multi-disperse
«dispersed state» of the typical interconnections of Each of the «Sectors» in the informational space
of the common to them Contents.
Imagine that the Contents of Each «Sector» consists of zillions of different-Qualitative
informational interconnections, on each of which a number of the definite «Sector» has been fixed
in some narrow-specific way: 1, 2, 3, … 12. Do not forget that one and the same — though, kleksed
by different (!) ways — inter-skunkktional interconnection can equally participate in the processes
of generating specific YYYUULLUYG-Forms and SSNUUYLL-Forms, which are peculiar to different
«Sectors.» Therefore, the main qualitative difference of one «Sector» from any other is the way of
subterransive kleksing by Form-Creators of «unpacked» by them ethereal Information: some ways
mostly duvuyllerrtly combine with others, producing specially aggregated conglomerates, which
have many partial signs in peculiar only to them focal-ethereal interconnections.
3.1146.   

The main Mechanism of activation of any of these heterogeneous (different-Qualitative)
interconnections is only Principle of their liyllusceeveness-geyliturgentness between each other,
which holochronely realizes outside of inertial (consummative) properties of any Time Entity and
hence does not obey to any subjective priority typical to the process of organizing Focus Dynamics
of any Form-system. Once Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of some of Universal Entities (and
peculiar to this Entity birvulyarity type) in some of the twelve «Sectors» has favorable conditions for
simultaneous exhiberation in different PFDs, then It loses more and more these realizational preferences in specific manifestation conditions of other «Sectors» and duvuyllerrtly changes Its FD right
to the radically «opposite» one and completely changes in this way the character of Its functionality.
It could be subjectively perceived as «completely different» Universal Entity in other «Sectors.» The
Principle of FD’s Multipolarization of all Universal Entities has been organized in this way.
3.1147.   

Now imagine that all infinite multitude of these differently kleksed ethereal interconnections has been voluntarily kind of «dispersed» among each other in one informational space of the
twelve «Sectors,» being simultaneously activated to different extent by Focus Dynamics of 36-Qualitative Universal Entities of all types at once. Such «dispersed state» does not exist in objective Reality
— this comparison is offered only as help for your confined Imagination to produce Conceptions
about considered by us ethereal Construction. Any of subjective processes typical to producing Focus Dynamics is provided by the Information Slloogrentness Principle, Which mutually with Resonational Principle provides absolutely all types of simultaneous realizations of one and the same
skunkktional interconnections through the infinite multitude of combinations.
3.1148.   

In order to refocus to f-Configuration of Some of ipsius Interpretations of 48-Qualitative
Universal Entity of the definitive type Every 36-Qualitative Universal Entity has to subterransively
focus by a svilgs-spherational sequence determined to It in appropriate interconnections of Each
of «the Sectors» acquiring in this way (via specific combinations of generated by It YYYUULLUYG3.1149.   

Forms and SSNUUYLL-Forms) peculiar only to It Experience, which simultaneously realizes in corresponding exhiberational conditions of our Macrocosmos through many different-type 36-Qualitative Universes.
Concatenationally cognizing this Existence Experience, Every Universal Entity comes
(meaning, refocus in own Rotational Cycle) through many subjective stages of own amplificational
development and joins more and more in this way to Focus Dynamics of I-IIYTY-I-AA-A-Creators
of SUPRA-Universal exhiberation Levels (these correcting functions have been carried out in Focus
Dynamics of DDIIUYYI-Entity by UUYYU-UU-YY-Creators) and transmutes finally to the f-Configuration of 48-Qualitative Universal Entity of a definite type. Further, this endless Process continues
with the same scheme, though not in the conditions of the 12 «Sectors,» but through 12 of their more
ampliative Analogs — PCQs’ «Interjects» (AYOLLDSS-KKA), Which serve as the general center of
ethereal interconnections of PCQs’ Immanent Supermaxims — combinations of SKKAY-AFFT-Forms
(ampliative analogs of YYYUULLUYG-Forms and SSNUUYLL-Forms).
3.1150.   

Each of the 12 «Sectors» has been structured by ethereal «projections» of the 12 principal
to It «Sub-Sectors» of PCQs (LLIING-LLI), which represent in Primary Illusion of Energy-Plasma of
Inter-Universal PFDs all cumulative Experience. This Experience has been synthesized and concatenationally converged into the 36-dimensional Levels of ethereal interconnections of this «Sector» via
Focus Dynamics of the corresponding types of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators, Who produce — through
all diversity of LLAASS-Forms — Secondary Illusion, which is organized into the twelve types of Cosmic Plan-Levels. If I continue further to draw parallels between Levels of subterransive Creativity of
Each of the ipsius Interpretations of DDIIUYYI-Entity and «personal» Interpretations of any person,
then it will be possible to compare subjectively interconnections of ethereal Information of this given
Level (with respect to qualitativeness degree of the «Sectors») with those SFUURMM-Forms’ combinations, with which Form-Creators of our «personal» Self-Consciousness structure Focus Dynamics
of every «personality.»
3.1151.   

If «Sectors» are the ethereal basis of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, Who realize in the
12 Levels of Primary Energy-Plasma, then «Sub-Sectors» represent fundamental informational basis
for creative realization of Form-Creators, Who operate with specific combinations of Harmonious
Pairs of Combined Qualities in the 12 Levels of Secondary Energy-Plasma. In turn, Creative Activity of Info-Creators of every «Sub-Sector» via slloogrent Multipolarization of Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators of DDIIUYYI-Entity has been provided with the presence of their deep interconnections with Aspects of many less complicated ethereal Constructions — «Flows» (SSMUU-SS-SSAA),
Each of Which provides complex interactions between Aspects of 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities (via
Creative Activity in Focus Dynamics of all multitude of different-protoformal SFUURMM-Forms).
3.1152.   

Each of these twelve Pairs simultaneously creates in every Cosmic Plan-Level specific
combinations with Each of the rest eleven Pairs of Combined Qualities. On the one hand, It converges in this way (via Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators) codings, peculiar to this «Sub-Sector,» into
corresponding to It «Sector» (Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans), and on the other hand, It «projects»
(transgresses) them through many «Flows,» which structure every «Sub-Sector,» into all infinite diversity of Form-structures of Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses.
3.1153.   

In order to make your examining and analysis of the subsequent Information more easy,
let’s remember once more the structure of Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans in that sequence of covarllert ethereal-focal interconnections, which is the most characteristic to them (taking into account
that Ethereal Complex-Plan is universal and total-penetrating to all of them). So, as you know already,
all «projections» of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Transforming Inter-Universal PFD qualitatively transform in Qualitational Direction of UPDR-Dynamics (this happens depliatively from
the standpoint of amplificational development) and transgressively «reproject» to Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of Transforming K-P. And then, FD of Focusing PFD — to FD of Focusing K-P;
FD of Cosmic PFD — to FD of Cosmic K-P; FD of Atmic PFD — to FD of Harmonizing K-P; FD
of Disintegrational PFD — to FD of Disintegrational K-P; FD of Buddhic PFD — to FD of Buddhic
K-P. And then, absolutely all Form-structures of Stabilizational, Transmutational, Mental, Astral and
Causal Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans arise out of focal-ethereal «projections» of Buddhic K-P.
3.1154.   

We can state that Process of exhiberation in UPDR-Dynamics of everything, which we
subjectively assign to Secondary, Tertiary and Quaternary Energy-Plasma’s Illusion, begins virtually
from the multipolarizational differentiation of Inter-Galactic Buddhic Complex-Plan’s «projections»:
more and more depliative UPDR-«projections,» generated by Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of
the last five Complex-Plans (from Stabilizational to Causal), could be considered as Derivatives of
the Cosmic Activity of Universal SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Buddhic K-P (TTUUSSUYY-SS-MM). If
you could only imagine the ethereal interconnections’ infinity, which structurally organize the exhiberation Mechanism of all Form-structures of our Universal Entity in the way of some «discrete
spheroidicity» (which is impossible even theoretically), then the highest Levels of this Universal
Configuration would be comprised by Focus Dynamics of SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Inter-Galactic
Buddhic Complex-Plan. Its YYYUULLUYG-Forms, as they depliatively transform and qualitatively
transgress, would produce focal Configurations of different-type Self-Consciousnesses Forms and
CCIs in all «subjacent» Levels of this given Universal Creation.
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That is, all complex-humanational Process of multipolarizational «reprojecting» of diffuzgent Form-structures of Primary Energy-Plasma to all possible diversity of «projections» of Focus
Dynamics of Form-Creators of Cosmic Plan-Levels of Its Secondary State (and then on — to Focus
Dynamics of CCIs of Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses, which reflect Its Tertiary State) has
been provided by SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Inter-Galactic Buddhic Complex-Plan. Exactly successive
depliatively-humanational transgression of their multipolarized Focus Dynamics is the main Reason
of generating the whole multitude of Levels of exhiberation of f-Configurations of Form-Creators of
Stabilizational and Transmutational Complex-Plans. Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Stabilizational and Transmutational Plan-Levels, and also Stabilizational and Transmutational Plan-Overtones have been generated out of their Focus Dynamics. In turn, all possible — more and more
depliative! — «projections» of Mental K-P, Mental P-U and Mental P-O, and also Astral K-P, Astral
P-U and Astral P-O have been aroused out of Form-structures of this simultaneous Pair (which has
been generated, let me remind you, by Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Buddhic K-P!). Eglleroliftively-amplificational Synthesis between these «projections» has become the Reason of generating
Causal K-P, Causal P-U and Causal P-O (and concurrently of Physical Plan-Overton).
3.1156.   

Universal Mechanism of all these humanational transformations of f-Configurations of
some UPDR-«projections» of Form-Creators (more ampliative) to other UPDR-«projections» (more
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depliative) is implemented not only through ethereal structures of the infinite multitude of «Sub-Sectors,» «Flows,» but also through «Rays» (UU-ISSM-UU). For example, Form-Creators of Stabilizational
and Transmutational Complex-Plans code with peculiar to them combinations of Aspects of twelve
Pure Cosmic Qualities all Levels of exhiberation of Primary Illusion of Universal Creation (from
±36.0 to ±24.0 dimension) through Form-structures of Each of the infinite multitude of «Sub-Sectors.» Functions of SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Stabilizational and Transmutational Inter-Galactic
Complex-Plans could be conditionally defined as mediatory between SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of
NAA-GLLII-UU-Sphere of Secondary Illusion and AYFAAR, which is the Highest Collegiate Intelligence of this given Universe.
Exceedingly simplified, though still more clear to you Conception about all these interconnections could be obtained if you imagine microelectronics factory production with many different-functional assembly lines, located in the same place. There are already finished microchips («the
filling parts» of devices) on one line; they could be compared with «Sub-sectors» infrastructures.
There are «components,» which characterize «Flows» on the second line. There are PCQs’ «Rays» on
the third line. There are «cases for the future devices» on the other lines (Form-structures, space-time
formations): of Stabilizational Complex-Plan — on the fourth line, of Transmutational — on the fifth
line, of Buddhic Complex-Plan — on the sixth line. There are Form-structures of Buddhic Plan-Level
close to them. Thus, every structure-case is on its own assembly line. Robots operate between them,
which connect info-filling parts (microchips) and corresponding Form-structures (cases): «Sub-Sectors» is exhiberated in Complex-Plans (Transmutational or Mental, Astral or Buddhic…), «Flows» is
exhiberated in Plan-Levels, and so on.
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All focal-ethereal interconnections of Cosmic Causality (Karma, Reason), peculiar to
our Universal Entity, have been formed in all types of qualitative PFD-altitudness. The highest of
these interconnections are generated due to mutual simultaneous Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the Highest Levels of Collective Cosmic Intelligences. These Form-Creators realize via
KOORLLOYD-, UURRGORST- and AALLFALLST-Creativity Spheres of Inter-Galactic Mental K-P, and
via EYYYUIYELENT-, AALLOOFTORT- and UUSSOOFRENT-Creativity Spheres of Inter-Galactic Astral K-P.
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All kinds of «the closest» Cosmic Causal interconnections of this given DDIIUYYI-Entity
with other eleven Universal Entities have been generated and actively realized by Collective Creativity of exactly these SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators. You can acquire Information about their properties while meditating on the following Cosmic Codes-Definitions: SSAASSYIIMS, SLLAAVSSAAMMS,
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SSORRILLIFULLS, SSRRIIMMSSLLAYYSS, SSOOLGOOSSTM, SSPOORRKRRUULLSS, DIIMMFFALGG,
DARREYYUUVVSS, DRRULFFUOLLFFT, DSIMMSTAALFMSS, DLLIULLSSLL.

One should note that the most active causal interconnections unites our Universal Entity
(through all types of Primary Illusion’s altitudness) with Such Universal Entities as DLLIULLSSLL,
SSRRIIMMSSLLAYYSS, DIIMMFFALGG, and SSPOORRKRRUULLSS. At the same time Its Focus Dynamics resonates «karmically» with others mainly through Form-structures of Secondary and the
Tertiary Illusion. You should understand profoundly that common «karmic» interconnections unite
our Universal Entity on TUU-LLT-TUU- and SSAA-SS-MM-Levels not only with tens and even with
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hundreds of thousands, but with zillions of other Entities of the same Self-Consciousness Level and
realize through common to them Causal PFDs, Complex-Plans, Plan-Levels and Plan-Overtones.
By the similar principle Form-Creators of Stabilizational and Transmutational Plan-Levels
code with peculiar only to them PCQ combinations through Form-structures of Each of the infinite
multitude of «Flows» all Levels of exhiberation of Secondary Illusion of Universal Creation (from
±24.0 to ±12.0 dimension). And Form-Creators of Stabilizational and Transmutational Plan-Overtones code through Form-structures of Each of the infinite multitude of «Rays» with peculiar to
them PCQ combinations all Levels of exhiberation of the Tertiary Illusion of Universal Creation
(from ±12.0 to 0.0 dimension).
3.1162.   

The codings of Primary Images typical to the states of Form-structures of Secondary and
Primary Illusions, which are necessary to all Form-Creators of the Tertiary Illusion, svilgs-spherationally «project» to their Focus Dynamics via slloogrent properties of all totality of SFUURMMForms of different-Qualitative «Rays.» These codings represent as if unique «MASTER PLAN» or
«FUNDAMENTAL CREATION PLAN,» which serves to Form-Creators of all Levels of exhiberation of
FD of our Universal Entity as the major guideline in their synthetic creativity.
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In other words, despite of powerful deformational changes arising from UPDR’s holochronely-multipolarizational Transgression and qualitational Diversification from the highest consummative States to the most elementary ones (with subsequent absolute «merging» of all focal Configurations of Form-Creators with ethereal Configurations of Info-Creators, meaning, with conditional
«return» of Focus Dynamics of SSS-Entity to primogenitive State), Information potential State always
stays invariable, regardless of inertionness degree of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Tertiary
or Quaternary Energy-Plasma. Any notional distortions of focal-ethereal interconnections are inherent in not Information Itself, but only in Form-Creators of different Perception systems, Who
subjectively interpret slloogrent Contents of UU-Forms accessible to their Focus Dynamics.
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Chapter 4. Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans. SSUU-SS-VUU-Creativity Spheres of
AIY-YYA-Entity
We have found out earlier that there cannot exist absolutely «mental» (thinking), or absolutely «vital» (astral, sensuous) types of Creative Activity neither in any Energy-Plasma’s States,
nor in Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of CCIs and Self-Consciousnesses Forms. That’s because
both what we interpret subjectively as «thought» and what we mean by the term «feeling» represent
completely inseparable components of the unified Cosmic Synthesis Process, the Major exhiberation
Mechanisms of Which have been laid in the synthetic Nature of our Macrocosmos.
3.1165.   

This Process in Focus Dynamics of all CCIs and Self-Consciousnesses Forms of our
DDIIUYYI-Entity is functionally provided by universality of focal-ethereal interconnections be3.1166.   

tween Form-Creators of Form-structures of Inter-Galactic Transmutational Complex-Plan (UUUGUUYFFAA-SS-MM) and Inter-Galactic Stabilizational Complex-Plan (PAIMM-LLIFF-SS-MM). The
latter provides potential presence in any USCF exhiberation «point» of all major Codings peculiar to
Focus Dynamics of HCI of Macrocosmos of exactly this given type. And the first one provides absolutely all opportunities, means, and Ways for all diversity of their subjective realizations.
If you thoroughly and deeply analyze the following charts of generation of all multitude
of qualitative Levels in Transmutational Complex-Plan, you will certainly notice that definite part of
combinations of signs of Pure Cosmic Qualities and their Combined Pairs (expressed by way of separate letters), which structure Form-structures of Stabilizational Complex-Plan, «duplicate» themselves in a specific way in the vibrations («combinations of letters») of each of the Transmutational
Complex-Plan Levels.
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While sort of «scanning» variants of all possible combinations of PCQs’ Aspects (and
Combined Pairs produced by them) from ethereal Configurations of Info-Creators of Collective Intelligences of Stabilizational Complex-Plan, Form-Creators of Transmutational Complex-Plan’s CCI
simultaneously transform and synthesize them to peculiar to their Creativity «appearance,» which
we diversify to the level of possible to our comprehending Conceptions and very, very subjectively
interpret as some separate states of our psychics — «thought» («projections» of SSLUIYYUYY-SS-MM)
and «feeling» («projections» of FLUYYULLYYUYY-SS-MM).
3.1168.   

In fact every constituent of our psychics never manifests in our Perception system discretely or sort of separately. Any Thought has been always structured with signs of vitality, and any Feeling
cannot manifest in Focus Dynamics without presence of some kind of mental base. And nobody can
say where exactly, in which of our psychic manifestations Thought finishes and Feeling starts, and
vice versa. The same could be said about creative realizations of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of any other Proto-Forms: the «thinking — feeling» processes of these Form-Creators are strongly
specifically influenced by the features of their subterransive Synthesis Scheme.
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For example, we just slightly can guess at the character of the most rough (meaning, the
most expressed) psychic processes, which take place in the Perception systems of some mammals
(whose Synthesis Schemes are most covarllert towards our own). Though, there is not very much we
can imagine from psychic-mental realizations of vegetables, simple organisms, germs, not to mention
«psychisms» analogs of fermions, atoms, of Planetary, Stellar, and Galactic Entities. But for all that all
of them, like us, use one and the same information base, which structures equally common to all of
us Energy-Plasma, but which is «unpacked» differently by the Perception system of every Self-Consciousness Form.
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I should mention that there is absolutely nothing in the Cosmic Creativity of Form-Creators of these Levels of CCIs’ exhiberation, who are highest to this given Universal Entity that even
remotely would resemble those creative processes, which we interpret as «psychic states,» as «thinking» and «feeling.» The properties of Mental and Astral Complex-Plans, of Plan-Levels and even
highest levels of Plan-Overtones so unimaginably differ even from the highest — among possible
to us — «psychic-mental» states and stereotype «thinking-emotional» sensations that there is no
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sense in any kind of comparison between them — what these Form-Creators really experience has
nothing to do with our primitive Conceptions about «Thoughts» and «Feelings.» We’ve defined
Levels of SSLUIYYUYY-SS-MM (Complex-Plans) and ULLTUUR-SS-ST (Plan-Levels) as Mental, and
FLUYYULLYYUYY-SS-MM (Complex-Plans) and STYUULLYYURSST-S-ST (Plan-Levels) as Astral only
because there is nothing in our «current» Conceptions besides these infinitely far from the Truth
notions, which could somehow reflect the Sense of the Energy-Plasma Properties in these Levels of
subjective exhiberation.
there is the only circumstance, which conditionally combines these qualitative Energy-Plasma states. Dynamic energy-informational reflections of our Thoughts and Feelings represent basic
constituents of subjective Karmo-Forms of your «personalistic» creativity in the same way as multipolarizational interactions between Form-Creators of YYUYY-SS-MM-structures and FLUYYULLYYUYYSS-MM-structures of Complex-Plans, and also between Form-Creators of ULLTUUR-SS-ST-structures
and STYUULLYYURSST-S-ST-structures of Plan-Levels produce and constantly generate in Energy-Plasma IYYEKHEFFEIYY-SS-MM-Flows (for Complex-Plans) and DDKHVAAKHTVULSF-S-STFlows (for Plan-Levels), which universal Properties — again, in accordance with our Conceptions!
— could be very, very conditionally co-related with such notions as «karmic,» «causal,» «fateful.»
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The need to single out and emphasize this important circumstance has been dictated
by the fact that we tend to «transfer» character of our personal psychisms to the creative skills of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of other CCIs types, whose Focus Dynamics and produced by them
Perception systems have been exhiberated in completely different conditions and qualitative Levels.
This means also that they have been structured with energy-informational Flows, which absolutely
differ from qualitativeness of our subjective mental-sensuous manifestations. It is time for all of us,
finally, to stop self-deception and discontinue naively endue in own primitive Imagination all types
of Planetary, Stellar, and other Forms of realization of Collective Cosmic Intelligences with the same
imperfect, as you have, proprietary tendencies and «personalistic» psychisms, which undergo inconceivable to you ampliative transformations already in exhiberation conditions of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of flaks and vuolds diapasons.
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So, we have found out that all focal-ethereal base of Inter-Galactic Buddhic Complex-Plan
represents the main qualitatively-energy basis for producing by different Form-Creators absolutely
all types of CCIs and Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, and Quaternary
Illusion, Who have been simultaneously manifested in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of our DDIIUYYIEntity. Transgressing on Transmutational and Stabilizational Complex-Plans, this basis creates all
conditions for functioning of Information exhiberation Mechanism in any «point» of Space-Time in
this given megadiapason. Let’s together have more precise look on this Process and try — by means
of the profound Meditation on the following Codes, by means of comparison and logical analysis of
the obtained by this way Information — to gain un understanding of how it has been realized.
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Inter-Galactic Stabilizational Complex-Plan
PAIMM-LLIFF-SS-MM
STOOKL-OOOO-YAYYYY + UUU-YAYYSSYY-YAYYYY (from +36th — through 0.0 — to -36th
dimension)
GLAUUN-GGRR-IYYFF + UUU-IYYSSFF-IYYFF (from +35th — through 0.0 — to -35th dimension)
KURDAUM-GGLL-AYYTT + UUU-AYYSSTT-AYYTT (from +34th — through 0.0 — to -34th
dimension)
OYYGUL-LLRR-OYYGG + UUU-OYYSSGG-OYYGG (from +33rd — through 0.0 — to -33rd
dimension)
UYYULLU-RRSS-YUYYLL + UUU-YUYYSSLL-YUYYLL (from +32nd — through 0.0 — to -32nd
dimension)
STOORMI-NNGG-UYYVV + UUU-UYYSSVV-UYYVV (from +31st — through 0.0 — to -31st
dimension)
PRIOLGSTO-RRGG-YAYALL + UUU-YASSV-YAYALL (from +30th — through 0.0 — to -30th
dimension)
VUDDUMGLI-MMSS-UULL + UUU-USSV-UULL (from +29th — through 0.0 — to -29th dimension)
MATTORSSMI-YYSS-YUYULL + UUU-YUSSV-YUYULL (from +28th — through 0.0 — to -28th
dimension)
RROSSAKLA-VVMM-AALL + UUU-ASSV-AALL (from +27th — through 0.0 — to -27th dimension)

Inter-Galactic Transmutational Complex-Plan
UUU-GUUYFFAA-SS-MM
(from ±36.0 — through 0.0 — to ±24.0 dimension):
UUU-YAYYSSYY-YAYYYY
(from +36.0 — through 0.0 — to -36.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:
UUU-YYAYYA-YYY:

1st mental sub-plan — IYIIYD — iyiiyd — from 0.0 to +36.0 dimension
1st astral sub-plan — EYYEYEYEYENT — eyyeyeyeyent — from 0.0 to +36.0 dimension
2nd mental sub-plan — SIISSTIYD — siisstiyd — from -36.0 to 0.0 dimension
2nd astral sub-plan — YIYIOOLONT — yiyioolont — from -36.0 to 0.0 dimension

UU-YSS-YY-YUYU:

3rd mental sub-plan — UYYUUYD — uyyuuyd — from 0.0 to +35.5 dimension
3rd astral sub-plan — EYYUIIINT — eyyuiiint — from 0.0 to +35.5 dimension
4th mental sub-plan — SAABBSAYD — saabbsayd — from -35.5 to 0.0 dimension
4th astral sub-plan — YYUYYUUULUNT — yyuyyuuulunt — from -35.5 to 0.0 dimension
UUU-IYYSSFF-IYYFF
(from +35.0 — through 0.0 — to -35.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:

UUU-IIYY-FFF:

5th mental sub-plan — IVVIIYD — ivviiyd — from 0.0 to +35.0 dimension
5th astral sub-plan — EYYAAALANT — eyyaaalant — from 0.0 to +35.0 dimension
6th mental sub-plan — LEERRGEYD — leerrgeyd — from -35.0 to 0.0 dimension
6th astral sub-plan — YOYOYYUYYULANT — yoyoyyuyyulant — from -35.0 to 0.0 dimension
UU-YSS-YF-UU:

7th mental sub-plan — ORROOYD — orrooyd — from 0.0 to +34.5 dimension
7th astral sub-plan — EYUUULENT — eyuuulent — from 0.0 to +34.5 dimension
8th mental sub-plan — VUULLGUYD — vuullguyd — from -34.5 to 0.0 dimension
8th astral sub-plan — IIYIILENT — iiyiilent — from -34.5 to 0.0 dimension

UUU-AYYSSTT-AYYTT
(from +34.0 — through 0.0 — to -34.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:
UUU-AAYY-TTT:

9th mental sub-plan — ULLUUYD — ulluuyd — from 0.0 to +34.0 dimension
9th astral sub-plan — EYOOOLENT — eyooolent — from 0.0 to +34.0 dimension
10th mental sub-plan — POORSSOYD — poorssoyd — from -34.0 to 0.0 dimension
10th astral sub-plan — AAYAALENT — aayaalent — from -34.0 to 0.0 dimension

UU-YSS-TY-EE:

11th mental sub-plan — AMMAAYD — ammaayd — from 0.0 to +33.5 dimension
11th astral sub-plan — EYEEELENT — eyeeelent — from 0.0 to +33.5 dimension
12th mental sub-plan — GIIMMFIYD — giimmfiyd — from -33.5 to 0.0 dimension
12th astral sub-plan — OOYOOLENT — ooyoolent — from -33.5 to 0.0 dimension

UUU-OYYSSGG-OYYGG
(from +33.0 — through 0.0 — to -33.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:

UUU-OYYY-GGG:

13th mental sub-plan — OLDUUST — olduust — from 0.0 to +33.0 dimension
13th astral sub-plan — YIYIIIIRT — yiyiiiirt — from 0.0 to +33.0 dimension
14th mental sub-plan — GRALBAREKHST — gralbarekhst — from -33.0 to 0.0 dimension
14th astral sub-plan — IIYYUYYUYYURT — iiyyuyyuyyurt — from -33.0 to 0.0 dimension

UU-OYG-SS-YUYU:

15th mental sub-plan — ABDUSRIRST — abdusrirst — from 0.0 to +32.5 dimension
15th astral sub-plan — FFIOOOORT — ffioooort — from 0.0 to +32.5 dimension
16th mental sub-plan — PNELEVERST — pneleverst — from -32.5 to 0.0 dimension
16th astral sub-plan — OOFFOOORT — ooffooort — from -32.5 to 0.0 dimension

UUU-YUYYSSLL-YUYYLL
(from +32.0 — through 0.0 — to -32.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:
UUU-YYUYY-LLL:

17th mental sub-plan — IBLUVOLKHST — ibluvolkhst — from 0.0 to +32.0 dimension
17th astral sub-plan — GGIUUUURT — ggiuuuurt — from 0.0 to +32.0 dimension
18th mental sub-plan — SMARAKHANST — smarahanst — from -32.0 to 0.0 dimension
18th astral sub-plan — AAGGAAART — aaggaaart — from -32.0 to 0.0 dimension

UU-LSYU-YS-YAYA:

19th mental sub-plan — UVLARFIST — uvlarfist — from 0.0 to +31.5 dimension
19th astral sub-plan — SSIUUSSUURT — ssiuussuurt — from 0.0 to +31.5 dimension
20th mental sub-plan — FTUDLUMORKHST — ftudlumorkhst — from -31.5 to 0.0 dimension
20th astral sub-plan — UUSSUUSSORT — uussuussort — from -31.5 to 0.0 dimension

UUU-UYYSSVV-UYYVV
(from +31.0 — through 0.0 — to -31.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:

UUU-UUYY-VVV:

21st mental sub-plan — IKKLIMIMST — ikklimimst — from 0.0 to +31.0 dimension
21st astral sub-plan — LLIUULLURT — lliuullurt — from 0.0 to +31.0 dimension
22nd mental sub-plan — DRUKHMULUKHST — drukhmulukhst — from -31.0 to 0.0 dimension
22nd astral sub-plan — UULLUUTTORT — uulluuttort — from -31.0 to 0.0 dimension
UU-YYS-SV-II:

23rd mental sub-plan — ALDIFILST — aldifilst — from 0.0 to +30.5 dimension
23rd astral sub-plan — MMIUURRUURT — mmiuurruurt — from 0.0 to +30.5 dimension
24th mental sub-plan — KHVALKHOGOLST — khvalhogolst — from -30.5 to 0.0 dimension
24th astral sub-plan — UUMMIILLORT — uummiillort — from -30.5 to 0.0 dimension

UUU-YASSV-YAYALL
(from +30.0 — through 0.0 — to -30.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:

UUU-YAYA-YAL:

25th mental sub-plan — UYYUFFYYUST — uyyuffyyust — from 0.0 to +30.0 dimension
25th Astral sub-plan — OUUOONT — ouuoont — from 0.0 to +30.0 dimension
26th mental sub-plan — DDRIIDDORST — ddriiddorst — from -30.0 to 0.0 dimension
26th Astral sub-plan — OOSSOOSSONT — oossoossont — from -30.0 to 0.0 dimension

UU-SVU-SL-II:

27th mental sub-plan — OOKHKHLOST — ookhkhlost — from 0.0 to +29.5 dimension
27th Astral sub-plan — YYUAAUUNT — yyuaauunt — from 0.0 to +29.5 dimension
28th mental sub-plan — LLDOOLLORST — lldoollorst — from -29.5 to 0.0 dimension
28th Astral sub-plan — YYUYYULLUUYYUNT — yyuyyulluuyyunt — from -29.5 to 0.0 dimension

UUU-USSV-UULL
(from +29.0 — through 0.0 — to -29.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:

UUU-UU-UL:

29th mental sub-plan — IIBBSIST — iibbsist — from 0.0 to +29.0 dimension
29th Astral sub-plan — AIIAANT — aiiaant — from 0.0 to +29.0 dimension
30th mental sub-plan — RRGUURRGORST — rrguurrgorst — from -29.0 to 0.0 dimension
30th Astral sub-plan — AAFFAAFFANT — aaffaaffant — from -29.0 to 0.0 dimension

UU-SLU-SV-AA:

31st mental sub-plan — AAFFLIST — aafflist — from 0.0 to +28.5 dimension
31st Astral sub-plan — IGGIIIGGENT — iggiiiggent — from 0.0 to +28.5 dimension
32nd mental sub-plan — VVGAASSFFLAST — vvgaassfflast — from -28.5 to 0.0 dimension
32nd Astral sub-plan — IIDDIIRRENT — iiddiirrent — from -28.5 to 0.0 dimension
UUU-YUSSV-YUYULL
(from +28.0 — through 0.0 — to -28.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:

UUU-YUYU-YUL:

33rd mental sub-plan — IIBBTIST — iibbtist — from 0.0 to +28.0 dimension
33rd Astral sub-plan — OFFOOOFFENT — offoooffent — from 0.0 to +28.0 dimension
34th mental sub-plan — TTRAALLTRAST — ttraalltrast — from -28.0 to 0.0 dimension
34th Astral sub-plan — OOMMOOVVENT — oommoovvent — from -28.0 to 0.0 dimension

UU-SVU-SL-OO:

35th mental sub-plan — UURRGUST — uurrgust — from 0.0 to +27.5 dimension
35th Astral sub-plan — ALLAAALLENT — allaaallent — from 0.0 to +27.5 dimension
36th mental sub-plan — PPTUURRMURST — pptuurrmurst — from -27.5 to 0.0 dimension
36th Astral sub-plan — AABBUURRENT — aabbuurrent — from -27.5 to 0.0 dimension

UUU-ASSV-AALL
(from +27.0 — through 0.0 — to -27.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:

UUU-AA-AL:

37th mental sub-plan — IRRMIGIST — irrmigist — from 0.0 to +27.0 dimension
37th Astral sub-plan — USSUUSSUYYUST — ussuussuyyust — from 0.0 to +27.0 dimension
38th mental sub-plan — KKHAKKALLURST — khakkallurst — from -27.0 to 0.0 dimension
38th Astral sub-plan — UUFFUUFFUSST — uuffuuffusst — from -27.0 to 0.0 dimension

UU-SLU-SV-OO:

39th mental sub-plan — UFFRIMISTR — uffrimist — from 0.0 to +26.5 dimension
39th Astral sub-plan — ULLUULLULIST — ulluullulist — from 0.0 to +26.5 dimension
40th mental sub-plan — VREVVERERST — vrevvererst — from -26.5 to 0.0 dimension
40th Astral sub-plan — IIFFIIFFISST — iiffiiffisst — from -26.5 to 0.0 dimension

Inter-Galactic Mental Complex-Plan
SSLUIYYUYY-SS-MM
Primary type of LMIILLGFLI
(MENTAL-Plasma: from ±36.0 — through 0.0 — to ±24.0 dimension):
Mental Inter-Galactic Complex-Plan
KOORLLOYD — koorlloyd

(from ±36.0 — through 0.0 — to ±33.0 dimension):
1st mental sub-plan — IYIIYD — iyiiyd — from 0.0 to +36.0 dimension
2nd mental sub-plan — SIISSTIYD — siisstiyd — from -36.0 to 0.0 dimension
3rd mental sub-plan — UYYUUYD — uyyuuyd — from 0.0 to +35.5 dimension
4th mental sub-plan — SAABBSAYD — saabbsayd — from -35.5 to 0.0 dimension
5th mental sub-plan — IVVIIYD — ivviiyd — from 0.0 to +35.0 dimension
6th mental sub-plan — LEERRGEYD — leerrgeyd — from -35.0 to 0.0 dimension
7th mental sub-plan — ORROOYD — orrooyd — from 0.0 to +34.5 dimension
8th mental sub-plan — VUULLGUYD — vuullguyd — from -34.5 to 0.0 dimension
9th mental sub-plan — ULLUUYD — ulluuyd — from 0.0 to +34.0 dimension
10th mental sub-plan — POORSSOYD — poorssoyd — from -34.0 to 0.0 dimension
11th mental sub-plan — AMMAAYD — ammaayd — from 0.0 to +33.5 dimension
12th mental sub-plan — GIIMMFIYD — giimmfiyd — from -33.5 to 0.0 dimension

Mental Inter-Galactic Complex-Plan

UURRGORST — uurrgorst

(from ±33.0 — through 0.0 — to ±30.0 dimension):
13th mental sub-plan — OLDUUST — olduust — from 0.0 to +33.0 dimension
14th mental sub-plan — GRALBAREKHST — gralbarekhst — from -33.0 to 0.0 dimension
15th mental sub-plan — ABDUSRIRST — abdusrirst — from 0.0 to +32.5 dimension
16th mental sub-plan — PNELEVERST — pneleverst — from -32.5 to 0.0 dimension
17th mental sub-plan — IBLUVOLKHST — ibluvolkhst — from 0.0 to +32.0 dimension
18th mental sub-plan — SMARAKHANST — smarahanst — from -32.0 to 0.0 dimension
19th mental sub-plan — UVLARFIST — uvlarfist — from 0.0 to +31.5 dimension
20th mental sub-plan — FTUDLUMORKHST — ftudlumorkhst — from -31.5 to 0.0 dimension
21st mental sub-plan — IKKLIMIMST — ikklimimst — from 0.0 to +31.0 dimension
22nd mental sub-plan — DRUKHMULUKHST — drukhmulukhst — from -31.0 to 0.0 dimension
23rd mental sub-plan — ALDIFILST — aldifilst — from 0.0 to +30.5 dimension
24th mental sub-plan — KHVALKHOGOLST — khvalhogolst — from -30.5 to 0.0 dimension

Mental Inter-Galactic Complex-Plan

AALLFALLST — aallfallst

(from ±30.0 — through 0.0 — to ±27.0 dimension):
25th mental sub-plan — UYYUFFYYUST — uyyuffyyust — from 0.0 to +30.0 dimension
26th mental sub-plan — DDRIIDDORST — ddriiddorst — from -30.0 to 0.0 dimension
27th mental sub-plan — OOKHKHLOST — ookhkhlost — from 0.0 to +29.5 dimension
28th mental sub-plan — LLDOOLLORST — lldoollorst — from -29.5 to 0.0 dimension
29th mental sub-plan — IIBBSIST — iibbsist — from 0.0 to +29.0 dimension
30th mental sub-plan — RRGUURRGORST — rrguurrgorst — from -29.0 to 0.0 dimension
31st mental sub-plan — AAFFLIST — aafflist — from 0.0 to +28.5 dimension
32nd mental sub-plan — VVGAASSFFLAST — vvgaassfflast — from -28.5 to 0.0 dimension
33rd mental sub-plan — IIBBTIST — iibbtist — from 0.0 to +28.0 dimension
34th mental sub-plan — TTRAALLTRAST — ttraalltrast — from -28.0 to 0.0 dimension
35th mental sub-plan — UURRGUST — uurrgust — from 0.0 to +27.5 dimension
36th mental sub-plan — PPTUURRMURST — pptuurrmurst — from -27.5 to 0.0 dimension

Mental Inter-Galactic Complex-Plan

PLIMMILSSMIRST — plimmilssmirst

(from ±27.0 — through 0.0 — to ±24.0 dimension):
37th mental sub-plan — IRRMIGIST — irrmigist — from 0.0 to +27.0 dimension
38th mental sub-plan — KKHAKKALLURST — khakkallurst — from -27.0 to 0.0 dimension
39th mental sub-plan — UFFRIMISTR — uffrimist — from 0.0 to +26.5 dimension
40th mental sub-plan — VREVVERERST — vrevvererst — from -26.5 to 0.0 dimension
41st mental sub-plan — APPLAAST — applaast — from 0.0 to +26.0 dimension
42nd mental sub-plan — BKUKHKHUORST — bkukhhuorst — from -26.0 to 0.0 dimension
43rd mental sub-plan — ADDAMMIRST — addammirst — from 0.0 to +25.5 dimension
44th mental sub-plan — RBAVVARSSVIRST — rbavvarssvirst — from -25.5 to 0.0 dimension
45th mental sub-plan — ALLAAVVIRST — allavvirst — from 0.0 to +25.0 dimension
46th mental sub-plan — FLUURRURSSFIRST — flurrurssfirst — from -25.0 to 0.0 dimension
47th mental sub-plan — IMMILLIRST — immillirst — from 0.0 to +24.5 dimension
48th mental sub-plan — DROLLOSSDIRS — drollossdirst — from -24.5 to 0.0 dimension

Inter-Galactic Astral Complex-Plan
FLUYYULLYYUYY-SS–MM
Primary type of PLAVAFLAGMMA-A
(ASTRAL-Plasma: from ±36.0 — through 0.0 — to ±24.0 dimension):
Astral Inter-Galactic Complex-Plan

EYYYUIYELENT — eyyuiyelent

(from ±36.0 — through 0.0 — to ±33.0 dimension):
1st Astral sub-plan — EYYEYEYEYENT — eyyeyeyeyent — from 0.0 to +36.0 dimension
2nd Astral sub-plan — YIYIOOLONT — yiyioolont — from -36.0 to 0.0 dimension
3rd Astral sub-plan — EYYUIIINT — eyyuiiint — from 0.0 to +35.5 dimension
4th Astral sub-plan — YYUYYUUULUNT — yyuyyuuulunt — from -35.5 to 0.0 dimension
5th Astral sub-plan — EYYAAALANT — eyyaaalant — from 0.0 to +35.0 dimension
6th Astral sub-plan — YOYOYYUYYULANT — yoyoyyuyyulant — from -35.0 to 0.0 dimension
7th Astral sub-plan — EYUUULENT — eyuuulent — from 0.0 to +34.5 dimension
8th Astral sub-plan — IIYIILENT — iiyiilent — from -34.5 to 0.0 dimension
9th Astral sub-plan — EYOOOLENT — eyooolent — from 0.0 to +34.0 dimension
10th Astral sub-plan — AAYAALENT — aayaalent — from -34.0 to 0.0 dimension
11th Astral sub-plan — EYEEELENT — eyeeelent — from 0.0 to +33.5 dimension
12th Astral sub-plan — OOYOOLENT — ooyoolent — from -33.5 to 0.0 dimension

Astral Inter-Galactic Complex-Plan

AALLOOFTORT — aallooftort

(from ±33.0 — through 0.0 — to ±30.0 dimension):
13th Astral sub-plan — YIYIIIIRT — yiyiiiirt — from 0.0 to +33.0 dimension
14th Astral sub-plan — IIYYUYYUYYURT — iiyyuyyuyyurt — from -33.0 to 0.0 dimension
15th Astral sub-plan — FFIOOOORT — ffioooort — from 0.0 to +32.5 dimension
16th Astral sub-plan — OOFFOOORT — ooffooort — from -32.5 to 0.0 dimension
17th Astral sub-plan — GGIUUUURT — ggiuuuurt — from 0.0 to +32.0 dimension
18th Astral sub-plan — AAGGAAART — aaggaaart — from -32.0 to 0.0 dimension
19th Astral sub-plan — SSIUUSSUURT — ssiuussuurt — from 0.0 to +31.5 dimension
20th Astral sub-plan — UUSSUUSSORT — uussuussort — from -31.5 to 0.0 dimension
21st Astral sub-plan — LLIUULLURT — lliuullurt — from 0.0 to +31.0 dimension
22nd Astral sub-plan — UULLUUTTORT — uulluuttort — from -31.0 to 0.0 dimension
23rd Astral sub-plan — MMIUURRUURT — mmiuurruurt — from 0.0 to +30.5 dimension
24th Astral sub-plan — UUMMIILLORT — uummiillort — from -30.5 to 0.0 dimension

Astral Inter-Galactic Complex-Plan

UUSSOOFRENT — uussoofrent

(from ±30.0 — through 0.0 — to ±27.0 dimension):
25th Astral sub-plan — OUUOONT — ouuoont — from 0.0 to +30.0 dimension
26th Astral sub-plan — OOSSOOSSONT — oossoossont — from -30.0 to 0.0 dimension
27th Astral sub-plan — YYUAAUUNT — yyuaauunt — from 0.0 to +29.5 dimension
28th Astral sub-plan — YYUYYULLUUYYUNT — yyuyyulluuyyunt — from -29.5 to 0.0 dimension
29th Astral sub-plan — AIIAANT — aiiaant — from 0.0 to +29.0 dimension
30th Astral sub-plan — AAFFAAFFANT — aaffaaffant — from -29.0 to 0.0 dimension
31st Astral sub-plan — IGGIIIGGENT — iggiiiggent — from 0.0 to +28.5 dimension
32nd Astral sub-plan — IIDDIIRRENT — iiddiirrent — from -28.5 to 0.0 dimension
33rd Astral sub-plan — OFFOOOFFENT — offoooffent — from 0.0 to +28.0 dimension
34th Astral sub-plan — OOMMOOVVENT — oommoovvent — from -28.0 to 0.0 dimension
35th Astral sub-plan — ALLAAALLENT — allaaallent — from 0.0 to +27.5 dimension
36th Astral sub-plan — AABBUURRENT — aabbuurrent — from -27.5 to 0.0 dimension

Astral Inter-Galactic Complex-Plan

IILLAASSKASST — iillaasskasst

(from ±27.0 — through 0.0 — to ±24.0 dimension):
37th Astral sub-plan — USSUUSSUYYUST — ussuussuyyust — from 0.0 to +27.0 dimension
38th Astral sub-plan — UUFFUUFFUSST — uuffuuffusst — from -27.0 to 0.0 dimension
39th Astral sub-plan — ULLUULLULIST — ulluullulist — from 0.0 to +26.5 dimension
40th Astral sub-plan — IIFFIIFFISST — iiffiiffisst — from -26.5 to 0.0 dimension
41st Astral sub-plan — IMMIILLIRIST — immiillirist — from 0.0 to +26.0 dimension
42nd Astral sub-plan — IISSIISSSISST — iissiisssisst — from -26.0 to 0.0 dimension
43rd Astral sub-plan — OSSOOSSAAST — ossoossaast — from 0.0 to +25.5 dimension
44th Astral sub-plan — OORRUUMMMASST — oorruummmasst — from -25.5 to 0.0 dimension
45th Astral sub-plan — OMMOOMMOFAST — ommoommofast — from 0.0 to +25.0 dimension
46th Astral sub-plan — UURRAARRRASST — uurraarrrasst — from -25.0 to 0.0 dimension
47th Astral sub-plan — ULLOOLLORAST — ulloollorast — from 0.0 to +24.5 dimension
48th Astral sub-plan — UUSSUULLLASST — uussuulllasst — from -24.5 to 0.0 dimension

Inter-Galactic Causal Complex-Plan
IYYEKHEFFEIYY-SS-MM
Primary type of IYISS-SSS-FLUUFFLUUYF
(KARMO-Plasma: from ±36.0 — through 0.0 — to ±24.0 dimension):
1st Inter-Galactic Causal Complex-Plan
OOYYOYYFF

(from ±36.0 — through 0.0 — to ±33.0 dimension):
1st causal sub-plan — YUYUYYYUYUYYYA — from 0.0 to +36.0 dimension
2nd causal sub-plan — YYUFFYUYY — from -36.0 to 0.0 dimension
3rd causal sub-plan — UUYYUUYYYA — from 0.0 to +35.5 dimension
4th causal sub-plan — VVALLORR — from -35.5 to 0.0 dimension
5th causal sub-plan — IIYYIIYYYA — from 0.0 to +35.0 dimension
6th causal sub-plan — LLUKKULL — from -35.0 to 0.0 dimension
7th causal sub-plan — OOOYYLL — from 0.0 to +34.5 dimension
8th causal sub-plan — DVERRKHEYYF — from -34.5 to 0.0 dimension
9th causal sub-plan — AAAYYFF — from 0.0 to +34.0 dimension
10th causal sub-plan — MKULLUYYF — from -34.0 to 0.0 dimension
11th causal sub-plan — UUUYYRR — from 0.0 to +33.5 dimension
12th causal sub-plan — SLIIYYF — from -33.5 to 0.0 dimension

2nd Inter-Galactic Causal Complex-Plan
KHEIYYLLKHKH

(from ±33.0 — through 0.0 — to ±30.0 dimension):
13th causal sub-plan — ATTFIKHKHSS — from 0.0 to +33.0 dimension
14th causal sub-plan — TTLIFITTR — from -33.0 to 0.0 dimension
15th causal sub-plan — ALLKHALLSS — from 0.0 to +32.5 dimension
16th causal sub-plan — GGRAFAGGR — from -32.5 to 0.0 dimension
17th causal sub-plan — IBBIRRSS — from 0.0 to +32.0 dimension
18th causal sub-plan — DDIRIDDR — from -32.0 to 0.0 dimension
19th causal sub-plan — OOFFLAA — from 0.0 to +31.5 dimension
20th causal sub-plan — KKHEYFOVRLL — from -31.5 to 0.0 dimension
21st causal sub-plan — UULLTUU — from 0.0 to +31.0 dimension
22ndh causal sub-plan — BLOROBLL — from -31.0 to 0.0 dimension
23rd causal sub-plan — OOSSMUU — from 0.0 to +30.5 dimension
24th causal sub-plan — SMUURLL — from -30.5 to 0.0 dimension

3rd Inter-Galactic Causal Complex-Plan
SSYYYUIYYSS

(from ±30.0 — through 0.0 — to ±27.0 dimension):
25th causal sub-plan — YUEYYVIYM — from 0.0 to +30.0 dimension
26th causal sub-plan — KKIYYIYYILL — from -30.0 to 0.0 dimension
27th causal sub-plan — YYUYYUFUYM — from 0.0 to +29.5 dimension
28th causal sub-plan — VRIYYVIYILL — from -29.5 to 0.0 dimension

29th causal sub-plan — YAYYALLAYM — from 0.0 to +29.0 dimension
30th causal sub-plan — PYYIPPIYILL — from -29.0 to 0.0 dimension
31st causal sub-plan — EYREGGMMO — from 0.0 to +28.5 dimension
32nd causal sub-plan — SSLOYYOLLM — from -28.5 to 0.0 dimension
33rd causal sub-plan — YUYFULMMO — from 0.0 to +28.0 dimension
34th causal sub-plan — KYYOKKULLM — from -28.0 to 0.0 dimension
35th causal sub-plan — OGGYYYUMMO — from 0.0 to +27.5 dimension
36th causal sub-plan — YYYUGULLM — from -27.5 to 0.0 dimension

4th Inter-Galactic Causal Complex-Plan
YYAAYYIFF

(from ±27.0 — through 0.0 — to ±24.0 dimension):
37th causal sub-plan — IYYILLFILF — from 0.0 to +27.0 dimension
38th causal sub-plan — FTIIYYLL — from -27.0 to 0.0 dimension
39th causal sub-plan — ALBIYYGILF — from 0.0 to +26.5 dimension
40th causal sub-plan — VRAAYYLL — from -26.5 to 0.0 dimension
41st causal sub-plan — ILYYILF — from 0.0 to +26.0 dimension
42nd causal sub-plan — SSVUUYYLL — from -26.0 to 0.0 dimension
43rd causal sub-plan — UYTYAYYFLLA — from 0.0 to +25.5 dimension
44th causal sub-plan — GROUYYRAYYF — from -25.5 to 0.0 dimension
45th causal sub-plan — OGYYUYYLLA — from 0.0 to +25.0 dimension
46th causal sub-plan — KROOYYSOYYFF — from -25.0 to 0.0 dimension
47th causal sub-plan — AYFAYYLLA — from 0.0 to +24.5 dimension
48th causal sub-plan — SMUUYYGUYYFF — from -24.5 to 0.0 dimension

Chapter 5. Cosmic Plan-Levels. NAA-GLLII-UU-Creativity Spheres of AIY-YYA-Entity
3.1175.    NAA-GLLII-UU-Spheres

reflect by themselves Levels of exhiberation of Focus Dynamics
of Galactic SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators, Who have formed Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs of
Secondary Illusion of our DDIIUYYI-Entity, including also Collective Cosmic Creativity of AIY-YYAEntity, Whose Focus Dynamics finishes process of our successive amplificational refocusings from
lluuvvumic and goolgamaaaic birvulyarity types to ssmiiysmaaaic and then — to aiyyyaic ones. AIYYYA-Entity is just one from zillions of diversities of realization Forms of CCIs of our Universe. It
allows SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of AYFAAR HCI to actively structure and specifically organize all types
of Worlds’ Form-systems and subjective Realities in peculiar to It exhiberation megadiapason.
I will remind you once again that Secondary Illusion of NAA-GLLII-UU-Creativity Spheres
of Form-Creators of our Universe is structured with the following Cosmic Plan-Levels: Ethereal,
Transforming, Focusing, Disbalancing, Harmonizing, Disintegrational, Buddhic. The last one, in turn,
disintegrates all Its focal-ethereal interconnections to Stabilizational and Transmutational Plan-Levels, which internous («internal») diversification on common to them Causal Plan-Level is ensured
through presence in them of Mechanism of the mutual exhiberation of Form-structures of Mental
and Astral Plan-Levels.
3.1176.   

All these Plan-Levels should in no way be accepted only in the priority mentioned here.
None of them is more or less important, which would provide more «major» or more «minor» processes. This is like clockwork; the function of even the smallest screw is very important in its normal
operation. None of the twelve Plan-Levels (or, indeed, of Complex-Plans and Plan-Overtones) just
could not operate without the presence in Focus Dynamics of Its Form-Creators of the broad interconnections with any other of them. That’s because in this case we talk not about isolated Levels, but
about diversity of exactly focal-ethereal interconnections’ types, which are common to the infinite
multitude of Form-Creators .
3.1177.   

The first six Plan-Levels (including Buddhic) supply Focus Dynamics of Galactic SSLOOSS-SNAA-Creators with realization by themselves — mutually with SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of AYFAAR
HCI — of the Highest Cosmic Activity in implementing of the United Plan of Creation of our Universe. These Plan-Levels — in Spheres of Secondary Energy-Plasma — interconnect Focus Dynamics
of our DDIIUYYI-Entity by identical Creativity Levels with Focus Dynamics of many other Universal
Entities. These six Plan-Levels of exhiberation are kind of not directly (meaning, creatively, actively)
related with subterransive Creativity of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators. They just provide the Process of
«projection» to all focal Configurations of Form-Creators of the most ampliative to this given megadiapason combinations of OO-UU-signs, which structure Idiopathic Ingredient (TLAASSMA-A).
3.1178.   

Focus Dynamics in realization of all Form-structures of own Secondary Illusion of
our Universal Entity «starts» from the organizational Mechanism of Cosmic Buddhic Plan-Level
(IUUYY-SS-ST), Which generates Secondary Informational Codes (UYYU-YYUU-RRR-SSS) of Pure
and Combined Qualities, Which serve as peculiar informational «bridge» between Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Inter-Galactic Buddhic Complex-Plan (TTUUSSUYY-SS-MM) and Buddhic
3.1179.   

Plan-Overtone (GLOOGSMII-NAA). Cosmic Buddhic Plan-Level’s Creative Principle schematically
is the same as Inter-Galactic Buddhic Complex-Plan’s one, though dynamics of transmutational and
stabilizational Processes, which condition all Creative Nature of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of this Plan-Level, is much weaker. This is due to inhibitory influence of Mechanism of inertionness
(DRUULGM-MMUU-U) on realization of all focal-ethereal interconnections. This Mechanism provides exhiberation of all Form-structures of Secondary Energy-Plasma.
Your traditional Conceptions about the fact that Inertia of Focus Dynamics is peculiar
only to corporal (physical, material) states of Energy-Plasma and absent in Its more amplificational manifestations are fallacious and subjective, because Perception system of the now focused by
us NUU-VVU-Form-Types in these given exhiberation conditions is still extremely confined. At the
same time there are many of such qualitative states in Secondary Energy-Plasma, which by degree
of «density» of combined by them Qualities’ Aspects are not less «inertial» (compared to the force
interconnections in Primary Energy-Plasma!), then those ones, which we interpret as «inertia of the
physical Matter.» After all, specific Spatial (KKVOO-ULTR) and Temporal (TRROO-RR-URRGG) Entities structure not only Stellar (SSOOULL-FMI) and Universal (OO-UUILLI-I-UULL) Levels of exhiberation of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators, but also Focus Dynamics of Inter-Universal Cosmic
Entities (NOO-GGM-LLN).
3.1180.   

This is why «unpacking» of LLAASS-Forms of Focus Dynamics of SSLOO-SS-SNAACreators via simultaneous implementation of all «stabilizational» and «transmutational» Processes
in Buddhic Plan-Level is realized with some «lateness» in comparison with the moment of generating YYYUULLUYG-Forms in Buddhic Complex-Plan. The activity on compensation of this «inertial
Coefficient» (OOO-TT-UU) is the responsibility of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators, because even the slightest «delay» of informational impulse (primary codings) creates in their Focus Dynamics subterransive effect of «destructive distortiveness.» This is informational deformation in the way of generating
in it (in Focus Dynamics) Secondary SSLOOO-SSS-Flows («Light fibers of Energy-Plasma»), which
leads to distortions in Perception of the Highest Information and in qualitative Reactions of SSLOOSS-SNAA-Creators of Secondary Energy-Plasma on Creative Processes taking place in Primary Energy-Plasma.
3.1181.   

To minimize influence of this subjective effect on their Focus Dynamics, SSLOO-SSSNAA-Creators expressly create in peculiar to them NAA-GLLII-UU-Creativity Sphere own «internal»
extensive «net,» which is structured with the infinite multitude of interstitial (intermediate) LLAIYYSS-UYUYY-SSS-Spheres with easily modelled by them universal UIYUVIIMM-regimes peculiar to
Secondary Illusion. Focus Dynamics of each of such intermediate-compensational Creativity Spheres
has been initiated by SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of the two types — LLA-IYYSS-Creators and GLLAAGLLII-Creators. The first ones mostly manipulate with focal Information constituent, and the second
ones — with ethereal constituent. If we compare these SCCs with Conceptions you have, then the
functions of the first type of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators could be entirely conditionally compared with
the functions of Form-Creators, and the functions of the second type with the functions of Info-Creators (though, this would be extremely inauthentic, because all of them are equally — but differently!
— busy at implementing the Mechanism of exhiberation of CCIs and Self-Consciousnesses Forms of
Secondary Universal Illusion).
3.1182.   

The most important feature of every interstitial Creativity Sphere is that this Sphere certainly involves stabilizing-dynamic codings generated by SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Primary Universal Illusion (OIYAOOMM). The availability of these YYYUULLUYG-Forms in the process of subjective
«unpackings» by SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of the primary informational SSLIIY-SSS-Flows allows
them to provide in their own Perception systems implementing of anticipatory adjustment of own
Focus Dynamics allowing for definitive parameters of «inertial Coefficient» of this given interstitial
Sphere. This Process is performed by means of special resonational comparison of qualitativeness of
LLAASS-Forms initiated in own Focus Dynamics with already available (that is, accessible to subjective Perception) YYYUULLUYG-Forms.
3.1183.   

You can roughly consider this as if you would have been cooking some dish and observing
at the same time as recognized master prepares it on your TV-screen. But the dish you’d have cooked,
despite of your thorough recipe observance, will certainly have somewhat different taste from the
reference sample. This difference is not «distortion,» or «deformation,» because all standards and
composition have been strictly followed by you. This is more of some sublime subterransive interpretation of one and the same Creation, which does not disturb the Essence initially belonging to It.
Also this process could be compared with very good arrangement of some recognized musical composition, which in new ways unleashes its initial, deepest Meaning. All Form-structures of Secondary
Universal Illusion differ from reference codings of Primary Universal Illusion, which have «generated» them, by the presence of these elusive niceties.
3.1184.   

Thus, we can say that presence of the infinite multitude of interstitial Creativity Spheres,
which duvuyllerrtly replace each other through all vectors of multipolarizational Focus Dynamics of
SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators, provides in the Mechanism of exhiberation of all Form-structures of Secondary Universal Illusion the main informational-regenerative function on transcendent keeping and
diffuzgently-simultaneous distribution (both transgressively and convergently!) of YYYUULLUYGForms of Primary Energy-Plasma in slloogrent Focus Dynamics of all possible CCIs and Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which structure different UIYUVIIMM-variants. LLA-IYYSS-Creators and UYUYYSSS-Creators of intermediate-compensational Creativity Spheres, which provide minimal degree of
interpretation of codings generated by Universal SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators, represent the greatest percentage of all different-type CCIs of Cosmic Stabilizational Plan-Level (OOSLLLOOLL-SS-ST). Its total
Focus Dynamics is the main focal-ethereal base of virtually all Form-structures of Secondary Universal Illusion. Let me remind you its structure, which was offered earlier in the context of PFDs, and
continue Its detailed examination.
3.1185.   

Cosmic Plan-Levels
SSOULG-SS-ST
(from +24.0 to -24.0 dimension):
OULLGNOO-SS-ST — Cosmic Ethereal Plan-Level
SSMM-IIF-SS-ST — Cosmic Transforming Plan-Level
PAIAA-YYT-SS-ST — Cosmic Focusing Plan-Level
SSAASSIFF-SS-ST — Cosmic Disbalancing Plan-Level
OOLUUGG-SS-ST — Cosmic Harmonizing Plan-Level
OOIYL-OOR-SS-ST — Cosmic Disintegrational Plan-Level

Cosmic Buddhic Plan-Level
IUUYY-SS-ST
(from ±24.0 dimension to ±12.0 dimension)
Differentiates on two Plano-Rays: Stabilizational and Transmutational, each of which
transforms to sort of «independent» Plan-Levels.

Cosmic Stabilizational Plan-Level
OOSLLLOOLL-SS-ST
(from ±26.0 dimension — throug Y-II-Quality — to ±14.0 dimension):
ROOTSI-LLMM-IILL + UUU-ISSV-IILL

(from +26.0 — through 0.0 — to -26.0 dimension)
LIDDIFFU-RRMM-OOLL + UUU-OSSV-OOLL

(from +25.0 — through 0.0 — to -25.0 dimension)
YYYUYUMM-TTYUYU-SS-ST + AAA-YYYULLUYYUYYFF-SS-ST

(from +24.0 — through 0.0 — to -24.0 dimension)
YYYAYAYY-FFAA-SS-ST + AAA-YYYALLAYYAYYGG-SS-ST

(from +23.0 — through 0.0 — to -23.0 dimension)
YYUUKHKH-YYUU-SS-ST + AAA-YLLUUYYYUYYSS-SS-ST

(from +22.0 — through 0.0 — to -22.0 dimension)
NNAYGGA-FFAA-SS-ST + AAA-YLLAAYYAYYSS-SS-ST

(from +21.0 — through 0.0 — to -21.0 dimension)

TTOORR-DDOO-SS-ST + AAA-YYOYYSMORYYOYRR-SS-ST

(from +20.0 — through 0.0 — to -20.0 dimension)
KKEESS-RREE-SS-ST + AAA-YYEYYSMERYYEYRR-SS-ST

(from +19.0 — through 0.0 — to -19.0 dimension)
RRUUMM-BBUU-SS-ST + AAA-STUULLFFU-SS-ST

(from +18.0 — through 0.0 — to -18.0 dimension)
SSAAYY-DDAA-SS-ST + AAA-STAALLGGA-SS-ST

(from +17.0 — through 0.0 — to -17.0 dimension)
BBIIFF-VVII-SS-ST + AAA-LLIIRVIRR-SS-ST

(from +16.0 — through 0.0 — to -16.0 dimension)
MMAYLLA-TTAA-SS-ST + AAA-LLAARVAKHKH-SS-ST

(from +15.0 — through 0.0 — to -15.0 dimension)

Cosmic Transmutational Plan-Level
AAA-RRSS-FFAYRRA-SS-ST
(from ±26.0 — through 0.0 — to ±14.0 dimension):
UUU-ISSV-IILL
(from +26.0 — through 0.0 — to -26.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:

UUU-II-IL:

41st mental sub-plan — APPLAAST — applaast — from 0.0 to +26.0 dimension
41st Astral sub-plan — IMMIILLIRIST — immiillirist — from 0.0 to +26.0 dimension
42nd mental sub-plan — BKUKHKHUORST — bkukhhuorst — from -26.0 to 0.0 dimension
42nd Astral sub-plan — IISSIISSSISST — iissiisssisst — from -26.0 to 0.0 dimension
UU-SVU-SL-UU:

43rd mental sub-plan — ADDAMMIRST — addammirst — from 0.0 to +25.5 dimension
43rd Astral sub-plan — OSSOOSSAAST — ossoossaast — from 0.0 to +25.5 dimension
44th mental sub-plan — RBAVVARSSVIRST — rbavvarssvirst — from -25.5 to 0.0 dimension
44th Astral sub-plan — OORRUUMMMASST — oorruummmasst — from -25.5 to 0.0 dimension

UUU-OSSV-OOLL
(from +25.0 — through 0.0 — to -25.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Flows»:

UUU-OO-OL:

45th mental sub-plan — ALLAAVVIRST — allavvirst — from 0.0 to +25.0 dimension
45th Astral sub-plan — OMMOOMMOFAST — ommoommofast — from 0.0 to +25.0 dimension
46th mental sub-plan — FLUURRURSSFIRST — flurrurssfirst — from -25.0 to 0.0 dimension
46th Astral sub-plan — UURRAARRRASST — uurraarrrasst — from -25.0 to 0.0 dimension
UU-SLU-SV-UU:

47th mental sub-plan — IMMILLIRST — immillirst — from 0.0 to +24.5 dimension
47th Astral sub-plan — ULLOOLLORAST — ulloollorast — from 0.0 to +24.5 dimension
48th mental sub-plan — DROLLOSSDIRS — drollossdirst — from -24.5 to 0.0 dimension
48th Astral sub-plan — UUSSUULLLASST — uussuulllasst — from -24.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YYYULLUYYUYYFF-SS-ST
(from +24.0 — through 0.0 — to -24.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-FFLLUY-SS-ST:

49th mental sub-plan — ULLUFFUFF — ulluffuffoid — from 0.0 to +24.0 dimension
49th Astral sub-plan — YYUYYUYUFT — yyuyyuyuft — from 0.0 to +24.0 dimension
50th mental sub-plan — PSAASS — psaassoid — from -24.0 to 0.0 dimension
50th Astral sub-plan — UUYYUFT — uuyyuft — from -24.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YYYUYYYU-SS-ST:

51st mental sub-plan — ASSNAARG — assnaargoid — from 0.0 to +23.5 dimension
51st Astral sub-plan — EEYEFT — eeyeft — from 0.0 to +23.5 dimension
52nd mental sub-plan — LKHOOVV — lhoovvoid — from -23.5 to 0.0 dimension
52nd Astral sub-plan — IIYIFT — iiyift — from -23.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YYYALLAYYAYYGG-SS-ST
(from +23.0 — through 0.0 — to -23.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-GGLLAY-SS-ST:

53rd mental sub-plan — UVVAKHRAPP — uvvakhrappoid — from 0.0 to +23.0 dimension
53rd Astral sub-plan — OOYOFT — ooyoft — from 0.0 to +23.0 dimension
54th mental sub-plan — RGUURR — rguurroid — from -23.0 to 0.0 dimension
54th Astral sub-plan — AAYAFT — aayaft — from -23.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YYYAYYYA-SS-ST:

55th mental sub-plan — IBBILLIDD — ibbilliddoid — from 0.0 to +22.5 dimension
55th Astral sub-plan — OOFFORFFT — oofforfft — from 0.0 to +22.5 dimension
56th mental sub-plan — NLUURGGSTR — nluurggstroid — from -22.5 to 0.0 dimension
56th Astral sub-plan — EELLEVFT — eellevft — from -22.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YLLUUYYYUYYSS-SS-ST
(from +22.0 — through 0.0 — to -22.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-LLUYSS-SS-ST:

57th mental sub-plan — OLLAMARR — ollamarroid — from 0.0 to +22.0 dimension
57th Astral sub-plan — UUSSTSEFT — uusstseft — from 0.0 to +22.0 dimension
58th mental sub-plan — KHVAATTFFR — khvaattffroid — from -22.0 to 0.0 dimension
58th Astral sub-plan — UUDDOLMFT — uuddolmft — from -22.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YYUYYYU-SS-ST:

59th mental sub-plan — AMMUILL — ammuilloid — from 0.0 to +21.5 dimension
59th Astral sub-plan — AABBGIBBFT — aabbgibbft — from 0.0 to +21.5 dimension

60th mental sub-plan — STROOFFSTR — strooffstroid — from -21.5 to 0.0 dimension
60th Astral sub-plan — IILLORRTFT — iillorrtft — from -21.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YLLAAYYAYYSS-SS-ST
(from +21.0 — through 0.0 — to -21.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-LLAYSS-SS-ST:

61st mental sub-plan — UUNNLIID — uunnliid — from 0.0 to +21.0 dimension
61st Astral sub-plan — YYYAAYFART — yyyaayffart — from 0.0 to +21.0 dimension
62nd mental sub-plan — DBOOKOLLD — dbookolld — from -21.0 to 0.0 dimension
62nd Astral sub-plan — GGLLAALLART — ggllaallart — from -21.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YYAYYA-SS-ST:

63rd mental sub-plan — OODDMAARD — ooddmaard — from 0.0 to +20.5 dimension
63rd Astral sub-plan — SSMUKKURART — ssmukkurart — from 0.0 to +20.5 dimension
64th mental sub-plan — TKHAAFFTAKHD — thaafftakhd — from -20.5 to 0.0 dimension
64th Astral sub-plan — LLIFFMAART — lliffmaart — from -20.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YYOYYSMORYYOYRR-SS-ST
(from +20.0 — through 0.0 — to -20.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-SMOYRR-SS-ST:

65th mental sub-plan — IIRRIIRD — iirriird — from 0.0 to +20.0 dimension
65th Astral sub-plan — AASSART — aassart — from 0.0 to +20.0 dimension
66th mental sub-plan — LDUURLIRD — lduurlird — from -20.0 to 0.0 dimension
66th Astral sub-plan — YYUUARRT — yyuuarrt — from -20.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YYORYYOYY-SS-ST:

67th mental sub-plan — UUVVUURD — uuvvuurd — from 0.0 to +19.5 dimension
67th Astral sub-plan — MMOOMMURT — mmoommurt — from 0.0 to +19.5 dimension
68th mental sub-plan — KHRAARRORD — khraarrord — from -19.5 to 0.0 dimension
68th Astral sub-plan — IIFFURT — iiffurt — from -19.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YYEYYSMERYYEYRR-SS-ST
(from +19.0 — through 0.0 — to -19.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-SMEYRR-SS-ST:

69th mental sub-plan — IINNILORD — iinnilord — from 0.0 to +19.0 dimension
69th Astral sub-plan — SSIBBIVVURT — ssibbivvurt — from 0.0 to +19.0 dimension
70th mental sub-plan — PLUUBDORD — pluubdord — from -19.0 to 0.0 dimension
70th Astral sub-plan — SSKUUSSURT — sskuussurt — from -19.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-YYERYYEYY-SS-ST:

71st mental sub-plan — AALLILFFORD — aallilfford — from 0.0 to +18.5 dimension
71st Astral sub-plan — FFYYUFULURT — ffyyufulurt — from 0.0 to +18.5 dimension
72nd mental sub-plan — FROOKKHORD — frookhord — from -18.5 to 0.0 dimension
72nd Astral sub-plan — OORRURT — oorrurt — from -18.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-STUULLFFU-SS-ST
(from +18.0 — through 0.0 — to -18.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-STUU-SS-ST:

73rd mental sub-plan — EELLEND — eellend — from 0.0 to +18.0 dimension
73rd Astral sub-plan — IMMISSIFT — immissift — from 0.0 to +18.0 dimension

74th mental sub-plan — KHLEFFLEFFMIID — khleffleffmiid — from -18.0 to 0.0 dimension
74th Astral sub-plan — TSUUDDIFT — tsuuddift — from -18.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-LLFFU-SS-ST:

75th mental sub-plan — UURRUID — uurruid — from 0.0 to +17.5 dimension
75th Astral sub-plan — YYUUSSMIFT — yyuussmmift — from 0.0 to +17.5 dimension
76th mental sub-plan — NLAGGMALLIID — nlaggmalliid — from -17.5 to 0.0 dimension
76th Astral sub-plan — SSTSIISSTSIFT — sstsiisstsift — from -17.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-STAALLGGA-SS-ST
(from +17.0 — through 0.0 — to -17.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-STAA-SS-ST:

77th mental sub-plan — IILLIIRD — iillird — from 0.0 to +17.0 dimension
77th Astral sub-plan — FIILLFIFT — fiillfift — from 0.0 to +17.0 dimension
78th mental sub-plan — PRIVVRIPPIID — privvrippiid — from -17.0 to 0.0 dimension
78th Astral sub-plan — VISFLIIFT — visfliift — from -17.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-LLGA-SS-ST:

79th mental sub-plan — AALLUD — aallud — from 0.0 to +16.5 dimension
79th Astral sub-plan — FREERFORFFT — freerforfft — from 0.0 to +16.5 dimension
80th mental sub-plan — DLERRKHLERT — dlerrkhlertoid — from -16.5 to 0.0 dimension
80th Astral sub-plan — GIFTSILLORFT — giftsillorft — from -16.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-LLIIRVIRR-SS-ST
(from +16.0 — through 0.0 — to -16.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-LLII-SS-ST:

81st mental sub-plan — OORRIID — oorriid — from 0.0 to +16.0 dimension
81st Astral sub-plan — KRUUSTORFT — kruustorft — from 0.0 to +16.0 dimension
82nd mental sub-plan — KHROMMORRFT — khrommorrftoid — from -16.0 to 0.0 dimension
82nd Astral sub-plan — MAYUSTSOLFT — mayustsolft — from -16.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-RVIRR-SS-ST:

83rd mental sub-plan — IISSUID — iissuid — from 0.0 to +15.5 dimension
83rd Astral sub-plan — SVIIDORFT — sviidorft — from 0.0 to +15.5 dimension
84th mental sub-plan — LGALLALLT — lgallalltoid — from -15.5 to 0.0 dimension
84th Astral sub-plan — STAAMOLLFT — staamollft — from -15.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-LLAARVAKHKH-SS-ST
(from +15.0 — through 0.0 — to -15.0 dimension)
differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-LLAA-SS-ST:

85th mental sub-plan — UYYUFFYYUSST — uyyuffyyusst — from 0.0 to +15.0 dimension
85th Astral sub-plan — TTIIRRIRONT — ttiirriront — from 0.0 to +15.0 dimension
86th mental sub-plan — STSEELLERSST — stseellersst — from -15.0 to 0.0 dimension
86th Astral sub-plan — SPARRLAMAGONT — sparrlamagont — from -15.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-RVAKHKH-SS-ST:

87th mental sub-plan — EEFFAGSST — eeffagsstyy — from 0.0 to +14.5 dimension
87th Astral sub-plan — DUUYYULLONT — duuyyullont — from 0.0 to +14.5 dimension
88th mental sub-plan — GFFURRUYYUSST — gffurruyyusst — from -14.5 to 0.0 dimension
88th Astral sub-plan — ORDOLLOMONT — ordollomont — from -14.5 to 0.0 dimension

Cosmic Mental Plan-Level
ULLTUUR-SS-ST
Secondary type of LMIILLGFLI
(MENTAL-Plasma: from ±24.0 — through 0.0 — to ±12.0 dimension)
LLOOKSTR — llookstroid Mental Cosmic Plan-Level
(from ±24.0 — through 0.0 — to ±21.0 dimension):
49th mental sub-plan — ULLUFFUFF — ulluffuffoid — from 0.0 to +24.0 dimension
50th mental sub-plan — PSAASS — psaassoid — from -24.0 to 0.0 dimension
51st mental sub-plan — ASSNAARG — assnaargoid — from 0.0 to +23.5 dimension
52nd mental sub-plan — LKHOOVV — lhoovvoid — from -23.5 to 0.0 dimension
53rd mental sub-plan — UVVAKHRAPP — uvvakhrappoid — from 0.0 to +23.0 dimension
54th mental sub-plan — RGUURR — rguurroid — from -23.0 to 0.0 dimension
55th mental sub-plan — IBBILLIDD — ibbilliddoid — from 0.0 to +22.5 dimension
56th mental sub-plan — NLUURGGSTR — nluurggstroid — from -22.5 to 0.0 dimension
57th mental sub-plan — OLLAMARR — ollamarroid — from 0.0 to +22.0 dimension
58th mental sub-plan — KHVAATTFFR — khvaattffroid — from -22.0 to 0.0 dimension
59th mental sub-plan — AMMUILL — ammuilloid — from 0.0 to +21.5 dimension
60th mental sub-plan — STROOFFSTR — strooffstroid — from -21.5 to 0.0 dimension

TKULUORD — tkuluord –
Mental Cosmic Plan-Level
(from ±21.0 — through 0.0 — to ±18.0 dimension):
61st mental sub-plan — UUNNLIID — uunnliid — from 0.0 to +21.0 dimension
62nd mental sub-plan — DBOOKOLLD — dbookolld — from -21.0 to 0.0 dimension
63rd mental sub-plan — OODDMAARD — ooddmaard — from 0.0 to +20.5 dimension
64th mental sub-plan — TKHAAFFTAKHD — thaafftakhd — from -20.5 to 0.0 dimension
65th mental sub-plan — IIRRIIRD — iirriird — from 0.0 to +20.0 dimension
66th mental sub-plan — LDUURLIRD — lduurlird — from -20.0 to 0.0 dimension
67th mental sub-plan — UUVVUURD — uuvvuurd — from 0.0 to +19.5 dimension
68th mental sub-plan — KHRAARRORD — khraarrord — from -19.5 to 0.0 dimension
69th mental sub-plan — IINNILORD — iinnilord — from 0.0 to +19.0 dimension
70th mental sub-plan — PLUUBDORD — pluubdord — from -19.0 to 0.0 dimension
71st mental sub-plan — AALLILFFORD — aallilfford — from 0.0 to +18.5 dimension
72nd mental sub-plan — FROOKKHORD — frookhord — from -18.5 to 0.0 dimension

SPALARFT — spalarftoid —
Mental Cosmic Plan-Level
(from ±18.0 — through 0.0 — to ±15.0 dimension):
73rd mental sub-plan — EELLEND — eellend — from 0.0 to +18.0 dimension
74th mental sub-plan — KHLEFFLEFFMIID — khleffleffmiid — from -18.0 to 0.0 dimension
75th mental sub-plan — UURRUID — uurruid — from 0.0 to +17.5 dimension
76th mental sub-plan — NLAGGMALLIID — nlaggmalliid — from -17.5 to 0.0 dimension
77th mental sub-plan — IILLIIRD — iillird — from 0.0 to +17.0 dimension
78th mental sub-plan — PRIVVRIPPIID — privvrippiid — from -17.0 to 0.0 dimension
79th mental sub-plan — AALLUD — aallud — from 0.0 to +16.5 dimension
80th mental sub-plan — DLERRKHLERT — dlerrkhlertoid — from -16.5 to 0.0 dimension
81st mental sub-plan — OORRIID — oorriid — from 0.0 to +16.0 dimension
82nd mental sub-plan — KHROMMORRFT — khrommorrftoid — from -16.0 to 0.0 dimension
83rd mental sub-plan — IISSUID — iissuid — from 0.0 to +15.5 dimension
84th mental sub-plan — LGALLALLT — lgallalltoid — from -15.5 to 0.0 dimension

SFFLURUISST — sffluruisst —
Mental Cosmic Plan-Level
(from ±15.0 — through 0.0 — to ±12.0 dimension):
85th mental sub-plan — UYYUFFYYUSST — uyyuffyyusst — from 0.0 to +15.0 dimension
86th mental sub-plan — STSEELLERSST — stseellersst — from -15.0 to 0.0 dimension
87th mental sub-plan — EEFFAGSST — eeffagsst — from 0.0 to +14.5 dimension
88th mental sub-plan — GFFURRUYYUSST — gffurruyyusst — from -14.5 to 0.0 dimension
89th mental sub-plan — IILLEESST — iilleesst — from 0.0 to +14.0 dimension
90th mental sub-plan — RKHLUULLUSST — rkhluullusst — from -14.0 to 0.0 dimension
91st mental sub-plan — OOUSST — oousst — from 0.0 to +13.5 dimension
92nd mental sub-plan — STVISTVVIISST — stvistvviisst — from -13.5 to 0.0 dimension
93rd mental sub-plan — AAOSST — aaosst — from 0.0 to +13.0 dimension
94th mental sub-plan — BLDOOKHRISST — bldookhrisst — from -13.0 to 0.0 dimension
95th mental sub-plan — UUISST — uuisst — from 0.0 to +12.5 dimension
96th mental sub-plan — DFLARRALLISST — dflarrallisst — from -12.5 to 0.0 dimension

Cosmic Astral Plan-Level
STYUULLYYURSST-S-ST
Secondary type of PLAVAFLAGMMA-A
(ASTRAL-Plasma: from ±24.0 — through 0.0 — to ±12.0 dimension)
OOBBSORBFT — oobbsorbft —
Astral Cosmic Plan-Level
(from ±24.0 — through 0.0 — to ±21.0 dimension):
49th Astral sub-plan — YYUYYUYUFT — yyuyyuyuft — from 0.0 to +24.0 dimension
50th Astral sub-plan — UUYYUFT — uuyyuft — from -24.0 to 0.0 dimension
51st Astral sub-plan — EEYEFT — eeyeft — from 0.0 to +23.5 dimension
52nd Astral sub-plan — IIYIFT — iiyift — from -23.5 to 0.0 dimension
53rd Astral sub-plan — OOYOFT — ooyoft — from 0.0 to +23.0 dimension
54th Astral sub-plan — AAYAFT — aayaft — from -23.0 to 0.0 dimension
55th Astral sub-plan — OOFFORFFT — oofforfft — from 0.0 to +22.5 dimension

56th Astral sub-plan — EELLEVFT — eellevft — from -22.5 to 0.0 dimension
57th Astral sub-plan — UUSSTSEFT — uusstseft — from 0.0 to +22.0 dimension
58th Astral sub-plan — UUDDOLMFT — uuddolmft — from -22.0 to 0.0 dimension
59th Astral sub-plan — AABBGIBBFT — aabbgibbft — from 0.0 to +21.5 dimension
60th Astral sub-plan — IILLORRTFT — iillorrtft — from -21.5 to 0.0 dimension

SSLUUDURT — ssluudurt —
Astral Cosmic Plan-Level
(from ±21.0 — through 0.0 — to ±18.0 dimension):
61st Astral sub-plan — YYYAAYFART — yyyaayffart — from 0.0 to +21.0 dimension
62nd Astral sub-plan — GGLLAALLART — ggllaallart — from -21.0 to 0.0 dimension
63rd Astral sub-plan — SSMUKKURART — ssmukkurart — from 0.0 to +20.5 dimension
64th Astral sub-plan — LLIFFMAART — lliffmaart — from -20.5 to 0.0 dimension
65th Astral sub-plan — AASSART — aassart — from 0.0 to +20.0 dimension
66th Astral sub-plan — YYUUARRT — yyuuarrt — from -20.0 to 0.0 dimension
67th Astral sub-plan — MMOOMMURT — mmoommurt — from 0.0 to +19.5 dimension
68th Astral sub-plan — IIFFURT — iiffurt — from -19.5 to 0.0 dimension
69th Astral sub-plan — SSIBBIVVURT — ssibbivvurt — from 0.0 to +19.0 dimension
70th Astral sub-plan — SSKUUSSURT — sskuussurt — from -19.0 to 0.0 dimension
71st Astral sub-plan — FFYYUFULURT — ffyyufulurt — from 0.0 to +18.5 dimension
72nd Astral sub-plan — OORRURT — oorrurt — from -18.5 to 0.0 dimension

MMAAGORFT — mmaagorft —
Astral Cosmic Plan-Level
(from ±18.0 — through 0.0 — to ±15.0 dimension):
73rd Astral sub-plan — IMMISSIFT — immissift — from 0.0 to +18.0 dimension
74th Astral sub-plan — TSUUDDIFT — tsuuddift — from -18.0 to 0.0 dimension
75th Astral sub-plan — YYUUSSMIFT — yyuussmmift — from 0.0 to +17.5 dimension
76th Astral sub-plan — SSTSIISSTSIFT — sstsiisstsift — from -17.5 to 0.0 dimension
77th Astral sub-plan — FIILLFIFT — fiillfift — from 0.0 to +17.0 dimension

78th Astral sub-plan — VISFLIIFT — visfliift — from -17.0 to 0.0 dimension
79th Astral sub-plan — FREERFORFFT — freerforfft — from 0.0 to +16.5 dimension
80th Astral sub-plan — GIFTSILLORFT — giftsillorft — from -16.5 to 0.0 dimension
81st Astral sub-plan — KRUUSTORFT — kruustorft — from 0.0 to +16.0 dimension
82nd Astral sub-plan — MAYUSTSOLFT — mayustsolft — from -16.0 to 0.0 dimension
83rd Astral sub-plan — SVIIDORFT — sviidorft — from 0.0 to +15.5 dimension
84th Astral sub-plan — STAAMOLLFT — staamollft — from -15.5 to 0.0 dimension

SSMIISSTSENT — ssmiisstsent —
Astral Cosmic Plan-Level
(from ±15.0 — through 0.0 — to ±12.0 dimension):
85th Astral sub-plan — TTIIRRIRONT — ttiirriront — from 0.0 to +15.0 dimension
86th Astral sub-plan — SPARRLAMAGONT — sparrlamagont — from -15.0 to 0.0 dimension
87th Astral sub-plan — DUUYYULLONT — duuyyullont — from 0.0 to +14.5 dimension
88th Astral sub-plan — ORDOLLOMONT — ordollomont — from -14.5 to 0.0 dimension
89th Astral sub-plan — YYUYYURISFONT — yyuyyurisfont — from 0.0 to +14.0 dimension
90th Astral sub-plan — AALLOSSONT — aallossont — from -14.0 to 0.0 dimension
91st Astral sub-plan — DYUYSSENT — dyuuyssent — from 0.0 to +13.5 dimension
92nd Astral sub-plan — BDIIRVENT — bdiirvent — from -13.5 to 0.0 dimension
93rd Astral sub-plan — FIUUFFRENT — ftsuuffrent — from 0.0 to +13.0 dimension
94th Astral sub-plan — VOORDENT — voordent — from -13.0 to 0.0 dimension
95th Astral sub-plan — LLAASSGENT — llaassgent — from 0.0 to +12.5 dimension
96th Astral sub-plan — PLUUSSFENT — pluussfent — from -12.5 to 0.0 dimension

Cosmic Causal Plan-Level
DDKHVAAKHTVULSF-S-ST
Secondary type of IYISS-SSS-FLUUFFLUUYF
(KARMO-Plasma: from ±24.0 — through 0.0 — to ±12.0 dimension)
KKAPPRAVVAKK
5th Cosmic Causal Plan-Level
(from ±24.0 — through 0.0 — to ±21.0 dimension):
49th causal sub-plan — ILDIYYINN — from 0.0 to +24.0 dimension
50th causal sub-plan — BLOYDUFILL — from -24.0 to 0.0 dimension
51st causal sub-plan — AYLLABDANN — from 0.0 to +23.5 dimension
52nd causal sub-plan — DRAAKKPALL — from -23.5 to 0.0 dimension
53rd causal sub-plan — ISSLILLANN — from 0.0 to +23.0 dimension
54th causal sub-plan — LLAGRORULL — from -23.0 to 0.0 dimension
55th causal sub-plan — EVKOFEFTT — from 0.0 to +22.5 dimension
56th causal sub-plan — BRUKKUFORR — from -22.5 to 0.0 dimension
57th causal sub-plan — UKHBBUKHORTT — from 0.0 to +22.0 dimension
58th causal sub-plan — SMEELDFARR — from -22.0 to 0.0 dimension
59th causal sub-plan — OGLOKKOTT — from 0.0 to +21.5 dimension
60th causal sub-plan — TLUARURR — from -21.5 to 0.0 dimension

EYSSMEYERSSLYUFFSS
6th Cosmic Causal Plan-Level
(from ±21.0 — through 0.0 — to ±18.0 dimension):
61st causal sub-plan — IYBITTYYUYYRM — from 0.0 to +21.0 dimension
62nd causal sub-plan — TTYOTBBUTYYOYKR — from -21.0 to 0.0 dimension
63rd causal sub-plan — EYKSKRUSSKURM — from 0.0 to +20.5 dimension
64th causal sub-plan — KROOKSSVUKSKR — from -20.5 to 0.0 dimension
65th causal sub-plan — IRRKSKRIIRM — from 0.0 to +20.0 dimension

66th causal sub-plan — DKHEILLKSILKR — from -20.0 to 0.0 dimension
67th causal sub-plan — OLLTRUURM — from 0.0 to +19.5 dimension
68th causal sub-plan — KKURLUUKR — from -19.5 to 0.0 dimension
69th causal sub-plan — ALDRAGGRM — from 0.0 to +19.0 dimension
70th causal sub-plan — SMAASSKR — from -19.0 to 0.0 dimension
71st causal sub-plan — ORGLUURM — from 0.0 to +18.5 dimension
72nd causal sub-plan — FLUUTTKR — from -18.5 to 0.0 dimension

SPIIPPSILMMS
7th Cosmic Causal Plan-Level
(from ±18.0 — through 0.0 — to ±15.0 dimension):
73rd causal sub-plan — OOKHYYUYLKH — from 0.0 to +18.0 dimension
74th causal sub-plan — PRIYMMIYVVIYFT — from -18.0 to 0.0 dimension
75th causal sub-plan — OYKHTTUYOYLKH — from 0.0 to +17.5 dimension
76th causal sub-plan — TUFFTKHEEFT — from -17.5 to 0.0 dimension
77th causal sub-plan — ISSKHDULTTULKH — from 0.0 to +17.0 dimension
78th causal sub-plan — VPAGNAALKH — from -17.0 to 0.0 dimension
79th causal sub-plan — IMSSDIURSFT — from 0.0 to +16.5 dimension
80th causal sub-plan — LDIBBIRRLILLKH — from -16.5 to 0.0 dimension
81st causal sub-plan — OOTTNALFT — from 0.0 to +16.0 dimension
82nd causal sub-plan — KHLUOLDULKH — from -16.0 to 0.0 dimension
83rd causal sub-plan — OOVVSOFFT — from 0.0 to +15.5 dimension
84th causal sub-plan — LDEELLGELKH — from -15.5 to 0.0 dimension

PKHIMLLIVVALLKHS
8th Cosmic Causal Plan-Level
(from ±15.0 — through 0.0 — to ±12.0 dimension):
85th causal sub-plan — YUYKHMUYUYYSS — from 0.0 to +15.0 dimension
86th causal sub-plan — YRIKLIYMIMM — from -15.0 to 0.0 dimension

87th causal sub-plan — IYFIKLIYYSS — from 0.0 to +14.5 dimension
88th causal sub-plan — SSBAARLARMM — from -14.5 to 0.0 dimension
89th causal sub-plan — USSKHULLTURRSS — from 0.0 to +14.0 dimension
90th causal sub-plan — BDUKHMAULMM — from -14.0 to 0.0 dimension
91st causal sub-plan — OKHKHFOOKHKHSS — from 0.0 to +13.5 dimension
92nd causal sub-plan — GMOURGSKHORMM — from -13.5 to 0.0 dimension
93rd causal sub-plan — AVVLUIVVSS — from 0.0 to +13.0 dimension
94th causal sub-plan — LBOURVOMM — from -13.0 to 0.0 dimension
95th causal sub-plan — ASSLIOFFSS — from 0.0 to +12.5 dimension
96th causal sub-plan — KHLUUKSKHRUMM — from -12.5 to 0.0 dimension

Chapter 6. Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses. The simplest focal-ethereal
«projections» of EIYG-SS-MII- Creativity Sphere of AIY-YYA-Entity
In turn, every Cosmic Plan-Level also subdivides «inside Itself» into Plan-Overtones of
Fields-Consciousnesses (IIY-UUSSM): Ethereal, Transforming (from +36th — through 0.0 — to -36th
dimension), Focusing (from +24th — through 0.0 — to -24th dimension), Disbalancing (from +22nd —
through 0.0 — to -22nd dimension), Disintegrational (Buddhi-Cosmic) (from +20th — through 0.0 —
to -20th dimension). The next, sixth — Buddhic Plan-Overtone (from +18th — through 0.0 — to -18th
dimension) — manifests special properties and differentiates on two Plan-Overtones: Stabilizational
and Transmutational, each of which transforms by way of interaction between them into sort of «independent» Mental, Astral, and Causal Plan-Overtones.
3.1186.   

Due to activity of Form-Creators of interstitial Creativity Spheres (LLA-IYYSS-UYUYY-SSS),
SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of the Highest Levels of exhiberation of Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses, Who organize all types of subjective Realities of Tertiary Universal Illusion (AIYYALUUMM),
have possibility to accept from SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators primary codings (in the way of LLAASSForms), which have been qualitatively virtually in no way distorted by them, and accumulate peculiar to them Information in focal Configurations of the highest structures of their Integral Cosmic
Forms. These LLAASS-Forms are the main ethereal basis for producing SFUURMM-Forms.
3.1187.   

High degree of dissonation of focal-ethereal interconnections of the Tertiary Illusion and
presence of much more quantity of factors of inertionness of Energy-Plasma (DRUULGM-MMUU-U)
manipulated by SLAA-SS-MII-Creators do not contribute to production in this part of focal Configuration of DDIIUYYI-Entity of equally effective compensational Creativity Spheres. And owing to
this fact strong distortions and deformations of LLAASS-Forms’ contents occur in Focus Dynamics
of Form-Creators of all less amplificational Levels of exhiberation of Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses (EIYG-SS-MII — Sphere of Cosmic Creativity of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators — from 0th to
±12th dimension). This means concatenational transgression of their ethereal Configurations on all
3.1188.   

multitude of different-protoformal CCIs. These distortions and deformations increase literally exponentially with Tertiary Energy-Plasma density rise. Considering this, you should understand that
«Rays» are not analogs of all possible birvulyarity types of CCIs’ FD, but they supply the Mechanism
of exhiberation of birvulyarity «carriers» — Focus Dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
Thus, the presence of many all possible DRUULGM-MMUU-U-Factory, which strongly
weaken in Focus Dynamics of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators covarllertness degree of created by them focal-ethereal interconnections, is the main Reason of the Process of deformation of the Contents of
primary codings in Focus Dynamics of initiated by them Self-Consciousnesses Forms. This in turn
leads to increasing in their subjective Perception systems of so called different-Qualitative dissonational distances, to «individual» isolating, and to strong intensification of impact of illusory Time
factor on the state of «personal» Self-Consciousness. That’s why utterly incomparable qualitative difference exists between Form-structures of Cosmic Plan-Levels of Secondary Universal Illusion and
Form-structures of Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses of the Tertiary Illusion.
3.1189.   

The less covarllert between themselves interconnections (in accordance with Synthesis
Scheme of this given Self-Consciousness Form) structure Focus Dynamics of «person,» the more
it subjectively self-disintegrates from general Focus Dynamics of own CCI (because other protoformal interconnections activate), and the more exhiberation Mechanism resonationally «attracts»
such Focus Dynamics to the more inertial development scenarios with the strong influence on the
Self-Consciousness state of illusory Time factor. Psycho-mental interconnections with homogeneous
and particular «personal» Interpretations from parallel development scenarios weaken or get broken,
which becomes the reason of radical isolation (selfishness) of «person» subjective Perception system;
weak development of creative interconnections with SFUURMM-Forms of collective Subconsciousness becomes typical on the background of brightly and hardly expressed functional and realizational dependence from SFUURMM-Forms of protoformal-diffuzgent Self-Consciousnesses Forms etc.
3.1190.   

Development of inertial Process in regimes of exhiberation of Focus Dynamics of
Form-Creators, Who structure Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Form-Matter (TRUUFFORRG-VUU —
from 4.0 to 0.0 dimension), acquires so strong dissonational (destructive, inhibitory) tendencies that
SFUURMM-Forms, which have already undergone specific inertional deformation in the Levels of Plasma-Matter (TRUURRGURRDT-NUU — from 6.0 to 4.0 dimension), Form-Plasma (TRUURRGURRDTNAAKHGRASST — from 9.0 to 6.0 dimension), and Plasma-Form (TRUURRGURRDT-SSMII-I — from
12.0 to 9.0 dimension), qualitatively change completely beyond recognition in conditions of the lower matter type.
3.1191.   

This occurs because of high degree of imperseptness of focal-ethereal interconnections,
which generate Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of these Levels: just very small part of Information, which structures SFUURMM-Forms of Plasma-Matter, Form-Plasma, and Plasma-Form, is able
to adequately (meaning, in accordance with their Synthesis Scheme) reflect in Perception systems
of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms. As a consequence, just extremely limited quantity of interconnected between each other Information particulas «projects» to «personal» Self-Consciousness
in the process of «unpacking,» and utterly distorted by own content Conceptions are produced out
of them.
3.1192.   

As for Mechanism to ensure compensating functions in conditions of Tertiary Universal Illusion by Form-Creators of Stabilizational Plan-Overton, one can say that only Form-structures of Its
highest Levels (from ±14th to ±12th dimension) modelled and activated by SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators
of Secondary Energy-Plasma can execute own function. At the same time level-by-level creativity of
SLAA-SS-MII-Creators (from ±12th to 0th dimension) leads only to production in Space-Time of different-Qualitative and increasingly inertial spheroidal Form-structures (TTOUD-D-DUOTT-Factor),
which fully compose by themselves all Levels of exhiberation of Tertiary Energy-Plasma. The product of these Form-structures functioning is absolutely all contents (SFUURMM-Forms and UU-conglomerates) of the infinite multitude of different-protoformal Creativity Spheres, which structure
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LUU-complexes.
3.1193.   

The main feature of any Form-structure of TTOUD-D-DUOTT-Factor is that while perfectly reflecting focal-ethereal interconnections of the boundary zone of the more qualitative exhiberation Level, each of them — due to insufficient covarllertness (or high imperseptness) of generating
it interconnections — does not have that necessary potential of decoherent Energy, which is able to
provide launching of effective corrections’ Mechanism in Focus Dynamics of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators
and to amend corresponding corrections to distortions of manipulated by them SFUURMM-Forms
regarding presence of OOO-TT-UU-Factor («inertial Coefficient») in their Focus Dynamics. Because
of that the process of «linking» of Focus Dynamics of these Form-Creators to the «basic analogs» of
those primary codings, which have been generated by SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators, becomes virtually
impossible.
3.1194.   

Universal Slloogrentness Principle allows SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Inter-Galactic Transforming Complex-Plan (LLOOUY-SS-MM), which primary (for DDIIUYYI-Entity!) ethereal codings
absolutely precisely duplicate in all types of Focus Dynamics of Secondary Energy-Plasma by means
of interstitial Form-structures of Cosmic Transforming Plan-Level (SSMM-IIF-SS-ST), to continue
implement their functions in specific conditions of exhiberation of Focus Dynamics of CCIs and
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Tertiary Energy-Plasma via analogous Form-structures of Transforming Plan-Overtone (OUIYY-UISTI-UU).
3.1195.   

In the same way as it goes at Transforming Complex-Plan and Plan-Level, all functions of
Form-systems of Transforming Plan-Overtone reduce to providing of EIYG-SS-MII-Creativity Spheres
of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators with ethereal «projections» and to regulating Mechanism of resonational transformation — both at transgression and convergence — of these «projections» (SFUURMMForms) to focal Configurations and Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms for their
realization in corresponding exhiberation regimes.
3.1196.   

But the term «regulating» is used here conditionally (just in relation to your constrained
Conceptions about ability of Self-regulation of completely all Form-structures of Macrocosmos),
because the Process of simultaneously-holochrone transgression-convergence of any ethereal «projections» has been carried out without Whoever’s interference only due to availability of Resonation
Universal Principle. Focal Configurations of Form-Creators of any Levels of Macrocosmos dimension represent only reflectors and specific carriers (via Focus Dynamics) of integral-differential functions of this Principle. Since Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Transforming Plan-Overtone is
3.1197.   

extended within the limits of megadiapason of exhiberation from +36th — through 0.0 — to -36th dimension, one can say that their activity is not confined by the Levels of Tertiary and even Secondary
Energy-Plasma, but includes also participation of definite Inter-Universal functions in realization.
The only thing, which makes difference between Form-structures of Transforming
Plan-Overtone from analogous ones, but more amplificational Form-structures of Plan-Level and
Complex-Plan, is their Contents. They possess focal-ethereal combinations of completely all Forms
of Energy-Information, which reflects by Itself all qualitative conversions, which are simultaneously
implemented in all Levels of Tertiary Energy-Plasma. By analogy, this property schematically could
be compared with DNA-molecule, each section of which contain in itself Information on these given
biological species only in strictly specific diapason of matching qualities and always stays in its functionality absolutely united with the whole DNA structure.
3.1198.   

While recoding on their own the infinite number of variants of Life-Creativity in own
Form-structures in corresponding to them diapason (from +12.0 — through 0.0 — to -12.0 dimension) of exhiberation of Focus Dynamics of this Universal Entity, Form-Creators of different-type
CCIs of Transforming Plan-Overtone instantly retranslate this Information not only into AYFAAR
VCCI, but also into identical Form-structures of the infinite number of other (diffuzgently-covarllert with respect to DDIIUYYI Focus Dynamics) Universal Entities and obtain in the same way all
Information about all variants of generated by them Experience in return from their corresponding
Form-structures. This Information equally with concurrently acquired empiric Experience becomes
inseparable qualitative part of intuitive (that is, sort of «subconscious,» imported from «outside»)
Experience of the Highest Collegiate Intelligence (AYFAAR) of this given Universal Entity and is instantly reproduced by SLAA-SS-MII-Creators in realizational structures of Tertiary Universal Illusion
with «additions» and «corrections» from own Existence Experience.
3.1199.   

This Experience is «new» to this given Creation, and It, in turn, resonationally transforms,
qualitatively restructures, fixes in Self-Consciousness of DDIIUYYI-Entity as Its own Experience and
instantly retranslates into the Unified System of Inter-Universal focal-ethereal interconnections reflecting («re-projecting») backwards with many new primary codings, which represent by themselves «the response» of zillions of other Universal Entities on new qualitative AYFAAR’s interpretations, and so on in all infinite Unboundedness of these given Creative Cosmic Processes. All Essence
of Creative Processes, which are realized by Collective Cosmic Intelligence of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators
of Transforming Plan-Overton, consists exactly in functional providing (in own diapason of exhiberation) of continuous dynamics of exchange with these highly complicated interconnections between
our Universal Entity and other Universal Entities.
3.1200.   

Collective Intelligence of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of Focusing Plan-Overtone meets completely different organizational creative challenges. Its cosmic functions could be conditionally compared with the functions of Focus of Close Attention of our NUU-VVU-Form-Types, which activates
in Focus Dynamics of every «personal» Interpretation only those among all quantity of SFUURMMForms initiated multipolarizationally-simultaneously in informational Self-Consciousness space,
which mostly resonate with this Interpretation’s current essential Interest. By not taking subjective
Time factor into account, the integral of simultaneous realization of completely all variants of Focus3.1201.   

es of Close Attention (and their ampliative analogs) of every Stereo-Form will reflect resonationally
in the higher dimension Levels as Focus Dynamics of much more amplificational Self-Consciousness
Form, which has been eglleroliftively directed to even more qualitative and universal creative states.
Form-structures of Transforming and Focusing PFDs of our Universal Entity (including
Complex-Plans, Plan-Levels, and Plan-Overtones) — as opposed to Form-structures of Disbalancing and Disintegrational PFDs — play the main role in the Process of holochrone realization of
eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential via all possible types of exhiberation of Universal Plasmic-Differentiational Radiation (UPDR). They comprise the base of amplificational Mechanism of realization of
mercavgnation consummative part.
3.1202.   

The main function of Form-Creators of all these Form-systems comes down to the issue of
attempt to neglect colossal difference in regimes of exhiberation of zillions of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms in order to concentrate absolutely all Energy-Potential, which has been put in their focal Configurations, in a single holochrone IIYY-YAA-YY-State (reflects via multidimensional — from ±36.0 to
0.0 dimension — «Point» of subjective Creative Activity in subterransive Space of Self-Consciousness
of DDIIUYYI-Entity), which comprises absolutely all possible variants of focal-ethereal interactions
and creative interconnections peculiar to AYFAAR VCCI.
3.1203.   

3.1204.    SLAA-SS-MII-Creators

of Focusing Plan-Overton’s CCI provide general dynamics of these
focal conversions in regimes of peculiar to them dimension megadiapason bringing slloogrentness
of Focus Dynamics to the State of Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient; SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators
of Focusing Plan-Level’s CCI accept this Experience as the base of own Creativity and bring it by
means of peculiar to them eglleroliftive perturbations to the State of Transcendent SSMIIYSMAAA-Ingredient; after that SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of Focusing Complex-Plan provide it with the most
amplificational State for AYFAAR’s Focus Dynamics, which is peculiar to Idiopathic TLAASSMA-AIngredient.
Focusing Plan-Level and Plan-Overtone Form-structures’ features show the fact that
megadiapason of their mutual exhiberation (from +24.0 — through 0.0 — to -24.0 dimension) differs from manifestation regime of Focusing Complex-Plan's Form-structures (from +36.0 — through
0.0 — to -36.0 dimension). Though, this is not the case for Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of the
first two Form-structures, because definite difference also exists between their realizational abilities,
which is about qualitative distinctions between their functions performed by SLAA-SS-MII-Creators
of Focusing Plan-Overton’s CCI, and functions of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of Focusing Plan-Level’s
CCI.
3.1205.   

This could be conditionally compared with operation of many people of different occupations in separate workshops of a plant: their functions are connected only to some specific workshops and technologies, therefore there is no sense for them to visit other workshops. Even though,
again, all of them work at the same plant (meaning, within the limits from +24.0 — through 0.0 — to
-24.0 dimension) and are occupied with the same output (multipolarizational integration of all less
amplificational — for AYFAAR — variants of Focus Dynamics to the most ampliative for Its Synthesis
Scheme Form-Type of the 36-dimensional DDIIUYYI-Entity).
3.1206.   

Before acquiring ability to «re-project» own realizational Experience to VCCI of Universal Entities of other types and also to obtain in return from them new synthesized Energy-Information, this Experience should be modelled, structured and recoded by SSUI-SS-SFAA-Creators of
DDIIUYYI-Entity to corresponding high-amplificational State, which allows Perception systems of
other 36-Qualitative Universal Entities to operate it on the Level of peculiar to them VCCIs. Exactly
this part of the general Task has been performed by Form-Creators of all Focusing Form-structures, Who use for these goals accessible to them decoherent Energy-Potential of dissonational —
post-mercavgnational, consummative — part of Information.
3.1207.   

All Focusing Form-structures represent Mechanism of «local» exhiberation of the definite focal-ethereal interconnections of this Energy-Potential via all multitude of Focus Dynamics of
different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms. As a result, annihilation of Energy of depliative
Focuses and its successive accumulation to the more and more ampliative Focuses occurs. The whole
Focus Dynamics of not only AYFAAR, but also of all other VCCIs, Who simultaneously work together
to form all types of Primary Illusions of 36-Qualitative Universes, has been based on the conditional
«pinnacle» of this consummative Process of eglleroliftive perturbation of different-Qualitative Focuses within the limits of Forms of this megadiapason.
3.1208.   

In contrast to functions of Form-Creators of Form-structures of Transforming and Focusing PFDs, Form-structures of Disbalancing Plan-Level and Plan-Overtone play a major role in
the Process of holochrone manifestation of irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential via all types of realization of Universal Plasmic-Differentiational Radiation. Along with Form-Creators of Disintegrational
Form-systems of PFD, they comprise the base of qualitational Mechanism of realization of mercavgnation consummative part — transition of the most complicated combinations between dissonational (Energy) and resonational Information parts to the most simple ones, right up to generation
of reconverstive Configurations of primogenitive State of Information.
3.1209.   

Let me remind that the Task of eglleroliftive Mechanism of consummatization of all focal-ethereal interconnections is reduction of peculiar to them dissonational states to the lowest degree of tensorness and absolute harmonization. The result of this is also transmittation, which is
transition of Information from amitsissimal State to primogenitive one. This Act of overall transmittation of focal-ethereal interconnections to reconverstive Configurations finishes holochronely both
in the most amplificational and in the most Qualitational exhiberation Levels.
3.1210.   

Since Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of every realizational Form-system has stable eglleroliftive tendency to bringing itself to some more balanced state (definite balance of interconnections
generating it), the main function of Form-Creators of Disbalancing Plan-Overton’s CCI is destabilization of these eglleroliftively-integrational processes in Focus Dynamics of all Worlds’ Form-systems of
Tertiary Energy-Plasma, and that virtually forces synthesizing Form-Creators of absolutely all Levels
to balance on the brink of unstable equilibrium and Multipolarization among all possible Synthesis
Directions (Creators of Disbalancing Plan-Level do almost the same). Owing to that necessary conditions have been created simultaneously in their Focus Dynamics for maximal different-Qualitative
miskeration, which is svilgs-spherational «stirring» of the signs of some PCQs with the signs of other
PCQs for the purpose of producing the most covarllert focal-ethereal combinations.
3.1211.   

This Process of energy-informational unbalancing of Focus Dynamics is needed to weaken stability of covarllert focal-ethereal interconnections and to bring them up to the state of impersept ones, while providing Form-Creators of Disintegrational Form-systems in such a way with
opportunities to implement by themselves peculiar to them functions on enforcement of signs of
cruvursorrtness in already unbalanced Focus Dynamics.
3.1212.   

3.1213.    INGSSMII-NAA-Creators

of Disintegrational Plan-Overtone of Tertiary Energy-Plasma
irrkoglictively correct all simultaneous Dynamics of transformational and transmutational Cosmic
Processes on generating of the countless multitude of covarllert and liyllusceeve focal-ethereal combinations between Aspects of all Pure Cosmic Qualities and prevent concatenational level-by-level
convergence of Focus Dynamics of all synthesizing Form-Creators to the more developed Forms of
Collective Cosmic Intelligences. Owing to this fact Qualitational Processes have been implemented
in Energy-Plasma, which reflect mercavgnational functions of irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential.
On close examination of Plasmic Forces Diapasons you could not ignore the fact that
corresponding analog of Harmonizing Plan-Level is absent in Form-structures of Tertiary Universal Illusion, which Form-Creators in Secondary State of Energy-Plasma accomplish very important
function of «Disproportional intra-qualitative Balancing» and «Harmonious Inter-qualitative Levelling.» This function allows all focal-ethereal combinations before «Unbalancing» Process to come
to stable state of absolute Harmony and Equilibrium, through which heterogeneous equalization in
Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators occurs on the level of total cosmic formations and civilizations
(Planetary, Stellar, Galactic, and similar types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences).
3.1214.   

Similar — qualitatively balanced — states of Focus Dynamics of Collective Cosmic Intelligences are simply impossible in conditions of elevated tensorness and high degree of inertionness of
focal-ethereal interconnections between Form-Creators of all possible Self-Consciousnesses Forms
of Tertiary Energy-Plasma. Thus, any state, which might seem to subjective Observer as «True Cosmic Harmony» in these specific exhiberation conditions, is no more than the Tertiary Illusion.
3.1215.   

This illusory state (AIYYALUUMM) includes in the sphere of own creative manifestation all vibrations of this given Energy-Plasma exhiberation's megadiapason: Karmo-Types
of Causal Plan-Overtone (KOARDDIIRFF-AASMII-I — from ±12.0 to 0.0 dimension); all types of
Form-Matter (TRUUFFORRG-VUU — from 4.0 to 0.0 dimension); all creativity types of Plasma-Matter (TRUURRGURRDT-NUU — from 6.0 to 4.0 dimension) and Form-Plasma (TRUURRGURRDTNAAKHGRASST — from 9.0 to 6.0 dimension), and also all levels of Plasma-Form (TRUURRGURRDTSSMII-I — from 12.0 to 9.0 dimension), and actively uses for that Focus Dynamics of ASTROIDS
— DLLAABLLA-PLAVAFLAGMMA-A-Form-Creators (Tertiary level of ASTRAL-Plasma) and
PLASMOIDS — ASSFOLLFORDTS-LMIILLGFLI-Form-Creators (Tertiary level of MENTAL-Plasma).
3.1216.   

The main functional Task of Form-structures of INGSSMII-NAA-Creators is providing in
Focus Dynamics of synthesizing Form-Creators of some indifferent (that is, apathetic, unconcerned
with respect to that eglleroliftive Interest, which has been initiated by this Synthesis Scheme) creative
state of all inter-qualitative interconnections, while sort of counterbalancing them with the infinite
quantity of all possible alternative current combinations peculiar to other protoformal development
3.1217.   

Directions. Typical result of their stable influence on Focus Dynamics is availability in it of the process of manifestation of multipolarizational birvulyart decondicification on this given Synthesis
Scheme (people used to interpret this as so called «destruction of personal identity») with following
refocusing to some Self-Consciousness Form, which realizes through another Synthesis Scheme.
All just described properties of Form-structures of the Highest Plan-Overtones have only
indirect — fundamentally-organizational — relation to those certain combinations of focal-ethereal interconnections, which, actually, produce with own multidimensional Focus Dynamics all different-Qualitative diversity of realizational Experience of Tertiary Universal Illusion. As in more
amplificational States of Universal Creation (Primary and Secondary Illusions), all this definitive
Experience has been provided by Form-Creators of Form-structures of Buddhic Plan-Overtone
(GLOOGSMII-NAA), which fundamental arrangement schematically resembles already described
above functional Form-structures of Buddhic Complex-Plan and Plan-Level.
3.1218.   

As in previous more amplificational Form-structures, Collective Cosmic Intelligence of
GLOOGSMII-NAA-Creators multipolarizationally transgresses on two functionally complementing
each other Creative Flows, which reflecting specifically in slloogrent Focus Dynamics through peculiar only to them function transform instantly in general exhiberation Mechanism into sort of independent Stabilizational (SSOOSSOOLMA-NAA) and Transmutational (NIISSLII-I) Plan-Overtones.
Although, this illusory transformation is no more than imaginary (seeming) subjective Perception
effect; in fact, both of them are the two inseparative (indissoluble) parts of subterransive Form-structure of Buddhic Plan-Overton, from Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of which Mental, Astral, and
Causal types of the Tertiary Illusion have been developed (they have been also considered as «separate» Plan-Overtones’ dynamics).
3.1219.   

All Information about Primary Images of this given Universal Creation (resembling design
drawings used by construction workers) has been specifically recoded and adapted to the Perception
systems of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms in Form-structures of Stabilizational Plan-Overton. This Information transgresses and «reprojects» through many specializing only in this function
structures in the way of «the Highest Harmony forming General Plan» into all exhiberation regimes
and dimension Levels peculiar to slloogrent Focus Dynamics of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of Tertiary
Energy-Plasma. One of such «working» transgression Mechanisms is the countless number of Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredients, Which, as noted above, in all their totality represent Secondary
Forming Principle of Idiopathic TLAASSMA-A-Ingredient of our Universal Entity (Its Primary Forming Principle represents Transcendent SSMIIYSMAA-A-Ingredient).
3.1220.   

Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredients undertake own Universal form-generating and
synthetic Activities exactly in this megadiapason of Cosmic Creativity (to 12.0 dimension). They
represent in conditions of exhiberation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of Tertiary Universal Illusion
the Highest Collective Intelligence of all Its Proto-Forms. They are the ones filling with peculiar to
them Creative (ethereal) Contents, through twelve sub-Levels of Stabilizational Plan-Overton, all
different-Qualitative Worlds’ Form-systems and «projecting» countless «assembly» of all possible
Self-Consciousnesses Forms from the Highest — for the Tertiary Illusion! — Levels to the more
dense exhiberation regimes.
3.1221.   

Besides, one should note that the most amplificational Levels of Creative Activity of
GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredient, which realize via GLOOGOLM-GLLII-Creators of AANI-Iissiidi, do not
structure Focus Dynamics of the Tertiary Illusion, but in Essence reflect qualitativeness of LLAASSForms of the lowest Levels of Secondary Illusion (from +14.0 — through 0.0 — to -14.0 dimension)
including in this way to their ethereal Configurations virtually unchanged primary codings generated by FD of AYFAAR VCCI.
3.1222.   

Again, I draw your attention to the fact that at close examining of structure of exhiberation of the more qualitative Levels of Stabilizational Complex-Plan, Plan-Level, and Plan-Overton,
you will notice that Form-structures of each of them concurrently penetrate by themselves the two
Energy-Plasma’s States at once (in intermediate, or finitimus diapasons) and represent sort of linking or transmission Mechanism between the highest amplificational codings of Primary Universal
Illusion and their possible — the most qualitative — subjective Interpretations, which have been generated by SSMIIYSMAA-A-Ingredients and GOOLGAMAA-A-Ingredients and simultaneously realized
through FD of Secondary and Tertiary Illusions’ Form-Creators .
3.1223.   

In the same way SSNUUYLL-Forms of Inter-Universal Inter-Galactic Plasmic Forces Diapason transgress to Universal YYYUULLUYG-Forms of Inter-Galactic Stabilizational Complex-Plan
not from ±36.0 dimension, but from ±38.0 — ±37.0 dimension providing in such way Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Primary Universal Illusion with VERITABLE CODES generated by SUPRAUniversal I-IIYTY-I-AA-A- and UUYYU-UU-YY-Creators. In turn, through Form-structures of Stabilizational Complex-Plan, which are ethereal «projections» of YYYUULLUYG-Forms of Focus Dynamics
of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of Stabilizational Plan-Level, the most ampliative exhiberation (starting
from ±26.0 — ±25.0 dimension) of LLAASS-Forms of Secondary Illusion has been provided. They,
as noted, transgress «projections» of peculiar to them primary codings through Focus Dynamics of
SLAA-SS-MII-Creators of Stabilizational Plan-Overtone to the Tertiary Illusion’s SFUURMM-Forms.
3.1224.   

3.1225.    GLOOGOLM-GLLII-Creators

specifically recode and adapt all Information copied from
LLAASS-Forms in the way of two ethereal Flows, one of which contains only «projections» of primary
codings of this given Universal Creation. These Creators fill with these Flows’ Contents all Form-structures of Stabilizational Plan-Overtone (these structures never change and serve to Form-Creators as
sort of original Standards of Creation!). At the same time NIISSLII-I-Creators of Transmutational
Plan-Overtone — via Form-structures of Mental, Astral, and Causal Plan-Overtones — duplicate and
svilgs-spherationally transgress all these «projections» of Secondary Illusion’s «lower» Levels (from
±14.0 — ±13.0 dimension) to Focus Dynamics of the Tertiary Illusion’s synthesizing Form-Creators .
As we found out above, «the projections» of informational codings of the second «Flow»
arrange to the complex Contents of sort of «independent» Transmutational Plan-Overtone becoming the main informational basis for the infinitely differentiated Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Tertiary Energy-Plasma. With regard to growing exponentially influence of Inertia Factor
(DRUULGM-MMUU-U), progressive deformation and increasing qualitative distortion of duplicated
from LLAASS-Forms Information via SFUURMM-Forms of Focus Dynamics of Collective Cosmic Intelligences of each from the more depliative sub-overtones occurs during Its perception and further
reproduction. Exactly these subjective distortions, which have been practically realized via tensor
3.1226.   

states of Focus Dynamics of synthesizing Form-Creators of Mental Plan-Overtone (ASSFOLLFORDTSUOLDMII-I) and Astral Plan-Overtone (DLLAABLLA-SVUULLMII-I), become informational base and
qualitative Contents of all types of subjective Realities of Tertiary Universal Illusion.
Information in the way of all possible ethereal combinations of Pure Cosmic Qualities’ Aspects is inevitable part of Focus Dynamics of the Tertiary Illusion’s all Collective Cosmic Intelligences, their key characteristic including Its most dense levels — Form-Plasma and Form-Matter. With
growing of imperseptness of focal-ethereal interconnections of Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of different qualitative Levels the force value of OOO-TT-UU-Factor («inertial Coefficient») increases
and «inhibitory» influence of inertionness (DRUULGM-MMUU-U) on Focus Dynamics of qualitative
Self-Actualization of complex Contents of the two given «Flows» through Cosmic Intelligences’ collective Creativity constantly develops acquiring more and more «dual» differences and turning in
Form-Matter Levels into the state, which we not altogether correctly define as «unity and struggle of
opposites.»
3.1227.   

Besides, the signs of the Unity of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms are preserved due to
availability of Stabilizational Plan-Overton’s Form-structures, whereas all narrow-specific Experience
of subterransive refocusings of every Self-Consciousness Form has been provided by the presence
and qualitative base of Transmutational Plan-Overton’s Form-structures, where MENTAL-Plasma’s
and ASTRAL-Plasma’s properties are represented by the infinitely penetrating each other Flows of the
unified Energy synthesized out of all focal-ethereal combinations peculiar to this given exhiberation
megadiapason.
3.1228.   

The highest qualitative synthetic «Flows» (AAA-FTOOFTOMM-SS-ST and AAA-FTAAFTAFFSS-ST) in the most ampliative Levels of Transmutational Plan-Overton’s Form-structures, which keep
profective (that is, true, non-distorted) meaning of primary codings of the general Creation Plan,
equally differentiate on MENTAL-Plasma and ASTRAL-Plasma, which Form-structures belong to
mental-sffluruisst and astral-ssmiisstsent exhiberation Levels of Secondary Illusion (from ±14.0 to
±12.0 dimension). Owing to the very small influence of the inertial Factor, focal Configurations
of CCIs of these Levels still keep high degree of informational reliability. This transgression could
be schematically shown in the following way (all subsequent mental-astral Levels of Tertiary Energy-Plasma are generated by the analogous principle):
3.1229.   

VVOYOYY-VVUU-SS-ST + AA-FTOO-SS-ST = 89–90th Mental and 89–90th Astral Sub-plans;
VVOYOYY-VVUU-SS-ST + AAA-FTOMM-SS-ST = 91–92nd Mental and 91–92nd Astral Sub-plans;
LLAYAYY-LLAA-SS-ST + AA-FTAA-SS-ST = 93–94th Mental and 93–94th Astral Sub-plans;
LLAYAYY-LLAA-SS-ST + AAA-FTAFF-SS-ST = 95–96th Mental and 95–96th Astral Sub-plans… and

so on, on the same principle.

Though, with decreasing of ampliativeness of combinations synthesized within the limits from ±12.0 to ±9.0 dimension, this «inhibitory» influence leads to increase of tensorness of fo3.1230.   

cal-ethereal interconnections and in a distorting way reflects on Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators
of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs. Therefore, strong «disinformation» degree increasing
occurs in Focus Dynamics of Form-structures of mental-astral Diapasons generated by means of
transgression of Focus Dynamics of synthetic TTT-UULLKUURRU-SS-ST-, TTT-AALLKAARRA-SS-ST-,
and TTT-IIRRGIIFFI-SS-ST-Levels of Transmutational Plan-Overton. This disinformation becomes
inevitable part of subjective Realities of all types starting from mental vvuurlikht and Astral groollugorff Levels.

Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses (IIY-UUSSM)
Ethereal Plan-Overtone (UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I) — has no dimension parameters
Transforming Plan-Overtone (OUIYY-UISTI-UU) — from +36.0 — through 0.0 — to -36.0
dimension
Focusing Plan-Overtone (AOOUSSMM-GLLII-I) — from +24.0 — through 0.0 — to -24.0
dimension
Disbalancing Plan-Overtone (SYYUUUY-UU) — from +22.0 — through 0.0 — to -22.0 dimension
Disintegrational or Buddhi-Cosmic Plan-Overtone (INGSSMII-NAA) — from +20.0 — through
0.0 — to -20.0 dimension
Buddhic Plan-Overtone (GLOOGSMII-NAA) — from +18.0 — through 0.0 — to -18.0
dimension. Differentiates of two Plan-Overtones: Stabilizational and Transmutational, each of
which by means of individual interconnection converts to «independent» Plan-Overtones of
Plasma-Form: Mental, Astral, and Causal, and also prozoative (elementary, simplest) Overtones
— Form-Plasma and Form-Matter.

Cosmic Qualitative Levels of Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses
First diapason of Stabilizational Plan-Overton
SSOOSSOOLMA-TTT-AAA-SSS
from +14th — through 0.0 — to -14th dimension, organizes in Plasma-Form FIVE qualitative
Levels:
VVOYOYY-VVUU-SS-ST + AAA-FTOOFTOMM-SS-ST (from +14.0 — through 0.0 — to -14.0
dimension)
LLAYAYY-LLAA-SS-ST + AAA-FTAAFTAFF-SS-ST (from +13.0 — through 0.0 — to -13.0
dimension)

SS-ST-UUFFLLURR-TTT + TTT-UULLKUURRU-SS-ST (from ±12.0 to 0.0 dimension)
SS-ST-AAFFLLARR-TTT + TTT-AALLKAARRA-SS-ST (from ±11.0 to 0.0 dimension)
SS-ST-IILLGGIFF-TTT + TTT-IIRRGIIFFI-SS-ST (from ±10.0 to 0.0 dimension)

First diapason of Transmutational Plan-Overton
NIISSLII-I-AAA-SSS-TTT
from ±14.0 — to 0.0 dimension, organizes in Plasma-Form FIVE subsequent qualitative
Levels:
AAA-FTOOFTOMM-SS-ST
from ±14.0 to ±13.0 dimension, differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-FTOO-SS-ST:

89th mental sub-plan — IILLEESST — iilleesst — from 0.0 to +14.0 dimension
89th Astral sub-plan — YYUYYURISFONT — yyuyyurisfont — from 0.0 to +14.0 dimension
90th mental sub-plan — RKHLUULLUSST — rkhluullusst — from -14.0 to 0.0 dimension
90th Astral sub-plan — AALLOSSONT — aallossont — from -14.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-FTOMM-SS-ST:

91st mental sub-plan — OOUSST — oousst — from 0.0 to +13.5 dimension
91st Astral sub-plan — DYUYSSENT — dyuuyssent — from 0.0 to +13.5 dimension
92nd mental sub-plan — STVISTVVIISST — stvistvviisst — from -13.5 to 0.0 dimension
92nd Astral sub-plan — BDIIRVENT — bdiirvent — from -13.5 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-FTAAFTAFF-SS-ST
from ±13.0 to ±12.0 dimension, differentiates on the following mental-astral «Rays»:

AA-FTAA-SS-ST:

93rd mental sub-plan — AAOSST — aaosst — from 0.0 to +13.0 dimension
93rd Astral sub-plan — FIUUFFRENT — ftsuuffrent — from 0.0 to +13.0 dimension
94th mental sub-plan — BLDOOKHRISST — bldookhrisst — from -13.0 to 0.0 dimension
94th Astral sub-plan — VOORDENT — voordent — from -13.0 to 0.0 dimension

AAA-FTAFF-SS-ST:

95th mental sub-plan — UUISST — uuisst — from 0.0 to +12.5 dimension
95th Astral sub-plan — LLAASSGENT — llaassgent — from 0.0 to +12.5 dimension
96th mental sub-plan — DFLARRALLISST — dflarrallisst — from -12.5 to 0.0 dimension
96th Astral sub-plan — PLUUSSFENT — pluussfent — from -12.5 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-UULLKUURRU-SS-ST
from ±12.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-ULKUR-SS-ST:

97th mental sub-plan — UYYUYYUKHT — uyyuyyukht — from 0.0 to +12.0 dimension
97th Astral sub-plan — ESFELLURIFF — esfelluriff — from 0.0 to +12.0 dimension
98th mental sub-plan — DDAAAKHT — ddaaakht — from -12.0 to 0.0 dimension
98th Astral sub-plan — BUULLETIFF — buulletiff — from -12.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-ULURU-SS-ST:

99th mental sub-plan — ILLIIKHT — illiikht — from 0.0 to +11.5 dimension
99th Astral sub-plan — DIISTSIDIFF — diistsidiff — from 0.0 to +11.5 dimension
100th mental sub-plan — BBOOOBKHT — bbooobkht — from -11.5 to 0.0 dimension
100th Astral sub-plan — SFIIFFISTSIFF — sfiiffistsiff — from -11.5 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-AALLKAARRA-SS-ST
from ±11.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-ALKAR-SS-ST:

101st mental sub-plan — UMMULUKHT — ummulukht — from 0.0 to +11.0 dimension
101st Astral sub-plan — PAARLITIFF — paarlitiff — from 0.0 to +11.0 dimension
102nd mental sub-plan — FFIIIFKHT — ffiiifkht — from -11.0 to 0.0 dimension
102nd Astral sub-plan — LLILLIMILIFF — llillimiliff — from -11.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-ALARA-SS-ST:

103rd mental sub-plan — AVVUURKHT — avvuurrkht — from 0.0 to +10.5 dimension
103rd Astral sub-plan — KATARMUKOFF — katarmukoff — from 0.0 to +10.5 dimension
104th mental sub-plan — MMEERRMIKHT — mmeerrmikht — from -10.5 to 0.0 dimension
104th Astral sub-plan — VVAYLUDOVOFF — vvayludovoff — from -10.5 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-IIRRGIIFFI-SS-ST
from ±10.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-IRGIF-SS-ST:

105th mental sub-plan — ISSAARRKHT — issaarrkht — from 0.0 to +10.0 dimension
105th Astral sub-plan — PIRRIMILOFF — pirrimiloff — from 0.0 to +10.0 dimension
106th mental sub-plan — MMAASSIKHT — mmaassikht — from -10.0 to 0.0 dimension
106th Astral sub-plan — MISSMIMISOFF — missmimissoff — from -10.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-IRIFI-SS-ST:

107th mental sub-plan — OLLOOPPKHT — ollooppkht — from 0.0 to +9.5 dimension
107th Astral sub-plan — BSAMADIDOFF — bsamadidoff — from 0.0 to +9.5 dimension
108th mental sub-plan — PPOOLLIKHT — ppoollikht — from -9.5 to 0.0 dimension
108th Astral sub-plan — FUULLUVOFF — fuulluvoff — from -9.5 to 0.0 dimension

First diapason of Mental Plan-Overton
VVUURLIKHT
from +12.0 — through 0.0 — to -12.0 dimension, with Its «compression» growing generates in
Plasma-Form subsequent mental «Flows»:
97th mental sub-plan — UYYUYYUKHT — uyyuyyukht — from 0.0 to +12.0 dimension
98th mental sub-plan — DDAAAKHT — ddaaakht — from -12.0 to 0.0 dimension
99th mental sub-plan — ILLIIKHT — illiikht — from 0.0 to +11.5 dimension
100th mental sub-plan — BBOOOBKHT — bbooobkht — from -11.5 to 0.0 dimension
101st mental sub-plan — UMMULUKHT — ummulukht — from 0.0 to +11.0 dimension
102nd mental sub-plan — FFIIIFKHT — ffiiifkht — from -11.0 to 0.0 dimension
103rd mental sub-plan — AVVUURKHT — avvuurrkht — from 0.0 to +10.5 dimension
104th mental sub-plan — MMEERRMIKHT — mmeerrmikht — from -10.5 to 0.0 dimension
105th mental sub-plan — ISSAARRKHT — issaarrkht — from 0.0 to +10.0 dimension
106th mental sub-plan — MMAASSIKHT — mmaassikht — from -10.0 to 0.0 dimension
107th mental sub-plan — OLLOOPPKHT — ollooppkht — from 0.0 to +9.5 dimension
108th mental sub-plan — PPOOLLIKHT — ppoollikht — from -9.5 to 0.0 dimension

First diapason of Astral Plan-Overton
GROOLLUGORFF
from +12.0 — through 0.0 — to -12.0 dimension, with Its «compression» growing generates in
Plasma-Form subsequent astral «Flows»:
97th Astral sub-plan — ESFELLURIFF — esfelluriff — from 0.0 to +12.0 dimension
98th Astral sub-plan — BUULLETIFF — buulletiff — from -12.0 to 0.0 dimension
99th Astral sub-plan — DIISTSIDIFF — diistsidiff — from 0.0 to +11.5 dimension
100th Astral sub-plan — SFIIFFISTSIFF — sfiiffistsiff — from -11.5 to 0.0 dimension
101st Astral sub-plan — PAARLITIFF — paarlitiff — from 0.0 to +11.0 dimension
102nd Astral sub-plan — LLILLIMILIFF — llillimiliff — from -11.0 to 0.0 dimension
103rd Astral sub-plan — KATARMUKOFF — katarmukoff — from 0.0 to +10.5 dimension
104th Astral sub-plan — VVAYLUDOVOFF — vvayludovoff — from -10.5 to 0.0 dimension
105th Astral sub-plan — PIRRIMILOFF — pirrimiloff — from 0.0 to +10.0 dimension
106th Astral sub-plan — MISSMIMISOFF — missmimissoff — from -10.0 to 0.0 dimension
107th Astral sub-plan — BSAMADIDOFF — bsamadidoff — from 0.0 to +9.5 dimension
108th Astral sub-plan — FUULLUVOFF — fuulluvoff — from -9.5 to 0.0 dimension

First diapason of Physical Plan-Overton
TRUURRGURRDT-SSMII-I
Plasma-Form (from ±12.0 — through 0.0 — to ±9.0 dimension), with Its «compression»
growing generates SIX Levels:
1st Cosmic Physical Level: 97th Astral sub-plan — ESFELLURIFF — esfelluriff (from +12.0 to 0.0
dimension) and 98th Astral sub-plan — BUULLETIFF — buulletiff (from -12.0 to 0.0 dimension)
+ 97th Mental sub-plan — UYYUYYUKHT — uyyuyyukht (from +12.0 to 0.0 dimension) and 98th
Mental sub-plan — DDAAAKHT — ddaaakht (from -12.0 to 0.0 dimension) = amplificational
LYUULLFF-II-I (from +12.0 to +11.5 dimension) and qualitational YUYURRSS-SMI-I (from -12.0
to -11.5 dimension) levels of Physical Plan-Overtone with generation of 97th Causal sub-plan —
IIYFIYM (from +12.0 to 0.0 dimension) and 98th Causal sub-plan — YNUYGRUUYM (from -12.0
to 0.0 dimension).
2nd Cosmic Physical Level: 99th Astral sub-plan — DIISTSIDIFF — diistsidiff (from +11.5 to 0.0
dimension) and 100th Astral sub-plan — SFIIFFISTSIFF — sfiiffistsiff (from -11.5 to 0.0 dimension)
+ 99th Mental sub-plan — ILLIIKHT — illiikht (from +11.5 to 0.0 dimension) and 100th Mental subplan — BBOOOBKHT — bbooobkht (from -11.5 to 0.0 dimension) = amplificational YYUUYYSSII-I (from +11.5 to +11.0 dimension) and qualitational YUYUCCIR-SMI-I (from -11.5 to -11.0
dimension) levels of Physical Plan-Overtone with generation of 99th Causal sub-plan — IMMNAILLM
(from +11.5 to 0.0 dimension) and 100th Causal sub-plan — KKKHAAULTM (from -11.5 to 0.0
dimension).
3rd Cosmic Physical Level: 101st Astral sub-plan — PAARLITIFF — paarlitiff (from +11.0 to 0.0
dimension) and 102ndAstral sub-plan — LLILLIMILIFF — llillimiliff (from -11.0 to 0.0 dimension)
+ 101st Mental sub-plan — UMMULUKHT — ummulukht (from +11.0 to 0.0 dimension) and
102nd Mental sub-plan — FFIIIFKHT — ffiiifkht (from -11.0 to 0.0 dimension) = amplificational
BIIYYGG-II-I (from +11.0 to +10.5 dimension) and qualitational IISSMM-SMI-I (from -11.0 to
-10.5 dimension) levels of Physical Plan-Overtone with generation of 101st Causal sub-plan —
ULLKHVUULKHM (from +11.0 to 0.0 dimension) and 102-go Causal sub-plan — SKAAUUSM
(from -11.0 to 0.0 dimension).
4th Cosmic Physical Level: 103rd Astral sub-plan — KATARMUKOFF — katarmukoff (from +10.5 to
0.0 dimension) and 104th Astral sub-plan — VVAYLUDOVOFF — vvayludovoff (from -10.5 to 0.0
dimension) + 103rd Mental sub-plan — AVVUURKHT — avvuurrkht (from +10.5 to 0.0 dimension)
and 104th Mental sub-plan — MMEERRMIKHT — mmeerrmikht (from -10.5 to 0.0 dimension) =
amplificational MIIMMGG-II-I (from +10.5 to +10.0 dimension) and qualitational IIYYSS-SMI-I
(from -10.5 to -10.0 dimension) levels of Physical Plan-Overtone with generation of 103rd Causal subplan — USSDOISSTM (from +10.5 to 0.0 dimension) and 104-go Causal sub-plan — DUTTURLIGM
(from -10.5 to 0.0 dimension).
5th Cosmic Physical Level: 105th Astral sub-plan — PIRRIMILOFF — pirrimiloff (from +10.0 to
0.0 dimension) and 106th Astral sub-plan — MISSMIMISOFF — missmimissoff (from -10.0 to 0.0

dimension) + 105th Mental sub-plan — ISSAARRKHT — issaarrkht (from +10.0 to 0.0 dimension)
and 106th Mental sub-plan — MMAASSIKHT — mmaassikht (from -10.0 to 0.0 dimension) =
amplificational PEEPPTT-II-I (from +10.0 to +9.5 dimension) and qualitational AAMMDD-SMI-I
(from -10.0 to -9.5 dimension) levels of Physical Plan-Overtone with generation of 105th Causal subplan — AKHBAKKRALM (from +10.0 to 0.0 dimension) and 106th Causal sub-plan — LTOEFFASM
(from -10.0 to 0.0 dimension).
6th Cosmic Physical Level: 107th Astral sub-plan — BSAMADIDOFF — bsamadidoff (from +9.5 to 0.0
dimension) and 108th Astral sub-plan — FUULLUVOFF — fuulluvoff (from -9.5 to 0.0 dimension) +
107th Mental sub-plan — OLLOOPPKHT — ollooppkht (from +9.5 to 0.0 dimension) and 108th Mental
sub-plan — PPOOLLIKHT — ppoollikht (from -9.5 to 0.0 dimension) = amplificational REERRDDII-I (from +9.5 to +9.0 dimension) and qualitational AANNGG-SMI-I (from -9.5 to -9.0 dimension)
levels of Physical Plan-Overtone with generation of 107th Causal sub-plan — ALLRARGLAMM
(from +9.5 to 0.0 dimension) and 108-go Causal sub-plan — RRAAORRKHM (from -9.5 to 0.0
dimension).

First diapason of Causal Plan-Overton
OOSLLLOOLLS
KARMO-Form (from ±12.0 — through 0.0 — to ±9.0 dimension);
has been GENERATED in the following principle: VVUURLIKHT — vvuurlikht — Mental PlanOvertone (from ±12.0 — through 0.0 — to ±9.0 dimension) + GROOLLUGORFF — groollugorff
— Astral Plan-Overtone (from ±12.0 — through 0.0 — to ±9.0 dimension) + TRUURRGURRDTSSMII-I — Physical Plan-Overtone (from ±12.0 to ±9.0 dimension):
97th mental sub-plan — UYYUYYUKHT — uyyuyyukht (from 0.0 to +12.0 dimension) + 97thAstral
sub-plan — ESFELLURIFF — esfelluriff (from 0.0 to +12.0 dimension) + Physical sub-plan
LYUULLFF-II-I (from +11.5 to +12.0 dimension) = 97th Causal sub-plan — IIYFIYM (from 0.0 to
+12.0 dimension)
98th mental sub-plan — DDAAAKHT — ddaaakht (from -12.0 to 0.0 dimension) + 98th Astral subplan — BUULLETIFF — buulletiff (from -12.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical sub-plan YUYURRSSSMI-I (from -11.5 to -12.0 dimension) = 98th Causal sub-plan — YNUYGRUUYM (from -12.0 to 0.0
dimension)
99th mental sub-plan — ILLIIKHT — illiikht (from 0.0 to +11.5 dimension) + 99th Astral sub-plan —
DIISTSIDIFF — diistsidiff (from 0.0 to +11.5 dimension) + Physical sub-plan YYUUYYSS-II-I (from
+11.0 to +11.5 dimension) = 99th Causal sub-plan — IMMNAILLM (from 0.0 to +11.5 dimension)
100th mental sub-plan — BBOOOBKHT — bbooobkht (from -11.5 to 0.0 dimension) + 100thAstral subplan — SFIIFFISTSIFF — sfiiffistsiff (from -11.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical sub-plan YUYUCCIR-

SMI-I (from -11.0 to -11.5 dimension) = 100th Causal sub-plan — KKKHAAULTM (from -11.5 to
0.0 dimension)
101st mental sub-plan — UMMULUKHT — ummulukht (from 0.0 to +11.0 dimension) + 101st Astral
sub-plan — PAARLITIFF — paarlitiff (from 0.0 to +11.0 dimension) + Physical sub-plan BIIYYGGII-I (from +10.5 to +11.0 dimension) = 101st Causal sub-plan — ULLKHVUULKHM (from 0.0 to
+11.0 dimension)
102nd mental sub-plan — FFIIIFKHT — ffiiifkht (from -11.0 to 0.0 dimension) + 102nd Astral subplan — LLILLIMILIFF — llillimiliff (from -11.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical sub-plan IISSMMSMI-I (from -10.5 to -11.0 dimension) = 102nd Causal sub-plan — SKAAUUSM (from -11.0 to 0.0
dimension)
103rd mental sub-plan — AVVUURKHT — avvuurrkht (from 0.0 to +10.5 dimension) + 103rd Astral
sub-plan — KATARMUKOFF — katarmukoff (from 0.0 to +10.5 dimension) + Physical sub-plan
MIIMMGG-II-I (from +10.0 to +10.5 dimension) = 103rd Causal sub-plan — USSDOISSTM (from
0.0 to +10.5 dimension)
104th mental sub-plan — MMEERRMIKHT — mmeerrmikht (from -10.5 to 0.0 dimension) + 104th
Astral sub-plan — VVAYLUDOVOFF — vvayludovoff (from -10.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical
sub-plan IIYYSS-SMI-I (from -10.0 to -10.5 dimension) = 104th Causal sub-plan — DUTTURLIGM
(from -10.5 to 0.0 dimension)
105th mental sub-plan — ISSAARRKHT — issaarrkht (from 0.0 to +10.0 dimension) + 105th Astral
sub-plan — PIRRIMILOFF — pirrimiloff (from 0.0 to +10.0 dimension) + Physical sub-plan
PEEPPTT-II-I (from +9.5 to +10.0 dimension) = 105th Causal sub-plan — AKHBACCIALM (from
0.0 to +10.0 dimension)
106th mental sub-plan — MMAASSIKHT — mmaassikht (from -10.0 to 0.0 dimension) + 106th Astral
sub-plan — MISSMIMISOFF — missmimissoff (from -10.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical sub-plan
AAMMDD-SMI-I (from -9.5 to -10.0 dimension) = 106th Causal sub-plan — LTOEFFASM (from
-10.0 to 0.0 dimension)
107th mental sub-plan — OLLOOPPKHT — ollooppkht (from 0.0 to +9.5 dimension) + 107th Astral
sub-plan — BSAMADIDOFF — bsamadidoff (from 0.0 to +9.5 dimension) + Physical sub-plan
REERRDD-II-I (from +9.0 to +9.5 dimension) = 107th Causal sub-plan — ALLRARGLAMM (from
0.0 to +9.5 dimension)
108th mental sub-plan — PPOOLLIKHT — ppoollikht (from -9.5 to 0.0 dimension) + 108thAstral subplan — FUULLUVOFF — fuulluvoff (from -9.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical sub-plan AANNGGSMI-I (from -9.0 to -9.5 dimension) = 108th Causal sub-plan — RRAAORRKHM (from -9.5 to 0.0
dimension)

Planetary Qualitative Levels of Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses
Second diapason of Stabilizational Plan-Overton
SSOOSSOOLMA-SSS-AAA-SSS-TTT
from +9.0 — through 0.0 — to -9.0 dimension, organizes in Plasma-Form THREE qualitative
Levels:
SS-ST-AALLGGAFF-TTT + TTT-AARRGAAFFA-SS-ST (from ±9.0 to 0.0 dimension)
SS-ST-OOMMDDOKHKH-TTT + TTT-OOSSKHOODDO-SS-ST (from ±8.0 to 0.0 dimension)
SS-ST-AAMMDDAKHKH-TTT + TTT-AASSKHAADDA-SS-ST (from ±7.0 to 0.0 dimension)

Second diapason of Transmutational Plan-Overton
NIISSLII-I-TTT-AAA-SSS
from +9.0 — through 0.0 — to -9.0 dimension, organizes in Plasma-Form THREE qualitative
Levels:
TTT-AARRGAAFFA-SS-ST
from ±9.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-ARGAF-SS-ST:

109th mental sub-plan — UUSSURSST — uussursst — from 0.0 to +9.0 dimension
109th Astral sub-plan — MTSUUKLOKLORT — mtsuukloklort — from 0.0 to +9.0 dimension
110th mental sub-plan — SVAAFFDOSST — svaaffdosst — from -9.0 to 0.0 dimension
110th Astral sub-plan — BLAABAFORT — blaabafort — from -9.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-ARAFA-SS-ST:

111th mental sub-plan — UUBBROSST — uubbrosst — from 0.0 to +8.5 dimension
111th Astral sub-plan — FDROFOLORT — fdrofolort — from 0.0 to +8.5 dimension
112th mental sub-plan — KVOOKHKHKOSST — kvookhkhkosst — from -8.5 to 0.0 dimension
112th Astral sub-plan — BESSERESSORT — besseressort — from -8.5 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-OOSSKHOODDO-SS-ST
from ±8.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-OSKHOD-SS-ST:

113th mental sub-plan — IILLOSST — iillosst — from 0.0 to +8.0 dimension
113th Astral sub-plan — VVUURROTORT — vvuurrotort — from 0.0 to +8.0 dimension
114th mental sub-plan — STSEERRFOSST — stseerrfosst — from -8.0 to 0.0 dimension
114th Astral sub-plan — FTSAALLAFORT — ftsaallafort — from -8.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-OSODO-SS-ST:

115th mental sub-plan — OOFFASST — ooffasst — from 0.0 to +7.5 dimension
115th Astral sub-plan — BROTOLLORERT — brotollorert — from 0.0 to +7.5 dimension
116th mental sub-plan — DVUUDDRASST — dvuuddrasst — from -7.5 to 0.0 dimension
116th Astral sub-plan — DAALLBOBERT — daallbobert — from -7.5 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-AASSKHAADDA-SS-ST
from ±7.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-AASAD-SS-ST:

117th mental sub-plan — OORRASST — oorrasst — from 0.0 to +7.0 dimension
117th Astral sub-plan — FROORROVERT — froorrovert — from 0.0 to +7.0 dimension
118th mental sub-plan — KHLEELLGASST — khleellgasst — from -7.0 to 0.0 dimension
118th Astral sub-plan — STSIIRROSTSERT — stsiirrostsert — from -7.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-SKHADA-SS-ST:

119th mental sub-plan — IIDDASST — iiddasst — from 0.0 to +6.5 dimension
119th Astral sub-plan — BOORFUSSERT — boorfussert — from 0.0 to +6.5 dimension
120th mental sub-plan — KHROORRKASST — khroorrkasst — from -6.5 to 0.0 dimension
120th Astral sub-plan — SMUULLORENT — smuullorent — from -6.5 to 0.0 dimension

Second diapason of Mental Plan-Overton
NRAALLGASST
from +9.0 — through 0.0 — to -9.0 dimension, with Its «compression» growing generates in
FORM-Plasma following emanational «Flows»:
109th mental sub-plan — UUSSURSST — uussursst — from 0.0 to +9.0 dimension
110th mental sub-plan — SVAAFFDOSST — svaaffdosst — from -9.0 to 0.0 dimension
111th mental sub-plan — UUBBROSST — uubbrosst — from 0.0 to +8.5 dimension
112th mental sub-plan — KVOOKHKHKOSST — kvookhkhkosst — from -8.5 to 0.0 dimension
113th mental sub-plan — IILLOSST — iillosst — from 0.0 to +8.0 dimension
114th mental sub-plan — STSEERRFOSST — stseerrfosst — from -8.0 to 0.0 dimension
115th mental sub-plan — OOFFASST — ooffasst — from 0.0 to +7.5 dimension
116th mental sub-plan — DVUUDDRASST — dvuuddrasst — from -7.5 to 0.0 dimension
117th mental sub-plan — OORRASST — oorrasst — from 0.0 to +7.0 dimension
118th mental sub-plan — KHLEELLGASST — khleellgasst — from -7.0 to 0.0 dimension
119th mental sub-plan — IIDDASST — iiddasst — from 0.0 to +6.5 dimension
120th mental sub-plan — KHROORRKASST — khroorrkasst — from -6.5 to 0.0 dimension

Second diapason of Astral Plan-Overton
FERBIYLLILLERT
from +9th — through 0.0 — to -9th dimension, with Its «compression» growing generates in
FORM-Plasma following psychonational «Flows»:
109th Astral sub-plan — MTSUUKLOKLORT — mtsuukloklort — from 0.0 to +9.0 dimension
110th Astral sub-plan — BLAABAFORT — blaabafort — from -9.0 to 0.0 dimension
111th Astral sub-plan — FDOOFOLORT — fdoofolort — from 0.0 to +8.5 dimension
112th Astral sub-plan — BESSERESSORT — besseressort — from -8.5 to 0.0 dimension
113th Astral sub-plan — VVUURROTORT — vvuurrotort — from 0.0 to +8.0 dimension
114th Astral sub-plan — FTSAALLAFORT — ftsaallafort — from -8.0 to 0.0 dimension
115th Astral sub-plan — BROTOLLORERT — brotollorert — from 0.0 to +7.5 dimension
116th Astral sub-plan — DAALLBOBERT — daallbobert — from -7.5 to 0.0 dimension
117th Astral sub-plan — FROORROVERT — froorrovert — from 0.0 to +7.0 dimension
118th Astral sub-plan — STSIIRROSTSERT — stsiirrostsert — from -7.0 to 0.0 dimension
119th Astral sub-plan — BOORFUSSERT — boorfussert — from 0.0 to +6.5 dimension
120th Astral sub-plan — SMUULLORENT — smuullorent — from -6.5 to 0.0 dimension

Second diapason of Physical Plan-Overton
TRUURRGURRDT-NAAKHGRASST
FORM-Plasma (from ±9.0 — through 0.0 — to ±6.0 dimension), with Its «compression»
growing generates SIX Levels:

(the next Levels of Form’s Matter participate in the synthesis of universal form-making plasmic
component of this Diapason: DRU-UF-FDOUTT and UKKVUMUSST. In own synthetic totality
they generate KALLKG-UF-USST, which is universal to all Physical Plan-Overtones kallkgufusst
layer):

1st planetary Physical Level: USS-LAS-BLLOOSS (from ±9.0 to ±8.5 dimension); is generated by
resonating interpenetration of kallkgufusst layer, blaabafort, and mtsuukloklort Astral Sub-plans into
svaaffdosst and uussursst Mental Sub-plans, and as a result the next levels of Physical Plan-Overtone
synthesize: amplificational LOOTTNN-II-I (from +9.0 to +8.5 dimension) and qualitational EERRFFSMI-I (from -9.0 to -8.5 dimension) with generation of 109th Causal sub-plan — UUYSSDOYLSS
(from +9.0 to 0.0 dimension) and 110th Causal sub-plan — YVUYKLUYSSL (from -9.0 to 0.0
dimension).
2nd planetary Physical Level: FRILL-FTU-MAKMAASS (from ±8.5 to ±8.0 dimension); is generated
by resonating interpenetration of kallkgufusst layer, besseressort and fdrofolort Astral Sub-plans into
kvookhkhkosst and uubbrosst Mental Sub-plans, and as a result the next levels of Physical Plan-Overtone
synthesize: amplificational SOOSSNN-II-I (from +8.5 to +8.0 dimension) and qualitational EEFFSSSMI-I (from -8.5 to -8.0 dimension) with generation of 111th Causal sub-plan — EYYEEYGSS (from
+8.5 to 0.0 dimension) and 112th Causal sub-plan — KNUUBBVUSSL (from -8.5 to 0.0 dimension).
3rd planetary Physical Level: OFGG-OMS-MULLSS (from ±8.0 to ±7.5 dimension); is generated by
resonating interpenetration of kallkgufusst layer, ftsaallafort and vvuurrotort Astral Sub-plans to
stseerrfosst and iillosst Mental Sub-plans, and as a result the next levels of Physical Plan-Overtone
synthesize: amplificational PAALLMM-II-I (from +8.0 to +7.5 dimension) and qualitational UULLFFSMI-I (from -8.0 to -7.5 dimension) with generation of 113th Causal sub-plan — IFFRAMMIRSS
(from +8.0 to 0.0 dimension) and 114th Causal sub-plan — BEODDBELLBSSL (from -8.0 to 0.0
dimension).
4th planetary Physical Level: TVIKH-TUU-RLASS (from ±7.5 to ±7.0 dimension); is generated by
resonating interpenetration of kallkgufusst layer, daallbobert and brotollorert Astral Sub-plans into
dvuuddrasst and ooffasst Mental Sub-plans, and as a result the next levels of Physical Plan-Overtone
synthesize: amplificational RAARRVV-II-I (from +7.5 to +7.0 dimension) and qualitational UUDDLLSMI-I (from -7.5 to -7.0 dimension) with generation of 115th Causal sub-plan — OKKLOOKKSS
(from +7.5 to 0.0 dimension) and 116th Causal sub-plan — FBOLLGOUGGSSL (from -7.5 to 0.0
dimension).

5th planetary Physical Level: KSTRA-ROO-LLFISS (from ±7.0 to ±6.5 dimension); is generated by
resonating interpenetration of kallkgufusst layer, stsiirrostsert and froorrovert Astral Sub-plans into
khleellgasst and oorrasst Mental Sub-plans, and as a result the next levels of Physical Plan-Overtone
synthesize: amplificational VUURRVV-II-I (from +7.0 to +6.5 dimension) and qualitational
OORRMM-SMI-I (from -7.0 to -6.5 dimension) with generation of 117th Causal sub-plan —
AUSSDVULLSS (from +7.0 to 0.0 dimension) and 118th Causal sub-plan — GGLUUUKSSL (from
-7.0 to 0.0 dimension).
6th planetary Physical Level: AVV-DUU-KLURRSS (from ±6.5 to ±6.0 dimension); is generated by
resonating interpenetration of kallkgufusst layer, smuullorent and boorfussert Astral Sub-plans into
khroorrkasst and iiddasst Mental Sub-plans, and as a result the next levels of Physical Plan-Overtone
synthesize: amplificational FUULLFF-II-I (from +6.5 to +6.0 dimension) and qualitational OOMMSSSMI-I (from -6.5 to -6.0 dimension) with generation of 119th Causal sub-plan — AKKLAAFFSS
(from +6.5 to 0.0 dimension) and 120th Causal sub-plan — PPIIILSSL (from -6.5 to 0.0 dimension).

Second diapason of Causal Plan-Overton
AFKALDUUFR
KARMO-Form (from ±9.0 — through 0.0 — to ±6.0 dimension):
USS-LAS-BLLOOSS (from +9.0 to +8.5 dimension) + LOOTTNN-II-I (from +9.0 to +8.5 dimension)
= 109th Causal Overtone — UUYSSDOYLSS (from +9.0 to 0.0 dimension).
USS-LAS-BLLOOSS (from -9.0 to -8.5 dimension) + EERRFF-SMI-I (from -9.0 to -8.5 dimension)
= 110th Causal Overtone — YVUYKLUYSSL (from -9.0 to 0.0 dimension).
FRILL-FTU-MAKMAASS (from +8.5 to +8.0 dimension) + SOOSSNN-II-I (from +8.5 to +8.0
dimension) = 111th Causal Overtone — EYYEEYGSS (from +8.5 to 0.0 dimension).
FRILL-FTU-MAKMAASS (from -8.5 to -8.0 dimension) + EEFFSS-SMI-I (from -8.5 to -8.0
dimension) = 112th Causal Overtone — KNUUBBVUSSL (from -8.5 to 0.0 dimension).
OFGG-OMS-MULLSS (from +8.0 to +7.5 dimension) + PAALLMM-II-I (from +8.0 to +7.5
dimension) = 113th Causal Overtone — IFFRAMMIRSS (from +8.0 to 0.0 dimension).
OFGG-OMS-MULLSS (from -8.0 to -7.5 dimension) + UULLFF-SMI-I (from -8.0 to -7.5 dimension)
= 114th Causal Overtone — BEODDBELLBSSL (from -8.0 to 0.0 dimension).
TVIKH-TUU-RLASS (from +7.5 to +7.0 dimension) + RAARRVV-II-I (from +7.5 to +7.0 dimension)
= 115th Causal Overtone — OKKLOOKKSS (from +7.5 to 0.0 dimension).
TVIKH-TUU-RLASS (from -7.5 to -7.0 dimension) + UUDDLL-SMI-I (from -7.5 to -7.0 dimension)
= 116th Causal Overtone — FBOLLGOUGGSSL (from -7.5 to 0.0 dimension).

KSTRA-ROO-LLFISS (from +7.0 to +6.5 dimension) + VUURRVV-II-I (from +7.0 to +6.5 dimension)
= 117th Causal Overtone — AUSSDVULLSS (from +7.0 to 0.0 dimension).
KSTRA-ROO-LLFISS (from -7.0 to -6.5 dimension) + OORRMM-SMI-I (from -7.0 to -6.5 dimension)
= 118th Causal Overtone — GGLUUUKSSL (from -7.0 to 0.0 dimension).
AVV-DUU-KLURRSS (from +6.5 to +6.0 dimension) + FUULLFF-II-I (from +6.5 to +6.0 dimension)
= 119th Causal Overtone — AKKLAAFFSS (from +6.5 to 0.0 dimension).
AVV-DUU-KLURRSS (from -6.5 to -6.0 dimension) + OOMMSS-SMI-I (from -6.5 to -6.0 dimension)
= 120th Causal Overtone — PPIIILSSL (from -6.5 to 0.0 dimension).

Synthetic diapasons of FORM-PLASMA and FORM-MATTER
WHICH GENERATE PROZOATIVE LEVELS OF PLAN-OVERTONES

Stabilizational Overtone
SSOOSSOOLMA-SSS-TTT
from +6th — through 0.0 — to -6th dimension, organizes THREE qualitative Levels in each
Form-Plasma and Form-Matter:
SS-ST-UUGGRRURR-TTT + TTT-RUURRGUURRUU-SS-ST (from ±6.0 to 0.0 dimension)
SS-ST-OOGGRRORR-TTT + TTT-ROORRGOORROO-SS-ST (from ±5.0 to 0.0 dimension)
SS-ST-IINNMMILL-TTT + TTT-MIILLNIILLII-SS-ST (from ±4.0 to 0.0 dimension)
SS-ST-OONNMMOLL-TTT + TTT-MOOLLNOOLLOO-SS-ST (from ±3.0 to 0.0 dimension)
SS-ST-EETTFFEKHKH-TTT + TTT-KHEEFFDEETTEE-SS-ST (from ±2.0 to 0.0 dimension)
SS-ST-OOTTFFOKHKH-TTT + TTT-KHOOFFDOOTTOO-SS-ST (from ±1.0 to 0.0 dimension)

Transmutational Overtone
NIISSLII-I-AAA-TTT
from +6th — through 0.0 — to -6th dimension, organizes THREE qualitative Levels in each
Form-Plasma and Form-Matter:
TTT-RUURRGUURRUU-SS-ST
from ±6.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-UURRUU-SS-ST:

121st mental sub-overtone — UULLURF — uullurf — from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension
121st Astral sub-overtone — VAYDOBILLIT — vaydobillitive — from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension
122nd mental sub-overtone — PTUUPPFURF — pfuuppfurf — from -6.0 to 0.0 dimension
122nd Astral sub-overtone — GLAFROPOKSSUT — glafropokssutive — from -6.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-RURRUG-SS-ST:

123rd mental sub-overtone — IISTSIRF — iistsirf — from 0.0 to +5.5 dimension
123rd Astral sub-overtone — SPOLOYYUVVAT — spoloyyuvvative — from 0.0 to +5.5 dimension
124th mental sub-overtone — FRAARRFORF — fraarrforf — from -5.5 to 0.0 dimension
124th Astral sub-overtone — GLIMOKOMMEKT — glimokommektive — from -5.5 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-ROORRGOORROO-SS-ST
from ±5.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-OORROO-SS-ST:

125th mental sub-overtone — EERRERF — eerrerf — from 0.0 to +5.0 dimension
125th Astral sub-overtone — BASFODERNIT — basfodernitive — from 0.0 to +5.0 dimension
126th mental sub-overtone — DRIADDORF — driaddorf — from -5.0 to 0.0 dimension
126th Astral sub-overtone — IFFLOTURAT — iffloturative — from -5.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-RORROG-SS-ST:

127th mental sub-overtone — OOLLIRF — oollirf — from 0.0 to +4.5 dimension
127th Astral sub-overtone — GEROKOMVAT — gerokomvative — from 0.0 to +4.5 dimension
128th mental sub-overtone — DLOOLLKORF — dloollkorf — from -4.5 to 0.0 dimension
128th Astral sub-overtone — SVALDOPOLYAT — svaldopolyative — from -4.5 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-MIILLNIILLII-SS-ST
from ±4.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-IILLII-SS-ST:

129th mental sub-overtone — AAMMORF — aammorf — from 0.0 to +4.0 dimension
129th Astral sub-overtone — REGOSPORRUT — regosporrutive — from 0.0 to +4.0 dimension
130th mental sub-overtone — LMAALLMORT — lmaallmorf — from -4.0 to 0.0 dimension
130th Astral sub-overtone — FTOMOGELLAT — ftomogellative — from -4.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-MILLIN-SS-ST:

131st mental sub-overtone — IISSORF — iissorf — from 0.0 to +3.5 dimension
131st Astral sub-overtone — SKRADOMULYAT — skradomulyative — from 0.0 to +3.5 dimension
132nd mental sub-overtone — KTRUUTTRORF — ktruuttrorf — from -3.5 to 0.0 dimension
132nd Astral sub-overtone — LLARIKKERAT — llarikkerative — from -3.5 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-MOOLLNOOLLOO-SS-ST
from ±3.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-OOLLOO-SS-ST:

133rd mental sub-overtone — UUFFLUUSTS — uuffluustsent — from 0.0 to +3.0 dimension
133rd Astral sub-overtone — LLAVOLLOVALOFFT — llavollovalofft — from 0.0 to +3.0 dimension
134th mental sub-overtone — KMAAKMAASTS — kmaakmaastsent — from -3.0 to 0.0 dimension
134th Astral sub-overtone — SMIILLIAGAFFT — smiilliagafft — from -3.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-MOLLON-SS-ST:

135th mental sub-overtone — IIRRFIISTS — iirrfiistsent — from 0.0 to +2.5 dimension
135th Astral sub-overtone — STAALMAROTROFFT — staalmarotrofft — from 0.0 to +2.5 dimension
136th mental sub-overtone — RBUUBRUUSTS — rbuubruustsent — from -2.5 to 0.0 dimension
136th Astral sub-overtone — USTUURODAFFT — ustuurodafft — from -2.5 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-KHEEFFDEETTEE-SS-ST
from ±2.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-EEFFEE-SS-ST:

137th mental sub-overtone — EELLGOOSTS — eellgoostsent — from 0.0 to +2.0 dimension
137th Astral sub-overtone — IRRIFLOMOVOFFT — irriflomovofft — from 0.0 to +2.0 dimension
138th mental sub-overtone — STSEESSTSERESTS — stseesstserestsent — from -2.0 to 0.0 dimension
138th Astral sub-overtone — PUULDDOLLOVAFFT — puulddollovafft — from -2.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-KHEDETT-SS-ST:

139th mental sub-overtone — IFGIIVVISTS — ifgiivvistsent — from 0.0 to +1.5 dimension
139th Astral sub-overtone — SMUOLDOBORAFFT — smuoldoborafft — from 0.0 to +1.5 dimension
140th mental sub-overtone — KRIIGGRIRISTS — kriiggriristsent — from -1.5 to 0.0 dimension
140th Astral sub-overtone — PFILIFTOMOGOFFT — pfiliftomogofft — from -1.5 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-KHOOFFDOOTTOO-SS-ST
from ±1.0 to 0.0 dimension, differentiates of the following mental-astral Levels:

TT-OOFFOO-SS-ST:

141st mental sub-overtone — OVLOOMMOSTS — ovloommostsent — from 0.0 to +1.0 dimension
141st Astral sub-overtone — SVARALLOVORUFFT — svarallovorufft — from 0.0 to +1.0 dimension
142nd mental sub-overtone — DROORRDOROSTS — droorrdorostsent — from -1.0 to 0.0 dimension
142nd Astral sub-overtone PIRAFROOGOFFT — pirafroogofft — from -1.0 to 0.0 dimension

TTT-KHODOTT-SS-ST:

143rd mental sub-overtone — ALVUULLISTS — alvuullistsent — from 0.0 to +0.5 dimension
143rd Astral sub-overtone — MMISTOLLOMORFFT — mmistollomorfft — from 0.0 to +0.5
dimension
144th mental sub-overtone — FRUUFFRURUSTS — fruuffrurustsent — from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension
144th Astral sub-overtone — STOOLLORFFT — stoollorofft — from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension

Mental Overtone
UOLDMII-I
from +6th — through 0.0 — to -6th dimension, with Its «compression» growing organizes in
Form-Plasma and Form-Matter subsequent TWO emanational Levels:
STROOLLGORF
from ±6th — through 0.0 — to ±3rd dimension:
121st mental sub-overtone — UULLURF — uullurf — from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension
122nd mental sub-overtone — PTUUPPFURF — pfuuppfurf — from -6.0 to 0.0 dimension
123rd mental sub-overtone — IISTSIRF — iistsirf — from 0.0 to +5.5 dimension
124th mental sub-overtone — FRAARRFORF — fraarrforf — from -5.5 to 0.0 dimension
125th mental sub-overtone — EERRERF — eerrerf — from 0.0 to +5.0 dimension
126th mental sub-overtone — DRIADDORF — driaddorf — from -5.0 to 0.0 dimension
127th mental sub-overtone — OOLLIRF — oollirf — from 0.0 to +4.5 dimension
128th mental sub-overtone — DLOOLLKORF — dloollkorf — from -4.5 to 0.0 dimension
129th mental sub-overtone — AAMMORF — aammorf — from 0.0 to +4.0 dimension
130th mental sub-overtone — LMAALLMORT — lmaallmorf — from -4.0 to 0.0 dimension
131st mental sub-overtone — IISSORF — iissorf — from 0.0 to +3.5 dimension
132nd mental sub-overtone — KTRUUTTRORF — ktruuttrorf — from -3.5 to 0.0 dimension

EMFFLIIMISTS
from +3.0 — through 0.0 — to -3.0 dimension:
133rd mental sub-overtone — UUFFLUUSTS — uuffluustsent — from 0.0 to +3.0 dimension
134th mental sub-overtone — KMAAKMAASTS — kmaakmaastsent — from -3.0 to 0.0 dimension
135th mental sub-overtone — IIRRFIISTS — iirrfiistsent — from 0.0 to +2.5 dimension

136th mental sub-overtone — RBUUBRUUSTS — rbuubruustsent — from -2.5 to 0.0 dimension
137th mental sub-overtone — EELLGOOSTS — eellgoostsent — from 0.0 to +2.0 dimension
138th mental sub-overtone — STSEESSTSERESTS — stseesstserestsent — from -2.0 to 0.0 dimension
139th mental sub-overtone — IFGIIVVISTS — ifgiivvistsent — from 0.0 to +1.5 dimension
140th mental sub-overtone — KRIIGGRIRISTS — kriiggriristsent — from -1.5 to 0.0 dimension
141st mental sub-overtone — OVLOOMMOSTS — ovloommostsent — from 0.0 to +1.0 dimension
142nd mental sub-overtone — DROORRDOROSTS — droorrdorostsent — from -1.0 to 0.0 dimension
143rd mental sub-overtone — ALVUULLISTS — alvuullistsent — from 0.0 to +0.5 dimension
144th mental sub-overtone — FRUUFFRURUSTS — fruuffrurustsent — from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension

Astral Plan-Overtone
SVUULLMII-I
from +6th — through 0.0 — to -6th dimension, with Its «compression» growing organizes in
Form-Plasma and Form-Matter subsequent TWO psychonational Levels:
SSUKKULYARIT
from ±6th — through 0.0 — to ±3rd dimension:
121st Astral sub-overtone — VAYDOBILLIT — vaydobillitive — from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension
122nd Astral sub-overtone — GLAFROPOKSSUT — glafropokssutive — from -6.0 to 0.0 dimension
123rd Astral sub-overtone — SPOLOYYUVVAT — spoloyyuvvative — from 0.0 to +5.5 dimension
124th Astral sub-overtone — GLIMOKOMMEKT — glimokommektive — from -5.5 to 0.0 dimension
125th Astral sub-overtone — BASFODERNIT — basfodernitive — from 0.0 to +5.0 dimension
126th Astral sub-overtone — IFFLOTURAT — iffloturative — from -5.0 to 0.0 dimension
127th Astral sub-overtone — GEROKOMVAT — gerokomvative — from 0.0 to +4.5 dimension
128th Astral sub-overtone — SVALDOPOLYAT — svaldopolyative — from -4.5 to 0.0 dimension
129th Astral sub-overtone — REGOSPORRUT — regosporrutive — from 0.0 to +4.0 dimension
130th Astral sub-overtone — FTOMOGELLAT — ftomogellative — from -4.0 to 0.0 dimension
131st Astral sub-overtone — SKRADOMULYAT — skradomulyative — from 0.0 to +3.5 dimension
132nd Astral sub-overtone — LLARIKKERAT — llarikkerative — from -3.5 to 0.0 dimension

PRAFAOGORRFFT
from 0.0 to ±3rd dimension:
133rd Astral sub-overtone — LLAVOLLOVALOFFT — llavollovalofft — from 0.0 to +3.0 dimension
134th Astral sub-overtone — SMIILLIAGAFFT — smiilliagafft — from -3.0 to 0.0 dimension
135th Astral sub-overtone — STAALMAROTROFFT — staalmarotrofft — from 0.0 to +2.5 dimension
136th Astral sub-overtone — USTUURODAFFT — ustuurodafft — from -2.5 to 0.0 dimension
137th Astral sub-overtone — IRRIFLOMOVOFFT — irriflomovofft — from 0.0 to +2.0 dimension
138th Astral sub-overtone — PUULDDOLLOVAFFT — puulddollovafft — from -2.0 to 0.0 dimension
139th Astral sub-overtone — SMUOLDOBORAFFT — smuoldoborafft — from 0.0 to +1.5 dimension
140th Astral sub-overtone — PFILIFTOMOGOFFT — pfiliftomogofft — from -1.5 to 0.0 dimension
141st Astral sub-overtone — SVARALLOVORUFFT — svarallovorufft — from 0.0 to +1.0 dimension
142nd Astral sub-overtone — PIRAFROOGOFFT — pirafroogofft — from -1.0 to 0.0 dimension
143rd Astral sub-overtone — MMISTOLLOMORFFT — mmistollomorfft — from 0.0 to +0.5
dimension
144th Astral sub-overtone — STOOLLORFFT — stoollorofft — from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension

Physical Overtone
TRUURRGURRDT-NUU
FORM-Plasma (from ±6.0 to ±4.0 dimension);
with Its «compression» growing generates 8 Levels, which together with four highest
interstitial Levels of Form-Matter generate 12 Levels:
8th sub-overtone — ukkvummusst (from +6.0 to +5.5 dimension): Astral sub-overtone
VAYDOBILLIT — vaydobillitive (from +6.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone
UULLURF — uullurf (from +6.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone UKKVUMUSST;
121stCausal sub-overtone has been generated concurrently — IILLVIYV (from +6.0 to 0.0
dimension).
7th sub-overtone — druuffdouttab (from -6.0 to -5.5 dimension):Astral sub-overtone GLAFROPOKSSUT
— glafropokssutive (from -6.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone PTUUPPFURF — pfuuppfurf
(from -6.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone DRU-UF-FDOUTT; 122nd Causal sub-overtone
has been generated concurrently — YVAYVUYYUVV (from -6.0 to 0.0 dimension).
6th sub-overtone — efflivvorff (from +5.5 to +5.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone SPOLOYYUVVAT
— spoloyyuvvative (from +5.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone IISTSIRF — iistsirf (from

+5.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone EFFLIVVORFF; 123rd Causal sub-overtone has been
generated concurrently — IFRIKSMALD (from +5.5 to 0.0 dimension).
5th sub-overtone — spiigrisston (from -5.5 to -5.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone GLIMOKOMMEKT
— glimokommektive (from -5.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone FRAARRFORF — fraarrforf
(from -5.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone SPI-IG-RISST; 124th Causal sub-overtone has
been generated concurrently — LDIYIRRSLOSS (from -5.5 to 0.0 dimension).
4th sub-overtone — ekkdorrorant (from +5.0 to +4.5 dimension): Astral sub-overtone BASFODERNIT
— basfodernitive (from +5.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone EERRERF — eerrerf (from
+5.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone EKKDORRORANT; 125th Causal sub-overtone has
been generated concurrently — AYASSMASS (from +5.0 to 0.0 dimension).
3rd sub-overtone — bdauggart (from -5.0 to -4.5 dimension): Astral sub-overtone IFFLOTURAT —
iffloturativ (from -5.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone DRIADDORF — driaddorf (from
-5.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone BDA-UG-GARTN; 126th Causal sub-overtone has
been generated concurrently — KSPIIRLUKHM (from -5.0 to 0.0 dimension).
2nd sub-overtone — iffssukrullon (from +4.5 to +4.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone GEROKOMVAT
— gerokomvative (from +4.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone OOLLIRF — oollirf (from
+4.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone IFFSSUKRULL; 127th Causal sub-overtone has been
generated concurrently — OBBORRGOFM (from +4.5 to 0.0 dimension).
1st sub-overtone — tsukhluvlorr (from -4.5 to -4.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone SVALDOPOLYAT
— svaldopolyative (from -4.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone DLOOLLKORF — dloollkorf
(from -4.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone TSUKH-LU-VLORR; 128th Causal sub-overtone
has been generated concurrently — SVOKHRIVVILD (from -4.5 to 0.0 dimension).

Causal Overtone
KHLUURLLARKH
KARMO-Vid (from ±6th — through 0.0 — to ±3rd dimension):
12th sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone VAYDOBILLIT — vaydobillitive (from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension)
+ Mental sub-overtone UULLURF — uullurf (from 0.0 to +6.0 dimension) + Physical sub-overtone
UKKVUMUSST — ukkvummusst (from +6.0 to +5.5 dimension) = 121st Causal sub-overtone —
IILLVIYV (from +6.0 to 0.0 dimension).
11th sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone GLAFROPOKSSUT — glafropokssutive (from -6.0 to 0.0
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone PTUUPPFURF — pfuuppfurf (from -6.0 to 0.0 dimension)
+ Physical sub-overtone DRU-UF-FDOUTT — druuffdouttab (from -6.0 to -5.5 dimension) =
122ndCausal sub-overtone — YVAYVUYYUVV (from -6.0 to 0.0 dimension).

10th sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone SPOLOYYUVVAT — spoloyyuvvative (from 0.0 to +5.5
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone IISTSIRF — iistsirf (from 0.0 to +5.5 dimension) + Physical subovertone EFFLIVVORFF — efflivvorff (from +5.5 to +5.0 dimension) = 123rd Causal sub-overtone
— IFRIKSMALD (from +5.5 to 0.0 dimension).
9th sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone GLIMOKOMMEKT — glimokommektive (from -5.5 to 0.0
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone FRAARRFORF — fraarrforf (from -5.5 to 0.0 dimension) +
Physical sub-overtone SPI-IG-RISST — spiigrisston (from -5.5 to -5.0 dimension) = 124th Causal
sub-overtone — LDIYIRRSLOSS (from -5.5 to 0.0 dimension).
8th sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone BASFODERNIT — basfodernitive (from 0.0 to +5.0 dimension)
+ Mental sub-overtone EERRERF — eerrerf (from 0.0 to +5.0 dimension) + Physical sub-overtone
EKKDORRORANT — ekkdorrorant (from +5.0 to +4.5 dimension) = 125th Causal sub-overtone —
AYASSMASS (from +5.0 to 0.0 dimension).
7th sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone IFFLOTURAT — iffloturative (from -5.0 to 0.0 dimension)
+ Mental sub-overtone DRIADDORF — driaddorf (from -5.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical subovertone BDA-UG-GARTN — bdauggart (from -5.0 to -4.5 dimension) = 126th Causal sub-overtone
— KSPIIRLUKHM (from -5.0 to 0.0 dimension).
6th sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone GEROKOMVAT — gerokomvative (from 0.0 to +4.5 dimension)
+ Mental sub-overtone OOLLIRF — oollirf (from 0.0 to +4.5 dimension) + Physical sub-overtone
IFFSSUKRULL — iffssukrullon (from +4.5 to +4.0 dimension) = 127th Causal sub-overtone —
OBBORRGOFM (from +4.5 to 0.0 dimension).
5th sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone SVALDOPOLYAT — svaldopolyative (from -4.5 to 0.0
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone DLOOLLKORF — dloollkorf (from -4.5 to 0.0 dimension)
+ Physical sub-overtone TSUKH-LU-VLORR — tsukhluvlorr (from -4.5 to -4.0 dimension) =
128thCausal sub-overtone — SVOKHRIVVILD (from -4.5 to 0.0 dimension).
4th sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone REGOSPORRUT — regosporrutive (from 0.0 to +4.0 dimension)
+ Mental sub-overtone AAMMORF — aammorf (from 0.0 to +4.0 dimension) + Physical subovertone AKHSUVVROLL — akhsuvvrollent (from +4.0 to +3.5 dimension) = 129th Causal subovertone — UPDUKHVASSL (from +4.0 to 0.0 dimension).
3rd sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone FTOMOGELLAT — ftomogellative (from -4.0 to 0.0 dimension)
+ Mental sub-overtone LMAALLMORT — lmaallmorf (from -4.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical subovertone GON-DO-RROFFR — gondorroffrost (from -4.0 to -3.5 dimension) = 130thCausal subovertone — RVELLDIFEFR (from -4.0 to 0.0 dimension).
2nd sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone SKRADOMULYAT — skradomulyative (from 0.0 to +3.5
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone IISSORF — iissorf (from 0.0 to +3.5 dimension) + Physical subovertone USSTUKKUL — usstukkulyar (from +3.5 to +3.0 dimension) = 131st Causal sub-overtone
— OSTROKKOLF (from +3.5 to 0.0 dimension).

1st sub-overtone: Astral sub-overtone LLARIKKERAT — llarikkerative (from -3.5 to 0.0 dimension)
+ Mental sub-overtone KTRUUTTRORF — ktruuttrorf (from -3.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical subovertone GRO-OL-LUKR — groollukrob (from -3.5 to -3.0 dimension) = 132nd Causal sub-overtone
— GOORRKARR (from -3.5 to 0.0 dimension).

Fourth diapason of Physical Plan-Overtone
TRUUFFORRG-VUU — material Level
Form-Matter (from ±4.0 to 0.0 dimension);
with Its «compression» growing generates 16 synthetic sub-overtones of Form-Matter, the 4
highest of which are transitional — interstitial — to Form-Plasma:
16th sub-overtone — akhsuvvrollent (from +4.0 to +3.5 dimension): Astral sub-overtone
REGOSPORRUT — regosporrutive (from +4.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone AAMMORF
— aammorf (from +4.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone AKHSUVVROLL; 129th Causal
sub-overtone has been generated concurrently — UPDUKHVASSL (from +4.0 to 0.0 dimension).
15th sub-overtone — gondorroffrost (from -4.0 to -3.5 dimension):Astral sub-overtone FTOMOGELLAT
— ftomogellative (from -4.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone LMAALLMORT — lmaallmorf
(from -4.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone GON-DO-RROFFR; 130th Causal sub-overtone
has been generated concurrently — RVELLDIFEFR (from -4.0 to 0.0 dimension).
14th sub-overtone — usstukkulyar (from +3.5 to +3.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone
SKRADOMULYAT — skradomulyative (from +3.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone
IISSORF — iissorf (from +3.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone USSTUKKUL; 131st Causal
sub-overtone has been generated concurrently — OSTROKKOLF (from +3.5 to 0.0 dimension).
13th sub-overtone — groollukrob (from -3.5 to -3.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone LLARIKKERAT
— llarikkerative (from -3.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone KTRUUTTRORF — ktruuttrorf
(from -3.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone GRO-OL-LUKR; 132nd Causal sub-overtone
has been generated concurrently — GOORRKARR (from -3.5 to 0.0 dimension).
12th sub-level — irkkulligrenic (from +3.0 to +2.5 dimension):Astral sub-overtone LLAVOLLOVALOFFT
— llavollovalofft (from +3.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone UUFFLUUSTS — uuffluustsent
(from +3.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone IRKKULLIGR; 133rd Causal sub-overtone has
been generated concurrently — UYKKUYYUKSTR (from +3.0 to 0.0 dimension).
11th sub-level — proofrokllen (from -3.0 to -2.5 dimension): Astral sub-overtone SMIILLIAGAFFT
— smiilliagafft (from -3.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone KMAAKMAASTS —
kmaakmaastsent (from -3.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone PRO-OF-ROKLL; 134thCausal
sub-overtone has been generated concurrently — KHLIMMIBSTR (from -3.0 to 0.0 dimension).

10tth sub-level — ifdovvorg (from +2.5 to +2.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone STAALMAROTROFFT
— staalmarotrofft (from +2.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone IIRRFIISTS — iirrfiistsent
(from +2.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone IFDOVVORG; 135th Causal sub-overtone has
been generated concurrently — IRKHMAKSTR (from +2.5 to 0.0 dimension).
9th sub-level — briovvlovren (from -2.5 to -2.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone USTUURODAFFT —
ustuurodafft (from -2.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone RBUUBRUUSTS — rbuubruustsent
(from -2.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone BRI-OV-VLOVR; 136th Causal sub-plan has
been generated concurrently — VABBDABSTR (from -2.5 to 0.0 dimension).
8th sub-level — ufflummurg (from +1.5 to +2.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone IRRIFLOMOVOFFT
— irriflomovofft (from +2.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone EELLGOOSTS — eellgoostsent
(from +2.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone UFFLUMMURG; 137th Causal sub-overtone
has been generated concurrently — AFFTAKSTR (from +2.0 to 0.0 dimension).
7th sub-level — stuisstsurss (from -2.0 to -1.5 dimension): Astral sub-overtone PUULDDOLLOVAFFT
— puulddollovafft (from -2.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone STSEESSTSERESTS —
stseesstserestsent (from -2.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone STU-IS-STSURSS; 138th Causal
sub-overtone has been generated concurrently — DURDIRBSTR (from -2.0 to 0.0 dimension).
6th sub-level — appriorrs (from +1.5 to +1.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone SMUOLDOBORAFFT
— smuoldoborafft (from +1.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone IFGIIVVISTS — ifgiivvistsent
(from +1.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone APPRIORRS; 139th Causal sub-overtone has
been generated concurrently — OGVOKSTR (from +1.5 to 0.0 dimension).
5th sub-level — fluorvert (from -1.5 to -1.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone PFILIFTOMOGOFFT —
pfiliftomogofft (from -1.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone KRIIGGRIRISTS — kriiggriristsent
(from -1.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone FLU-OR-VERT; 140th Causal sub-overtone has
been generated concurrently — NOEFBSTR (from -1.5 to 0.0 dimension).
4th sub-level — oglokkvort (from +1.0 to +0.5 dimension): Astral sub-overtone SVARALLOVORUFFT
— svarallovorufft (from +1.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone OVLOOMMOSTS —
ovloommostsent (from +1.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone OGLOKKVORT; 141st Causal
sub-overtone has been generated concurrently — URGLUKSTR (from +1.0 to 0.0 dimension).
3rd sub-level — kluummurffr (from -1.0 to -0.5 dimension): Astral sub-overtone PIRAFROOGOFFT
— pirafroogofft (from -1.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone DROORRDOROSTS —
droorrdorostsent (from -1.0 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone KLU-UM-MURFFR; 142nd
Causal sub-overtone has been generated concurrently — SLAARBSTR (from -1.0 to 0.0 dimension).
2nd sub-level — akktroffor (from +0.5 to 0.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone MMISTOLLOMORFFT
— mmistollomorfft (from +0.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone ALVUULLISTS —
alvuullistsent (from +0.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone AKKTROFFOR; 143rd Causal
sub-overtone has been generated concurrently — OLLBROKSTR (from +0.5 to 0.0 dimension).

1st sub-level — floommorffr (from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension): Astral sub-overtone STOOLLORFFT —
stoollorofft (from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Mental sub-overtone FRUUFFRURUSTS — fruuffrurustsent
(from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension) = Physical sub-overtone FLO-OM-MORFFR; 144th Causal sub-overtone
has been generated concurrently — SKLUUBBSTR (from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension).

Fourth diapason of Causal Plan-Overtone
GDOUKKLOFT
KARMO-Type (from ±3rd to 0.0 dimension):
12th sub-level: Astral sub-overtone LLAVOLLOVALOFFT — llavollovalofft (from 0.0 to +3.0
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone UUFFLUUSTS — uuffluustsent (from 0.0 to +3.0 dimension) +
Physical sub-overtone IRKKULLIGR — irkkulligrenic (from +3.0 to +2.5 dimension) = 133rd Causal
sub-overtone — UYKKUYYUKSTR (from +3.0 to 0.0 dimension).
11th sub-level: Astral sub-overtone SMIILLIAGAFFT — smiilliagafft (from -3.0 to 0.0 dimension) +
Mental sub-overtone KMAAKMAASTS — kmaakmaastsent (from -3.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical
sub-overtone PRO-OF-ROKLL — proofrokllen (from -3.0 to -2.5 dimension) = 134thCausal subovertone — KHLIMMIBSTR (from -3.0 to 0.0 dimension).
10th sub-level: Astral sub-overtone STAALMAROTROFFT — staalmarotrofft (from 0.0 to +2.5
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone IIRRFIISTS — iirrfiistsent (from 0.0 to +2.5 dimension) +
Physical sub-overtone IFDOVVORG — ifdovvorg (from +2.5 to +2.0 dimension) = 135th Causal subovertone — IRKHMAKSTR (from +2.5 to 0.0 dimension).
9th sub-level: Astral sub-overtone USTUURODAFFT — ustuurodafft (from -2.5 to 0.0 dimension)
+ Mental sub-overtone RBUUBRUUSTS — rbuubruustsent (from -2.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical
sub-overtone BRI-OV-VLOVR — briovvlovren (from -2.5 to -2.0 dimension) = 136th Causal subovertone — VABBDABSTR (from -2.5 to 0.0 dimension)
8th sub-level: Astral sub-overtone IRRIFLOMOVOFFT — irriflomovofft (from 0.0 to +2.0 dimension)
+ Mental sub-overtone EELLGOOSTS — eellgoostsent (from 0.0 to +2.0 dimension) + Physical subovertone UFFLUMMURG — ufflummurg (from +2.0 to +1.5 dimension) = 137th Causal sub-overtone
— AFFTAKSTR (from +2.0 to 0.0 dimension).
7th sub-level: Astral sub-overtone PUULDDOLLOVAFFT — puulddollovafft (from -2.0 to 0.0
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone STSEESSTSERESTS — stseesstserestsent (from -2.0 to 0.0
dimension) + Physical sub-overtone STU-IS-STSURSS — stuisstsurss (from -2.0 to -1.5 dimension)
= 138th Causal sub-overtone — DURDIRBSTR (from -2.0 to 0.0 dimension).
6th sub-level: Astral sub-overtone SMUOLDOBORAFFT — smuoldoborafft (from 0.0 to +1.5
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone IFGIIVVISTS — ifgiivvistsent (from 0.0 to +1.5 dimension) +
Physical sub-overtone APPRIORRS — appriorrs (from +1.5 to +1.0 dimension) = 139th Causal subovertone — OGVOKSTR (from +1.5 to 0.0 dimension).

5th sub-level: Astral sub-overtone PFILIFTOMOGOFFT — pfiliftomogofft (from -1.5 to 0.0 dimension)
+ Mental sub-overtone KRIIGGRIRISTS — kriiggriristsent (from -1.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical
sub-overtone FLU-OR-VERT — fluorvert (from -1.5 to -1.0 dimension) = 140th Causal sub-overtone
— NOEFBSTR (from -1.5 to 0.0 dimension).
4th sub-level: Astral sub-overtone SVARALLOVORUFFT — svarallovorufft (from 0.0 to +1.0
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone OVLOOMMOSTS — ovloommostsent (from 0.0 to +1.0
dimension) + Physical sub-overtone OGLOKKVORT — oglokkvort (from +1.0 to +0.5 dimension) =
141st Causal sub-overtone — URGLUKSTR (from +1.0 to 0.0 dimension).
3rd sub-level: Astral sub-overtone PIRAFROOGOFFT — pirafroogofft (from -1.0 to 0.0 dimension) +
Mental sub-overtone DROORRDOROSTS — droorrdorostsent (from -1.0 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical
sub-overtone KLU-UM-MURFFR — kluummurffr (from -1.0 to -0.5 dimension) = 142ndCausal subovertone — SLAARBSTR (from -1.0 to 0.0 dimension).
2nd sub-level: Astral sub-overtone MMISTOLLOMORFFT — mmistollomorfft (from 0.0 to +0.5
dimension) + Mental sub-overtone ALVUULLISTS — alvuullistsent (from 0.0 to +0.5 dimension)
+ Physical sub-overtone AKKTROFFOR — akktroffor (from +0.5 to 0.0 dimension) = 143rd Causal
sub-overtone — OLLBROKSTR (from +0.5 to 0.0 dimension).
1st sub-level: Astral sub-overtone STOOLLORFFT — stoollorofft (from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension) +
Mental sub-overtone FRUUFFRURUSTS — fruuffrurustsent (from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension) + Physical
sub-overtone FLO-OM-MORFFR — floommorffr (from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension) = 144th Causal subovertone — SKLUUBBSTR (from -0.5 to 0.0 dimension).

Brief dictionary of iissiidiology terminology
A
aberration — def lection from basic Direction in this given Synthesis Scheme; subjective delusion; erroneous, one-sided interpretation of a phenomenon of a process from the standpoint of
SFUURMM-Forms of only this Self-Consciousness Form; subjective deformation of «unpacked»
Information.
aberrational — def lected, incorrect, false for this given birvulyarity type.
abiotic Self-Consciousnesses Forms — non-organic, non-biologic, so called inanimate — from
the people’s standpoint! — Self-Consciousnesses Forms: atomic (metals and nonmetals), fermionic, bosonic, f laks ones, and so on.
abruptation — cessation of the former type of interaction due to objective factors; resonational
«merging «with radical change of FD’s qualitativeness.
absensive — (from lat. absens — absent) such kind of Self-Consciousness Form, which ref lects
nothing or little in its FD because of the main functions and signs of own CCI; characterizes
depliative state of FD of biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types with respect to amplificationality degree of the LLUU-VVU-Entity general FD.
abyssal — infinite, fathomless, the deepest in its Essence; synonym of slloogrentness.
adversopposition — inability of shared coexistence or exhiberation of Self-Consciousnesses
Forms (Worlds’ Form-systems, STCs, and others), or their simultaneous ref lection through one
subjective FD.
adversoppositional state — such state, which does not have objective capability to subjectively
manifest in FD of a single «person» along with something different, for example: catioleptic and
anioleptic Worlds, particles and anti-particles, different «personal» Interpretations, development scenarios and STC groups.
affectation — strong tendency to fast achievement of the desired; extreme pursuit for the goal,
which actively enables Mechanism of subchakram refocusings; persistent, imperative aspiration.
aiyyyaic informational state — is a state of FDs of the Highest Form-Creators of Macrocosmos’s
VCCIs with the lowest to them degree of subjectivism; peculiar to the deepest consummatization
Levels.
allomoglof — similar, coherent between themselves interconnections, despite of availability of
peculiar to them signs of heterogeneity of different-Qualitativeness.
allomoglofness — antonym of ellitimoglofness; property of any interconnections (both ethereal
and focal) to keep internal coherence at availability in them of heterogeneous or different-Qualitative signs.
altitudness — property of covarllert Form-structures to collaborative manifestation in this giv-

en STC group; particular diapason (level-ability) of FD exhiberation, analog of several dimension Levels; level-ability, definite diapason-ability.
altssimusness — microstral interconnections activity «inside» of each of skunkktions or between skunkktions of a single CCC-fragment (reconverstive Configuration).
ambigulyarly — to realize something in a reciprocal way, to act covarllertly or by mutual consent.
amitsirate — to modify, qualify, ampliatize (to improve qualitatively) in accordance with this
Synthesis Scheme signs.
amitsiration — acquiring new properties, refocusing to a new Self-Consciousness Form as a
result of completion of a definite Synthesis phase.
amitsissimal SSS- State — State of Information, inherent in It at United Instant of Eternity between primogenitivity and post-mercavgnationness (consummativeness); typical just to subjective FD of Form-Creators of any among Energy-Plasma exhiberation Levels.
ampliative Focus Dynamics — FD with clear tendencies to evolutional character (qualitativeness degree rising of signs peculiar to this given birvulyarity type and/or Synthesis Scheme).
ampliativeness — increased comparative degree in subjective estimation of FD’s different-Qualitative states or f-Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which structure the same
Synthesis Scheme in the same or different exhiberation Levels; characterizes high-vibration,
high-qualitativeness with respect to other FDs or f-Configurations’ states in a particular examined diapason.
Amplification eglleroliftive — Evolution in its broadest possible sense (from lat. amplificatio —
extension, improvement; shortly, e-Amplification).
Amplificational and Qualitational Vectors and Branches — creative Vectors, which characterize Creative Activity Directions of all PCQs via focal-ethereal interconnections of Form-Creators
and Info-Creators; they are «Evolutional» (eglleroliftive) and «Involutional» (irrkoglictive) ones.
amplificational development Directions — evolutional development Directions, which are not
limited by particular Synthesis Schemes and birvulyarity types.
amplificational function — evolutional Task.
amplificational organizational-directive Impulse — eglleroliftive Creativity Element, which
continuously-simultaneously initiates FD of any Self-Consciousness Form and CCI, and also
Macrocosmos’s VCCI in general.
amplissim — immeasurable, vast, not restricted by these given exhiberation conditions,
broad-spectral; this is the criterion for subjective perception of slloogrentness as active existence of examined by us object or FD beyond any bounds of peculiar to us exhiberation regime.
amplissimness — principle of manifestation of the infinitely complicated qualitative multispectrality of Macrocosmos’s skrruullerrt system.
aspectable — visible, manifested, visually and clearly perceived; having some sides to examine,

possessing aspects, points of view; antonym to the words «imaginary,» «speculative,» «noumenal.»
ASTTMAY-RAA-A-Parvulas — personificated Existential Principles, which informationally

provide concatenation of covarllert interconnections of every manifested human «person» with
producing of subterransive empiric Experience of simultaneous Existence in many development
scenarios.
attractory sklaargms — «anomalous zones» of pronounced «localization» of simultaneous resonational «inter-projection» of narrow specific SFUURMM-Forms, which are peculiar to many
different-type subjective Realities, STC groups and penetrate in an enormous amount each of
them; specific energy-informational interconnections generating abnormally expressed (with
respect to lluuvvumic Synthesis Scheme) dimension of each of these «zones» have been modelled in such a way that FD of Form-Creators of every Self-Consciousness Form, f-Configuration
of which manifests sufficient number of covarllertness signs with respect to f-Configuration of
the given sklaargm, «displaces» resonationally («reprojects» subjectively) in Space-Time to that
«point» of own simultaneous «localization,» with f-Configuration of which it reveals the highest
covarllertness degree.
AULMNIIYSS — Amplificational AYFAAR-Analog in 48-dimensional gigadiapason.
AYOLLDSS-KKA — 12 PCQs «Interjects,» more ampliative Analogs of 12 PCQs’ «Sectors» in FDs

of 48-dimensional Universal Entities; serve as the main center of ethereal interconnection of
PCQs’ Immanent Supermaxims.
AYYALLDMAAYTS — Universal 60-Qualitative Entity (48 CCQs + 12 PCQs).

B
birvulyarities — development types, which start from NUU-VVU-Form-Types: lluuvvumic,
lluuvvumic-goolgamaaaic, goolgamaaaic, which in turn structures ssmiiysmaaaic, tlaassmaaic,
and aiyyyaic types.
birvulyart skloongms or skloongms of birvulyart multitudes — resonational zones, which have
been potentially produced by «projections» of countless quantities of differently synthesized
and inter-crossed f-Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring different dimension Levels and types; provide universal abilities for radical change of Focus Dynamics and
refocusings of Form-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses to different Self-Consciousnesses Forms
within their own Synthesis Scheme.

C
captivusal — confined within some subjective bounds, limited, closed on oneself.
cognitive — (from cōgnitio — knowledge, cognition) subterransive processes or psychic states
connected with continuous cognition by «person» of themselves and the surrounding world,
with psychoanalysis and thinking, with acquiring in Self-Consciousness of something new; synonym of amplificationality, the Essence of which is Self-Actualization.

coherence — associativity, concurrence, interconnectionship; for example, all Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs, which simultaneously exist in Macrocosmos, are in deep interconnection between each other, regardless of their structural properties and qualitative features; in
physics, this is property of electromagnetic radiation (concurrent behavior in time of several
vibrational or wave processes, which manifests as their summation); two harmonious (sinusoidal) vibrations of one frequency are always coherent.
coherent — going on concurrently; conjugate, interconnected with something else.
concatenation — qualitative eglleroliftive connection; consecutive svilgs-spherational Synthesis
in FD of the most covarllert interconnections into one, increasingly more universal birvulyart
chain.
concatenational transgression — consecutive svilgs-spherational spreading of ethereal «projections» of SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to FDs of some CCIs or Self-Consciousnesses Forms to FDs
of other CCIs or SCFs with the goal of more deep Synthesis of definite Self-Consciousness Levels;
realizes via Multipolarization and Diffuzgentness Principles.
concept eglleroliftive — evolutionary Sense peculiar to all Self-Consciousnesses Forms of this
given Synthesis Scheme (or CCI of examined birvulyarity type).
conditionalness — conditionality, speculativeness, relativity, subjectivity.
confective SSS- State — absolute completeness of any intra-informational SSS-States (both humanational and propriusal).
confluence — such specific Self-Consciousness state, at which subjective boundaries between an
individual and their environment are erased and feeling of separation with Everything vanishes;
psycho-mental merge with something at the ecstasy moments (in Meditation); psychic self-authentication with the surrounding world.
Consorvectional Concentrators of (PPAAKHKH-TT-SSS) Sector — energy-informational combinations, which represent Experience-Integrators; consist exceptionally of interconnections of
the highest qualitative Levels of Primary Energy-Plasma; structure each of 12 SSSV-UUIY-SSSV.
constructational variety of USIP — Impulse-Potentials, Which via all infinite multitude of consummative SSS-States of each of Macrocosmoses «fix» (scan) each of interconnections of «master
plan» (right up to separate altssimusly-microstral ones!) demonstrated with all set of simplificational IPs, and holochronely realize this general «picture» of Harmony via peculiar to Each of
constructational Impulse-Potentials properties and abilities; represent Amplificational type of
Impulse-Potentials (eglleroliftive IP’s functional analogs); this term’s «irrkoglictive» variant is
simplificational variety of USIP.
consummativeness — post-mercavgnational state of dissonational Information part, which precedes the return of perfective FD of Form-Creators of SSS-Entity into primogenitive SSS-State.
consummatization — Information mercavgnation Act final stage via Process of eglleroliftive
Amplification of Form-Creators ’s FD of absolutely all CCIs of Macrocosmos from amitsissimal
SSS-State to primogenitive one.
contegerentness — state of compulsion, inducedness, doom; absence of other opportunities; Self-Con-

sciousness Form's forced stay in some processes under intense pressure of circumstances.
convenintively — harmoniously, balanced.
convenintization — balancing of existing focal-ethereal interconnections; harmonization of inter-skunkktional interconnections between different-Qualitative SSS-signs.
convergence — prevalence in Self-Consciousness Form’s FD of stable tendencies to formation of
more and more ampliative SFUURMM-Forms peculiar to this given birvulyarity type; synonymous with eglleroliftive Amplification; for example, all Form- and Info-Creators along with heterogeneous SSS-fragments harmoniously converges between each other (sequentially approaching, merging) and always produce new properties and more broad opportunities not peculiar to
them individually (create emergence effect).
convergence birvulyart — evolution process of Form-Creators 's FD from depliative exhiberation Levels (to this birvulyarity type) into increasingly ampliative ones.
convergence nootime — intensive change of electromagnetic Fields-Consciousnesses Configuration, which strongly restructures FD and individual Time Field; subchakram refocusing of
«person.»
corporal — physical, material, subjectively perceived.
covarllert — conditionally compatible with own signs FDs of Form-Creators, f-Configurations
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms or interactions between Fields-Consciousnesses and PCQs’ Aspects.
cruvursorrtness — comparative characteristic of Focus Dynamics with extremely low to these
exhiberation conditions compatibility degree of SFUURMM-Forms, which structure them; absence in inter-skunkktional (or focal-ethereal) interconnections of any signs of similarity and
identity.

D
DDIIUYYI — Universal 36-Qualitative Entity (24 CCQs + 12 PCQs) of this given Type.

decipienseness — illusiveness, falsity, fictitiousness, imaginarity, high degree of subjectivism.
decoherent Energy — actually available to FD part of the general Energy-Potential, which is
conditionally «locally» manifested via Focus Dynamics of one or another Self-Consciousness
Form in one or another resonational zone of Space-Time (subjective Reality of some STC group);
Energy, which has been spent by Form-Creators of any Self-Consciousness Form on realization
of peculiar to them Interest; «locally» expressed in Space-Time realizational Energy of Focuses
of Rezomirals, Energy of realized focal interconnections.
decondicification birvulyart — move beyond the limits of realizational Interests peculiar to
Form-Creators of this given Synthesis Scheme; it’s subjectively interpreted by us as degradation
of «the personality.»
definitioning — qualitative progress, evolutional Revival, reestablishment of FD in the more

ampliative — to this Synthesis Scheme — state; FD’s move out from the state of birvulyart decondicification.
definitive — particular, definite, locally considered in subjective FD.
depliative Focus Dynamics — comparative criterion of accordance of FD of Form-Creators of
examined Self-Consciousness Form with respect to the features of its Synthesis Scheme; svilgsspherational FD of Self-Consciousness Form with a predominance in it of some of protoformal
tendencies, which lead it to degradation (lowering of qualitativeness peculiar to this given birvulyarity type).
depliativeness — FD’s low-vibration, low-qualitativeness compared to the more favorable (to
Synthesis Scheme of examined by us birvulyarity type) realizational opportunities.
diffeomorphism — a 1-to–1 and continuously differentiable representation of differentiable variety M (for example, an area in Euclidean space) to differentiable variety N, and reciprocal to it
representation is also continuously differentiable; any diffeomorphism is homeomorphism, but
not otherwise.
diffeomorphness — multiplicity, qualitative diversity, discreteness, FD’s non-identity signs
availability.
dimidioclarus Self-Consciousnesses Forms — «plasmic-ray» analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types
transitional from f laks Self-Consciousnesses Forms of 4–5-dimensional diapason to vuolds
Self-Consciousnesses Forms of 5–6-dimensional exhiberation diapason.
dimidiomittense Self-Consciousnesses Forms — «bioplasmic» analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types
— NUULL-VVU (the same as NUULL-VVU), transitional from biological Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of 3–4-dimensional diapason to f laks Self-Consciousnesses Forms of 4–5-dimensional
exhiberation diapason.
dispolarities electromagnetic (OLLAKT-systems) — «internal» (to all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms of 2.5–4.0-dimensional diapason) realization Mechanism in this diapason of manifestation of the Principles of Diffuzgentness, Slloogrentness, Duvuyllerrtness, and Multipolarization of Focus Dynamics of all Self-Consciousnesses Forms via convergentional interaction of
SFUURMM-Forms (on the base of properties of «gravity discretenesses» of UU-Forms of Information); based on the concurrent property of dualizing (eglleroliftive inter-birvulyart counteraction, inter-scheme opposition) of different-Qualitative FD and their tendencies to synergetic
interaction (neutralization of tensorness existing between them) for permanent maintenance of
FD in the amplificational emergence state.
distortiveness — corruption, informational deformation in the way of generating in DDIIUYYIEntity Form-Creators ’s FD of secondary SSLOOO-SSS-Flows («Light fibers of Energy-Plasma»),
which leads to distortion of primary codings of Information in the subjective Perception systems and qualitative Reactions of SSLOO-SS-SNAA-Creators of Secondary Energy-Plasma.
diversification — result of transgression (irrkoglictive expansion of ethereal «projections») of
SFUURMM-Forms in FD of Self-Consciousnesses Forms, which are not directly related to particular to them contents; as a consequence, own functionality of Self-Consciousness Form changes;
qualitative structural FD reconstruction for the purpose of lifting of realizational diversity and

functional versatility; spreading of SFUURMM-Form's Sense on new, previously not typical to it
activities and spheres of realizational creativity of Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
diversive part of genome — so called «junk,» different-protoformal part peculiar to every genome.
divoulgated Forms — Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the same birvulyarity type (Synthesis
Scheme), which have been multipolarizationally-simultaneously exhiberated in all possible conditions of Space-Time.
dyyurruulls regimes — absolutely all types of Energy-Information manifestation in all possible
conditions of Space-Time (that is, SUPER-wave, wave or nutational, and SUB-wave ones); this
term is introduced to emphasize NON-wave (from the standpoint of physics) Nature of many
exhiberation types beyond 3–4-dimensional diapason.

E
ellitimoglofic Realities — multidirectional Realities by the ways of realization of the same features; differ from each other by hundreds of thousands or even by hundreds of millions of rotational noo-Time Shifts.
ellitimoglofity — multidirectional state of creative activity.
ellitimoglofness — property of any interactions (both informational and focal) to manifest internal inconsistence owing to presence in them of heterogeneous or different-Qualitative signs;
is initiated by dissonational States induced by imperseptness or cruvursorrtness among interacting sides.
emergence — system features, properties, which are not peculiar to its elements separately, but
appear due to joining of these elements into unified, complete system; at the expense of internal
emergence property Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators produces synergetic or supra-additive
effect (when effect of coordinated interaction of the system parts exceeds the effect of these
parts taken separately).
equital Self-Consciousness Form — balanced by the main focal-ethereal interconnections of
signs combinations peculiar to this given Synthesis Scheme or birvulyarity type.
ernilgmanent photons — low-speed or long-wave photons bordering on the whole wave Multipolarization with doolls subelementary Fields-Consciousnesses.
excurate — to abandon, to reveal something.
exererization — the true Essence revealing, uncovering shrouds of lies, challenging a delusion.
exhiberation — focal Configuration manifestation dynamics in specific dimensional conditions
of Space-Time.
expiative f-Configurations — refined variants of Worlds’ Form-systems synthesized by
observative Creators-Curators and free from any depliative (to this diapason) SFUURMM-Forms.
extra-additive effect — from the word «additive» (from lat. addere — to add) — summary result

of agreed collective action; is one of the most important indications of highly developed team
efficiency; represents ability of the team as a whole to gain in the work much more high results,
then this could be achieved by the same quantity of separate people who work independently
from each other and who are not united by the relations system mentioned.
extralambrillation — nonsenses, ironies that is, «something which — supposedly! — cannot
exist in principle.»
extrasuppozitation — complete and radical change of FD of one Self-Consciousness Form on
FD of another Proto-Form.
extsederic State of Energy-Plasma — transitional, intermediate, unstable by peculiar to it signs.

F
facticial Self-Consciousnesses Forms — purposefully synthesized on the base of mixtum Forms’
DNA by means of successive substitution or replacement of their amino-acids on more ampliative and universal ones; in lluuvvumic birvulyarity type they are NUU-LL-VVU-Form-Types with
60–80 new amino-acids in addition to 20 currently existing ones in our mixtum Forms.
FATTMA-NAA-A-Articles — Continuum Existential Principles supplying informationally Focus

Dynamics of Form-Creators of all particular «personal» Interpretations (Form-Types) of one
human Stereo-Form.
figmentate — to form something unconsciously and subjectively in own Self-Consciousness
from imaginary shapes; to indulge in fantasies.
figmentation — state of Unity of FD of Form-Creators of all possible humanational Macrocosmoses’ types as fully completed (absolute) result allowable for level-by-level Synthesis of any
synthetic processes.
figmentative — unified, absolutely integrated and fundamentally indivisible by own slloogrent
Essence.
finitimus Levels, resopasons, diapasons — boundary, intermediate, diffuzgently converting to
something else ones.
formamentation — simultaneous organization of General Slloogrentness of Macrocosmos.
FRAMMAUSS — Universal 6-Qualitative Entity of DDIIUYYI-Type (5 Dominants +1 PCQ).

frazulert photons — are the whole diversity of high-speed photons, which represent transitional
class of wave elementary particles (which have different parameters depending from Synthesis
Schemes) transforming into primary super-universal f laks Fields-Consciousnesses.

G
GAMALGORRAA-A-Modus — virtual Source of Existence of absolutely all Self-Consciousnesses
Forms, which have been simultaneously manifested in all Form-systems and STCs of 3–4-di-

mensional diapason.

geyliturgation — resonational «merging» in different-Qualitative Self-Consciousnesses Forms
Form-Creators ’s FD of separate sections of f-Configurations by certain peculiar to them qualitative parameters.
geyliturgentness — FDs’ energy-informational interrelation, realizational intercomplementarity; property of Self-Consciousnesses Forms structuring different-type CCIs (meaning, synthesized by different Synthesis Schemes and different dominant correlations), to manifest in own
FD very similar (identical) creative tendencies at many realizational signs, which objectively
ref lect high degree of compatibility (covarllertness) of different PCQs’ Aspects; it relates only
to FDs and f-Configurations (for example, one cannot speak of geyliturgentness between two
people, but one can speak of their covarllertness, meaning, qualitative compatibility, intercomplementarity).
GOOLGAMAA-A — Immanent G-Ingredient SSMIIYSMAA-A

H
heterogeneity — availability of different-Qualitative signs in FD; different-Qualitativeness of
Form-structure.
heterogeneous signs — interacting Aspects and sub-Aspects, which refer to different PCQs.
homeomorphism — a 1-to–1 correspondence between two topological spaces, at which both reciprocally inverse ref lections defined by this correspondence are continuous; these ref lections
are called homeomorphous or topological ref lections and also homeomorphisms; spaces, which
belong to one topological type, are called homeomorphous or topologically equivalent.
homogeneous signs — Aspects and sub-Aspects of the same PCQ, which interact via FDs of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms.
homologic or congenial — duvuyllerrtly the same, very similar at many qualitative parameters
typical to their changing FD; these terms are applicable to very identical — duvuyllerrt — «personal» Interpretations of one Stereo-Form, and also to Worlds’ Form-systems, which multipolarizationally differ among each other on one quantum shift.
humanate — to create consciously conditions for exhiberation of something in own FD; to realize purposefully SFUURMM-Form to the state of its manifestation in the way of Self-Consciousness Form; to synthesize something out of something.
humanation — forming something out of many diverse signs; generation, process of Synthesis
of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs via Act of mercavgnation; synonym of eglleroliftive
Amplification and consummatization.

I
Idiopathic Ingredient — primary, primordial, root Factor of exhiberation of any type of CCI and
any Self-Consciousness Form, which provides fundamental qualitative base of all focal-ethereal
interconnections.

Idiopathic Multimodi of PCQs — different-Qualitative ethereal combinations of YYYUULLUYGForms and SSNUUYLL-Forms (to 36.0–38.0 dimension)
IIYYYUULLSSMI — Universal 48-Qualitative Entity (36 CCQs + 12 PCQs)
IIYY-YY-SS-MM and OULLGNOO-SS-ST — Transcendent Ingredients Macrocosmoses (Ethereal

Complex-Plans and Plan-Levels — from ±24 th to 0 th dimension)

imaginary — superficial, objectively non-existent, but in some way — notionally — participating in FD of examined process.
immanent — initially inherent in internal Nature of Self-Consciousness Form or CCI and always conditioned by its presence and features, despite of varying external inf luences (staying in
something, peculiar to something, stable, constantly remaining intact at any interactions).
Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A- Signums GAMALGORRAA-A : of Stars — STSILLU-OFF-MAA, of
Planets — TAYSS-DDORS-MAA, of animals — LLAISSMMA-A, of vegetables — SSAALM-MAA, of
minerals — OOLLM-MAA, of fermions — ARFF-ORST-MAA, of bosons — FFAOLL-FS-MAA, of
doollses — SSOLLAS-MAA, of f lakses — TASSILLU-URS-MAA.
Immanent Supermaxims of PCQs — different-Qualitative ethereal combinations of SKKAYAFFT-Forms (36.0–48.0 dimension).
immediatively — interacting directly, being immediately connected with something.
immortality — fundamental inability for any Self-Consciousness Form not to exist consciously,
not to be alive, to die, to experience oneself as deceased; virtually, this is slloogrent Immortality
Principle of any Self-Consciousness Form.
Immunitant Responsibility — one of the qualitative signs of lluuvvumic two-invaderental Synthesis Scheme (along with HSI, HIA, and Humanitarian Freedom); implies unconditional state
of essential necessity of «a person» not only to be charged with the behavior, actions, and their
consequences, but to bear personal Responsibility for other people’s choices; readiness to any
self-sacrifice acts for the sake of wholehearted Service to the highest humanitarian Idea and the
most ampliative realization of Its SFUURMM-Forms in environment conditions; type of personal
Responsibility, which is free from any signs of violence against «personal» Self-Consciousness
FD.
impersept Fields-Consciousnesses, signs, or Aspects of Qualities — Fields-Consciousnesses, with availability of antagonistic Creative Activity of which any dynamics of some other
Fields-Consciousnesses in this given Space-Time point cannot fully (or, can, but very weakly)
manifest peculiar to it signs; for interaction between impersept «Fields» to occur, their harmonious conversion to some third qualitative states is necessary with increased for them covarllertness degree; this term is applicable not only to a single, but to different Synthesis Schemes, and
also to different birvulyarity types.
inanisality — (from lat. «inanis» — illusion) illusiveness, speculativeness, abstractiveness, indeterminacy, nonlocality.
incrementation — restoration in FD of activity of previously lost or very weakened signs; FD’s
return to Self-Consciousness Form of the previous Synthesis Scheme.

inseparative — indissoluble from each other, inseparable parts of the same whole, but subjectively considered separately owing to confined abilities of Observer’s Perception system.
instrauration — regeneration of something in its initial Essence, renovation, return to the more
genuine state peculiar to FD of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of the more ampliative Levels of this
given birvulyarity type.
interactionally — actively inf luencing on each other, interacting.
internous State — internal, initially inherent in this given Self-Consciousness Form or CCI.
internousness (of something) — absolute naturalness, intimacy, individual innateness of
Self-Consciousness Form’s FD.
interstitial — intermediate, provisionally used.
invaderentness — predominant activity in FD of a certain PCQ signs; ability to suppress activity
of other signs in FD of this given Self-Consciousness Form; the term «dominance» synonym.
inversusality — antagonisticity, dualness, contradictoriness, tensorness, inability to harmonious interaction.
invizusal — invisibly present; visually not perceptible in any way by the Perception system; located beyond optic manifestation diapason.
ipsius Interpretations of DDIIUYYI -Entity — conditional Universal Analogs of AIY-YYA-Entity
(in conditions of 3–6-dimensional diapason ref lect properties of «personal» Interpretations of
NUU-VVU-Form-Types’ full diversity).
irrkoglictive Impulse — functional part of USIP — United Superuniversal Impulse-Potential;
induces Info-Creators of each of Qualities’ Aspects to Creative Activity and maintenance (in
any kinds of interactions) of initially peculiar to them informational purity (meaning, primogenitivity).

K
KSTAYY-SS-TAA — 36 Idiopathic Multimodi of Pure Qualities, more ampliative — 36-dimen-

sional — analog of 24 Combined Qualities; these Multimodi structure 36-Qualitative f-Configurations of DDIIUYYI-Entities; each of them is generated by very complicated variations of
resonational combinations of each of 12 Pairs of Combined Pure Qualities with each of 12 Pure
Cosmic Qualities.

L
liberatively — independently, apart, beyond restricting connection with something else.
liyllusceevation, liyllusceevization — resonational «merging «of f-Configurations throughout
the whole quantity of peculiar to them qualitative signs.
liyllusceeveness — very high degree of informational approximation(virtually, identity, f-Con-

figurations’ full coincidence) typical to different-Qualitative manifestations of Focus Dynamics, which are implemented by many different Self-Consciousnesses Forms irrespective of their
subjective binding to these or those Time Flows and STC groups; the result of liyllusceeveness
state is the act of resonational «merging» of FD of interacting Self-Consciousnesses Forms,
when one Form’s Perception Mechanism «switches» to another Form’s FD; one should not confuse this with solvation and confluence.
LLAASS -Forms — amplificational ethereal analogs of SFUURMM-Forms, which realize via FD of

Form-Creators of Secondary E-P (Cosmic Plan-Levels — to 24.0–26.0 dimension).

LLUU-VVU-LLUU -RRU — Collective Intelligence of the Humankind, comprises within Itself not
only CCIs of the whole the LLUU-VVU-Entity diversities’ multitude, but also FD of Form-Creators
of many other covarllertly-diffuzgent protoformal CCIs and their Self-Consciousnesses Forms.

lockouted — closed, reserved, forcedly confined of something; localized in this given SpaceTime point due to objective circumstances.
luminosal Self-Consciousnesses Forms — «ray» analogs of NUU-VVU-Form-Types in 5–6-dimensional exhiberation diapason of the LLUU-VVU-Entity.
Lurvectortional Sphere (UUYT-SSS-UU) of Sector — is peculiar to every particular Transpellerative Transmuter; Its Form-Creators realize desclonvertization of every Primary Energy-Plasma Level (level-by-level decoding, sorting, and kleks-cloning of Ideal Matrices with thorough
comparison of SSS-TAIY-SSS-Flows, which come from other «Sectors,» with Standard Pure Quality of this given «Sector») with its subsequent Transmutation together with the main PCQ of
«the Sector» and Transformation of generated quintessence of Energy-Information to special
multi-channel Consorvectional Concentrators (PPAAKHKH-TT-SSS).
LIIRTUULLAA-A-Modus — IG-Ingredient of 2–3-dimensional doolls conversum DLUGLLEMM-

Entity.

M
maturity eglleroliftive — evolutionary maturity.
mercavgnation — «instant» compensational shift inside of SSS-fragment; as a result, a definite dissonational Potential of not quite peculiar to r-Configurations (that is, cruvursorrt to
varying degrees) inter-skunkktional and microstral qualitative interconnections has been sort
of released (and restored right away!) in each of them, while these interconnections have been
holochronely-simultaneously organized into all quantity of focal-ethereal «projections,» which
potentially structure by themselves Universal Self-Consciousness of generated at that SSS-Entity.
microstrs — particulas, structuring every skunkktion of SSS-fragment (reconverstive Configuration); are divided on two complimentary categories of diverse interconnections — resonomorphic
and dissonomorphic; the first include microstrs, which has not been exposed to mercavgnation
(allomoglof or tendentiously consistent — covarllert, geyliturgent, and liyllusceeve), and the
latter are amplificationally initiated by eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential (ellitimoglofic or tendentiously inconsistent — impersept and cruvursorrt).

miskeration — svilgs-spherational «mixing» of some PCQs’ signs with other PCQs’ signs with the
aim of generating the most covarllert focal-ethereal combinations.
mixtum Self-Consciousnesses Forms — mostly biological, but having also some abiotic signs, for
example, people, animals, vegetables — all of them possess definite types of Self-Consciousnesses, which mixtumates (on the base of the common genome) during continuous exhiberation.
MMIY-UYLLS -Forms — amplificational analogs of SKKAY-AFFT-Forms, which realize via FD of

Form-Creators of 60-Qualitative Universal Entity (to 60.0–62.0 dimension).

Mobillyurasceete Duplicator of a Sector (YUYU-IIY-SSS-YUYU) — executes transgressively-convergentional functions on simultaneous duplication of stable-covarllert combinations of
different-Qualitative signs in different exhiberation conditions; provides coherent properties of
Energy-Information.
modicative — medium-vibrational exhiberation Level of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs;
medium-qualitative realization level for Form-Creators ’s FD of any of particularly considered
diapasons.
modificational supplerization — holochrone internal «levelling» of interconnections of amitsissimal SSS-State for transition to confective USIP-State; also this can be the process by which
SFUURMM-Forms (and also LLAASS-Forms and others) with the aim of reaching total universality are replaced in FD on more amplificational from their analogs.
modus — (from lat. modus — measure, method, type) subterransive type, typical exhiberation
form of FD of Form-Creators of different Self-Consciousnesses Forms.

N
nutation — wave vibration type, which is characterized in conditions of 3–4-dimensional exhiberation diapason by the presence in boson Form-Creators ’s FD of certain wave properties.

O
observative Form-Creators — ampliative to this — 2.5–4.0-dimensional — diapason Creators-Curators, Who coordinate FD of Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Self-Consciousnesses Forms
in conditions of each of dimension sub-diapasons; they have completely synthesized those depliative signs’ combinations, which are peculiar to Form-Creators of NUU-VVU-Form-Types curated by them.

P
Pairs of Combined Pure Qualities — different-Qualitative ethereal combinations of LLAASSForms (12.0–24.0 dimension).
partiality — functional individualization; state of subjective separation with something.
particular — subjectively aiming at subterransive individualization; differing one from another

by many different-Qualitative signs’ combinations.
particulas — separately considered Information «parts;» slloogrent «sections» of focal-ethereal
Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs.
partitiality — state of direct or potential belonging to something (Form, event, state, process in
general); conscious participation in something.
pattern — sample, variant, model, part of some substance, product, which gives a conception
about it; synonyms are example, standard, norm, etalon, typical representative, template, draft,
construction, gestalt, frame.
peculate — to initiate some aboriginally peculiar skills, to activate definite properties, to realize
provided opportunities.
Perfollonimator of a Sector (ILLSSS-SSSUU-SSS) — executes slloogrently-adapting functions,
meaning, perfollonimates (transgressively-convergently reorganizes, adaptively recodes and
highly specifically converts) universal slloogrent focal-ethereal interconnections of any Level
into particular SFUURMM-Forms, which in appropriate exhiberation conditions can be available
to Perception systems of any Self-Consciousness Form and any CCI type; provides Energy-Information decoherent properties.
permanent photons — photons, which are usual, adequate, coinciding with the notions of physics.
permanentness — continuity, something constantly lasting; synonyms are constant, unremitting, ceaseless, interminable, unswerving, systematic, methodical, chronical, tireless, uninterrupted, nonstop, longstanding.
permutarity — Form-Creators 's ability of implementing between each other of resonational
Energy and Information interexchange (by SFUURMM-Forms, focal-ethereal combinations).
permute — to make conscious and unconscious exchange of definite SFUURMM-Forms via FD.
personalistic World — individual, personal World of «person,» which has been formed on the
base of typical only to them subjective Conceptions about themselves and the World which surrounds them.
perturbation — eglleroliftive qualitative reorganization of Focus Dynamics: modification, deviation, change, transformation, variation, variant, version, modification, transforming, oscillation, reconstruction, conversion; is realized simultaneously in all Directions of FD’s Multipolarization (this term is used exclusively in iissiidiological meaning).
perturbation birvulyart-amplificational — evolutionary qualitative changes in Self-Consciousnesses Forms’ FD within the limits of a single birvulyarity type.
pictusness — picture of general informational spectrality available to Form-Creators of this
given Perception system.
plyurimusive — of the highest qualitativeness of own FD, the highest degree of universality of
FD to conditions of examined diapason of exhiberation of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of this
given Synthesis Scheme.

polymorphism — simultaneous multi-variability of Self-Consciousnesses Forms of one Stereo-Form; holochrone multi-formness of FD.
Potential Informational Simultaneity — property of any of informational interconnections to
instantaneously multi-parallel activity with opportunity to interact by type of «always-with-everything» and «always-in-the-whole.»
PRAALLU-LAA — Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Source of CCI of Humankind (in particular,
people) and humanoids, which structure with their SFUURMM-Forms FDs of different Planetary

and Stellar Entities.

primariusively — to act in this given focal-ethereal combination dominantly, repressively with
regards to all number of other signs.
primariusiveness — state of increased activity in FD of signs of some PCQs, dominantness; synonym of the term «invaderentness.»
primogenitation — (from lat. primogenitus — original, first-born) manifested in no way (and
thus nowhere), potentially possible and absolutely harmonized by all inter-skunkktional interconnections Macrocosmos State.
primogenitive State of Information — absolutely balanced, pre-mercavgnational, root-causative
SSS-State.
profective — true, undistorted, lacking in subjective speculation.
promiskuusive Self-Consciousnesses Forms — mixed, mostly abiotic, though having also some
biological signs; for example, Planets.
pronoontiveness — emphasis of some birvulyarity type Form-Creators ’s FD on SFUURMMForms of definite protoformal development Direction.
propriusal — different types of amitsissimal informational interactions, which underlie generation of FD of Form-Creators of original and unique non-synthetic Macrocosmoses types.
protoinversional synchromodulation — process when SFUURMM- or LLAASS-Forms simultaneously modelled by Self-Consciousnesses Forms in different s-Realities project into «person» FD
knowledge, which is extrinsic to s-Reality structured by it.
provenate — to manifest holochronely-simultaneously absolutely everywhere in all diversity of
Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs’ types.
provenation — universal ability of slloogrent FD of Form-Creators to holochronely-simultaneous manifestation in all Macrocosmos dimension Levels.
prozoative — the simplest to examined diapason or Level of Form-system’s exhiberation; the
most elementary interconnections in particularly examined Form-system.

Q
Qualitation irrkoglictive — (from lat. qualitas — quality) Involution, i-Qualitation in abbreviated form.

quintessence — base, Self-Consciousness Form’s (or CCI’s) Essence, which the most fully and
deeply ref lects all signs of peculiar to it birvulyarity type.

R
reconditive — separate, self-dependent; all-sufficient by some properties or signs; independent
of something.
reconverstness — ultimate (the highest) degree of subterralization of some informational fragment signs, which allows peculiar to this fragment Essence to be kept unchanged in any interaction bundling variations with narrow specific signs of other informational fragments and in
any diversificational conversions of combinations formed by them; property, which allows each
SSS-fragment staying in the state of uninterrupted «merge» (community) with all other part of
Information to manifest always and invariably only peculiar to it individual signs.
regradation amplificational — eglleroliftive development, FD’s qualitative improvement; concatenational cultivating in Self-Consciousness Form’s FD of increasingly more quantity of amplificational signs peculiar to this given Synthesis Scheme.
renitively — to act thoughtfully, with comprehensive analysis, ampliatively; to treat something
with all responsibility and scrupulousness.
retardation — Self-Consciousness Form’s development slowdown at excessive activity in its FD
of SFUURMM-Forms of protoformal Directions; synonym of degradation.
RIISSTDRRAALLMAA-A — United Immanent GOOLGAMAA-A-Modus, which provides with
SFUURMM-Forms all Focus Dynamics of Form-Creators of Macrocosmos’s VCCIs in 0–12-di-

mensional exhiberation diapason.

S
segregatirated — isolated, private, individual.
segreksally — isolatedly, independently, personally.
seklyustsells — «plasmic» analogs of stem cells.
SFUURMM -Forms — mental-feeling «Archetypes» of Self-Consciousness of Form-Types modelled and activated by Focuses of Dual Ref lection and UMPI of SLUI-SLUU-Creators via FD of
Form-Creators of seven «lowest» IISSIIDI-Centers (Plan-Overtones of Fields-Consciousnesses

— to 12.0–14.0 dimension).
signum — sign, function.

simplificational variety of USIP — diversity of Impulse-Potentials, Which create out of primogenitive interconnections all multitude sort of «master plan» or specific «demonstrational
model» of forthcoming USIP-Confectization (with highly detailed «working drawings» on the
structure of Macrocosmoses’ every type), in which all weakly active part of skunkktional interconnections, which is peculiar to general primogenitive SSS-State, should holochronely modify;

these Impulse-Potentials provide Qualitational functions analogous to irrkoglictive IP («eglleroliftive» variant of this term is constructational diversity of USIP).
simultaneously — simultaneously, synchronously, executing in parallel in all Worlds’ Form-systems, development Directions and Self-Consciousnesses Forms at once.
singulation irrkoglictive — (from Lat. singula — part) involutionary process.
singulational-resonance points — boundary or transitional qualitative zones of different-Qualitative electromagnetic Fields-Consciousnesses.
SKKAY-AFFT-Forms — amplificational analogs of SSNUUYLL-Forms realizing via FDs of

Form-Creators of 48-Qualitative Universal Entity (to 48.0–50.0 dimension).

SKKLUAAFF-VVU-LLRRU — Collective Cosmic Intelligence of TOO-UU-Entity, consisting of
CCIs of all LLUU-VVU-projections.

skunkktions — compound, scarcely differing between each other particulas of r-Configuration
of SSS-fragment, which owing to presence in them of special microstrs provide to every reconverstive Configuration the state of its absolute stability and fundamental immutability.
SLOOR-SSS-LLAAS — vide UPDR.

solvation — (from lat. solvo — to dissolve) focus interaction between two or many Self-Consciousnesses Forms (of one Synthesis Scheme) by means of qualitative «dissolving» (conscious
merge) of their FD at geyliturgent concatenation and diversification of covarllert signs in each
other.
spatiumal confluence — psycho-mental merge, all-holistic self-identifying with something in
the state of deep Meditation, meanwhile giving an opportunity to Form-Creators to stay subjective Observers in respect with that.
spatiumally — distantly, latently that is, formally not being in the process, Form or state, but
actively and purposefully inf luencing on them from outside.
sporadic World — «alien» personalistic World (personalistic World) manifesting in «person’s»
FD from time to time.
SS-AYIYLG-SS-SS-AYY-SSS — the Highest Cosmic Intelligence of Macrocosmos of this given
type (absolutely amplificational analog of AYFAAR).
SSIYULLSMAA-A-Modus — IG-Ingredient of 4–5-dimensional f laks conversum SSMAYK-AYKK-

Entity.

SSNUUYLL -Forms — Inter-Universal amplificational analogs of YYYUULLUYG-Forms structuring FDs of Form-Creators of all focal Interpretations of DDIIUYYI-Entities (Plasmic Forces Dia-

pasons — to 36.0–38.0 dimension).

SSSV-UUIY-SSSV (Sectors Repository) — executes in all energy-informational interconnections
focusing-diversificational functions; universal derivative of UPDR providing properties and features of all «locally focused» exhiberation media of Self-Consciousnesses Forms and CCIs.

SS-TOO-IIYS-SSS — General Idiopathic Ingredient providing with ethereal «projections» FD of

Macrocosmos Form-Creators of this given type.

state of dissonational Passivity — represents a definite tensor with respect to balanced «internal» states peculiar to these given r-Configurations before mercavgnation Act.
state of resonational Activity — generation of some covarllert combinations between skunkktions representing in different r-Configurations very similar Information.
subreptive — deceptive, illusory, existing subjectively only in the Perception system, seeming
real; decipiense from the standpoint of subjective Perception of a particular «person.»
subterransive — individual, «internal,» abyssal (contents, property, structure, interconnections).
sumptuumization irrkoglictive — (from lat. sumptuum — return) return to initial qualitative
state, involutioning.
surdousive SFUURMM-Forms, FD, relations — possessing clear imperseptness features at many
combinations of the signs structuring them.
svilgson Form-Creators -interpreters — Creators, who are responsible for degree of subjectivism
of SFUURMM-Forms, which manifest in Self-Consciousness Form’s FD at the whole Information
interpretation by synthesizing Form-Creators, which is successively «unpacked» by them out of
TEC or VEC.
svilgson Form-Creators -regulators — Creators, who structure all diversive and/or «intergenic»
DNA space; are not occupied directly during proteins coding, but produce own RNA types, which
do not carry knowledge necessary to the cell proteins synthesis process providing only coordination and regulation of synthesizing functions for each of genic Form-Creators (strengthening
or weakening of peculiar to them qualities).
synergy — joint interaction, synergetic effect (from Greek synergós — operating together) —
FD’s effectivity elevation due to joining, integration, merge of separate SFUURMM-Forms into a
single system at the expense of so called system effect, emergence.
SYYUILGSNAIYY — Amplificational AYFAAR-Analog in 60-merny hyperdiapason.

T
TLAASSMA-A — Idiopathic T-Ingredient VCCI AYFAAR.

transcendent — staying beyond any Experience, on the other side of realities, cognition of which
is possible empirically and rationally; inaccessible to cognition, inconceivable to mind; which is
beyond the limits, which belongs to objective spiritual origins of entity, extra-subjective.
Transcendent Dissimiluses of PCQs — different-Qualitative ethereal combinations of MMIYUYLLS-Forms (48.0–60.0 dimension).
transcendental — (from transcendo — overstep, transgress) connected with recognition of independent from experience, a priori forms of cognition; extra-empirical, a priori — related to
forms of cognition, which organize empiric date; transgressing the bounds, surpassing.

transcendirating — duvuyllerrtly inter-translating, «reprojecting» into each other with own
focal Configurations.
transcommunicational quantum dispersity — Consciousness’s space-time refocusings.
transgression — (from lat. transgressio — transition beyond some border, spreading) notion
meaning the situation of reaching by a subject of external position with respect to something
during the process of crossing boards and spillover, on the other side of phenomena, states, or
objects, which, in turn, are also external, alien to the subject and do not promote natural manifestation of the subject’s true essence.
translucense Self-Consciousnesses Forms — «plasmic» three-invaderental SCFs of lluuvvumic
Form-Creators of 4–5-dimensional diapason.
transmittation — Information transition from amitsissimal State to primogenitive one, which
is followed by absolute harmonization and qualitative balancing of FDs of all Form-systems of
Macrocosmos of this given type with FDs of Form-systems of all other types; finishes with Information USIP-Confectization Act.
transparentive Self-Consciousnesses Forms — all possible «protoformal-plasmic» SCFs manifesting «plasmic» properties in 3–4-dimensional exhiberation diapason at the expense of joining to
this given two-invaderental Synthesis Scheme of the third Dominant, which is more covarllert
(to Synthesis Scheme of these SCFs!) then ALL-Unity.
Transpellerative Transmuter Sectors (AIY-SSS-M-SSS) — with the aid of iksons, svilgsons, avvakklons, and f laaggtuons executes among all synthesizing Form-Creators regulating-coordinating functions of attractor organization of their Focus Dynamics; provides all USCF-Dynamics.
Types of 36-Qualitative Universal Entities and corresponding to them AYFAAR-Analogs: SSYY-

ILFFST (DOYLLIFFS), PPAAL-TT-UUYYF (KLARRSSFFURS), LEMMS-GARLLD (SFOLLAAGSS), RULLSA-NNILV (RLUYFUUVVS), YGUR-O-RMIIYN (BANGLAAYMMS), SFF-AA-YNTALL (FTAYTRUUMMS),
YASSANFLATTU (AYFVUULLMMS).

U
unicommunisally — to interact holochronely-simultaneously, singlemoment-singularly.
unicommunisational principle — Info-Creators’ ability to singlemoment-singular multi-parallel activity by the universal type «always-with-everything» and «everywhere-intra-everything.»
Universal Creators-interpreters (UI-Creators) — provide all functional ethereal interconnections with UP-Creators and realization of general «picture» of absolute Harmonicity in the
whole infinite diversity of different-type humanational Macrocosmoses (lyyuyyullons — UI-Creators in our type of Macrocosmos, flaaggtuons — UI-Creators of Primary E-P, avvakklons — Secondary E-P, svilgsons — Tertiary E-P, and iksons — Quaternary E-P).
Universal Creators-Motivators (UM-Creators) — provide all functional ethereal interconnections with UP-Creators and realization of general «picture» of absolute Harmonicity in the
whole infinite diversity of different-type propriusal Macrocosmoses’ types.

Universal Creators-Pictusators (UP-Creators) — generators of ethereal Configurations of Info-Creators; provide realization of general «picture» of absolute Harmonicity in the whole infinite diversity of different-type Macrocosmoses (both humanational and propriusal ones); absolutely all pictusness of inter-skunkktional informational amitsirations (inter-skunkktional
changes) realized in primogenitive SSS-State is coded in their ethereal Configurations; carriers
of absolute result of irrkoglictive IP (lyyuyyussigms — in our Macrocosmos's type, uuyuums —
in Primary E-P, liiyllims — in Secondary E-P, ffmillims — in Tertiary E-P, and oodmmoons — in
Quaternary E-P).
Universal Creators-Supermodifiers (US-Creators) — execute coordinating function in all diversity of USIP-Initiations realizing via Process of distribution of standard (confectional) ethereal interconnections in general amitsissimal SSS-State.
UPDR or Universal Plasmic-Differentiational Radiation (SSLOOR-SSS-LLAASS) — absolute

focal-ethereal exhiberational Medium providing joint resonational manifestations of Infoand Form-Creators in the whole infinite diversity of space-time Macrocosmoses‘ regimes; has
been generated owing to simultaneous interaction between irrkoglictive and eglleroliftive Impulse-Potentials as natural reaction of primogenitive SSS-State on mercavgnation initiated in It
by irrkoglictive IP.
UPDUYKK — Universal 3-Qualitative Entity of DDIIUYYI-Types (2 Dominants + 1 PCQ).
USIP — United Superuniversal Impulse-Potential, Principle of cognitive Information Initiation
and qualitative basis of Its confective SSS-State.
UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I — Idiopathic Ingredient Macrocosmoses in aiyyyaic birvulyarity type (to

±36 th dimension).

V
variability — FD realization methods diversity; different-Qualitativeness of Self-Consciousnesses Forms within the bounds of one Synthesis Scheme.
vecsatively — the way of interacting with something forcedly, behaving defeatedly, at the established by someone (or something) laws and rules.
vecsativeness — is a state of forced oppression of own interests or signs owing to absence of favorable conditions for more active and full exhiberation; synonym to recessiveness.
Y
YI-LLI-IYLL — Universal 24-Qualitative Entity of DDIIUYYI-Type (12 PCQs + 12 PCQs)
YYUSSGMIILSS-YYUSS — Universal 12-Qualitative Entity DDIIUYYI-Type (11 Dominants + 1
PCQ)
YYYUULLUYG -Forms — amplificational analogs of LLAASS-Forms, which realize via FD of

Form-Creators of Primary Energy-Plasma (Inter-Galactic e Complex-Plans — to 36.0–38.0 dimension).

Abbreviations and terminology used in
IISSIIDIOLOGY

CAF — Creative Activity Focus

CC — Creative Cosmic
CCC — Collective Cosmic Consciousness
CCI — Collective Cosmic Intelligence
CCQ — Combined Cosmic Quality
CCS, CC State — Creative Cosmic State

C-P — Complex-Plan
DP — state of dissonational Passivity
e-Amplification — eglleroliftive Amplification
EIC — energy-informational Conversum
EIP −eglleroliftive Impulse-Potential
E-P — Energy-Plasma
EVG — Ethereal Variable Generative
FCA — Focus of Close Attention

f-Configuration — focal Configuration
FD — Focus Dynamics
FDR — Focus of Dual Ref lection
FDTS — Form-Differentiating Temporal Shell
FIMI — Focus of Integral Motivation Impulse

F-L-Complex; FLC — FLUU-LUU-Complex
GHC — group of human Continuums
GIС — group of individual Continuums
HCCI — the Highest Collegiate Cosmic Intelligence
HCI — the Highest Cosmic Intelligence
HSI and HIA — High-sensual Intellect and high-intellectual Altruism

IE-Initiation — irrkoglictively-eglleroliftive Initiation

IFESC — individual focal effect of Self-Consciousnesses

IG-Ingredient — Immanent G-Ingredient
IIP — irrkoglictive Impulse-Potential
IP — Impulse-Potential
i-Qualitation — irrkoglictive Qualitation
IR — Immunitant Responsibility

IT-Ingredient — Idiopathic T-Ingredient
NTC — noo-time Continuum
O-D-system; ODS — OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system
PCQ — Pure Cosmic Quality

PFD — Plasmic Forces Diapason
PM — personalistic World

P-O — Plan-Overtone
PTC — Primogenitive Transcendent Constituent
PVEC — Planetary variable ethereal component
RA — state of resonational Activity

r-Configuration — reconverstive Configuration
SCC — sound Cosmic code
SCF — Self-Consciousness Form

s-Reality — subjective Reality
s-STC — subjective STC

S-T-Continuum; STC — Space-Time Continuum
TEC − temporal ethereal constituent

TS-Ingredient — Transcendent S-Ingredient
UCIP− Universal Cosmic Impulse-Potential
UFC — Universal Field-Consciousness

UI-Creators — Universal Creators-interpreters
UM — universal dimension

UM-Creators — Universal Creators-Motivators

UMPI — Universal Multipolarized Impulse, f laks analog of FDR

UP-Creators — Universal Creators-Pictusators
UPDR, UPD-Radiation — Universal Plasmic-Differentiational Radiation
USCF — Universal Self-Consciousness Focus
USCFE — Universal Self-Consciousness Focal Effect

US-Creators — Universal Creators-Supermodifiers
USIP — United Superuniversal Impulse-Potential
VEC — variable ethereal component

Universal Cosmic Code in Russian (Cyrillic)
AAA-ЙЙAЙЙA-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙАЙЙА-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙEЙЙSMERЙЙEЙRR-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЕЙЙСМЕРЙЙЕЙРР-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙERЙЙEЙЙ-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЕРЙЙЕЙЙ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙOЙЙSMORЙЙOЙRR-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙОЙЙСМОРЙЙОЙРР-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙORЙЙOЙЙ-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙОРЙЙОЙЙ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙUЙЙYU-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙУЙЙЮ-СС-СТ
AAAЙЙFF — АААЙЙФФ
AAA-ЙЙYUЙЙYU-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЮЙЙЮ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙYULLUЙYUЙЙFF-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЮЛЛУЙЮЙЙФФ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙYAЙЙYA-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЯЙЙЯ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙЙYALLAЙYAЙЙGG-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЙЯЛЛАЙЯЙЙГГ-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙLLAAЙЙAЙЙSS-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЛЛААЙЙАЙЙСС-СС-СТ
AAA-ЙLLUUЙЙYUЙЙSS-SS-ST — ААА-ЙЛЛУУЙЙЮЙЙСС-СС-СТ
AAA-LLAARVAHH-SS-ST — ААА-ЛЛААРВАХХ-СС-СТ
AAA-LLGA-SS-ST — ААА-ЛЛГА-СС-СТ
AAA-LLIIRVIRR-SS-ST — ААА-ЛЛИИРВИРР-СС-СТ
AAA-LLFFU-SS-ST — ААА-ЛЛФФУ-СС-СТ
AAA-RVAHH-SS-ST — ААА-РВАХХ-СС-СТ
AAA-RVIRR-SS-ST — ААА-РВИРР-СС-СТ
AAA-RRSS-FFAЙRRA-SS-ST — ААА-РРСС-ФФАЙРРА-СС-СТ
AAA-STAALLGGA-SS-ST — ААА-СТААЛЛГГА-СС-СТ
AAA-STUULLFFU-SS-ST — ААА-СТУУЛЛФФУ-СС-СТ
AAA-FTAAFTAFF-SS-ST — ААА-ФТААФТАФФ-СС-СТ
AAA-FTAFF-SS-ST — ААА-ФТАФФ-СС-СТ
AAA-FTOMM-SS-ST — ААА-ФТОММ-СС-СТ
AAA-FTOOFTOMM-SS-ST — ААА-ФТООФТОММ-СС-СТ
AABBGIBBFT — ААББГИББФТ
AABBUURRENT — ААББУУРРЕНТ
AAVFLLAAKSS — ААВФЛЛААКСС
AAGGAAART — ААГГАААРТ
AA-GGLLAЙ-SS-ST — АА-ГГЛЛАЙ-СС-СТ
AAGLARRD — ААГЛАРРД
AAЙAALENT — ААЙААЛЕНТ
AAЙAFT — ААЙАФТ
AAЙЙ-AAЙ — ААЙЙ-ААЙ
AAIIGLA-MAA — ААИИГЛА-МАА
AAЙLLII — ААЙЛЛИИ
AAKK-BRRAA — ААКК-БРРАА
AA-LLAA-SS-ST — АА-ЛЛАА-СС-СТ

AA-LLAЙSS-SS-ST — АА-ЛЛАЙСС-СС-СТ
AALL-GA-LLUF — ААЛЛ-ГА-ЛЛУФ
A-ALL-GRAALLGRA-A — А-АЛЛ-ГРААЛЛГРА-А
AA-LLII-SS-ST — АА-ЛЛИИ-СС-СТ
AALLILFFORD — ААЛЛИЛФФОРД
AALLOOFTORT — ААЛЛООФТОРТ
AALLOSSONT — ААЛЛОССОНТ
AALLUD — ААЛЛУД
AA-LLUЙSS-SS-ST — АА-ЛЛУЙСС-СС-СТ
AALLFALLST — ААЛЛФАЛЛСТ
AAMMDD-SMI-I — ААММДД-СМИ-И
AAMMORF — ААММОРФ
AAMMSS-SSS-LLI — ААММСС-ССС-ЛЛИ
AANI — ААНИ
AANNGG-SMI-I — ААННГГ-СМИ-И
AAOLL-MAA — ААОЛЛ-МАА
AAOSST — ААОССТ
AARGS-SRUU — ААРГС-СРУУ
AARRG — ААРРГ
AA-SMEЙRR-SS-ST — АА-СМЕЙРР-СС-СТ
AASMII — ААСМИИ
AASMII-I — ААСМИИ-И
AASMII-SLII-SUU — ААСМИИ-СЛИИ-СУУ
AA-SMOЙRR-SS-ST — АА-СМОЙРР-СС-СТ
AASSART — ААССАРТ
AA-STAA-SS-ST — АА-СТАА-СС-СТ
AA-STUU-SS-ST — АА-СТУУ-СС-СТ
AAUU-AAU — ААУУ-ААУ
AAUUSSMM — ААУУССММ
AA-FTAA-SS-ST — АА-ФТАА-СС-СТ
AA-FTOO-SS-ST — АА-ФТОО-СС-СТ
AAFFAAFFANT — ААФФААФФАНТ
AAFFLIST — ААФФЛИСТ
AAFFLLARR — ААФФЛЛАРР
AA-FFLLUЙ-SS-ST — АА-ФФЛЛУЙ-СС-СТ
AAFF-TLUU-LLU — ААФФ-ТЛУУ-ЛЛУ
AAHHTT-RRA — ААХХТТ-РРА
ABDUSRIRST — АБДУСРИРСТ
AVV-DUU-KLURRSS — АВВ-ДУУ-КЛУРРСС
AVVLUIVVSS — АВВЛУИВВСС
AVVUUR-IISSMM — АВВУУР-ИИССММ
AVVUURHT — АВВУУРХТ

AGGLLAA-A-ALLAA — АГГЛЛАА-А-АЛЛАА
ADDAMMIRST — АДДАММИРСТ
AIAMMY — АИАММЫ
AЙASSMASS — АЙАССМАСС
AЙGVIЙI — АЙГВИЙИ
AЙGGVA-RAA — АЙГГВА-РАА
AIGLLILLIAA — АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА
AЙDDAR — АЙДДАР
AIIAANT — АИИААНТ
AЙЙALLDMAAЙTS — АЙЙАЛЛДМААЙТС
AIIЙVVFF — АИИЙВВФФ
AIЙ-ЙYA — АИЙ-ЙЯ
AIЙKVOOF — АИЙКВООФ
AIILLIISS — АИИЛЛИИСС
AIЙLLFF-ILL — АИЙЛЛФФ-ИЛЛ
AЙЙOUMM-SSS-LLI — АЙЙОУММ-ССС-ЛЛИ
AIЙ-SSS-M-SSS — АИЙ-ССС-М-ССС
AIЙS-SSS — АИЙС-ССС
AIЙFR — АИЙФР
AIЙFRY — АИЙФРЫ
AIЙYALUUMM — АИЙЯЛУУММ
AЙKK — АЙКК
AЙLLABDANN — АЙЛЛАБДАНН
AЙLLASST — АЙЛЛАССТ
AЙOLLDSS-KKA — АЙОЛЛДСС-ККА
AЙSTINGLIЙI — АЙСТИНГЛИЙИ
AЙFAAR — АЙФААР
AЙFAЙЙLLA — АЙФАЙЙЛЛА
AЙFVUULLMMS — АЙФВУУЛЛММС
AЙYAЙIЙYA-FLUU-UA — АЙЯЙИЙЯ-ФЛУУ-УА
AKKLAAFFSS — АККЛААФФСС
AKKTROFFOR — АККТРОФФОР
AKRGROFOTY — АКРГРОФОТЫ
ALBIЙЙGILF — АЛБИЙЙГИЛФ
ALVUULLISTS — АЛВУУЛЛИСЦ
ALDIFILST — АЛДИФИЛСТ
ALDRAGGRM — АЛДРАГГРМ
ALLAAALLENT — АЛЛАААЛЛЕНТ
ALLAAVVIRST — АЛЛААВВИРСТ
AL-LAAGANA — АЛ-ЛААГАНА
ALLBRARG — АЛЛБРАРГ
ALLKЙYARS — АЛЛКЙЯРС

ALLKKLLAULLUT — АЛЛККЛЛАУЛЛУТ
ALLRARGLAMM — АЛЛРАРГЛАММ
ALLHALLSS — АЛЛХАЛЛСС
ALRAЙЙSKR-UOЙЙ — АЛРАЙЙСКР-УОЙЙ
ALSMAЙSSMM — АЛСМАЙССММ
AMMAAЙD — АММААЙД
AMMILLIS — АММИЛЛИС
AMMUILL — АММУИЛЛ
ANGSS — АНГСС
AOOUSSMM-GLLII-I — АООУССММ-ГЛЛИИ-И
APPLAAST — АППЛААСТ
APPRIORRS — АППРИОРРС
ARGLLAAMUNI — АРГЛЛААМУНИ
ARNARR-DU-GGS — АРНАРР-ДУ-ГГС
ARFLL-SS — АРФЛЛ-СС
ARFF-ORST-MAA — АРФФ-ОРСТ-МАА
ASSALKKA — АССАЛККА
ASSVAAT — АССВААТ
ASSLIOFFSS — АССЛИОФФСС
ASSMAAIЙYAAA-SSM-AA — АССМААИЙЯАА-ССМ-АА
ASSNAARG — АССНААРГ
ASSTLLAA-MAA-A — АССТЛЛАА-МАА-А
ASSFOLLFOLDTS — АССФОЛЛФОЛДЦ
ASSFOLLFORDTS — АССФОЛЛФОРДЦ
ASSFOLLFORDTS-LMIILLGFLI — АССФОЛЛФОРДЦ-ЛМИИЛЛГФЛИ
ASTTMAЙ-RAA-A — АСТТМАЙ-РАА-А
ATTAIRY — АТТАИРЫ
ATTFIHHSS — АТТФИХХСС
AULMNIIЙSS — АУЛМНИИЙСС
AUSSDVULLSS — АУССДВУЛЛСС
AFKALDUUFR — АФКАЛДУУФР
AFF-RR-UU — АФФ-РР-УУ
AFFTAKSTR — АФФТАКСТР
AHALLDILTN — АХАЛЛДИЛТН
AHBAKKRALM — АХБАККРАЛМ
AHBAKKUUЙ — АХБАККУУЙ
AHSUVVROLL — АХСУВВРОЛЛ
AHSUVVROLL-VVU — АХСУВВРОЛЛ-ВВУ
AEЙЙ-SSMAA-EЙSS — АЭЙЙ-ССМАА-ЭЙСС
BAЙRLIIЙM — БАЙРЛИИЙМ
BANGLAAЙMMS — БАНГЛААЙММС
BASFODERNIT — БАСФОДЕРНИТ

BBAA — ББАА
BBIIFF-VVII-SS-ST — ББИИФФ-ВВИИ-СС-СТ
BBOOOBHT — ББОООБХТ
BBUU-HHU — ББУУ-ХХУ
BDA-UG-GARTN — БДА-УГ-ГАРТН
BDIIRVENT — БДИИРВЕНТ
BDUHMAULMM — БДУХМАУЛММ
BEODDBELLBSSL — БЕОДДБЕЛЛБССЛ
BESSERESSORT — БЕССЕРЕССОРТ
BIIЙЙGG-II-I — БИИЙЙГГ-ИИ-И
BKUHHUORST — БКУХХУОРСТ
BLAABAFORT — БЛААБАФОРТ
BLDOOHRISST — БЛДООХРИССТ
BLOЙDUFILL — БЛОЙДУФИЛЛ
BLOROBLL — БЛОРОБЛЛ
BOORFUSSERT — БООРФУССЕРТ
BRI-OV-VLOVR — БРИ-ОВ-ВЛОВР
BROTOLLORERT — БРОТОЛЛОРЕРТ
BRUKKUFORR — БРУККУФОРР
BSAMADIDOFF — БСАМАДИДОФФ
BULL-TUL-UЙF — БУЛЛ-ТУЛ-УЙФ
BUULLETIFF — БУУЛЛЕТИФФ
BUURM — БУУРМ
VAALL-VAA-KKAA — ВААЛЛ-ВАА-ККАА
VABBDABSTR — ВАББДАБСТР
VAЙDOBILLIT — ВАЙДОБИЛЛИТ
VASSPRR-SS — ВАССПРР-СС
VVAЙLUDOVOFF — ВВАЙЛУДОВОФФ
VVALLORR — ВВАЛЛОРР
VVA-OOL-TUU — ВВА-ООЛ-ТУУ
VVGAASSFFLAST — ВВГААССФФЛАСТ
VVII-VVI-GR — ВВИИ-ВВИ-ГР
VVOЙOЙЙ — ВВОЙОЙЙ
VVOЙOЙЙ-VVUU-SS-ST — ВВОЙОЙЙ-ВВУУ-СС-СТ
VVOO-ЙЙFF — ВВОО-ЙЙФФ
VVU — ВВУ
VVU-DS — ВВУ-ДС
VVUNUU-SSS-LLI — ВВУНУУ-ССС-ЛЛИ
VVUURLIHT — ВВУУРЛИХТ
VVUURROTORT — ВВУУРРОТОРТ
VVUURRRU-VU — ВВУУРРРУ-ВУ
VVUU-SSU — ВВУУ-ССУ

VVUU-SS-UU-UFF — ВВУУ-СС-УУ-УФФ
VIALLHSSVIS-ORH — ВИАЛЛХССВИС-ОРХ
VISFLIIFT — ВИСФЛИИФТ
VKRTSYYY-ЙЙ-KKR — ВКРЦЫЫЫ-ЙЙ-ККР
VLOOOMOOT — ВЛОООМООТ
VOOAFFN — ВООАФФН
VOOGLOЙSRR — ВООГЛОЙСРР
VOORDENT — ВООРДЕНТ
VOTT — ВОТТ
VPAGNAALH — ВПАГНААЛХ
VRAAЙЙLL — ВРААЙЙЛЛ
VREVVERERST — ВРЕВВЕРЕРСТ
VRIЙЙVIЙILL — ВРИЙЙВИЙИЛЛ
VUDDUMGLI-MMSS-UULL — ВУДДУМГЛИ-ММСС-УУЛЛ
VUOLDS — ВУОЛДС
VUULLGUЙD — ВУУЛЛГУЙД
VUURRVV-II-I — ВУУРРВВ-ИИ-И
GALA-GLI-UFF — ГАЛА-ГЛИ-УФФ
GAMALGORRAA-A — ГАМАЛГОРРАА-А
GVIDELLIND — ГВИДЕЛЛИНД
GGIUUUURT — ГГИУУУУРТ
GGLLAALLART — ГГЛЛААЛЛАРТ
GGLUUUKSSL — ГГЛУУУКССЛ
GGRAFAGGR — ГГРАФАГГР
GGUU-LLU — ГГУУ-ЛЛУ
GDOUKKLOFT — ГДОУККЛОФТ
GE-ELL-FRUSS — ГЕ-ЕЛЛ-ФРУСС
GENT — ГЕНТ
GERNITTALLA — ГЕРНИТТАЛЛА
GEROKOMVAT — ГЕРОКОМВАТ
GIЙGIMELL — ГИЙГИМЕЛЛ
GIIMMFIЙD — ГИИММФИЙД
GIFTSILLORFT — ГИФЦИЛЛОРФТ
GLAA-GLI-UFF — ГЛАА-ГЛИ-УФФ
GLAVVRY — ГЛАВВРЫ
GLAMMELLIЙI — ГЛАММЕЛЛИЙИ
GLAUUN-GGRR-IЙЙFF — ГЛАУУН-ГГРР-ИЙЙФФ
GLAFROPOKSSUT — ГЛАФРОПОКССУТ
GLEIIЙO — ГЛЕИИЙО
GLIILSS-LLI — ГЛИИЛСС-ЛЛИ
GLIMOKOMMEKT — ГЛИМОКОММЕКТ
GLLAA-A-SSM — ГЛЛАА-А-ССМ

GLLII — ГЛЛИИ
GLOOA — ГЛООА
GLOOGOLM — ГЛООГОЛМ
GLOOGSMII-NAA — ГЛООГСМИИ-НАА
GLOOGSMII-SSLAA — ГЛООГСМИИ-ССЛАА
GLOOFFORRGGM — ГЛООФФОРРГГМ
GLOPP-POO-MMA — ГЛОПП-ПОО-ММА
GLUANDRIЙI — ГЛУАНДРИЙИ
GLUNN-NUU-MMA — ГЛУНН-НУУ-ММА
GMOURGSHORMM — ГМОУРГСХОРММ
GMUЙGGLS-SSS — ГМУЙГГЛС-ССС
GNUIЙRRSS — ГНУИЙРРСС
GOLGSDARR — ГОЛГСДАРР
GOLLT-SSS — ГОЛЛТ-ССС
GON-DO-RROFFR — ГОН-ДО-РРОФФР
GOOLGAMAA — ГООЛГАМАА
GOOLGAMAA-A — ГООЛГАМАА-А
GOORR-VVU — ГООРР-ВВУ
GOORRKARR — ГООРРКАРР
GORROSS — ГОРРОСС
GRAALG-LLI — ГРААЛГ-ЛЛИ
GRAASS-AA-RS — ГРААСС-АА-РС
GRALBAREHST — ГРАЛБАРЕХСТ
GRARR-RAA-MMA — ГРАРР-РАА-ММА
GRGLOЙGLY — ГРГЛОЙГЛЫ
GRIIMSSIIRS — ГРИИМССИИРС
GROAGRR-A-ARRA — ГРОАГРР-А-АРРА
GROЙGLL — ГРОЙГЛЛ
GROOLLUGORFF — ГРООЛЛУГОРФФ
GRO-OL-LUKR — ГРО-ОЛ-ЛУКР
GROO-MM-SVUU — ГРОО-ММ-СВУУ
GROOMPF — ГРООМПФ
GROONNGLY — ГРООННГЛЫ
GROO-RRO-GR — ГРОО-РРО-ГР
GRORRRDY — ГРОРРРДЫ
GROUЙЙRAЙЙF — ГРОУЙЙРАЙЙФ
GROUFFGRALLF — ГРОУФФГРАЛЛФ
GRROOFF-VVU — ГРРООФФ-ВВУ
GRUOFFR-RRUOSSTTR — ГРУОФФР-РРУОССТТР
GRUUKKLSS — ГРУУККЛСС
GRUU-LLF — ГРУУ-ЛЛФ
GRUU-MM-LL — ГРУУ-ММ-ЛЛ

GREIЙSLIISS — ГРЭИЙСЛИИСС
GFFURRUЙYUSST — ГФФУРРУЙЮССТ
DTOOLLL-VU — ДTOОЛЛЛ-ВУ
DAALLBOBERT — ДААЛЛБОБЕРТ
DAЙSSMMAЙЙ — ДАЙССММАЙЙ
DARDAPP — ДАРДАПП
DARREЙЙUUVVSS — ДАРРЕЙЙУУВВСС
DBOOKOLLD — ДБООКОЛЛД
DBOOLBLL-LLD — ДБООЛБЛЛ-ЛЛД
DVERRHEЙЙF — ДВЕРРХЕЙЙФ
DVOO-O — ДВОО-О
DVUUDDRASST — ДВУУДДРАССТ
DDAAAHT — ДДАААХТ
DDAATTOONN — ДДААТТООНН
DDAIЙLDS-SSS — ДДАИЙЛДС-ССС
DDIIUЙЙI — ДДИИУЙЙИ
DDIRIDDR — ДДИРИДДР
DDLAARR-SS-MM — ДДЛААРР-СС-ММ
DDRIIDDORST — ДДРИИДДОРСТ
DDUU-TTU — ДДУУ-ТТУ
DDHVAAHTVULSF — ДДХВААХТВУЛСФ
DII-LL-GG — ДИИ-ЛЛ-ГГ
DIIMMFFALGG — ДИИММФФАЛГГ
DIISTSIDIFF — ДИИСЦИДИФФ
DILLII — ДИЛЛИИ
DЙYURRUULLS — ДЙЮРРУУЛЛС
DЙYUUTT-ЙЙYU — ДЙЮУТТ-ЙЙЮ
DLAALMMA-A-LLMA — ДЛААЛММА-А-ЛЛМА
DLERRHLERT — ДЛЕРРХЛЕРТ
DLLAABLLA — ДЛЛААБЛЛА
DLLAABLLA-PLAVAFLAGMMA-A — ДЛЛААБЛЛА-ПЛАВАФЛАГММА-А
DLLIULLSSLL — ДЛЛИУЛЛССЛЛ
DLLOOM-DRUU — ДЛЛООМ-ДРУУ
DLLUU-LLI-GLLAA — ДЛЛУУ-ЛЛИ-ГЛЛАА
DLOOGLL-O-OLLO — ДЛООГЛЛ-О-ОЛЛО
DLOOLLKORF — ДЛООЛЛКОРФ
DLOURRDLL-KLUARPP — ДЛОУРРДЛЛ-КЛУАРПП
DLUGLLEMM — ДЛУГЛЛЕММ
DOЙLLIFFS — ДОЙЛЛИФФС
DOOLLS — ДООЛЛС
DRAAKKPALL — ДРААККПАЛЛ
DRAAN-DA-RGS — ДРААН-ДА-РГС

DRAARRG-MAA — ДРААРРГ-МАА
DRAЙЙYA — ДРАЙЙЯ
DRIADDORF — ДРИАДДОРФ
DROLLOSSDIRS — ДРОЛЛОССДИРС
DROORRDOROSTS — ДРООРРДОРОСЦ
DROUOLLFFL — ДРОУОЛЛФФЛ
DROURRHLASS — ДРОУРРХЛАСС
DRRULFFUOLLFFT — ДРРУЛФФУОЛЛФФТ
DRUOTMM — ДРУОТММ
DRUUDDL-L-DDRAA — ДРУУДДЛ-Л-ДДРАА
DRUULGM-MMUU-U — ДРУУЛГМ-ММУУ-У
DRU-UF-FDOUTT — ДРУ-УФ-ФДОУТТ
DRUUFFSS-DRAAARRD — ДРУУФФСС-ДРАААРРД
DRUHMULUHST — ДРУХМУЛУХСТ
DS-VVU-U-BBU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ББУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-VVU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ВВУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-GGU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ГГУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-DDU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ДДУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-ЙЙU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЙЙУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-KKU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ККУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LAU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛАУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LBU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛБУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LVU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛВУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LGU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛГУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LDU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛДУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LEU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЕУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LZHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЖУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LZU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЗУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LIU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛИУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LЙU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЙУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LKU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛКУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LLU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЛУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LMU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛМУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LNU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛНУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LOU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛОУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LPU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛПУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LRU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛРУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LSU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛСУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LTU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛТУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LUU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛУУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LFU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛФУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛХУ-ВВУ-ДС

DS-VVU-U-LTSU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЦУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LCHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЧУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LSHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛШУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LSHCHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЩУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LЪU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЪУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LYU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЫУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-L`U-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЬУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LEU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЭУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LYUU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЮУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-LYAU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ЛЯУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-MMU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ММУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-NNU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ННУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-PPU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ППУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-RRU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-РРУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-SSU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ССУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-TTU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ТТУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-FFU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ФФУ-ВВУ-ДС
DS-VVU-U-HHU-VVU-DS — ДС-ВВУ-У-ХХУ-ВВУ-ДС
DSIMMSTAALFMSS — ДСИММСТААЛФМСС
DS-LLU-U-LLU-DS — ДС-ЛЛУ-У-ЛЛУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-VVU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ВВУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-DDU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ДДУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-LLU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ЛЛУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-MMU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ММУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-NNU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ННУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-PPU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ППУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-RRU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-РРУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-SSU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ССУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-TTU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ТТУ-ННУ-ДС
DS-NNU-U-FFU-NNU-DS — ДС-ННУ-У-ФФУ-ННУ-ДС
DSUUDSMELL — ДСУУДСМЕЛЛ
DUЙYULMMOLLT — ДУЙЮЛММОЛЛТ
DURDIRBSTR — ДУРДИРБСТР
DUTTURLIGM — ДУТТУРЛИГМ
DUUBULLUSS — ДУУБУЛЛУСС
DUUЙYULLONT — ДУУЙЮЛЛОНТ
DUU-LLI — ДУУ-ЛЛИ
DFLARRALLISST — ДФЛАРРАЛЛИССТ
DHEILLKSILKR — ДХЕИЛЛКСИЛКР
DYUЙSSENT — ДЮЙССЕНТ
EVKOFEFTT — ЕВКОФЕФТТ
EEЙEFT — ЕЕЙЕФТ

EEЙЙ-EEЙ — ЕЕЙЙ-ЕЕЙ
EELLGOOSTS — ЕЕЛЛГООСЦ
EELLEVFT — ЕЕЛЛЕВФТ
EELLEND — ЕЕЛЛЕНД
EERRERF — ЕЕРРЕРФ
EEUU-EEU — ЕЕУУ-ЕЕУ
EEFFAGSST — ЕЕФФАГССТ
EЙЙEEЙGSS — ЕЙЙЕЕЙГСС
EЙKSKRUSSKURM — ЕЙКСКРУССКУРМ
EЙREGGMMO — ЕЙРЕГГММО
EЙSSMEЙERSSLYUFFSS — ЕЙССМЕЙЕРССЛЮФФСС
EЙFFAST — ЕЙФФАСТ
ELGFFLUM-MAA — ЕЛГФФЛУМ-МАА
EMFFLII-MAA — ЕМФФЛИИ-МАА
EOOLLKKH — ЕООЛЛККХ
EHSLITT — ЕХСЛИТТ
ZGLOAGLL-RKMAAZM — ЗГЛОАГЛЛ-РКМААЗМ
ZRAAFF-RRU — ЗРААФФ-РРУ
ЙAЙYALLAЙM — ЙАЙЯЛЛАЙМ
ЙASSANFLATTU — ЙАССАНФЛАТТУ
IBBILLIDD — ИББИЛЛИДД
IBBIRRSS — ИББИРРСС
IBLUVOLHST — ИБЛУВОЛХСТ
ЙVAЙVUЙYUVV — ЙВАЙВУЙЮВВ
IVVIIЙD — ИВВИИЙД
ЙVUЙKLUЙSSL — ЙВУЙКЛУЙССЛ
IVUS — ИВУС
IGGIIIGGENT — ИГГИИИГГЕНТ
ЙGUR-O-RMIIЙN — ЙГУР-О-РМИИЙН
Й-Й — Й-Й
IЙASSANFLATTU — ИЙАССАНФЛАТТУ
IIBBSIST — ИИББСИСТ
IIBBTIST — ИИББТИСТ
IЙBITTЙYUЙЙRM — ИЙБИТТЙЮЙЙРМ
IIBLMM-SSS-LLI — ИИБЛММ-ССС-ЛЛИ
IIVVUSSVVU-SSOOMMTRR — ИИВВУССВВУ-ССООММТРР
ЙЙGOOLL-ЙЙOO — ЙЙГООЛЛ-ЙЙОО
IЙGRIIMM — ИЙГРИИММ
IIDDASST — ИИДДАССТ
IIDD-VVU — ИИДД-ВВУ
IIDDIIRRENT — ИИДДИИРРЕНТ
IIЙGGVIЙI — ИИЙГГВИЙИ

IЙIЙ — ИЙИЙ
IЙIIЙD — ИЙИИЙД
ЙЙIIЙЙ — ЙЙИИЙЙ
IIЙЙ-IIЙ — ИИЙЙ-ИИЙ
IIЙЙIIЙЙYA — ИИЙЙИИЙЙЯ
ЙIЙIIIIRT — ЙИЙИИИИРТ
IIЙЙ-ЙЙ-SS-MM — ИИЙЙ-ЙЙ-СС-ММ
IIЙIILENT — ИИЙИИЛЕНТ
IЙЙILLFILF — ИЙЙИЛЛФИЛФ
IIЙIMMN — ИИЙИММН
ЙIЙIOOLONT — ЙИЙИООЛОНТ
IЙIЙSSMM-GLLII-I — ИЙИЙССММ-ГЛЛИИ-И
IIЙЙSS-SMI-I — ИИЙЙСС-СМИ-И
IIЙЙ-SSS-UU — ИИЙЙ-ССС-УУ
I-IIЙTЙ-I-AA-A — И-ИИЙТЙ-И-АА-А
IIЙIFT — ИИЙИФТ
IIЙЙYUULL — ИИЙЙЮУЛЛ
IIЙЙYUULLSSMI — ИИЙЙЮУЛЛССМИ
I-IЙ-ЙYA-AA-A — И-ИЙ-ЙЯ-АА-А
IIЙЙ-YAA-ЙЙ — ИИЙЙ-ЯА-ЙЙ
IЙISS — ИЙИСС
IЙISSIISSLIIЙ-SSS — ИЙИССИИССЛИИЙ-ССС
II-I-SS-MII-I — ИИ-И-СС-МИИ-И
IЙISS-SSS — ИЙИСС-ССС
IIЙSTARASSMM — ИИЙСТАРАССММ
IIЙ-UUSSM — ИИЙ-УУССМ
IIЙFIЙM — ИИЙФИЙМ
IIЙFLUURSS — ИИЙФЛУУРСС
IIЙFULL — ИИЙФУЛЛ
IЙЙEHEFFEIЙЙ — ИЙЙЭХЭФФЭИЙЙ
IЙЙEHEFFEIЙЙ-SS-MM — ИЙЙЭХЭФФЭИЙЙ-СС-ММ
IIЙYUЙYUЙYURT — ИИЙЮЙЮЙЮРТ
IIKASST — ИИКАССТ
IЙLKKS-SSS — ИЙЛККС-ССС
IILLAЙ — ИИЛЛАЙ
IILL-VVU — ИИЛЛ-ВВУ
IILLVIЙV — ИИЛЛВИЙВ
IILLGGIFF — ИИЛЛГГИФФ
IILLGM-VVU — ИИЛЛГМ-ВВУ
IILLEESST — ИИЛЛЕЕССТ
ЙI-LLI-IЙLL — ЙИ-ЛЛИ-ИЙЛЛ
I-ILLII-LLAA-A — И-ИЛЛИИ-ЛЛАА-А

IILLIIRD — ИИЛЛИИРД
IILLORRTFT — ИИЛЛОРРТФТ
IILLOSST — ИИЛЛОССТ
IILSSFLUU-SS-ULSS — ИИЛССФЛУУ-СС-УЛСС
IЙMIЙLL — ИЙМИЙЛЛ
IЙMIЙLLIRT — ИЙМИЙЛЛИРТ
IINNII — ИИННИИ
IINNILORD — ИИННИЛОРД
IINSTIEЙLLY — ИИНСТИЭЙЛЛЫ
IIRRIIRD — ИИРРИИРД
IIRRFIISTS — ИИРРФИИСЦ
IISSIIDI — ИИССИИДИ
IISSIISSSISST — ИИССИИСССИССТ
IISSMM — ИИССММ
IISSMM-SMI-I — ИИССММ-СМИ-И
IISSORF — ИИССОРФ
IЙ-SSS — ИЙ-ССС
IЙ-SSS-YUIЙ-SSS — ИЙ-ССС-ЮИЙ-ССС
IISSTLLII — ИИССТЛЛИИ
IISSUID — ИИССУИД
IISTL-LLI — ИИСТЛ-ЛЛИ
IISTSIRF — ИИСЦИРФ
ЙЙUUARRT — ЙЙУУАРРТ
IIUU-IIU — ИИУУ-ИИУ
ЙЙUUHH-ЙЙUU-SS-ST — ЙЙУУХХ-ЙЙУУ-СС-СТ
ЙЙU-FFU — ЙЙУ-ФФУ
IЙFIKLIЙЙSS — ИЙФИКЛИЙЙСС
IIFFIIFFISST — ИИФФИИФФИССТ
IIFFL-UUFF-SS-MM — ИИФФЛ-УУФФ-СС-ММ
IIFFURT — ИИФФУРТ
ЙЙYUGULLM — ЙЙЮГУЛЛМ
ЙЙYU-II-ЙЙYU — ЙЙЮ-ИИ-ЙЙЮ
ЙЙYU-LLU-AЙЙ — ЙЙЮ-ЛЛУ-АЙЙ
ЙЙYULLUЙG — ЙЙЮЛЛУЙГ
ЙЙYUULLARGG — ЙЙЮУЛЛАРГГ
ЙЙYUU-LLTUЙЙ-TUU — ЙЙЮУ-ЛЛТУЙЙ-ТУУ
ЙЙYUULLUЙG — ЙЙЮУЛЛУЙГ
ЙIYU-ULLU-ЙIYU — ЙИЮ-УЛЛУ-ЙИЮ
IЙYUULLFFRI — ИЙЮУЛЛФФРИ
ЙЙYUUSSTL-STSAARSS — ЙЙЮУССТЛ-СЦААРСС
ЙЙYUYUMM-TTYUYU-SS-ST — ЙЙЮЮММ-ТТЮЮ-СС-СТ
ЙЙYAAЙFART — ЙЙЯАЙФАРТ

ЙЙYAYAЙЙ-FFAA-SS-ST — ЙЙЯЯЙЙ-ФФАА-СС-СТ
IKKLIMIMST — ИККЛИМИМСТ
ILDIЙЙINN — ИЛДИЙЙИНН
ILЙЙILF — ИЛЙЙИЛФ
ILLBLL — ИЛЛБЛЛ
ILLVVUЙL — ИЛЛВВУЙЛ
ILLGRII-TO-O — ИЛЛГРИИ-ТО-О
ILLIIS — ИЛЛИИС
ILLI-I-UULL — ИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ
ILLIIHT — ИЛЛИИХТ
ILLIMIЙЙSS — ИЛЛИМИЙЙСС
ILLRI-LL-MIRT — ИЛЛРИ-ЛЛ-МИРТ
ILLS-MIIЙЙS — ИЛЛС-МИИЙЙС
ILLSSS-SSSUU-SSS — ИЛЛССС-СССУУ-ССС
ILLUFST — ИЛЛУФСТ
IMMIILLIRIST — ИММИИЛЛИРИСТ
IMMILLIRST — ИММИЛЛИРСТ
IMMISSIFT — ИММИССИФТ
IMMNAILLM — ИММНАИЛЛМ
IMSSDIURSFT — ИМССДИУРСФТ
INGLIMILISSA — ИНГЛИМИЛИССА
INGSSMII-NAA — ИНГССМИИ-НАА
INGSSMII-SSLAA — ИНГССМИИ-ССЛАА
INNGTS — ИННГЦ
ЙNUЙGRUUЙM — ЙНУЙГРУУЙМ
ЙOЙOЙYUЙYULANT — ЙОЙОЙЮЙЮЛАНТ
IPPЙЙYUMM-SSS-LLI — ИППЙЙЮММ-ССС-ЛЛИ
IRAFLOOR — ИРАФЛООР
ЙRIKLIЙMIMM — ЙРИКЛИЙМИММ
IRILLMEFF — ИРИЛЛМЕФФ
IRKKULL — ИРККУЛЛ
IRKKULLIGR — ИРККУЛЛИГР
IRKKULLIGR-VVU — ИРККУЛЛИГР-ВВУ
IRRIFLOMOVOFFT — ИРРИФЛОМОВОФФТ
IRRKSKRIIRM — ИРРКСКРИИРМ
IRRMIGIST — ИРРМИГИСТ
IRRMILLNISS — ИРРМИЛЛНИСС
IRRNGG-SS — ИРРНГГ-СС
IRTTAMLANG — ИРТТАМЛАНГ
IRHMAKSTR — ИРХМАКСТР
ISSAARRHT — ИССААРРХТ
ISSLILLANN — ИССЛИЛЛАНН

ISSOR — ИССОР
ISSHDULTTULH — ИССХДУЛТТУЛХ
IUUЙЙ-SS-ST — ИУУЙЙ-СС-СТ
ЙUEЙЙVIЙM — ЙУЭЙЙВИЙМ
IFGIIVVISTS — ИФГИИВВИСЦ
IFDOVVORG — ИФДОВВОРГ
IFDOVVORG-VVU — ИФДОВВОРГ-ВВУ
IFLOOLL-FOO — ИФЛООЛЛ-ФОО
IFRIKSMALD — ИФРИКСМАЛД
IFFLOTURAT — ИФФЛОТУРАТ
IFFRAMMIRSS — ИФФРАММИРСС
IFFSSUKRULL — ИФФССУКРУЛЛ
ЙYUAAUUNT — ЙЮААУУНТ
ЙYU-II — ЙЮ-ИИ
ЙYUЙЙSLUЙЙ-ALLAЙЙSS — ЙЮЙЙСЛУЙЙ-АЛЛАЙЙСС
ЙYUЙЙ-SS-MM — ЙЮЙЙ-СС-ММ
ЙYU-II-USSLI-II — ЙЮ-ИИ-УССЛИ-ИИ
ЙYUЙYULLUUЙYUNT — ЙЮЙЮЛЛУУЙЮНТ
ЙYUЙYURISFONT — ЙЮЙЮРИСФОНТ
ЙYUЙYUUULUNT — ЙЮЙЮУУЛУНТ
ЙYUЙYUFUЙM — ЙЮЙЮФУЙМ
ЙYUЙYUYUFT — ЙЮЙЮЮФТ
ЙYULLMULL — ЙЮЛЛМУЛЛ
ЙYUSSGMIILSS-ЙYUSS — ЙЮССГМИИЛСС-ЙЮСС
ЙYUUЙЙSS-II-I — ЙЮУЙЙСС-ИИ-И
ЙYU-U-ЙYU — ЙЮ-У-ЙЮ
ЙYUUSSMIFT — ЙЮУССМИФТ
ЙYU-USS-FRUSS — ЙЮ-УСС-ФРУСС
ЙYUFFYUЙЙ — ЙЮФФЮЙЙ
ЙYAAЙЙIFF — ЙЯАЙЙИФФ
KAAЙSII — КААЙСИИ
KAЙ-KULLY — КАЙ-КУЛЛЫ
KALLKG-UF-USST — КАЛЛКГ-УФ-УССТ
KANN-NAA-MMA — КАНН-НАА-ММА
KATARMUKOFF — КАТАРМУКОФФ
KAFF-LAF-UЙF — КАФФ-ЛАФ-УЙФ
KVOO-LK-TAMAA-A — КВОО-ЛК-ТАМАА-А
KVOOHHKOSST — КВООХХКОССТ
KIGG-LIR-UЙF — КИГГ-ЛИР-УЙФ
KЙЙOKKULLM — КЙЙОККУЛЛМ
KKAA-LLDOOT-TUU — ККАА-ЛЛДООТ-ТУУ
KKAA-RFF-KKAA — ККАА-РФФ-ККАА

KKAPPRAVVAKK — ККАППРАВВАКК
KKVVOO-OTM — ККВВОО-ОТМ
KKV-OOO-LTT-UU — ККВ-ООО-ЛТТ-УУ
KKVOO-ULTR — ККВОО-УЛТР
KKEESS-RREE-SS-ST — ККЕЕСС-РРЕЕ-СС-СТ
KKIЙЙIЙЙILL — ККИЙЙИЙЙИЛЛ
KKMMOO-RRU — ККММОО-РРУ
KKOOL-MO-LLTR — ККООЛ-МО-ЛЛТР
KKROЙЙDL-SSVU — ККРОЙЙДЛ-ССВУ
KKURLUUKR — ККУРЛУУКР
KKUURRKK-LLIIFF — ККУУРРКК-ЛЛИИФФ
KKUU-RRUU — ККУУ-РРУУ
KKHAAULTM — ККХААУЛТМ
KKHU-LLHU — ККХУ-ЛЛХУ
KLAADR-LLA-AA-MMI — КЛААДР-ЛЛА-АА-ММИ
KLARRSSFFURS — КЛАРРССФФУРС
KLAURRIЙI — КЛАУРРИЙИ
KLEKS — КЛЕКС
KLIIЙFT-RFLUURMM — КЛИИЙФТ-РФЛУУРММ
KLLOARSM-DLAARBB — КЛЛОАРСМ-ДЛААРББ
KLOORTM — КЛООРТМ
KLU-UM-MURFFR — КЛУ-УМ-МУРФФР
KLUUNKRDY — КЛУУНКРДЫ
KMAAKMAASTS — КМААКМААСЦ
KNUUBBVUSSL — КНУУББВУССЛ
KOAЙLLT-RRGLS — КОАЙЛЛТ-РРГЛС
KOARDDIIRFF — КОАРДДИИРФФ
KOORLLOЙD — КООРЛЛОЙД
KORTMOOLLFL — КОРТМООЛЛФЛ
KRA-AGGA-AGGA — КРА-АГГА-АГГА
KRDLIIRR-DMM — КРДЛИИРР-ДММ
KREKKS — КРЕККС
KREKKSY — КРЕККСЫ
KRIIGGRIRISTS — КРИИГГРИРИСЦ
KRIIRRY — КРИИРРЫ
KROKSTRY — КРОКСТРЫ
KROOЙЙSOЙЙFF — КРООЙЙСОЙЙФФ
KROOЙKLTY — КРООЙКЛТЫ
KROOKSSVUKSKR — КРООКССВУКСКР
KROUVDSS — КРОУВДСС
KRRIIMSSMLISS — КРРИИМССМЛИСС
KRROUKK-SS — КРРОУКК-СС

KRUUЙЙ-DMOOЙЙ — КРУУЙЙ-ДМООЙЙ
KRUUSTORFT — КРУУСТОРФТ
KSAAЙЙ-KRAASS — КСААЙЙ-КРААСС
KSALTRAARR — КСАЛТРААРР
KSARALL — КСАРАЛЛ
KSKROOPR-OOP — КСКРООПР-ООП
KSLLUURS-SSS — КСЛЛУУРС-ССС
KSPIIRLUHM — КСПИИРЛУХМ
KSTAЙЙ-SS-TAA — КСТАЙЙ-СС-ТАА
KSTRA-ROO-LLFISS — КСТРА-РОО-ЛЛФИСС
KTRUUTTRORF — КТРУУТТРОРФ
KULLY — КУЛЛЫ
KURDAUM-GGLL-AЙЙTT — КУРДАУМ-ГГЛЛ-АЙЙТТ
KUULDVUDDSS — КУУЛДВУДДСС
KHAKKALLURST — КХАККАЛЛУРСТ
KHEЙFOVRLL — КХЭЙФОВРЛЛ
LAAGGS — ЛААГГС
LAAGGSS-SSNAAL — ЛААГГСС-ССНААЛ
LAANGH-KRUUM — ЛААНГХ-КРУУМ
LALL-MAA-MMA — ЛАЛЛ-МАА-ММА
LANT — ЛАНТ
LAOLL-GLA-UFF — ЛАОЛЛ-ГЛА-УФФ
LAPPAAKKART — ЛАППААККАРТ
LARTTUURFF — ЛАРТТУУРФФ
LBOURVOMM — ЛБОУРВОММ
LGAAILLG — ЛГААИЛЛГ
LGALLALLT — ЛГАЛЛАЛЛТ
LGUU-VVU — ЛГУУ-ВВУ
LDEELLGELH — ЛДЕЕЛЛГЕЛХ
LDIBBIRRLILLH — ЛДИББИРРЛИЛЛХ
LDIЙIRRSLOSS — ЛДИЙИРРСЛОСС
LDUURLIRD — ЛДУУРЛИРД
LEERRGEЙD — ЛЕЕРРГЕЙД
LEMMS-GARLLD — ЛЕММС-ГАРЛЛД
LIDDIFFU-RRMM-OOLL — ЛИДДИФФУ-РРММ-ООЛЛ
LIIGIЙS-SS — ЛИИГИЙС-СС
LIIЙ-FFMI-LLI — ЛИИЙ-ФФМИ-ЛЛИ
LIILLD — ЛИИЛЛД
LIIRTUULLAA-A — ЛИИРТУУЛЛАА-А
LIЙYU-GLLI — ЛИЙЮ-ГЛЛИ
LIFFRY — ЛИФФРЫ
LЙYUЙYU-VVU — ЛЙЮЙЮ-ВВУ

LLAAVFM-SSS-LLI — ЛЛААВФМ-ССС-ЛЛИ
LLAA-GRUAA — ЛЛАА-ГРУАА
LLAA-GTUR-TUU — ЛЛАА-ГТУР-ТУУ
LLAAЙVV — ЛЛААЙВВ
LLAA-ЙЙSS — ЛЛАА-ЙЙСС
LLAAЙMMA — ЛЛААЙММА
LLAASS — ЛЛААСС
LLAVOLL-DRUU — ЛЛАВОЛЛ-ДРУУ
LLAVOLLOVALOFFT — ЛЛАВОЛЛОВАЛОФФТ
LLAGRORULL — ЛЛАГРОРУЛЛ
LLAЙAЙЙ — ЛЛАЙАЙЙ
LLAЙAЙЙ-LLAA-SS-ST — ЛЛАЙАЙЙ-ЛЛАА-СС-СТ
LLA-IЙЙSS — ЛЛА-ИЙЙСС
LLA-IЙЙSS-UYUЙЙ-SSS — ЛЛА-ИЙЙСС-УЮЙЙ-ССС
LLAISSMMA-A — ЛЛАИССММА-А
LLARIKKERAT — ЛЛАРИККЕРАТ
LLART-T-LUU — ЛЛАРТ-Т-ЛУУ
LLARTTUURFF — ЛЛАРТТУУРФФ
LLDOOLLORST — ЛЛДООЛЛОРСТ
LLDUOLLDMU-LL-MM — ЛЛДУОЛЛДМУ-ЛЛ-ММ
LLII-I-LDR — ЛЛИИ-И-ЛДР
LLIЙLI-LL-IЙT — ЛЛИЙЛИ-ЛЛ-ИЙТ
LLIILL-GGLLAA — ЛЛИИЛЛ-ГГЛЛАА
LLIING-LLI — ЛЛИИНГ-ЛЛИ
LLIIRTMY — ЛЛИИРТМЫ
LLIIFFT-GGLLOOSST — ЛЛИИФФТ-ГГЛЛООССТ
LLILLIMILIFF — ЛЛИЛЛИМИЛИФФ
LLIMMILSSTS — ЛЛИММИЛССЦ
LLIUULLURT — ЛЛИУУЛЛУРТ
LLIFFMAART — ЛЛИФФМААРТ
LLOЙЙGLLI-I — ЛЛОЙЙГЛЛИ-И
LLOOKSTR — ЛЛООКСТР
LLOOUЙ-SS-MM — ЛЛООУЙ-СС-ММ
LLOOFF-PEEPPT — ЛЛООФФ-ПЭЭППТ
LLUЙЙYU-UЙЙLL — ЛЛУЙЙЮ-УЙЙЛЛ
LLUKKULL — ЛЛУККУЛЛ
LLUOLLSSM — ЛЛУОЛЛССМ
LLUU — ЛЛУУ
LLUU-VV-LLI-I — ЛЛУУ-ВВ-ЛЛИ-И
LLUU-VVOLM-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ВВОЛМ-ВВУ
LLUU-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ВВУ
LLUU-VVU-LLUU-RRU — ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-ЛЛУУ-РРУ

LLUU-DFA-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ДФА-ВВУ
LLUU-KAA-VVU — ЛЛУУ-КАА-ВВУ
LLUU-LLU-GR — ЛЛУУ-ЛЛУ-ГР
LLUU-LOO-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ЛОО-ВВУ
LLUU-LFTO-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ЛФТО-ВВУ
LLUU-MII-VVU — ЛЛУУ-МИИ-ВВУ
LLUU-MIRG-VVU — ЛЛУУ-МИРГ-ВВУ
LLUU-OЙЙG-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ОЙЙГ-ВВУ
LLUU-ORRS-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ОРРС-ВВУ
LLUU-RALS-VVU — ЛЛУУ-РАЛС-ВВУ
LLUU-RRAЙG-VVU — ЛЛУУ-РРАЙГ-ВВУ
LLUU-RRAЙGRALS-VVU — ЛЛУУ-РРАЙГРАЛС-ВВУ
LLUURRSS — ЛЛУУРРСС
LLUU-SNATT-VVU — ЛЛУУ-СНАТТ-ВВУ
LLUUSS — ЛЛУУСС
LLUU-SS-ST — ЛЛУУ-СС-СТ
LLUU-TLAA-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ТЛАА-ВВУ
LLUU-TTUU-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ТТУУ-ВВУ
LLU-U-U-DS — ЛЛУ-У-У-ДС
LLUU-FULSS-VVU — ЛЛУУ-ФУЛСС-ВВУ
LLYUUDD — ЛЛЮУДД
LMAALLMORT — ЛМААЛЛМОРТ
LMIILLGFLI — ЛМИИЛЛГФЛИ
LMIILLGFLI-TUU — ЛМИИЛЛГФЛИ-ТУУ
LMOO-O-LDR — ЛМОО-О-ЛДР
LOЙSSAALGO-O — ЛОЙССААЛГО-О
LOOGLII — ЛООГЛИИ
LOOK-LOO-O — ЛООК-ЛОО-О
LOOMGD — ЛООМГД
LO-ONG — ЛО-ОНГ
LOOTTNN-II-I — ЛООТТНН-ИИ-И
LTOEFFASM — ЛТОЕФФАСМ
LUЙЙYUFFLOЙLLID — ЛУЙЙЮФФЛОЙЛЛИД
LUUV-SSMM — ЛУУВ-ССММ
LUUD-VVU — ЛУУД-ВВУ
LUUDMII-SVUU — ЛУУДМИИ-СВУУ
LUUDMII-SVUU-VVU — ЛУУДМИИ-СВУУ-ВВУ
LUULLSMII-SSLAA — ЛУУЛЛСМИИ-ССЛАА
LUULLSSMII-SSLAA — ЛУУЛЛССМИИ-ССЛАА
LUULLSSMII-FFAЙ — ЛУУЛЛССМИИ-ФФАЙ
LUURSFIDY — ЛУУРСФИДЫ
LHVAAЙFFSS — ЛХВААЙФФСС

LHOOVV — ЛХООВВ
LHRUU-U-SSM — ЛХРУУ-У-ССМ
LYUULLFF — ЛЮУЛЛФФ
LYUULLFF-II-I — ЛЮУЛЛФФ-ИИ-И
MAAVVUPPLA — МААВВУППЛА
MAAIIЙG-SSS-MAA — МААИИЙГ-ССС-МАА
MAЙЙT — МАЙЙТ
MAЙЙTY — МАЙЙТЫ
MAЙUSTSOLFT — МАЙУСЦОЛФТ
MASDARSSK — МАСДАРССК
MATTORSSMI-ЙЙSS-YUYULL — МАТТОРССМИ-ЙЙСС-ЮЮЛЛ
MGVVAAOLLTTMM-LLA-AMM — МГВВААОЛЛТТММ-ЛЛА-АММ
MGVTSYYKKR-LLAAGGLL — МГВЦЫЫККР-ЛЛААГГЛЛ
MERGD — МЕРГД
MIILLI — МИИЛЛИ
MIIMMGG-II-I — МИИММГГ-ИИ-И
MISSMIMISOFF — МИССМИМИСОФФ
MKKRAAZZAR-RRM — МККРААЗЗАР-РРМ
MKULLUЙЙF — МКУЛЛУЙЙФ
MLAAMM-AA-RS — МЛААММ-АА-РС
MMAAA-A — ММААА-А
MMAAGORFT — ММААГОРФТ
MMAAG-SS-MMAAA — ММААГ-СС-ММААА
MMAARG-MAA — ММААРГ-МАА
MMAASSIHT — ММААССИХТ
MMAЙLLA-TTAA-SS-ST — ММАЙЛЛА-ТТАА-СС-СТ
MMAOLFF-SSS-LLI — ММАОЛФФ-ССС-ЛЛИ
MMEERRMIHT — ММЕЕРРМИХТ
MMIARMM — ММИАРММ
MMII-LLTAALL-TUU — ММИИ-ЛЛТААЛЛ-ТУУ
MMIЙ-UЙLLS — ММИЙ-УЙЛЛС
MMISTOLLOMORFFT — ММИСТОЛЛОМОРФФТ
MMIUURRUURT — ММИУУРРУУРТ
MMOO-MMO-GR — ММОО-ММО-ГР
MMOOMMURT — ММООММУРТ
MMUU-VVU — ММУУ-ВВУ
MMUUMMPARRMM — ММУУММПАРРММ
MMUU-NNU — ММУУ-ННУ
MOKKROUTY — МОККРОУТЫ
MOLLMIT — МОЛЛМИТ
MOLLMITY — МОЛЛМИТЫ
MOURSS-FULLG — МОУРСС-ФУЛЛГ

MURD — МУРД
MURDY — МУРДЫ
MUUTTH-HU-ST — МУУТТХ-ХУ-СТ
MFYYЙTSFF-U-UTTFUU — МФЫЫЙЦФФ-У-УТТФУУ
MTSUUKLOKLORT — МЦУУКЛОКЛОРТ
NAA-GLLII-UU — НАА-ГЛЛИИ-УУ
NA-ARR-FRUSS — НА-АРР-ФРУСС
NAAHGRASST — НААХГРАССТ
NGLUUINGG-GN-OO — НГЛУУИНГГ-ГН-ОО
NIGLU-GLU-UFF — НИГЛУ-ГЛУ-УФФ
NIISSLII-I — НИИССЛИИ-И
NIISSLII-I-AAA-SSS-TTT — НИИССЛИИ-И-ААА-ССС-ТТТ
NIISSLII-I-AAA-TTT — НИИССЛИИ-И-ААА-ТТТ
NIISSLII-IЙMIЙLL — НИИССЛИИ-ИЙМИЙЛЛ
NIISSLII-I-TTT-AAA-SSS — НИИССЛИИ-И-ТТТ-ААА-ССС
NIISSLII-SLII — НИИССЛИИ-СЛИИ
NЙYUYUIFF-FLL-AA — НЙЮЮИФФ-ФЛЛ-АА
NLAGGMALLIID — НЛАГГМАЛЛИИД
NLUURGGSTR — НЛУУРГГСТР
NNAAR-DU-RRGS — ННААР-ДУ-РРГС
NNAASSMM — ННААССММ
NNAЙGGA-FFAA-SS-ST — ННАЙГГА-ФФАА-СС-СТ
NNIILG-NNI — ННИИЛГ-ННИ
NNUU-KKU — ННУУ-ККУ
NNUULL-SS — ННУУЛЛ-СС
NNUURTGLAAЙMM — ННУУРТГЛААЙММ
NOEFBSTR — НОЕФБСТР
NOO-GGM-LLN — НОО-ГГМ-ЛЛН
NRAALLGASST — НРААЛЛГАССТ
NUЙULL — НУЙУЛЛ
NUU — НУУ
NUU-AAMM-VVU — НУУ-ААММ-ВВУ
NUU-AIA-VVU — НУУ-АИА-ВВУ
NUU-AIЙF-VVU — НУУ-АИЙФ-ВВУ
NUU-AILGG-VVU — НУУ-АИЛГГ-ВВУ
NUU-ALLGSS-VVU — НУУ-АЛЛГСС-ВВУ
NUU-AMPLANN-VVU-RS — НУУ-АМПЛАНН-ВВУ-РС
NUU-AO-VVU — НУУ-АО-ВВУ
NUU-ASSORF-VVU — НУУ-АССОРФ-ВВУ
NUU-BOLLF-VVU — НУУ-БОЛЛФ-ВВУ
NUU-BH-VVU — НУУ-БХ-ВВУ
NUU-VVU — НУУ-ВВУ

NUU-VKL-VVU — НУУ-ВКЛ-ВВУ
NUU-VRIFFMM-VVU-VS — НУУ-ВРИФФММ-ВВУ-ВС
NUU-VULL-VVU — НУУ-ВУЛЛ-ВВУ
NUU-GVOSSMM-VVU-NS — НУУ-ГВОССММ-ВВУ-НС
NUU-GOORR-VVU — НУУ-ГООРР-ВВУ
NUU-GORRFFT-VVU — НУУ-ГОРРФФТ-ВВУ
NUU-GRUNNSS-VVU-LS — НУУ-ГРУННСС-ВВУ-ЛС
NUU-GREЙS-VVU — НУУ-ГРЭЙС-ВВУ
NUU-DDVUU-VVU — НУУ-ДДВУУ-ВВУ
NUU-DDREЙKK-VVU-GS — НУУ-ДДРЕЙКК-ВВУ-ГС
NUU-DDRU-VVU — НУУ-ДДРУ-ВВУ
NUU-DZEЙDZ-VVU — НУУ-ДЗЕЙДЗ-ВВУ
NUU-DL-VVU — НУУ-ДЛ-ВВУ
NUU-DOUVT-VVU — НУУ-ДОУВТ-ВВУ
NUU-IISS-VVU — НУУ-ИИСС-ВВУ
NUU-ISSLUIMMTH-VVU-RKS — НУУ-ИССЛУИММТХ-ВВУ-РКС
NUU-ЙF-VVU — НУУ-ЙФ-ВВУ
NUU-LAL-VVU — НУУ-ЛАЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LAUFR-VVU — НУУ-ЛАУФР-ВВУ
NUU-LG-VVU — НУУ-ЛГ-ВВУ
NUU-LGUU-VVU — НУУ-ЛГУУ-ВВУ
NUU-LDL-VVU — НУУ-ЛДЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LEL-VVU — НУУ-ЛЕЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LIL-VVU — НУУ-ЛИЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LLAV-VVU — НУУ-ЛЛАВ-ВВУ
NUU-LL-VVU — НУУ-ЛЛ-ВВУ
NUULL-GRAA — НУУЛЛ-ГРАА
NUU-LML-VVU — НУУ-ЛМЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LOVRG-VVU — НУУ-ЛОВРГ-ВВУ
NUU-LOL-VVU — НУУ-ЛОЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LPL-VVU — НУУ-ЛПЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LSL-VVU — НУУ-ЛСЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LTL-VVU — НУУ-ЛТЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LTTVULL-VVU-RS — НУУ-ЛТТВУЛЛ-ВВУ-РС
NUU-LTTU-VVU — НУУ-ЛТТУ-ВВУ
NUU-LUL-VVU — НУУ-ЛУЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LUUV-VVU — НУУ-ЛУУВ-ВВУ
NUU-LFL-VVU — НУУ-ЛФЛ-ВВУ
NUU-LHL-VVU — НУУ-ЛХЛ-ВВУ
NUU-MGLOЙGG-VVU-TS — НУУ-МГЛОЙГГ-ВВУ-ТС
NUU-NGUNM-VVU — НУУ-НГУНМ-ВВУ
NUU-NN-VVU — НУУ-НН-ВВУ

NUU-OEI-VVU — НУУ-ОЕИ-ВВУ
NUU-OLLDR-VVU — НУУ-ОЛЛДР-ВВУ
NUU-OOO-VVU — НУУ-ООО-ВВУ
NUU-OURFF-VVU — НУУ-ОУРФФ-ВВУ
NUU-PAARR-VVU — НУУ-ПААРР-ВВУ
NUU-PK-VVU — НУУ-ПК-ВВУ
NUU-PPUURPU-VVU — НУУ-ППУУРПУ-ВВУ
NUU-PRIDLM-VVU — НУУ-ПРИДЛМ-ВВУ
NUU-RVUUMMSS-VVU-RS — НУУ-РВУУММСС-ВВУ-РС
NUU-RDUU-VVU — НУУ-РДУУ-ВВУ
NUU-REGO-VVU — НУУ-РЕГО-ВВУ
NUU-RL-VVU — НУУ-РЛ-ВВУ
NUU-RLOKKSS-VVU-MS — НУУ-РЛОККСС-ВВУ-МС
NUU-RRAOU-VVU — НУУ-РРАОУ-ВВУ
NUU-RR-VVU — НУУ-РР-ВВУ
NUU-RROO-VVU — НУУ-РРОО-ВВУ
NUU-RTM-VVU — НУУ-РТМ-ВВУ
NUU-SVVAFFT-VVU-KS — НУУ-СВВАФФТ-ВВУ-КС
NUU-SMAARROLT-VVU-RKS — НУУ-СМААРРОЛТ-ВВУ-РКС
NUU-SM-VVU — НУУ-СМ-ВВУ
NUU-SS-VVU — НУУ-СС-ВВУ
NUU-SS-KKAF-VVU — НУУ-СС-ККАФ-ВВУ
NUU-SSM-VVU — НУУ-ССМ-ВВУ
NUU-TAO-VVU — НУУ-ТАО-ВВУ
NUU-TRUU-VVU — НУУ-ТРУУ-ВВУ
NUU-TT-AAЙI-VVU — НУУ-ТТ-ААЙИ-ВВУ
NUU-TT-VVU — НУУ-ТТ-ВВУ
NUU-TUUL-VVU — НУУ-ТУУЛ-ВВУ
NUU-UU-VVU — НУУ-УУ-ВВУ
NUU-UULMOOFT-VVU-RS — НУУ-УУЛМООФТ-ВВУ-РС
NUU-FDOORRTTMAL-VVU-RKKS — НУУ-ФДООРРТТМАЛ-ВВУ-РККС
NUU-FILL-VVU — НУУ-ФИЛЛ-ВВУ
NUU-FLIRRF-VVU — НУУ-ФЛИРРФ-ВВУ
NUU-FSL-VVU — НУУ-ФСЛ-ВВУ
NUU-FFSARRD-VVU-HS — НУУ-ФФСАРРД-ВВУ-ХС
NUU-HAALG-VVU — НУУ-ХААЛГ-ВВУ
NUU-HVUO-VVU — НУУ-ХВУО-ВВУ
NUU-ENN-VVU — НУУ-ЭНН-ВВУ
NUU-YUЙЙSSFF-VVU-DS — НУУ-ЮЙЙССФФ-ВВУ-ДС
NUU-YUURS-VVU — НУУ-ЮУРС-ВВУ
NUU-YAIЙG-VVU — НУУ-ЯИЙГ-ВВУ
NUU-YAIHSS-VVU — НУУ-ЯИХСС-ВВУ

OBBORRGOFM — ОББОРРГОФМ
OVLOOMMOSTS — ОВЛООММОСЦ
OGVOKSTR — ОГВОКСТР
OGGЙЙYUMMO — ОГГЙЙЮММО
OGЙYUЙЙLLA — ОГЙЮЙЙЛЛА
OGLOKKVORT — ОГЛОККВОРТ
OGLOKKOTT — ОГЛОККОТТ
OIЙAOOMM — ОИЙАООММ
OЙЙGUL-LLRR-OЙЙGG — ОЙЙГУЛ-ЛЛРР-ОЙЙГГ
OЙHTTUЙOЙLH — ОЙХТТУЙОЙЛХ
OKKLOOKKSS — ОККЛООККСС
OKK-O-LLOЙ-TT — ОКК-О-ЛЛОЙ-ТТ
OLGOOLLONI — ОЛГООЛЛОНИ
OLGRUU-LLI — ОЛГРУУ-ЛЛИ
OLDUUST — ОЛДУУСТ
OLKRLS-RRULS — ОЛКРЛС-РРУЛС
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM — ОЛЛАКТ-ДРУОТММ
OLLAMARR — ОЛЛАМАРР
OLLBROKSTR — ОЛЛБРОКСТР
OLL-KVOO — ОЛЛ-КВОО
OLLMO-MO-MTR — ОЛЛМО-МО-МТР
OLLOOPPHT — ОЛЛООППХТ
OLLSGROLL — ОЛЛСГРОЛЛ
OLLTOORSS — ОЛЛТООРСС
OLLTRUURM — ОЛЛТРУУРМ
OLSFF-AALVO — ОЛСФФ-ААЛВО
OMMOOMMOFAST — ОММООММОФАСТ
ONKI — ОНКИ
OOBBSORBFT — ООББСОРБФТ
OOVVSOFFT — ООВВСОФФТ
OODDMAARD — ООДДМААРД
OODDMII — ООДДМИИ
OOIЙL-OOR-SS-ST — ООИЙЛ-ООР-СС-СТ
OOЙЙOЙЙFF — ООЙЙОЙЙФФ
OOЙЙ-OOЙ — ООЙЙ-ООЙ
OOIЙSSMII-LLMI — ООИЙССМИИ-ЛЛМИ
OOINGLIЙI — ООИНГЛИЙИ
OOЙOOLENT — ООЙООЛЕНТ
OOЙOFT — ООЙОФТ
OOL-GLOO — ООЛ-ГЛОО
OOL-GOO-LTR — ООЛ-ГОО-ЛТР
OOLDTMY — ООЛДТМЫ

OOLKSINGP — ООЛКСИНГП
OOLLDRV — ООЛЛДРВ
OOLLIRF — ООЛЛИРФ
OOLLM-MAA — ООЛЛМ-МАА
OOLLS — ООЛЛС
OOLUUGG-SS-ST — ООЛУУГГ-СС-СТ
OOML-A-ADD — ООМЛ-А-АДД
OOMLAADDODD — ООМЛААДДОДД
OOMMOOVVENT — ООММООВВЕНТ
OOMMSS-SMI-I — ООММСС-СМИ-И
OOOЙGTS — ОООЙГЦ
OOOЙЙLL — ОООЙЙЛЛ
OOO-LLUI-O-OOLL-SS — ООО-ЛЛУИ-О-ООЛЛ-СС
OOO-LLF-UU-SS — ООО-ЛЛФ-УУ-СС
OOO-LTR-USS-GOOLL-SS — ООО-ЛТР-УСС-ГООЛЛ-СС
OOO-TT-UU — ООО-ТТ-УУ
OORRAS — ООРРАС
OORRASST — ООРРАССТ
OORRIID — ООРРИИД
OORRMM-SMI-I — ООРРММ-СМИ-И
OORRURT — ООРРУРТ
OORRUSSM — ООРРУССМ
OORRUUMMMASST — ООРРУУМММАССТ
OORTЙЙYU-SSS-LLI — ООРТЙЙЮ-ССС-ЛЛИ
OORTT-UULKK — ООРТТ-УУЛКК
OOSLLLOOLL — ООСЛЛЛООЛЛ
OOSLLLOOLLS — ООСЛЛЛООЛЛС
OOSLLLOOLL-SS-ST — ООСЛЛЛООЛЛ-СС-СТ
OOSSMM — ООССММ
OOSSMM-DRUU — ООССММ-ДРУУ
OOSSMUU — ООССМУУ
OOSSOOSSONT — ООССООССОНТ
OOSSY — ООССЫ
OOTTNALFT — ООТТНАЛФТ
OOUSST — ООУССТ
OO-UU — ОО-УУ
OOUU-OOU — ООУУ-ООУ
OOFFASST — ООФФАССТ
OOFFLAA — ООФФЛАА
OOFFOOORT — ООФФОООРТ
OOFFORFFT — ООФФОРФФТ
OOFF-PRUUISS — ООФФ-ПРУУИСС

OOHЙYUЙLH — ООХЙЮЙЛХ
OOHHLOST — ООХХЛОСТ
OOYUYUHH — ООЮЮХХ
ORGLUURM — ОРГЛУУРМ
ORDOLLOMONT — ОРДОЛЛОМОНТ
ORLAAKTOR — ОРЛААКТОР
ORR — ОРР
ORROOЙD — ОРРООЙД
OR FDLUMIЙTAND — ОРФДЛУМИЙТАНД
ORFOR-VO-FT — ОРФОР-ВО-ФТ
ORFROVORT — ОРФРОВОРТ
ORFROVT — ОРФРОВТ
OSSNA — ОССНА
OSSOOSSAAST — ОССООССААСТ
OSTROKKOLF — ОСТРОККОЛФ
OUIЙЙ — ОУИЙЙ
OUЙYUUUЙЙYU-ЙYU-ЙYU — ОУЙЮУУЙЙЮ-ЙЮ-ЙЮ
OULLGNOO-SS-ST — ОУЛЛГНОО-СС-СТ
OULLGNOO-S-ST — ОУЛЛГНОО-С-СТ
OULLTMSS — ОУЛЛТМСС
OURTTUHHS — ОУРТТУХХС
OURFF-GO-LLUF — ОУРФФ-ГО-ЛЛУФ
OUUOONT — ОУУООНТ
OFGG-OMS-MULLSS — ОФГГ-ОМС-МУЛЛСС
OF-ORR-TOЙ — ОФ-ОРР-ТОЙ
OFFM — ОФФМ
OFFOOOFFENT — ОФФОООФФЕНТ
OFF-ROSS-FLUЙF — ОФФ-РОСС-ФЛУЙФ
OHHFOOHHSS — ОХХФООХХСС
PAALLMM-II-I — ПААЛЛММ-ИИ-И
PAAPP-LAЙЙL — ПААПП-ЛАЙЙЛ
PAARLITIFF — ПААРЛИТИФФ
PAARRD — ПААРРД
PAARRDY — ПААРРДЫ
PAIAA-ЙЙT-SS-ST — ПАИАА-ЙЙТ-СС-СТ
PAЙLAVVP-HAЙP — ПАЙЛАВВП-ХАЙП
PAIMM-LLIFF-SS-MM — ПАИММ-ЛЛИФФ-СС-ММ
PIIЙKH-VVU — ПИИЙКХ-ВВУ
PЙЙIPPIЙILL — ПЙЙИППИЙИЛЛ
PIIKL-SS-OO — ПИИКЛ-СС-ОО
PIISSKL-L-UULLU — ПИИССКЛ-Л-УУЛЛУ
PILKKS — ПИЛККС

PIRAFROOGOFFT — ПИРАФРООГОФФТ
PIRRIMILOFF — ПИРРИМИЛОФФ
PKUOLLGS-VURRLS — ПКУОЛЛГС-ВУРРЛС
PLAAURFF — ПЛААУРФФ
PLAVAFLAGMMA-A — ПЛАВАФЛАГММА-А
PLAVAFLAGMMA-A-TUU — ПЛАВАФЛАГММА-А-ТУУ
PLIISSMA — ПЛИИССМА
PLIIFM-LLI — ПЛИИФМ-ЛЛИ
PLIMMILSSMIRST — ПЛИММИЛССМИРСТ
PLIFR — ПЛИФР
PLOULL-FOLLG — ПЛОУЛЛ-ФОЛЛГ
PLOUFF-FOLFF — ПЛОУФФ-ФОЛФФ
PLOFF — ПЛОФФ
PLUUBDORD — ПЛУУБДОРД
PLUUGS-VVU — ПЛУУГС-ВВУ
PLUUSSFENT — ПЛУУССФЕНТ
PNELEVERST — ПНЕЛЕВЕРСТ
POILLISY — ПОИЛЛИСЫ
POORSSOЙD — ПООРССОЙД
PPAAL-TT-UUЙЙF — ППААЛ-ТТ-УУЙЙФ
PPAAHH-TT-SSS — ППААХХ-ТТ-ССС
PPIIILSSL — ППИИИЛССЛ
PPOOLLIHT — ППООЛЛИХТ
PPTUURRMURST — ППТУУРРМУРСТ
PPUЙYUU-SS-MM — ППУЙЮУ-СС-ММ
PPUU-ЙЙU — ППУУ-ЙЙУ
PPUURPU-VVU — ППУУРПУ-ВВУ
PRAALLU-LAA — ПРААЛЛУ-ЛАА
PRAЙЙALL-KVARS — ПРАЙЙАЛЛ-КВАРС
PRAFAOGORRFFT — ПРАФАОГОРРФФТ
PRIVVRIPPIID — ПРИВВРИППИИД
PRIDD — ПРИДД
PRIЙMMIЙVVIЙFT — ПРИЙММИЙВВИЙФТ
PRI-I-SSM — ПРИ-И-ССМ
PRIOLGSTO-RRGG-YAYALL — ПРИОЛГСТО-РРГГ-ЯЯЛЛ
PROVOUDDSS — ПРОВОУДДСС
PRO-OF-ROKLL — ПРО-ОФ-РОКЛЛ
PROOFF-RRU — ПРООФФ-РРУ
PROOFF-RRU-VVU — ПРООФФ-РРУ-ВВУ
PRTTTS-SSVU — ПРТТЦ-ССВУ
PRUBIDY — ПРУБИДЫ
PRUUISS — ПРУУИСС

PRUUISSTR — ПРУУИССТР
PSAASS — ПСААСС
PSIUNGRIЙI — ПСИУНГРИЙИ
PSUЙURTR — ПСУЙУРТР
PSULL-MUU-MMA — ПСУЛЛ-МУУ-ММА
PTIRRI-LL-ISTR — ПТИРРИ-ЛЛ-ИСТР
PTIURRY — ПТИУРРЫ
PTUUPPFURF — ПТУУППФУРФ
PUULDDOLLOVAFFT — ПУУЛДДОЛЛОВАФФТ
PFAUGRRS-SSS — ПФАУГРРС-ССС
PFILIFTOMOGOFFT — ПФИЛИФТОМОГОФФТ
PFUURG-VU — ПФУУРГ-ВУ
PFFAARRGMII-MM-II — ПФФААРРГМИИ-ММ-ИИ
PHIMLLIVVALLHS — ПХИМЛЛИВВАЛЛХС
PEEPPT — ПЭЭППТ
PEEPPTT-II-I — ПЭЭППТТ-ИИ-И
RAAGUULM — РААГУУЛМ
RAAKLIMA — РААКЛИМА
RAARRVV-II-I — РААРРВВ-ИИ-И
RAЙHTVALLT-PAAS — РАЙХТВАЛЛТ-ПААС
RAMM-MAA-MMA — РАММ-МАА-ММА
RANDAALL-TAЙR — РАНДААЛЛ-ТАЙР
RAHH — РАХХ
RBAVVARSSVIRST — РБАВВАРССВИРСТ
RBUUBRUUSTS — РБУУБРУУСЦ
RVELLDIFEFR — РВЕЛЛДИФЕФР
RGIIMFLIIMFF-LMUULG — РГИИМФЛИИМФФ-ЛМУУЛГ
RGUURR — РГУУРР
RDUU-VVU — РДУУ-ВВУ
REGOSPOR-DRUU — РЕГОСПОР-ДРУУ
REGOSPORRUT — РЕГОСПОРРУТ
RIILLS-GUUNNT — РИИЛЛС-ГУУННТ
RIISSTDRRAALLMAA-A — РИИССТДРРААЛЛМАА-А
RISSALBBAS — РИССАЛББАС
RLOORGKI — РЛООРГКИ
RLUЙFUUVVS — РЛУЙФУУВВС
RO-IMM-FRUSS — РО-ИММ-ФРУСС
ROOTSI-LLMM-IILL — РООТСИ-ЛЛММ-ИИЛЛ
ROUUFFL-LLM — РОУУФФЛ-ЛЛМ
ROFF-TOR-UЙF — РОФФ-ТОР-УЙФ
RRAALLSM — РРААЛЛСМ
RRAAORRHM — РРААОРРХМ

RRAAFFL-FLAAGR — РРААФФЛ-ФЛААГР
RRAVALLARH — РРАВАЛЛАРХ
RRAUFFAAG — РРАУФФААГ
RR-VVU — РР-ВВУ
RRGLUU-VVU — РРГЛУУ-ВВУ
RRGUURRGORST — РРГУУРРГОРСТ
RRIKKUNH — РРИККУНХ
RROSSAKLA-VVMM-AALL — РРОССАКЛА-ВВММ-ААЛЛ
RRUUMM-BBUU-SS-ST — РРУУММ-ББУУ-СС-СТ
RRUU-MMU — РРУУ-ММУ
RRUURSSTS — РРУУРССЦ
RUЙЙYUUR-TUUSST — РУЙЙЮУР-ТУУССТ
RULLS-A-NNILV — РУЛЛС-А-ННИЛВ
RUUORRTT — РУУОРРТТ
RUUSST-ЙЙYUUSS — РУУССТ-ЙЙЮУСС
RHLUULLUSST — РХЛУУЛЛУССТ
REERRDD-II-I — РЭЭРРДД-ИИ-И
SAABBSAЙD — СААББСАЙД
SAVV-VAA-MMA — САВВ-ВАА-ММА
SARR-RAA-MMA — САРР-РАА-ММА
SBOALLGSS — СБОАЛЛГСС
SVAAGALI — СВААГАЛИ
SVAAGGAA-SS-GGAA — СВААГГАА-СС-ГГАА
SVAAMMLLAA-SS-MMAA — СВААММЛЛАА-СС-ММАА
SVAAFFDOSST — СВААФФДОССТ
SVAAFFII-SS-MMII — СВААФФИИ-СС-ММИИ
SVALDOPOLYAT — СВАЛДОПОЛЯТ
SVARALLOVORUFFT — СВАРАЛЛОВОРУФФТ
SVVUUTTUU-SS-TTUU — СВВУУТТУУ-СС-ТТУУ
SVIIVVII-SS-VVII — СВИИВВИИ-СС-ВВИИ
SVIIDORFT — СВИИДОРФТ
SVIILL — СВИИЛЛ
SVIITTII-SSTTII — СВИИТТИИ-ССТТИИ
SVIIUUSS-S-SVVUU — СВИИУУСС-С-СВВУУ
SVIIHHVVAA-SS-HHVAA — СВИИХХВВАА-СС-ХХВАА
SVЙYUЙYUЙYU-SS-ЙYUЙYU — СВЙЮЙЮЙЮ-СС-ЙЮЙЮ
SVOOLLOO-SS-MMOO — СВООЛЛОО-СС-ММОО
SVOO-UU — СВОО-УУ
SVOUR-SSV-VVURR — СВОУР-ССВ-ВВУРР
SVOUFF-VV — СВОУФФ-ВВ
SVOHRIVVILD — СВОХРИВВИЛД
SVUULL — СВУУЛЛ

SVUULL-VVU — СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ
SVUULLGGUU-SS-NNUU — СВУУЛЛГГУУ-СС-ННУУ
SVUULLII — СВУУЛЛИИ
SVUULLMII-I — СВУУЛЛМИИ-И
SVUULLMII-SVUU — СВУУЛЛМИИ-СВУУ
SVUULLMII-SVUU-VVU — СВУУЛЛМИИ-СВУУ-ВВУ
SVUULLUU-SS-LLUU — СВУУЛЛУУ-СС-ЛЛУУ
SVUU-SLII — СВУУ-СЛИИ
SVUUSSL-LLI — СВУУССЛ-ЛЛИ
SVYUYUFFAA-SS-FFYUYU — СВЮЮФФАА-СС-ФФЮЮ
SGOOFF-RRU — СГООФФ-РРУ
SGRUU-LL-LOO — СГРУУ-ЛЛ-ЛОО
SIISSTIЙD — СИИССТИЙД
SЙYUILGSNAIЙЙ — СЙЮИЛГСНАИЙЙ
SЙYUUUЙ-SVAA — СЙЮУУЙ-СВАА
SЙYUUUЙ-UU — СЙЮУУЙ-УУ
SKAALLYARSS-A-ALLSSM — СКААЛЛЯРСС-А-АЛЛССМ
SKAAUUSM — СКААУУСМ
SKALLAUR — СКАЛЛАУР
SKARRLD — СКАРРЛД
SKVAASS-MAA — СКВААСС-МАА
SKVAASSTS — СКВААССЦ
SKKAЙ-AFFT — СККАЙ-АФФТ
SKKLUAAFF-VVU-LLRRU — СККЛУААФФ-ВВУ-ЛЛРРУ
SKLAA-GG-LOO — СКЛАА-ГГ-ЛОО
SKLUMM-SS — СКЛУММ-СС
SKLUUBBSTR — СКЛУУББСТР
SKOOBRTR — СКООБРТР
SKRAD-DRUU — СКРАД-ДРУУ
SKRADOMULYAT — СКРАДОМУЛЯТ
SKRO-OFF-UTT — СКРО-ОФФ-УТТ
SKUR-URR-RU — СКУР-УРР-РУ
SKUULLMY — СКУУЛЛМЫ
SLAABSST — СЛААБССТ
SLAARBSTR — СЛААРБСТР
SLAA-SS-MII — СЛАА-СС-МИИ
SLAIILLI-SVUU — СЛАИИЛЛИ-СВУУ
SLIIЙЙF — СЛИИЙЙФ
SLIIMPFLIISS — СЛИИМПФЛИИСС
SLIIPSY — СЛИИПСЫ
SLLAAVSSAAMMS — СЛЛААВССААММС
SLLOOGSS-LLOOGS — СЛЛООГСС-ЛЛООГС

SLLOOЙЙS-SLLOO — СЛЛООЙЙС-СЛЛОО
SLOO-GGOLL — СЛОО-ГГОЛЛ
SLOORR-SS — СЛООРР-СС
SLOOR-SSS-LLAAS — СЛООР-ССС-ЛЛААС
SLOUЙЙGOOMM — СЛОУЙЙГООММ
SLUIILLFM-LL-UU — СЛУИИЛЛФМ-ЛЛ-УУ
SLUUIISS — СЛУУИИСС
SLUUIЙ-SS-LAA — СЛУУИЙ-СС-ЛАА
SMAA-AA-SMAA — СМАА-АА-СМАА
SMAASSKR — СМААССКР
SMARAHANST — СМАРАХАНСТ
SMEELDFARR — СМЕЕЛДФАРР
SMIIGLLTRM-I-ILMII — СМИИГЛЛТРМ-И-ИЛМИИ
SMIIЙS-MAA-A — СМИИЙС-МАА-А
SMIILD-MMI-II-UU — СМИИЛД-ММИ-ИИ-УУ
SMIILL — СМИИЛЛ
SMIILLIAGAFFT — СМИИЛЛИАГАФФТ
SMMII-I-SSM — СММИИ-И-ССМ
SMMUUFFTL — СММУУФФТЛ
SMOO-O-LDR — СМОО-О-ЛДР
SMUOLDOBORAFFT — СМУОЛДОБОРАФФТ
SMUUЙЙGUЙЙFF — СМУУЙЙГУЙЙФФ
SMUULLORENT — СМУУЛЛОРЕНТ
SMUURLL — СМУУРЛЛ
SNOO-SSS — СНОО-ССС
SOOSSNN-II-I — СООССНН-ИИ-И
SPALARFT — СПАЛАРФТ
SPARRLAMAGONT — СПАРРЛАМАГОНТ
SPI-IG-RISST — СПИ-ИГ-РИССТ
SPIILGSTSY — СПИИЛГСЦЫ
SPIIPPSILMMS — СПИИППСИЛММС
SPLIINGLLIЙI — СПЛИИНГЛЛИЙИ
SPLUUM-MAA — СПЛУУМ-МАА
SPOLOЙYUVVAT — СПОЛОЙЮВВАТ
SSAA-AASS-FF — ССАА-ААСС-ФФ
SSAAЙЙ-DDAA-SS-ST — ССААЙЙ-ДДАА-СС-СТ
SSAALLSSMAA-A — ССААЛЛССМАА-А
SSAALM-MAA — ССААЛМ-МАА
SSAAMVVULS-SSMM — ССААМВВУЛС-ССММ
SSAASSЙIIMS — ССААССЙИИМС
SSAASSIFF-SS-ST — ССААССИФФ-СС-СТ
SSAA-SS-MM — ССАА-СС-ММ

SSAASSFATI — ССААССФАТИ
SS-AЙIЙLG-SS-SS-AЙЙ-SSS — СС-АЙИЙЛГ-СС-СС-АЙЙ-ССС
SSAILLIIRISS — ССАИЛЛИИРИСС
SSALLASST-UUSST — ССАЛЛАССТ-УУССТ
SSARFFAЙЙS — ССАРФФАЙЙС
SSAURVVURM-SSMM — ССАУРВВУРМ-ССММ
SSBAARLARMM — ССБААРЛАРММ
SSVAAOLTT — ССВААОЛТТ
SSVAA-FAA — ССВАА-ФАА
SSVA-SS-UU — ССВА-СС-УУ
SSVOOUU-SSVU — ССВООУУ-ССВУ
SSVUUЙЙLL — ССВУУЙЙЛЛ
SSVUUЙЙSSMAA-A — ССВУУЙЙССМАА-А
SSVUU-R-VVU-R-FF — ССВУУ-Р-ВВУ-Р-ФФ
SSVUU-SSMM — ССВУУ-ССММ
SSV-UU-UU — ССВ-УУ-УУ
SSEEFFRR-OOHHЙ — ССЕЕФФРР-ООХХЙ
SSIBBIVVURT — ССИББИВВУРТ
SSIIЙЙSS — ССИИЙЙСС
SSIIЙЙHHSSMAA-A — ССИИЙЙХХССМАА-А
SSIIЙSSMAA-A — ССИИЙССМАА-А
SSIЙULLSMAA-A — ССИЙУЛЛСМАА-А
SSЙЙYUIЙЙSS — ССЙЙЮИЙЙСС
SSIL`MII — ССИЛЬМИИ
SSIUUSSUURT — ССИУУССУУРТ
SSЙYUUЙЙSSMAA-A — ССЙЮУЙЙССМАА-А
SSKAA-H-MOS — ССКАА-Х-МОС
SSKAAHOOLLM — ССКААХООЛЛМ
SSKRAASSMAA-A — ССКРААССМАА-А
SSKUUSSURT — ССКУУССУРТ
SSLAALLOLTT — ССЛААЛЛОЛТТ
SSLAAF-SSLAAЙЙ — ССЛААФ-ССЛААЙЙ
SSLIIIЙ-SSS — ССЛИИИЙ-ССС
SSLIIЙ-SSS — ССЛИИЙ-ССС
SSLLAA-HOO-OTL — ССЛЛАА-ХОО-ОТЛ
SSLLUUFFSSMAA-A — ССЛЛУУФФССМАА-А
SSLOЙЙOLLM — ССЛОЙЙОЛЛМ
SSLOOVVULF-SSMM — ССЛООВВУЛФ-ССММ
SSLOOO-SSS — ССЛООО-ССС
SSLOOR-SSS — ССЛООР-ССС
SSLOO-SS-SNAA — ССЛОО-СС-СНАА
SSLUIЙYUЙЙ-SS-MM — ССЛУИЙЮЙЙ-СС-ММ

SSLUUDURT — ССЛУУДУРТ
SSLUULL-SSS-LLI — ССЛУУЛЛ-ССС-ЛЛИ
SSLUULLUSS — ССЛУУЛЛУСС
SSLUU-L-LUU — ССЛУУ-Л-ЛУУ
SSLUUF-SSMM — ССЛУУФ-ССММ
SSMAЙK — ССМАЙК
SSMAЙK-AЙKK — ССМАЙК-АЙКК
SSMALL-MMA-TOЙ — ССМАЛЛ-ММА-ТОЙ
SSMALSSAALF — ССМАЛССААЛФ
SSM-VVU — ССМ-ВВУ
SSMIIЙMVS — ССМИИЙМВС
SSMIIЙSMAA-A — ССМИИЙСМАА-А
SSMIIЙSS-GLLII — ССМИИЙСС-ГЛЛИИ
SSMIILSS-VVU — ССМИИЛСС-ВВУ
SSMIISSTSENT — ССМИИССЦЕНТ
SS-MMA-AA — СС-ММА-АА
SSMMI-I — ССММИ-И
SSMM-IIF-SS-ST — ССММ-ИИФ-СС-СТ
SSMMOO-OSM — ССММОО-ОСМ
SSMMULLS — ССММУЛЛС
SSMUKKURART — ССМУККУРАРТ
SSMUU-SS-SSAA — ССМУУ-СС-ССАА
SSNAAЙЙ-SNII — ССНААЙЙ-СНИИ
SSNIIЙVVULM-SSMM — ССНИИЙВВУЛМ-ССММ
SSNOO-SS-FFL — ССНОО-СС-ФФЛ
SSNUUЙLL — ССНУУЙЛЛ
SSOLLAS-MAA — ССОЛЛАС-МАА
SSOOЙЙTT-SSVI — ССООЙЙТТ-ССВИ
SSOOЙSSMAA-A — ССООЙССМАА-А
SSOOLVVUF-SSMM — ССООЛВВУФ-ССММ
SSOOLGOOSSTM — ССООЛГООССТМ
SSOO-OOЙЙ — ССОО-ООЙЙ
SSOOSSOOLMA-NAA — ССООССООЛМА-НАА
SSOOSSOOLMA-SSS-AAA-SSS-TTT — ССООССООЛМА-ССС-ААА-ССС-ТТТ
SSOOSSOOLMA-SSS-TTT — ССООССООЛМА-ССС-ТТТ
SSOOSSOOLMA-SUU — ССООССООЛМА-СУУ
SSOOSSOOLMA-TTT-AAA-SSS — ССООССООЛМА-ТТТ-ААА-ССС
SSOOULL-FMI — ССООУЛЛ-ФМИ
SSORRILLIFULLS — ССОРРИЛЛИФУЛЛС
SSOUISST — ССОУИССТ
SSOULG-SS-ST — ССОУЛГ-СС-СТ
SSPOORRKRRUULLSS — ССПООРРКРРУУЛЛСС

SSPPAA-OO-OSM — ССППАА-ОО-ОСМ
SSPROUTTS-SSVU — ССПРОУТЦ-ССВУ
SSPUUЙDDSSMAA-A — ССПУУЙДДССМАА-А
SSRRIIMMSSLLAЙЙSS — ССРРИИММССЛЛАЙЙСС
SSS — ССС
SSSV-UUIЙ-SSSV — СССВ-УУИЙ-СССВ
SS-SSVU — СС-ССВУ
SS-ST-AALLGGAFF-TTT — СС-СТ-ААЛЛГГАФФ-ТТТ
SS-ST-AAMMDDAHH-TTT — СС-СТ-ААММДДАХХ-ТТТ
SS-ST-AAFFLLARR-TTT — СС-СТ-ААФФЛЛАРР-ТТТ
SSS-TAIЙ-SSS — ССС-ТАИЙ-ССС
SS-ST-EETTFFEHH-TTT — СС-СТ-ЕЕТТФФЕХХ-ТТТ
SS-ST-IILLGGIFF-TTT — СС-СТ-ИИЛЛГГИФФ-ТТТ
SS-ST-IINNMMILL-TTT — СС-СТ-ИИННММИЛЛ-ТТТ
SS-ST-OOGGRRORR-TTT — СС-СТ-ООГГРРОРР-ТТТ
SS-ST-OOMMDDOHH-TTT — СС-СТ-ООММДДОХХ-ТТТ
SS-ST-OONNMMOLL-TTT — СС-СТ-ООННММОЛЛ-ТТТ
SS-ST-OOTTFFOHH-TTT — СС-СТ-ООТТФФОХХ-ТТТ
SS-ST-UUGGRRURR-TTT — СС-СТ-УУГГРРУРР-ТТТ
SS-ST-UUFFLLURR-TTT — СС-СТ-УУФФЛЛУРР-ТТТ
SSS-YUIЙЙ-ЙЙ-SSS — ССС-ЮИЙЙ-ЙЙ-ССС
SSTOOGGSSMAA-A — ССТООГГССМАА-А
SS-TOO-IIЙS-SSS — СС-ТОО-ИИЙС-ССС
SSTUU-KST-MA-A — ССТУУ-КСТ-МА-А
SSUI-SS-SFAA — ССУИ-СС-СФАА
SSUKKULYARIT — ССУККУЛЯРИТ
SSUOLVVUD-SSMM — ССУОЛВВУД-ССММ
SSUU-DDU — ССУУ-ДДУ
SSUUЙЙ-NUULLSS — ССУУЙЙ-НУУЛЛСС
SSUUЙЙSS-GLLII-SVAA — ССУУЙЙСС-ГЛЛИИ-СВАА
SSUUЙЙSS–GLLII-SVAA — ССУУЙЙСС–ГЛЛИИ-СВАА
SSUUЙЙSSMAA-A — ССУУЙЙССМАА-А
SSUUNGS-SS-SUUЙGSS — ССУУНГС-СС-СУУЙГСС
SSUU-SS-VUU — ССУУ-СС-ВУУ
SS-UU-SSS-YUU-SS — СС-УУ-ССС-ЮУ-СС
SSU-UU-SSUUЙЙ-SSS — ССУ-УУ-ССУУЙЙ-ССС
SS-FILL-SSS-MAALL-SS — СС-ФИЛЛ-ССС-МААЛЛ-СС
SSFUЙЙYUSSMAA-A — ССФУЙЙЮССМАА-А
SSFU-UNGSS — ССФУ-УНГСС
SSFUUSSFFURTTMM-UUR-SSM — ССФУУССФФУРТТММ-УУР-ССМ
SS-HOOR-SS — СС-ХООР-СС
SSTSIISSTSIFT — ССЦИИССЦИФТ

SSYY-ILFFST — ССЫЫ-ИЛФФСТ
SSEEЙЙSSMAA-A — ССЭЭЙЙССМАА-А
STAAKLAVVS — СТААКЛАВВС
STAALMAROTROFFT — СТААЛМАРОТРОФФТ
STAAMOLLFT — СТААМОЛЛФТ
STABLOZANTS — СТАБЛОЗАНЦ
STVISTVVIISST — СТВИСТВВИИССТ
STERRDY — СТЕРРДЫ
STOЙI-LLI — СТОЙИ-ЛЛИ
STOILG-VU — СТОИЛГ-ВУ
STOOVV-UU-TTUU — СТООВВ-УУ-ТТУУ
STOOЙLISTRITY — СТООЙЛИСТРИТЫ
STOOKL-OOOO-YAЙЙЙЙ — СТООКЛ-ОООО-ЯЙЙЙЙ
STOOLL-VVU — СТООЛЛ-ВВУ
STOOLLMII-SVUU — СТООЛЛМИИ-СВУУ
STOOLLORFFT — СТООЛЛОРФФТ
STOORMI-NNGG-UЙЙVV — СТООРМИ-ННГГ-УЙЙВВ
STRAAFRR — СТРААФРР
STRIIЙLLGSS — СТРИИЙЛЛГСС
STRIFFMELL — СТРИФФМЕЛЛ
STROOLLGORF — СТРООЛЛГОРФ
STROOLLGORF-ASSFOLLFORDTS — СТРООЛЛГОРФ-АССФОЛЛФОРДЦ
STROORRF-F-RUURU — СТРООРРФ-Ф-РУУРУ
STROOFFSTR — СТРООФФСТР
STRULLMSS — СТРУЛЛМСС
STU-IS-STSURSS — СТУ-ИС-СЦУРСС
STURKD — СТУРКД
STUUЙSY — СТУУЙСЫ
STUULL-GRAA-SS — СТУУЛЛ-ГРАА-СС
STTSUUFF-SS — СТЦУУФФ-СС
STYUULLЙYURSST-S-ST — СТЮУЛЛЙЮРССТ-С-СТ
SFAAЙЙFF — СФААЙЙФФ
SFIIFFISTSIFF — СФИИФФИСЦИФФ
SFOLLAAGSS — СФОЛЛААГСС
SFOLLIMY — СФОЛЛИМЫ
SFUUЙЙFS — СФУУЙЙФС
SFUUKRSS-FFR — СФУУКРСС-ФФР
SFUURMM — СФУУРММ
SFUU-SS-MM-IISS — СФУУ-СС-ММ-ИИСС
SFF-AA-ЙNTALL — СФФ-АА-ЙНТАЛЛ
SFFLURUISST — СФФЛУРУИССТ
SFFUIЙYU-UU-FF — СФФУИЙЮ-УУ-ФФ

SHVUUHHSSM-UU-VVU — СХВУУХХССМ-УУ-ВВУ
STSEELLERSST — СЦЕЕЛЛЕРССТ
STSEERRFOSST — СЦЕЕРРФОССТ
STSEESSTSERESTS — СЦЕЕССЦЕРЕСЦ
STSIIЙЙSS-U-UЙЙYU — СЦИИЙЙСС-У-УЙЙЮ
STSIIL`VII — СЦИИЛЬВИИ
STSIIRROSTSERT — СЦИИРРОСЦЕРТ
STSILLU-OFF-MAA — СЦИЛЛУ-ОФФ-МАА
STSIFILLI — СЦИФИЛЛИ
STSYYGL-VVU — СЦЫЫГЛ-ВВУ
S`YUU-ORRT — СЬЮУ-ОРРТ
TAALD-ROUU-U-DS — ТААЛД-РОУУ-У-ДС
TAЙSS-DDORS-MAA — ТАЙСС-ДДОРС-МАА
TAO-VVU — ТАО-ВВУ
TASSILLU-URS-MAA — ТАССИЛЛУ-УРС-МАА
TVAARR-DRUU — ТВААРР-ДРУУ
TVIRL — ТВИРЛ
TVIRLY — ТВИРЛЫ
TVIH-TUU-RLASS — ТВИХ-ТУУ-РЛАСС
TVUUTSTM — ТВУУЦТМ
TERRA — ТЕРРА
TII-ЙЙ-TII — ТИИ-ЙЙ-ТИИ
TKULUORD — ТКУЛУОРД
TLAARBSS-TTL — ТЛААРБСС-ТТЛ
TLAASSMA-A — ТЛААССМА-А
TLLAA-FF-TTAA — ТЛЛАА-ФФ-ТТАА
TLOONFR — ТЛООНФР
TLOONFRY — ТЛООНФРЫ
TLOO-U-UU — ТЛОО-У-УУ
TLUARURR — ТЛУАРУРР
TLUU-LLU — ТЛУУ-ЛЛУ
TOORLINGTONTSY — ТООРЛИНГТОНЦЫ
TOO-UU — ТОО-УУ
TOURRG-TTOORT — ТОУРРГ-ТТООРТ
TRAPPTHTY — ТРАППТХТЫ
TRGOOROT-RRT — ТРГООРОТ-РРТ
TRIFFTTTS — ТРИФФТТЦ
TROO — ТРОО
TROODDRR — ТРООДДРР
TROO-LLURT-TUU — ТРОО-ЛЛУРТ-ТУУ
TROONFRDTSY — ТРООНФРДЦЫ
TROOT-MO-TTR — ТРООТ-МО-ТТР

TROOFT-LLI — ТРООФТ-ЛЛИ
TRO-UU-DS — ТРО-УУ-ДС
TRROO-RR-URRGG — ТРРОО-РР-УРРГГ
TRUTT — ТРУТТ
TRUUL-GULY — ТРУУЛ-ГУЛЫ
TRUUL-GUNY — ТРУУЛ-ГУНЫ
TRUURRGURRDT — ТРУУРРГУРРДТ
TRUURRGURRDT-VUU — ТРУУРРГУРРДТ-ВУУ
TRUURRGURRDT-NUU — ТРУУРРГУРРДТ-НУУ
TT-AASAD-SS-ST — ТТ-ААСАД-СС-СТ
TTAAFTOORRS — ТТААФТООРРС
TT-ALKAR-SS-ST — ТТ-АЛКАР-СС-СТ
TT-ARGAF-SS-ST — ТТ-АРГАФ-СС-СТ
TT-EEFFEE-SS-ST — ТТ-ЕЕФФЕЕ-СС-СТ
TT-IILLII-SS-ST — ТТ-ИИЛЛИИ-СС-СТ
TTIIRRIRONT — ТТИИРРИРОНТ
TTIIRTTMMII-II-FF — ТТИИРТТММИИ-ИИ-ФФ
TTЙOTBBUTЙЙOЙKR — ТТЙОТББУТЙЙОЙКР
TT-IRGIF-SS-ST — ТТ-ИРГИФ-СС-СТ
TTLIFITTR — ТТЛИФИТТР
TT-OOLLOO-SS-ST — ТТ-ООЛЛОО-СС-СТ
TTOORR-DDOO-SS-ST — ТТООРР-ДДОО-СС-СТ
TT-OORROO-SS-ST — ТТ-ООРРОО-СС-СТ
TT-OOFFOO-SS-ST — ТТ-ООФФОО-СС-СТ
TT-OSHOD-SS-ST — ТТ-ОСХОД-СС-СТ
TTOUD-D-DUOTT — ТТОУД-Д-ДУОТТ
TTRAALLTRAST — ТТРААЛЛТРАСТ
TTROKR-SS — ТТРОКР-СС
TTROOMMGR-TTR — ТТРООММГР-ТТР
TTT-AALLKAARRA-SS-ST — ТТТ-ААЛЛКААРРА-СС-СТ
TTT-AARRGAAFFA-SS-ST — ТТТ-ААРРГААФФА-СС-СТ
TTT-AASSHAADDA-SS-ST — ТТТ-ААССХААДДА-СС-СТ
TTT-ALARA-SS-ST — ТТТ-АЛАРА-СС-СТ
TTT-ARAFA-SS-ST — ТТТ-АРАФА-СС-СТ
TTT-III-UU — ТТТ-ИИИ-УУ
TTT-IIRRGIIFFI-SS-ST — ТТТ-ИИРРГИИФФИ-СС-СТ
TTT-IRIFI-SS-ST — ТТТ-ИРИФИ-СС-СТ
TTT-MIILLNIILLII-SS-ST — ТТТ-МИИЛЛНИИЛЛИИ-СС-СТ
TTT-MILLIN-SS-ST — ТТТ-МИЛЛИН-СС-СТ
TTT-MOLLON-SS-ST — ТТТ-МОЛЛОН-СС-СТ
TTT-MOOLLNOOLLOO-SS-ST — ТТТ-МООЛЛНООЛЛОО-СС-СТ
TTT-OOSSHOODDO-SS-ST — ТТТ-ООССХООДДО-СС-СТ

TTT-OSODO-SS-ST — ТТТ-ОСОДО-СС-СТ
TTT-ROORRGOORROO-SS-ST — ТТТ-РООРРГООРРОО-СС-СТ
TTT-RORROG-SS-ST — ТТТ-РОРРОГ-СС-СТ
TTT-RURRUG-SS-ST — ТТТ-РУРРУГ-СС-СТ
TTT-RUURRGUURRUU-SS-ST — ТТТ-РУУРРГУУРРУУ-СС-СТ
TTT-SHADA-SS-ST — ТТТ-СХАДА-СС-СТ
TTT-ULURU-SS-ST — ТТТ-УЛУРУ-СС-СТ
TTT-UULLKUURRU-SS-ST — ТТТ-УУЛЛКУУРРУ-СС-СТ
TTT-HEDETT-SS-ST — ТТТ-ХЕДЕТТ-СС-СТ
TTT-HEEFFDEETTEE-SS-ST — ТТТ-ХЕЕФФДЕЕТТЕЕ-СС-СТ
TTT-HODOTT-SS-ST — ТТТ-ХОДОТТ-СС-СТ
TTT-HOOFFDOOTTOO-SS-ST — ТТТ-ХООФФДООТТОО-СС-СТ
TT-ULKUR-SS-ST — ТТ-УЛКУР-СС-СТ
TTUTTVVUTTU-TT-VVU — ТТУТТВВУТТУ-ТТ-ВВУ
TTUU-GGU — ТТУУ-ГГУ
TTUULLM-SSS-LLI — ТТУУЛЛМ-ССС-ЛЛИ
TTUUM-HU-MMST — ТТУУМ-ХУ-ММСТ
TT-UURRUU-SS-ST — ТТ-УУРРУУ-СС-СТ
TTUUSSUЙЙ-SS-MM — ТТУУССУЙЙ-СС-ММ
TULSVARAAFFS — ТУЛСВАРААФФС
TUU — ТУУ
TUU-LLT-TUU — ТУУ-ЛЛТ-ТУУ
TUULLUFFS — ТУУЛЛУФФС
TUURR-MOORR — ТУУРР-МООРР
TUURRT-UUSS — ТУУРРТ-УУСС
TUFFTHEEFT — ТУФФТХЕЕФТ
THAAFFTAHD — ТХААФФТАХД
UVVAHRAPP — УВВАХРАПП
UVLARFIST — УВЛАРФИСТ
UDDVOO — УДДВОО
UЙЙG-LLAA — УЙЙГ-ЛЛАА
UIЙUVIIMM — УИЙУВИИММ
UЙЙULLU-RRSS-YUЙЙLL — УЙЙУЛЛУ-РРСС-ЮЙЙЛЛ
UЙЙYURR-SSS-LLI — УЙЙЮРР-ССС-ЛЛИ
UЙKKUЙYUKSTR — УЙККУЙЮКСТР
UЙLUFF — УЙЛУФФ
UISTI-UU — УИСТИ-УУ
UЙTЙAЙЙFLLA — УЙТЙАЙЙФЛЛА
U-IU-ЙI-UU-U — У-ИУ-ЙИ-УУ-У
UIUЙYUU-UU-ЙYUU — УИУЙЮУ-УУ-ЙЮУ
UЙYU-ЙYUU-RRR-SSS — УЙЮ-ЙЮУ-РРР-ССС
UЙYUЙYUHT — УЙЮЙЮХТ

UЙYUUЙD — УЙЮУЙД
UЙYUFFЙYUSST — УЙЮФФЙЮССТ
UЙYUFFЙYUST — УЙЮФФЙЮСТ
UKKVUMUSST — УККВУМУССТ
ULGLUU — УЛГЛУУ
ULKRATTUЙFF-VVU-LFF — УЛКРАТТУЙФФ-ВВУ-ЛФФ
ULLOOLLORAST — УЛЛООЛЛОРАСТ
ULLTUUR-SS-ST — УЛЛТУУР-СС-СТ
ULLU-GRUU — УЛЛУ-ГРУУ
ULLUUЙD — УЛЛУУЙД
ULLUULLULIST — УЛЛУУЛЛУЛИСТ
ULLUFF-DAARDD — УЛЛУФФ-ДААРДД
ULLUFFUFF — УЛЛУФФУФФ
ULLHVUULHM — УЛЛХВУУЛХМ
ULLHVUUSSD — УЛЛХВУУССД
ULUUGUMA — УЛУУГУМА
UMMULUHT — УММУЛУХТ
UMTUSS-HU-ST — УМТУСС-ХУ-СТ
UNKGRY — УНКГРЫ
UOLD-VVU — УОЛД-ВВУ
UOLD-VVU-VUOLDS — УОЛД-ВВУ-ВУОЛДС
UOLDMII-I — УОЛДМИИ-И
UOLDMII-SLII — УОЛДМИИ-СЛИИ
UORD-VUORD — УОРД-ВУОРД
UPDUЙKK — УПДУЙКК
UPDUHVASSL — УПДУХВАССЛ
URGLUKSTR — УРГЛУКСТР
URMЙYULLSK — УРМЙЮЛЛСК
UR-OO-GGI — УР-ОО-ГГИ
UR-OO-LY — УР-ОО-ЛЫ
UR-OO-NY — УР-ОО-НЫ
UR-OO-PPY — УР-ОО-ППЫ
USMIGISL — УСМИГИСЛ
USSDOISSTM — УССДОИССТМ
USS-LAS-BLLOOSS — УСС-ЛАС-БЛЛООСС
USS-LISS-FLUЙF — УСС-ЛИСС-ФЛУЙФ
USSTUKKUL — УССТУККУЛ
USSTUKKUL-VVU — УССТУККУЛ-ВВУ
USSTU-LL-USTR — УССТУ-ЛЛ-УСТР
USSUUSSUЙYUST — УССУУССУЙЮСТ
USSHULLTURRSS — УССХУЛЛТУРРСС
USTUURODAFFT — УСТУУРОДАФФТ

UUBBROSST — УУББРОССТ
UU-VVU — УУ-ВВУ
UUVVUURD — УУВВУУРД
UUV-SSMM — УУВ-ССММ
UUDDLL-SMI-I — УУДДЛЛ-СМИ-И
UUDDOLMFT — УУДДОЛМФТ
UUЙЙ-LLSS — УУЙЙ-ЛЛСС
UU-ЙЙS-SV-II — УУ-ЙЙС-СВ-ИИ
UUЙЙ-UUЙ — УУЙЙ-УУЙ
UUЙЙUUЙЙYA — УУЙЙУУЙЙЯ
UUЙSSDOЙLSS — УУЙССДОЙЛСС
UU-ЙSS-ЙЙ-YUYU — УУ-ЙСС-ЙЙ-ЮЮ
UU-ЙSS-ЙF-UU — УУ-ЙСС-ЙФ-УУ
UU-ISSM-UU — УУ-ИССМ-УУ
UUISST — УУИССТ
UU-ЙSS-TЙ-EE — УУ-ЙСС-ТЙ-ЕЕ
UUЙT-SSS-UU — УУЙТ-ССС-УУ
UUЙ-UUM — УУЙ-УУМ
UUЙYU-UU-ЙЙ — УУЙЮ-УУ-ЙЙ
UUЙYUFT — УУЙЮФТ
UUЙ-YUYUЙЙ — УУЙ-ЮЮЙЙ
UUKKHL-SS-KHHOO — УУККХЛ-СС-КХХОО
UU-L-VVU — УУ-Л-ВВУ
UULVULL — УУЛВУЛЛ
UULDM — УУЛДМ
UULL-VVU — УУЛЛ-ВВУ
UULLDD-ЙЙYUЙ — УУЛЛДД-ЙЙЮЙ
UULLTUU — УУЛЛТУУ
UULLURF — УУЛЛУРФ
UULLU-U — УУЛЛУ-У
UULLUUTTORT — УУЛЛУУТТОРТ
UULLFF-SMI-I — УУЛЛФФ-СМИ-И
UU-L-SVUU-VVU — УУ-Л-СВУУ-ВВУ
UU-LSYU-ЙS-YAYA — УУ-ЛСЮ-ЙС-ЯЯ
UUMMIILLORT — УУММИИЛЛОРТ
UUN-GLIIRIDA — УУН-ГЛИИРИДА
UUNNLIID — УУННЛИИД
UU-OЙG-SS-YUYU — УУ-ОЙГ-СС-ЮЮ
UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I — УУОЛЛ-СЛАИИЛЛИ-И
UUOLLFS-SLOOO-SSS — УУОЛЛФС-СЛООО-ССС
UURRAARRRASST — УУРРААРРРАССТ
UURRGORST — УУРРГОРСТ

UURRGUST — УУРРГУСТ
UURRUID — УУРРУИД
UURTMM-UU-UU — УУРТММ-УУ-УУ
UURTT-OOLKK — УУРТТ-ООЛКК
UU-SVU-SL-II — УУ-СВУ-СЛ-ИИ
UU-SVU-SL-OO — УУ-СВУ-СЛ-ОО
UU-SVU-SL-UU — УУ-СВУ-СЛ-УУ
UU-SLU-SV-AA — УУ-СЛУ-СВ-АА
UU-SLU-SV-OO — УУ-СЛУ-СВ-ОО
UU-SLU-SV-UU — УУ-СЛУ-СВ-УУ
UU-SSVAA-TUU — УУ-ССВАА-ТУУ
UUSS-IISS — УУСС-ИИСС
UUSSOOFRENT — УУССООФРЕНТ
UUSSURSST — УУССУРССТ
UUSSUULLLASST — УУССУУЛЛЛАССТ
UUSSUUSSORT — УУССУУССОРТ
UUSSTSEFT — УУССЦЕФТ
UUT-LI-U — УУТ-ЛИ-У
UUU-AA-AL — УУУ-АА-АЛ
UUU-AAЙЙ-TTT — УУУ-ААЙЙ-ТТТ
UUU-AЙЙSSTT-AЙЙTT — УУУ-АЙЙССТТ-АЙЙТТ
UUU-ASSV-AALL — УУУ-АССВ-ААЛЛ
UUU-GUUЙFFAA-SS-MM — УУУ-ГУУЙФФАА-СС-ММ
UUU-IIЙЙ-FFF — УУУ-ИИЙЙ-ФФФ
UUU-II-IL — УУУ-ИИ-ИЛ
UUU-IЙЙSSFF-IЙЙFF — УУУ-ИЙЙССФФ-ИЙЙФФ
UUUЙЙRR — УУУЙЙРР
UUU-ISSV-IILL — УУУ-ИССВ-ИИЛЛ
UUU-ЙYUЙЙ-LLL — УУУ-ЙЮЙЙ-ЛЛЛ
UUU-ЙYAЙYA-ЙЙЙ — УУУ-ЙЯЙЯ-ЙЙЙ
UUU-OЙЙЙ-GGG — УУУ-ОЙЙЙ-ГГГ
UUU-OЙЙSSGG-OЙЙGG — УУУ-ОЙЙССГГ-ОЙЙГГ
UUU-OO-OL — УУУ-ОО-ОЛ
UUU-OSSV-OOLL — УУУ-ОССВ-ООЛЛ
UUU-UЙЙSSVV-UЙЙVV — УУУ-УЙЙССВВ-УЙЙВВ
UUU-USSV-UULL — УУУ-УССВ-УУЛЛ
UUU-UUЙЙ-VVV — УУУ-УУЙЙ-ВВВ
UUU-UU-UL — УУУ-УУ-УЛ
UUU-YUЙЙSSLL-YUЙЙLL — УУУ-ЮЙЙССЛЛ-ЮЙЙЛЛ
UUU-YUSSV-YUYULL — УУУ-ЮССВ-ЮЮЛЛ
UUU-YUYU-YUL — УУУ-ЮЮ-ЮЛ
UUU-YAЙЙSSЙЙ-YAЙЙЙЙ — УУУ-ЯЙЙССЙЙ-ЯЙЙЙЙ

UUU-YASSV-YAYALL — УУУ-ЯССВ-ЯЯЛЛ
UUU-YAYA-YAL — УУУ-ЯЯ-ЯЛ
UUFF-VVU — УУФФ-ВВУ
UUFFLLURR — УУФФЛЛУРР
UUFFLUU — УУФФЛУУ
UUFFUUFFUSST — УУФФУУФФУССТ
UFFLUMMURG — УФФЛУММУРГ
UFFLUMMURG-VVU — УФФЛУММУРГ-ВВУ
UFFRIMISTR — УФФРИМИСТР
UHBBUHORTT — УХББУХОРТТ
UYUЙЙ-SSS — УЮЙЙ-ССС
FAARMLOODDS — ФААРМЛООДДС
FAЙG — ФАЙГ
FAЙTAA-SS-MM — ФАЙТАА-СС-ММ
FALL-LAA-MMA — ФАЛЛ-ЛАА-ММА
FATTMA-NAA-A — ФАТТМА-НАА-А
FBOLLGOUGGSSL — ФБОЛЛГОУГГССЛ
FVAUFFTULLF — ФВАУФФТУЛЛФ
FVU — ФВУ
FDOOFOLORT — ФДООФОЛОРТ
FERBIЙLLILLERT — ФЕРБИЙЛЛИЛЛЕРТ
FIIЙЙ-SS-FUUMM — ФИИЙЙ-СС-ФУУММ
FIILLFIFT — ФИИЛЛФИФТ
FILL-LII-MMA — ФИЛЛ-ЛИИ-ММА
FIMI-UMPI — ФИМИ-УМПИ
FIUUFFRENT — ФИУУФФРЕНТ
FLAAGG-TUU — ФЛААГГ-ТУУ
FLAAGG-TUU-Й-ЙYA — ФЛААГГ-ТУУ-Й-ЙЯ
FLAKGLAAЙK — ФЛАКГЛААЙК
FLAKS — ФЛАКС
FLAKFFO-U-VVU — ФЛАКФФО-У-ВВУ
FLIRRF-VVU — ФЛИРРФ-ВВУ
FLLAARD-MMAARM — ФЛЛААРД-ММААРМ
FLLEEFFREE-PPR — ФЛЛЕЕФФРЕЕ-ППР
FLOMM — ФЛОММ
FLO-OM-MORFFR — ФЛО-ОМ-МОРФФР
FLOOFF-OO-RS — ФЛООФФ-ОО-РС
FLTOO-O-SSM — ФЛТОО-О-ССМ
FLUЙYULLЙYUЙЙ-SS — ФЛУЙЮЛЛЙЮЙЙ-СС
FLUЙYULLЙYUЙЙ-SS-MM — ФЛУЙЮЛЛЙЮЙЙ-СС-ММ
FLU-OR-VERT — ФЛУ-ОР-ВЕРТ
FLUU — ФЛУУ

FLUU-VVU — ФЛУУ-ВВУ
FLUU-LUU — ФЛУУ-ЛУУ
FLUULF-VVU — ФЛУУЛФ-ВВУ
FLUURRURSSFIRST — ФЛУУРРУРССФИРСТ
FLUU-SSMM — ФЛУУ-ССММ
FLUUTTKR — ФЛУУТТКР
FLUUFFLUUЙF — ФЛУУФФЛУУЙФ
FOOKKT-FOOLLD — ФООККТ-ФООЛЛД
FOOLL-ORFROVT — ФООЛЛ-ОРФРОВТ
FRAARG-VU — ФРААРГ-ВУ
FRAARRFORF — ФРААРРФОРФ
FRAMMAUSS — ФРАММАУСС
FRDUUKL-LLM — ФРДУУКЛ-ЛЛМ
FREERFORFFT — ФРЕЕРФОРФФТ
FRIIFF-II-RS — ФРИИФФ-ИИ-РС
FRILL-FTU-MAKMAASS — ФРИЛЛ-ФТУ-МАКМААСС
FROOKHORD — ФРООКХОРД
FROORROVERT — ФРООРРОВЕРТ
FRUU-GLO-UFF — ФРУУ-ГЛО-УФФ
FRUUFFRURUSTS — ФРУУФФРУРУСЦ
FTAЙTRUUMMS — ФТАЙТРУУММС
FTIIЙЙLL — ФТИИЙЙЛЛ
FTOMOGELLAT — ФТОМОГЕЛЛАТ
FTRO-VO-FORT — ФТРО-ВО-ФОРТ
FTUDLUMORHST — ФТУДЛУМОРХСТ
FUAЙЙFF-MEЙR — ФУАЙЙФФ-МЕЙР
FULL-LUU-MMA — ФУЛЛ-ЛУУ-ММА
FULSSMIRG-VVU — ФУЛССМИРГ-ВВУ
FUULLUVOFF — ФУУЛЛУВОФФ
FUULLFF-II-I — ФУУЛЛФФ-ИИ-И
FFAOLL-FS-MAA — ФФАОЛЛ-ФС-МАА
FFEERR-OO-OKKRR — ФФЕЕРР-ОО-ОККРР
FFIIIFHT — ФФИИИФХТ
FFIOOOORT — ФФИООООРТ
FFЙYUFULURT — ФФЙЮФУЛУРТ
FFLAAЙЙ-TTAARR — ФФЛААЙЙ-ТТААРР
FFLATTMA — ФФЛАТТМА
FFLOURRGG — ФФЛОУРРГГ
FFLUARRS — ФФЛУАРРС
FFLUUPS-SKLIIRS — ФФЛУУПС-СКЛИИРС
FFLUUFF-LLIIRR — ФФЛУУФФ-ЛЛИИРР
FFROOGSS-MAA — ФФРООГСС-МАА

FFUЙYUFF-SSS-LLI — ФФУЙЮФФ-ССС-ЛЛИ
FFULLU-U-DS — ФФУЛЛУ-У-ДС
FFUU-BBU — ФФУУ-ББУ
FTSAALLAFORT — ФЦААЛЛАФОРТ
HVAATTFFR — ХВААТТФФР
HVALHOGOLST — ХВАЛХОГОЛСТ
HVUO-VVU — ХВУО-ВВУ
HLAA-A-LDR — ХЛАА-А-ЛДР
HLAOSS-HROOSS — ХЛАОСС-ХРООСС
HLEELLGASST — ХЛЕЕЛЛГАССТ
HLEFFLEFFMIID — ХЛЕФФЛЕФФМИИД
HLIMMIBSTR — ХЛИММИБСТР
HLUOLDULH — ХЛУОЛДУЛХ
HLUUKSHRUMM — ХЛУУКСХРУММ
HLUURLLARH — ХЛУУРЛЛАРХ
HRAARRORD — ХРААРРОРД
HROMMORRFT — ХРОММОРРФТ
HROORRKASST — ХРООРРКАССТ
HHVAATTFII-FF-HVII — ХХВААТТФИИ-ФФ-ХВИИ
HHONGI — ХХОНГИ
HHUU-PPU — ХХУУ-ППУ
HEIЙЙLLHH — ХЭИЙЙЛЛХХ
TSEFKTRY — ЦЕФКТРЫ
TSKLSTY — ЦКЛСТЫ
TSMERIIRRGMY — ЦМЕРИИРРГМЫ
TSMIIЙSY — ЦМИИЙСЫ
TSUU-VVU — ЦУУ-ВВУ
TSUUDDIFT — ЦУУДДИФТ
TSUH-LU-VLORR — ЦУХ-ЛУ-ВЛОРР
CHELLK — ЧЕЛЛК
SHLORRSS — ШЛОРРСС
EЙEEELENT — ЭЙЕЕЕЛЕНТ
EIЙG-SS-MII — ЭИЙГ-СС-МИИ
EЙЙEЙEЙEЙENT — ЭЙЙЕЙЕЙЕЙЕНТ
EI-ЙЙ-UI-ЙЙ — ЭИ-ЙЙ-УИ-ЙЙ
EЙЙYUIЙELENT — ЭЙЙЮИЙЕЛЕНТ
EЙOOOLENT — ЭЙОООЛЕНТ
EЙUUULENT — ЭЙУУУЛЕНТ
EЙ-FFMIEЙ-LLII — ЭЙ-ФФМИЭЙ-ЛЛИИ
EЙYUIIINT — ЭЙЮИИИНТ
EЙYAAA — ЭЙЯАА
EKKDORRORANT — ЭККДОРРОРАНТ

EMFFLII-MAA — ЭМФФЛИИ-МАА
EMFFLIIMISTS — ЭМФФЛИИМИСЦ
ESFELLURIFF — ЭСФЕЛЛУРИФФ
EFFLIVVORFF — ЭФФЛИВВОРФФ
EERRFF-SMI-I — ЭЭРРФФ-СМИ-И
EEFFSS-SMI-I — ЭЭФФСС-СМИ-И
YUIЙ-SSS — ЮИЙ-ССС
YUЙFULMMO — ЮЙФУЛММО
YUЙHMUYUЙЙSS — ЮЙХМУЮЙЙСС
YURIOT — ЮРИОТ
YUUSSMII-SSVU — ЮУССМИИ-ССВУ
YUYU-IIЙ-SSS-YUYU — ЮЮ-ИИЙ-ССС-ЮЮ
YUYUЙЙYUYUЙЙYA — ЮЮЙЙЮЮЙЙЯ
YUYUKKRR-SMI-I — ЮЮККРР-СМИ-И
YUYURRSS-SMI-I — ЮЮРРСС-СМИ-И
YAGSS — ЯГСС
YAIHSS-VVU — ЯИХСС-ВВУ

Contacts

USA
AYFAAR FOUNDATION Inc.
+1 (347) 210-2838 Kraullarrd
+1 (863) 605-9791 Liirrgmmiilliss
E-mail: requests@ayfaar.us

www.ayfaar.us

Germany
+49 (170) 527-8785 Glassmirallsmia

Russia
+7 (978) 778-6885 Riilltuurrs
+7 (978) 778-6892 Аllkzaausta
E-mail: info@ayfaar.org

www.ayfaar.org

Latvia
+37 (126) 77-2535 Arstarullsmmirrus
E-mail: arstarulsmirus@gmail.com
You can find out more about Iissiidiology and its conceptions on the following websites:

ayfaar.org — It`s official Iissiidiology website. Here you can find the most complete information in all

available languages about Iissiidiology and Immortality Accessible to Everyone, free books downloads, videos with Author explanations and articles. English version www.ayfaar.us

ayfaarpesni.org — Ayfaar Songs-meditations website. The author calls it the «sensual part of

IISSIIDIOLOGY". Because the depth of the Knowledge is laid in each song through the unconditional

heartfelt love and joy. In order to study Iissiidiology more effectively and for the harmonious development it
is very important to practice the Song’s meditation too.

iiaidc.org — This website contains information about the Idea of Altruism and Intellect Development
centers.

iissiidiology.net — The main objective of this project is to show how "Iissiidiology can change life" or, in

other words, the application of Iissiidiology in every-day life situations. This website contains articles written
not only by Oris (Iissiidiology author), but also by some of his readers.

